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Abstract

Thia study was committed to review the needs and characteristics of
children w4h pw.ere communication disorders in the Province of Ontario,
and to review programs available for them.

Thestudy took the form of a survey of existing practice. It employed
structured interviews of princapals and teachers, or others, in direct
'ontact with teadhing the lan4uage program. Interviews were carried
out in the homes of 28 parents of language-handicapped children to as-
certain their views.

/

Seventy-two schools/agencies were visited', at least one being included
from most of the regional area (offices) of tbe Ministry of Education.
Special or regional Programs dealing with autistic or aphasic chilAren
were included. Programs in regular elementary schools were studied, and a
selection of programs in special preschopl units, in two centres for
deVelopmentally handicapped children, and in two regional centres for the
mentally retarded.

For purposes of comparison, 44 schools or agencies which could not be
visited were asked to complete and mail four adapted questionnaire/
schedules.

Twentyieight parents were interviewed to get their views and a random
sample of 24 was contacted by mail. Study visits were'made to schools and
authorities in language disorder in the United Kingdom and in the United
States.

,

Four basic 'questionnaires were used to guide interviews in Ontario:
Schedule 1/1 -
Schedule 2/1 -

'Schedule 3/1 -

Schedule 4/1 -

characteristics of the child and his history,
principal's description of organization, program and
background of program,
language responses of the child in his program, reported
by teacher/therapist,

teacher's description and analysis of program.

The information was analyzed statistically. This was the backbone of
the Report. Case histories of specific programs were prepared. Descriptions
of interesting or innovative programs observed in Ontario and in study
visits were prepared.

Children with severe communication disorder were identified * the
participating boards of education and facilities following outline guide-
lines defini g children,with severe, specific language disorder and re-
lated handic i p groups who were placed in the special language program.
A further br ef check4st guided choice. There was detailed discussion
of the choice of pal%ticipating programs and children before final decisions
were reached. ClaSses studied covered the complete range of handicap
categories fromslow-learning to specific learning disability.

Findings were established on the sex, age, ability level, socio-economic
status, and diagnostic category of the children. Significant relationships
were bettken age and diagnosis, ability level and diagnosis. Specific
but variable patterns of relationship were found between the major factors
and diagnostic groups.

C,1
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A major finding was the,hfiterogeneity of the Vandicap groups which ccintain

the language-handicapped child, and of the laWage-disordered group)

itself. In the specific language-handicapped group, 49.autistics were-

identified, 56 aphasics, and.153 children with a cruisiderable variety of---

language delay/disorder. Prevalence of language handical could not be

established within the conditions of this study,;but some 3 perN10,000

children in the area pertaining to the study were.identified as language-.

disordered, autistic, or aphasic, and approximately 7 per 10,000 in total

were.found in the units studied. 4'

Analysis of programs recorded staffing, qualifications and background of

,staff, organization and gmuping, the goals, and the programs aAd materials

used. Major goals were language competende and adaptive/social skills

anA academic progress. Organization was based on both group and individual

approaches.

The content of program covered both developmental and structured,-

approaches. Few programs were based explicitly on linguistic principles.

A,wide variety of materiald was used. The program and materials an many

classrooms bad *any similarities with taiies,in special education

classes, includiag a general academic emphasis. Approaches varied but

ervhasized direct instruction. .

The backgroundrand qualifications of teachers tended to be in slow-

learning and hearing handicap, not just in language. Evaluation of the

general effectiveness of program was rarely obtained.

The records of children varied considerably'in comprehensiveness.
Assessment/intake procedures made use of a variety of apptoaches including

tea4ers' assessments and standardized, tests; progress reviews emphasized

claL:sroom assessment. There appeared to be no uniform or systematic

arrangements.Ifor evaluatidn of progress or program. Though a variety of

language.tests was used, modt use is made of a small number of general

ability and vocabulary tests.

Parents expressed a range of Views about their satisfaction with programs,

information about the child, and co-operation with the'school. These were,

on the whole, positive, but included critical responses on information and

co-operation.

Teachers and principals appeared to be satisfied with present tialning,

but recommendations were made for more practical forms of training and

the need for specific preparation for teaching language.

Observations suggest that those concerned with language programs need to

know more about language .development in normal and handicapped children, ,

the principles of selecting language programs, and the variety of programs

and instructional techniques now available.
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The Purpose and Scope of the.Research Project

1.1 'IIITa=kML.2i.L111...1t2LAX

1.1.1 The aims of this study are:

a) to examine the needs'and characteristics of children of
school age'in Ontario who have severe communication
disorders;

b) to describe the programs available to meet their needs;,

c) to make wha: evaluation of them'Is possible,or is available
from the schools or agencies;

d) to gather imformation on their relevance to individual
children or specific groups with a given level or kind of
language handicap. This includes a review of programs
being developed or alternative programs which appear to
have value here or in other countries.

e) a summary in the form of an advisement to the Minister of
Education is being prepared, to enable the development of
practical policies and guidelines for boards ofteducation
and those woricing with children who have communication
disorders.

1.1.2 The study is, not a study of the prevalence of communication
disorders. It is not a diagnostic or clinical study of specific
indiViduals or groups, though information has been gathered on
each individual entering the study. It is not a study of caus4s
or etiology, though information on these factors is reviewed.
It was not felt appropriate, at this stage in research on a
very heterogeneous 1.nd litle-studied group, to re-define diag-
nostic.eategories, or re-dkagnose children who have already been
classified by workers in the field as j.anguage-disordered.

1.1.3 This is not a studSra\language acquisition or theories of
language or'communication; nevertheless, facts about normal
language acquisition, and deviation in aequisition, are cruciol
in understanding children with severe language delay or disordar
and these areas are briefly pviewed.

. 1.2 . The Groups Studied: Definition,

1.2.1 Children with severe communication disorders are defined as
those with severe deviation, disorderpr-significant delay in
acquiring spoken language and the related verbal and non-verbal

1
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.forms of symbolism (e.g. gesture, sign, symbolic play) which

. underlie lan/uage. They were defined as requiring special

programs for acquisition or remediation of oral language, or

needi-0 to learn alternative forms of communication or media,

, such as systematic sign language or .:oncrece or pictorial symbols

(e.g. Bliss symbol, Non-SLIP). The children entering the study

are those with specific difficulties in processing linguistic

; information i.e. having 'central processing" difficulties: That

is, they have difficulties in comprehending spoken language

(receptive) or in organizing/using spoken language (expressive)

in order to communicate.. They have difficulties in using spoken

language ko cope with thellormal range of meanings or have

failed to cquire.the normal range of syntacticUranmatical

structures.

They will normally (but not always) fall within the average to

above-average .range of non-verbal intellectual ability, so that

their language handicap :is not due to low mental ability. 'heir
language-impairment is the major handicap and not normally the

, result of some other major handicap. See Rutter (1972) and

Kleffner (1973) for definitions.

1.2.2 Children entering the study may also have difficulties in;Jartidu-

lating,speech but the stUdy was not concerned with Children who

have simple articulation disorders or immaturities, i.e. disorders

oof phonology, but otherwise use and comprehend language. This

provision eliminates a large number of children who have speech

but not language disorders, i.e. many of those Aormally seen for

speech therapy as having speech impediments or,immaturitles.

1.2.3 Similarly, children who fail to communicate in speech because of

motor nandicaps; paralysis or dyspraxra, d.e. Cerebral palsied oe

cleft palate children, were initially exauded from the main study.

1.2.4 Severely mentally retarded chilaren wore alsb initially excluded

from the main study since it was considergd that delay or handicap

in language was probably (though not necessarily) due to general

retardation or cognitive impairment and that this obscures the

factors relatidt tosdpecific language handicap.

1.2.5 Th g.! hearing handicapped group was also eliminated as a whole since

language delay for both oral and written language is charaCteristic

of such children and is related to the hearing loss and associated

factors in the child and environment. In other words, the language

handicap is not a specific disorder existing in its own right as

the major single handicap. There are, however, childreh within

this group who are aphasic or with language delays or.deficits'

which are much more severe than would be expected even in relation

to the general language retardation of the deaf group. One of the

major programs studied consists of a group of such children.

1.2.6 As far as possible, children who halie difficulties or delays in

language related to their bilingual status, children suffering

from marked social or educational disadvantage (e.g. inner city or

2 0
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reierire groups or recent-immigrant groups) were eliminated
from the study in order to avoid the confusing effects .of
social and environmental factors, and to allow the study L-
concentrate on specific 1angage/communication disorders. Such
socio-economic and cultural factors are undoubtedly,causative
in general language and academic retardation but this was not
the concern of 'the present study. These important factork-
deserve separate study.

v

C

1.2.7 Groups which entered the 'study are those labelled as "aphasic",
t!autistic", "communication disorders", "language disorders" di
"language deficits or delays". Even with the restriction and
exclusions described above, the group entering the study is a
very heterogeneous one, as bah previous research and the present
study show. .

1.3 gmalifications to the Definthon of "Communication Disorder"

1.3.1 Although the grouf of children with specific language difficulties
hds been narrowed down and defined both by positive criteria and
by exclusion of other groups as described above, there are-major
qualifications to be made and-these are described below.

1.3.2 One major reason is that the study is basically concerned with
programs for childfen with language disorders, not with diagnostic
categories. These programs and alternative media for communication
are shared by several different handicapped groups and it is of.
major interest to see what is common to all groups sharing language
handicap, using similar programs, and to see how programs differ in
application from group to group, and what can be.learned from the
development of a progiam for a specific handicapped group and its
possible application to another group. For exampl.e, the Bliss
Symbol program was developed to meet the needs of the cerebral
palsied; it is intended to overcome their.difficulties in motor
movement end speech articulation. It does have, however, interes-
ting possibilities for other groups and has been extended to severely
mentally retarded groups. Similarl'Y, sign language has beer adapted
for use with a variety of groups whose language,disorders may have
quite different origins or significance; e.g. mentally retarded,
autistic. hearing-handicapped. Study of the common factors and the
factors dpecific to groups in the acqrasition or use of these forms
of.communication is moat important in throwing light on the nature
of language diiorder and of remediation.

1.3.3 ,Too little is known about the nature of language disorder or delay
to a4ow for dogmatism. The whole area of language disorder is so
heterak-meous, and the border between one handicapped group and4k,

another so diffuse that it made sense in this study (i) to define
as clearly as possible and concentrate on the characteristics and
programs of the "claspical" specific language-disordered groups
but also (ii) to sample and comr,are with these the other handicapprd
groups which have also language deviation. It is necessary to
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explore both sides of the borderlines in order to clearly draw

the borders. It should be understood that, in the atlalysis of

data, these other samples are kept separate from thc main body

df data, not miixed and confused with 14. For this reason, samples

were 4rawn of: 4

1.3.4 Cerebral-palsied and similar groups using alternatiile systemA

st--sT3liss symbols (Toronto Crippled Children'* Centre, other

classes);
Severely mentally retarded groups, to see how language progeams

and alternative systems such as Bliss symbols and sign systems

and also to look at possible similarities in acquisition

of la uage and failure to acquire language as 'letween the mentally

, retarded and the specific llinguage-disordered (two developmental

day centres, two regional residential centres);

Severely hearing handicapped'groups with evidence of specific

language dieficulties. One of these was a major program for

"aphasic" children located in the Sir James Whitney School, a

regional centte for the hearing handicapped, Belleville, and

necessarily included in the study. The other was a group of about

..13.children not labelled aphasic but having language disorder or '

delay markedly more severe than would be expected even in terms

of the norms for the hearing-handicapped, in the ,Ernest C. Drury

School, a regional centre for the hearing handicapped, Milton.

1.3.5 Comparison of these two groups in schools for the heariilg handi-

capped: "labelled" and in a specific language program,and

"unlabelled" and in a number of different settings within their

school, was felt to be of inrerest in bringing out common features ,

and needs. It raises the issue of how many hearing-handicapped

children with severe language delay are in fact better regarded as

having specific language disordei or aphasia, and should be given

special treatment for this rather than the geneial programs for

deaf children which may or may not be appropriate to 'them and, if

it has a strong oral language emphasis, could even'be harmful.

(See the experience of schools dealing with aphasic children, such

as Moor House, U.K. and Browning (1972) M. re detailed discussion

of the definition of groups and of criteria is given in Chapter 2.

The main point at issue is the need, encountered in this study as

a major problem, for quite cmmplex rules of'definition. %

1.4 The Identification of the Language-disordered Group

1.4.1 One obvious approach to identifying a specific group for study is

to set down prior definitions'and then screen; apply tests, diag-

nose and classify children aedording to external criteria adopted

by the study. At this stage of research in language disorder, it

was not.feasible to do'this for various reasons. First, there

was not sufficient time in this study if adequate attention was

to be given to observing programs. Second, there are still not

sufficiently precise criteria for what constitutes language/

communication disorder, it3 causative factors, reliable sub-

classifications or syndromes. Although tests and assessments

have been developed to desc e and diagnose receptive and



expressilie language performance or to identify handicaps, there
, is no reasonably.brief, reliable, and'comprehensive form ot

assessment which would'be useful across the very heterogeneous
group with which the.ssrly is concerned.

1.4.2 Sindromes 'based eh medical-neurological or speech-pathology
classifications of disorder, e.g. "aphasia", "anomia", "dyspraxia"

2 vary in their precise interpretation from individual, to individual
and.from time to time within the same profession. Crystal (1976)
hai argued cogently for defining language handicap in terms of
precise language performance, language structures, and levels of

* development rather tban.in clinical/neurological or other
-"syhdrome" categories. Adequate samples of the spoken language
and other aspects of the repertoire of a child, e.g. play, capa-
city for imitation, need.to be gathered and analysed in terms of
coMmunication and language performance, e.g. gzammatical structures,
meanings, in'order to give a precise description of the child's
aviuisition of language and handicap pattern and to guide rational
and apecific forms of program intervention.

Furthermore, the aim of the study was to describe the system of
identification and provision for language-handie9pped children
as it now exists, in all its variety, not as restricted and siM-

- plifted by a prior classification imposed by the research design.
:r1 order to find out how those working within the educational
..ystem define the problem, it seemed prudent to ask for the
definitions and practices used in the,field. This reflects the
variation in criteria of definition of children as language-
diiordered and, of provision for the children as language-disordered.
This is cutrent reality.

1.5 Criteria for Defihing Level or Si nificance of Handicap

1.5.1 It proved difficult to find precise 'criteria for identifying
children as having communication disorder. Practice, aad avail-
able information, varied from board to board. (Criteria are
discussed in more detail in Chapter 2).

1.5.2 In Board of Education areas in which the information available
wap essentially in a fairly crude form (relying on standard
intelligence or language tests such.as the Wechsler Intelligence '

Scale for Children) criteria set were that children should be: .

a) at least two years retarded in language level with respect to
mental age; or , °

b) where performance and verbal test scales were available, a
difference of 30 I.Q. points or more between these two, with
performance level superior to verbal.

1.5.3 This kind of criteriOn best applied to children up to the age of
nine or ten years. It was necessary for the research team to
re-classify.the grouP so identified, in order to 'select, by
gathering more specific observationa\from teachers and other
professionals, a more restricted andsseverely language-disordered
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group. At the other end of the scaleteachers were miked to

select children with extremely 4imited language (e.g4 50-word

vocabuliry, two-word sentences
(expressive)or limited response

to spoken language as contrasted with gesture and symbolic play.

It is suggested in ,Chapter 2 that a language level of 41/4.to.

6 years of age is the cut-off point for defining languhge retar-

dation in terms of acquisition of basic grammatical structures,,

as suggested by Crydtal (1976), in using his language-sampling '

. instrument for establishing levels of development and.mastery of

linguistic structures.
I.

1.5.4 Because of the dangers of interpretation of an inventory, the

criteriatwere established in direct dialogue with 'the administra-

tive and professional staff and/or the teachers og..-eaek atea/br

agency as far as possible. From September 19- i brief'Uyentory

listing the levels of language behavior indic ive of delay

dieorder in la child of school,age was maled t participants as

a guideline.'

V.

Theeapproach adopted ih the study Was "iterative" i.e. forming or

offering a preliminary estimate Of what constituted helndicap, then

correcting this through dialogue with the field and by observation

of children. It Is hoped that one.outcome of the study is to'

establish the acceptable range of criteria used for defining

level/kind of handicap involved in communication disorder.
%

1.6 Aga Range of Children in the Study,

1.6.1 The main age-range chosen for the study was school'age viz. 6 to ,

16 years. Whenever priorities were necessary, this was the'range

studied. Within this range it was found that most provision is

at the elementary sehool level i.e. 6 to 13 years.
/-

1.6.2 IL was.considered very important to study the early development

4
of children with communication disorders insofar as they were

accessible to the educational system (as contrasted with public

health, paediatric or other provision). For this reason, the

study dealt with samples of pre-scnool and developmental program,

for developmentally retarded, emotionally disturbed, or languager

handicapped children, mainly in the. Metro Toronto area. At the

other end of the scale, adolescents from'16 to 21 years of age

were also studied if their programs (such as the autistic program

at Kerry's Place, Clarksburg) were informative on the way in

which handicapped adolescents were being helped, or the direc-

Lions in which they might be better helped.

1.7 The Design of the Study

1.7.1 This is a survey and reihew study, not a psychometric or diag4

nOstic/clinical analysis. The terms of reference of the study

were to review the needs, characteristics and in particular the

programs of children with communication disorders. The following

spectfic programs were, under the terms of the study, included

for special reviqw:

2f

a.
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a

'Thistletown Regional Cencre, Toronto (autistic
residential treatment programs)

.0

Kerry's Place, Clarksburg (autistic adolescents,
resieential centre)

'McHugh School, Ottawa (autistic programs)

Bedford Park Public Elementary School, Toronto
(day program for communication disordered children,

'Metropolitan Toronto)

The Sir James Whitney School,,Belleville (aphasic unit)

1.7:2 The programs at the McHugh School have-been studied undevanother
contract research to ,the Ministry ofEducation conducted by the
University of Ottawa. An intensive research study of behavior,
management/intervention has been completed by Dr. David Hung on
a small group of autistic children. TAis research was also on

vcontract to the Ministry of Education. The present study esta-.
A blished communtication with these two projects to relate tt,em,

at whatever level seems appropriate, to the present study as'part
of a major program of#Ministry-funded research.

1.7.3 In addition to thesi commitments, it was considered desirable to
imamine the whole range of provision in the Province as far 4s
feasible, i.e. to review educational provision made by boards of
education and by other agencies, by day centres and by residential

, or hospital units, by boards or agencies in different geographical/
cultural areas, with a variety of resources, ,#nci with a variety of
approaches to defining, identifying and providing.programs for
this fairly novel and relatively unstudied group. It was crucial
to sample the whole province to get A reasonably acCurate esti-
mate of'the range of present provision add future needs. The
present survey sampled at least one example from ,each of the 12
major, Ministry of Education areas in the province, each centred
on a regional office of the Ministry from Sudbury to Niegara
South, Waterloo County to Ottawa. It therefore reptesents the
range of-geographical, rural, urban, cultural and economic fac-

.

tors in the province.

1.7.4 Random sampling was not practical since inclusiop in the study
depended on;the voluntary co..operation of boards of education
and other agencies, and, within boards, on the participation of
school units and, in turn, cotisent'of parents. Co-operation was
in general good, but:some boards or facilities declined to enter
the study or entred late pr under conditions which made it
difficult to include them. Six.months of the study were absorbed
in achieving access and co-operation. With the growing impetus
of the study in 1976-77, interest and co-operatioh increased.
It is unfortunate that more time and resources were not available
to the study, since it became evident that more.boards ofreduca-
tion and facilities were then prepared to enter the study than
could be accommodated.

r
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1.7.5 The study. was mainly restLicted again (for practical reasons)

to public boards of eduatioo, since these are usually the

major units in special education in.their areas. The Metro-.

politan Toronto Separate School Board provided a major focus

of study for the whole cd.ty of Toronto. 'Despite restrictiona

on truly random sampling, the data in this study seem reasonably

representative of the state of.affairs in major areas of the

province.

.1.8 Research Instruments and Procedures

1.8.1 The decision was taken to examine, from a variety'of viewpoints,

data which was likely to be fallible and varied. It wps also,

decided that it was important to attach weight to direct obser-

'vation of children and programs and to the reports andsevalua-

tions of administrato'rd and those directly concerned with programs

for childrdft with,communication disorders (first and second

peraons) ra.ther than relying on "ohjectiVe: tests whiCh gave a

"third-person" interpretation in terms of Ehe dimensions and

.
preconceptions of the test. This was therefore an observational

stu0.
t,

1.8.2 Info4tion was obtained directly by interview from principals

or ichools or other.administrators respopeible for organizing

and directing the system i.e. the school, unit, instructional .

facilities etc. within which the program operated. This gave

judgements on goals, facilities, resources, provision for identi-

.

fying and plac:ng children, for aksessing progress, and the kinds

,
of decision involved, in generai, in speCifying what thelhandicap

is and what programs are, made available. .Information was

obtained directly by interview from teachers and/or professional

staff directly responsible for the program

i) on individual children, describing their Individual,

characteristics and apparent needs e.g. age, develop-

mental or mental level, educational level and potential,

language status and handicap

descriptions and evaluations of.goals, programs and

materials used, instructional procedures, organiza-

tional patterns, content and sequence of curriculum

in language and other areas, whether program was
structured, programmed, relied on specific media or

materials, was based on behavior management principles

or was developmental etc. (See chapter on programs.)

1.8.3 Information from individual children's recods was gathered as

far as possible: medical and psychological data, developmental,
language and educational level, so that some estimate could be

made of the child's caracteristics, diagnosis, classlfication

of handicap and Orevious educational history. This was to

enable cross-checking and statistical analysis of information

under 1.8.2 and 1.8.3.

L.814 Direct observation of the program (premises, equipment, materials,

organization and procedures in use) was carried.out by the

research team, normally two members working together but inde-

2



pendently in a classroom. Within this program setting, the
interaction between children and teacher, or children and
children, involving language, was monitored, usually by
observation during a morning or afternoon session, gathering
randomly sampled 5-minute episodes of..61ass interaction. The
records (sample oves given time segment) described

0 the origin o an interaction between teacher and
child: whoAmitiated, whether or not it was question,
response, explanation, command, etc. and

ii) gave a description of the setting in which the inter-
actions had occurred e.g. oral language lesson, reading,
conversational interaction between children or struc-
tured language program.

It was not feasible to analyse these records statistically at
this stage, but they were used to add to the description of
program. .

1.8.5 Information was gathered mainly by "structured interviews"
based on questionnaires one for principals/
administrators (Schedule 2/1); one for teachers oi professionals
directly in charge of children (4/1), on program goals, materials,
and procedures; and two for each individual child (Schedules
1/1 and 3/1) . The aim was to collect data by first-hand inter-
view or observation. Teachers were not required to interpret
or complete questionnaires on their own. There was full dis-
cussion and dialogue, leading to decisions on data to be entered.

As the study proceeded into the fall of 1976, it becaMe clear
that several boards or fadilities which wished to be included
could not be reached with the time and resources available,
because very few children were included in their program, or
were scattered over a large number of schools. These respon-
dents were asked to complete condensed "mail order" questionnaires
listing the most important data required on the system, program
and characteristics of the children.

1.8.6 It proved difficult at this stage to code direct observational
data in 1.8.4 except in simple ways e.g. number of interactions,
initiation of interaction, proportion of questions, commands,
etc. The situations in which the observations were collected
varied. These observations also generated a volume of data

I. which had to be condensed; they were used to supplement case
study or other systematic interview data on a program.

1.8.1 Additional informatiOn was gathered on the lailguage-impaired
children by obtaining parental co-operation for home visits
to some thirty families in southern Ontario and Toronto during
the summer months of 1976. These covered "autistic" and
language disordered children from a variety of programs studied
in the survey. Information gathered on the child, his program,
and the perceptions of the parents is reported in a later
chapter. Once again the response was so positive that consi-
derably more work could have been done if time and resources
permitted.



1.9 .Data Analysis and Presentation

1.9.1 Direct questionnaire and record data were coded and computed

to obtain data such as frequency of response, age, diagnostic

category, particular categories of program, organization etc.

For individual children there was cross-classification of the

characteristics and relationships of age, diagnostic category,

sex, socio-economic class and ability level. These are dis-

cussed in succeeding chapters.

1.9.2 Case history reports were also written for major programs or

facilities, summarizing generalizations and trends from

questionnaire data, records, and observations.

1.9.3 Data analysis was confined to classifying responses, obtaining

simple frequencies and cross-classifications. This gave rise

to tables and chi-square or similar estimates of probability.

It was considered that the information obtained was based

essentially on classification or ranking of judgements and

observations. The aim was to'inter-relate these categories

and match them. More sophisticated procedures seem inappro-

priate at teis point.

1.10 Timetable and Procedures

1.10.1 Field work for the project began in January 1976 and was com-

pleted by the end of April 1977. The research ream consisted

during the first six months of two research workers (02 days

per week) and thereafter of three research workers (01 days

per week) as well as the principal investigator whose main

roles were in planning the project, devising instruments,

analysing and writing the report. In addition, the project

provided for visits to programs outside Ontario.

1.10.2 One visit, by the principal investigator, in three weeks of

October 1976, covered 15 facilities or persons in the United

Kingdom dealing with autistic or aphasic children, research

into language programs, techniques such as systemati.: sign

language or "cued speech". Other visits were carried out to

centres in the U.S.A. Materials on language programs were

gathered in the U.K. and a small collection made of available

structured language programs in the U.S.A., as well as the

Fristoe review/catalogue of language-teaching systems and the

Missouri Centre catalogue of language tests.

1.10.3 Procedure for the study varied in different geographical

areas but generally followed the pattern:

1) Cos:tact with the respondent (board of education,

agency, or facility) to explain the scope and

purpose of the study, indicate the kind of children

to be included and a request for co-operation.

2) Preliminary discussion with the responsible
administrators or professional staff of the facility.

3) Permission from the research committee or managing

body of the fa0..1ity to submit the plan of reseerch

and have this approved.
\)
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4) Approval by the committee or officer responsible for
special education or for the particular program.

5) The above steps, at 2, 3, or 4, or all three might
involve a meeting of the research staff and/or principal
investigator with representatives of,the facility.

6) This might lead to meeting with the teachers involved
in the project, or contact with individual schools to
explain the project in detail, confirm co-operation,
and set up specific steps for obtaining consents to
proceed in time-tabling interviews and observation.
Facilities varied, but a number preferred that prin-
cipals of schools should give direct consent and become
responsible for contacting parents for their co-operation.

7) Parental consent was obtained to include children iu the
study and obtain release of appropriate information from
recordsiand/or record children by videotape.

.1.10.4 During the period of active field work, as far as possible infor-
mation-relevant to the facility was fed back to the school. Any
useful information (e.g. preliminary information on alternative
programs) which had become available during the study and did not
identify or compromise any particular facility was exchanged with
those who requested this (e.g. bibliographies, indications that
particular programs such as Bliss symbol or sign language were
being tried in various circumstances, or test references).

1.11 General Aims and Results of the Study

1.11.1 The aims of the study were to describe and analyse current pro-
grams for a variety of children of school age who have severe
communicatlon disorder as defined above; to describe and catego-
rize the variations in such programs in relation to the character-
istics of the "system" in which they operate (location, size, kind
of program, media, goals, forms of organization) and to relate the
program to the apparent needs and characteristics, as reported,
of the handicapped child. Also, as far as possible, the aim was
to evaluate programs in terms of their materials and instructional
approaches.

, 1.11.2 Where possible, other evidence was gathered on effectiveness such
as the progress of children through the program, time spent by a
child in a program and any "outcome" information, if gathered by
the school, whidh would throw light.on external effectiveness.
The concept "evalurtion" was found to be disturbing unless pre-
sented in the above context i.e. as judgement by the persons in
the system of the appropriateness and apparent effectiveness of
program, organization, and instructional approach to meet children's
needs, and presentation of their own cbjec.tive data where available.
Some programs e.g. those structured in'terms of language (e.g.
McGinnis, DistAr) stages of achievement, or based on detailed
forms of monitoring such as behavior modification procedures, had
clear evidence of progress and effectiveness to offer; other assess-
ments were inevitably more general. This was a difficult area in
which to work.
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1.11.3 As a result of this study, there is no doubt that there is a

need fok controlled educational trials of specific programs
and techniques, matching these,.to the needs of specific indi-

viduals and groups rather than making broad and sweeping
II competitive" group comparisons of different programs.

1.11.4 The study is concerned piimarily with program and curriculum,

Apt with language theory or direct studies of individual

remediation. Ie,concerns itself with the child with communica-
tion disorder, a tJrm seen as being wider than oral language

disorder i. e. it looks at the contributions of symbolic process"
and media which lie outside the strictly verbal or linguistic;

e.g. alternative symbols systems or media, which are among the

most exciting developments in program materials for children with

severe communication difficulties.

1.11.5 These programs are seen in relation to more inclusive educational

'and developmental goals for teacher and child, in a more general

educational setting. That is, the concern of the study is
educational, concerned with curriculum analysis and evaluation,

and with programs, rather than psychological, clinical, or medical

mattexs or problems related solely to speech pathology. Speech

pathology in particular, as an applied discipline drawing on many
other basic disciplines, has a considerable contribution ti) make

in diagnosis, planning of remediation, and programming both

language and non-verbal communication approaches. But it is one

discipline among several--the education and psychological--in
planning the curriculum of the child with communication disorder.

1.11.6 In the last two to five years, a considerable variety of language

prk.grams has become available, based on a variety of approaches

to language content and sequence--syntactic, semantic, conceptual.

(See Fristoe (1975), Schiefelbusch & Lloyd (1974)) Programs vary

in their degree of structure, and basis for structure, and in the

degree to which they are finely graded and programmed or leave

considerable choice to the teacher; in the degree to which they

are based on developmental principles for entry remediation and

'Sequence, or an task analysis and behavior modification principles.

1.11.7 There is now more obviously, a need for rationale for language

programs, based on improved knowledge of the cognitive and lin-

guistic learning of the child and factors such as the role of

imitation and of stimulus,discrimination. There is a need for

wide variety of programs and approaches to fit the variety of needs

of the group of children with language disorders. Many of these

experimental programs, in fact, appear to be derived from the

careful task analysis, consideration of developmental sequence
and grading of material which is required by autistic and mentally

retarded. The present flexibility and imagination in experimenting
with different forms of symbolism and medium makes the present

situation hopeful and exciting.

1.11.8 It was evident, from the interaction of the research team with
professional staff and teachers at the outset of every contact

that there was considerable variation in the definition of con-

cepts of language disorder and the criteria for identifying

,70
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children with communication disorder, and for evaluating the
most appropriate programs. Indeed, one major outcome of every
dialogue was to define anew the semantics of communication
disorder and arrive at an operational agreement. The whole
ji-tudy, in effect, has been concerned with re-defining through
dialogue and the assembly of data the term "communication

'disorder".

1.11.9, In addition to analysis of,data and presentation of case study
materials, the study has a practical contribution to make.

:6

1) As noted, the study sets out to describe and evaluate
alternative programs and innovative programs being
developed not only in Ontario but in other places, and
to bring to the notice of practitioners the common
ground they share with cthars, or the value of adop-
ting alternative approaches_which appear to have some
validation elsewhere.

2) The study set out to gather some of the easily available
references on language assessment and programs --
videotape, film, books, etc.

3) The study set out to summarize and briefly evaluate
available assessment/test resources in the field of
language and to recommend adoption of recently-published
instruments based on effective language sampling and use
of information on linguistic structures in the child,
such as Lee's Developmental Sentence Scoring Test and,
in particular, Crystal's grammatical analysis of develop-
mental language structures, which should lead to a more
rational and direct choice of level and kind of remedial
intervention or program planning.

4) The study reviews in a later chapter language/communica-
tion programs which are generally available, and examples
of some 0 these materials will be assembled in a section
available for reference at the Centre for Educational
.vDisabilities, University of Guelph.

5) It is hoped latar to prepare a "directory" of services
and facilities either by name where permitted or by
region, indicating in detail the clientele, goals, program
choices of major facilities, and board of education ser-
vices for children with communication disorders.

6) It is hoped to continue and develop, following the life
of the project, a helping relationship with parents of
autistic children who have participated.

7) A workshop was organized following the completion of th'
project field work, at which general research on communi-
cation disorder Was reviewed (not the content.of the
present report) and participants exchanged information,
in the form of videotapes/films and presentations, on
their programs. It is hoped that a useful consultative/
professional development relationship can be continued
between participants and 'the Centre for Educational
Disabilities, University of Guelph.



Language as a Focus of Study
);

2.1 Language as the Focus of Study

2.1.1 The primary concern of this study is _spoken language disorder.

"Language" means processes of coding, controlling, storing.and

encoding verbal symbols, in understanding and expression. That is,

.
language as a central process', not speech. as4s40:.- There are many

.definitions of language and speech but the follanhg hits been

adopted from Sheridan (1972):

Speech.is "the use of systematized vocalizations to express verbal

symbols or words" (Sheridan 1972). Rutter (1972) emphasizes the

-processes of articulation in speech disorder, as contrasted with

language disorder.

Language is "the symbolizing or codifying of concepts for the pur-

pose of self-communication regarding past, present and future events,

and for inter-personal communication, the latter involving both

reception and expression". (Sheridan 1972)
4

In order to merit the term "laAguage" the symbols must have a

systematic relationship to each other, allowing for the creation of

an infinite number of new messages which are understandable to all

those knowing the language. The system of symbols making up a

language can be received or expressed in various non-vocal ways as

well as in sounds -- written words, Braille, the manual sign lan-

guages, other written or visual symbols, e.g. Bliss symbols.

It is important to state this distinction explicitly since there is

otherwise possibility of misunderstanding on what is included as

'specific" language disorder. This study is concerned with children

who have receptive or expressive language disorder, but not neces-

sarily children with speech or'articulation disorder.

A whole range of speech disorders was excluded from the scope Of the

study insofar as these were solely disorders of articulation, failures

in motor patterning, programming or production of speech as distinct

from difficulties in discriminating,.categorizing, responding to or.

producing verbal symbols (i.e. understanding and organizing coherent

language).

The 'subject of study is the syntactic, semantic, and conceptual

aspects of the child's language functioning -- forms and meanings

in understanding and using language, excluding phonology. This,

however, unduly restricts andlalsifies the real state of affairs.

Many children with underlying difficulties affecting their acquisi-

tion and organization of language (syntax) or of meanings and

vocabulary (semantics) also display delays or disorder of phonology,

i.e. in discriminating or producing significant speech patterns,

phonemes, syllables, etc. at a normal level of development..

Conversely, it is quite likely that some children with marked

immaturities of deviance of phonology, as shown by their speech

production,,also show significant deviances in other aspects of

language. Ingram (1976), after analysing evidence on gross deviances

- 14 -
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in phonology in children, suggests that there is a'strong,link
with the other language systems in such cases., and even that
remediation of syntax (whether in parallel or on its own) can
improve phonology (articulation/pronunciation). -

Children in this study are likely to show deviance in more than
one or even in all of the systems of language, especiall,y in
cases of "language delay"; therefore speech disorder must be
included as a possible element of a multiple criterion -7 but not
on its own, as a specific of isolated. handicap. ' .

The authoritative report "Standards for Educators of Exceptional
Children in Canada" (the S.E.E.C. Report (1971)) makes communica-
tion a central concept in its explanationoof handicap.

"Communication disruption, therefore represents a common,
thread which runs through all categories of exception---.
ality."

2.2 Communication Disordera as a Fundamental Aspect of Handica

2.2.1 Communication disorder is found in varying degrees in most handicaps
requiring special education. The hearing handicapped are, by defi-
nition, a, group who have major disabilities in the acciLisition, edu-
cational and social use of language. The cerebral palsied group

%have a high proportion with difficulties of articulation or planning
of speech. Evidence suggests that many have language difficulties
as well as disorders of motor production. Clearly, a study of
.language/communication disorders in theowidest sense should cover
all such groups.

In our present state of no precise definitions, and few agreed
procedures of assessment and classification, with a wid.1 variety
of children perceived as having language disorder, or language
disorder compounded by other disorders, definitAon and provision
for treatment vary from one school nyatem or facility to the next.
The effective instruments for diagnosis and assessment have not
yet been developed or, if developed, adequately standardized and
validated, with the possible exception of Crystal's (1976) "Language
Assessment, Remediation and Screening Procedure", or Lee's "Develop-
mental Sentence Structure Analysis" (1974).

The present study, in defining itsLterms of reference and the
identification of the kinds of children to be studied, found within
the educational system a variety of perceptions of what is meant
by "children with communication or language disorders". It is
hoped the study will lead to official guidance on how to define.'
languagejdisorders.

2.3 The Definition of Communication Disorder

2.3.1 It is necessary to know more about the nature of language disorder
and remediation to ascertain how far it follows the same pattern
in different groups. The most useful strategy. seems to be to
discover more about language disorder in groups where language
is the majdr or specific handicap.
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It has taken two' hundred years for the concept of hearing handicap

to beofully established as a clear and specific pattern of handi-

cap. Prior to theAstablishment of schools for the "deaf" and

the development of manual or oral methods of educating the deab

they were confused with the mentally retarded and/or the mentally

disturbed, not only by the common man but by professional opinion.

(see Hewett (1977)) Similar prob1eit4,of perceptidn and labelling

of particular groups as having specific disabilities, differing ini

or hav.ing'particular patterns of causation for their difficulties-1

(e.g, genetic as against biochemical or environmental) have recurred

throughout the history of special education. The "disadvantaged"

shared membership with "slow learners" in terms of education retar-

dation until approximately the last 25 years. ,-%e 'childhood

autism syndrome" as a specific group was idolted onlr 30 years

ago and is still the subject of debate. -(Kanner (1943), Wing (1976))

When negotiating with boards of education and other responsible

professional experts over which children were appropriate for the

study, it was often necessary to expand the written guidelines and

criteria by detailed dialogue referring to specific exemplars of

the group being studied; ,to establish common.ground on who should

'beincludec and why, and who should be excluded as not falling within

the main focus of classification as language-disordered. This

negotiation was an aCtive process of definition and an arrival at

agreement on terms; it was an exercise in establishing a semantic

framework common to this study and to the participating representa-

tives of the educational system. In effect, if provisional agree-

ment on what should be regarded as "language disordered children"

did not exist eXplicitly before the dialogue, it emerged as the

result of the dialogue.

, 2.4 Groups

2.4.1 What are the kinds of group to be included in the study? They ire:

1) The group termed "aphasic" or "developmental language

disordered" with more or less severe early difficulties

in acquiring, comprehending, or expressing oral language.

2) Early childhood autism since this group contains a high

proportion of children with severe language and communi-

cation disorders, increasingly viewed in recent years

(Wing,(1976)) as having a fundamental disorder of language

acquisition and tide and symbolic processing.

3) A variety of language disorders or delays due to develop-

mental or cognitive deviance, neurological ov other forms

of damage, or traumatic effects'of disease or accident in

early childhood.

The purpose of the study was to observe and analyze the character-

istics and needs of children in groups such as the above, as

perceived and claséified by the educational system. Such informa-

tion was to be used to arrive at the main purpose of the study:

1) pescription and imterpretation of the facilities and

programs available for such children.

t.3

3
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2)..Their apparent match to the needs of these groups
or individual children,:

14.3) Perceptions and evidince from a variety of people,
working within the system, on the value and effective-
nest of such programs, and

4) The recording of possible improvements and innova-

Questions from the field were concerned with the definition of the
population to be studied, and in particular that variety of children
perceived as having language disorder or delay who might not be in
the "classical" group above. To simplify the issue of the border-
zone groups and individuals, the following were excluded in pre-
liminary'definition and discussion:

>-'
2.5 Provisional Exclusion of Specific Groupa,_ and Qualifications

About These Decisions

2.5.1 1) Chil:ren suffering from social/educational disadvantage
which affected languagetdevelopment sucl6as the inner
city group or children Erom new Canadian or bilingual
groups who showed poor language development in English
or French,. whichever was the mother tongue. There probably
is a large group of children whose learning is Edversely
affected by environmental, economic, social or familial
circumstances. The criteripn was whether original language
functioning (mother tongue) was reasonably intact or normal
even if language in school Appeared immature. Poor per-
formance in the mother tongue as well as English would
indicate a "real" language dysfunction, and such a child
would be correctly included as having,a specific language
disorder.

As far as the research team were aware, after preliminary discussion
and sorting, very few children were included who were merely dis-
advantaged or had deviant dialect or local speech variations, or
were simply bilinguals not effective in the second language.*

2) The second major group excluded during the first round
was th4 severely mentally retarded. It is generally
believed from research evidence that the immaturities/
difficulties of speech is likely to be caused by their
general low level of cognitive functioning and is not
"specific". The situation is by no means so clear-cut;
hence, there was later discussion of the need to sample
this group.

3) The third group excluded on first consideration were the
hearing handicapped, that is, children tested and diag-
nosed as hearing handicapped to a degree requiring place-
ment in a special program. The hearing handicapped have

* A very small proportion of deprive,l/disadvantaged children
occurred in the statistical analyses reported later.
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difficulties in acquiring and using normal spoken

language(but., in general, can acquire and use non-

- ,verbal symbolic systems and Ways of thinking.

'It Is not known how many children with hearing handicap are also

aphasic. Expevience in the U.K. (Moor House School for language-,

'disordered children) over,the last ten years has stressed the

neta to diagnose-and differentiate the
aphasic from the hearing

,handicapped child, especially when there is both hearing loss and

language handicap in the same child. Browning (1972) describes

;h' dvanced se,vices for diagnosis and special
in detaii, as a palt, the.difficulties which existed, until

recently even wit
education_in the U0(..)On diagnosing an aphasic child. Until

recently, over the.years,aphasic children have been treated as

deaf and subjected to intensive oral language woik which has not

been successful and can cause confusion and a sense of failure

in the,child.

It is ktiown that receptive aphasic children are likely to suffer

-A from sighifigant hearing loss (Griffith(1972), Mordock (1974)) in

addition to theif specific failure to ulderstand spoken language.

There may wtll be multiply-handicapped ktildren who are appro-

priately dAlignosed and classified as 114ving severe hearing loss,

but also hive a degree of language fu ctioning which is uarkedly

below even what'would normally be expected from individuals with

their-degree of hearing loss.

'As a practical consideration, the s udy was alreadi committed by

its terms of reference to exami9ing children p'Laced in the classes

for "aphasic" children who were AA o hearing handtcapped and who

attended the Belleville Regional. School for the Deaf. Ie was

determined, after discussion and definition of.childreA who might

'enter the study, that a number of children attending the Drury

SChool, Milton, had verbal scores and language functioning signi-

ficantly below the norms for tests established on the hearing

handicapped porqation in the school.
#

'Also excluded eyecifically were the cerebral palsied group, whose

inability to produce speech was held to be due to brain damage

or other reason for neuro-muscular paralysis, or gross difficulties

in articulation; or where the general functioning of the cerebral-

palsied child (lowered level of cognitive competence or perceptual

diffiCulties) might be held responsible for difficulties in com-

prehending or producing speech.. Even'here, however, after the

first exclusion frowthe study, there was a return to studying

sample groups in specific programs, for the reasons described

below.

Some of the difficulties of boards of education who participated

in the study were undoubtedly due to the fact that 1).they were

unsure of the precise children or groups to be included in the

study, and 2) they found it difficult, at first, to see that it

was necessary to look closely at the border-zone and to include

in the study individual children who might be mixed cases, hard

to diagnose, and presenting language disorder in the context of

another set of handicaps.
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It seemed absolutely necissary to draw some samples from the
excluded groups to get information on whether language/communi-
cation disurders in these groups did have parallels or continu-
itieb with the language disorders in the classical specific
language disordered group.

*,
v_

2.6 The Emphasis on Programs, not Diagnosis
.

- 2.6.1 Even more important was the need to establieh whether çrogram
and materials and instructional approaches for the language
disordered had common ground with those used for other handicapped
groups or 'could be extended to those groups. The converse is even
mpre pressing. It was found that techniques based on symbolic-
codes suchtas sign language and idiographic symbols (e.g. Bliss
symbols) were being .increasingly and apparently effectively used
by groups sull as the hearinehandicapped (signs) and the cerebral
palsied (Bliss). These systems are also being tried with the
autistic and aphasic groups.

It was essential to'study the development and application of pro-
ftams in those groups in which °they were first, or more clearly,"
worked out, in order to understand the problems and possibilities \

of the program when it was extended to other groups. This in
itself would justify sampling prugrams for language-disordered
hearing handicapped who,are using various kinds of "total communi-
cation" through sign and spoken language and the experiments in
using alternative visual symbol systems (such as the Bliss sy em,
first developed among the,cerebral palsied as an alternativ
no spoken communication is cpasible).

Having excluded these major groups, it appeared valuable to sample
them in the study, and study thpm separately.

If those who were tested as mentally retarded were excluded com-
pletely from the study, this would in fact remove the majority of
the non-verbal and low-communicating autistic group who are central
to the study. As Wing (1.076) implies in her discussion of the
common factors and the differential diagnosis between some autistic
groups and mentally retarded, it made tense to include a sample of
apparently straight-forward severe mentally retarded to see if
their lapguage characteristics, needs, and programs had any rele-'
vance to the study of language disorder.* In studying thesc:
groups, the professionals in charge (i.e. speech pathologists)
were asked to select those children from the severely retarded
groups who appeared to have unusually low language functioning,
even at their cognitive level, or where the language functioning
might well be the characteristic which contributed to their being
perceived and classified as mentally retarded.

Similarly, as noted above, it was necessary to include as an
important compoaent of the study children diagnosed as "aphasic"
but suffering from degrees of hearing handicap and taught in a
school for the deaf.

ed

4.

.4k See also the comparison )f language handicap in mentally-
' relarded and specific language disability groups by a
chief speech pathologist (Daley (1576)).

8 7
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As'a comparison group to this, a group was included wh t.. were

not diagnosed as aphasic but were classified as hearing handi-

capped, but were significantly below the norms for the hearing

handicapped population on verbal tests.

Finally, programa for the cerebral palsied were studied. These

were trials of the Bliss symbol system which originated,in the

Crippled Children's Centre, Toro to. This is a system of visual

ideógiaphs encoding a range e most important common concepts

4 and grammatical relationships, based as far as possible on

.
memorable.(iconic) forms so as to be readily remembered and rela-

ted to one another. This use of a non-verbal system of concepts,

which can be built up into patterns of utterances, can form the

basis of an organized system of discourse (with its own syntax).

A Its promise in providing a symbolic system for children with

severely limited speech, and with equally limited ability in

motor response, suggested that'it might be adopted for other

children who could not speak and found difficulties in dealing

with verbal concepts.

There is an additional point, however. When communication with

cerebral palsied children is establishea through an alternative

sign or symbol system, the underlying language difficulties begin

to emerge. The failure in articulation often hides this, since,

if the child cannot communicate at all, the hidden'difficulties

are simply swamped or are additive to the articulation proglems.

Since cerebral palsied children are known to have disorders of

visual/spatial perception (as well as the obvious visual/motor

'4 difficulties in co-ordinating eye,.and hand, or controlling limb

movements in drawing, writing, etc.) it is hardly surprising that

they may,'in relation to their-often severe brain injury, have

difficulties in processing and coding verbai symbols. It will be

of interest, therefore, in the future to make detailed studies of

the symbolic and inner-language functioning of cerebral palsied

children as revealed directly by their use of alternative sign or

symbol systems (e.g. Fenn (1975)).

2.7 The Need for Classification and Diagnosis in Linguistic Functiàning

2.7.1 Even the specific language disorder groups cover'a great variety of

conditions. Griffiths (1972) comments on the great variety found

even within the classical dia" osed "aphasic" group. Any grouping

of the language disordered children is extremely heterogeneous in
4

pattern of deviance, in apparent cause and effects of disorder in

language or pymbolic proess. Crystal (1976) points out that it is

a characterikic of the language-disordered population that even

individual children who have the same intellectual and linguistic

level vary considerably in the pattern of linguistic stages they

cover and the specific patterns of language structure.

Children have usually been classified in age, psychological charac-

teristics such as ability level, vocabulary, memory, perception,

.etc. They may be described in neurological terms as likely to have

brain dysfunction in particular areas which could account for a

specific disorder of language. They are classified by syndrome

e.g. aphasic or autistic (and this distinction is a useful one,

38



despite tae common ground between the two in language dysfunction).
They are classified as having a deficit or as language-delayed --
with the assumption that if they are language-delayed they will
catch up with normal language levels, given time and appropriate
(programs, whereas those with persistent deficit may need more
specialized, structured, or intensive programs. Or a child's
pattern of response and the need to meat.it with particular forms
of teaching may be a quite individual decision'within a teaching
situation.

;Most of the clinical classifications available do not provide
ktompletely consistent or logical frameworks for de3cription and,

\7n describing precisely whell the child is,failing to function and
ore,to the'point, they may describe and classify but do not help

i.earn in such a way that an appropriate program can b3 drawn up.

Crystal (1976) discusses the grammattanases of language disabi-
lity.' Ingram (1976) in a companioil volume, discusses the phonolo-
gical disabilities of children. Both suggest that there are few
precise and detailed linguistic analyses of the performance of,,
handicapped children which relate,this performance to 1) develop-
mental age/stage norms in language, 2) comparative distance from
reasonable adult speech, and 3) the acquisition or failure to
acquire specific important linguistic structures.

Precise linguistic description, based on real samples of represen-
tative speech--iituations, as well ak tests, should enable clearer
description-of what is meant by language delay, what is meant by
deviance of language pattetn, and when this can be regarded as a
deficit rather than a failure to acqPire the structure notmally.
Much is known about syntax and grammar (Crystal) and about phonology
(Ingram) but much less about'prosody and intonation of speech and
the meanings of words and their relationships.

n
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Criteria,for Selecting Children as
Languageshandicapped

3.1 Crtteria .for.SelectingChildreñ as Language-handicapped

3.1.1 The definition of groups to be included in the study and those to

be excluded, or samptied later, has been discussed. Within this ?

framework, what are the criteria for describing children as having

a sufficient pathOlogy of language disbrder to be included? .

As previously noted, the definition of. who Was, or4was not, a child

with sufficient language disability to:be in need of special asdess-

ment, etc. rested initially with the beards of education and/or

professional workers in a facility for'snch children. 9uidanre on

the genefal characteristics of the children to be selected and the

severity of languageloss or delay, was.given in the, first contacts .

with co-operating agencies. This was followed up by detailed tis-

cussion with them. \In addition, aishort ipOntory was devised to.
guide teachers, and others, on the tkAnds of language behiviors

which would suggest t at there was a language disability sufficient

for inclusion in the tudy. (These materials are included.in the

Appendix, Inventory AL) 0

Without making such an inventory long, detailed band exhaustive and/ .

or tetting children directly, it would have been impractical to

make more detailed criteria available. In dealing with different

professionals with varying kinds of skill and interest, one Could

not assume that a long,'detailed and exhaustive screening question-

naire would be feasible!: to use.

Despite the existence df a range of descriptions of clinical

siates, e.g. dysphasia autism, there is little in the way of
4I

specific criteria for evel and kind of language/communication

performance. A consid rable variety of: tests was reported as being

used; however, in praqtice, the range of test or observation measures

uged by the educational system to screen or assess.an individual

c1iild,..il-'1imited and different children do not all receive the same

assetriment. Childrenare likely to have been asSessed.on tests such

asithe Wechsler Intelliigence Scale for Children, afid<vocabulery-

teets, but if this was a mass screening/review situatim-they would

not always have had deltailed, clinical, or edUcational measures

relating to language als such.* It is unlikely, for example, that

-there would in all caSos have been systematic assessment of arti-

culation, phonolOgy and, syntax, by use of language sampling to

arrive at levels of lihguistic functioning (as recommended by Lee

(1974); Crystal (1,976)?.

The criteria had to be!robust.

1) Wherg! children have been screened on an ineelligence

test, or measures giving verbal and non-verbal components,

it was propos d that children should be selected in the

first instance for further review by the research team if

thgyhad a disc epancy of at least 30 standard score points

* See statistical analyses of children's characteristics later.
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(I.Q. points) between a higher performance and a lower
verbal score at ages up to 7 years. This would give a
discrepancy of 11/2 to 21/4 years between non-verbal and
verbal functioning.

2) Preferably, there should be a gap of at least 2W3 years
between general (non-verbal) cognitive functioning and
language level up to age 7 (as tested or in terms of
observed developmental stage).

The above criterion would sel9ct, for example, children with lin-
guistic functioning at the-4-Ao 5 year level, at most, when the
actual age is 7. Tha Of year level is conventionally taken to be
the age at which children have acquired basic syntactic patterns.
If children were selected when older, the gap obviously should be
set larger, since the discrepancy of 3 years at a 10 year old level
of general functioning and atl or 8 year level of language does
not indicate the same problem of severity.

Selecting children on test outcomes -of this kind is an apparently
clear-cut and measurable but also restricting approach. On the one
hand, requiring a differential score of 30 or more standard points
on the W.I.S.C. tended to select children who would not be too loW
scoring in general, i.e. not severely mentally retarded since, if
the lowest score was 50 to 40 I.Q. (standard score) the higher score
would be at 80 or near it and the average in the lower educable
retarded range, at lowest.

On the other hand, such a test is not a very sensitive instrument.
The lowest language and cognitive levels which can, in any way, be
reflected in test scores(and even then, in a high proportion of
zero scores) are in the area of norms appropriate to 41/2 years of
age. So the "basement" effect of the test is prominent. But
children with severe language difficulties,are likely to be below
the 4 year level in the area of language acquisition and functional
language use. Moreover, the form of the test assumes capacity to
understand verbal instructions even for non-verbal tasks.

Even when obtained, the verbal scores on Wechsler (or Binet) test
are restricted in value.since they essentially refer to capacity
to understand sentences (Information, Comprehension) and to produce
understandable utterances as answers, or to understand and produce
straight vocabulary; i.e. an age 4 level, at least, in language
function. So the verbal scores are complex in nature and based
on vocabulary rather than broader aspects of linguistic functioning.

3) The use of general test data, such as the W.I,S.C. or
Stanford-Binet vocabulary tLstS, was perceived as setting
an "upper bound" to children's,language. It was antici-
pated that there would be a high proportion of children,
or a majority, well below test norms. Respondents were
asked to select children with known language difficulties
(apart from articulation) who showed a discrepancy of at
least two to three years between general development and
language level.



To give.a standard for the lower end of functioning, partici-
pants in the study were asked to look for children who did not

speak or apparently respond to spoken directions or statements,
or had at most 3 or 4 morphemes (words) in their utterances.
They were given an inventory guideline to follow and the emphasis
was on looking for and selecting deviation in language behavior
of a kind significant to the educator; that is, showing linguistic

deviation such as telegraphic speech, two/three word sentences,
failure to master transformations such as person forms, tenses,
plurals, use of prepositions; i,e. ranging from the 18 month to
3 year level of language development.

3.2 Develo mental Level in Lanuae as a Guide

3.2.1 It is commonly accepted, from studies of acquisition of child
language, that normal children have acquired the foundations of
their syntax by age 44 and can then understand and produce the
main English sentence patterns. They can form plurals and tense
forms (regular and non-regular), respond to active/passive trans-
formations correctly; they have developed mastery of phrase and
clause construction and their inter-relations, and of the common
connectives and subordinates such as but, if, although, etc. A

child at this leyel has by no means fully mastered his language;
but-he shows thae he has acquired mastery of grammar in Chomsky's
sense, and is unlikely to show gross linguistic failUres or devia-

tions.

But, as Crystal (1976) and Berry (1976) comment, the original
studies establishing developmental stages in language acquisition
in the past 15 years were -,ased on highly selected and very small
samples of children who are likely, from the description and facts
of selection, tolbe upper middle class in origin, brighter than

average. There can be variation of 6 months in either direction in
the norms for language stages. Comparing "norms" from the litera-

ture with observations of many normal children and mental retardates

of varying mental ages, Berry concludes that the "absolute" norm,
as it were, for completing language acquisition should beSegged
nearer 6 than 4 years of age.

There are other reasons for taking age 6 as the cut-off point that
typically identifiea reasonably complete language acquisition in
the normal child. Phonologically (in terms of articulation, pronun-
ciation, "intelligibility") a significant number of children con-
tinue to show delays and deviance in speech well up to age 7 or 8
(Ingram (1976), Kellmer-Pringle (1965)). For example, fricative
and affricate phonemes, e.g. "th", "ch", may not be mastered until
this late. To set a reasonable limit on "normal" delay due to
developmental or other differences in children's language acquisi-
tion, ( it seems useful to set a general limit at about 6 years of
age, assuming that in the majority of cases the major systems of

phonOlogical and syntactic aspects of language have been mastered
by--then.

1) No child with a "linguistid age" of 6 or over should enter
the study or be regarded as language disordered in the
narrow sense, if this "age" means that he has acquired
the normal mastery of syntax and other language skills
for age 6.
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However, in the mixed bag of handicaps identified currently as
having language delay or disorder, ther,.! may well be children
functioning above this level but still perceived as markedly
discrepant in spoken language functioning as compared with ex-
pectations for their age. Little is known about the stages of
acquisition of linguistic structures above age 41/2 to 6 years
(Crystal's "Stage VII" (1976)) and test norms cut out at around
this point 'see Chapter 4). Obviously the child's language con-
tinues to develop. It can also be demonstrated that children
continue to develop in mastery of the more complex forms of
clause and relative clauses, especially those requiring precise
reference of personal pronoun or anaphoras (Chomsky (1969)). To
the extent that the child shows marked deviation from the norm in
mastery of such later linguisuic situations (i.e. at ages 6 to 12
years) he could be said still to have a language delay or deviance
(though probably not disorder in the proper sense).

2) It is also true that little is known about the semantic
development of children (as contrasted with what would
appear to be closely related, vocabulary development).

.

Whereas there are now clear norms, at least in terms of
stages, for syntax development in the first 4 to 6 years,
there are still few clear guidelines in the research to
semantic development (see Crystal (1976), Bateman (1976)).

When a child cannot remember or produce words or phrases, or cannot
produce names or labels, or appears to show marked difficulty in
relating one form of meaning to an equivalent one (as in compre-
hending or paraphrasing a spoken or written statement or command)
or finds difficulty in answering or in producing questions even
though he has the grammatical apparatus to do so, then one must
make clinical or educational judgements without clear norms. For
this reason, the study not only used a short inventory of language,
receptive and expressive, but included an inventory of basic lan-
guage performances (Schedule 3/1) to be checked off if needs be
by obtaining direction information from teacher or therapist about
each child as appropriate.

3) The "fail-safe" procedure was this: When cases were
presented for study, it was emphasized that, in case
of reasonable doubt, any doubtful ("grey" area) case
should be included. Further review with principals in
charge of the facility or school, with teacher or
therapist, review of records and direct observation of
children provided for further checking on actual lan-
guage level and performance. The research team,
reviewing all cases in the study, acted as a cali-
brating level.

4 ^



4 Communication Disorder,
not just Language Disorder

4111. .+.

4.1 Communication Disorderinclt_lust Laaaaaat_RIARLAtE

4.1.1 This is a study of communication disorder, not simply language

disorder. In practice, the distinction is a fine one, since the

major problem is whether children can use effectively, or normally

acquire, or comprehend, spoken language.

Nevertheless, language is accompanied or augmented by non-verbal

forms of communication which range from:

1) "bound" gestures such as pushing or pulling a person

toward a desired object;

2) "natural" but free gestures such as pointing, facial

gesture of mood;

3) die more socially determined gestures of nodding, etc.

for yes or no, through to more systematic non-verbal

gestures which are agreed on in that culture as having

particular meaning (such as Shakespeare's "cocking a

snook");

4) finally, there may be use of a systematic system of

signs to stand for objects, events, persons and the

relationships between these. Such systems may have the

status of a language, i.e. meanings, conceptual relation-

ships between symbols, possible grammatical relationships

e.g. plural, past, etc. Argyle (1972) describes these

various aspects of non-verbal communication in detail.

Any or all of these may be an important part of normal communication.

They may become an even more important part of communication when

spoken language is disordered or unavailable. (Schiefelbusch and

Lloyd (1974), Lloyd (1976), Santa Barbara Autism Project (1976))

If children do not have a spoken language or gesture or sign,

they may use spontaneously, or be taught alternative visual

mcthods such as Braille, drawing, rebuses, picture symbols or

ideographs.

One reason for looking at communication in this broader sense is

that the study addressed itself to programs. Programs may well

incorporate a variety of other means than straight use or stimula-

tion of uttered language -- such as pictures and sign language to

substitute for, support or augment expression or comprehension.

The complete use of an alternative method of communication, either

as a total replacement for spoken language or as a stage of

learning language, may be the most important aspect of a program.

Different groups with language handicap are being taught to commu-

nicate in a variety of media. Groups of cerebral palsied and

severely mentally retarded without language, in Ontario, are being

taught to acquire and use the logical/conceptual symbols of the

Bliss symbol system, a visual ideographic system. In England,

26 -
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groups.of cerebral palsied/severely mentally retarded are being
trained to use systematic sign language (Fenn (1975)). In
Ontario, systematic sign language is used as part of a process
of "total communication" with the hearing handicapped (i.e. as
an introductory phase to language and as continuing support) and
also with autistic groups. In England, systematic sign language
is used as the introductory stage of communication and the basis
of language for aphasic groups.

There are important theoretical and practical considerations.
Use of non-verbal symbols, imitative, and symbolic play, the use
of objects to represent other objecte, precede the emergence of
spoken language and are likely to be the basis of verbal language.
(Sheridan and Reynell (1972)) In Piaget's theory, the sensori-
motor operations, and the symbolic representations based on them,
precede the development of spoken language and are essentially
the basis of language. The non-verbal symbolic processes may loe
the model for the language system (Sinclair de Zwart (1969),
Ricks (1972)).

Practically, the classical childhood emtistic group displays
marked difficulties in understanding and using imitative gesture
or in symbolic play, i.e. the processes underlying use of gesture
and sign, or other forms of visual symbol, to communicate. Some
autistic children may acquire only a few signs but this may be,
better communication than they possessed before.

It can be sown, under Piaget's theory, that children "think" in
signs and may continue to use contracted or vestigial signing to
accompany their activities even when they begin to verbalize.
This was observed to occur in aphasic alildren who had used sign
language and were making the transition to spoken language.

The assumpti.on that non-verbal symbolic processes in play, use
of toys, etc. precede language is basic to some remediation pro-
grams such.as that of Reynell or a similar one used in the Chedoke
Hospital re-school language unit. Play, and non-verbal symbolic
represent tion, must be the foundation of spoken language and
provide n t only a transition to it but the means for language to
emerge, (See play as a stage in structl6ed language programs,
such as Bricker & Bricker, Miller & Yoder) See Savage (1972) for
an account of how non-verbal analogies and relationships are used
to teach the child the relationships which are to be verbalized,
such as "on" and "over", "standing" and "sitting", etc.

How far can or should a non-verbal system be systematic, like a
verbal language? Clearly there apriears to be an advantage if,
as with the British Paget-Gorman sign system, the whole system is
organized semantically around basic concepts and categories,
around which basic signs and variants are constructed, and is also
syntactically correct ih having English symbol order and signs for
syntactical operations, e.g. plural, tense, person, etc. (See
discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of different sign
systems in Lloyd (1976)).
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, But it is not clear whether the child's own non-verbal syntax

is necessarily identical with English mature syntax or even

'follows closely the known stagps of syntactical patterning in

normal language acquisition. (See Fenn(1974) for observations

on the non-English patterns generated by mentally retarded and

cerebral palsied children in coping with systematic aign language.)

A crux in the teaching of the Bliss symbol system, at any level
1

beyond simple labelling, is whether there is or, should be a

linguistic-(i.e. English) syntax as compared with a conceptual

ordering of the symbols. This would require establishment between

user and receiver of the "rulea"%whareby symbols are 'selected and r

ordered. (See discussions in the newsletter of the Blissymbolics

Foundation.)

This leads to another question: whether the non-verbal system

is to be used as an alternative or substitute system (as is likely

with cerebral palsied children unable to speak) and how far this

can be'developed toward fluent communication and to conventional

reading and writing as long-term altetnatives. How well can any

non-verbal system co-exist with or stimulate vocalizing?

Observation in hearing handicapped groups in England using system-

atic sign language (Paget-Gormar (1968)) suggest that vocalization,

at least in the young who have been made aware of speech, takes

place naturally and spontaneously. "Total communication" has been

observed to work effectively with autistic groups in Ontario. But

with the childhood autism group, as Hung and the Santa Barbara

Autism Project (1976) emphasize, there may be difficulty in attend-

, ing to multiple stimuli ("Stimulus over-selectivity"), and the

multi-sensory approach may impose overload conditions on the learner.

Communication (Wing and Ricks (1976)) is a more general term than

language or speech. It refers to the transmission of information

by any means. MacKay (1972) argues that the term should be restric-

ted, limiting its use to interactions ln which the signals from

one organism are goal-directed towards another. He suggests that

goal-directed activity is distinguished by the fact that the

organism emitting the signal evaluates the response produced in the'

target, then modifies its behavior in consequence. It is this

which allows one to distinguish random or.stereotyped actions or

responses from attempts to respond to.or affect other people. This

highly theoretical issue becomes a practical one when the teacher

is seen attempting to evaluate the child's responses, on a Bliss

symbol board, or interpreting the intent of perhaps badly formed

sigrs.

Study of communication and communication disorder is central to

this study in order to respond to the range of programs devised for,

the children involved.

Questions of theory and fact which arise are:

1) What kind of alternative systems can be used, and why?

2) How do the systems compare with one another?

I C



3) At what stages of acquisition or maintenance
are alternative systems useful?

4) How well can children learn such systems, how
difficult is it for adults to master such systems?

5) With what "language community" will the child use
his new or,alternative Means of communication?

1 7



Language Pathology

5.1 Clinical vs. Developmental Concepts of Deviation

5.1.1 In the mass of literature on clinical/neurological aspects of

language pathology,(see Travis (1957), American Journal of Speech

and Hearing Disorders; the British Journal of Communication Disorder)

there are few controlled studies of the relationship between language

development and deviation in language.

Most recent studies of deviation in child language have been based

on syntactical modela of transformational grammar. It has been

found useful to compare deviate functioning with the normal stages

and levels of development in syntax summarized from a decade of

research on young children (Brown (1973);'Crystal (1976)).

5.2 Two Groups of Studies Contrasted

5.2.1 These studies of deviation fall into'two groups:
.

1) a majority indicating that deviation in language is essen-.

i
deally delay (which,may be represented by a discrepancy of

years or more between age and expected level of language

velopment): The patterns of langyage found in deviant

groups -- that is, use of base sentences and transforma-

tions -- are essentially the same as those in normal

children.

2) a minority of studies which detect important deviations of'

structure, and specific disorders of language, in deviant

groups. These deviations affect the variety and flexibility

of transformations in creating sentence patterns.

It is.useful to compare these contrasted studies with the patterns

of deviation and delay described by Crystai (1976) and Ingram (1976)

as summarized in Chapter 4.

5.3 Studies'Suggesting "Delay" as the Foundation of Deviation

5.3.1 Lackner (1968) used 1,000 utterances from five mentally retarded

children to construct imitation and comprehension tests. These

tests were then used to modify the original "grammars" written,to

explain the underlying competence of the retarded group, so that

comprehension and production could, be assessed. Lackner demonstrated

that When the response of these older retarded children was com-

pared with that of younger normal children of the same linguistic

level (the normal control in research studies of this kind) the

linguistic system of the retarded followed developmental trends

similar to those of normal children.

There was, however, increasing delay in the retarded group between

the major stages of acqufring language. The grammar of the less

advanced retarded was very "general", lacking in detailed develop-

ment of transformations to vary seutenc structure, and showed poor
Nr
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sensitivity to context. Only in the grammar of children with
higher mental ages was the specificity and range of structure
approximately that of adult speech.

Lenneberg, Nichols and Rosenberger (1964) studied mongol chil-
dren's language development and concluded that their language
system followed (though delayed) trends similar to that of
normal young children. Ingram (1976) suggests the same is
generally true for phonology in Downs' syndrome children.

Morehead and Ingram (1973) matched fifteen language-deviantiand
fifteen normal children on linguistic criteria, not on age or
I.Q., as in previous studies. The normal group ranged from 20
to 33 months in age; the deviant from 62 to 105 months. Both
groups ranged from level I ta V of Brown's stages of language
acquisition. Stage V id when syntax has been fully acquired, at
about 4 year level. The deviant group was not seriously deviant
in the 'organization of base sentence, phrase structures, or types
of transformation (i.e. tenses, person, number, use of question
forms, auxiliariet, etc.). Nor did they perform worse on minor
lexical items or inflectionse

However, they were more restricted in grammatical pattern, less
capable of specific and varied placement of words in new patterns.
This.is similar to Lackner's findings. In summary, the develop-
mental stages of language-deviant children are the same as normal,
.but they do not use'their systems with the same degree of effi-

, ciency in developing more complex language structures.,

Menyuk (1964-1969), on the other, hand, found'a deficiency of
elaboration of transformations in a group of children with
"infantile language". She concluded that the description "infan-
tile" which suggests simple delay and similarity to younger
children -- was not accurate, that there was a language deviation
of a quite severe kind consisting of inabilityto elaborate trans-

,

formations beyond. an early level.

-5.4 asfunction and Variability in a Severely Deviant Group.

5.4.1 Johnson and Schery (1976) studied 100 utterances of language-
disordered children gathered by highly qualified teachers. These
children were in Los Angeles County programs for language-
disordered children, comprising a heterogene,Jus group of children
who shared only the fact that they were all within two standard
deviations of the 'average in mental ability and at least two
standards below the mean on two tests of specific language func
tion. "A wide variety of atypical learning, behavioral, neurolo-
gical, and emotional problems was represented among these children."

The order of the acquisition of morphemes in the deviant group was
compared with the norms for normal young children reported by
Brown (1973) and de Villiers (1973). The conclusion was that these
Children acquired the fourteen morphemes studied,(including the
eight most stable which were studied in more detail) in the same
order as normal children but were one or two language levels
(Brown's classification) behind. It was concluded that "the course
of acquisition of grammatical structures might be abnormally pro-
tracted in this atypical population".



Although the results indic4e "delay" within a "normal" pattern,

the authors point out that greater diversity would be expected

among the acquisition curves for various grammatical structures

in the deviant group, since this group had cognitive abilities

.and experiences which were eignificantly in advance of the normal

group when both were matched on language performance. In other

words, a 7 to 9 year old dmilant group is being compared with a

3 to 4 year old normal pattern. There was considerable discre-

pancy between the general cognitive functioning and the language

functioning of the deviant group, even if the language system

appeared to be merely delayed. This continuing discrepancy, as

Reynell (1974) suggests, is the criterion for language deficit.

5.5 Deviation as Difficulty or Delay in Moving Between Stages

5.5.1 In the classical studies of acquisition of syntax, the emphasis is

on levels of function and on the consistency of the language rules

developed by the child at given stages. The Johnson and Schery

(1976) study stressed the need to study the transitional phases

between stages arid the manner in which rules become. generalized

and consistent. "It may be the transitional phase (between stages)

which is the most critical for language-deficient children." Wide

individual fluctwItion was observed in the use of morphemes in obli-

gatory contexts; part of this fluctuation was due to the considerable

day to day variability in a population noted for its inconsistency

of response.
, -

In summary, language-deficient children seem to learn the same forms

in the same order as normal children but differ in the rate at which

they move from first use of a language rule to its consistent appli-

cation, and may be more inconsistent in establishing usage..

5.6 Studies Emphasizin& L,anguage Deviation

5.6.1 By contrast, oth,r studies emphasize the pathology of the language-

deviant groups studies. Menyuk (1969), as noted above, found that
her "infantile" exoup did not elaborate transformations beyond a

basic level of communication and were not simply "delayed" children.

Menyuk and Looney (1972) used elicited imitation of sentences to

explore the effect of varied sentence length and complexity in

normal and deviant groups.

The deviant children had demonstrably deviant language, but medi-

cal and psychological examinations revealed no evidence of why this

occurred, or evidence of perceptual, auditory or other organic

damage. Hearing for pure tones was normal; speech and motor develop-

ment of speech organs were normal. Intelligence was average or

over. The deviant group was variously labelled as having "delayed

speech", "infantile speech", and "language disability" -- once again

a typical mixed bag in spite of being selected for intensive language

remediation. Thirteen language disabled-childrcn and thirteen normals

were compared. There was only minor retLrdation among the deviant

group on picture vocabulary and I.T.P.A. scores (.3 to .4 of a year)

but marked retardation on an articulation test. The normals, of

average age 4.6, were 1.3 years advanced in picture vocabulary score.

a



The strategy adopted was that of Lenneberg (1964) and Lackner
(19,68), a "regression" technique based on the fact that children, .

asked to 4mitate a language form which is not yet part of their
productive language system, will use a lower level of response
appropriate to their own grammatical system. Menyuk gave two
groups of sentences: (a) containing active-declarative, impera-
tive, negative, question, trtincated passive, 3 to 5 words long
and (b) containing all'consonants in initial, medial and final
positions.

None of the deviant group repeated either A or B sentences
entirely correctly, contrasting with 46% cmtplete success on:A
sentences and 23%.complete success on B by normals.

Patterns of error differed: the deviants had more errors on nega-
tive, 'question, and negative-subject passive. They also had more
errors on.4.and 5 word sentences than on 3 word sentences though
there was no significant difference in performance on 4-5 or 5-6*"
word sentences. The deviant group simply repeated the unknown
vocabUlary items by rote, but had the greatest difficulty in repro-
ducing the grammatical structures of sentences. .The normals, by
contrast, attempted to interpret the unusual vocabulary items and
made errors. Typical of deviant errors were:

"I can't say -- "I no can say"
"What is that?" -- "what that?"
"Nobody is goinwdown" -- "Nobody going do ".

a.

In this study, length of sentence such did not affect perform-
ance in the deviant group, nor did stress placed on words in the
sentence by the speaker overcome grammatical omissions, e.g. "Does
the boy like milk?" was reproduced as "The boy like milk?". And
"That boy is named Tom"eireproduced as "That boy Tore..

5

This finding contrasts with a previous finding of Menyuk's and
other evidence that language-disordered children may have poor
auditory memory. (See later discussion.)

Many deviant children in this study were functioning only at Brown's
developmental level 1. Other children were at levels II and III
but could not reproduce questions involving the arrangement of sub-
ject-auxiliary and verb. In normal children of 2 to 3 years, this
transformation is a late acquisition.

In summary, language-deviant children analyzeIpentenCes in simple
level 1 patterns. It appears that deviant children use simple rules
for organizing grammatical structures and so continue to affect
production. Menyuk concludes that "the differences musi" -lie in
their central nervotts functioning and this functioning is
specifically related to language".

Ajuriaguerra et al (1976) studied forty dysphasic children, 17 in
detail over a two-year period. The group had no hearing loss but
had a deficit in auditory perception. A 5 year old dysphasic Was
no better in performance than an 18 months normal. Verbal com-
prehension was almost normal but all had articulation problems.
They were aged from 4.3 to 10.10 at the outset, and 7.2.io 12.9
on final testing. Over two years, the most obvious develorlwnt
wa in vocabulary, motor-speech co-ordination, and in audieory-
verbal perception, alough one-third made no progress.

IT))
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Training on syntax and spatial concepts dtd not appear to have .

much effect. The I.Q. had no clear relationship to language

ability but children of normal/superior ability progressed most.

'Deficient scores on the Wechsler test were on Information, Voca-

bulary and Arithmetic which require verbal processing and produc-

t tion of words and sentences, as compared with Similarities and

I Comprehension which rely less on formal linguistic structures,

according to these authors. Academic failure, and failure to

acquire forms of symbolic thinking and reasorting.appropriate to

adolescence-was typical. The language impairment of this group

was basically semantic, i.e. in understanding, nut articulation.

(Compare'Chapter 1 and 2)

Development of lahguage was, in general,, proportional to the

original language level. Despite progress, the entire group

retained the characteristics of aphasia. It was concluded that

"Dysphasia is no,t merely reducible to an obstruction in the

development of language but rather seems to be a special kind of

disorganization of language". Auditory perception was an important

factor in development of language beyond a minimum level; the .

children wfio were youngest when first diagnosed made the most

progress. These are also two basic points made by Eisenson (1972).

5.7 Auditory Memory and Language Deviation,

5.7.1 Menyuk (1964, 1969) found that normal children were affected Oy

the syntax of a sentence and its relation to their own level of

grammatical development, rather than length of sentence.(up to nine

words). Correlation,between sentence length and inability to

repeat correctly was .04. By contrast, in the imitations of the

deviant group, there was a correlation of .53 between sentence

length and ability to repeat.

The deviant group was affected by the last item heaed and tended

to make omissions whereas the normal group modified transforma-

tions to dhange the sentence to their osim grammatical system.

Rosenthal (1972) suggested that limited short term storage under-

lies difficulty in perceiving and classifying speech signals, and

Griffiths (1972) makes the same point in identifying the character-

istics of "developmental aphasia".

5.8

5.8.1

Sequencing and Temporal Order

Efron ,(1963) found adult aphasics impaired in ability to judge

which of two sounds occurred first unless they were separated by

a gap of 575 millisec. Lowe and Campbell (1965) confirmed that

aphasic chi1dren needed a 350 millisec. gap to process the dif-

ference betwe n speech sounds, contrasted with 30 millisec. for

normal. She ha , Aseltine, and Edwards (1973) found that com-

prehension in adult aphaskcs was helped by silent intervals

between phone es, not between words. Tallal and Piercy (1973,

1974),found no impairment of aphas.r.cs on visual tasks but inabi-

lity to sequence auditory items when the rate of presentation

was too rapid. They believe that this is not due to a'sequenc-

ing disability but to difficulty in discriminating between stop

!
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consonants (which have zapidly changing spectrums in second and
third formants). There as less difficulty on iowels (which have
steady state frequencie over the first three formants of speech
for 250 millisec.).

. u

Doehring (1960 and Withrow (1964) found both visual and auditory
discrimination impairment in aphasic patients but it iEvnot clear
how much this maY have been, due to general impairment of functiont
Poppen et al (1969) propose there is a general sequencing disa-
b lity which is not limited to the auditory mode.

Thee pieces Of evidence suggest that, underlying_language devia-
t n, and delay in language development, there-are difficulties
of auditory processing of speech and/or difficulties in coping
with temporal order of speech sounds. Eisenson (1972) summarizes
the available information to show that aphasic children require
more time or repetitions to acquire discriminations in sound which
are readily mastered-by normal children.. Since language depends
on discriminating, selecting, or producing specific. discrete units
of soand, and on the specif4.c order in which they are organized
to produce correct syntax, deficiencies in either auditory pro-
cessing or,sequencing would significantly affect language develop-
ment.

5.9 Deficit

5.9.1 There is a contrast between those studies (the majority) which
emphasize the language development of the deviant grouP as essen-
tially normal but delayed, and those studies which point to marked
deviations in language structures or performance. Compton976),
dealing with phonology, points out that delay is not a simple
concept. If a child remains,at a given stage well beyond the time
when normal development,and cognitive growth indicate he should
have moved on, this affects not only his present functioning but
his acquisition of new experience. As Menyuk suggests, new expe-
rience of response is fed through the old developmentally retarded
system and, if it begins te deviate at an earlier stage and is
not corrected, it may deviate more and more. Delay, therefore,
can affect acquisition at all succeeding stages.. The reader is .

referred to.the distinctions made between delay and deviation by
Crystal and by Ingram, in Chapter 7. Interpretation of language
deviation must also be related to the criteria set for level of
performance.

Basic syntactic competenee is,achiareel by the normal child at
4bout age 44, according to the classical researches of the past
decade (6 years as proposed here): Even a language-deviant child
may "catch up" with the 44 year level in due coCrse; it, the
research studies 4eported here, deviant children have reached
this kind of level but at ages well beyond 44 years, even up to
9 years.

If, as suggested in the discussion of normal language dvelop-
ment (Chapter 4) therejs a longer and more elaborate develop-
ment of language from age 5 to adolescence, the delay of the 0

language-deviant child will be even more marked on this extended

r;;ON
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time-table, though he is progressing through similar stages. ',In

fact, as Crystal (1976) points out, there is Ito direct detailed

evidence beyond age 5 that children progress through similar'

'stages in the further acquisition of syntax or semantics.

It is alilo evident., from most of the studies reported here, that

language-deviant groups were, despite selection, quite heteroge-

. neous and that the labels of "delay", "deviation", "infantile
speech" may be applied to children in the same group.,

.5.10 Difficulties Caused by the Instruments Used or Language

Models Adopted

5.10.1 Some ei qle difficulties in arriving at cilar conclusions may also

be due to weaknesses in the instruments used or in the 'theories

adopted to guide language research.

Johnson and Schery (1976) hint that the instruments or categories

of research (i.e. the language or grammatical categories used) or

the lack of sensitivity in these measures may confuse research. .

"The clinician and researcher is actually caught between the need
to use analytical categories that occur'at reasonably high fre-

quencies, and the fact that these categories may obscure the very

development he desires to chart." They stress the need for quali-

tative studies of language, often neglected recently, as well as

quantitative analyses of scores and levels.

It is not,possible to measure the full complexity of language

functioniig or dekrelopment with the instruments developed from
syntactic theory up to 1970. One reason is the growing inadequacy

of the transformational vammar model. Transformational grammar,

depending on categories, such as phrase structure hnd transforma-
tions, i.e. the sentence, sets a sharp limit to what can be studied.

It is insensitive to linguistic forms:such as morpheme, word, phrase

/
and valuable in chaiting development -- has not proved to be an

////

and claus6: Crystal et al (1976)2make a strong case for the con-
clusion'that transformational grammar -- though a powerful system

effective assessment or diagnostic tool, and does not provide a

comprehensive and sensitive guide to language remediation.

This does not ,:nvalidate the importance of syntactic structures and

their development as fundamentalin language, but leaves open the
issue of what theoretical models or grammals are in practice most

useful. Alternative approaches, based on a more empirical and

\ "structural" model, such as Quirk et al "A Contemporary GramMar

of English" (1972) reveal new possibilities for assessment and

remediation.

The patterns of specific language disabilities found by Crystal as
a result of applying the language assessment instrument based
broadly on his alternative model of syntax do, for the first time,
reflect the varieties of handicap familiar to the clinician.
Effective and imaginative new programs for the mentally and
linguistically retarded, which have appeared in the last 5 years
(Fristoe (1975)), appear to reconcile Feveral principles in lan-
guage -- the developmental and the behaviorist, the syntactic and

semantic. (Schiefelbusch and Lloyd (1974)). New empitical approaches

seem to be needed in`both renediation and research. The qualitative

analysis of lanvage, as well as the quantitative, needs attention.



6 Normal Child Language Acquisition
4,

and Development
,1{

6.1 The IMportance of Normal Language Development

. 6.1.1 Research on the development of language in children, over the last
ten years, is too extensive to review in detail here. The reader
is referred to summaries in Bloom (1970), Cazden (1972), Brown
(1973) and Dale (1976).

It is crucial for those working with language-disabled children
to understand how children normally acquire language. This gives
a developmental criterion for assessing language performance and
describing stages and sequence of linguistic structures,

"A description of what normal children do while learning their
native language will constitute an adequate statement of the
language teaching program". (Dever (1973)) "To use a normal

,developmental hypothesis as a bests for ordering structure has
much to commend it, parLicularly as its empirical support is based
on the fewest possible assumptions about the complexity of lan-
guage processing." (Crystal et al(1976))

Crysial makes the developmental sequence of linguistic structures
the basis of Ids assessment instrument and of speq.ific recommenda-
tion for language therapy. Similar conclusions are drawn by
Morehead and Ingram (1973) and Johnson and Schery (1976). Know-
ledge of language developtent is important for the teacher and the
psychologist. Study of child language and psycho-linguistics is
an increasingly important aspect of the professional training of
the modern speech pathologist. The Quirk Report in the United
Kingdom (1972) recommended increased study of this aspect of
linguistics by speech.therapists.

A considerable body of knowledge has been gathered about the
normal stageb of development of grammatical structures (Syntax)
and phonology, but only quite recently haVe nornal and deficient
language been systematically Compared, e.g. in:

"Normal and Deficient Language" - Morehead and Morehead (1976)
"Language ard Communication in the Mentally Retarded" - Berry (1976)
"Language Assessment, Retardation and Intervention" -

Schiefelbusch and Lloyd'(1974).

6.2 The Linguistic Basis of Research

6.2.1 After 1963, linguistic theory -- particularly Chomsky's theories
of generative grammar -- formed the model for most research on
early childhood language. A number of important studies des-
cribed the development of syntax in the child between 11/2 and 41/2
/years. Chomsky's grammar has been reviewed frequently before.
(See McNeill (1970) Cazden (1976)). Its principles are of theore-
tical and practical significance. Briefly, Chomsky's generative
grammar:

-37 -
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1) is based on the prior importance of syntax, i.e.

grammatieal structures as the basts of language.

2) It is a "phrase structure" grammar. This reflects the

actual flexibility and creativity of p:aduction of

language. It enables the user of the language to build

an infinite number of sentences and inter-relate these

structures in many ways (i.e. iteration and embedding

within one another) as contrasted with the linear finite

grammar of the kind built up by stimulus-;.esponse units

'and chains when language is acquired solely on behaviorist

learning principles.

3) It distinguishes between a "deep structure" level at which .

fundamental categories of.language are selected and orga-
qtzed into sentences, and the "surface structure" which

appears when the base utterances have been transformed
grammatically, had meaning incorporated and been coded

into sound.

4) It distinguishes between the theoretical "competence" of

the language user, i.e. the perfect knowledge of the mental

grammar as contrasted with actual "performance", which in

real life may contain errors and "ungrammatical" responses.

In the theory, the base sentences, viewed as similar to active

declarative sentences, are transformed by various rules from their

primitive form into question form, passive form, have auxiliaries

added to the verb, be negated, have tense, number, relationship of

pronoun tntroduced.

Typical studies (Brown et al (1973)) have observed small numbers of

ichildren intensively over fairly long periods of time, recording

detail their language production. Only recently, in the Bristol

(U.K.') study, have large numbers of children been studied. For

eaa child, at various stages, a model grammar was written. It

was inferred from these analyses how far a child had developed

"base" structures, such as two or three word sentences, or more
grammatically complete sentences, had acquired mastery of noun and
verb phrase, could us.-. subject-verb-object relatiohships, and had

mastered trausformations such as negation, question forms, tense,
number, passive/action transformations.

At one time (Braine (1963)) it was believed that an early form of

child grammar was the "pivot word" pattern in which a small number
a "pivot" words were simply paired with a larger number of other

words to make elementary statements, e.g. "Dinner all-gone". But

the emphasis changed to seeking for rudimentary grammatical rela-
: tionships (subject, verb, predicate) even in two-word sentences.

It was observed that the child normally acquired mastary of basic

grammar by age 41/2 years.

Naturalistic bbservation and systematic recording of utterances
was zupplemented by simple experimental studies in which varied

tasks;were presented to children. An example of these was the

response of children to tasks of comprehension, imitation, and

production of appropriate sentence patterns. (Brown, Bellugi

(1964)). This Led to the conclusion, challenged to some degree
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by later work (Bloom (1974), Guess, Sailor & Baer (1074)), that
comprehension is easier than imitation and this in turn easier
than spontaneous production of a sentence.

This kind of finding has guided the assessment Of children's
mastery of language structures, and the 1.rogramming of tasks in
language therapy. Another study dealt with the child's ability,
at a later stage of development, to comprehend passive forms of
active sentences which had already been mastered. It was observed
tYlt young children tend to make the sentence active, i.e. take
tne first occurring noun phrase as being the subject even in a
passive sentence. Inferences were drawn about the tendency of
children to seek subject-verb-object as the expected pattern in
English and even in other languages which had different word order
for these grammatical categories in the mature language.

It was observed (Crystal (1976)) that when children start to ela-
borate the sentence, they do so first by enlarging the object, not
the subject: e.g. "The man kicked the large ball", not "The large
man kicked the bail". This is relevant to planning language pro-
gram material so Lhat it matches the child's development.

Menyuk (1969) and others showed that even when imitating sentences
directly, the young child introduced various kinds of deletions,
simplification, or transformations which were appropriate to his
awn stage of grammatical development. This is an important finding,
since it shows that children do not make random errors but f'lter
tue language they perceive to produce it through their own system
of grammatical rules. ,The same is true of their phonology. (Ingram
(1976)).

6.3 Language as a Rule-based System Based on Discovery

6.3.1 These studies show that the young child acquires language extremely
quickly and efficiently between 11/2 and 41/2 years of age. An impor-
tant conclusion is that acquisition of language is unlikely to be
due to simple reinforcement and practice or direct imitation of
parents. The evidence suggests that children seem to,learn by a
process of search, match, and discovery -- finding rules of lan-
guage which they apply and generalize and then use as the base for
the next stage in organizing syntax. (Braine (1971))

Well-attested examples of the child developing his own rules are
his over-generalizing of particular transformation such as tenses
formed with "-ed", e.g. "buyed", "hitted", even though he has
pTeviously learned and highly reinforced the regular forms. The
child resists an adult form if he cannot incorporate it into his
own grammatical structures, as in McNeill's classic examplci of a
double negative being corrected eight times by a mother. Finally,
the child retained the double negative but incorrectly added the
transformation he heard: e.g. "Nobody don't like me." (Child)
"Nobody likes me." (eight corrections) "Nobody don't likes me."
(Child's final version)

Chomsky emphasized that the language heard by the child is incom-
plete, fragmentary, and "corrupt" in various ways, yet the child
succeeds within four years in developing a practically perfect
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model of the grammar of his language. Chomsky claims that knowle4,

and use of language form a separate system from the conceptual

system and cannot be explained in terms of general learning theories.

:In other words, there are internaLsmagesses and mechanisms in the

human infant which predispose him to develop spoken language and

provide structures for it -- "A Language Acquisition Device".

There is evidence for pre-dispoStng structures of this kind. Hubel

c and Wiesel (l963),investigating Visual-perceptual mechanisms, demon-

strated that in the small mammalian brain there are neurological

functions and areas of function which are "preset" to register and
process particular stimuli such as lines or cohtours which ar'ver-

tical, horizontal or oblique. On the other hand, Braine (1971) has,

shown that the early environment of the child is important; adults

adapt to his level by using simplified and repetitive utterances on
which.he can use his inductive processes.more readily.

Tgese issues are not merely theoretical. They raise questions of
what neurological forms of organization and what patterns of envi-

ronmental stimulation are needed to acquire language, and how far
deficit or delay in the development of these structures and processes
can account for difficulties in acquiring language.

A child apparently has a language process which enables him to

acquire complex syntactic structures. This allows him not only to

generalize but to generate an infinite number of sentences with the

same structure. Learning based on stimulus-response may be general-
ized, but it seems'unlikely that this kind of learning will lead to
a generative response.

This raises the question about a stimulus-response approach which
sets put to teach specific language patterns to severely language-

disabled children. Will the language behavior generalize? There

are those who believe that a language-disordered child can build

up generative responses in this way. "The child develops language

rules from specific patterns." (Guess, Sailor & Baer (1976))

6.4 Difficulties in the_Syntactic Model of Lan ua e Learnin the

De:elopment of Semantics

6.4.1 The emphasis on research described up to this point was on the
child's acquisition of syntax, and the primacy of syntax as the
foundation of language. Much of the research in child language
and psycho-linguistics attempted to demonstrate the psychological
reality of a theoretical system of generative grammar. This model

stimulated many insights into children's language but has recently
been found less rewarding. Experimental data on children's
responses have not always matched closely the effects of trans-
formations expected from grammatical theory, e.g. in experiments
on comprehension of passive sentences.

Crystal et al (1976) further comment, "There is, then, a grea' deal
of interest in the application of transformational grammar in the
field (of language remediation) but the results have been disap-
pointing .... the salient differentiating features are precisely
those not readily describable in terms of the most important
characteristics of the transformational grammar model", and

4
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"We have never found an analysis'in transformational terms to be
useful for more than a small part of the overall picture."

But in pointing out the shortcomings of transformational grammar
at the practical(remedial) level and as a research model, Crystal
et al (1976) emphasize that "it is possible to carry out descrip-
tions of the various features of syntactic development without
having to commit oneself to any of these theories".

The classical position in generative grammar is that the syntactic
classifications and operations are basic in forming language.
Meanings (semantics) are integrated into the abstract grammatical
patterns. 1

Semantic relations, i.e. the linguistic categories describing rela-
tionships of meaning within a sentence, are in part determined by'
the grammatical categories in which they occur. Important semantic
processes, making a sentence complete and unambiguous in meaning,
occur, in Chomsky's theory, also at the surface of language after
tne transformations of sentence form, tense, number, etc. have
taken place and the abstract relationships are translated into
phonological patterns. In other words, meaning follows grammar.
"Tlie emphasiS is increasingly less syntactic and more semantic with
few frameworka of any descriptive range and depth of detail energing".
(Crystal et al (1976)) Interest has turned since 1970 to.the study
of semantics in child language as contrasted with grammatical struc-
tures. Bloom in the 1970 study which signalled the change, stressed
that it was difficult to interpret unambiguously in grammatical
terms the two and three-word sentences of a child. To understand
these, i was necessary to relate the utterances of the child to
the whole context of behavior, i.e.lieaning has to be taken into
account if the grammatical 'relationships are to be identified.

Schlesinger (1971), Slobin (1972) and others have put forward
semantic explanations for the child's acquisition of language.

There has been a move away from generative grammar as a model to
other grammatical systems sUch as Fillmore's "case grammar" (1968)
which analyzes relationships in terms of major semantic categories
such as action-actor-object, lotation, possession, etc., rather
than in terms of "subject-verb-object", "noun phrase", etc.

It is important to distinguish between the cognitive processes of
the child (classifying, ordering, patterning experience, perceiv-
ing, acting, etc.) and the closely parallel linguistic processes
(categorizirig, labelling, sequencing) in smnantic terms such as
location, a....tion, cause/effect, animate/inanimate, male/female,
singular/plural.

The child may have acquired the cognitive processes, e.g. discri-
minating or classifying objects, but it does not follow that he
can transform these abilities into linguistic form. Normally,
conceptual development must precede semantic development but when
language categories and processes have emerged, they may in turn
influence further conceptual development.
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More recent research on acquisition of language (i.e. Clarke,(1973,1974)

Nelson (1974)) makes the .case that semantic categories are the

'primary ones, and suggests that syntax is based on the child's

perceptions of meanings, and follow from his ways of classifying

and arranging his.semantic meaning.; categories.

Early semantic categories reflect the world of the child -- the

salient features of objects or the actions and effects of actions

he perceives so that the verbal emerges from the non-verbal.

(Bloom (1974))

Stnclair de 2wart (1971) demonstrated that a child does not normallY

use semantic distinctions unless these are reflected in his actual

cognitive operations. Children who perceived a relative difference

in length between objects were able to use the term "longer", but

those who did not perceive this distinction referred to their

dimensions concretely and separately: "This is long. This is

short". Clark (1974) suggests that children evolve semantic cate-

gories,by identifying one positive extreme of a dimension such as

size (e.g. "big") then contrasting this with its opposite and finally

developing a concept of graduation of size between the polar oppo-

sites. The child's attention is drawn to the salient features of

his environment_in_creating_semantic_categories.
(See Morehead and

Morehead (1976), for summariep) These developments hame practical

implications for the planning of language'remediation. (See the

Nisonger program and the Los Angeles County Autism Manual (1977)).

6.5 The Relationshi of Lan ua e to S bolic and Pre-verbal S stems

6.5.1 A child has means of ôerating on .the objects of experience and of

symbolizing before he acquires language. By the age of 12 months,

a normal child responds to common objects by demonstrating their

use outside thsfcontext in which he has.seen them used, can imitate

gestures hd hag seen previously,' By the age of 18 months to 2

years, he'can use one cbject to represent another or to symbolize

relationship, e.6. the wooden block becomes a train; drinking from

a small empty. cup. (Piaget, Sheridan (1972))

Language clearly depends on this previous non-verbal symbolizing

and is closely related to it. More recent research (Sinclair de

Zwart (1969)) emphasizes that verbal language grows out of these

previous levels of symbblism and is likely to be based on the most

'fundamental and general cognitive operations. In the last analysis,

the abstract relationships of syntax may be derived from and paral-

leled by the more general operations and coordinations by which the

child structures and organizes his world.

In other words, one important recent emphasis in research and in

verbal and non-verbal language programs is on the conceplual or

cognitive foundations of language in the child. Morehead and

Morehead (1976) see the beginning of language at the point when

the child can detach the object he uses from its immediate context

and use,it in various ways, i.e. change its classification and

significance.

The language/communication difficulties of grossly-deviant groups

such as the autistic, and to a lesser degree the aphasic, may

originate in delay or deviance in symbolic behavior shown in play,



imitative gesture, and use of objects to represent more general
relationships. Early assessment and intervention, as Reynell
points out, are crucial.

Reynell claims that at the age of 2, in the normal child, tha
non-verbal and verbal symbol come together. Th*e pre-verbal pro-
cesses of forming concepts an symbols converge with_the language
system.

Sheridan (1972) gives evidence fèr the convergence of language
forms (labelling, names, etc.) witil imagery and symbols at age 18
months. She suggests that true language emerges when the child
can detach the sounds he makes (commenting, naming) from the actual
situation. Ricks (1972) suggests that the child first uses an
arbitrary labelling sound (first word) at around two years; this
n word" has an arbitrary rangeof meaning and is not necessarily
drawn from any previous words he has heard,or babbled.

Such beliefs have a direct effect on programming. Blockley and
Fraser (1973), for example, see language as based on perceptual

, and symbolic processes involving discrimination, comparison, and
classification, and sugiest that groups Of young children with
severe language delay need not further immersion in spoken languag,
.(which they cannot cope 4th and which may cause dislike and
avoidance) but a non-verbal preparation for language patterns.
Reynell closeLy integrates the ton-verbal and verbal, but in a
ptogram for language-delayed children (keen also in the Chedok,a
Hospital, Hamilton, pre-school program for language-delayed chil-
dren) makeS use of varieties of play and symbolic experiente as
the introduction to and vehicle for language. (See also the pro-
gram for transition from non-verbal to verbal language patterns
of operation and response in teaching language-handicapped children
described in Wing (1976) and Everard (1975))

Acknowledgement of the parallels between language and non-verbal
forms of symbols and communication has helped in the realization
that alternative forms of communication (signs and symbols, etc.)
can be viewed as language systems in their own right. The non-
verbal systems may also be transitional forms, enabling the learner
to make the'bridge from theconceptual or more concrete'system to
the spoken language.

6.6 Directions of Develo menti m lications for Pro rammin

Crystal (1976) points out that thee is a distinctive linguistic
system, even if it is based on more fundamental cognitive struc-
tures, and it is important to deal not simply With cognitive prob-
lems, but with specific linguistic structures in assessing and
planning remediation.

Modern intervention programs in language, discussed later, e.g.
Bricker and Bricker (1974) and Miller & Yoder (1974), set out to
move the retarded child, depending on his language repertoire,
from the early concrete/conceptual stages of object manipulation
and motor imitation to linguistic mastery of words and structures.
Menyuk.(1976) points out that language acquisition depends on
developing the relationship between a structure of concepts,

6
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opeiations,'etc. and a series of abstract relationships represen-

ted by sound patterns in verbal language, and that a minority of'

children with ito other obviove handicaps fail to master these

phonplogical abstractions. For all the research, the precise

natdre of failure to acquire language is still a major problem.

It seems likely that transformational grammar, as applied to early

childhood language, has, at least.temporarily, exhausted its use-

fulness. The search for alternative semantic and, below this

level, conceptual explanations has been fruitful. There is a need

for other models of grammatical systems and language.' Transforma-

tional grammar (Crystal (1976)) does not provide the flexibility

and variety of description of linguistic structures in the real

language which is provided by more traditional structural grammars

such as Quirk et.al "Contemporary Grammar of English".

Transformational grammar reaches the.ceiling of its usefulness at

the 415/6 year level and fails to give insights into further levels

of development. In practice, its categories do not reflect the

varieties and levels of language deviation which the speech patho-

,logist and linguist know to exist. Some of the contradictions in

the research ot language pathology may be due to the fact that

transformational grammar fails to provide a sufficiently adequate

system for assessment and categorizing language deviance.

Analysis of the language of a group of adolescent verbal autistics

by Bartolucci (1977) showed that they had acquired the normal syn-

tactic patterns and could, in tetts'of generative grammar, converse.

But this.description failed to show up the semantic difficulties

ofthis group, the lack of. sensitivity and flexibility in use of

language in real-life situations. It seems necessary to find other

interpretations of language, such as Halliday'S (1973) which bring

in these varieties of language usage. One emphasis in language

research is on the subtler aspects.

Programs for remediation are now likely to vary -- to incorporate

syntactic structures and sequences, or emphasize the semantic

categories of experience, or Lhe need to begin wit4 conceptual;

experience. Comprehensive programs for the language-retarded,

such as those of Miller and Yoder, or Bricker and Bricker, are

likely to make use of all aspects of language acquisiiion, and to

move from direct experience with objects through stages which

lead to the teaching of syntactic patterns based on words and

actions already acquired by the child. (Reference is made to the

following chapter on programm.)

The contribution of specific reinforcement and habit-learning has

been down-played in the psycholinguistic account of language

acquisition. Specific learning patterns are likely to contribute

to some stages of language learning. Ability to discriminate .

between general characteristics of objects, of sounds, etc. is

an important foundation in acquiring language. The ability not

only to imitate specific response but to be ready to imitate and

to generalize what has been learned forms the basis of what has

been termedgeneralized imitation". The establishment of these

skills is crucial in acquiring language in language-handicapped

children. (Kent (1974), Santa Barbara Project (1976))
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Progrims of language remediation usually have to take account of
both devalopmental (psycholinguistic) theories and sequences,
and task analysis and behavioral management techniques.

6.7 Common Stages in Acquisition of Language

6.7.1 As in many aspects of child development, language development
appears to 'follow regular stages through which children normally
move, though at different speeds.

Slobin (1973) outlined a number of basic procedures or concepts
likely to be used by 'all children to construct the grammar of their
language. He based his conclusions on cross-cultural and longitu\
dinal studies of children from several different language groups.
One of these basic.princOlds of language development is essen7
tially Piagetian: "New functioning makes use of old forms; old
functiong are experienced through new forms." Brown (1973) com-
pared the strategies,used by normal and retarded ctiildren in ac-
quiring language structure. He found that strategies used were
essentially the same as tho e used to expand those structures at
a later age. Strategies use by children from different language
groups, in learning language, ere similar.

On the other hand, detailed studies of the acquisition of syntax
by different children show individual patterns of learning. There
can be differences between boys and girls in ways of acquiring syn-
tax. There can be differences between similar children in the
manner in which semantic categories are generalized -- contrasting

.a relatively steady acquisition on the one hand and periods of
delay, periods of swift acquisition, on the other hand.

Recent research suggests that even in the earliest stages, there
can be differences between children in producing socially-related
expressive language, i.e. making demands, asking questions, or in
descriptive "statements. (Nelson (1973)) These language strategies
may be related to the adult environment of the child.

There are stages of language acquisition and general levels of
performance which can be used to guide assessment and intervention,
but language programs must be matched to the neeas and progress of
the individual child.

6.8 Linguistic Development Beyond Age 4¼. Years

6.8.1 Crystal (1976) expresses reaprvation abiout the validity of setting
the minimum age for complete' 3rammatical (syntactical) development
as low as 01 years. Berry (1970, in his discussion of the language
cievelopment.of mentally retarded children, expresses hiv belief
that the earlier studies of language acquisition were based on
children who were selected for superior intellectual and language
ability. In his experience, the actual age at which most children
have acquired syntax is likely to be nearer 6 years. However this
rmaYbe, a child who has reached the equivalent of a normal 411 to 6
year level in grammatical competence is not, strictly speaking,
deviant in language. That is why this level of performance is
proposed as an upper boundary in establishing criteria for classi-
fying children as having language delay or disorder.
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,There is evidence for considerable development in phonology, and
certainly in inflections, semantics and morphology in the years
from 6 to 12. It can be argued that the subtler aspects of
language delay or deviation are reflected in significant retarda-
tion in language performance even at these higher levels.

Palermo and Molfese (1972) provide a useful review of the evidence
for linguistic development beyond age 6 years.

6.9 Phonological Development

6.9.1 Though phonology, syntax, anq semantics are usually distinguished
in analyzing the language system, they are obviously.interdepen-
dent in the child's linguistic development. For example, intone-.
tion patterns which in the first year of life communicate emotional
attitudes and feelings, later become vehicles of grammatical rela- C

tionships and yeaningt in oral language. Crystal has analyzed the
importance of intonation and prosody in language. Phonological
contrasts are used by the child, even one with deviant articulation
patterns, to distinguish meanings. (Ingram (1976))

Articulatory skills improve between* ages 3 and 4 and between ages
5 and 7. By age 8 years, articulation and the development of the
phonological system is essentially at etbeINnormal adult level, but
a significant minority of ostensiblyinormal children are delayed in
mastering the more difficult phonem9s and consonant clusters which
require intricate articulatory gestures or patterns. Kellmer Pringle
(1965) reports a significant proportion of children as still having
articulatory difficulties at age 7.

Ingram (19761 demonstrates that the development of the phonological
system is a complex one, involving three levels; input or percep-
tion of language, processing of sound through existing rule systems,
and output through the articulatory system. Deviation from normal
can occur at any level. Chomsky (1975) points out that though the
phonological level is placed by lam at the level of "surface struc-
ture", this does not mean that this system is simple or superficial.
He suggests that coding of linguistic structures and meanings into
sound is the most complex and pbstract level of all language pro-
cesses. This is why the acquisition of spoken language is so
difficult. It is probably for this reason that individual,idiffe-
ren5es (and opportunities for deviation to occur) are foiliid at the

morpho-phonemic level described by Chomsky and Halle (1968), i.e.
che ways in which the sound system of the English language relates
to the morphology of words and to meanings.

6.10 Morphology and Inflections
#

6.10.1 In highly inflected languages, such as Russian, it appears that
children are still mastering inflections by age 8 or later. This
is not so obvious in English, which has a limited inflectional
system for grammatical purposes. Nevertheless, childrel between
ages 6 and 7 years are still mastering the s/ z/ and ez inflections
of the plural noun, e.g. "horses", and the rules which govern
their choice, and also the t/ d/ and ed/ variations of past tense.



Berko (1958) showed that 99% of 7 year olds may.have mastered the
"ez" ending for."glasses" but not necessarily generalized the rule.
Palermo and Molfese (1972) suggest that children may lgtvn unique
forms by rote before they develop the rule for them. Anisfeld and
Tucker (1967) found that at 6.years of age children use a "number
plus'singular noun" instead of ihe plural form when unsure of
plurals. They have the concept that the plural requires an addi-
tion to the singular form in nonsense words used as, test items.
At this age, there was 50% error in correctly using the ez/ inflec-
tion for (nonsense word) plurals, though there was only 25% error
for s/ and z/ endings. .

Barlow and'Trail (1968) studied 6, 7, 8 and 9 year old children on
their choice of markers for the plural in nonsense words, ei.e. the
degree to which they had abstracted rules for these markera; It
was found that the older individuals preferred markers with few
feature differences. The rule developed was that the plural in-
flection had the same characteristics in voicing as the preceding
sound. For example, "mat-mats", "mud-muds"; "t" is unvoiced and
so is "s"; "d" is the voiced form and so is "z".

Anisfeld and Gordon (1971) showed that there were differences in
choice of apparently arbitrary sounds in plurals. Grade 1 and
Grade 4 children preferred sh/, ch/ and j/ which appeared to the
authors of the research to be related in articulation to the actual
sound z/ used in plurals. Adults accepted the ch/, j/, th/ or
v/ or k/ sounds which share a common phonological feature. Bryan
and Anisfeld (1969) showed that children have difficulty in parsing
aingular forms, given plurals.

6.11 Part-whole Segmentation (Sound)

6.11.1 In their perception of sound, children appear to proceed friom lar-
ger undifferentiated units to smaller constituents, i.e. from sen-
tence pattern to word, to syllable, to phoneme. Sevin and Bever
(1971) demonstrated that adults analyze syllablds prior to extract-
ing phonemes and conclude that "phonemes are abstract entities that
are perceived only by analysis of previously perceived syllables".

Even though a child has completed his phonological development by
age 7 or 8, he still must learn to distinguish phonemes wh9n he
relates auditory and visual symbols in print. Zhaporova (1973)
showed that children were 5 before they could segment words readily
into initial sounds, e.g. they could not isolate nor recognize the
initial sound of their own name, or a common word, without help.

At the level of reading, Bruce (1964) found that it was not till
age 61/2 that children could consistently blend sounds, and segment
words in terms of sound by deleting a sound from a word to leave
behind a recognizable word, i.e. shift from segmenting in terms
of sound to recognition of.a unit of meaning. There is a specific
stage at which the child makes the transition to relating the
abstract sound system to the system of concepts and meanings he
already possesses. This is a stage which language-disordered ,
children, or language-delayed, have difficulty in achieving.
There is a parallel stage when children who have acquired spoken
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language have to translate sound into the abstract system of

written language and an even higher proportion of children show

similar difficulties in making this transition. In this sense,

deviation in acquiring spoken language and in acquiring reading

have close parallels. (Klasen (1972))
1,

It is probable that the children who are vulnerable at the first

stage (show language delay) are even more vulnerable at the second.

Language iaviance may relate directly to learning disabilities.

6.12 Advances in Syntax, Ages 5 to 12

6.12c1 Important advances take place in syntactic mastery after age 5.

Earfier studies (Browne, Braine) suggested that children
had, by age 411, completed mastery of phrase structures, (i.e. base

. sentence patterns) and nearly all the necessary transformations

(forming questions, active-passive, plural and tense changes).

There is, however, not yet full development of the auxiliary "have"

participle complement, pronoun usage, and control of conjunctions

such as "if" and "se..

Loban (1963, 1966) showelithat mastery of,syntactic structure aid ,

variety of structures within sentences increased from 5 to 15 'years

of age, especially in use of phrases, adverbials, and nominalizing.

O'Connell (1967) found that eMbedded complex sentences increased ,

-.from 10 to 13 years of age.
7

Review of the incredible variety and complexity of'English grammati-

cal and semantic forms summarized in Quirk et al "Contemporary

Grammar of English" indicates the range of linguistic forms to be

mastered by the mature sOeaker of the language. There to be

evidence for periods of rapid linguistic development betwee 5 and

6, between 10 and 13 years, as if there were peroas of rapid acqui-

sition, then longer periods of consolidating what has been acquired.

Chomsky (1969) pointed out that children even over age six were not

able to distinguish between sentences that had similar surface struc-

ture,but different deep grammatical structure (i.e. depended on the

"minimum distance principle"); for example, "John wanted Bill to

leave" in which Bill is the subject of "to leave", and "John pRiiedroz

Bill to leave" in which John is the subject of "to leave" but '

separated from the verb.

Children first applied the "minimum distance principle" to,every

sentence, then recognized exceptions but still made errors on both

rule-based and exceptional sentences. They then developed correct

responses to minimum distance sentenCes but continued to make errors

on the exceptions. Finally they mastered both forms. Six to seven

year olds were still in transition and only by nine years of age

was there full mastery. Verbs "ask" and "tell" providedsimilar

diffiCulties. Chomsky investigated pronoun relationships. Diffi-

culty in relating pronouns (anaphora connections) recurs in reading

comprehension at the late elementary school level.

In work on the passive transformation, Slobin (1971) found increas-

ing mastery of passive, negative, and negative-passive forms from

6 to 12 years of age. Children were 6 before there was above-chance

response to passive constructions. This transformation is an



example of the effect of semantic information on grammatical struc-
ture; sentences which are non-reversible passives are easier than
reversible passives. Non-reversible sentencea 4re those in which
the sense makes it unlikely that the relationship can be reversed,
e.g. "The herse was ridden by the boy", as contrasted with the
reversible "The girl was cliased by the boy". 1

On reversible sentences, Grade.2 children got 60% correct. Not
until Grade 1,or later.can children be induced. to give passives
more than 50% of the time in apuopriately describing an action.
(Turner and Rommetveit (1967)). Surveys of everyday speech show
that'the passive is used only 1% of the time even by adults.

Other developtents take place in.connective words; e.g; "because",
"therefore". Kati and Brent (1968) found developmental trends from
Grades 1 to 6 in the causal use of the connective word as contrasted
with a purely sequential use. Olds (1968) showed that children,
often used "unless" in the.senae,of "if": Goodglass, Goodglass and
Hyde (1970) found that the correct use of prepositions ranged from
75% at ages 3 to 4 to 97% at 10 years of age.

In the study of categorizing, Neimark and Slotnick (1971) showed
that children at Grades 3 to 9 courd handle class inclusion and
exclusioni Let class membership and set interseCtions in veibal
classifylng problems. They could cope with the terms "and/both".
Only at *college level was there consistent st...ccess in handling

verbally problems involving the union of sets; i.e. "either/or"
relationships. Neimark (1971) claimed that up to Grade 9 there was
evidence of confusion in the use of "and" and "or" as Logical.con-
nectives.

6.13 Advances in Semantics

6.13.1 McNeill (1970) points out that semantics, the relationship of
linguistic categories to reality and.one another; e.g. animate/
inanimate, male/female, and equivalences of meaning -- develops
more slowly than syntax. Methods of handling semantic categories
are still to a large extent being developed. Categories are to
some degree.arbitrary and may not wholly agree from one researcher
to the next. Nerlove* (1966) showed that whereas young,children
could correctly apply adjectives such as "sweet", "cool" to real
objects, they did not realize they could apply these to persons
until age 7.

Autistic children have difficulty in shifting from the concrete to
the figurative. Ervin and Foster (1966) asked subjects to match
the words "happy", "pretty", etc. with appropriate faces. From
Grade I on, there was increasing differentiation between words
originally used as if they had the same meaning. Lumsden and
Poteat (1972) asked children to describe shapes of differing size
area) as bigger or smaller. They varied the vertical dimensions

of the shapes. Even in shapes which differed considerably in
actual area, they found that 5 year olds ignored this fact and
concentrated on the vertical dimension as carrying'the meaning of.
size.
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Donaldson and Wales (1970) found that the terms'"more" and "less".

were complex and used in absolute ways by 4 to 5 year olds.

Clarke (1974) as noted previoualy1 proposed a "polar" theory of .

meanings in which words such as "bigger" and "smaller" developed '

their meanings as relative terms. Children began by identifying

the absolute pole "big" and contrasted it with the opposite "not

big", then "small". The concept of "bigger/smaller" as relative

terms evolved as a continuum between these extremes.

Palermo and Molfese (1972) puoted developments from Grades 1 to 14

in usi4 correctly modifiers such as "slightly, somewhat, rather",

which are key words in semantic evaluation. See Osgoqd, Tannenbaum

and Suci.(1957) on the semantic differential test.

6.14 Morpho-phonemic Development

. .

6.14.1 "Morpho-phonemics" describes the area of language development re-

lating morphalogy .charges in word forms to indicate meaning and

syntactic category.-- and representations in sound -- rules for

changing stress, vowel form, phonological form. An example is the

child's ability to recognize and .use "ability" as related tck "able";

or recognize the change of sound and stress involved in the change

from "electric" to "electricity".

Chomsky and Halle describe the intricate phonological rules linking'

change of phonology and meaning, and the way in wiich sounds,are

represented in English orthography. They see these as refledting

the deeper abstract relationships between phonological system and

'meaning, and the recognition Of relqted forms and meanings. Chil-

.
dren may be 11 years of age before they consistently master thesp

'changes. Moskowitz (1973) using nonsense woird stems, was able to

show that children had formed the rules to shift vowelt appropriately

when forming A noun.from an adjective. Five year olds could not do

the task but 12 year olds could.

There appears'to be evidence of increased linguistic development or

turning points at ages 5 to 8 and at 11 to 13. These may be relar.

ted to the stages of cognitive development described by Piaget. Age

7 may be as importaht a staging point in general linguistic develop-:

ment as the 41/2 year level is claimed to be for mastery of syntax.

Language difficulties or retardation measured at these levels:are

likely to be less obvious, but still impo,:tant; they.could be found,

in a relatively wide range of children.
Au"

6.15 General Development of Langulgp Structures Airer Age 5

6.15.1 Crystal (1976) points out that by age 5 the spontaneoUs 'apeech of

children shows fluency and grammatical agcuracy in surface struc-

ture, but it would be wrong to conclude that the grammar of the

language has been successfully mastered. A large range 'of gramma-

tical processes remain to be implemented on which there has been

very little research. Language development is complered up to age

41/2 in six stages. Crystal refers to Stage VII and makes three main

distinctions.
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Discourse Structure:- the 5 year old knows a great deal about sen-
tence structure and function but has to learn about sentence con-
nection. The following syntactic structures are acquired between
age 5 and adolescence:

1) Sentence connectors such as "however", and cross-
connections; e.g. "the other also took one". Adverbials
as connectives are not found until age 7.

2) Word-order patterns communicating emphasis and order;
e.g. "It's John who said that".

3) The use of intonation to control relationships between
lparts of a sentence, which is still being mastered at age
9; e.g. "John gave the bomk to Jim and he gave one to him".

Eight yiar olds are also still lealning irregular verb forms and
mastering pie two types of comparison; e.g. "longer" vs. "more
interesting". Sequences in tense and subordinate/main clause
relationships are mastered in this stage.

Syntactic Comprehension: because a child can produce a pattern,
there-is no guarantee that he understands it. For example, sen-
tences with different meanings but identical structures such as
"Ask him what to do" / "Tell him what to do", or "He told the boy
to come" / "He promised the boy to come", as discussed above in,-
Chomsky's work (1969). Other examples are the semantically complex
conjunction "since, although, unless" which are confused with
"and" up to 9 years of age.

.

In Stage VII, the child becomes more aware of ambiguities and that
the "deep structure" of a sentence is not obvious from its surface
pattern. It is at this time that children begin to eujoy verbal
jokes; riddles, and play on words. Many, if not most, autistic
children do not reach this level; i.e. they reach a WI to 6 year
syntactic level but not necessarily a 9 year level.

Style: This is little studied. Style is affected by school
experience, dialects, likes and dislikes in ways of speaking, and
growing awareness of features of language. With adolescence,
syntactical development in the proper sense ends a critic,1 period
in language learning and "spontaneous learning is more a Lv.ter of
developing stylistic skills, writing, reading, and vocabulaly".



TABLE I

Development oi_SynLq,A2 Ages 9 months to 41/2 Year_a_Crstal et al (1976))

Stage I Single word question; Single word command

o.9 - 1.6 yr. "ve:b" ahd "noun" used but grammatical category-tentative

Intonation patterns specific to a given language;
communicate meaning

Stage TI
1.6 - 2.0 yr.

Stage III
2.0 - 2.6 yr.

Two element sentences: statement, question, command
Subject-verb; Subject-Complement/Object; Negation of a word
IIman gone" "that hot"
Verb-Object/Complement "Not daddy"

" see ma n: A with X, where A is an element such as
"there" and X is: Subject,. Verb, tbject, Complement - "there toy"

Phrases:
Determiner-Noun Adjective-Noun Noun-Noun Preposition-Noun
umy ball" "big hug" "dadey bag" "in box"

Verb-Verb Verb-part Intensifier-X
umake go fr u come out"

IIvery bad, down there"

Three element sentences
Blending of clause and phrase structures

Clause:
X, Subject-Noun Phrase
"red shoes pretty"

Statement; Questions; Commands
Subject-Verb-Complement-Object

Negative XY - "no go home"

X, Subject-Verb'Phrase
"let man go"

Subject-Verb-Adverbial
"boy sit chair"

Verb-Complement-Object-Adverb Verb Object(direct)Object(indirect)
"put dog chair" "give candies mommy"

Question XY
n why daddy go

II "put cat down"
Command-Verb XY

Phrase
Determiner-Adjective-Noun
"that big pussy"

Noun-Adj.-Noun
"Billy big boot"

Let/do XY
"let me go"
"don't hit me"

Adjective-Adj.-Noun
"little blue ball"

Pronoun-Noun Phrase
"in the car"

Copula "is"; Auxiliary "be(going) do(go)"

Pronoun (object form)
IIme eat it, him see it"

Word-level
Beginning of: -ing "he be swimming"; plural "boys";

past tense -ed; past participle "broken";

3rd person singular "he wants"
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Possessive ("doggy's bowl"); contracted negative ("isn't"),; contracted
copula ("She's"); contracted auxiliary ("he's running"); guperlative
("biggest"); comparative ("bigger"); adverbial suffix ("run quickly")

These are mastered in Stage III and IV

Stage IV Sentences of four or more elements (blending 2 previous
2.6 - 3.0 yr. patterns; or new ones)

Clause Elements of structure well established

Statement

Subject-Verb-Complement/Object-Adverbial
"Mommy's making the breakfast now"

Subject-Verb-Direct-Indirect-Object Adverbial/Adverbial XY
"You gave the cup to daddy" "Me go in house in a while"

Question with any three structural elements. Inversion of
subject-verb-noun. Question words in use. "Where my doggy going"

Command includes subject "You hit that ball"

Phrase Expansion of phrase, particularly pre-modifying
noun phrase

Noun-Preposition-Noun Pronoun-Noun thrase Negative X
"boy in the garden" flnear the big car" IInot that cup"

Negative-Verb Phrase 2 Auxiliaries to Verb Conjunction X
"he not want to" "he have been running" "and daddy"

Morphology of words (i.e. changes in word form for meaning, plural, etc.
well established)*

4

Stage V Recursion (Production of multiple, connected sentences)
3.0 - 3.6 yr.

Clause

Coordinating conjunctions, especially "and", "so"
Subordinating conjunctions, "She's smiling 'cos she's happy"
Noun clauses as subjects, "That bike parked in the street

belongs to..."

Comparative clauses, complements or objects; relative clauses
within noun clauses

Phrases expanded to varying degrees of complexity
e.g. preposition-phrases within noun-phrase "The lady in the

shop with a hat on"
Tag-questions; inversion and negation of verb in question now

mastered"Isn't it?" Exclamation "How" "What"

Stage VI System Completion
3.6 - 4.6 yr. Clause

Passive in extended form
"He's been hit by the ball"

More complex verb construction
(complement)

"This is ready to drink"

Phrase
Mastery of common irregular verb inflections
"Ought, should, must" (modals) are used in anomalous ways.
Auxiliary "Can't, won't" etc. mastered since 2.
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Noun Phrase
Coordination of many kinds: lists of objects, structures

in apposition.
Initiators develop
all, half, double, quite:such, what: as in "What a day"

Most of the common irregular noun inflections are stabilized

during this stage.
Errors in determiners (e.g4 this) disappear by 4If.

Frequent errors in pronouns at 311 (e.g. me see it) disappear

by a year later.
Tenses are mastered but little is known about the order of

development, or of use of advevbials of time and manner;

i.e. "in" with verb forms.
Errors in appropriate tense aspect common before 4.

Mistakes in agreement, e.g. "they is", common at 311,

disappear by 41/2.

Exceptional word order,%e.g. "neither did 1" are mastered.

According to Laura Lee (1974):

Children with dela ed Ian ua e develoment may

1. have reversal of word order in sentences or persist with

reversals longer

2. have a variety of modifiers.but seldom combine them

3. omit plural markers for a long time, depending on quantifiers

and numbers to sc.?ply plural meaning

4. show the same errors on tenses as normal children, as mastery

of the verb develops, but persist longer in immature forms

5. be expected to have all the difficulties in negation encountered

by normal children

6. have difficulties with conjunctions even at earlier stages

7. find the use of the copula, i.e. "is", a difficult step to take.

8. In thr2 acquisition of pronouns:
22sson is the easiest semantic feature and children du not

usually mistake "speaker-listener-other" distinctions
gender presents more difficulties
plural pronouns are slower in developing
the proper selection of case forms is the most difficult.

9. Severely delayed children may not have the concept of questioning.

They rarely ask "Wh- questions". Questions requiring "do"

present problems.

10. Some language delayed children tend to omit the infinitive "to"

considerably beyond the normal stage.



wir Language Delay f\uul Deviation

7.1 Definitions of Language Disorder

7.1.1 The present study covers\the whole range of language handicap in
children. Delay and deviation may be difficult to distinguish
separately in practice, b4t it is useful to try to do so.

The usual criteria cf abnormality apply to language disorders:

a) how sdvere is the malfunction
b) how significant is the language disorder compared..to norms
c) how,persistent is the. condition

Eisenson (1972) discussing aphasia, suggests that the most important
aspects of language pathology are severity and Age of onset.

,

Deviation in language is the failure of the child tv ar+lire a
language're/iettoire and .conpetence appropriate to his age and

\ developmental level. It nay be based in abnormal procassds in
learning, or there is abnormal function in language. Deviation
occurs in language structure and performance but, in severely handi-
capped children, it may occur .in Ur pre-requisite stages for language:

a) poor attention to language or general stimuli,
b) no vocalizing of meaningful sound, or abnormal forms of

vocalizing, inability to imitate speech sounds,
c) immature handling of comnon objr2c,ts; inability to reorganize

these in common usage,
d) restricted play with council objects or symbolic behavior:

e.g. in using toys or in dravitic actiOns to represent Lleas
and feelings,

e) restricted ability to make imitative.gestures (motor),
f) inability to realize that objects and actions can be

identified and labelled.

This is not an exhaustive Iist but it specifies some of the pre-
requisite stages in the assessment of language function and in
planning remedial programs. (See Bricker and Bricket (1974) and
Miller and Yoder (1974))

Descriptions of language disabllity must: (Kleffner (1973))

1) give a framework for 41reening, assessment, and diagnosis
2) provide a comprehensi a description'of the child's perfor-

mance at any stage of assessment
3) provide guidelines for dizect, rational and efficient thera-

peutic intervention.

Crystal (1976) enphasizes that description and remediation must be
in terms of language functioning and development. "To use a -normal
developmental hypothesis as a basis of ordering language structure
has much to recommend it, as it is based on the fewest assumptions
.about th omplex=.cy of language process ... The analysis of a
syntactic disorder inevitably involves comparison with normal
development."

Crystal points out that there are levels of definition of language
deviation:
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1) deviation may be defined as covering allAinds of

.

linguistic disability, including language delay,

2) deviation may be defined as the child's having a range cd

linguistic structures normal* used at an earlier stage

,
of normal development, but also uses specific structures

outside the range of normal expectations,

3) the child has language patterns.which would be normal at

other stages but are clearly deviant at the present stage

of development.

7.2 Language Delay

7.2.1 The presumption in language delay is that the handicap is due to a

single discrepancy between development in language and general

development. It is assumed that the child has the capacity to

acquire language more or less normar.y by following the usual

developmental sequence. Treatment may aim at bringing the child

up to a required level of performance, or in accelerating him

along the normal path.

Delay has many causes. It may be simply failure in maturation.

Children can vary widely in their rate of acquisition of language.

There may be environmental reasons in the culture of the child,

the language stimulation in the home, or the teaching styles of

parents. There are factors, such as being with a twin, which

increase the risk of language delay. (See the famous'case dis-

cussed by Luria and Yudovitch (1963). On the other hand, there

may be organic 'reasons such as neurological dysfunction, delay in

maturation of the relevant'brain function or even biochemical or

amino-acid dysfunctioas of the brain. It seems likely that there

will be an interaction between effects in causing language delay.

7.3 Lan ua e Deviatiim or Deficit?

The concept of deficit implies that more than delay is involved.

There is likely tio be a marked discrepancy between language and.

other levels of functioning, unless the problem occurs in the

severely mentally retarded and some autistic groups where the total

level of functioning is grossly delayed or deviant for age norms.

There may be evidence that the child has established a distorted

pattern of language learning or that there a missing process or

mechanism: e.g. inability to discriminate speech sounds, poor

auditory memory. It ii likely that there are abnormalities of

language structure which persist from a much earlier period of

development.

The deficit may be due to a variety of causes, neurological or

organic factors, effects of accident on brain function; or of ill-

ness causing febrile-convulsive attacks and brain anoxia at an early

age when language is being acquired or has just been acquired.

There may be conginital aphasia, a developmental difficulty in

acquiring language, or environmental causes. Again, the causes

an,.; effects are likely to interact in complex ways. In extreme,

the child not only has handicapped performance in language, but

may have deficient c2E2.2.1.ce, i.e. be unable to acquire spoken

language 1.-,rw3lly.



7.4 Factors Which ftarlsrligiugast_qtklx_angion

7.4.1 Briefly, among the factors which bear on the causes, history,-etio-
logy, classification and diagnosis of language disorder ari the
psychological, medical, neurological, educational and familial-
social. Some of these, like the neurological, may have no direct
relevance to the planning or carrying out of intervention programs.
(Kleffner (1973))

.

psychological: observations and tests of tasks aield inferred pro-
cesses of perception, discrimination, memory, vocabulary and
general language functioning, cognitive functioning, emotional
attitudes, behavior, and motivation.

Medicalneurological: inferences about effects which may impair
effective functioning, particularly in articulation, auditory
memory, producing and interpreting language; neurological handicaps
and processes which may explain disorder.

Educational factors: level of play and other symbolic ocesses,
ability to communicate with adults and children, level of language
pre-requisites, social and personal skills, adaptive skills,
response to material, persons, and kinds cf learning situation.

Familial-social factors: child's home environment and relationships
to his general adaptation and language development; emotional rela-
tionships and motivations, parental expectations, learning style
adopted by parents in teaching and disciplining, support for school
and language programs by the home.

7.5 Lan ua e Disorder and Normal Develo mental Se uence

7.5.1 Crystal (1976) proposes, for assessing language deviation, a lan-
guage criterion based on a developmental sequence, and not on a
neurological or psychological criterion. For parents, teachers and
therapists,,the practical question is the amount of delay in lan-
guage development relative to age and general development.

To assess delay, there must be an assumption that there is a scale
of linguistic development, i.e.:

a) a normal sequence of acquisition of language structures and
performance,

b) a sequence in the increasing complexity of language usage,
c) a statement on which pre-requisites are needed, at any given

stage, before the child is likely to acquire the next stage
of language competence. This is the reason for advocating
knowledge of the normal development of child language, dis-
cussed in another chapter. To quote Rees (1971): "The
assumption that the normal sequence is somehow the "right"
sequence for the language-disordered child to follow is not
proved, but neither has it been seriously challenged."

Ingram (1976) points out that disorder and delay are defined by:
"slower onset of time of appearance of a language performance, less
frequent and creative use of language, and slower acquisition time".
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,Using phonological development as his guide, Ingram (1976) shows

that language deviation falls into the followirg patterns:

la) in language performance, immature structures in terms
'of known developmental stages persist to a later stage,

2a) there are delays in language structure and these have
persisted long enough to become serious, inappropriate
to the stage of general development and so form language

disorder,

3a) the child has language patterns which would be normal at
other stages but are clearly deviant at the present stage
of development.

There may be a continuum between delay and deviation. It is clear

that prolonged and persistent delay in acquiring appropriate language

structures will produce the situation defined in Crystal's Pattern
3 or Ingram's 2A; i.e. the adaptgtion re4ched by the child will be
hard to, modify. Delay in a very early stage,, together with the
reinforcement of responses which were approkiate at an earlier
level, can lead to distorted patterns of response and therefore to

deviation. Woodward (1963) describes how this fixation can occur

in the responses of severely mentally retarded who reMain in the
first circular reactions of the Piaget stagcs.

Severity of disorder may be measured in terms of the language reper-
toire of the child. For example, the receptive language disorder
is more impaired than the expressive. 9ertain aspects of language

may'bet more critical than others; e.g. oor vocabulary is in some
respects less pathological and easier tk remedy than inadequate or
distorted sentence structures.

Ingram proposes the following scale of severity of deviation:

la) persistence of language structures from previous stages
with no idiosyncratic language,

2a) persistence of language structures from previous stages
with a mixture of unusual patterns,

3a) use of language patterns which are distinctly deviant from
expected processes or systems of language.

The earlier the stage of language acquisition at which the child
fails or deviate's, the more severe the handicap is likely to be.
If a child fails on a skill which is pre-requisite to acquiring a
later skill, his handicap is the more if the skill is earlier or
more fundamental. If a child fails on the less complex items of
language structure, or fails to acquire more complex levels (such
as transformation of sentences) his disorder is likely to be the

more severe.



8 Early Childhood Autism
and Language Disorder

8.1 Characteristics of Autism

8.1.1 A major group in this study are children with "autistic" behavior
because they have a maisive global communication disorder. (Rutter
and Martin '(1972)) Early childhood autism is the term suggested by
Wing in 1976.4s most appropriate.

The characteristics of this group form a particularly difficult and
imprecise group to diagnose and define. A recent change of classi-
fication by the World Health Organization (1975) now defines autism
as a severe learning disorder,'no longer as an emotional disturbance

' or psychosis. This change of definition rests on three decades of
research and the fundamental changes in perception and interpreta-.

tion of the causes of this handicap. .

This group displays a variety of severe disorders (Ritvo 1976):

1) disturbance in developmental rate.

2) disturbance in relating to the environment. For example:
gaze avoidance; delayed response to being picked up in
infancy; tendency to relate to only part of others; possible
aversion to physical contact; using materials and toys in
a repetitive manner rather than for exploration and play.

3) disturbances of motility. For example, ritual movements of
hands and arms; whirling and posturing; rocking and head-
banging; unusual gait such as running' on the toes.

.4) disturbances of perception; preference for sameness; dis-
turbance by change of stimulus, especially strong stimuli;
over or under reactivity.

5) disturbances of speech and language: delay, echolalia and
repetition; lack of normal intonation, inflection, and
affective quality.

Autistic children may display social withdrawal in early childhood,
and stereotyped and ritualistic behaviors. Many of these seem to
serve the purpose of self-stimulation in an organism which has
severe distortions of perception and processing of information.
There may be a need to preserve "sameness" in the environment.

Research in the last decade stresses the idiosyncratic learning of
the autistic child; i.e. excellent short-term rote learning but
severe difficulties in using meaning to make learning efficient;
difficulties in relating information from different sense channels
and difficulties in coping, with auditory input (O'Connor and
Hermelin (1970))

The progress and causes of autism are still a matter for debate.
An original belief was that the condition was psychogenic, "due to
family relationships". The present accepted view stresses the
possibility of organic causes -- fain malfunction, neurological
damage or biochemical anomalies. Many autistic children are
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functionally at the level of severe mental retardation. Prognosis

for adult adjustmtnt is often poor (Martin (1975), RUtter (1967)).

Autistics, especially at the late adolescent level, are likely to

be found in hospitals for the mentally retarded.

Not all autistic children follow the same pattern. Anumber of #

check lists of characteristics have been published. (Creak (1961);

Rimland (1964); Lotter (1966) and others) It is possible to give

only a brief acknowledgement of the complexity of this condition and

refer the reader to recent studies: Rutter (1972); Wing (1976);

Ritvo (1976). In the present study, the check list of characteris-

tics of the "core" autistic prepared by Lotter in establishing the

prevalence of the group, in his Middlesex study, was included as a

guide in the vestionnaire used by the research team.

8.2 Prevalence of Autism.

8.2.1 Establishing the true prevalence of early infantile autism is not

an easy matter because so much depends on the definition and diag-

nosis of this difficult category of handicap, or group of handicaps.

There is, however, a good estimate of prevalence by Lotter (1966),

based on a careful epidemiological survey of the county of Middle-

sex (U.K.) using public health, medical, and school sources. The

generally accepted estimate, based on this work, is 4 per 10,000

of the child population.

This includes, in Lotter's study, all children with characteristics

placing them in the autistic group which was defined by a check-list

of characteristics. The "core" group of autistics; i.e. those with

a majority of the signs on the check-list, and in whom the condition
Acurred in early infancy, formed 21/2 of 10,000. .

No survey f this kind has been done in Ontario, though it is known

that a foIr officer of the Ministry of Health, in 1974, (now

working as a consultant with a board of education) made contact with

all known cases in the province. The Integra Founilation also reviews

cases brought to its attention for membership of programs, but the

present study confirms that this is not an exhaustive list. The

-Ontario Association for Autistic Children is said to be conducting

a survey via parents.

8.3 Disor ers in Autistic Lan ua e

8.3.1 "Language.disorder is the most important diagnostic factor in

autism". (Rutter (1967); Wing (1976))

Between 1/3 and 1/2 of autistic children fail to acquire language.

(Rutter (1971)) The disorder extends to all areas of language:

Phonological: intonat,ion and articulation, including toneless and

uninflected speech.

Syntactic: condensing utterances into telegraphic form (Wing (1976));
tendency to omit function words; to confuse word order; to operate

at the -arlier stages of sentence structure; difficulties in forms

such as pronouns and'prepositions; difficulties in areas of language

involving abstracts or when meanings change with the situation or
person involved.



Semantic: difficulty in acquiring/using the multiple aspects of
, meaning; in different words for the same object; in idiomatic or
. figurative uses of language.

('Mteresting work by Ricks (1976) suggests that autistic children

'
show idiosyncratic development of babble. Be demonstrated that

/
parents of normal and autistic children could identify foar emotional

. situations -- surprised pleasure, frustration, etc. -- communicated

.....\-/1-".

.in the babble and intonation of children who have been tape-recorded.
Parents of normal children could accurately identify their own child
from his babble, and found no difficulty in interpreting the feelings
communicated by children from non-English-speaking backgrounds. By
contrast, parents of autistic children were unable to identify the
feelings communicated by autistic children other than their own,
though they were able to interpret the vocalizations of mentally
retarded children as essentially normal. Parents Of-autistic chil-
dren appayently learned to respond to the specific cues in the babble
of their own "hild. .

'1. It is worthjnoting that the normal children studied were young
babies; thrautistic children who could be compared with them in
terms of -babble were 3 to 5 years of age. It seemed that non-verbal
autistic children were communicating mood and response to specific
situations in idiosyncratic ways; they were using peculiar articula-
tions rather than normal intonations.

The early stages of articulation in young autistic children are
different from normal. There are differences in quantity, variety,
and length of phrase or babble. Ingram (1976) takes the view that
babbling is nOt simply motor practice, as suggested by Jakobson,
but that infants begin to select the range of speech sounds typical
of their adult environment; i.e. there is some evidence for feedback
to the child from the environment and the child's'own sounds and
kinesOetic stimuli which enables him to monitor and adjust his
pattern of output -- even if the old theory, that a child simply
imitates the language of those around him, is no longer tenable.

The feedback.mechanism of the autistic child may be peculiar. Ricks
demonstrated that the young autistic child responded precisely by
copying his own remrded babble but was not stimulated to vocalize
by hearing other children. Normal infants, by contrast, were stimu-
lated by hearing recorded babble even if it were not their own.

Articulation problems were found by Rutter (1965) and Wing (1969)
in three-quarters of 20 speaking autistic children under age 5,
though these improved with age. Kolvin (1971), in a study contrast-
ing autistic with schizophrenic children, found that 88% of autistics
had delay in speech, and 13 out of 47 had prodi only one word by
three years. The majority were not using 3-word sentences by age 3.

Savage (1971) reported that,"in thegliries of autistic children
studied by Rutter and Lockyer, 40% had articulatory difficulties.
Ornitz and Ritvo (1971) found that the voice was poorly modulated,
lacking rhythm and expression. Kopernick (1971) described the
autistic's language as puppet-like, with abrupt variation in pitch
and frequency, and Wing comments that the intonation pattern is
wooden -- "like a computer talking".

7fi



8.4 Understanding Language

8.4.1 Normal children respond to adult vocalization early in infancy. The

autistic child shows a marked lack'of response to'human speech in
the firsi year of life. Thi,-; is accompanied by (and may.be caused

by) deficiencies in non-verbal communication between child and
parent in earliest infancy. In normal development, studies show
interplay between child and mother -- smiling, making gestures
with the mouth, visual exploration of the mother's face, anticipa-
tory gestures when approached and held. The mother tends to imi-

tate the child's response, to initiate non-verbal "conversation"
in which the child is led to develop the ground rules for later
communication. The autistic child's failure to respond to this
basic "conversation" is one of the reasons why parents comment that
something was strange" in their early interaction with the autistic

child.

Even up to 5 years of age, the autistic child may attach little
significance to speech. "The growth of understanding is character-

istically slow" (Wing (1976)) Severely retarded autistic children
may develop no awareness of speech.

Those who do acquire speech show characteristic problems: their

*replies to questions are concrete and limited. They list facts or

events but do not make judgements Or express feelings. Offered a
choice, autistic children'find difficulty irg verbalizing and may
automatically repeat the phrase last used. 'They have difficulties
in dealing with instructions,'especially those involving a sequence
of actions, or timing response.

Parents need to be aware that even when words are.acquired, they,
are understood and used literally. For example, a child'who used
the expression "dog's dish" was confused when asked td put food in
the "dog's bowl".' (Wing (1976)). Bartak (1974) claims that the
autistic child's greatest difficulty is in understanding those
aspects of language whiCh change with context or speaker.

Those dealing with autistic children have found it useful to: avoid
complex statements, speak clearly end loudly, use rising intonation,
repeat, and give time for the child to process the language. °(Wing

(1976)) These observations are like those made concerning aphasic
language; e.g. need for extra emphasis and additional time tor
processing meaning.

Experiments by O'Connor and Hetmelin (1971) suggest that when
autistic children of elementary school age are offered a choice of
auditorY and visual stimuli, which can be altered in their relative
intensity, these children showed no preference.for auditory input.
Autistic children will make contact with a strange adult but ignore
verbal ,overtures. r

8.5 Production of Speeeh: Intonation Ind Articulation

8.5.1 There is little research on intonation. The Soviet linguist,
Schvachkin, detected distinct patterns of stress, with rising and
falling pitch used to communicate feelings between adult and child
within the first six months of life. Crystal (1972) describes the
prosodic melodies of children developed to express meaning within



the first nine months of life; they form the clearly marked intona-
tion patterns heard in the "jargon" of children in the period
immediately preceding their first word.

Phonological deviations were found Ning (1976)) such as: omitting
initial or final soudds, substiUaing sounds, confusing similar
syllables or words. These sound similar to the normal.sysiems of
delayed speech described by Ingram (1976). Most of the language
differences of autistic children are described in general clinical
psychiatric or psychological terms, and Wing's observations, though
perceptiVe, are not those of a trained linguist. There appear to
be few, if any, linguistic studies of the precise differences in
the phonology of autistic children'at different degrees of severity
of language handicap. Conclusions cannot be reach...1 on whether ,

patterns are markedly deviant or simply delayed in development.

. As Savage (1971) and others enphasize, the most characteristic diffi-
culty of the young autistic child is in encoding his experiences in
symbolic%form. The difficulties are not simply in articulation or
,apeech. Even if speech production improves, autistic children have
basic difficulties in the understanding and expression of language.

There is marked contrast between the clear enunciation of the
autistic child repeating expressions in echolalia, and the great
effort evinced to produce spontaneous speech which is often poorly
articulated. Carrow (1972) comments on this phenomenon in language-
disordered children who switch from mastery of automatic repetition

)(

. to naking errors, repeating stages of language Acquisition, when
t ey attempt to organize their own expressions.

,

8.6 .Syntax and Grammatical Structures

A major difficulty for autistic childrenAs the production of cohi-
rent sentences and mastery of grammatical forms. Wing (1969) found
that half of twenty children in special facilities for the autistic
had problems of syntax. There was a marked tendency to contract
phrasesvproducing.telegraphic forms or simply strings of words.
For example,-"Hut stick walk." for "We went for a walk to the hut
and 'ound a stick".

Word order may be confused as in children with developmental
learning'disability. Function words such as prepositions nay be
used incorrectly: e.g. "You sit for chair in table".

.When young childremformed a new linguistic rule, they exaggerated
the tender', of normal Children'to over-vneralize. One 9 year old
used "ing" forms in many situations; e.g. "Daddy piping" (smoking).
They used inappropriate tag questions; e.g. "Isn't it?" after each
statement, or generalized the relationship to "Wasn't it? Won't
they?" to fit the plural for or past tense of the preceding state-

.

ment.

Other studies confirm Wing's observation that '''only a small propor-
tion of autistic childre'n eventually acquire correct rules of
grammar or talk in complete sentencee,

'V
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to

A t'
. 8.7 Semantics and Understanding

. ,

8.7.1 Even if syntax is normally acquired,.underlying handicaps in
underatanding and using language for meaning,appear. Bartolucci

!.(1977) found that normal syntax was developed, according to the
transformational model of grammar, in verbal adolescent autistics
he studied. Nevertheless, language was not normal.when considered

, in terms of full range 6f feeling and commuracation. It seems that
alternative explanations of language or,grammars (such as that of .

Hfilliday) must be adopted in Order to allow for true description
of the linguistic and psychological characteristica of autstic
language.

Sentence patterns, may, be correct, but ure expressed,in stilted
stereotyped form. The range of discourse is marrow and detailed
examination reveAls stereotyped repetitions and phrases., The =

autistic can giveconcrete specific information about subjects
which,interest them, but it is most difficult for them to make
judgements, evaluations, or express personal feelings effectively.
The autistl..: child may use a series of questiOns, but if the re-
spondent departs from specific, concrete, simple repliesothe child
is confused.

T4Fre is g:.tendency to choose words without feeling for context;
there is a'failure to grasp or express'the full range of peanings
involved in receptive or expressive language. Similar-sounding

words may be made up; e.g. 'teapotmental" for "aepartmental". Words

may be created in terms of use; e.g. "sweep-the-floor" for the word
"brOom" -- similar to the response of the young child or the adult
aphasic searching for an appropriate word.

On the phonological level, there may be confusions and inversions.
orF/example, ploo" for "paddling pool". The lack of varia-

, ,

tion in tone of.voice reflects lack of.grasp of meaning, but also .

difficulties in using the intonationil patterns which communicate
the syntactic pattern in English.

Conversing with an autistic individual has been described as holding
a discussion with a'computer. Spontaneous speech may be marked by ,

great effort. The autistic child sounds like someone speaking a
foreign language which. has been acquired painstakingly, late in life, .

and this analogy may be a key, to his cnmmunication difficulcies.

8.8 The Autistic's Way of Learning Language

8.8.1 The normal child acquires his language by forming.successively more
complex and complete linguistic structures and rules, apparently by
a process of active search and discovery. (Browne (1973); Braine
(19,71)) The major process is not passive imitation and acquisition
of specific language patterns, and chains of response through operant

N conditiyning. The normal individual acquires the csapacity for
generVIve language, that is, the ability to produce infinite num-

/bers'af variations on the basic pattern and to use language recur-
-

siytly; i.e. embedding one structure within anothef in complex ways.
TVis capacity is difficult to explain by the theory that language

F.I/
s simply a set of habits formed by operant conditioning. (

,
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By contrast, the autistic child, as Wing and Ricks point out, does
behave as if he learned his language by operant conditioning, and
by chaining together simpler units to make the more complex ones.
It is as if the autistic child operates on a finite-phrase, struc-
ture-independent grammar in which units are built up simply from
left to right in sequence. It is usually necessary to use imita-
tion and operant conditioning to teach the autistic child struc-
tures. The question is whether the child can generalize his learning
of specific structures to allow him to make the leap to truly crea-
tive language.

The autistic child's difficulties in learning language are not in
verbal memory. Hermelin (1972) showed that 111/2 year old autistic
children were at the same level of linguistic development as normal
41/2 year olds, could recall word and number lists, and were able to
use the information given by stress on'key words. The autistic
makes use of literal recall, not using the semantic structure in the
material; e.g. classifying words under headings,'clustering them a.'d
using this property to make it easier to rehearse and remember mean-
ingful verbal material.

The "literal" response of the autistic has been well documenLed by
O'Connor and Hermelin (1970).and elsewhere. When given a series of
words to recall, autistic children did not make use of th T. fact, as
did normal children above the age of 5 years, that all or part of
the message could be orgauized and remembered tas a sentence, or that
.the words in a series.were in repetitive patterns that could be
memot-ized. Hermelin, describing these experiments, uses the drama-
tic. term "echo-box" to describe the autistic child's precise and
literal memory/reproduction of information. *This contrasts with
the normal child's ability to code and categorize information and
relate it to existing information in meaningful ways.

Similar responses were found when autistic children were asked to
recal1 or to produce the next segments of a repetitive visual pat-
tern furmed by lines with simple relationships. They produced more
,literal (memorized)responses, made mistakes which showed they were
responding more to the repeated pattern units than to variation
between them; i.e. did better with patterns such as "abab" (3
changes) than with "abbe (2 changes ), or their visual equivalents.
they showed much less flexibility and "creativity" in responding
to variation in pattern, except, strangely, in producing musical
patterns. (Frith (1972)) The language deficiency is based on a
more general disorder of processing, categorizing, codl.ng, inter-
relating and recalling patterned information.

Vygotsky (1962) described as "regulatory" the use of language to
direct one's own behavior, to anticipate and to plan. The regula-
tory use of language is affected in autistics.

Normally, such regulatory uses of language develop from response
to the commands of others, and speech is.used overtly to describe
and control action until the process becomes internalized by age 5
or so. Luria (1961) describes the stages of response in the young
child, emphasizing the important role of language in the processes
of developing attention, in planning and programmingo sequence of
anticipated activities, in setting out alternatives, and in evalua-
ting action. These processes he sees as closely linked with both
language and th functions of the frontal lobes of the brain.



Luria also stresses the social origins of the language process in

communication and control between the individual and his social

environment. Control loops which were originally external to the

child as verbal and non-verbal directions become part of the child's

complex system of inner controls. A major difficulty of the autistic

child is self-programming. Wing (1976) describes the dependency of

even well-organized autistic adults on automatic responses and

routines.

8.9 The Ac uisition of S oken Lan ua e in Autistics

8.9.1 Of 63 children in Rutter's 1967 follow-up study of a group of chil-

dren, only one had a history of normal language acquisition. The

majority of autistic children who acquire words do so by age 5. In

Lotter's 1966 survey, 19% were still mute at 8.to 10 years of age.

Of those with I.Q.'s below 55, 31% had words but did not communicate.

Whereas the normal child acquires his first "sound label" (Ricks

(1976)) for an object and uses it with excitement, showing enjoyment

of sound and word, the autistic child does not display this early .

interest. There is no rapid generalization of first words, only a

monotonous intonation and a lack of overall curiosity about the

environment in the first two years of life.

There is, however, later improvement in comprehension, zxpression,

and articulation among children observed who attend schools; for

autistic children. (Wing (1971)) It is claimed, by residential

schools fo,- the autistic in England, that a high proportion.of :the

children that are non-verbal on entry later acquire language to some

level, even without specific and specialized language programs (Pro-

fessional observation during survey of U.K. schools, 1976).

all number of autistic children have large vocabularies and

,1 grammar by age 6 but language is still used in concrete and

oropriate ways. In general, language level is closely related

to tested intelligence, but some children with high ability still

vave articulatory ot receptive problems. Level of language and

J.ntelligence score were found, in a series of studies by Rutter,

to be wjor pzedictors of level of adjustment in the autistic child.

8.10 Echolalia and Pronoun Reversal in Autistic Lan ua e

8.10.1 There is some doubt about the alleged differences between autistic

language and that found in developmc_tal language diso-ders. In

imitative repetition, the aphasic and the autist4c were not signi-

ficantly different in all respects. Aphasics owed more appropriate

repetition of their own words and the words c. ,thers. Autistics

showed more delayed reaction, and tended to produce inappropriate

repetition of their own words and in imitative language in general.

(Bartak (1972))

Echolalia(the apparently exact repetition of an utterance made by

another person) is claimed by Wing (1971), Rutter (1965, 1971) and

de 'Ursch (196/) to be characteristic if not typical of autistic

languap. Willg and Rutter reported it in three-quarters of the

children in the groups observed by them.



In delayed ecLolalia, the child repeats literally something he
heard some minutes or even hours ago, in a quit, inappropriate
setting, as specific pattern had been trigg.red off. It is
possible, however, that delayed echolalia reflects the unusually
slow processing of language by the autistic child, or (tmusual
process of memory; i.e. the stimulus heard takes unusuklly long to
process when it has been "read in" to the child's coMlniter, and
emerges at a time when it is no longer appropriate, or it may be
delayed or detoured in memory storage. Echolalia is meaningful
in the child's response, despite being apparently a senseless
repetition. Its adaptive nature is shown by the following:

Developmentally, to echo the last utterance is common in the 16
to 20 months old child who is entering the stage of spontaneous
speech. It serves linguistic purposes -- practice in finer discri-
mination of phonological/articulation patterns, checking of feed-
back, delay while the sound and meaning of previous utterances are
processed. Normal children, when asked to imitate,
change the structure of sentences in the direction of their own
grammatical system if the sentence is too long or complex. (Menyuk
(1964, 1969)) Language-disordered or language-delayed children,
on the other hand, repeat pore exactly or simply leave out parts
of the utterance, as if it was a simple memory test. That is, when
there is lack of comprehension, it is more likely that reproduction
is by rote.

Aut.'tic children, with their "echo-box" storage and their lack of
response to meaning (Hermelin, Frith (1972)) also repeat exactly
within the limits of their memory for the individual sounds or words
forming the message. This finding suggests that echolalia is likely
to occur as a surface response to the utterance when comprehension
is lacking.

Stengel (1947), from psychiatric practice, demonstrated that echo-
lalia occurs in many conditions when there has been disturbance of
cognitive and language functioning -- in adult aphasia due to stroke,
encephalitis, psychotic conditions, or severe mental retardation.
He traced different levels of response which would be related to
recovery of function in his patients. These ranged from automatic,
meaninglLss, exact repetition cued to a previous utterance, through
repetition with a questioning intonation, and in the final stages
of improvement, the correct tran,,formation of the pronouns "you"
and "I" before the patient reached the final stage of answering the
question or giving a spontaneous related utterance. If improvement
was not cnmplete, the response might become fixed at any stage.

The occurrence of echolalia in this predlctable sequence, in so many
different conditions involving disturbance of cerebral functioning,
suggests there is a'common neurological process underlyipg this
form of linguistic adaptation.

Wing described a similar set of stages in development in autistic
children; i.e. from purely rote to appropriate.repetition. . Rutter

and Wing found that echolalia improved or disappeared with age.

Cunnini,ham (1971) showed that there was significantly more echolalia
among autistics thrtn among children with severe mental retardation
matched for age and I.Q., and there was significantly more in those
with less developed language



Evans (1972) provides clear evidence that echolalic response is

considerably more frequent when the stimulus is incomprehensible.

He described an autistic girl who became markedly more echolalic

when she could not understard the slides he showed her. Evans

quoted Matheney (1968) to the effect that a child he observed

gave many more echolalic responees when the language used was

"tacts" (in Skinner's terminology) and not "mands"; i.e. statements

or questions as compared with commands or expressions of need.

Echolalia therefore depends on the language stimuli'the child is

attemptiag to process, and his degree of understanding.

The situatior is not unlike that encountered by a normal person

'in attempting to learn a new language. When an utterance is not

understood or needs time for iqerpretation, it is quite . natural

to repeat it in whole or in par,. In this sense, echolalia is not

simply a stereotyped response but is clearly an attempt oy the

child to adapt to a new language stimulus he cannot understand.

Evans points out that echolalia needs to be viewed in a context in

which all the physical materials and the relationships (the language

gestures, reinforcements, etc. controlled by the teacher) are:fully

analyzed.

There is a major distinction.between the choice of programs which

set out to develop speech for the first time, and those which eli-

cit and shape existing speech. The echolalic response is a spoken

response which may be manipulated and modified in order to lead to

speech which is more under the control,of the teacher, and :inally

of the child. It may be appropriate and useful to make use of echo-

lalia, varying the physical and linguistic situation, and using

prompts and fading out in order to alter the child's response in

the direction of language which is nearer a conversational response

or to spontaneous utterance.

The Santa Barbara Autim proj..ct usefully distingW.shes between

immediate and delayed echolalia in assessment', and suggests use

of echolalia to generate linguistic resp,mse.

Reversal of.pronouns is a linguistic phenomenon built into the

process of literal echolalia. Wing comments that, in a minority

of autistic children, the pronoun reveral disappears in those

phrases containing "I" which can be specifically taught and correctly

used; e.g. "Please may [..." but that the reversals of "you" and

"T" still occur In situations in which the child is simply copying.

k\J



Developmental Language Disorder

9.1 MIC2nclaL2S_Aplasia_and Language,Disorder

A major group of the severely language-'disordered, or aphasic, are,
by definition, children with receptive or expresE:.ve disorders of
central language processing. They have been labelled "congenital
aphasics" or "developmental aphasics".

Critchley (1970) urges the :rejection of the term "aphasic" to tes-

cribe non-development or disorder of language in children. 'el

comments, "A child who ia uackward in the acquisition of speech
should not be described 1/ a victim of'congenital aphasia. Still
less should a child with it. ate defective auditory perception of
the meaning of verbal.symbois be spoken of as a case of childhood
aphasia."

The concept of aphasia is derived from the pathology Of aiult lan-
guage; much of the research on pathology of language is based on
heterogeneous clinical qua cases. (Trr is (1971)) Loss or
distortion of mature language function in adults is quite different
from failure to acquire spoken language, or delay, in the child.

Rutter and Martin (1972) find the label "aphasia" unsatisfactory
because of its generality, imprecision, and suggestion of a clini-
cal disease or neurological malftr'ction as underlying cause. Still,
they find the label useful for explanatory and descriptive use but
insist on additional detailed description of language and behavior.

Griffiths(1972) also finds the term "develoi.meeital aphasia" useful
in descri4ng children with specific disability in normal develop-
ment of language. It is called a specific disability because it
cannot be readily explained by factors such as mental retardation,
hearing handicap, or motor-speech impairment. The "developmental"
aspect refer 0 the fact that this disorder begins in the earliest
years of th aild's life, when he is acquiring spoken language.
The category suggests severe and persistent disorder, or failure to
develop comprehension or production of spoken language. The dis-
tinction has been fully discussed elsewhere. It may be difficult
to make in individual cases.

To preserve continuity with the clinical and research literature,
it is proposed to retain the term "developmental language disorder"
or "aphasia" as necessary to distinguish this group of children.

9. 2 Definition of Develo mental Language DisorderjApt141-4A

This is a condition in which there is marked failure or difficulty
in comprehending or producing spoken verbal symbols. lt is not due
simply to irability to articulate speech sounds, or to neuro-
muscular inefficiency or paralysis of the speech organs. Nor is it

sWply Coe result of reduced or distored sensory input of spoken
language, as in hearing handicap. The disordcr is not due to
Inefficient general cognitiv,e functioning (mental retardation) but
to a specific disorder of spoken language and relatcd symbolic
processes.
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9.3 Characteristics of Children with Developmental Language Disorder/

Aphasia

1) Receptive aphasia -- restricted understanding of speech.

2) Lmmature or deviant syntax -- order and grammatical

relationships in utterances.

3) Restricted understanding or production of words or, more

properly, difficulties in the semantic aspects of language;

the ways in which linguistic categories, such as words and

phrases, categorize experience, the relationship of words to

other words, or, in general, meaning.

4) Severe difficulties in articulating phonemes or words,

associated with other difficulties in language.

Griffiths, in her review of developmental aphasia, revives the con-

cept of "congenital auditsmieperception" as characteristic of

aphasia; i.e. impaired perception of and/or memory for speech

sounds. This concept goes back at least as far as Worster-Drought

(1929) or Ewing (1930) and an old term was "central deafness".

Griffiths also emphasizes the importance, in language fsorders, of

impairment of perception ofmte2nal_katt.trn in speech sounds.

Sequences of repeated and varied sounds, with pause and rhythm, are

fundamental to speech. Crystal (1972) shows that the "prosodic"

pattern (intonation and related factors of streEs and pitch) enter

in an important way into understanding of spoken language, from

age 9 months onward. Griffiths' own study of a carefully selected

grou, of young children with severe language disorder confirmed the

difficulty that both receptive and expressive aphasics have in

their sense of rhythm and in auditory memory for digits and sen-

tences.

Whereas normal adults require some 20 milliseconds to make 75 per

cent correct judgements that two sounds of_diF.!Pnt pitch are in

a particular order; aphasic adults require nearly one second to

make the sarr,, judgement !rfron (1963)) In another study, of

children aged 7 to 14 years, Lowe and Campbell (1965) found that

normals needed a mean of 18 millisec. to establish that one sound

followed another, but aphasics needed 35.8 millisec. Whereas

normals could make correct judgements of sound at 36 millisec.,

aphasics needed intervals of 357 millisec.

Several siAldles (Myklebust (1954); McGinnis (1963)) found that

zdult aphasics understand speech better if delivered more slowly

than normal. Ltria (1970) comments that, when there is malfunction

In diqtinguishing a series of repeated sounds, there is often

improvement if the series is repeated more slowly.

McReynolds (1966) found that aphasic children of 4 to 8 years of

age had more difficulty in discriminating speech sounds within a

Phonetic environment than when they were isolated. Luria (1970)

also makJs a similar point about the importance for language, of

being able to distinguish speech sounds within a flow of significaht

sound.
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9.4 Hypotheses on the Cause/Nature of Aphasia

Eisenson (1968) suggested that the discrimination and classifica-
tion of phonemes is impaired in children with developmental language
disorder. They may respond to a range of contrasted phonemes (such
as s/,f/ 0 as if they were the same set, or make such fine phonetic
discAminations between phonemes (the s/ in basket, set, eats) that
they perceive these as all different. That is, they over- or under-
classify speech sounds.

A major hypothesis advanced by Eisenson is that this disorder is
essentially auditory, depending on discrimination of phonemes in
context; i.e. there is discrimination of isolated phonemes.but
impaired discrimination of phonemes when these occur in a flow, uf
speech. The process of producing speech is hampered or distorted
by deviant input.

Weiner (1972) takes the opposite view -- that the difficulties of
producing language are the basic ones. He demonstrates that aphasics
have difficulties in making oral responses even apart from speech
activities; that they are handicapped in producing repetitive tongue
and oral movements and fine specific movements of articulation in
addition to possibly having articulatory handicaps such as jumbled
speech sounds or sentencds.

Luria, in his analysis of "acoustic" aphasia, in adults, describes
an impairment of auditory perception, as in Eisenson's description:
failure to discriminate and classify speech sounds normally, as a
result of malfunction of,the left temporal lobe. But, he also des-
cribes two kinds of "22EatLlii2Dtljattlasi: kinaesthetic, claimed to
result from failure of feedback from the production of significant
sound in th speech system, and "kinetic" aphasia in which there
is breakdown in motor planning and production (inability to initiate
articulation even though the actual mechanism of speech organs is
intact). 1

Luria therefore bridges the two positions by suggesting that there
are both receptive and expressive varieties of aphasia, independent
of one another but also sharing common factors of auditory impair-
ment and motor feedback.

A third hypothesIs advanced by Eisenson is that the child's storage
system for speech sounds is defective. If the child cannot store
organized sound segments in order to recall and reorganize them,
he will behave as if deaf. If he can store sounds only briefly,
he may be able to process sufficient information to imitate this
immediately, but not if the delay is too long or the sentence too
long or complex causing memory-overload.

This is reminiscent of Menyuk's (1969) comments on the difficulties
in auditory memory shown by groups of children who had delayed
"infantile" language. It also helps to explain the attempts at
speech made by some receptive-aphlsic children. Luria describes

a condition of impaired verbal memory which he distinguishes, in

8 n
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terms of the cerebral areas and functions involved, from acoustic

aphasia.

There is evidence that control and storage of auditory speech

events are different from those for non-speech sounds: Liberman,

;Cooper and Shankweiler (1967), Studdert-Kennedy (1970) and

Luria (1971).

Gallagher (1976) suggests that language-disordered children tend

not tn enga v. in the same extensive "hypothesis testing" for lan-

guage as do normals. They may be quiet, do not rehearse nor appear

to enjoy plat., with speech sounds (Blacklock and Johnson (1974)).

See also Browuing's (1972) account, as a parent, of the develop-

ment of a young aphasic child.

9.5 Articulation and Auditor Factors in Aphasia -

The.distinction between impairment in articulation and auditory

factors may be arbitrary. Soviet psychologists emphasize the

intrik:ate relationship of the sensory-motor link in skilled acti-

vity and of motor programming and anticipation of an action. Soviet

studies of child language emphasize the contribution of the motor-

articulatory response to the development of auditory perceptual

response in language.

Even if the sensory/perceptual aspect is the most dominant, articu-

latory feedback plays an important role in the anquisition of pho-

nemic discrimination. The perceptual and articUlatory links become

increasingly integrated in complex ways through feedback. It .seems

likely that there is an interaction between perception and articula-

tion in development to produce finer tuning of perceived phonemic

similarities and contrasts.

Ingram (1976) suggests that the speech production sequence is not

a simple one but depends on (1) the child's perception of adult

speech (2) processing through his own language system, and (3) pro-

duction through his own articulatory system. The whole phonologi-

cal system is organized to define and communicate contrasts of

meaning, however deviant or immature it may appear to be, and this

system interacts with the semantic (meaning) and syntactic systems.

In view of the variety of language disorders, it seems reasonable

'to fssume that some aspects of impairment might be due to diffi-

cu..ties of input (the auditory or sequencing hypothesis); some to

di.:'iculties in processing or coding within the language system,

and some due to difficulties in output. Or there may be intritate

interactions between these various factors.

9.6 Variation, Heterogeneity and Classification in Aphasia

Attempts to classify the variety and levelS of impairment in

aphasic children followed similar patterns 1,to adult aphasia. It

seems likely that there is a continuum of handicap, with overlapping

between individual and groups in the kind,Ivariety, and severity of

their language disabilities.



,Reference to clinical descriptive 'categories such as "dysphasia",
apraxia", "agrammatism", "anomia", 'etc. may be meaningful for an

_Individual clinician but does not specify precise forms of behavior
or language performance. (Crystal (1976)) Effective assessment
and rational planning of programs must be based.on oecific des-
criptions of language development and structures railer than on
labels or clinical groups. Medical, neurological, and psycholoA
gical assessments have a contribution to make, but even more
important are detailed observation and analysis of general learning
behavior, play (where relevant), symbolic behavior and specific
linguistic performance. Only language performance -- specific
linguistic structures and developmental levels -- is the basis for
rational, planned intervention. (See such diverse authorities as
Kleffner (1973) ane. Crystal (1976) on this point.)

9.7 Receptive Aphasia

Despite the wide variety of impairment, it is useful to classify
children into expressive and receptive ai.nasics. There is signi-
ficant overlap in practice. "Pure" mceptive aphasics are reported
to be rare (Rutter and Newman (1972)) and are likely to need
specialized programs or school placement.

Among the difficulties of receptive aphasics are a) problems in
the localization of sound; b) marked oscillation of auditory
threshold andrinattention to auditory stimuli (Benton (196A)). There
can be grosaly impaired comprehension of spoken language, so that
children act "as if deaf". (See Griffiths above) There is signifi-

f

cant discrepancy between non-verbal test scores, or o served level
of ability and understanding of spoken language. Re ptive aphasIcs
normally have no speech, grossly defective articulat on, or prod e

only limited speech sounds.

McGinnis (1966) describes four types of receptive aphasics:
1) silent; 2) echolalic; 3) with jumbled speech sounds; 4) pos-
sessing speech but garbled. This last grouping illustrates the
heterogeneity and overlap between receptive and expressive groups.
Many cases of receptive aphasia show some hearing loss on audiometric
tests (Griffiths (1972). Eisenson (1970) puts the percentage with
hearing loss at 30%. Ewing (1930) identified significant levels of
high-tone deafness in 6 out of 10 aphasic children.

9.7 Expressive Aphasia

Expressive aphasics may not babble until the second or third year
of life, or not at all. They can communicate by gesture and voca-
lizing. First worda mi,y not appear until age 4 or 5, when the
normal child's basic lak,uage is well established, and syntactic
patterns (two words or more) may not appear until age 6. These
limited patterns of vocalization may be accompanied by difficulties
in articulation, in imitation as well as production of speech pat-
terns, but without actual motor impairment. Understanding of simple
speech at appropriate speed may appear normal for everyday conversa-
tional purposes (Griffiths (1972)).



Intelligence is usually in the average range on non-verbal and

observational measures. Language, when produced, may be tele-

'graphic, recapitulating the stages through which normal children

go when acquiring syntax, (Brown (1973)); or consists of words

which are out of order or have incorrect grammatical relationships,

i.e. syntactical disorder is crucial. Language may appear in the

process of maturation, though considerably delayed, but is likely

to need intensive structured intervedtion to stimulate it if there

is severe disorder.

9.9 Prevalence

This is a knotty problem. Estimates of prevalence depend on the

precise definition of level and severity of impairment. The core

group -- those requiring special structured programs, intensive

therapy or placement in special schools -- is likely to be a very

small number compared with other varieties of handicap. Rutter and

Martin (1972) review studies which sUuest premalences of about 7

per ten thousand, and I per thousand.; This is of the same order as

estimates of "childhood autism" -- 4 :,er ten thousand.*

Estimates can increase considerably if the criteria for admitting

children to the language-disordered group are relaxed.

One major difficulty in interpreting statistica is that they classify

together speech and language disorders, and the speech (articulatory)

disorders.are likely to be more frequent. Even modern texts on

handicap fail to distinguish clearly between speech and developmental

language disorder, giving considerably more space to discussion of

articulatory disorders.

There is little doubt that the estimates of prevalence of language

disorder could be considerably increased if all cases of language

delay and the subtler forms of language deviation are included. In

other words, there is no firm estimate of the extent of language

disorder. No full survey of prevalence appears to have been done

in Ontario. Available estimates are likely to be the pooling of

data from various boards of education whose practice in assessment

and provision is likely to vary quite considerably, or from the cli-

nical data of workers in the field.

9.10 Cautions in Estimating Prevalencl: Guidelines for the Present Study_

In this study, it is assumed as guideline that the prevalence of

severe communication disorders will be at leait equal to the effect

of adding estimates of numbers of children with developmental lan-

guage disorder, as above, and of children with early childhood autism,

viz. from 10 to i4 per 10,000.

It was assumed, in giving guidelines for gathering subjects for the

present study, that the proportion expected might be in the region

of one per thousand of the school population. It was assumed, how-

ever, that there might be variations of the order of at least twice

this proportion between one board of education area or facility and

* See the proportion iadicated by later statistical analyses.



another, beeause of the.snall numbers involved and the marked,effects
of random variation. If proportions reported for a board varied by
more than about 2 or 3 times that expedted, it was clear that a

different definition of language disorder, and a different populatioo
was being presented. As noted, this was checked by the research team
who could bring to bear their experience of all the areas visited in
comparing and calibrating. In this field of study, with such hetero-
geneous groups even at best, there are large variations in sampling
from the population even if one can be confident that it was the true
population.

There are unknown, varying factors such as differences in definition
of the disorder, in the professional origins and accuracy of diag-
nosis and classification, and variations in the degree of severity
of the handicap identified and treated. Since this group of disor-
ders is small, the average professional worker may see few unless
he is a specialist or works in a special facility. The consequent
lack of experience, and of shared experl:ence, will lead to diffi-
culties in the "calibration" of obsei*tAions and assessments, and
to the variations in precision and reliability of classification
which are observed. There are parallels in other fields such as
epidemiological and diagnostic studies of causes of mortality where
"diagnostic imprecision" is a known and highly significant factor.
(See Wynn; Griffith and Morgan (1962))

One of the implications of this fact is the need for interdisciplinary
forms of screening and procedires by teams representing medical,
psychological, educational, and linguistic disciplines, and for the
development or adoption of effective measures of language er
covering fcir-sized populations,.i.e. specialized diagnostic/resource
centres. An adequate survey of prevalence of kinds and severity of
language disorder at different age levels is urgently needed in the-
Province of Ontario.

9.11 The Differential Diasnosis of Aphasia: Difficulties and Effects
on Treatment

To distinguish developmental language disorder from other handicaps
is not as easy as might appear. There is, as noted, heterogeneity
of handicap. This is amply confirmed by the date of the present
study. (See the chapter on needs and characteristics of children.)
Griffiths (1972) states, "There is some support for the view that
the clinical picture of autism, receptive aphasia, and expressive
aphasia may depend on the extent of the language handicap". Chil-
dren with developmental language disorder are quite likely to be
found in the mentally retarded group, among hearing handicapped,

.-,and within the learning disabilities group.

One of the-tragedies of the language disordered child is the fail-
ure to diagnose his real disabilities and he is treated, for example,
as a deaf child or as having only speech handicap. Children with
other multiple handicaps, e.g. deaf-blind, may suffer from more or
less specific language handicaps, as may children with neurological
damage caused by accident or disease. When the gross factors of



being unable to articulate and communicate found in the cerebral

palsied group are rlmedied by supplying them with an alternative

mode of communication, the real underlying language disorder

emerges.

The diffi&aties of diagnosing aphasia effectively are brought out

dramatically by a mother's account of her search for help with her

aphasic son's problems (Browning (1972)).

Given the overlap, and the difficulties of differential diagnosis,

between hearing handicap and developmental language disorder, there

is a fair probability that children who have in addition language

disorder will be found in facilities for the hearing-handicapped.

The danger is that children who find considerable difficulty in

responding to language as such play, if identified simply as hearing-

handicapped,A educated through programs which provide a high

degree of language stimulation through direct teaching and use of

language. This is appropriate for many hearing-handicapped but tan

lead to confusion and frustration in the child who has severe lan-

guage disorder, particularly of a receptive kind, and leads to loss

of remedial time for the deficits in language. (See Kleffner's

comments on the effects of language pressure on the language-

handicapped child.)

Fenn (1976), discussing the remediation of language disorders among

the ment lly retarded, makes the point that an "enriched" language

environm t or direct teaching of language inappropriate in struc-

ture to he child's needs, can pile up incomprehensibility and

confusii for a child who begins by failing to comprehend.

The exi;erience of Moor House School (U.K.), up to 1971 or later,

was thot a proportion of aphasic children with significant hearing

handicap were eventually diagnosed correctly and placed in that

school for the language-disordered, but only after long delays in

which the child had been given intensive (and inappropriate) direct

language treatment on the assumption that he was only hearing handi-

capped.

Experience in the Centre for Educational Disabilities, University

of Guelph, suggests that some children with "learning disabilities"

(developmental difficulties in reading, spelling, writing) have in

fact a history of early language disorder which was not detected

or treated, and they might better have been dealt with as language-

disordered.

Ingram (1976) points out that little is known about the specific

differences, if any, between the patterns of deviation in develop-

and in mastery of linguistic structures in autistic, aphasic,

tentally retarded and 'earing-handicapped. The limited current

r6search (discussed in Chapter 7) also illustrates the difficulty

of establishing patterns of language,deficit as compared with

developmental d.-;1.ay in 641dren with severe language difficulties.



9.12 Th% Difference Between Aphasia and Autism in Language Function

The present study examines both children with developmental lan-
guage disorder and with early childhood autisAl. The distinction

0 between aphasia and early childhood autism is clear, and the extreme
groups are quite distinct. However, there is some overlap in be-
havior and in language functioning between these two diagnostic
groups at early ages.

In comparing the language of aphasics and autistics, Wing (1966)
pointed out that both share imperfect syntax and articulation,
confusion of meanings of words, confusion of semantically related
words, and reduction of words and sentences to syllables or words.
DeHirsch (1967) found that high auditory thresholds for speech,
inferior auditory discrimination, echolalia, limited output, dis-
tortion of.feedback, and conceptual defects were shared by both
aphasics And autistics, but aphasic language was said to be normal
in intonation, pitch, and stress, whereas autistic language was not.
Wing'(1966) found that many children with receptive aphasia had in
early childhood shown impairment of communication and social rela-
tionships similar to that of autistics. Rutter (1971) found a
syndrome in which a group, otherwise indistinguishable from early
childhood autistics, turned out to be.receptive aphasics by 7 years
of age. Wing (1976) finds the classic syndrome (autism) is easily
differentiated from an equally classic developmental receptive
speech disorder, but between these two lies a range of children with
some of the elements of both syndromes.

The differences are as crucial as the similarities,llowever. Rutter,
Bartak and Newman (1975) compared autistic and receptive aphasic
children with an average I.Q. level of 89.* These were probably a
majority of a highly-selected and well-diagnosed group of children
who formed the population of residential special schools in South
East England. Rutter et al (1971) found that delayed acquisition
of speech, use of jargon, echolalia, aew words and inconsistent
response to sound were characteristic of both groups but echolalia
and pronoun reversal were more common in the autistic, whereas
aphasics had more use of gesture and of "inner language". Autistics
had a greater comprehension deficit on the Reynell test of language.
More aphasics had.distinct hearing loss but many fewer showed echo-
lalia. There was better understanding of verbal codes by aphasics,
who had a much!better capacity far symbolic play and use of non-
verbal representations such as toys and models. By contrast, few
autistics gestured spontaneously to communicate, or could imitate
gestures, as coMpared with aphasic children who readily resorted
to gesture. 'In other words, the difference between the groups`was
the capacity of the aphasic children to use the representational-
symbolic behavior.which preceded and probably underlies language.
A fuller discussion is given in the chapter on early child400d
autism.

The deficiencies of the aphasic group were specifically in the
linguistic system. On the other hand, Morehead and Ingram (1976)

* See the similar but lower I.Q. level in present study.
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suggest that there is some deficit of symbolizing In 'the language-

disordered they 'studied, and Inhelder (1976) stresses this. The

aphasic child has some capacity to play, imagine, symbolize, and
use.gesture. On these symbolic codes, he can build language. (See

Reyiell (1969)). He appears to have "inner language (Griffiths
(1972)), though this is non-verbal; It can be deionstrated that .1.

childrenAtaught sign language'internalize this and, in a transi-
tiOn phase, "think"- by using the aid of abbreviated motor signs.

is kind of development would betekpected, from Piaget's theories
a out the fundamental contribution of action to mental operation
a d the importance'of play and imitative gesture in creating the

c ild's symbolic process.

This symboliC'tapacity creates options for using alternative forms

:1 of language systems such as systematic sign language or ideographic
symbols such as the Bliss Symbol system. (See Bellugi and O'Rourke

(1972) on theldevelopment and value of sign language.) The aphasic

child is in a much bettgr position in this regard than is the
autistic. Sign languagre can be used effectively as the preliminary
stage of communication, leading to a transition to speech through
structured visual cues and reading and 'Iremedihl syntax", as in
the John Horniman School for young aphasic children, England.

A recent comparative study of language in autistic and aphasic
children was carried out by Baker et al (1975). There were 19 autis-

tic. and 23 language-disordered (aphasic) children. The mean age of
the.autistic children was 7 years and of the aphasic children 8.2

years. A functional and linguistic analysis was made of utterances
based on an hour's interaction between mother and child (Howlin et
al (1973)). One to two years after the first evaluation, 13 chil-
dren in each group were re-evaluated. In the initial evaluation,
similar performance scores were found on test scores, rates of
language acquisition, acquisition of words and comprehenSion of

speech and gestures. The uge of language was different for the two
groups; the autistic group used fewer spontaneous utterances and

more echoed and stereotyped remarks. The two most common catego-
ries of language use for both groups ware answers and spontaneous
remarks, which raises questions about Bartak's (1972) previous
conclusion that spontaneous language was the distinguishing feature
of the aphasic group. There were also a-relatively high number of
repeififonS-Th 401aSio-speech, so that the general1zation that
autistic language has more echoes and repetitions than aphasic is
too simple. The only significant-difference between the two groups
was in delayed echoes and thinking aloud, in which the autistic

group had the more frequent response.
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TABLE I

Mean Per Cent of UtterancesUtterance Types

Autistic Aphasic

Immediate repetition of self
Immediate repetition of other
Delayed echoes

8.0
7.9
5.2

3.8

10.9
.1

',. Action accompaniment and thinking aloud 6.3 .2

\ Metaphorical language 1.0 .2

\ Questiona 2.6 6.2

\Answers ..
34.7 24.5

SpoptaneOus remarks 20.17 45.2 ,

Directions, demands 2.5 3.1 (
Automatic language 7.1 3.3

.In imitative behavior, the aphasic showed more of appropriate repe-

sa titions o4 self and of appropriate repetitions of others and also

tended to do more expanded echoing. Autistics produced more in-
appropriate delayed teactions and tended to give more imitative lan-

guage in general and inappropriate repeating of self.

TABLE II
t

AUTISTIC AND APHASIC ECHOES AND IMITATIONS

UtterancesMean Per Cent of,Types

Autistic Aphasic
4

4.

Immediate repetition of self, approp. .8 1.8

Immediate repetition of self, inapprop. , 4.8 .8

Repetitions of others,,appropriate 2.2 6.7

'Repetitions of others, inappropriate 1.2 -, 1.6

Repetitions of others, exact 4.5 7.5

Repetitions of others, reduced 3.8 0' 2.1

Repetitions of others, expapded .4 1.3

Repetitions of others, mitigated 8-5 .0

Delayed echo 2.5 .1

Delayed echo, inappropriate 2.8 .0

.e.

9.13 Congenital and Neurological Factors and Handicaps

Children with developmental language disordets/aphasia usually fail

totacquire speech at the normal age; a number may acquire language

at the normal age but lose it as the result of accident or disease

or unknown factors. There is some evidence that early losg of lan-

guage may be related to episodes of high fever, encephalitis, or

severe convulsion in late infancy. Landau and Kleffner (1957)

discuss six such cases.

Sid(
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In one major residential school in tngland (Moor House) a majority

of the aphasic population is reported to have had febrile and con-

vulsive episodes in childhood, followed by loss or severe deteriora-

tion of language. In another school, Joba Horniman (U.K.), a high

proportion of children of 6 to 9 years of age with severe aphasia

have records suggesting neurological malfunction.

Osgood and Miron (1964) attempted to differentiate between "congeni-

tal" aphasia and "childhood" aphasia due to early loss of language

through disease or accident, but there does not appear to be much

practical importance in this distinction when dealing with delay or

loss of function in young children when language is emerging. The

fact that there is a neurological basis for aphasia does not affect

the planning of the language program. (See Kleffner 0.973)) However,

it may alert.the,teacher to the additional complications of behavior

and attention, pepception and memory. Hence the need for,comprehen-

sive diagnosis, by an interdisciplinary team, and review of the early,

developmental history of the child.

Aphadic children are likely to have a variety CI additional disabi-

lities, especially the receptive aphasic. These include: .

1) difficulties in sensori-motor discrimination and integre-

, tion, i.e. linking perception and motor response;

2) poor body image, laterality or orientation in space;

3) figure-ground confusion in tasks requiring discrimination

.of geometrical fifures, and difficulties wit,h other

visual-spatial tasKs. A review ofxrceptuo-motor performr

ance carried out in the Belleville School for the Deaf

confirms that the aphasic group have tte most marked

perceptual difficulties.

These are the pigns often associated with a degree of brain damage

or "minimal hrain dpfunction". Such children may be"field-depend-

ent" inWitkin's sense (1962) i.e. unduly under the control of

' environmental stimuli. They may be impulsive and distractible, with

difficulties of attention and ability to select stimuli or to switch

focus from one situation to another. There are indications of this

kind of disability in the aphasic group in the Belleville school

program.

Emotional,difficulties can complicate the child's behavior and

learning. Unable to communicate, experiencing the associated fai-

lures in making relationships and.in learning normally is'a most

frustrating beginning to life (see Kleffner (1973)), leading to

persistent emotional difficulties in the young child. It is not

surprising that schools dealing with aphasic children report a range

of emotional difficulties -- immaturity, temper tantrums, etc.

These children, when very young, may be oxerly dependent and demand-

ing, having adapted to their relationshq within the family as

Idependent, handicapped children. Some of these immature or'dis-

turbed respqnses may, in turn, be related to an underlying neuro-

logical handicap (Griffiths(1972)). In schools for the language-

disordered, such as John Horniman (U.K.), and in prograw such as

ct]
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that.of Reynell for young language-delayed children, 'there is a
stage in which the child is taught to be less distractible and to
dqvelop mOre effective strategies of attention. This is essential '5

if thare is to be adequate communication between child and teacher/
therapist.

.° -1144k 5

Early Language LearnAg'and Developiental Language Disorder

.,444-44114

,

Normal children discriminate auditory stimuliiAn the first months
of life (Eisenberg (1969))% Morse has shown Chat there may be
discrimination of syllables early in development. Eimas (1974)

' claims that there is distrimination of speech.sounds varying by only
one phoneme, e.g. "Ba" versus,"GA",in the first.months as ,shown by
heart-late response to hedittuation of the sounds, but it is still
a subject of debate (Schiefelbusch and Lloyd (1974)) whether'thls
is a 'merely acoustic response or a true language response.- Ingram
c,(1976) xeviews the functioning of babbling in infancy which is a

p subject of'debate, and concludes that it Is. more than simply motor
kactize; by nine months or before, the child has already selected
a range of phonetic patterns similar to that of theoparent's speeCh
community. Crystal (1972) also notes this and describes intonation
patterns which communicate information As well established by nine
months. . 4

Cilildren with developmentai'disordersof language are delayed in
these functions. Expressive aphasics may not babb' until the
secofid or third year of life. First words 'ay not appear until

,

age 4 ortlater and syntactic patterns not until age 6, 'though
understanding for speech appears normal for everydny purposes
(Griffithr (1972)). This limited,vocalization may be accompanied

,by diffiCnitits in articulation, as described previously. Language,
when produced, may be telegraphic, recapitulating the stages through'.
which normal children pass in acquiring syntax.

Receptive aphatic.children whose autpmatic and imitative speech is
, 'correct may, when developing meaningful language, make the same

errors as in'normal development and pass through the same sieges.
(Carrow (1972)) Griffiths (1972) found that language-impaired
children who sccred significantly below the norm on comprehension
and production of language at age 3 improved to a nornial level of
comprehension by.age 6, but remained retarded in expression.

9.15 Outcomes in $chool and Vocational Placement

r.

The rare pure-receptive aphasic has a poor prognosidfor dekaloping
adequate language_aadhas, as noted, other handicaps such as\hear-
ing loss. The introduction of sign language and alternative systems
of communicating, including structured language depending on exter-
nal cues (e.g. Lea (1970), Conn (1972)) haye been of considerable
value in.their education.

The expressive aphasic has a better progtlosis. Language may be
acquired, apparently spontaneously, at a considerably delayed age --
4 to 6 years.

5
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A follow-up study.bykGriffithis(1969) of 49 students from one special

schoOl foi.aphasice OhoWad that A third' had, returned to regular

' school by age 9 after special realdential treatment which bad lasted

up to three years. The speech of this group had progressed.satis-

fadtorily but was not necessarily; at normal level by Iny means.

Nevertheless, two-thirds had not made thp progress. The same school

now aims to bring children into a remedial program muchdearlier,

at the pre-school level. Its geali now are to prepare its students

tONommunicaie effectively (by organized sign) and on das.foundation

build up basic language structures and essential vocabulary in Order

to pass these children at age 9 to a senior school whelp the fuller

development of.language can take-place.
4

It is known (Griffiths and others) that anhasic .children are, like

the henring-handicapped,.severely retarded:in-educational 'attainment'.

An old survey by McGinnis, Kleffner and Goldstein (1965),showed that

of 141 children in the school at the Central Institute for the-Deaf

in-St. Louis, 115 were promoted to other schools. Of these 76 were

assedsed fully and haa-a glide average of 3.6; Le% a mean ot 21/2

/ears retardation in basic attainments. Thiv compares with the

limited data on readinuattainment in the present study. No details
"

we..a given of base-level ot entry to scnool'or linguistic functioning.

s.

Aphasic children may have persistent difficulties, not only in school

.attainment but in vocational adjustme4x. There appears to be little'

organized information on thia. Moor House School (U.K.) recently /-
conducted a follow-up of a voup of ex-students who had hadsevare

aphasic or articulatory difficulties. They had bade a variety .

. adjustments to social ahd vocational requirements but were not opera-

'pg at the vocational level appropriate to their general ability.

eir langdhge competence, which was *animal, tlad:ahowrk little im-

provement sinceithey left school. It"was considered that this survey

showed the need for more effective follow-up guidande and support for

this group. There are no such follow-up data for 'schools or units

treating language-handicapped children in Ontario.

9.16 Programs for Children with Developmental Language Disorder

The prineiples of programming are discussed 31ater. There, may be

as many programs for children with developmental disorder as there

are kinds of children, and these programs may well apply to other

groups such as autistic or mentally retarded.' Classical approaches

are those described by Eisenson, (1972), McGinnis (1963) and DuBard

(1976): The first describes as suitable ?or children without lan-

guage, the building up of discrimination of speech.(phonemic)

patterns and C6trasts re single sounds, leading 'systematically to

more complex mats of language. The second, or "Association Methy",

als begins with imitating and producing sound and syllable patterns,

but these are linked from the beginning with the, printed word. All

written variants aie drilled Ahaustively. As words are built up

out of sub-units and tthe phonic patterns associated with print, the

child eventually moves to. reading, responding to and produqing simple

stories. There is emphasis on reinforcement of, auditor; memory

through reproduction of-Ole patterns being learned.

1 ()
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as There are many modern aiproaches/td language remediatpn, such as
. --Gray *ind Fygitakia,(1961).8truCtured iirOgratming ok Opeactic

o atruCtUres.baded:partly On a deVeloptental.sequenat Aukgested by
language acquisition,stages, but mainly on task-analysis of the'
skills pre-r
next. Lee, 1975) on the basis of her arialysis of gyntax, hasth

quisite for ,moving from one stage of learning to the

J

4Seecribed an approach essentially atructured,syntactically but
using story/narrative forms to motivate laniUage learning in young
children.' Bloom ha Lahey (1976) have propeeed an alternative ,

"activity" Method. ,A considerable variety of language prdgrams
. .

has 'been devistd for the mentally retarded, (see Fristoe's catalogue
. of all programs available in the U.S.A.) and these seem suitable
for application to all language-disordered 'groups. These range '
'from approaches emphasizing developmental criteria for entry to the
program (e.g. Miller and Yoder) and In decisions on content and

i..

sequenceormaterial, to akkoaches relying on taskranalysis
,

,i. behelior management er operant conditioning. (Sailor, Guess and
(1974); LoVaas (1977)) .

.,
,

, D

The emphasis in these approaches is on developivegraded forms of
' learning of real lAnguage.rdaponse through imitation, modelling,

and expansion.rather than_reinforcing:speech:elementa such as
, phonemes;.or syllables,and building these Up. The rationale .apd

teanology for the modern approach is set out in Marshall and
H4fenes, and in Kent, Klein, Falk and Guenther,Ooth in McLean
Yoder and Schiefelbusch (197,2))., Miller and Yodeedescribe the
development of a syntax teaching,program. ) *t,

. .

The present study.reviews the variety of approadhes and programs
Ion all communiCatiln-disordered groups currently irNuse in Ontario.
An eclectic educational approach without.ap4cific commitment to any
one syntactic or alassinal method is employed in Bedford Park Sch01,
Toronto. The AL.mciation Method in a reviseciteaching fOrmat
(DuBard (1976)) has tleen successfully adopted for aphasic children
in the School for Hearing Handicapped, Belleville. ElsewAere in the
province,.aphasics may form part of groups of children with severe
language disorder or delay,and are taught by a variety of approaches ,--°" °

in their classes or by individUal therapists. The Southshore.School,
Sudbury, for exant.1, uses a yariety'of materials and programs
including the I,Je method.

3

One of the most interesting developments has been the willingness
of those making new approaches to begin with and make use of pre-
verbal stages of behavior, or to employ alternative modes of commu-
nication to stimulate language. Iii the John Horniman School (U.K.)
the approach is to use a, systematic sign language for all aphasic
children.in order to establish a means of communication. This is
Used in turn to communicate the meanings of pictures, =14 words
relating to objects and pictures. A finely graded.minimum vocabu-'
lary and system of linguistic struCtures is introduced. At this
point, colour and position cues are used with pictures and print
material to enable the ,child to build upihis syntactic structures
from the outside (Lea (1970); Conn (1972); Hutt up76)). .Emphasis
is placed on structured and graded teaching of structureS', follow-
ing the sequence.of developmental syntax in general, as contrasted

17.7 1 r' .
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with unreatricted language experience baied on interest and CZincep-
0

, tual grounds which ii believed to be too confusing unlese!the child

has established a foundation of grammar and vocabulary. Oft 'also

Fenn (1976) and Kleffner on the need for structured teaching in

any foPm of communication. .

' There ié thus a Witie range, at present, from "part" methods to

"whole" methods,*from devilopmental or structured to.behatior modi-

fication, from phoni.cs to real situational language.

As Evans'(1971)'comments, in relation to autistics, a great deal

-depends on. whether Ole child can already comprehend language, is

vocalising or has a"minitusi repertoire of speech sounds or words.

It thete'is a base of language to work on, the progress ofIremedia-

tioh is' likely to be. swifter And more effective.

1

The p/anning of remedial approaches and of progtims requires, in

.the.experience of.GrOfiths (1972.) close' co-operation between

disciplines, especially between speech. pathologists and teachers,

.not iu separate therapy and teaching, but An reinforcement of one

another's work at both diagnostic and program level. The trend in'

-Britain is towards the adoption of the mbdel,of the "clinical

teacher" who is'traiued leboth speech pathology and education

Sch4artr (l971))e Speech pathologists and apeech teachers.are

,
increasing their use of- afvariety of language programs, becoming

practitioners-nf communications systems of every kind. In an

exciting and expandingJield of endeavour, the challenge is.to

deVelop the variety of means of communicatios to meet the varied

- needs ofcchildren with severe'communication atdorders.

f
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Aisessinent of Laiguage Disabiilties

111

;04. The Goals and Pur oses of Evaluation and Aisessment ,

. ,

The present study disclosed %am a cOnsiderable variety of.tests
is used in Ontario to assess language disorder.A. There appears to
be no clear rationale or standardization of use; tests may be 4-sed
for several differenpurposes., The variety of assessment is -

Irelated to the variety 'ofidefinitions and provision, therefore it
seemeci useful to,bummarize some information on current.approaches
to ass ssment of language disorder. ,

)

. t ..

Ass ssment has a variety of goal\s", as discussed in 4he Evaluation *.

. of dent Achievement", Ministry of Education; Ontario, and standard
) .

texts s h as (.ronbach (1970). The goals incde: ,

,/4

a) screening and identification of handicap
,.. .

. b) 'placement anO.classification

1

c) the planning o remediation and choice,of programs

- d). evaluating pro ress in a program, or response to an
educational environment '

e) Issessing when a student has gompleted the goals qf
. e a program. ,

. Q p

; .

4
Thea# purposes are lift likely to be fulfilled equally will by the
same set.of evaluation instrupient's or procedures. Procedures for

,, screening and identifying childrenjwith handicaps meet administra-
tive and possibly clinical needs, but are no; nk:cessarily of the ,

. greatest value for planning a childq entry into a program. .

'TheAuestions asked by,an lassessment inClude these queations
and Yoder (1972)):

1) What is the child's comprehension of language?

2). What is the child's production of language?

. 3) What.gap is there between these aspects?

4) What is the gap between the child's lanvage performance
anli a) that of children of his age/mental age, and

b) the average level of adult language in the
. % -community?
5) What information does the assessment give for planning

remediation?

One basic approach in assessment consists of determining the child's
level of performance in relation to the norms of language performanbe;
or developmental levels and staggs in language. This involves com-
parisqn with others. A second, more useful approach, consists of

* aee later statistical analyses.

.

9
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describing A. nd analyzing the child's cUrrent levels of performance

and aishbilitieS in relation-to what the Child 'needs to learn.

(Kleffner (1973)) /t'is necessary to analxze language.performanse

in terms of which items-of learning comeltfirL and are pre-requiqte

to later learning, and relaterAbarchild's performance to this ac-

quence. The sequence may be based on developmental information

which describes tile normal stages of acquisition of language, or

on a behavioral ahalysis of what language skills are.nefessary for

particular pUrposas and the order in which they may be most effi-

ciently le#rned.

- 4.1

The value of an assesoment which produced
finformation on w hat lin-

guistic structures a child possesses; how they are"placed in a

sequence of development, is that there can be a direct translation

orthis information into 'selecting or planhing the apiiropriate

program. (Cryltal (1976))

10.2 The Need for 1(nDikesla.eof Language

Language involves the relationship between linguistic and conceptual

."syStems. It is more than simply teaching sounds, increasing the

mumber of words known, or mastering linguistic structures. A classi-

fication of language should organize the baec. processes of languaie,

what happens when thage are impaired, and what behaviors result.

There must Wan adequate modelrof what language is plus definition

of the goals of language learnins, if assecsment and programmingare

to be planned and on a rational basis.
44

Carrow (1972) provides a'lucid and detailed account of what is

involved in language assessment. She points out that the e=qminer

needs to know about language development at th,. pre-linguistic as

well as at the verbal levels; the examiner also needs to know about

the language disorders and delays and their symptoms. .Assesament

sfibuld not Merely provide a collection of facts, out° be interpreted

"in termh of the child's language performance,and related behaviors,

leading as directly as possible to remediation.y

Even within a group sharing common factors cd language delay or

disorder, there'will be a variety of patterns of performance and

disability. There ate no groups for which epecificatests are always

applicable. For adequate diagnosis and planning of program, each

child needs to sbe:studied individually.

10.3 cibletPro'rammed"CliTheNeedFle3nical" Assessment

It is tempting to apply s standard battery of tests"to each indi-

vidual. For preliminary screening and identification, there is a

case for adopting a standard technique for all children; screening

may best be done when there is a need to check levels In quite

specific functions (such aa hearing loss) or to cla:sify children

in terms of general levels of disability.

Beyond that, the. procedute must be flexible with variations to meet

the needs of each individual. The approach should be programmed

I

I I,
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but.dliOcal. That is, the exaMiner.hegihs with hypothees drawn
'

t

from previouis,ihfOrtitift Such As spreening tests,- parent and ,

teacher obseiyations,:andlthe child'i history. 'He Should seltet'
measures to test, confirm or deny the hiPptheses. 'Hach sequence
of testidg should be based on information from the'si:age before.

.

This is the "iterative" approach,- or(aequential assessment% Sinioly.
, accumuliting a mass'of icores and then,attempting to inteepret
them is inefficient diagnosis,-expensive in.professional fik9.ls

,

.

sod ih the time of both child and examiner.

.1Selecting adequate instruments is important, but eveh'more.amportant.
is observation and interpretation of the child'b perfermance. The,
examiner is in part a technician, dnd.must use, the most efficient
and reliable tbchniques, bto is also a professional who makes -

judgements in the light of the incoming evidence on which further
stimuli %/ill elicit responses which throw light .61h.'-the child's
performance (See Kleffner (1973)). Clearly,,this style of assessment
.camalso take place in the classroom or therapy interview, as the
teacher/therapist tries out and monitors particular sequences of
program.

One message is Clear: all professionals working in the field,
including'the ...xicher, must haVe an adequate.knowle'dg&of language
deve/lopment. .

10.4 Tests'as Sam fes of Lan ua e Behavior.

(ri

Ovezes"..

There are further Implicationat.

A variety of measures must be used in assessment; including direct
observation of performance, comparison with developmehtaf stages,
use of chpck-lists,l.informal but..controlled testsAna formal testing.

Tests have advantages of being'"objective" and economical'in adminis-
tration, definite rules for administration and scoring whi:ch
allows'them to. be used by a variety,of examiners in a.....variety of
situgions. The interpretation-of seores mdy be partly built into
the description of the'test, but esBentially remains(a prbfessional
judgement. '..

A test.is a sample of beaavior. It has huilt into it restricfions
and interpretations of information, e.g; in the number and kinds of
items measured, and the form in which they are assessed. It .Lmpli-
citly assumes a model'a language behavior or-psychological
processing. P

An example ofdifferencesin samples of language behavior, implying
quite different Models ofNlanguage, is.found in, a z9mparison of the
Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities (I.T.P.A.)4 Lee's North
Western Syntax Test, and the Carrow test.

. 0
The I.T.P.A., in its Grammatical Closure sub-test, contains a number
of items'testing compreilension of prepositional usage i,n a variety
of ways without aolear rationaie, The.NopttWestern Syntax Test,
includes only prepoiitions of lOcation. The Carrot./ test does not
include prepositions in its content. ,

V. .e.
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1.0.5 ItLybility_egja/iditTs of Testi
(s,

A test kas "reliability", which means consl.stency of response by a

child from time to time;° from one form Of test to arother; from one

4caminer to aqother dealing with the same child on the same occa-

. sion; or when similar forms of:the-test are,compared. There are

dany other aspects to this characteristic of a test. (Crohbach

'
(1970), 4ulliksen (1953)). But.in simple terms, A test must be

consistent enouth in use to discriminate between two groups or two

individuals with a measurable and acceptable amount of error in

misclassification.

Reliability is a basic requirement. Tests in common use may be too

short, or have other faults which lead to ratherlow reliability.

This can mtpan that they are efficient enough to drAtinguish differ

.Tences between groUps of children but may not make'dtequate and

ermisteht'distinctions between individuals unless score levels

differ considerably.
, 4

The "validity" of a testyis another complicated and thorny issue.

Essentially,* this 'is the degree to-which the test.predicts level of-

'performance onrsome other measuie of language or real-life erformr

'ance. \There is often.little direct infotmation' on thik'aspect.

Many language iesti are essentially "criterion tests", i.e. they-do,
ft

4. not claim to predict ot classify other forms of performance but are"

simply diaCt measures of mastery of the particular language struc-

tures or performances found in the test. Even So, there must be an

assumption that the perflormances which are sampled.by the test Are

specific, appropriate, and are related to some defensible descrip-

tion of developmental sequence in language. Tests may, in fact,

have good face validity but-measure little outside spetific situa-

tions. ..The Berko test (1958); which uses nonsense words to elicit

the child's ability to spray morphological rullas Such'as pltal

endings, has proved valuable iwresearch but apparently hfs little

relationship to real-life.performance, as shoWn.!)y analys.wof

language samples from children.'

.10.6 What Teste Tell.the User: Cautions and ualifications

11,

Unless a test is base0 firmly on a criterion, i.e. simply tests

mastery of its own coktentt its 'value turns on whether it has been

standardized apptbpriate1y, or related to developmental norms of

language acquisitiOn do that-the scores can be effectively inter-

preted and used to compare children wi.oth these norms.

:The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for-Children (Revised) is useful

for establishing gross lei/els of language performance and providing

comparisons between verbal and non-verbal abilities in children who

have enough language to comprehend test instructions, but is by no

means diagnostic for specific language handicaps, nor doeS it give

the kind of information which dnables specific programs. to be

planned.

There may be gross or subtle difficulties in tests.

I Or:
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10.7 An Analxeis of What is Involved in Tests (Carrow)
=

I.

The, I.T.P.A., a,sttidatil test in psydhological asieaement.and
accepted Py profeest onels as a means of ecreening.language and

,

abilities (Such-ad those involved in auditory. and *Irisual)-.memory,
perception, etc,) certainly provides a uéeful estimaLe Of general
language level. Its subtest scores, however, are not relafed to,.
any current, theory ot description of language and-cannot be used
to predict succescon specific prdgrami, or indicate where to begin
in a program in.specific terms,- unless the program Is set.out
terms Of the I.T.P.A. categories of performance., The A.C.L,C.
test fails, in its later sequence, to take account-of whet has been
discovered in children's acquisition of language;'i.e. that ilabd-
ration of a noun 'takes place first qn the objebt.of a sentence and,
only later on the subject.

°

1

Siegel and iroen (1976) point out the need * 'review information
from ilifferent perspectives. For examp4, the utterance*. "1 want

6two toy" mey mean thai the child a) does5nOt understand the con':

ciugs but cannot articulate plurals. -they

cLpt of two, b) does not%know how 'to use the morpheme rule
plural, ) knows these,th
also emphasize the need for the examiner to know, about language.
In assessing etrors in pronoun use, for examplepit is felevant to.
know that it is not uncommon for a child to use "only one case, '

.e.g. "he, him", but it is less likely he will malc.,e a mistake'ln
gender (iiim,Jier) and less likely still that he will make.a mistake
in person (I, you). Even the assessment of vocabulary.is compleX:
Knowledge*of a word involves knowing its phonological pharacteristic,
syntactic function-in a sentence, ands,specific rangeof meaning.

r 1 %.

To interpret test sabres, it is necesSary to.know their range'of
variation, i.e. how likely it is thet.a performance by,a three year .

old overlaps with that of a five year old. Further, quality of,.
response may be more relevant than quantity .of score. For example,/

. acfew very distorted sounds' may indicate a tiouch more severe articu-
lation problem.than a greater number of leas extreme errors.

, Carrow (1972) stresses the need to review not only language perform-
ance but related behaviors4in normal,and impaired functioning,\

.auditory and visual perception and memory. She.suggests classifi-
cation in terms of Process and Level. Process refers to receptive,

' associative, and expressive function. *Within these processes are
levels as follows:. ,, 3 .

,
Reception: Level I. - sensory discrimination,

Level II - perception
Level III - concept

Expression: , Level I - speech sounds
. Level II - automatic patterns

Level III - production of organized.language .

Catrow also analyzes the different "response" situations required
by different tests and the different demanda these may make on the
child's abilitiesf, e.g. -

1C7

,

kor-

'

;
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.acpepting or rejeitinca stimulus selected by the examiner; 4

411

sorting according to a ;model presented by'the examiner;

matching;

'selecting one item differing from a set;

arranging a series in order for size, pitch; -

verbalizing a reaponse to objects, pictUres, words

presented by the examiner.
I *

Considerition of these factors enables the user to analyze what May

be involved in the tests he employs. Carrow gives.a systematic .

description and flow chart to which the reader is xeferred.

For example, at Level I, there would.be located tests for defective

hearing or deficient,babble; at Level II, difficulties in perceiv...

ing sequence in objects or sounds (receptive) or imitating rote.

Sentence patterns (expressive); at level III, difficuWes in under-.

standing organized speech (receptii/e) or generalizing the production

.of coherent language-(productive).
-n1'.1

1*

4P

She suggests starting,with specific skills at the lower levels and

,moving to the mere complex. In practital situations, however, it

J"may be better-to start with more comprehensive and high-level assess-

ments of function, then break down the specific skills and impair7

ments. ,

I

Among the classificat'ions which arise are:

/

It
Tests of sensoryileame (td sounds)

- a

Discrimination of perceptual qualities, e.g. Wepman .

> ,

Pereeptol_elosere, visual or uditory, e.g. Auditory or

Grammaeical Closure of the T.T.P.A. t
.

Visual/Auditory Figure-Ground, e.g. I.T.P.A. and.W.I.S.C.

spatial'or visual tests. There are no fotmalAtests for .

-auditoryfigure-ground, strangely enough, but,the Develop-

mental Learniig Materials tapes and'Goldman-Fristoe auditorY

disCrimination (noisy condition) may provide this missing factor.

Perceptual skills and memory; e.g. dopying visual figures,

.auditory.memory in W.I.S.C. and I.T.P.A.

m Tests of expressive.process, lievels I and II, e.g. rhythm,

srticulation,,assessment of child's feedback, whether he

redognizes examiner's errore\but not his own.

Tests of. comprehension at Level III, e.g. vocabulary testing

on-Peabody Picture Vocabulary; auditory reception on I.T.P.A.

which involveS recognizing semantic equivalents in a sentence.

Tests of both comprehension and production in same instrument,

North Western Syntax Test, Parsons Language,Scale,' Mieeham,

The Reynell Test (which has two sections, one on reception

aud one on expression).

4.
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Tests of language function such as the Berry-Talbot Test
of generaliZing Morphological.rules on nonsense material;
the Tag Question Test (Bellugi-Klima); Stern's Parallel
Sentence Production Test in which the child is asked to pro-
duce a sentence grammatically similar to the examiner's
utterance, using a slightly di:ferent picture.

,.Tests of imitation which are notoriously a Subject of debate
since they assessmemory and rote respnnse but also reflect
a child's processing of the sentence through his own gramma-
tical system, hence comprehension and mastery of linguistic
structures. One example is Stern's Echoic Response Inventory,
with sentences graded in length and in complexity of trans-
formationst and other language structures. Another useful but
undefined set of "memory"limitaticests are #6, 13 and 16 in
the Detroit Testsof Learning Aptitude.-

Characteristics of Available Tests

Miller and Yoder (1972) offer a classified catalogue of assessment
instruments,, covering most of the language instruments referred to
by Carrme, Lloya (1976) lists the most common'language instruments
which are accepted currently as useful,.with detailed comments. The
most comprehensive list is that published by the Cedtral Institute
for the Deaf, St. Louis, Missouri. Table 1, on. page 95 , sets out
a list, for the convenience of the reader. This is basically Miller
and Yoder's catalogue, but with additions from Lloyd,as necessary,
and from the present writer.

Siegel and Broen (1976) suggest a simple classification'in terms of
1) articulation/phonology, 2) grammatical structures (t/ntax and
morphology), 3) understanding of vocabulary and concepts-semantics,
and 4) interpersonal uses of language. They point out, that though.
knowledge of syntax and grammatical forms is basic in language acqui-
sition, the most important functions are understanding of meaning
and relation of language to concepts. They would attach, therefore,
much more weight to vocabulary and semantic aspects of language than
is found in current testing which emphasizes mastery of syntactic
structures, e.g. Lee's tests. An interesting part of Siegel and
Brown's disoussion is the description of assessment of interpersonal
communication through atranging situations; e.g. Parson's Language
Sample where the child is prompted to make requests or use the adult
as a source of information, or experimental techniques in which
childreri have to communicate to another person how to carry out a
task such as selecting a particular object'or pattern.

Present techniques of assessment aro woefully weak in well-defined
semantic tests. Tests of pragmatic language are practically non-
existent though, as Bateman (1974) shows, the whole trend of deve-
lopment in research on language and in remediation is towards
acknowledging the full complexity of practical discourse.



. 10.9 The A_dvartcaesof'raiit_i_iLmlesadAnaizitcinLa/irhem

What is missing in current assessment procedures is the use, for,all

individuals with any degree of expressive language, of language

samples. There are difficulties in ensuring adequacy of sampling;
time and skill are needed for adequate recording and analysis (e.g.

<over 4 hours), but these samples offer estimated of real langvage

performance which are not given by tests. Analyzed by means of
Lee's Developmintal Sentence Scoring technique, or by Crystal's
Language Assessment, Remediation and Screening Procedure, language
samples give direct estimates of language performance; i.e. the
Mastery of linguistic structureA related to developmental stages of
language acquisition, or scorindg of the relative complexity and rele-

vance of language structures in terms of what is known of normal

development.

10.10 The Importance of Knowledge of No 1 Development

Crystal (1976) emphasizes the impor ance of relating the mastery of .

linguistic structures to the normal developmental sequences. He

describes the advantages of an analysis of language performance.as:

1) Generally applicable to both receptive and expressive per-
.

formance, allowing comparison of normal and deviant function.

2) Having clinical realism, i.e. combining accuracy and com-
prehensiveness of assessment with reasonable speed and
simplicity in use.

3) Grading of language structures in terms of their importance
and sequence in normal development.

He refers to Rees' review of the possible ways of grading language

structures in terms of the following: a) criterion such as complex-

ity of transformation according to transformational grammar; b) the

cognitive complexity of the structure in terms of the child's under-

standing and semantic development; c),perceptual difficulties in
coding, sequencing, and memory in dealing with a particular language
structure; d) length of mean utterance; e) the degree to which the

structure is part of a major language community or a sub-dialect;
f) comparison with what is known of normal stages of development.

Crystal argues strongly that the only sound basis for grading and
remediation is the normal developmental stages of language acquisi-
tion. The present writer believes every professional concerned with
language-disordered children must have a firm understanding of normal
language development.

.10 11 The Assessment of Play, S mbolism and Pre-lin uistic Behaviors

For pre-linguistic assessment, or in dealing with children with' marked

receptive difficulties, there is a need to develop the techniques
already described in major programs such as that of Kent (behavioral

analysis), Bricker and Bricker (which begins with assessment of the
child's symbolic behavior in Piagetian terms) or Yoder and Miller

.3z

. `



(analysis of how a child's experiences can be related to linguistic
forms).

There is a need to adopt ovistandardize recent scales of play and
pre-linguistic symbolic behavior.

Recently produced language programs, such as the ones referred to
above, contain provisions for assessing important characteristics
related to language, such as attention, motor imitation and vocal
imitation. These are less "tests" than structured observation and
trials of learning.

Developing techniques of this kind appears to be more impottant than
,adding to tests wliich may well not answer fully the question4 posed
by asseasment. However, there is a case for reviewing the c ntri-
bution of the range of tests in current use, selecting from hese
on grounds of their effectiveness, combining them into a bat ery
and carrying out a cmprehensive validation and standardizatin.
study. In this way, testedrawn from many different sources and
with different populations Could be put on a common base for survey
and identification purposes, or as a pool from which the clinician
might select with confidence.

10.12 .The Evaluation Of Student Progress and Placment

What is particularly weak at present is the assessment of student
progress. Tow available tests appear appropriate fer this purpose.
Atessment of progress is built effectively into a variety of pro-
grams; e.g. McGinnis,. Kent, Bricker and Bricker, Yodcr and Miller,
Distar. They enable the teacher/therapist to estimate the acquisi-
tion of specific structures'or response to a particular sequence of
teaching. Where there is no inbuilt assessment, or effective ex-

. ternal assessment, it is not easy to check whether children are
moving through the program effectively, or meeting the goals set.

Response to materials used by teachers and therapists for remedia-
tion, such as the Developmental Learning Materials or Peabody
materials, can be adapted to give assessment of pro tess;this
depends; howevet, on an adequate analysis of what con nt'and se-
quence of linguistic or conceptual structures is invol ed in these
materials.

Another area of weakness ip the evaluation of the Itriteria for
terminating a program or Pi4ging when an individual child has
reached the'goals set sufficiently to reduce the gap between his
initial level of learning and his needs.

10.13 Who Should Do the Evaluation?

,Carrow (1972) comments that the speech pathologist, though the
professional most obViously concerned with language assessment,
cannot be expected to be expert in all aspects of the child's
functioning. She emphasizes the need for the Speech pathologist
to integrate information from all areas applying to language.



Preferably, there should be.a sharing of information and res on-

sibilities, an interdisciplinary effort involving administrators,

teachers, psychologists, etc. Ideally, an assessment and planhing

team should be able to call on a paediatrician, neurologist
psycholOgist,.speech pathologist, audiologist,'social worker,'and

the educational consultant. Kleffne, 1973) points out the practi-

cal disadvantages of this. The tea r or therapist must be in-

volved as soon as the assessment vindicates the need for selecting

and planning a program.

Siegel and Broen (1976) emphasize the need not to depend upon tests

but to define language disorder sufficiently to involve parents,

physicians, teachers, and others (such as public health workers and

social workers) in the process of screening and identification.

Reviewing the contribution of various techniques of screening, they

concldde that screening procedures should be founded on developing

effectiva and perceptive teacher referral at the school level.

10.14 Future Needs in Assessment
4

It.bears repeating, that all concerned in assessment and remediation

must know as much as possible about the normal stages of language

acquisition and the crippling educational and emotional effects of

language disorder. The-reader is referred to Kleffner.(1973) for/

a concise,Ansightful and practical'discussion of the issues.

Remediation "cannot take place prior to assessment. Assessment can-

not take place prior to identification. .Since the child with lan-

guage disorder or delay is likely to have shown this handicap since

the age of three, early identification is crucial. Data him the

present study showed that children usually are assessed for their

first placement by 5 or 6 years of age at the earliest. This means

a loss of at least two vital years of remediatlon.

It is essential that the educational and health serVices, at local

and provincial levels, co-operate if the handicapped child is to be

identified and aided at the earliest possible period in his/her life.

A "kit" of screening instruments, such as a language checklist and

simple language tests (see the Washington Scale, the Bzoch-League

checklist) should be developed for use by the Public Health Services

and other medical personnel who come into contact with 'pre-school

children,\ Training of Public Health personnel should be carfied

out in th6 simple screening-procedures similar to those developed

many years ago for identifying the hearing-handicapped child at an

early agE Such screening techniques might well be adapted for use

by parenk_ and classroom teachers.
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10.15 Sources of Tests and Techniques of Language Assessment I

1. A discussion of theoretical principles and pr,yical issues, with
reference to tests and techniques, ts given by Carrow (1972),
Chapter 4 in gcLaan, Yoder and Schiefelbusch, Language Inter-
vention with the Retarded, University Park Press.

2.21%-,description of techniques for assessing language structure,
with a list of the tests most commOnly used, is given by YOder
and Miller,Chapter. 5 in McLean. Yoder and Schiefelbusch, Language
Intervention with the Retarded, University Park Press.

3. The most complete annotated description of tests is given in
Myerson, Fishman & Fowler'(1976) Central Institute Test Evalua-
tion Booklet: A Study by the Central Institute for the Deaf,
Missouri, Go-Mo.Industries Inc., Cedar/Falls, Ipwa 50613.

4. A selectiOn of langdage tests is fully annotated in Ciaciarelli,
Broen and Siegel (1976), Language Assessment Procedures,-Appendix
A, Lloyd L. Communication Assessment and Intervention Strategies,
University Park Press.

5. Tests and techniques are reviewed by Siegel and Broen (1976),
with a full bibliography, in Chapter 3, Lloyd L. Communication
Assessment and Intervention Strategies, University Park Press.

6. kssessment ..-chniques and standard tests for "non-verbal children"
,are discussed by Eisenson (1972) Aphasia in Children, Chapter 5.

7. An excellent practical discussion of the principles of language
.assessment is given.by Kleffner (1973) LankIL.IET,e_j_lisorcets_Lm.

Children, Bobbs-Merrill Co.

8. An outline discussion of general language assessment, including
teachers' assessments, is given by Mittlex (1976) in Berry,
language_and Communication in the Mentally Handicapped, Univer-
sity Park Pressoti,

9. Guidelines to the observation and analysis of language in
autistics are given in Donnellan-Walsh, Gossage, LaVignd,
Schuler and Traphagen: (1976) "Teaching Makes a Difference";
A Guide for Developing Successful Classes for Autistic and Other
Severely Hpndicapped Children; Teachers Manual Santa Barbara
Autism Dissemination prolect, Santa Barbara County Schools, Ca.,
Office of the Superintendent.

10. Discussion of the as-..,'essment of the autistic child, including
appendix on the Evaluation and Prescription for Exceptional
Children checklist (EPEC) is found in Chapters 1 to 4 of Ritvo
et al (1976) Autism: Diagnosis, Current Reaearch apd_Management,
.Spectrum Publications Inc., New York.

11. Discusston of clinical educational assessment making use of
detailed check lists is given in Wing L (1976) Early Childhood
Autism, Pergamon (2nd Ed.)

4
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12. Comprehensive discussion Of the theoretiC41 background and
practical issues invOlved in the use of language samples
for asseasment of grammatical devefopment is, given in:
Crystal et al (1976) The Grammatical Analysis of Language
Disability, Edward Anpold, London;and Lee, L. 'et al (1974)

50iSiaatal Sentence Analysis: _A Graimatical Asstssment
Procedure for Ipeech'and Language Disordersl NortWeLtern
University, Evanston, Ill.

13. A manuscript bibliography of references to language adsess-
ment with a section on language sampling techniques4 was
prepared by ,Fralick, P. as part of assignments for the M.A.
(Family Studies, University of Guelph) under the.supetvision
of G.A.lb. Morgan; copies can be obtained from the Centre for
Educational Disabilities, University of Guelph.

14; An advanced study of phonological alsessment and remediation
is to be found in Ingram (1976) The methodology of data
collection is found in Chapter 4, PhonolOgical Disability in
Children,"Edward.Axnold, London.

t.
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SELECTED TESTS FORtASSESgING THE STRUCTURE OF LANGUAGE

(ioder and Miller 1972)

Lankuae± Structure

Phonology: speech sounds

0

4

:11

Templin-Darley Screening and Diagnostic
1 Tests of Articulation '

Goldman-Fristop Articulation Test
The Deep Test of Articulation (McDonald)
Developmental Articulation Test (Hejna)

Morphology: word forms,
ttenres, plurality, possessive,
comparative, pronoun changest
prefixes, suffixes

Syntax: word order, phrase
%structure, transformations

Semantics: word meanings,
yocabulary (choice, variety ,.

and number), concepts (classi-
fication, relational & logical)

Add:

Vocabulary/syntax: Receptive

Morphology/vocabulary/
syntax: Receptive and
Expressive ,

'Test of English Morphology (Berko)
Exploratory Testaof Gfammar (Berry-Talbot)
Auditory Test for Language Comprehension (Carrow)
North Western'Syntax Screening Tea4 (Lee)
Evaluation of Grammatical Capacit (Menyuk)

ilt

Grammatica losure, I.T.P.A.
Grammatica omprehension Test ( ellugi-Klima)
Ana1ysis,o pontaneotta.lanpage amples .

GrammatiCal Comprehension Test (Be lugi-Klima)
Auditory Test for Language Comprehension (Carrow)
North Western Syntax Screening Test (Lee)
Evaluation oh Grammaxical Capacity (Menyuk)
Analysis of spontaneous speech samples
Selected items from'Peabody.Language

Development Kits

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Testi(Dunn)
Full-Range Picture VOCSbulary Test

(Ammons and Ammons)
Vocabulary; Similakities W.I.S.C.
I.T.P.A. Subtests:

Auditory Reception
Visual Reception
Verbal Expression
Manual Expression
Auditory-Vocal Association
Visual-Motor Association

The Basic Concept Tnventory (Engelmann)
Analysis of spontaneous language samples .

Selected items from Peabody Language ,

Development Kits

Assessment of Children's Language
Comprehension (Foster, Giddan & Stark)

Developmental Language Scale (Reyn-11)

1 j

a



Morphology/Syntax:

Comprehensiye expressive/
..riceptive

Mixed language performance

L.

Elicited Language inventory (Carrow)

Porch Index of Communicatiye Ability in
Children (PICAC) (Porch)

Utah Test of Language Development (Mecham, .

Jex and Jones) ,

Vocabulary; expressive/ Michigan Picture Language Inventory
1 receptive language (WOlski & Lerea)

1,5pontaneotis language Houston Test for Language Development .

lArformance (Crabtree)

,Sentence structure
imitation

e--
Question f(grammatical structure)'

. .\

( Interview/observation scales
of language (Checklists)

A

Echoic Response Inventory for Childrefi (Stern)
Parallel Sentence Produttion Test (Stern)

Tag Question Test (Bellugi-Klima),-Slobin 1967

Verbal Language Development Scale (Mecham)
oRkeptive-Expressive Emergent Language)

Scale (Bzoch and League)
Washington Scale
Communication Evaluation Chart

(Anderson, Miles &
'Denver Developmehtal Scre ning Test

,7;tborley)

't..ankenburg, Dodds & Failadal)

Portage Guide
. .

4

c.

I.
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11.1 The Coals of a Remedial Language Program 4

pj Program is what is to be taught,(why, and how.
,

1. % ..

I,

The program must be,adapted to de child's proiress and notthe
child to.the programASchiefelbusch (1974))

401

In any given group of language-disordered children, no two children
have the same problems, the same needs.

,

,
1/4.

,
,

'What is required is a variety of programs to meet the variea needs
of ch ldren. It is esdential tbat these programs be based ore"
rationa considerations such'as a sound theory of language and
ciearly d fined objectives. As Kleffner (19,13) says: "Language
Waching must be clearly structured but lelevant to the ned4s of
the child".

Fiistoe (1975) caipleted a national surv ey of language programs
developed for the mentally retarded throughout the United States.

')He found 229 programs, and gathered detailed.information on 187.
Appendix D of Lloyd (1976) summarizes in detail those programe
whicb are available in kit iorm. Although these programs were'se-
lected with the mentally retarded in view, many are apiblicable to
the needs of children with developmental-disability in language,
or aan be adapted.for them. This report is recommendeeto the
reader.

The workable goal of language programs is to acquire specific levels.
of competence in communication on which more complex linguistic
skills can be built. Prmack (1974) points out, that when basic
distinctions have been ectablished in thelinguage system (whether
in verbal language, sign or symbol) thishalll can and should be

. developed to lead to new distinctLons between .objects, words, signs
and symbols.

0

Ruder and Smith (1974)'point out that there are two main stages'to
a language program (echoing Premsck's distinction):

1) Establishing behavior leading.to expression of linguistic
patterns containing actor-act an-object relations
(sentences). and

2) Molifying these basic patterns by- a) making them syntac-
tically more complex; e.g. two to three to-four word
sentences, and b) teaching the child to perform operations
on the basic actor-action-object pattern, either on com-
plete sentences as in negativn, question, or within the
sentence; e.g. modifying and vftending noun, verb, or
other relationship.

The goals of program should vary according.to the age of the child,
his level of language acquisition, present level of performance,
level of symbolic and of cognitive functioning, receptige or

- 99 -
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. . expressiVe difficulties,"difficulties in articulation, eyntactical

struCtures, semantics, and many other.factors.

'There are, however, common principles: .

1) The program should provide a system of communication which

enables the child to function effectively in his euviron-

ment.

2) When possible, it should relate to the child's expe iences

and, environment.

3) It should facilitate further language acquisition.

, 4) The over-all goal should be spontaneous useof language

AllAch is effective for the child and contains more than

'At the'specific patterns/skills developed during training.
I.

The aim should be to reduce the difference between the skills the

child has and the language requirements in the child's current'

environment.
;

11.2 Conditions Affecting Choice ane Use of Program

The aims and nature of a program are affected by both theoretical

and practical conbiderations.

k.

1) If the language-delayed child is viewed as acquirin3 lauguage

by the same means but at a slower rate than normals the-goal

of the program will be to follow the successive stages of the

normal language learner. This'gives riSe to developmental or

linguistically structured programs such as those of Reynell,

Lee, or Miller and Yoder. /

2) If the Child is viewed as having failed to acquire noYmai lan-

guage patterns, the stages of leariling may follow a course whiCh

is quite.different from the normal developmental sequence.

Indeed, the content, sequence, or materials of the program may

be quite different from those found in programs for the slow

but normally developing learner.. Examples are the McGinnis/

DuBard program for aphasics and the Distar program. 1

Another contrast is between:

3) Programs which teach specific..functiOnal skills to me.t imme-

diate needs, or as the only level of language that can be

acquireA (often, but not necessarily, found in connection with

a opeitant-conditioning instructional approach) and

4) Programs which not only help the child acquire language but set

out to give him strategies for-further language acquisition.

Programs differ in many important waysL.,corlent, sequence of items

learned, medium of learning, and jenstrut1onal approach,....s. Despite

variations in choice of what is abe learned and in what sequence,

1 18
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* oAfr thereVis, in modern kograms, less disagreement concerning instruc-

.,, .

. ,tional strategies which all .tend to draw. odbehavioral technrques
.

such as cueing, reinforcement, and imitation.
. r

11.3 . The ClaimE of the Develc.);lenatal Sta e toroach

;.g

Several of the f3rograms discusied, especially those for young and
Linguage-delayed children, ate based on developmental/psycho

a linguistic principlesi. In the words of Miller and Yoder, programs
should: ,

1) lie based,on realistic communication behavior;

2) be related to the educational prid language environment of the
ch4d as well as to his developmental level;

5) be:based on whatlis known of librmal development,a1 stages of
c?gnitive arid pstcho-linguistic growth;

4) take into account the kinds bf interaction.,n rmally taking place
between children and their environment; and

5) help ahildren become active participants in relevant non-
linguiátic experience.

.sb

ihese authors, like Lee, base their program on the child's normal
stages of linguistic develoiment. The content and sequence of the
program are selected by concidering those liu(lttic struCtures

are a) mosCfrequent at a given normal stage of development,
and .b) taost'important linguistically, and relating these to the
child's present level of functioning.

Crystal (1976) also makes a strong case for making the normal
developmental stages of linguistic learning the guide to assessment
and to decision where to- give and how to sequence teaching/therapy.

Schiefelbusch (1974 concludes, from a review of various prograMs,
that there seems to be a corfsensus that language acquisition research
has a 'prominent place fn guiding intervention for the young and
language-delayed. He further claims that the envirOnmental,stimuli
which enable a child to acquire a language in the natural environ-
ment'thould be replicated in an intervening program (whicA is not -

accepted by all authorities; see Kleffner nn the need fot itructure
in teaching language).

Among the principles he puts forward are that early intervention in
language should be based on what is known of the content and stages

'of language acquisition; should be based,on the child's cognitive
functions; and that language training is essentially a task of
mapping symbolic functioning onto a formal language systFm involving
phonology and syntax. ,It could alio be mapping the child's symbo-
lism onto an alternative formal language system of sign, or of
concrete symbols.

f.
Tlle Need for_ Structure and Instructionl§egeence in Teaching

But Ruder and Smith (1974) claim that'there is not sufficient data
on developmental progression in normal language to alloweone to
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determine in detail whether or not a particular set of linguistic

behaviors a neceasary or sufficient pre-requisite,tgoother

linguistic befiaviors which are to be taught. In their view; the

sequence in which specific linguistic structuria are to be taught

is a matter for experiment and usk analysis.

Behaviorists, such as Baer (1974), also criticize reliance on

assumptions about language-development for the same reason. There

is a) insufficiently detailed knowledge abOut'sequences and pre-

tequisites in acquiring language, and b) even if,a chifd Is not

ready -(i.e. does not poseess a particular language skill) the prd-\

gram should lead him step by stet) to thia mastery. Language teaching

,is based on careful grading and'precise management of stimuli and

reinforcemdht, not simply accepting a developmental level as guide.

c) A fundamental criticism, which goes tO the heart of the yet-

unresolved issue of the difference between language delay and '

languag4 disorder in children, is quit older children who are retar-

ded or handicapped may havt quiee different needs from those Of

young children.
I

Kent (1974) presents a systematic functtonal apprOach to language

for the mentally retarded based on behavioral, principles and task

analysis. She.presents sequencea of learninithat strongly resemble

those described by,Bricker and Bricker. The program seems applicable

to many language-deviant groups and the stages now are found as part

of many, systematic programs of remediation.

Because "a deviant population by definition demonstrates the inap-

propriateness'of applying a normal developmental se uence to the

group", (Guess, Sailor and Baer (1974)) content and equence of,

learning are a matter for empirical,essk-analysis.

The Fundamental Dimensions of Pro raM: Content and Se uence--

The important factors in a pr;,!lram are the choice of content, of

sequence, and of instructional procedure -- the NI...it" and "how" of

programming. Developmental/linguistic programs emphasize the im-

portance of content and,sequence. Behavioral and, in particular,

'operant-conditioning programs emphasize instructional technology.

Effective programs should define both clearly. Some of the con=

fusions in distinguishing different prOgrams may be due to failure

to identify the contribution'or these two aspects.

11.5.1 Content

Content is alwaya linguistic, in some s'ense of "language" but relates

to what -1.s to be learned, or the base on which lang1iage learning is.

to take place. Content may be conceptual, i,e. important concepts(

and exPeriences are -selected in order to map these into linguistip*

forms (e.g. situations which exploit manipulation of objects, events,

and ielationships in the child's experience). Concepts may be those

' which.emerge from natural developmental sequences, or are deliberatUly

',..'selected for teaching.
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Content may be semantic, i.e. based.on selection of important
relatioaships in the child's experience which are coded into '

language (e.g. action, location, ciuse-effect, actor-object, baSic
categories of meaning). ,

,

Contenx may bw,syntactit., i.e. based on sequence of important lin-
guistic structures:

d mastery of word-oraer and relationships; pro-
duction of sentence patterns; use of subject/verb/object; mastering
transformations such as tenses, questions, pronoun relationships,
etc.

Content may be phonological, i.e. stress the discrimination of speech
sounds or articulation.

Content 4lay be more narrowly based, for example on (1) ext ing
vdcabulary or 2) establishing specific and limited socially useful
language skills. Or it may be composed of a mixture of abilities
and kinds of language, as in the Peabody materials.

.4

11,5.2 _Structure,
."

The concept of conient isselated to thatof structure. .Clearly,
thdlmore precisely the colitent is defined, the more obviout fs the
structure of the prograik.

0

If a program is built on Alit is known of norMal linguistic develOp-
ment in the child, or on selection of a sequence of structures which

' are important or difficult for these,children (e.g. Lee (1974)),
then the content of the prwram will'aonform closely to th sUcces-
sion of semantic and/or syntactic structures.

The content may be deliberately'selected and arranged orl'other
grounds, i.ë. task-analysis of what is irivolved in language learning
'and the prerequisites of learning one item or skill as basis for
another. Whatever the emphasis in any .one program, it would be
difficult to ignore the need to deal with phonological (aiticulation)
skills, semantic understanding, and syntactic mastery as:inter-"
related.

Choice and variety of'content and arrangement within programs are
oby'ouslyrrelated to assumptions about the nature of,language and
learning, and reflect the goals set for teaching the child. ,

\

'For example, the Bricker and Bricker, and Miller and Yoder, prograMs
incorporate pre-veibal manipulation of objects and symbolizing, con-
ceptual content, a stress on 'semantic aspects (meaning and signi-
ficance\for the child) and syntactic.structures. The Bricker and .

Bricker p ogram clearly specifies the stages of progress from
imitation o comprehension to the syntax level.

, c
. The Lee stor -comprehension program has a strong semantic emphpsis

meanings\end signiiicance in terms of the child's level of
development, and, bases.itself on a dekelopmental analysis of.language.
It also incorporates specific li4utstic (syntactic) striuctures to
be learned and reinforced. The North Western University pre-school

0
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research program
i.e. uding the ch
guage structures;
,in articulation into th
the 1,3.anguage material.

. ,

have,.a conceptual,'somantic and syntact".c-emphasis,

d's own experiences but relating thi . to lan-

y also ineoiporate practice and reinforcement

is prokram ty selecting sounds to Le used in

By contrast, programs as desetibed by Gray. and, Fygetakis (1961)

, define a specific, highly structusred and programmed sequence of -1\

atquiring syntactic str4cpuzes.

11.5.3 Sequence .

,

sO.
1

.Sequence describes the order In which material is arranged and learning

isp take place. %Evidence suggests that the acquisition of a given

lanigige structure is 'facilitated by a prior level of duelopment.

Sequefilidrefers to the choice ofthe order ok skills, of developmental

levels of language, of language prerequisites.

.11.6 The DevelOpmental vs. the Behavioral (Task Analyais) Seqtience

. .

One approach to deciding on sequence is developmental. That is, the

normal stages bf acquirinuoncepts, or meanings,'or linguistic

structures are taipen as the guide for the teaching sequEodce...Miller

and Yoder specifically make this choice!: They select items for

learning in terms of (1) their frequency in the normal developmental

sequence and, within this, (2) for their apparent importance as

prerequisites for the next stage of,mastery.

Crystal (1976) also emphasizes that theolormal sequenCe of acquisi-

tion of linguistic structures is the most reliable and unambigdous

guide available, in the absence of further information. 'Lee (1975)

uses knowledge of developmental sequence as a guide, but selects

particular linguistic structures for emphasis on the basis of how

important or how difficult they are for children with language delay.

The alternative approach, Troposed by those who favour a behavioral,

task-analysis approach, is tO query the value of a developmental ,

approach for two reasons. (1) That it does notsupply the detailed,

specific information which 'allows one to predict that learning. one

linguistic structure is the best foundation for anotfier. (2) That

the normai developmental stages may be inappropriate when consi-

dering children who are, by definition, deviant in language develop-

ment. (3) They may require compensatory,help or Apecial techniques

rather than remediation of delayed but normal patterns.

Ruder and Smith (1974) illUstrate the kind of empirical work which

they believe is needed to establish tbe correct Sequence of'pre-

requisite behaviors, i.e. what should be taught at a given stage

in order to establish the most effective foundation for a related

skill or the next sequence. .

Baer (1974) points out thatthose who develop and those who use

programS need more accurate and useful descriptions of language

behavior, and to know what sequence of prerequisites (stated in

bspecific linguistic or behavioral terms) will lead Most efficienay

OW
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to learning: This implies that there should be not only continued
study of how children acquire varieties of language and linguistic
structures in a range of tnormal environments, but detailed moni-
toring (for individuals as well as groupi) of the empirical effec-
tiveness of sequencing in a variety of programs.

j.

11.7 Structure as a Concept in Remedial Language Programs

The concept of structure is closely related to that of content and
sequence. The more precisely-defined goals are, the more explicit
the sequence of prerequisite stages of learning, the more highly
structured a program is likely to be.

A program such as that Of Gray and Fygetakis (1961) has a high degree
of structure, since itt content and sequence follow very carefully
defined and graded ordering of linguistic structuref'. In Lee's
(1975) story-conversation program, the structure is'not so specific,
restrictive, or pre-set; nevertheless, the selection and arrangement
of linguistic structureil are built carefully into the experience
presented to the child.;

At one extreme is the program which is apparently unplanned, except
that it follows the day by day development, needs, and experience
of the learner. (the extreme of what is sometimes viewed asithe "open"
or developmental approach). At the other extreme is the piescriptive
plan for presenting situations to be taught and structured to be
mastered and drilled wi0 little variation, e.g.Distar.

Normal developmental sequences, normal environments for stimulation,
can be built into programs without forfeiting structure, as in those
of Miller and Yoder (1974). :

To be effective, all language programs must have same structure --
goals, content, sequence in presentation. They can offer alterna-
tive sequences or materials, be flexible to individual children or
circumstances, but they cannot be simply an assembly of varied skills
and bits of language. If they are without some clear pattern of
selection and sequence of materials, remediation is unlikely to have
an effective or rational basis. Some of the Peabody materials may
well fall under these strictures.

11.8 The Varied Meanings of a "Developmental" Approach

Since.the term 'developmental" is often contrasted in meaning with
II structured" or IllummomT or "behavioral", it may be useful
briefly to consider what "developmental" may mean. It means:

1) The use of information about the normal stages of the develop-
ment of language acquisition to guide choice of content and
sequence in language teaching. The value of this approach is
defended by Crystal (1976), Miller and Yoder (1974), Lee (1974),

0 Schiefelbusch (1974) and others. This could relate to decisions
on the point at which the child enters the program, or on the
sequence of teaching, or both.
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2) The related but independent use (of the term "developmental")

\
to describe an approach which stresses the importance of

investigating and making use of the child's conceptual levels,

or relating language to pre-verbal classificatory and symbolic

processes.

*".3) A semantic base for program could also be 'held to be "develop-

mental" because selection of semantic content requires examina-

tion of the semantic categories developed by young children to

fit their needs.

4) Another different, independent, but connected definition of

...developmental" is in the assumption that the learning situa-

tion should reproduce, as far as possible, the assumed normal

sequence of events; that the environment (material and human)

should be exploited for its natural patterns of stimulation and

discrimination of concept, meaning, and language. This is a

stance favoured by Miller and Yoder, and endorsed`by Schiefel-

busch for work with young children with language delay. The

Reynell and Chedoke programs, and also Lee, take this approach,

in part, for creating meaningful learning situations. To adopt

this stance, however, is not to claim that the learning envi-

ronment must be exactly as it would be for normal children;
there must be some degree of focus and structure. (Kleffner)

11.9 Language and the Pre-linguistic and Cognitive Levels of the Child

Increasingly the process of language acquisition is perceived as

being related intimately to the cognitive development of the child,

i.e. his functionai use of objects, organization of experiences,

and symbolizing. This is an important aspect of several programs
for young or severely retarded children, e.g. Bricker and Bricker

(1974), Miller and Yoder (1974), or autistic children (Los Angeles

County Program (1977)).
rn

This is not to deny the importance of acquiring and teaching gramma-

tical structures (syntax) or articulation. Acquisition of the .

appropriate linguistic structures is crucial in language remediation.

But adequate syntax is only one element of language, and even more

important is the acquisition and communication of meaning. (Santa

Barbara Autism Research Project (1976))

There is a need to take account of extra-linguistic factors, especi-

ally in young or retarded children, or those with disorders contri-

buting to their failure to acquire language. These factors include

ability to listen, memory sufficient to deal with the length and

complexity of the stimuli encountered, readiness to respond.

Several programs for young children and for retarded children build

gin a pre-linguistic stase, to take account of cognitive functioning

4and semantic development. In order to operate, most also take

account of the extra-linguistic "management" needed to prepare, or

control, and focus the child's behavior.



For example, Bricker and Bricker (1974) present a detailed and
comprehensive prograth intended to take the child from little or
no language to simple sentence production. They begin with a pre-
linguistic symbolic level. The child is carefully-assessed, in
terms of Piagetian stages and tasks, for his ability to remember
objects, manipulate them in real-life settings, and his bymbolizing
through use of objects, gestures, etc.' This establishes a reper-
toire leading to the following sequence of learning. They consider
the environmental conditions, including the behavior of the parents,
sibs, and peers, experiences with objects and events, and the kinds
of situation which characterize normal language development.

The outline of their progression is: 1) establishing the child's
repertoire, 2) discrimination, 3) imitation, 4) comprehension,
5) production, and 6) syntax program.

In detail, this covers:

Motor imitation, gesture, pointing, etc.

Functional use and classification of everyday objects.

Two-choice discrimination leap:Yang of objects.

Matching similar objects, jects to pictures, pictures to
pictures, etc.

Rote receptive vocab4ry (imitation, repetition)

Conceptual receptive vocabulary (discrimination, labelling
,objects).

..111

The process is repeated for production: stimulating vocal responser'
imitation of speech sounds and word imitations. Finally, in the
syntax program, there is a graded progression through imitative
object-naming, imitative picture-naming, spontaneous production oti
names of objects (nouns); spontaneous production of actions (verbg);
development of receptive patterns which link object to action, or

, actor and action, then actor-action-object and the production of
simple sentences.

It is to be noted that this program reconciles cognitive/develop-
mental approaches, reliance on stages of linguistic development and
on systematic teaching (e.g. imitation, reinforcement, modelling of
response for or by the child).

Miller and Yoder (1974) and the Nisonger Program,
Horstmeier & MacDonald (1975) suggest using the current conceptual
and symbolic functioning of the child as a guide to where to begin
and what verbal, or non-verbal, behaviors to teach: e.g. How does
the child perceive, classify, symbclize and/or respond to his
experiences? What functions of familiar objects does the child
respond to? What concepes does he displ4y in classifying and putting
things in order? What'6ommunication behavior does he display with
familiar adults and peers?

"4, )



11.10 Comprehension, Imitation and Production: Receptive vs. Expressive

Early work in children's language suggested that comrrehension is

easier than imitation,-and imitation easier than spontaneous produc-

tion of language. This is generally accepted still, but Bloom (1973),

in a sensitive analysis, shows that the assumption is not always '

borne out, and that the relationship between comprehension (reception)

and production (expression) varies with the learning situation and

the task. Guess, Sailor and Baer (1974) confirm this from their

experiments.

A child may have specific receptive difficulties and the program may

have to limit its goals to establishing receptive mastery. Most

comprehension language programs proceed from assessing and using

receptive language (or, in cases of extreme handicap, developing

receptive responses) to establishing expressive language. See

Bricker and Bricker (1974),.Miller and Yoder (1974) and Kent (1974).

Schiefelbusch gives as one of his five principles of language inter-

vention that receptive language training should precede acquisition

of expressive language. Kleffner (1973) confirms this from extensive

clinical/educational experience.

Programs such as that described by Winitz (1969) do not train ex-

pressive language at all, but claim that effective stimulation and

mastery of receptive language alone can lead to acquisieion of

expressive language. This may be through a process of spontaneous

recall and rehearsal by the learner as he listens to andscompreheuds

language. There are parallels with normal language acquisition

(i.e. the long period of time in which the child codes language

recseptively before he utters a word) and with some experiences in

second language learning. This technique may have some value for

children with marked difficulties of expressive language.

Studies of the findings and techniques in the field of second lan-

guage learning and bilingualism may have, some value for remedial

programs in language.

11.11 A Model cf Language Instruction

Kleffner (1973) proposes a model of language instruction in five

steps and presents certain principles of language instruction, as

follows:

1. Analytic attention should be given to the'details of language

content, teaching interactions, and instructional procedures

when working with children who have language disorders.

2. Language instruction for children who have failed to develop

language normally needs to be largely deductiVecand explicit.

3. Intermodality relations need to be developed systematically

and explicitly, i.e. between expression and reception, written

and oral forms.
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4. Systematic opportunities must be provided for speech performance
with all language material taught, i.e. to extend and apply
language..

5. Rote practice in spe th production may prove helpful in estab-
lishing increased a uracy and fluency in verbal performance.

6. Language learning actil4ties must include opportunities for
natural conversational interactions concurrent with all instruc-
tional sequences.

7. Insofar as possible, the language being taught should be exgeri-
ence-related.

8. Successful language teaching requires that the instructor lead
the child into communicative interactions in which wrong responses
are virtually impossible.

9. Language insAruction must include and involve the parents as
partners in the enterprise.

11.12 Transfer and Generalization of.Language Outside School

Many programs emphasize the need to endure the transfer of language
skills to real-life contexts. Within institutional and residential
settings, it will be necessary to gain the co-operation of tiany

4 others besides the therapists or teachers who work with the,,thildren.
It is necessary to train such persons to stimulate and reinforce
children's language experience. Bricker and Bricker (1974)'describe
such an arrangement in which language structures are "naturally"
exploited and reinforced in the day to day setting of a resIdence
for young mentally-retarded children. One major difficulty is the
gap that Can occur between the school and the outside setting. 'This
is particularly marked if there is a need to acquire an additional
language system su h as signing or other symbolism.

'The same difficulty ècists, to a lesser extent, in the relationship
between school and home. One of the criteria of a good program is
that it should be applicable in the home as well as in the thera-
peutic situation. Kleffner (1973) stresses the importance of parent
education, giving the parents education in language and techniques
appropriate to reinforce the language learning that is taking place.
The Santa Barbira Autism Dissemination Project sets out techniques
for parent gutiance and education.

Horton (1974) describes a home-teaching program for parents of very
young deaf children. She employed "Rules of Talking" for parents:
(1) non-verbal; (2) !:bal reinforcement of verbal behavior in the
real environment; (3) using language relevant to the immediate
situation, interest, and experience of the child; (4) using redun-
dancy (repetition, expansion) in giving lexical, syntactic, and
semantic input to the child; (5) giving feedback and confirmation
of correct response; (6) expansion of these; (7) appropriate use
of intonation and stress.

0



Wormal parents adapt their level, speed and emphasis to the needs

of children who are acquiring language. (See Brown and Bellugi

(1965); Broen (1972)) Wachs, Uzgiris and, Hunt (1971) found that

&renta1 vocalizing', naming objects,.and playing gimes involving'

language were corralated with the development of infant vocal

behavior, and the child's use of language to anticipate and plan.

Presumably, the same principles hold when adapted to the needs of

language-delayed children. ,

On the other hand, young language-disordered children with poor

receptive skills, or poor auditory memory, may become overwhelmed
L/

by too much verbal stimulation, by the ohcurrence of high level

of distracting'sound (as in public places) or may react to the

frustration of poor communication. (Kleffner (1973)) 'They also

respond badly to "language pressure" from those around them. For

them, simple stimulation and. repetition may not be the answer. This

. stresses the need for parent education and coUnselling.

Related to the issue of genpralizing and extending language by

using it in the real environlent is the possibility of using child-

ren with normal speech as models, by careful mixing of normal

children and those with language deviation. Organization of such

"special clasies" is critical if there is to be thevuse of language

and communication.which is intended to help the deviant child. Left

in an ordinary nursery class, the language deviant child (like the

hearing handicapped) may simply withdraw or may be ignored. Deli-

berate arrangement of the sitylation is necessary. Having to attend

to a number of children in the normal class, the teacher would find

it.difficult to give tne prolonged and intensive attention necessary.

Use of normal childseft as companions and models, or even as peer

teachers, can help overcome the difficulty of providing practice or

experience of reel conversation.rSome Ontario schools (e.g. Simcoe

County),are successfully usleg a 'peer teaching" arrangement.

Remedial language programs must be developed so that they can be

applied and expanded in use by parents and others in the child's

language community.

Severely handicapped children and very young language-delayed child-

ren need a one-to-one teaching/theraPy relationship before they join

a group class. Sign language and other forms of symbolism also

require one-to-one work before the child can enter a class setting.

11.13 The Principles of Language Remediation

What are i:he principles of remedial language?

Ruder and Smith (1974) advise: "Train the language events but seek

the interdependency of events so that the language system can be

learned with economy and functional permanence".

Guess, Sailor and Baer (1974) stress: "All essential language con-

tent cannot be taught unit. by unit. The essential strategy, there-

fore, should be-to teach a child to acquire a functional language.

The key features can be devised from a functional analysis of

systematic language use."

f/
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One of the best summaries -of available programs is the one already
referred to: '"Language Intervention Systems for the Retarded; A
Catalog of Original Structured Language Programs in Ube in the U.S.A."
by Fristoe (1975). Despite the title, the programs classified there
apply to many categories of language handicap.

The report classifies data under the following headings:

Target'Group

Level (of function of the grOup) .

Model (Behavioral; cognitive; deyelopmental; information processing)

Principlen (This was by free response, so replies varied tonsi-
derably in formulation.)

Emphasis (receptive, expressive language; motor imitation; non-verbal)

,Requirements (of abilities needed to profit from the program)

Baselines (for entering programs and registering gains)

.Exit Level (specific levels or results expected from the learner)

Competency Measurement (method for.establishing whether the learner
achieved the goali) -

.

Structure (highly, moderately, or slightly unstrUctured)
-- This was related to whether the program was written in

steps or lessons; whether lessons were in a structured
"script" requiring the teacher to carry out activities
.in a prescribed manner.

Recommended length of time and frequency of each session.

Objectives specified

Criterta specified (for reaching each koal or objective)

Users (who could apply the program: speech pathologists, teachers,
parents, etc.)

Setting (one-to-one therapy; individual work in school; small group;
home-based; reaidential)

Form (book or kit or other 'means of guiding instructor; whether
specific materials are provided Qr. must be supplied)

Research available

Learner effecOmeness (evaluation studies)

Bibliography

Status (whether program is commercial, being developed, etc.)

The classification of data on programs is useful but could be.
improved. It was noted that the term "Model", led to replies of
limited agreement and much ambiguity. "Type" of program again seems
to pre-empt discussion of how programs can vary and to limit choice.
severely. Entries such as "Principles" led.to a considerable
variety of resirnse, some describing the linguistic or learning
structures of the program, others merely adMInistrative procedures.

.0
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Failure to distifiguish between content.and sequence on the onethand,

and instructional prodsdures on Ole rother,-is one fundamental weak-

ness of. thtoclassification. This accounts for the confusion and ,

ambiguity surrounding the concepts of Nodal" and "Principle" and.

"Structure".

Structure is defined as a measure of strictness of sequence of

material as presented, and the occurrence'lg a script.or program

governing the Okocedures of teacher/therapist.

In accordande with earlier statements in this chapter, it is suggested

that the term "Structure" should be reserved to describe the content

and sequence of the program. For example, the extent 5o which it

follows a rational sequence of linguistic structure4.to be learned,

either because they occur in a natural developmental sequence or

are judged to be ehe best sequence of prerequisite behaviors.

Instead of'"Structure", it is suggested that the word "Programmed"

should be substituted to describe the degree to which a program is

jpre-planned, follows strict sequences of lessons, or units of instruc-

tion, itrictly defines the response of the teacher and child by means

of.arrscript", or frames of response;. builds on precise patterns4af

coMpetence and reinforcement. A highly programmed system may be one

based on an operant conditioning sequencef or on A specific sequence

-of.lessons, or on a strictly defined set of language. drills.

-The difficulty with most categorizations is that they do not wholly

reflect the precise nature of a given program, and do not indicate
the fact that a program can move (as the Bricker program does) from

one base to another in the course of the child's learning. Tor
example, from a Piagetlan analysis of the child's repertoire with

objects and pre-verbal symbolism to a behavioral sequence of learning

forms of receptive,then expressive,imitation. It 'would be better,

in many respects, simply to list the sequences adopted, with a note

on which are viewed as most important and priminent, e.g. discrimina-

tion of objects, motor ,imitation, vocal imitation, rote response,

meaningful reception, etc.

The Fristoereport also fails to bring out the fundamental difference

between approaches to language which use language -as vehicle. and

follow some kind of rational or normal linguistic sequence, and those

which adapt content and sequence of learning which would,not be en-

countered in normal learning. Examples are the Distar

its emphasis on mastery of discrimination of sounds and graphemes,

and the Association Method which also begins with quite artificial

pa...terns of sound and visual equivalents in order to, establish the

associations used to build up pronunciation and perception of words.

The emphasis on reading as a vehicle for learning speech is not

brought out-sufficiently. This use of reading occurs in Distar,
McGinnis, and in prOgramsisuch as the Moor House (U.K.) program

developed by Lee, or the "remedial syntax" used in John Horniman

School (U.K.). These latter two use colour coding and visual sequence

as a guide to the language-disordered child in developing correct

sequences of word-order and placement of linguistic structures such

as noup/subject, verb, adjective, etc.

I 3
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It would.be better, at, the cost of more detail, to list the sequences
involved, e.g... the progression in the Johnlorniman program from °

systematic sign language which has a conceptual and syntactic
structure. _It it used_ ae the foundation of communication to remed-
ial syntax, empldly ng reading, and.so to.speech.

/.

Another basic di ference which needs stressing is that between a
progra* which aims at limited' functiorial speech, or non-verbal re-
sponse for specific situations, pnd that which aims to give the child,
at some level, a system of language and possible access to general-
izing, and to generating new patterns of language.

a
The next chapter'contains an analysis of programs which attempts to
build into the Fristoe model these additional considerations. Use
of such a set of descriptions may enable the practitioner and the
administrator to distinguish more clearly between the various pro--
grams, or mixtures of programs, being used and to make decisions on
a better-informed and rational' basis.

11.14 -Behavioral Approaches to ReMediation

Guess, Sailor and titer (1974) emphasize, as behaviorists, the need
to,teach specific language skills in-functional contexts. Their
approach, used with non-verbalizing non-vocal children, emphasizes
procedures of teaching rather than content and sequence:

1)b..Pretraining evaluatioft and assessment of repertoire of child

2) .Training vocal imitation, with, three major variants:

a) Consecutpe motor and then vocal imitation;
b) concurrent motor and voCal imitation, in order to

generalize imitation in diverse contexts;
c) direct vocal imitation

3) Functional.speech and,language trainag

As noted in discussion of,operant-conditioning, the weakness of this
approach is that it deals in detail with specific skills And lin-
guistic responses, bvt still has to resolve the difficulty of
choosing the most apbropriate sequences.

On the other hand, Guess, Sailor and Baer outline four major prin-
ciples or stages in language teaching:

1) Reference: helping the child learn productive labels for things
and actions of importance to him, by acquiring motor and verbal
responses to these objects and actions.

2) Control: being able to organize these references in requests
graded in difficulty, e.g. (a) "I want" (b) "1 want (a tring)"
(c) "I want (an action)" and (d) "I want (an action with a thing)".

31 Self-extended control: the child is taught to ask for informa-
.

tioh in order to keep in contact with and extend his-learning.
This ia.why learning to ask questions is important. Lee (1974)
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points out the difficulty of question forms and the concept of

questioning for the child, with marked language delay.

4) ,Integration:' learning to store, retrieve, and use language

functidnally. The program needs-,to promote techniques for

memorizing and applying language'forms.

Despite the'different assumptions about learning, anl.emphasis on

instructional techniques, there is in practice considerable common

ground between programs. The'basic difference seems to be whether

the program begins ieith the child's experiences or presents him with

a pre-planned set of items t6master. All programs address them- N,

selves totthe problem of,sequencing instruction in the most effeftive

way, and relating the linguistie structures to be taught,to the

child's Opacities and previous learning. Whether the program is

developmental or not, there is the acknowledgement that structure is

needed.

As an examples Kent (1972, 1974) has developed a systematic func-

tional approach to tdaching language to the mentally retarded based

on behavioral principles and task analysis. The program deems to

be applicable to a variety of language-disordered_groups apart from

the retarded., The ,sequences, described by Kent, resemb4suite
closely those detailed by Bricker and Bricker (1974). Indeed, the

sequences of instruction 'proposed are likely to form part of most

systematic programs of lapguage remediation.

Baer, a behaviorist, criticizes the assumption that cognitive level

is the independent variable on which learning depends. lib reversps.

this.proposition. "The abstract, conceptual, cognitive or repre-

sentational relationship is not the independent variable Of the study

but the dependent variab?e; it is he outcome; it is the resuilt of

a set of ,specified training procedures which we applied as deaigned

in the intereats of producing not simply a ene-toone 'response --

but a generalized response".

, Conceptual behavior, symbolizing, and response t. language is,

, therefore, to be explicitly taught. Again, in actual practice, the

developmentalist and the behaviorist may not be so far apart.

'Premack (1974) takes up a similar point, which is crucial Tor effec-

ttve teaching. He found that his non-human subjects encountered

considerable difficulty in classifying objects as 'same or different".

Analysis of what was involved in developing this ability suggested

a need for a finer grading of the training tasks and re-organiza-

tion of the experience presented in order to focus e clearly the47
discriminatien to be made.

In this instance, the subject was not only taught to match two ob-

jects out of three, as it had successfully done, but also, with the

'same materials, to pick the "odd man out" from the three. This

apparently simple change in pattern of discrimination _established

the foundation for "same-different".

r`
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Lee (1975) gives illustrations of_the ways in which the therapist
must alter-land focus teaching so that the meaning and the structure
of what is to be learned i'ecomes clearer to the child:\ In other
words, if there is difficulty in learwIng, or apparent lack of
readiness, this should prompt the teaaher and programmer to conduct
a detailed task analysis, and review, of the sequence of prerequi-

.!,Z site behavior's luittdeveloOmentak stages. This may lead to altering
the eXperiences.ortasks to be presented, a finer grading an?epe-
titiOn of learning, and a more effective focussing on 'what is to be
discriminated a! stimulus or response.

An effective program does not simply rely on the child's readiness
for the next stage but prepares him for it.a
SeMantic/ConcepT1 Foundations of Language

The content of ihstruction is assumed to be the semantic categories
directly related to the objects and events in the child's experience.
Single frequently-recurringexperiences are systematically used to
Aw
mark" these concepts linguistically atid label them. Then multiple
examples'are.used to illustrate and extend the same concept. When
the child has "mapped" his experiences linguistically in limited
ways,'he is ledion to form more.complex patterns involving actions
on,objects, and so to using Syntactic forms (linguistic structures)
in functional, meaningful contexts.

Lee (1975) makes a clear distinction between the pre-verbal and earl
language behaviors which precede the production of simple sentence
patterns. Her program assumes that the child has a range of semanti
'responses, of basic linguistic structures enabling him to take part
in the "conversation" involved in working on a story which is care-
fully structured in terms ofithe child's level and needs, but also

ttaking account, of interest and meaning.

Slobin (1973), in discussing normal language acquisition, suggests
that it provides for "the learning of new functions with old forms
and the learning of new forms with old functions".

This seems to be r d guide to planning remediation, too. There
is a need to be f..ible in making use orthe child's previous
learniqg and also in adapting a variety of techniques and levels
of response -- sometimes non-verbal as well as verbal.

It is customary, in therapy with adult aphasics, to use a variety
of techniques such as gesture, tapping out rhythm, visual explana-
tions, explanations of how to 7,ocate the position of tongue and
lips, etc. An example of the transition between old and new,
relating the verbal and non-verbal, is the following: in training
a child to develop nLgation of a sentence, a preliminary step is
to get the child to utter a request, e.g. "Want cookie" and add, to
it a non-,erbal gestme such as a shake of the head. The next step
ifto add a verbal marker No", as ill "NO want cookie", and from
this develop the grammatical form, reproducing, in effect, the
normal development of negation. Wee (1974), Bloom (1970)).
Training "yours" and "mine" distinctions in severely handicatiped
or retarded individuals may require a great deal of active ,sestur7
ing and modelling of action to cue in elle verbal distinction.-

1 "
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Lee (1974) emphaiizes, in her analysis of children's sen ences, that

children with marked langUage delay may have difficulty n acquiring

certain grammatical structures because the distin communicated

by these expressions are not fully understood by the child.

1146 InstrUctional'Procedures

The teacher/therapist needs to structu and focus learning sometimes

by.emphasia'and.intonation, by using atterns which bring out more

clearly the item to be attended to, or by reducing the length and

complexity of the'language, i.e. using the child't sentence. It may

be necessary to add additional graphiceror dramatic support, tor' .

build up experience of a meaning which is missing for he.child.
4

By contrast', instructional procedures describe the techniques used

to teach the content and control the sequence.' They may range from

behavioral ipproaches such as operant conditioningwhich strictly de-

fine the stimulus to be presented, the response to be made and the

shaping of response, to much more.open approaches. The instructional

approach may stress strict definition of task, with much controlled

.practice, 4s in classical articulation therapy or language "drills".

Eaaentialli, "instructional procedures" cover matters such as focus

and control of the child's behavior (management), structuring of

materials, means of.presentation, pace of presentation and the con-

.
trol.of discrimination and reinforcement. They cover choice ofltech-

niques such ,as imitation, modelling of language, behavior, expAnsions

of child utterance, reduction of complexity of language by teacher/

therapist to.accommodate the child's ranguage'or memory, difficulties.

They relate to'whether presentation of information is by direct

indtructiOn and modelling, or by using the child's response and '

mapping language onto it, or using the eniiironment to stimulate and

shape language in a

(

developmental manner.
--

Ohviously there is an interaction between choice of instructional

procedures, 'content and sequence, and also assumptions about the

nature of language and learning. The behavioral approach usually '

will favour Usk-analysis, specified and pre-planned sequences of

instruction, and an analYsis of language sequences, based on empiri-

cal:information on which behavior is prerequisite to the next.

Teach4ng will likely be operant-conditioning or prescriptive teach-

ing. 'Techniques emphasized Are likely to be imitation and capeti-

tion. Conversely, the developmental approach will favour reliance .

on.developiental Onguage data, emphasis on the relevance of the

child's concepts and.semantic understanding, use of materials and

'situations meaningful to the child and of his normal language

environment.

Nevertheless, there can be considerable variation and combination

of factors in any given program. In theory, at least, instrUctional

procedures need not necessarily be related to particular choices of

content and Sequence. Confusions between considerations of content

and ingtructional procedures have led to confused evaluations of

programs, and preference or rejection on the basis of judgements

which ai'd partial or prejudiced.

1 3



Programming is a concept which is part ofrinstractional procedures.
.It iS related to the concept of structure, but it; riot the same. \
.Programming emphasizes the use of specific behaviOrs.as criteria \'
'for entry to learning, the laying down of strict sequences of learn-
ing, pre-planning the tasks to be accomplished and pre-planning the
choices of response allowed. In programmed materiale, the kind and
level of cueing'ant prompting is likely to be strictl*,defined, as
well as the kind and frequency of reinforcement Programmed mate-
rials define strictly the Oscific objectives to be gained and the .

criteria for success and transfer...to the next sequence of,learning.
Programming requires strict structa# (content and sequence) but a
program may have a high degree of structure without being highly .

"programmed" in terms of instruction. The best example of a'highly
programmed aPproackAs seen in operant conditioning. \

Programming instruction usually reduces the choices or free respon-
ses available to the child; by definitiont it sets out to control,
shape, and pre-plan learning. What is not so often realized is Xhat
it often reduces the alternatives availlable to the instructor.

In extreme, the teacher is told in detail how to present, stimulate,
prompt and confirm, and what adaptations he is to make (e.g. sim- \
plifying, reducing language, repeating) advancing the learner,to a \

more advanced form). Examples of this are the Gray and Fygetakis
program, which is described as a structured operant-response'programis,
and the Dieter pro5ams for language and reading.

Such programs probably meet the needs of particular groups, e.g.
non-verbal or extremely handicapped children, or.groups at a parti-
cultli point in learning, e.g. establishinglanguage responses, or

; those such as autistic children who need extreme consistency and
frequency of reinforcement.

4
?,

Developmental programs such as Reynell and Chedoke, Miller and Yoder,
or Lee, Are structured but not'highly programmed. Such programs
leave much more choice to the teacher and to the child in interaction,
in altering pace; selecting alternative experiences or responses in
the short term to meet individual needs or the demands of the situa-
tion.

In one sense, highly programmed approache'e impose an external control
on learning. Control is exerted through 'the materials and instruct-
ional procedures, at the cost of having alternAtiVe choices or
adaptability outside precisely defined.limits. By contrast, in
structured but developmental programs, the control is arrived at
through the teacher/therapist acquiring and internalizing skills and
criteria -- in effect, calibrating and adapting to the program.
*This is seen explicitly in the Lee story-conversation program, where
the therapist is free to devise materials to meet children's experi-
ences and needs, hut.must take account of the current semantic situa-
tion and structures to be acquired.- It is customary for therapiets
to write their script, then discuss and try out the "lesson" with
colleagues, if possible. External programming,removes the need for
worrying about goals and procedures, but at the cost of loss of
initiative and flexibility; the program is paramount.

1i:
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It semis preferable, considering the varied neLlds of these children,

to build up internal programming ir the skills of teachers --

, storing, comparing, Adapting'experience of programs in actual

interaction with children.

11.17 Specificiiirechitstruction

the following lis,a discussion of some of the particular issues in

t,inetructiont k

vs,

There is considerable common ground in many progrims, despite their

greatly differing emphased, in use of (1) language graded to the

o
child's level, (2) use of motor and verbal imitation as an important

teaching technique, (3) using techniques such as modelling a response

for a child, expanding a child's utterance, (4) use of physical and

verbal prompting or cueing to help elicit responses, with more or

less systematic reduction of these cues as ihe child progresses.

Imitation may not be the major vehicle of normal lanillage acquisi-

tion, but it is an important aspect of language teaching. Imitation

can be viewed as a special response class of discriminated operant

responses. (Lovaas (1977), Koegel (1973)) It can, therefore, become

generalizedand one of the aims of instruction is to establish

generalized,imitation as an effective vehicle of communication be,-

tween teacher and taught.

s,

Imitation may be rote copying. Brown et al (1965) showed, early in

the research on child language, that a child might be expected to ,

ivitate a linguistic pattern before he could comprehend, and this

in turn before he could produce it spontaneously. Menyuk (1969)

and others, hOwever, have shown that even when attempting to imitate

a'sentence, the normal child will filter it through his system of

'gramnatical rules and alter the reproduction in predictable, meaaing-

ful ways. The language-disordered child, by contrast, is more likely .

to respond by rote or,to alter the sentence by simple omitting, or

confusing part, i.e. because of lack of comprehension or memory

overload. Not all imitation involves comprehension, but for.imita-

tion to be most effective, comprehension Is probably necessary.

Imitation responses should be made as meaningful as'possible. Through

imitation, new features can enter the child's emerging linguistic

responses, if he imitates utterences at a level appropriately.more

complex than his own. Imitation can be shown to be a function of .

the particular characteristicS of the model to be matched. Careful .

analysis of the stimulus allows characteristics of the verbal model

such as complexity, length, order, or structure to be copied without

requiring every feature of the teacher's utterance to be reproduced.

Through presentation, cuaing, and prompting, and through checking on

the acceptable level of response, the teacher can move the child from

no response to an approximation in the direction needed, e.g. "Give

me the cup" to "Give cup" rather than "Give me" or "The cup".

In several programs for young or retarded children, a phase of motor

imitation precedes verbal imitation. This, first, because.le is



usually easier for the child to gesture a respqnse, and because
it can be much more easily focussed or even phYbically cued.
Secondly, because the motor response gives a signal which the
teacher can use to establish further response (e.g. use of pointing).
Thirdly, because the motor response may be coupled with the verbal
and cue this in.

It is an open,question, a matter for empirical research, whether
motor imitation must precede verbal imitation or must be coupled
wit,h it.

Echolalic responses and "mitigated fcholalia" (Fay (1967)) can be
used as bases on which to develop more useful language responses.
(See Santa Barbara Project Manual (1976)) The basic concern in
using imitation is not to regard it as a be-all and end-all, but
as a useful technique which should be expanded and replaced by more
interactive responses in the course of language therapy.

Modelling responses for a child is another form of imitative proce-
dure; in effect, presenting a model for imitation, then repeating
and confirming it when the child replies.

Expansion of the child's utterance into a more complete or coherent
form is another natural technique in the interaction between adult
and child. Brown and Bellugi (1965) described this first as a repe-
tition of the child's utterance by the parent, with addition or
correction,(e.g. child: "Baby bibby"; parent: "That's baby's bibby")
and saw it as a fundamental aspect of interactive language learning.
Cazden (1972), however, in a carefully controlled,study, found that
children whose parents were instructed to respond with a high pro-
portion of expansions of the child'S utterance did not develop
language as well as children who were exposed.to more natural, fuller
responses.

It has been suggested that children receiving expansion responses
were only having their syntax corrected, whereas those receiving
comment and elaboration were receiving responses directed to the
semantic and conceptual aspects of the situation (i.e. meaning) as
well as incidentally to the syntactic.

Stremel and Ruder .(l973) suggested that "expansion" should be de-
fined more rigorously, i.e. teacher's correcting response to a child's
production of a target utterance, with a tangible reinforcement (i.e.
reward or confirmation of correctness) to encourage the child's
expanded imitation of the target utterance. This expanded utterance
should be the base for expanding to the next level of mastery; e.g.
if a "subject-verb" pattern is produced the child, this is con-
firmed by the teacher but the reinforcement accompanied by an expan-
sion ,to the next level of complexity -- "subject-verb-object".

By using expansions and observing the Child'S response, it can be
gauged whether the child can move to the next level without expli-
cit training. If the 'child spontaneously produces, significantly
often, expansions which move him up to the next level, this suggests
that the sequence of learning is appropriate and well-graded in
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terms of linguistic structure. For example, Stremel (1973) found
that when tilk,usep the subject-verb pattern, 60 children spontane-
ously produced-tubject-verb-object, as compared with 117 who needed
the therapist to produce the expansion. By contrast, when Stremel
tried "subject-verb-object" and tried to induce the child to expand
to "subject-verb-preposition-object" there were only 11 spontaneous
expansions compared with 83 uttered by the therapists. . In other

words, success in spontaneously adding to the complexity of linguis-
tic structure depends on the sequence involved in the structure and
its complexity.

Reducing the complexity of the structure is the reverse of expansion.
It may be used with young children (or children with language 'dis-
order and poor auditory memory) to achieve confirmation of the
pattern they are attempting, where the original sentence was too
long, too complex, for their poor auditory memory; e.g. "I see the
dog". Child: "See dog". Teacher: "Yes, see dog." Obvious redu-
cing, like imitation, is a phase in the interaction, and the child
would be moved as soon as possible to the more complex utterance,
not simply reinforced for his reduced utterances.

There are little hard data on the respective merits of various
techniques. In an effective sequence of interaction, a variety of
techniques might be used.

kurray (1974) suggests that to induce reciprocal exchange,question
and answer, comment and response, are more effective than either
modelling or expansion since the consequences of such inter-action
are related directly to the act of communication; they are not
dependent on external tangible reinforcers or shaping to an arbitrary
criterion of correctness. The reciprocal interchange in the "con-
ve sation" of the Lee program is claimed as one of its additional
adv ntages both linguistically and as an effective technique of
tea hing.

Cryscal (1976) suggests that language remediation should draw on the
techrliques of second-language teaching. He quotes the use of
incremental drills; i.e. the learner is asked to complete an utter-
ance with a fixed phrase or a spontaneous utterance, possibly with
carefully modulated prompting through intonation.

Another technique is substitution drill in which the learner substi-
tutes one or more items into a standard pattern; e.g. "I see a car...
I see a boat". 'By arranging the conditions of replacement, the
therapist can direct the expression to be sel.acted and practiced.
As contrasted with expansions, it is possible to use contractions;
i.e. collapsing two sentences into one, deleting words or phrases,
replacing a complex construction by a shorter form e.g. noun phrase
by pronoun.

plAliflajir_illt require the learner to cokbine two utterances so
that one is incorporated within the other grammatically; e.g. "Father
is there. Father is. hungry." "Father, who is hungry, is there."



Transformational drills require the learner to change statement to
question, active to passive, positive to negative, to change tenses
or word order. All these might be incorporated within'imitation,
modelling, and expansion techniques.

Crystal .(1976) gives consideiable attention to question-answer
exercises. As Lee (1974) points out, the question-answer is a
difficult structure, both srammatically and semantically, for many
language-deviant children. Mastery of this structure is very impor-
tant. Question and answer often form tne majority of the teacher's
interaction with the child. There are differences in difficulty
between subject-verb inversion questions (such as, Do you?, Can You?)
which can 'be answered with a gesture or Yes/No, and those questions
beginning with where, what, why, ett. which require a linguistic
formulation for response. Crystal warns against the difficulty of
the general question which gives the child little factual or linguis-
tic support for his answer; e.g. "What is he doing?"

Crystal emphasizes the value of forced answer Questions of the
pattern: "Is it X or is it Y?". He points out that these can be
used to emphasize the correct answer; e.g. to elicit verb, object,
verb and object, subject and verb, subject, verb and object, in that
order of linguistic development. An example emphasizing the produc-
tion of the verb is: "Is the man running or is the man sleeping?"
If the child does not respond, it may be repeated, at varying speed
and loudness, altering the order of the verb, adding cue phrases to
focus attention, pointing to pictures, giving an example of the
action or other appropriate cues. Crystal also suggests some eleven
responses by the teacher/therapist which are likely to have negative
or unproductive responses.

11.18 Specific Aspects of Programming

The presentation of the task should simplify and organize it for
the child. Much specific language training is serial. It seems
plausible and in line with normal language learning, that linguistic
behaviors which are interdependent should be learned concurrently,
and helped to reinforce one another rather than separately and
serially. It makes sense to set up a program to help the child
discriminate and interrelate the various forms of "s/z/ez" which
are the common variants of noun plurals; e.g. "cats, dogs, horses".

Within this concurrent training, the form which is easiest to learn
or isomost frequent should be selected. In the plural for nouns,
the /s/ may be the first one acquired in the course of normal deve-
lopment which is one criterion. It may also be the one most readily
assimilated to the range of environments containing /z/ and /ez/.
On another criterion (perceptual saliency) the /eZ/ might be the
one which is most efficient to learn first. Clearly, as the
behavioral analysts point out, the different criteria for choice
of sequence need to be evaluated empirically.

Ruder and Smith (1974) point out the need for a criterion of what
is independcrit and what is interdependent in a linguistic sequence

1

of ehavior-. They propose "Component Content Analysis" as an answer.
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In this approach, the linguistic utructure is analyzed'into its

salient features or complinents; e.g. (1) concepts mapped into a

particular linguistic structure (2) a specific grammatical form or

principle and (3) phonological similarity of topography. For

example, the plurals /s/ /z/ and /ea/ vary as follows:

1. Linguistic concept all same

2. Grammatical principle - affix all same

3. Phonological topography s/z/ez different

This analysis suggests that these plural endings are interrelated.

Ruder and Smith suggest that, using this analysis to guide the se-

lection of structures, related and unrelated items in language should

be compared to see (1) howler learning one transfers to the other,

and (2) which is the best sequence orlearning so thatlearning one

item transfers to the other. The technique is to train-to criterion

of success. on one structure then probe systematically to find if

there is any spAtaneous transfer to the other. If thersecond item

does not show tra fer, it is in turn .i:rained to criterion. Next,

the item which was aught second is taught first to another group

and probes made to ee if there is transfer to the other structure
(now taught second which again is trained to criterion if the trans-

fer is non-existend or incomplete.

The significant comparison is (1) between the number of trials needed

to reach criterion of mastery for an item when it is not initially

trained, compared with (2) the number of trials needed to reach

criterion when it is directly trained. The ratio of 1 to 2 is an

indeit of the probability of transfer, i.e. that behavilwhich is
not directly taught will occur as a result of training a related

linguistic structure. This can be called a "sensitizing quotient"

and is presumably what happens when a child generalizes and develops

rules in real life language learning.

It was found, for instance, that teaching the copula "is" before thc

structure containing the auxiliary "is", as in "is going"; created

efficient transfer of the use of "is". If the sequence was reversed,

this transfer of learning did not take place. Learning plurals

/s/z/ez/ in this way is likely to show effective transfer and 'reveal

which order of learning is best. By contrast, it is unlikely that

learning plural /s/ will transfer to effective use of /s/ when used

as a possessive ending to a noun.

It is suggested that application of techniques, such as those out-

lined above, and employing criteria for the most effective sequen-

cing and transfer of learning, should help to improve the instruct-

ional procedures of remedial language programs. It also should

give information on the more effective sequencing and structuring

of the,ianguage material.

In language teaching, it is useful to distinguish between thr. "code"

or rules to be used and the strattgiel which are based on these

1 4 0
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(see KoOstler (1965) for a similar distinction). The code deter-
mines what must be learned, or the sequences which have to be

,.sfollowed,, but it does not determine how the "langLage game" is to
be played; i.e. the actual presentation by the teacher, the experi-
ences to be used, the materials employed. The best and most funda-
mental programs, in the sense of adaptation to the child's needs,
are those Which allow the teacher and tauiht to adapt to one
anOther, toAnter-act within a planned, rational system of objec- ,4

tives and informed assumptions about the child's neads, difficulties,
and ways of 1oarning.

11.19 The Importance of the Abilities and Characteristics of the Child

The ebilities and the needs of the child dietate whether highly
structured and programmed approaches are needed. Children who have
poor receptive language will have different problems and needs from
those who have receptive language but poor or no expression. There
is a difference between the child who cannot vocalize and one who
has some productive language, however limited or distorted. Evans
(1971), discussing autistic children, points out that there is a
considerable difference between the problems of teaching language
to those who have no language and those who have some. .

Age is an importaht variable. Young language-delayed children, i.e.
those aged below 4 years, will often require their language to be

...,.,
, built up, using linguistically structured experiences which are

carefully selected for.content andApequence but related to their
developmental needs. They need hellp to make the transition from
pre-verbal symbolic and gesture behavior. Remediation must take
account_of several factors simultaneously, so that erticulition is
discriminated and practised in the same situations which are used to
build up the child's production of language structures -- as in the
North. Western University early intervention program.

11.20 transfer of L arning

Hilhly progra:m,ed and structured .a roaches, in general, emphasize
controlling and defining the child's learning within a teaching
situation. Behavioral modification Operant conditioning) typically
concentrates on organizing the chiles responses within the learning
situation by increasing the frequency of appropriate responses, and
shaping specific behaviors through schedules of reinforcement.

These approaches can be very successful in establishing specific
patterns of response in children with little or no language. The
difficulty of operant conditioning -- or "drills" in general -- is
that it does not ensure that the child can select and use that lan-
guage in his own community, nor that he can extend and generalize
his linguistic responses.

Lee (personal communication) comments that, in her opinion, much
of the real learning of language takes Place outside the therapy
situation, and that behavior-management approaches may work by
Simply setting the scene for this through developing appropriate
attending and discriminating behaviors. Lovaas et al (1973)

1 4 1



reviewed successful work in establidhing specific verbal responses

IP in severely handicapped children. 'He reported the enormous effort

in time and repetition of responses needed to produce generally

disappointing lgvels of response. There was limited evidence of

generalization of specific verbal responses to situations outside

the one over which the therapist had control.

11.21 Alternative Systems of Language 1.
Language programs must take account of pre-verbal language or sym-

bolic behav/qr; Some children do not develop verbal language, or

may do so only after prolonged and tedious sequences of learning

based on repetitive drills. A. number of autistic children and a
h3gh proportion, of severely mentally retarded children fall into

this category. In addition,.there are the children, such,as the
cerebral palsied, who cannot produce the correct articulatory pat-
terns for spoken language because of motor problems; also children

with severe apraxie or m9tor-programming'problems in organizing
speech.

For these, an alternative form of language system may be essential.

Menyuk (1974) makes the point that the acquisition of language does .

not depend.entirely on cognitive level, and that there seema to be

a specific difficolty for some children in achieving the level of

abstraction required to learn a speech system. Making the transi-
tion from non-verbal concepts and symbolizing to a phonological
system requires a Considerable feat of abstraction, linking a set

of arbitrary units oE sound.in arbitrary Sequence with the language
system already established.

Fremack (1974) and Moores (1974) .deMonstrated that true language
can be designed awl taught apart from phonology and auditory pro-

cesses, i.e. speech. The perceptions reqUired for symbolic function-

ing can be specific to visual and tactile procelsses, and the learner

can have a less complex set of tasks to master on the way to develop-

ing a functional language system. They suggest that the initial
overload caused by.the complex phonological receptive motor processes
required in upeech can be set aside or. postponed. They show that

even at the sub-human level, semantic information can be mapped
effectively onto a conceptual base by using concrete symbols obeying
the rules of a language system.

Children who cannot cope with speech can acquire an alternative
language system. This may be: sign language, use of special
visual ideographic codes such as tne Bliss Symbol system, or alter-
natives such as pictorial-symbols. re'ous, picture-boards, etc., or
use of concrete symbols as in the Non SLIP system.

It is now clear that manual sip systems in common use are true
language systems with their own semantics and syntax, modalities
of communication;,e.g. definition of first, second and third person
by position of signing. (Wilbur (1976)) They are acquired in much

the same way as a verbal language; through imitation, modelling.
and interaction. Many of the terthniques of learning language, apply.
Established sign systems may appear to be gestural and "icon;c",
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i.e. picturizing objects directly; but it is clear that.they rapidly
become conventionalized and structured, like natural speech, so that
the signs And their inter-relationships have to be acquired as a
separate language. Those who wish.to communicate with the learner
mustAcquire the language.

Research indicates that signs may be'acquired by ae young child a
month or more earlier than he would normally acquire spoken ldhguage,
possibly because the use of gesture is more primitive and nearer the
basic actions/operations of the child, and signs.are more percept-
ible than articulation.

Research suggests that, far from inhibiting the development of sjpoken
language, the acquiaition of signing is likely to stimulate it. (See
Dever (1976)) There is good reason.for.this. -Spoken lahguage is
formed on a template of an existing conceptual and symbolic system
in which.the concepts of classification, order, meaning ar: built
in.

When a child acquires a sign system, he has an organized system of
language which enables,him (1) to communicate directly, (2) to
receive message8 about.the semantics of his world, and (3) to per-
ceive that language (signs) is systematically related to interpret-
ing and communicating facts about the liv,rld and about language itself.
He has a model of a language system on which to build, as well as
.being able to use that language system to establish facts about lan-
guage;

It is customary, in teaching signs, to verbalize the word or expres-
sion and help the child to vocalize. There imay be difficulties in
this for autistic children who attend to,one aspect qf a stimulud
complex (Koegel (1973)), but for many others, covering.a wide range
of ability, there seems to be no apparent problem, but Ther a
reinforcing effect.

At worst, the child is given a substitute language for expression.
At best, the manual system may be a "prosthetic" device which helps
the child. That is, he can express himself and bo make use of. his
existing receptive (spoken) language. Use of sign language may sti-
mulate vocalization and in due course, with suitable mediation,"the
development of some level of expressive spoken language.

Receptive aphasics, who can make a little sense of spoken language,
can learn for the first-time a systematic language, and from this
learn the meaning of objects, pictures, etc. and tO acquire reading;
from this they acquire spoken language through a process of building
up their vocabulary and syntax from externalcues of colour and
position. This is now the chosen method foi/ severely language dis-
ordered children in schools in the-United Kingdom.

There is evidence that autistic children who have failed to acquire
language, or have acquired minimal language as a result of long
efforts through operant conditioning techniques, can acquire at
least a 'minimum of either receptive or expressive use of signing.
Progress may vary and can be slow, and limited, by the same Cactors
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which affect their symbolistng and understanding of spoken language,

'but still constitutes a higherlevel,of communication than previously

'existed.

The question is whether children who show in their early years severe

difficulty in coping with spoken language, for whatever cause, should

not be put on a sign-learning program as soon as possible. There is

much to be said for the use of sign language as a developmental pro-

gram, i.e. used as an eerly and direct approach,.'or as a remedial

support, rather than as a compensatory_response when other programs

in spoken language have been tried and failed. This is now the,

_approach in One school for the hearing handicapped in London, England,

which has for some years used sign language as an auxiliary remedial

program for children who have persistently failed on an oral approach

and now proposes to introduce it from the beginning of the child's

placement in school.

One difficulty,with sign language is the need for teachers and parents

to learn a new and complicated system, to do so effectively, so as

to teach children fluently and efficiently. A consequent difficulty

is the limitation of the speech community to which the child has %

access.

It must be remembered, that without adequate communication of some

kind, the child's learning in all areas is hindered at the age when

learning is most rapid.

One major diffitulty at present is the variety of sign languages

which may be taught. There are six or more major variants, ranging

from American Sign Language to the Paget-Gorman system used in Bri-

tain (Moores (1976)). The systems vary in their degree of conceptual-

semantic regularity, e.g. in some, the signs for different related

concepts have no similarity wtereas in the Paget-Gorman system, the

claimed advantage is that a concept such as "animal" has a basic

sign to which markers are added to signify specific classes of animal.

The systems vary in their syntactical,structure and in the degree to

which this incidentally, or deliberately,parallels the syntax of spo-

ken English. It is claimed, for Signing Exact English, that it is

an efficient sign language but also enables the message to be trans-

mitted and read in spoken English word order and syntax. The benefits

of this are both to the normal listener, who can receive a message

in the order of his spoken language, and for the learner in making

the transition to spoken or written English.

It is obviously essential that there be standardization of sign

systems and effective programs for teaching sign language.

A system which has achieved considerable popularity is the Bliss

Symbol system, based on Charles Bliss' "Semantography", an attempt

No create a.universal visual-ideographic set of symbols. The sym-

bols are, as far as possible,,attempts to mirror the objects and

actions they represent while being ideographic, i.e. the'symbols

are partly iconic, like early hieroglyphs, and not abstract like

Chinese ideographs. The system was origina1 4 adapted to meet the

9
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needs of cerebral-palsied children who had receptive language but
-.were unable to use.spoken language. The system can translate to
printed English equivalents which are normally printed below the
ideograph. The system has been extended for use by severely, men-
tally retarded individuals, with some success, depending on the
intellectual level and symbolic functioning of the individual. They
may not acquire all 400 symbols, but may learn enough to communicate
immediate needs, feelings, and elementary references to obje ts in
the environment.

-- -Currently, the--Bliss Symbol-system is being-developed by having-a
standard lexicon created for it. One difficulty has been to de ide
how far, within the spirit of the System, Meanings can be cimpo ed
by simpli adding symbols, And how far additional specific lexi 1
signs are needed for particular concepts. It is also being adapted-
to.various more efficient forms of delivery, i.e. electronic displays
to overcome the cumbersome scanning and focussing needed now to in- .

dicate signs.

Research is being carriJd out '(on the concurrent presentation by
computer) on the effectiveness of linking a Apoken*expression coded
from the p.iss Symbol, when this symbol is selected.

One difficulty of this system is that, like manual'bign systems and
ideographic systems in general, it has no specific syntax except for
the addition of symbols in proximity to ohe another, or to determine
and qualify one another. A sentence translated from Bliss Symbols
nay or may not read in English order, or have English syntactical
markers, though it will have Enp148h semantic value if properly com7(__
posed. Another factor is that the system was devised by an adult,
making assumptions about the resemblance between given symbols and
the objects represented; children must make an effort of abstraction
to acquire and memorize the symbol's, and the,symbols sometimes cause
difficulty. For example4 the symbol for walking (legs) looks obvious
to a normal walking person but may not be recognized as such by a
child who has never walked. If children were to evolve their own
visual symbolism, the symbols And the relationships between them
might well be different from that of an adult system.

There is a summary of references to the Bliss Symbol system and
other pictorial systms in Lloyd (1976),. The Bliss Symbolics Foun-
dation publishes a newiletter.

For individuals who cannot cope with the demands of an abstract sign
system, or a pictorial system,(there haveibeen attempts to provide
more concrete signifiers. Following the iork of Premack who success-
fully trained a chimpanzee to attach meaning to concrete plastic
sSrmbols, to relate these to one another and to "read" and "write"
simple sentences, Carrier (1976) adapted the principles and tech-
niques. The Non SLIP method (Non Speech Language Initiation Program).
This method is based on a set of varied plastic symbols which have
a colour coding. ,,The child is taught, by imitative and discrimina-
tive learning, to-distinguish the symbols, to relate them to pictures,
and to place each symbol of a particular colour coding in the

.1:1'
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correct slot in a sequence. When the various skills have been

over-learned and put together, the child can select and put in

sequence symbols to communicate messages at the level of simple

sentences.

The grAding'andsequencing.of.teaching the program has received

careful consideration. There are "branches" in the program to

enable the child who learns inefficiently on some aspect to im-,--

prove his performance. It is claimed that the sys m can be

mastered in a matter of 12 hours in total; it has orked with

children who made no progress despite extended pe iods of work on

spoken language. The system does require thatLte child has con-

cepts of common objects, the equivalence of objects and pictures,

and ability to discriminate these. Despite being concrete, it

may be too difficult for ihdividuals who have little initialcapa-

city to classify-objects-or-symbolize. It has been said to work

better with children who already have some vocalizineverbaliiing
ability rather than those who have no spoken language at all.'

It is obvious that the use of these alternative systems is called

for when the langr,ge dieorder is severe but the child shows.some

capacity to symbolize.
,\

These programs are not a panacea. Children may bring to such pro-

grams the difficulties they encounter in acquiring spoken language.

Fenn (1976), studyingthe acquisition of sign lapguage by mentally

retarded children, emphaiizes the peed to simpliiy presentation,

reduce the conceptual load, and grade the learning to the limita-

tions of the child. Difficulties in use of signs for expression

reflect the child's semantic and syntactic confusions.

It is worth repeating that without adequate communication of some

kind, the child's learning in all areas is hindered at the age

when learning is most rapid.



A Guide to the Analysis and Selection of
Language Programs

This presents a summary of the principle's (based on theoretical and practical
evidence) for the description, analysis and selection of language programs
which emerged from the piresent study. The full analysis, as the end-result
of the study, was available too late to be used in detail to analyze programs
in the study, but contributed significantly to its thinking. The guide, in
whole or part, would appear to be a useful guide to research worker, pro-
fessional or teacher.

12.1 ttlE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CHILD

The characteristics of the child which bear on choice of language
program and need to be checked are:

1.1 Age Factors
Chronologics1 age
Developmental level
Age of onset of language delay/disorder

1.2 Cognitive Functioning:
yerbal and non-verbal intellfgence level/mental age

dSpecial abilities/disabilities (other than language) viz, memory,
motor, perceptual

Child's conceptual level: ability to classify, seqpence, relate
relevant stimuli/experiences

1.3 Pre-language Symbolic Processes
Level of understanding/use of imitative gestlire

. Level and kind of symbolic and dramatic play
Ability to manipulate and use common objects in the environment
Ability to relate normally to persons

1.4 Language Development
Stage of development in: vocalizing;

articulation/phonology;
linguistic structures (grammatical/syntactic);
remantics (grasp of common meanings);
action, location, belonging, negation;
animate/inanimate, male/female,
singular/plural, etc.
extent of receptive and expressive vocabulary

1.5 Existence of receptive language
expressive language
delayed/immediate echolalia

1.6 Skills/abillties Related to Language Learning
Level of abilAty to focus and hold attention to person/task.°
Ability tol,tarry,out motor imitation

.

Ability to carry out vocal/verbal imitation -.

Ability to atterid to multiple stimuli viz. words/gestures/songs/pictures
Visual/motor skills in discriminating/making gestures/signs
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.7. Relevant Attainments
Ability/readiness to read written language

1.8 ofLan2uae
Simple delay

.Loss of language ones acquired
Failure to acquire language
Impairment .in specific lunctions: auditory memory, difficulties

in eemporal sequencing, rhyehm, selection of sounds/words,

understanding/production of grammatical structures, etc.

12.2 THE DIMENSIONS OF THE PROGRAM

A specific program sitould be checked for the following:

2.1 Title, author ,or origin of progrmm

2.2 GroUp for, which program is intended:
age of students

. .

language or pre-language level
diagnostic:or educational categories of children
relevant factors as listed in "Characteristics" above

.2.3 Dimensions of Program,(some programs may utilize several approaches)

behavior modification/operant conditioning (of sounds/words/
utterances/graphic symbols/signs?)

beha4loral (based on defined, planned sequence of stages and .
prerequisite skills, e.g. Kent; Guess, Sailor & Baer)

programmed (lesion sequences; written script for teacher;
specific direction and-order of presentation, ,e.g.
Distar, Gray & rygetakis)

cognitive/conceptual (based on child's concepts, experiences)

e.g. Bloom/Lahey, Reynell, Chedoke

developmental 1. entry to program basm:i on child's Stage of
acquisition of language

2.'content of program based on child's normal
,J stages of acquisition,of one or.more aspects

.of language (e.g. Miller &yoder)
3. sequence of teaching or experiences based

on normal stages of acquisition of.language

(e.g. Crystal et al).
4. using expeviences/activities appropriate to

child's level of development and matching-
.

language,to these (Miller & Yoder; U.C.L.A.
Neuropsychiatric Center school for autistics,
Ritvo)

,5.-using "natural" materials and real-life
situations or play appropriate to develop-
mental level of child in a relatively
unstructured and open way

syntactic/gra tical (emihasis on following or developing

pre-dete ined or developmentally based sequences of

) linguistic structure),e.g. sentence patterns, subject-verb;
tense, person, pluralizing, etc.

,
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semantic (emphasizing meanings, relationships to tategories
of experience, e.g. actor/action/objec9. possession;
location)/

phonological j(articulation and production of speech .sounds,
intonation or auditory eraining)

functional language (acquisition of specific language skills
or reiponses used for particular adaptive purposes)
e.g. requesting or social interaction

2.4 Empha s ExpressiVe or receptive language or balance
between these

2.5 Stages specifically included, viz. Motor imitation
Vocal imitation

. Verbal imitation (words, etc.)
Receptive use of words.
Discriminating between objects/

word-labels for objects
Rote!iproduction of words
Requesting and refusal language

a . (e.g. "Give me...")
Meaningful use of words for objects,
Sentence patterns etc.

(For more detail, check against sequences such as Nisonger Prograt;
Kent; Bricker and Bricker; Miller and toderl. Guess, Sailor and Baer)

2.6 Specific Content or Scope of Program
extent of vocabulary to be used/learned; iegree Of control
over vocabulary; skills to be acquired; linguistic structures
covered and seqdence of presentation. (or number and kind of
non-verbal symbols, or,signs); complexity of utterances

2.7 Stage of competence aimed at;
a) whether functional, Ise at the level acquired; or as a

stage to acquire a higher level of language
b) approximate stage of language to be reached, e.g. 4 year

level; competence in everyday conversation; ability to
follow lessons normally, etc.

2.8 a) General aims of progra0 (as speqified, or derived from
cOnsideratión of the"content, tasks,
stage,of competence to be acquired)

b) Specific objectives set out, or specific stages to be mastered 4

2.9 Procedures for establishing a baseline or point of entry into
the program (or for application of diagnostic information
in decision)

ti

2.10 Methods/materials/tasks for evaluating progress of student.
(Built-in procedures for assessment; external criteria and procedures)

)
2.11 Procedures for deciding exi from program

(Criteris for level of.comp tence or.completion ofoprogram)

4.
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2.12 Setting/organization appropriate for program:
individual therapy
group therapy

. j.ndividual teaching in class
small group teaching (up to 3 or 4 students)

class teaching

e . individual assignment/following presctibed program
individual play/activity
group play/activity

at school
in the home .

in residential institutions

2.13\ Appropriateusers:
\ speech pathologists

psychologists/other professionals
trained behavior managers
trained teachers
child-care workers

0\ parents
peers

.

\ 2.14 Form of program:
kit providing specific'instructions and all necessary materials

series of written lessons/scripts for teachers to follow (e.g. Distar)

manual specifying procedures with elaborated examples, but leaving

..t. ch(oice of'specific materials or procedures to teacher (e.g.Lee)
manual outlining procedures and sequences (guidelines) with

illustrative examples
kit providing variety Of materials with suggestions on sequence

and ur but leaving some choice to teachers (e.g. Peabody)
programmed/prescriptive materials (e.g."00cping machine and

fibmes, programmed workbook, etc.)
games-or pieces of equipment together with limited guidance or

with luggestions for a variety of uses by teacher
completely open choice of materials or content by teacher

and/or child

1

.*

audiotapes (with or without supporting guidelines or commentary)
\ slides/filmstrip (with or without spcLific commentary or 'guidelines)

. 2.15 What materials have to be provided by the teacher?

2.16, Is there a need forgspecific pieces of equipment, e.g.
.Bliss Symbol boards
Non SLIP plastic symbols and related equipment
"electronic ear"
amplifiers/listening centres
.tipe-recorder (for published tapes)
retord-player (for records which are part of program material)

chaktb
etc.\

2.17 Are One or more alternative non-verbal forms of symbolism used:

Non-SLIP; written language; Bliss Symbols; picture boards/rebus;

sign language (specify kind, level used, expressive/receptive
and relationship to other forms of communication); 'Anger spelling



2.18 Does the program,claim to%be a form. of "total communication", i.e.
use of sign and verbal language, or other mixtures of forms
of communication?

2.19 Describe the extent to which specific aspects such as the above
differ: a) at different stages of the same program,

b) to meet different needs, or
c) different levels of coxpetence in the same child, or
d) needs of different groups of,qhildren

Thq_alula_guideline is intendeLapecifically for analysis of a
nabetE_g22Illaliedtodescribethedistinctroram.lt:

varying contributions of different parts or stages of a total
classroom curriculum.

12.3 -DETAILED DESCRIPTION ANALYSIS OF A LANGUAGE PROGRAM

To be accUrate and useful, the description of a language program
,must be detailed and take account,of'the several dimensions or
aspects by which a program can be classified. A program may
resemble other programs in some ways but be quits uifferent in
others. It Ls suggested that the reader use the following
analysis by checking off those aspects which best describe the
program which is being examined. Different programs can be con-
trasted as "same" or "different" in significant ahracteristics,
or programs can be ranked in terms of each important character-
istic and so compared.and contrasted.

The features described below may be,bipolar. That is, if a pro-
gram is high on one aspect, it will be low on the opposite. On
the other hand, the characteristic may be found in all programs
but to varying degree. CharacterisLicc may appear to be indepen-
dent of one another , e.g. "devilopipsnta" and "structured", or
may tend strongly to go togethei, e.gnome versions of the
"developmental" approach tend to be assOciated wiih a leis struc-
tured approach, i.e. a more "open" form of learning emphasizing
experience and activity by the child as an important basis;
"programmed/prescriptive" approaches tend to go hand in hand with
specific skill teaching, strict sequencing and/or behavior modi-

v,fecation approaches.

12.3.1 CONTENT AND SEQUENCE (Structure)

(1) The program has more or less explicit long-term goals ( )
short-term objectives ( )

(2) The program has a specific content ( )
(e.g. concepts, linguistic,structures, semantic ideas,
vocabulary or phonological skills or any clear choice
and organization of such content) Specify:

(3) The program has a distinct sequence or set of stages ( )

(linguistic structures, abilities, skills)

1 r.)
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(4) The specific dequences of linguistic structures or skills

which build on one another 40 so:

a) by following the "normal" developmental sequences of

language acquisition
(i) the most frequently occurring structures in a stage

(ii) the apparently most important structures in a stage

b) by,following a sequence of prerequisite skills/tasks

established by experiment or praCtical trial

c) by following a sequence suggested by a particular theory

about language or the nature of learning, e.g. from

simple to complex; successive learning of two related

structures; simultaneous learning of two related struc-

tures; OR the demands of the particular medium, e.g.

Bliss Symbol/sign Specify:

(5) The program can be varied and adapted to individual need in

terms of stage of entry to program by child, stage of exit;

in terms of pace of instruction
. in terms of particular materials selected for learning

in terms of particular instructiyial approach or motivation

but must have defined linguistic content and/or sequence

Specify the above:

(Semi-structured/Unstructured)

(6) The program does not select defined linguistic content or

sequence or both

(7)' The program uses a variety of materials and learning situa-

tions to teach a variety of skills/tasks but ranging wider

than language, e.g. academic/adaptive/social skills

(8) The program is based on practical, day-to-day decisions

on what language skills a child needs in the short term

(9) The program uses a book or materials (e.g. workbooks) which

have linguistic content but follow no particular pattern,

e.g. functional language; teacher selection from Peabody

(10) The program assumes there is more than one sequence of tasks

or sets of materials or experiences which will lead to

required language learning and these may vary from child to

child

(11) The program uses "open", relatively unplanned situations

based on child's needs or interests (e.g. pre-school envi-

ronment, unstructured play, field trips, conversation,

general environment)

NOTE: that a linguistically-structured approach can make use

of developmental and environmental situations.as in

the Lee Interactive Language program.

I 5
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12.3.2 INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACHES (Programmed-prescriptive vs. less programmed)

1. Specific sequences of learning, tasks or skills have to be
acquired in specific order or specific ways under control
of teacher or material (e.g. Workbook)

2. The program has a sequence of specific "lessons" or frames
(in a teaching-machine or programmed-material presentation)

B. Lessons are written out in detail or have a detailed "script"
which the teacher must folloa

4. The program is likely to be based on a performance- or skill-
analysly- leading to specification of: behavioral objectives,
specific skills to be mastered in sequence and levels to be
attained Specify:

5. The program has strict criteria for entry to learning and
placement of child'on the program

6. The program has strict criteria for determiuing mastery of
objectives/skills and for advancing the student, repeating
tasks which are not mastered and final mastery Specify:

7. The program is in fixed fe-m for all students (e.g. workbook)
or defines strictly the responses the teacher must make, i.e.
there is little freedom to uary response on part oi teacher
or student except by the instructions of the program

8. Emphasis is on skills and drills/practice for these

9. The well-structured prescriptive program is likely to be based
on a performance analysis or skill analysis of the objectives
to be reached and the ways in which skills and sequences can
be broken down in detail to attain these objectives (e.g. Kent;
Guess, Sailor and Baer; later stages of Bricker and Bricker)

Specify:

10. The program has clearly defined instructional procedures,
e.g. cueing the child, imitation, expansion, reinforcenient,
fading out Specify:

11. The program has defined kinds of levels of reinforcement/
confirmation of success (e.g. correct responses before reward,
correct repetition or 6.-ctrimination of stimuli before task
is considered sufficiently mastered)

12. The program is likeli to rely on extrinsic reinforcement
e.g. primary reinforcement (food), tokens, approval, rather
than intrinsic motivaticn (exploration, curiosity or satis-
faction in completion of task). Need to Specify:

NOTE: that, although highly prescriptive programs are quite distinct,
elements of programming/prescription must enter many teaching
approaches as either major or minor contributions, e.g.
follow-up drills and reinforcement within a "developmental"
program.



12.3.3 THE DEVELOPMENTAL APPROACH

"Developmental" has a range of meanings. Failure to distinguish

between these leads to confusion in description.

1. "Developmental" can mean choosing content or sequence of

Dinguage learning by basing them on the normal development
of language acquisition/succession of linguistic structures

°found in the young child (as in Crystal (1976))

2.."Developmental" can mein placing a child in a particular
program or stage.of remediution by considering his develop-

' mental level in language, concepts, etc. (in relation to (1)

- above, possibly)

3. With a young language-delayed child, placement at his actual
developmental level in a program or learning environment

OR
4. With older or language-disordered children, placement in a

program at a level "equivalent" to the developmental level

, or stage the child has reached in language, irrespective of
his/her size or age, e.g. a 3 year old linguistic level of
structure for a student much older who has only just reached

this level

5. "Developmental" may mean not relying on linguistic or conceptual ( )

structure derived from general considerations of children's

development but drawing on the child's immediate interests
and choices, his "natural" language activities, experience or
play, or using the environment for "real life experience" in
order to stimulate use and application of language structures/

skills
(The typical "open" pre-school/kindergarten approaCh)
NOTE: The above need specification. Commitment to one aspect

of the developmental does not imply commitment to others,
though this may be likely. The developmental approach

(Sense (1) and (2 above) can co-exist with structured
language cont. (see Lee and Crystal). A "skill/

prescriptive" p gram is, however, unlikely to be found
associated with developmental approach as defined by

5 above (though, as noted, total classroom programs
often have bits of many different approaches)

Sense (1) of "developmental" is that used in following
chapters of the report for Sequence "Developmental"

Sense (2) of "developmental" is that used in the following
chapters of the report for "Entry" (to program)

Sense (5) of "developmental" is used in the following
chapters of the report to describe what is there called
"Environmental" developmental.

NOTE: A majority of classroom language programs in the study had
important components of the developmental in all three
senses, but also important components of the programmed/

prescriptive approach. (See Chapter 16)

5
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12.3.4 "ARTIFICIAL" PROGRAMS

Some programs follow a more or less strict sequence of language
content which is not.based on normal stages of development of
language but departs markedly from these, either (i) in the kind
of language to be learned, or (ii) the medium of-presentation.

1. The program uses'teaching or sounds/syllables related to
visual equivalents (rather than words, structures, etc.)
Example: the Association Method, Eisenson method
Specify:

2. The program builds up speech units by reinforcement/imitation
of basic vocalizing or speech sounds to arrive at a functional
use of language (unrelated to normal stages)
Example: operant conditioning of language: Santa Barbara

Project, Teachers' Mhnual
Specify:

3. The program uses alternative symbol systems (see ALTERNATIVE
SYMBOL SYSTEMS) which may or may not follow normal develop-
mental stages in choice and\sequence of learning of symbols
Example: the John Horniman language prlgram

4. The program uses written language before spoken language or
concurrent with it
Examples:. Association Method; John Horniman program

12.3.5 ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE NATURE AND STRUrTURE OF LANGUAGE

1. Assumptions about the.language to be learned:

How explicit are these assumptions or concepts?
( )

What system or theory, if any, underlies the program? ( )

More than one theory or approach?
( )

What explicit/implicit goals does the program set out to reach? ( )

Specify:

Possible foundations for program:

a).Transformational grammar (Chomsky): base sentences, ( )

transformations; linguistic structures defined by this grammar
(Example: tee, Gray and Fygetakis)

b) Systematic but eclectic approaches to grammatical structure ( )

based on developmental cpnsiderations Example: Crystal

c) Use of eclectic, structural grammars as guide: ( )

Crystal, using Quirk et al "Contemporary Grammar of English"

d) Semantic approaches i.e. communication of meaning through ( )

language structures
Eclectic (based on child's experiences) Miller & Yoder;
Nisonger program; Los Angeles County Autism program

e) Semantic/conceptual i.e. linking'Specific stages in child's
concepts in a Piagetian activity situation to linguistic
structures Example: Bloom and Lahey

( ')



f) Semantic/case grammar i.e. linking meanings to be acquired ( )

'by child to theoretical expectations based.on development

'Of language or succession oflearning as defined by case

grammars such as Chafe

grCommunication" models, based
considerations viz, autistic
or on linguistic-theories of

Halliday
Specify:

h) Vocabuiar Buildiflg (with or without other language abilities) ( )

viz, many applications of the Peabody materials

i) Empirical bases for categories/stages of language to be

taught, which do not conform to'developmental stages or ,

language theory
Example: Guess, Sailor*Baer categories of language

skills; Distar Specify: "k

j) Functional Language:Language, meaningful or rote, acquired

for specific adaptive or social purposes without reference

to developmental/theoretical considerations

pimple: autistic programs; learning to request, labelliqg

'of common objects/situations, social formulas
Specify:

on practical, functional
programs e.g. Santa Barbra,
language as discourse e.g.

)

k) Undefined or haphazard mixtures of language skills or

content, of spoken and written, etc.
Specify in detail:

1) Phonological aimedat'improving child's articulation or

pronunciation of speech sounds/syllables'or intonation

as such, without rekerenct to meaning or structures
"Generative phoqology" viz, distinguishing sets of dis-

tfhctive features in the child's speech system and using
these to develop systematic discrimination/use of sets of

speech-articulation features
(Rule-related approaches, viz. Compton, Ingram)

or more eclectic, less systematized functional approaches

to production of speech sounds/speech therapy
(e.g. the production of verbalizing in first stages of

many autistic programs)
Specify:

NOTE: The above categories add more detail to the concept

of STRUCTURE (CONTENT & SEQUENCE)

y

2. LANGUAGE - Receptive: Rote

)

)

( )

Comprehension ( )

Expressive: ( )

Reception/compvehension precedes expression ( )

(Example: Kent, Bricker & Bricker)
Reception/comprehension alternate or are ( )

simultaneous

/ 5 (



3. What is the sequence of receptive and expressive language
in the main stages of tt;e program, in terms of:

/

vocalizing
responding to/using speech sounds
responding to/using intonation
responding to/using syklables
responding to/using wor40
responding to/using wordlyis requests/labels
responding to/using sentence patterns
responding/expressing at ROTE level (formulas,

functiona language)
responding/expressing at MEANINGFUL level

(i.e. flexible response to language; ability to
*produce a variety of language structures appro-
priately or to vary the same sentence appropriately)

Specify:

12.3.6. REVIEW OF LANGUAGE COMPONENTS

Check whether the program contains these elements and what is the
relative importance attached to each (a) in the whole program, or .

(b) at different stages of the program:
A

...Phonological: experience in auditory perception/ ( )

discriminition/memory
articulation/speech production )

Syntactic/ understanding or producing spacific ) .

.GiAmmatical: sentence patterns; using transformations
such as negation, question forms, grammati-
cal or-morphological structures, e.g. tense,
person, plural, preposition usage
OR mastery of word level, phrase level,

clause level
Specify:

linking experience and language forms to
express major categories and distinctions
of the child's world, e.g. action, location

extending vocabulary not only in .size but ( )

"difficu1ty"0 complexity and width. Literal
and figuratiVe usages. Changes in word form
relating to meaning and grammatical use.

real-life usages; atility to converse;
exchange information or feelings; regulate
one's own or other's attention/behavior;
social and interpersonal usages and awareness

Semantic:

Lexical/
morphological:

Pragmatic:

12.3.7 THE USE OF OTHER ASPECTS OF LANGUAGE IN THE PROGRAM
(reading, writing, spelling)

1. Place of reading in the program (a) as a medium/aid to learn
spoken language, etc.

(b) as a product of language
learning



2. Place of writing in the program (2) as a medium/aid to learn
spoken language, etc.

(b) as a,product of language
learning

3. Place of spelling/phonics in (a) as a medium/aid to learn

the program spoken language, etc.
(b) as a product of language

learning

( )

( )

4. Specify whether reading is graphic (letters, syllables, wurds) ( )

auditory (phonemes, syllables, words) ( )

word recognition .
, ( )

comprehension. ( )

audio-visual, i.e. hear-read or ( )

.\
visuo-au4itory,.i.e. read aloud ( )

silent ( )

5. Is strictWcontrolled vocabulary, etc._used for above? '( )

NOTE: This Section relates to the significant overlap of some
classrO4 language curricula with academics.
This seceion also should be used to Assess "reading/

-Wrieing"-Ithe-Morcgeneral-rion,verbar:sense., -e.g.
."reading" Bliss Symbols and produCing sequences of
Such symbols'to express a message.

12.3.8 THE USE.OF ALTERNATIVE SYMBOL SYSTEMS

( )1. Does the program depend on or make major use of an alternative

(non-verbal) symbol system, e.g. sign, Bliss?

2. Does,the alternative system.replace speech? ( )

3. Is the alternative system used together with speech? ( )
("total communication")

4. Is the alternative system used to build up verbal compre-
liension and/or speech? ( )

,5. Does the program depend on Use of a manual sign system?

6. What kind of sign system is used (e.g. American Sign Language,

Visible English, Paget-Gorman) Specify:

7. How "conceptual" is the sign system, i.e. specifid signs ( )
stand for Concepts which can be 'modified by additional
markers/signs rather than each idea having its own

arbitrary sign Example: Paget-Gorman sign system (concepts)

8. How "syntactic/grammatical" is the system (i.e. are signs

presented in.English word order; does the system use signs
for plural, tense, etc. attached to concept signs, e.g.
specific sign for "gone" or "-ed" marker attached to a verb?

9. Is there a combination of other, media with sign, e.g. Bliss,

pictures?

10. What is the transition from sign to other media? (e.g. linking

sign with elicture, pir'ure with word, sign with word, etc.)
Specify:

I
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11. Is finger-spelling used, as a separate system? (
or linked with signing? (

12. Is finger-spelling used, as a substitute for oral langUage? (
OT together with language? (

13. What is the degree of concreteness of graphic symbols Used:
Non-SLIP and "Premack" symbola (
Picture board

. (
Bliss Symbolism (

. Printed words (

14. Are graphic systems (e.g. Bliss) linked with

4 linked with
linked with
linked with
Specifir:

15. What levels/stages of learn ng are involved?

understanding
speech?i

using speech?
reading words,etc.
sign language?

e.g. learning to "read" Blis before learning to commnicate ( )
e.g. learning 50;100 200 or 00.aymbol.s_. ( )
e.g. learning to express func ional ideas, requests, etc. ( )

' e.g. learning to make statements ( )
e.g. learning to put symbols toget4r in complex signs

or statements
( )

Specify procedures/stages:1

16. How are symbols/signs acquired:

By operant conditioning e.g. modification of gesture for
e.g. association of symbcy.s with

or picture
By building a coherent system of communication
By selecting important concepts to teach
By using functional situations, e.g. requests, needs

(see Kent manual)

17. How is the system elaborated? A.e. shift- from acquiring
receptive mastery to expression; from functional use of
language to 'understanding that the language can be used
Liscuss concepts Specify:

\

sign (

thing (

to

13. How is the system elaborated so that the child becomes aware
he is using language and cap discuss other linguistic concepts
in it, i.e. picture, word, itatement, etc. (e.g. John Horniman)

Specify:

19. What is ihe,"vocabulary" of the system; what are its limits
in terms of its "dictionary" and the memory of the learner?

Specify:

12.3.9 SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES

1. Imitation:

2. Rote response

Motor ( )

Gesture/sign ( )

Vocal ( )

Receptive: e.g. trained to point to Ilbject ( )

Expressive; e.g. assdciation of verbal ( )

label with object

1
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3. Meaningful response Receptive: e.g. discriminating between ( )

choices
Expressive: e.g. choosing between alterna= ( )

tive responses

4.,Modelling of a linguistic response by teacher for child ( )

5. Modelling of response by peer ( )

6. Expansion of a child's utterance (grammatically; in terms of )

sense)

7. Reduction of teacher utterance to meet child's needs ( )

(e.g. "Bobby give ball" instead of''"Bobby, give me the ball")

8. Modelled imitation, e.g. two teachers or teacher-atild modal
a language interaction for th' d to respond to ( )

9. Organization of 2/3 way interac ion, e.g. teacher talks to first
child, he in turn signs to secondbo interpret; one child
responds to teacaer's question receptively (non-verbal) and
another is asked to say what happened (expression)

Specify:

10. ReqUesting behavior (teacher;chifd) ( )

. Negating behavior (teacher induces situation in which child ( )

refuses a request; indicates he is negating a statement)

11. Forced-choice questions .( )

12. Substitution exercises/pattern exercises, i.e. developing
a variety of examples of a sentence pattern

13. Deciding on specific sequences of teaching/reinforcement, viz.
using same preposition in relation to many different objects;
using different preition'in relation to same object

14. Organizing "discourse" between teacher and one child; teacher

( )
( )

( )
and children in turn; between children

Specify:.

12.3.10 GENERAL TECHNIQUES

1. Discrimination of objects/events and sets of equivalent stimuli ( )

2. Discrimination of responses to equivalent stimulL!

3. thablishing relation of stimuli to linguistic form

4. Achieving correct seqUencing of symbols

5. Discriminating between patterns in a similar set of linguistic ( )

structures, e.g., variants of a sentence, and between different
liaguistic structures in appropriate ways

6. Stages, in Kleffner's model of instruction, e.g.
a) responding to language ( )

b) learning to use language patterns at some level of complex- ( )

ity

)c) applying and generalizing to real-life situations

7. Use of direct instruction by teacher
partial cueing of response by teacher
stimulating child to expand structuLeb without direct

reinforcement
helping child "initiate" by suitable cues and initiators

( )

( )

( )
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.

8. Use of repetition/variation drills; individual/group

.-9. Use of massed vs.' distributed practice fay effective
practice andjetention

.

10. Sequential presentation of two related linguistic structur s

vs. aimultaneous presentation/discrimination (cf. Ruder 4

. 11. Monitoring of sequence und.transfer viz, whether teaching 9de ( )

structure first transfers more effectively to second structure,
or the converse (cf. Ruder & Smith)

NOTE: There are discussons of general and specific techniilues in
many texts, and specific examples in particular methodp
e.g. The AssoCiation Method. But for organized presentation
of such issues, see Kleffner (1973); Cryetal (1976); Ruder
& Smith (1974) and other discussants in Schiefelbusch &
Lloyd (1974); Santa Barbara manual.

(

12.3.11 SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR-MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

1, Operant conditioning: Schedule of reinforcement
Kind of reward
Specifi'c behaviors/skills reinforced
Criteria for defining objective
Criteria for defining mastery of task
Shifts in.schedule, reward,.etc. to meet

changes in child's learning .Specify:

2. Use of differential reinforcement
e.g. to l'in 3 reinforcement'so that child is prepared
to work in a group of 3 children. Specify:

3.. Cues used:\ phOmical prompts (physical interyention);
( )

physical prompts (placement, structure of stimulus ( )

in terms of colour, size, shape, etc.)
verbal prompts ( )

gestures/signs ,.,
( )

4. Stages of shaping, existi:ng response
d.g. encouraging vocalization/echoing; reinforcing
specific characteristics, e.g. vowel; eliciting only
specific sound required at appropriate volume and as
appropriate response

Specify:

5. Stages of fading procedures e.g. successive removal
of cues or prompts; dropping out a part of stimuli:is;
reducing volume, size, etc. differences

Use of signing together with verbal commands or labelling

Specify:

6. Objectives set:
production of specific limited motor or vocal response ( .)
functional bits of language/sign e.g. "Hi", "Please" ( .)

request and negative reques,t behavior, "Give me","Nof want" ( )

specific skills/labels
( )

questions
( )

conversational responses ( )

N.
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' 12.3.13 .CONCRETENESS/ABSTRACTNESS IN LEARNING SITUA/iION MATERIALS

.LEN

7 Mhat is the relationship of theskills taught to general
stages of linguistic development? ,

8. Evidence of organization of the generalization of responses
to new situations?

.' 1. Evidence (organization of) the extension of the language
,

'learned to the home and outside environment?
Specify:

NOTE: A variety of sources, but see Santa Barbara Autism
Dissemination Project Teachers' Manual; Lovaas (1976);
Los Angeles County Autism Manual.

12.3.12. USE OF SPECIFIC CUES OR Q0DES IN THE pR0GRAM

' 1. Use of colour-coding )

.0,s

. Class and sequence tif concrete.symbol (Non.SLIP)
Class mid sequence of words: Lea System; "Lamedial Syntax"

...

2. Arrangiment/seqvincing of symbols (Bliss SS6bol board & method) ( )

3. Association of sounds and written forms'(Association Method) )

and continuous (cursive) writing with continuous sound

4. Pictorial representation of idea or.sound, e.g. Rebus
4

Ts there a 3radation of concreteness in stimuli and activity and
is it relevant?

1. Use of real objhcts and.events, activities within classroom
or'in environment, e.g. field tri0s, cooking, etc, Real life
use of language/symbols/signs for labelling objects, etc.

2.. Use of functional language Ior requests, expressing needs

3. Use of play activities (directly or indirectly)-,e.g. sand,
construction, water, toys, etc. to promote labelling, request,
camMent

4. Use of drama (dressing up by child; role-taking; role-thking in. ( )

which teacher intervenes to promote role-plky; interaction of
child-child or teacher-child in dramatic play)

5. Use of puppets by teacher to communicate, or use by child in
free and then "directed" fashion

6. Use of objects for labelling, matching, classifying, e.g. ( .)

in a "treasure bag", matching objects

7. katching objeats to other representations, e.g. real object (

to toy c

8. Use of actual slides of the object ( )

9. Matching slides of similar objects, events, 'etc. to objects ( )

10. Matching objects to pictures, cartoons, diagrams ( )

11. Usingl pictures to generate language, e.g. labelling, discrimi- ( )

nation, classification
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c ,-*- \
.. ,

12. Use of secondary sources, e.g. videotape) film, to stimulate
x ..

, . language

13. "Real applications" of language: structured (teacher-prompted) ( )

and later unrehearsed conversation/discourse

14. Use of audio-tapes, records, etc:
a) real life sounds, music, rhythmic activity (e.g. Peabody) ( )
b) speech sounds, childten's own voices and recordings ( )

r c) programmed materials and Ore-selected tasks, e.g.
Developmental Learning Miterials tapes ( )

-15. Use of structured sequences of language-question, 'request, ( )

prompting, development of increasingly complex sentence patterns

16. 'Use of substitution drills, forced questions, or linguistically (, )

structured interactions (e.g. Lee Interactive program)

17.; Use of structured/programmed workbooks or materials; lesson
or script, by teacher

18. Articulatory training, sound arid auditory drills

19. Reading

.20. SpellingIwrittng

(

12.3.14 TEACHER OR'GANIZATION AND CONTROL For s ecific ro ram or, total ro rtm)

This section can only sketch cut.the very varied and complex ways in
which a teacher organizes.groups.for teaching, uses time and time-
tables and arranges materials in order to promote learning. Much.of
what is involved in this aspect of the program is ;,:eady covered by
answers to previous sections. It may be of yalue for the teacher, .

or the staff together, to consider these questions:

1. Teacher initiates: commands, requests, asks questions, states. ( )

Teacher shapes and reinforces responses

Teacher initiates but less directly; organizes learning
materials or situation to stimulate response (e.g.
pictures, settiiig up a structured role situation,
stimulating children to interact)

Teacher udes Otuation to encourage response (e.g. pre-school
play situation, puppet, using activities and experience to
stimulate language)

Children helped to initiate: given cues to initiate a conver-
. sation, cued to ask questions; given opportunities to

interact in dramatic play, puppetry or within a small
conversation group

NOTE: See Sections 9, 10, 11 and 12.

2. Emphasis in program is on:
. Information processing/skills . ( )
Learning by experience/activity ( )

or mixtures of these techniques ( )
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3. Group/ctass organization of teaching:

a) One/one (teacher/child)

b) One/one in group of up to 3 to 4 children (e.g., teacher

:works with one ahd keeps others busy; organization of

,learning for those not ieceiving direct attention of
teacher?)

c) One/many in small group (3 to 4). Teacher alternates atten- ( )

tion, instruction between children in turn' .

d) Group (up to 3 to 4); tdacher stimulates interaction between ( )

children or organizes different roles, e.g. asking one
child to ask a question and anOther to answer, etc.

e) Large group (more than 3 to 4), as above, (b) to (d) )

Teaching/discussion using whole class, as above (c.) to (d) ( )

4. Uniform presentation to whole class; demonstration of a 'task

or piece of Material by teacher; simultaneous activities

similar.to all, e.g.'responding in sequence (dittercnc children)

to same question or similar questiun (Distar); responding in

chorus; answering question or repeating variations of a lin-

guistic structure being learned or practised, etc.
Specify: %

5. Children work at sam'd time on similar materials or tasks,

e.g. workbooks, reading, practice ( )

.*
6. What are the teacher's own.preferred methods of

control
motivation (e.g. tokens, approval,.task-mastery)
focussing or teaching attention to tas,k
reinforcement (see Section 9 and 11)

Specify:

7. Organization of teaChiqg groups:
by age
developmental level
language level or specific language difficulties

8. Organization of specific.groups:
foi language instruction (direct)
;anguage experience/play, etc., e.g. pre-school
language gates and practice activities
reading
spelling/writing
math, etc.
remedial work

9. Organization of individual instruction
for language work (direct)
language experience/play
language games and'practice activities

.reading
spelling/writing 4

math, etc.
remedial work

a

( )

( )

'( )

( )
( )
( )
( ,)
( )
( )
(

( ) ,

( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
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10. Size of "small" and "large" groups
Specify:

11. Purpose of groups, as above: for materials used; centres
worked in; kinds of learning; levels of learning

Specify:

12. Timetabling: variation between morning/afternoon activities
etc.

Specific slots for specific activities during day, etc.
Same timetable for all students in class
"Individual" timetable or program for individuals or

groups, etc.
Length of time-slot activity?

13. How is time and attention distributed between students
and on what criteria?

How is time and attention distributed between different
sizes and functions of group (Sections 14.1 to 14.10)

What do students do when not receiving teacher's direct
attention or not involved in small-group interaction

. or conversation (practice/extension activities/play?)

Specify:

14. Does the same person teach the same children throughout, or
do children rotate between different people?

Specify:

15. Do children stay in home class or "rotate" to different
outside activities or to different teachers?

Specify:

16. How are space, storage and materials organized to facilitate
learning? e.g. learning centres, teacher control of
learning materials, child-initiated activities with
materials because trained to do so

Specify:

17. Use of teacher's aides

volunteers

18. Use of normal-peer instruction

Specify:

Specify:
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PART II

THE EMPIRICAL DATA

I hi.'



ILO The Methodology, Assumptions and
UP Background of the Study

13.1 SCOPE AND PURPOSE: REVIEW

The scope and purpose of this report is to:

1. Describe the needs and characteristics of children who are iden-
tified as having disorders or delays of language, i.e. have
severe communication disorder sufficient to ensure that they
are placed and educated in schools or facilities for children
with this variety of handicap;

2. Describe, analyze and evaluate as far as possible the varieties
of provision made for these children in the way of programs,
organization and teaching techniques. (See the full description
excerpted from the research introducing this report.)

This'study is not primarily concerned with the study of psychological
processes, neurological or medical causes of speech and language
pathology. It is concerned with summarizing relevant research on
children with specific language disorder.

An attempt has been made to provide a context of relevant research
in the Introduction. Definitions and criteria of language handicap
have been discussed. The principles and concepts underlying the
development, selection and use of programs for remediation af lan-
guage delay and disorder have also been discussed, to provide a
background of ideas against which the empirical facts on program
and curriculum-for children with communication disorder in Ontario
can be placed.

This is primarily an educational study. It must, therefore, take
account of the whole organization and content of the curriculum
for the language-handicapped ch.dd -- how the child is identified
for placement and grouping, the organization of teaching, staffing,
and resources. Programs must be seen, as far as possible, in this
context, not viewed simply as specific techniques of language reme-
diation.

13.2 THE METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY

The methodology of the study is essentially that of a survey. It

describes preSent arrangements and program, providing summary data
and trends on programs for children in the major educational faci-
lities which could be identified and visited by the research teaM
in the time and with the resources available. These are drawn from
a background population which is probably between a quarter and a
third of the elementary school population of the province. As noted
later, 75 schools or facilities were directly visited and observed
between March 1976 and the end of April 1977. Data were obtained
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on 487 children.

Identification of children was based on the perception and judge-

ment of professional workers in the educational system. That is,

the children were those judged by the participating facilities as
having severe enough language/commuilication difficulty to be placed

in a school, class, resource-program, or in a special facility such

as a hospital or regional centre *Mich claimed to provide, in whole

or significant part, for those language difficulties.

Identification WAS based, therefore, on professional, administra-
tive and essentially practical decisions, not on direct diagnoses

of individual children though of course various assessments and
diagnoses had been made by health and educational systems in placing,
children in these programs.

It is essential to emphasize that the children were identified
through their programs-and observed in their programs, since the
reporting of the variety of programs waa a main objective of the

stUdy.

(1) At the first stage, board of education, school or agency
officers responsible for the special education or treatment
of the relevant group were asked to identify their special
programs, or identify appropriate children within programs
if the programs were not entirely devoted to language dis-
order. They were given provisional definitions of children
with specific language disorder and asked to exclude, at the
first stage, children such as purely mentally-retarded, cerebral-
palsied, hearing-handiapped, or having only speech disorder.
A provisional criterion of two to three years' gap between
language level and level of general mental functioning was
given as guideline. In one county an alternative criterion of
children having a discrepancy of 30 I.Q points between verbal
and non-verbal intelligence scale scores was accepted as a
working alternative.

(2) At the second stage, the research team met the professional
group -- the research committee of the board, the special
education officers, the principals and/or staff of agencies --
and discussed in detail the kinds of children perceived as
having specific language handicap within the terms of the

study. Programs or children were included or exclude4Pby

comparison and contrast with criterion. At this stage, there

was reference to principals and/or teachers for their judge-

ments. The arrangements varied from locality to locality, but

in several instances all the teachers concerned with language
programs were brought together for discussion with the research

team. The participating facilities were asked to "over-
include" children, i.e. put forward all children who appeared
appropriate, including borderline cases.
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A brief checklist guideline, indicating the signs to look for
in ildren with expressive or receptive language difficulties,
was ssued.

(3) At e third sta e, the research team checked wit principal
and/or school or unit staff once again to determin whether
children fell within the limits of che study. Even his
stage, decisions on exclusion could take place.

The study therefore presents a picture of language-handicappo4 chil-
dren and the programs available for them as they existed in their
actual variety in 976-1977, as agreed between the research team
and the education s stem, not arbitrarj.ly defined by restrictive
selection criteria or tests imposed by the research study.

In a real sense, the process of negotiation between research team
and the system studied established who and where language-handicapped
children were. .

13. 3 THE INSTRUMENTS AND TECHNIQUES

The purpose of the studY was to collect infermation by (1) report,
(2) observation, and (3) from records, and to classify, compare and
analyze these observations. It was presumed, correci4r, lh the light
of later experience, that there Was a great deal of yaziety and
heterogeneity of handicap under the title "communication disorder'.
Also, that there was a siderable variety of *Inds and levels of
program.

Since the inf;,mation was c Ilected from several different sources
and was defit.Jd,to some ext t, by different criteria, it is at
times only partial. It is by definItion information which can be
fallible. Errors may be introduced in questions posed, in interpre-
tation by the re4indent, by possible errors or conflation of infor-
mation in coding. 'A cardinal principle of this study was therefore
that the data should be gathered from as many different sources as
possible, to permit of comparison and cross-checking.

The main sources of information were:

13.3.1, Structured interviews with the principal or other proie:Jional
person in charge of a school or facility. Theae interviews gath-
ered information on the administrative/statistical ackground of
the program: the number and distribution of children; methods of
intake and classifying children; stakfing, experience and qualifi-
cations of staff; and the organization and goals of the facility.
The main instrument was a questionnaire, Schedule 2/1. Some ques-.
tions on the organization of the individual classroom or program
wpre also wilted on Schedule 4/1 (Tr zher).

13.3.2 Structured individual interviews were carried out with the teacher
(or teachers, therapist, child-care worker or whoever was directly
responsible for organizing and teaching the child's remedial pro-
gram.
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These were based on Schedule 4/1, which covered qualifications of
respondent; a definition of program goals; preferences for parti-
cular teaching approaches; the organization of group and individual
instruction; use of techniques, materials, resuurces and space;
and the choice and use of specific remedial programs.

This interview with one research worker normally took about an hour

and a half. The schedule was completed by the same teacher(s), who
also completed Schedules 1/1 and 3/1 on each individual child iden-
tified as participating in the studysand found within the program.
Schedule 4/1 is the 'main source of data on programs.

13.3.3 The research assistants, normally working two together, also spent
at least a morning or afternoon observing each classroom or facility,
depending on the number and.complexity of programs in that school
or facility and the number of children in each program. Normally,

aL least two days was spent on each facility. In a large program
such as Bedford Park, more than three weeks was spent in interviewing
and gathering data. The research workers not only gathered informa-
tion by interview but observed the interaction of teacher and child.
They wrote detailed descriptions (forming the basis of case-studies
,in selected instances reported later) of classroom space, organize-
Ition and grouping, variety and use of materials and related observa-
tions. It shoul6 be emphasized that at, no point were teachers, as
such, evaluated.

13.344 Additionally, the two research workers working independently observed
five-minute samples of the interaction between teacher and specific
children, observing one child at a time (though the whole context of
the interaction and the contribution of children other than the one
being directly obaerved were also ,noted)..4 After much discussion
and trial, it was decided to base the observation simply on the
interaction :if teacher with child (ace Berry (1976)) and not on
sampling oc all the child's behaviors in the unit of time. Complex
forms of recording were originally drawn up,
but experience indicated that the wost practical form of coding was
simply in terms of (1) who initiated Ex interaction and (2) overture
or response in the form of: Question, Comnand/direction, Reinforce-
ment/ encouragement, Directions on carrying out some action, State-
pent or Explanation. With the time and resources available, it was
laot possible to do mo l? than review these protocols for general
consistency betw:en pairs of interviewers (which was high) and
content. It would be of interest to relate the analysis of the con-
tent of these interactions and the specific classroom program or
other aspects of organization and Leaching apprnach.

Even cursory review revealed the fact (based on previous research,
Flanders (1970)), that teachers normally initiate and control tea-
ching interactions. (Flanders'"two-thirds rule") This would be
expected when ther, is an emphasis'not only on using language but
actively teaching language. There were, howeVer, variations between
classrcoms and betw,m types of'program. (1) Obvrvation of a Distar
language program confirmed that the interaction ccalaleted of a highly
prescriptve and repetitive sequence of specific queatIons by the
teaLher and specific respoi*.ses by individuals or group. (2) The



Assocation Method used by aphasic cl'asses in the Belleville School
for the Deaf is by its nature highly structured linguistically,
sequenced, and repetitive so that interaction between teacher and
child is clearly defined. (3) Observation of a gym program in a
school ror language-disordered children revealed a very high level
of direct demonstration, command and directions by the teacher in
charge of a large group (which also haddother teachers present) but
with.little in the way of language response by children or inter-
action between children themselves, except in motor response. These
direct observations, like the recording of classroom floor plans
and the listing of materials, served as a confirmation of the con-
tent and style of the program or the variety of content witjAn a
single program.

13.3.5 The teacher of the program or person in direct contact with children.
was also asked to complete Schedules 1/1 and 3/1 as far as possible
on each child identified as entering the study.

Whereas Scheduld 2/1 related to the total facility (principal) and
Schedule 4/1 related to each individual classroom program (teacher),
Schedules 1/1 and 3/1 described the individual child. Schedule-1/1
describes: age, sex, father's occupation, ability level and the
diagnostic category in which the teacher agreed the child best fitted,
as well as questions on the age when the child was first placed in
the program, records available, information on tests of sight and
hearing if available, the number of diagnoses and of placements for
the child and data on assessments. This is basic data on child,
just as 2/1 is basic data edbackground of program.

,

13.3.6 Schedule 3/1 was a checklist of language skills: receptive and ex-
pressive, which research suggested represent stages of language
acquisition not displayed by children with language handicap.
This involved judgements by the teacheribased on ekPerience of the

, child and is not a direct-language samplle. In thdlight of experi-
ence, this schdule might well have beenfaugmented or replaced by
a checklist such as the Bzoch-League or Washington scales, but main
concern was not to overload the teacher, already committed to a
heavy schedule of individual interviewing.

13.3.7 Schedule 1/1 is essentially the basis of the description of the
needs and characteristics of children, augmented by data from
Schedule 3/1 on thd language performance of handicapped children.
'These data were classified by age, sex, socio-economic,status and
ability level where available, and by "diagnostic category".

As noted later, data on socio-economic status and ability are not
always available. There is a .considerable variety and heterogeneity
of kind and level of handicap within each diagnostic category,
especially that recorded as "language delay and disorder" (as
distinct from "aphasia" and "autism"). A crucial finding in this
study was the repeated evidence for a great variety of handicap
within the heading of "children with communication disorder", even
when consideration is strictly limited to those claimed to have
specific language disorder. To analyze these groups in more detail,
however, would have led to smaller and smaller specific groups of



dubious statistical significance. It would have forfeited statis-

tical stability as well as obscuring general patterns in a plethora
of detail.

It is thus not practicable to relate individual diagnostic catego-
rieas'and other individual characteristics to specific categories
in program and kinds of organization (Schedule 2/1 and especially
4/1), viz, how many children described as "autistic" have parti-
cular kinds of program or material available to them. Essentially
there are twc levels of discourse in this study: the individual

child and the iudividual school progfam.

13.4 THE BASIS .OF ANALYSIS OF DATA

The logical:basis (as well as the most practical for the educator
ind administrator) for description and analysis of the program is
the classroom unit and the school-administrative context of which
it forms a part. The "autistic" or "aphasic" diagnostic groups may
be found in a variety of.facilities and programs (classes, school,
hospital);. the "language disordered or delayedq are found in all
programs, though more usually in the programs based on regular
elementary school classes, which form by far the majority of the
facilities studied.

Evidence from the study indicated which groups of chilaren were

likely to be found in particular kinds of individual class/program
/and in turn which of these classes are typically found in a parti-
cular school or facility type. The comparison of type of class and

type of school/facility is found in Chapter 15.

13.4.1 Classification of Individual Children

Information on individuals from Schedule 1/1 was classified and
analyzed by categories: (1) sex; (2) age; (3) socio-economic status;
(4) ability level; and (5) diagnostic category.

13.4.2 =assification of Programs

Schedules 2/1 (school) and 4/1 (program) were analyzed by school
type. These are in many respects large, crude classifications but
make administrative sense. As they emerged in direct description
and analysis of their function,'they are:

Regular (practically all Elementim\but 1 or 2 Secondary) school
classes or programa (Education)

Hospital settings where educational classes or specific educational
programs are found (Health)

Regional Cen,trcs: special residential diagnostic and treatment
centres (Health)

Developmental Centres: facilities for preschool and young severely
mentally retarded/developmentally disabled children (Education,
Community Services)

Q
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"Residential Provincial "Schools These essentially refer te the
AErnest Drury School for Hearing...ftffdicapped, Milton and the School
-for Hearing Handicapped, Belleville, with programs for groups of '

aphasic children or individual language disorder

Preschools These are not regular preschools but preschool/nursery/
clinic facilities for young children with behavioral, language and
other-difficulties or special preschool programs for children with
language delay

Trainable Mentally Retarded Schools Metro Toronto Board or Board
of Education

Other Residential Provision Thia_essentially refers to a residen-
tial facility for adolescent autistics, i.e. Kerry's-Place (Health,.

AEducation)

Other Speech and Language programs; a residual category covering
resource services by speech pathologists within a board of educa-
tion setting and other special clinical/educational facilities, e.g.
The Child Study Centre, University of Ottawa (Education)

Mainly Autistic programs covered,classes organized by boards of
education and facilities such as the McHugh School, Ottawa (Education)

Mentally Retarded Language-disorder or autistic wer,2 also studied in
Regional Centres for the Mentally Retarded, hence likely to be
severely retarded and adolescent.

The mentally retarded facilities provide intafesting comparison and
similaritie6 to the language groups drawn,ftim other facilities.
Research on language remediation suggestp'that examination of their
programs is relevant. They are referred to for comparison but not
dealt with in detail in the analysis.

More detailed discussion is given as introduction to the chapters
on program.

13.5 . THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS
\

The basic schedules (1/1, 2/1, 3/1, 4/1) were devised to obtain a

wide variety of information, from several viewpoints, relating to
individual children, their language responses, and the resources
organization and curriculum available for the education of language-
handicapped children.

13.5.1 Questions on programs were modelled in.part on ideas drawn from
"Formative Curriculum Evaluation", Weiss et al, Ontario Institute
for Studies in Education (1972) which sets out a framework for
describing and evaluating curriculum goals, content organization
and teaching resources by classifying and ranking teacher responses.
The original procedures set out in nis manual for choice of content
were only in part appropriate to the much more detailed concerns of
this study. The procedures for ranking teachers' choices turned
out to be too complex, detailed and impractical for this study.
"Formative Curriculum Evaluation" refers essentially to standard
curriculum areas found in the elementary and secondary schools
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13.5.2 Questions in 4.1 on the, content of program were also inspired by

curriculum theory as described by Gagne, i.e. the analysis of- -1

learning in terms of distinctive processes and skills: (1) verbal,

(2) problem solving (science, etc.), (3).manipulation of symbols
(e.g. math.), (4) motor skills, (5) learning of values. Also by

(a) the distinction beeween learning by ."information processing"
(skills) and "activity and experience", and (b) the stages of
arning which range from initial exploration of the task to

p tice. These conceptual approaches were used to classify

tea ng styles or emphases in the program.

Concepts of content and sequence in remedial language programs and
teaching approadhes were drawn from sources in the literature, such
as Schiefelbusch and Lloyd (1974). For a full and detailed analysis
of these concepts, the reader is referred back to Chapter 12 in the

IntroduCtion.
II

,13.5.3

13.5.4 The moat important source and validation for the schedules, however,

was the principal investigator's professional experience of the

full range of education, including all varieties of speaial educa-

tion, in his role as inspector of schools (administrator/consultant/
evaluator of programs) in Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Schools
(England and Wales) over 11 years, 1960-1971; experiences of ob-
serving schools and (on one occasion) evaluating a small school
system (elementary and special education) in Ontario between 1971

and 1974 while working as Visiting Professor in the Department of
Special Education, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, and
while working on the Cyclic Review of the Primary and Junior Curri-
culum, Ontario. The principal investigator had prepared position

.
papers for a national conference in Wales (1970) on autistic chil-

dren and children with language disorders.

Experience in devising and using such questionnaires was also gained
in planning and carrying out the field, work for the massive survey
of "primary education in all its agpects"-conducted by the Central
Advisory Council for Education, Wales,for its repott "Primary

Education in Wales% H.M.S.O. 1968, to:whiCh. the present writer
?aCted as Secretary, 1964-1967.

Sources,ior questions on language and,individual psychological/
social factors were also based on the present writer'l experience

as clinical/educational psychologist, and present experience as

director (its centre for children with educational disabilities
in which intividual children with Aearning and language disabilities
are assessef:

Other sourcis for-ideas include Xraoner's analysis of the tasks
and processes in the elementary classroom.

.The time-line of the study did not allow of full preliminary trial

and item -analysis of schedules.

Several of the items in the schedules were experimental and proved
in practice to be too complex or verbose, required specific infor-
mation not readily available by tec-hers or the use of modes of



interpretation or 'Classification which were difficult for them.
These items were discarded as experience revealed they were not
contributing, or were shown up as deficient in coding and analysi.s.
The Pattern of statistical analysis in following chapters reveals
thn meaning and validity of the remaining items.

Some informatici.. requested from teachers on language performances
' of ch*ldren proved too detailed or complex to obtain, and these

ilems were omitted in the stage of coding and analysis. Schedule
3/1, in particular, proved to be time-consuming for teachers and
is probably.the least satisfactory.

13.6 .THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE INS UMENTS

S The schedules were administere}1 by a team of three research workers
who were directed to obtain sp cific responses to coded queetions
on schedules but else record fully all information offered to them.
They became adept in administering long and complex schedules in ,

reasonable time allocations (such as 11/2 hours for schedule 4/1). '

They were also prepared by discussion and instruction to observe
and'note in detail the roomrplan, group organization, materials
and resources of each room/program they studied. They were "not
professional speech pathologists, hence.were not asked to make pro-
fessional judgements en details of children's language handicaps or
on fine details of specific remedial programs. They were not pro-
fessional eddeators or evaluators., either, and this in fact was,not
their role. They became, however,.skilled observers and recorders.
of objective information and of judgements conveyed to them, i.e.
had the advantage of being competent "neutral" observers without
educational or professional prejudices or preconceptions. A strength
build deliberdtely into the procedure was the team approach whereby
at least two workers operated simultaneously in the same school or
program and in most instances duplicated their observation of la
classroom or child; this also permitted the efficient division of
labour in interviewing a prinéipal, also colleCting data from child-
ren's records while a third research worker began individual inter-
views with teachers.

On the other hand, the survey technique, detailed as it is, did not
at'this stage permit the detailed long-term or repeated observations
of programs andwglassroom interaction over a period of weeks and
months described.by, for example, Krasner. This can lead to power-
ful classifications of classroom processes and practices. (See also,
Farnham-Diggory (1972)) Essentially' Oe observation and analysis
of programs had to be on one occasiori; i.e. a "photograph" of the
program rather than a "movie".

13.7 OTHER TECHNIQUES OF RECORDING .

A small number of programs employing specific techniques (Bliss
symbols; behavior modification approaches using the Distar or rela-



ted material in classroom and home; the Association Method fo'r

aphasics and a peer teaching system) was recorded on brief segments

of video-tape by the research team and form part of the support
material for this report and for the Advisement to the Ministry

which is related to it. The principal investigator also took a

number of colour slides of episodes in specific programs (autistic,

hearing-handicapped, other) in the U.K.

13.8 RECORDS OF INDIVIDUAL CHILDREN

13.8.1 In Addition to structured interviews, observation of classroom pro-

grams and materials and direct samples of children's interactions
with teachers,'the research workers obtained permission from parti-

cipating facilities and releases from parents to obtain information

from children's.individual case-records relating to diagnostic
category, handicap, ability and attainments, previous diagnoses

and placements and available educational, psychological and medical

information. This was carefully coded to conceal the identity of
the child and has been used only in tabulations in statistical ana-,

lysis. Much of this information could, with suitable anonymity,
be used at a later stage in more detail to tease out possible associ-

ation between handicaps, types of placement and types of program.

(Though small numbers in groups and the heterogeneity of program
and children make this impracticable.)

45 ,

13.8.2 Cautions on Completeness and Reliability of Data

All possible precautions were taken to record all required responses
or to help teachers interpret and record appropriate answers. There

is, however, as in all practical surveys, a proportion of missing'

or obscure data due to respondents not answering'a queStion or

answering in ambiguous ways. Or data in a child's record is fre-

quently missing. This means that not all data are necessarily
available on all children.for all teachers or all programs in every

detail. The considerable mass of information available, however,
ensures that gaps produce random rather than systematic effects on

the statistical analyses and on interpretation. Where there are

specific effects, e.g. one or more important programs or classeg

omitted, this is noted.

Note is also made of specific items of information or bases for
analysis (e.g. socio-economic status) where the number of missing

cases is large enough to affect the interpretation of results.

4

It was noted, in particular, that children's.case records
1

varied

very much in comprehensiveness, effective organization an, detail

from system to system and school to school. In fact, this area of
information, which might have been expected to be the etsiest to
u'se and the most standard, presented the greatest diffriculties, ,

since the research workers were not able to use theit dwn schedules

and were restricted by the format of the records. They made a

practice of asking appropriate professional workers for extra in-
formation and confirmation on such records but were not always able
to fill out missing or confusing details.



The "goals and objectives" recorded In the study were based in part
on those enunciated by Zhe Ministry of Education (e.g. in guiding
the recording and coding of principal!s responses on Schedule 2/1)
and in part were a coding of the free responses offered by teachers
in describing their aims.

13.9 THE "MAIL ORDER" SAMPLE

A sample of 47 facilities (mainly elementary school programs) was
contacted by mail, using the full range of four instruments but in
suitably modified form. These facilities were se-
lected for this treatment because they were too distant to visit,
or the number of children involved did not justify.the.use of time
of the whole team. An analysis of the data from this sample is
used to confirm briefly the consistency of description of program
described by the main sample.

13.10 THE PARENTAL SURVEY

A sample Of 28 parents of children with language disorder included
in the survey (autistic, aphasic, language-disordered and mentally
retarded) was visited and interviewed in their homes in June-August
1976 by the research team. The schedule used is reproduced in the
Appendix. A chapter is devoted to parental views.

13.11 .SPECIFIC PROGRAMS FOR LANGUAGE-HANDICAPPED IN ONTARIO

Theibtudy was cormitted to examine specific programs for language-
,

diZordered children in Ontario, including:
A

The Thistletown Regional Centre (autisticilanguage-disordered)
Bedford. Park Public,School program for language-disordered (a Metro

Toronto provision)
The McHugh School, Ottawa (autistic, elementary program)
Belleville Regional Centre for Hearing Impaired (aphasic classes)
Kerry's Plfice, ,Clarksburg (residential unit for adolescent aphasics)

The program at the McHugh School is a project which has been examined
ahd reported on by a research team.based in the University of Ottawa.
Their study, based on a contract with the Ministry of,Education like
the present study, has been submitted.

The Belleville provision of instruction, consisting of the Associa-
tion Method to classes oraphasic thildren, is also a project which
is under review by the Ministry of Education.

In addition, the present study was requested to make contact with
the research study (contract with the Ministry of Education) being
carried out on the teaching of twelve severely-handicapped autistic
children by Dr. David Hung, which has also been reported to the
Ministry of Education. This research study, based on the Rotary
School; Yonge Street, Toronto, was visited and observed by the
principal investigator, who also discussed with Dr. Hung. It Was,
however,*decided that there was no point in attempting to describe
or replicate the extremely detailed analysis of individual response
and task/skill analysis available in this particular study; it

1 7 7
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fully speaks for itself.

As far as possitole, case-study reports were prepared, dt!...cribing,

tht organization and nature of the programs in the specific faci- '

lities listed. These are given in a;Separate.chapter. These pro-

;grams Were, of course, included in the statistical analysis.

13.12 ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS AND INNOVATIVE APPROACHES

°

In addition, the,present study was requested to indicate, as far

as possible, intereeting\or inhovative progra4s in Ontario. This

. is done briefly later. It should be noted that mention of programs

as having unusual elementi,of interest does not mean that piograma

which are .not mentioned are\uninteresting or lack value; no such0

evaluAtion is intended', nor could it be properly carried out within

the terms of reference'of the Present study. S

Provision was'made'for a.limited nuMber of visits to other countrieS

toobserve programs for language-disordered children which might be

of particular value for study by the Ontari.o eduCational system.

Several facilities for the autistic and severelrlanguagedisordered
child were observed in Britain. in the fall of,1916; the study tour

(which visited 15 schools or individuals in 3 weeks) also gave

opportunitY for discussion with major authorities inthe.fiàld of
research, training institutions and important voluntary asaociations.

Visits were made to the 'United States oh 3 occasions: to the Depart-

ment of Speech and Language, Northwestern University, Evanston,

Illinois, a major centre of research and teaching including autho-

rities such as Dr. Laura Lee; to the Wayne County, Michigan mental

retardation system which comprised provision for autiatic children;

and to centres, in California concerned with study and research on

antistic individuals such as the Santa Barbara Autism Dissemination'

Project,.Camarillo State Hospital,_Ca, and the Neuropsychiatric
Unit, Medical School, University of California, at Los Angeles.

Conclusions from these studiesand rtViews are presented in a

separate chapter.

It will be observed that the variety of kinds of information ang

sources of information presented im this study fulfill tbe basic
philosophical and methodological commitment -- that possihly,fallible

data should be observed and interpreted fram several different

points of view to .obtain a reasonably comprehensive and valid inter-

pretation.



A The Characteristics and Nrlds of
Children in the Study

14.1.1 The Background of the Study

Intonation on the characteristics and needs of children was based
on reports from teachers and others in direct contact with the
children and was based on structured interviews carried out by a
research worker. The instrument used was in the main Schedule 1/1
but additional information was gathered from direct r?view by the
research team of children's medical, psychological and educational
records (insofar as these were available).

The primary data were gathered from 75 schools and other facilities
and related to 487 children-an total who were also observed at First
hand in their programs and wlibse teachers or therapists were inter-
viewed while wozking within the program.

This chapter 44,cusses the number and distribution of various handi-
cap groups:01h% share language disorder; factors of asp, sex,
intelligence level) socio-economic status and diagnostic category
of individual children. Additional questions were asked about age
of diagnosis and placement, numbers of placements, ascrepancy be-
tween verbal and non-verbal ability levels or chronological and
language age and other questions which help build a description of
disordered children in the study.

14.1.2 The Definition of the Language-Disordered Group

It must be emphasized that all children included in the study and
all children described here were defined and selected by those
respons4ble for their assessment and education as having significant
handicaps in language/communication or being members of a_pf_a.al
facilities or programs for children with language/communication
disorder. A further selection Was made, in analysing the data, of
the children with specific language handicaps, as described later.

The most obvious fact is the hetero-
geneity and tange of handicap in the total group. As pointed out in
the Introduction to this report, these handicaps include or overlap
with: hearing-handicapped, educable and trainable mentally retarded,
cerebral palsied and emotionally disturbed groups.

These data,confirm the conclusion of Morehead (1974), Ructer and
Martiv (1972), Crystal (1976) and several other authorities that
tte language-handicL?ped group is very variable and heterogeneous.

Thes., are actually the range of children found in the programs for
language-disordered children which were studied. It should be te-
called zhat the study focussed on investigating and reviewing pro-
grams for language-handicapped. For example, in or4er to examine
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the Bliss Symbol program, it was necessary to study classes for

the cerebral-palsied since this program was first developed for

use by this handicap group and has since been expanded to other

handicap groups. Samples of children with severe mental retarda-

tion, from developmental centres and regional centres for the

mentally retarded, were included in the main group because a variety

of language programs has been developed for the mentally retarded,

ranging from intenaive language programs to sign language and "total

communication"; many such programs are more relevant to children
with specific language disorder (See MacLean & Yoder (1972),

Schiefelbusch and Lloyd (1974)). Some of the most interesting
"total communication" programs and some of the most effective or-

,

ganization of language teaching programs and applications of the

techniques of the speech pathologist are seen among the mentally

retarded groups in Ontario.

14.1.3 Comparison of Total Group Specific Handicap and Lan ua e-Disorder

Group

It is useful to examine the characteristics of the whole group to

find what common factors there nay be in language handicap, what-

ever the diagnostic handicap label. Nevertheless, for the purposes

of this study, the groups with specific language handicaps (as so

labelled) are identified and studied separately_indetail.

It is of value to use the whole handicap group (referred to as the

Total Group) asl a reference group with which to compare the groups

, with specific language disorder (autistic, aphasic and language-

`, disordered/delayed), referred to as the Language Disordered Group.

It is also possible make specific comparisons between the diffe-

rent handicap grot *ng the Total Group to bring out compari-

sons and contrasq . imguage-disordered _groups. Thus, there

is provision for ih. na1 orisons and tests of consistency or

difference between th.. .F' t handicaps contributing to language

disorder.

14.1.4 The Com osition of the %..uaip-Disordered Group

The specific language disorder group comprises:

Autistic (49), Receptive Aphasic (4), Expressive Aphasic (52) and

Language-Disordered/Delayed (153). This is a total of 258 or 52.9

per cent of.the Total Group.

The percentages ()I various handicaps cannot be taken as estimates

ot_Exevalence. They are not based on representative or random
sampling of all programs or of all children in Ontario who might be

included in those hal licap groups. They reflect, rather, the kinds

and number of classes ,r prog-ams studied, and the relative propor-
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tions of children with various handicap labels and also with signi-
ficant or severe language handicap found within these selected
classes.

In addition to a group labelled simply "Language-disordered/delayed"
(113), there was a heterogeneous group of children (40.) with a vari-
ety of specific descriltionti. These included children using only
gesture (4), limited-response to auditory and visual stimuli (7),
poor receptive language (I), can only vocalize (2), only single-
word utterance (1), restricted vocabulary (3), 2-3 word sentence (1),
poor syntax (4), poor articulatiun (1) and unclassified but severe
difficulties (10).

These are added to the main group of 113 to form the whole group of
language-disordered (153).

The above group illustrates the variety and heterogeneity of level
and pattern of handicap even within the lan ua e-disordered rou ;
the point emphasized by research and by authorities such as Eisenson
(1972), Morehead (1974), Griffiths (1972) and Crystal (1976), among
athers.

14.1.5 Fallibility or Omissions_il_kmording Data

The full recording, and the statistical consistency of dqta which
were complete and reliable, ccnfirm that the actual procedures of
data-gathering were efficient. No or more research workers were
always available to check on one another's procedures and record-
keeping.

The nature of the data,'however, reflects the organization of the
system from which the information was drawn as well as the character-
istics'of individual children and groups. Some data are well recorded,
in detail, by die school, facility or program; other data are not.
In general, the records on individual children kept by school or
class varied considerably in their comprehensiveness and reliability.
They did not have common factors, except age and sex of child; many
records were organized in unsystematic ways; data we-Le not recorded,
or not transferred from other resources, or were simply not available.
There is no standard minimum of information, nor of organization of
the:child's record. Medical, psychological and educational .1-1forma-

.tion may be separated from one another, or recorded in ways which
do not allow of ready, standard comparison of data between indivi-
dual children. A recommendation made here is for the introduction
of a standard form by the Ministry of Education for all handicapped
children who are placed in any special programs or treatment. This
would contain a required minimum of information on handicap classi-
fication, ability level, age, sex and record of previous assessments
in standard form, with dates and decisions on placement in programs.
This could resemble, with improvements, the records known as #2
Handicapped Pupils (or 2 H.P.) and #3 Handicapped Pupils (or 3 H.P.)
formerly used by the Ministry of Education, United Kingdom. An
augmented and systematic Ontario Student Record would also serve
this purpose.



The reader is cautioned, in reviewing the p-esent statistic, to
set them in the context of the information available and its

reliability. In particular: information ou the intelligence or

developmental level of the individual was recorderl by the school/

program in 49 per cent of cases; information on socio-economic

status (Blishen Scale), based on knowledge of the father's occupa-

tion, was recorded in 30 per cent of cases.

It was considered, from the consistent relationships within the
data, that dependable conclusions could be drawn from a 50 per cent

sample (I.Q. score) and cautious conclusions from the per cent

sample such as the record of socio-economic status.

By contrast, the diagnostic categories established by the research

workers working directly in contact with the individuals reporting
on program were recorded in 96.4 per cent of cases in the present

. sample.:

Some other categories, such as age of initial diagnosis, birth his-

tory, records of special tests such as neurological tests or of

discrepancy of verbal and non-verbal ability, are poorly recorded in
school programs (80% or more unrecorded).. There appear to.be
reasons for this: The data are recorded elsewhere (or may not have
been zeliably noted at all); the school may not see such information

as relevant or may not, in fact, be able to interpret it; only a
small minority of children may have had the condition or test in

question. On the other hand, when it can'be demonstrated that chil-

dren have been placed in a special class or facility, have been
assessed more than once and are likely to have had more than one
placement (all facts which emerge from the study and are discussed
below) it is strange that basic facts such as I.Q. level, reading
brade level, or the discrepancy between verbal and general/non-

verbal abilities are not consistently or fully recorded.

Attention is drawn, in following discussipn, to questious which
appear to be of questionable or limited.malue because the data were

not available for recording or appear liable to misinterpretation.

-

The observations of the research workers and entries on question-
naires were coded. Full analyses of all code4 data were carried wit
automatically by computer, to give frequencier4 cross-classifications
and estimates of statistical significance. It was necessary, how-

ever, to recompute much of the data in ordkr to focus on the rela-

tionshi s between the actual cases without including the "omitted

cr unrecorded" data which distort the relationships of interest.

Most tables have been thus re-organized, ur the categories combined
to illustrate relationships, or permit of statistical analysis.

14.2 THE MAIN VARIABLES

14.2.1 Numbers and Prellence of Language Handicaa

The number and proportion of children with language disorder/delay
in this study have been noted. They are: autistic 49 (10.1 per cent),
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aphasic 56 (11.5 per cent) and general language dAiorder/delay
l52 (31.3 per cent). These are percentages of 91e Total Group,
with various handicap laiDels but all with silipeicant language
difficulties meriting placement in a s cid/ program. The total
of the above is 52.9 per cent.

It is not possible to use these figures as estimates of true pre-
valence of language disorder, or its subgroups, in the general
school population. The study was, as noted, not a random repre-
sentative sampling of all possible language-deficient children,
calibrated by means of a common criterion or assessment and related
to good estimates of the parent school population of the appropriate
age. The study had to be based on selected groups, already identi-
fied and placed in special Programs of some kind for the language-
handicapped. They were identified by the professimeJs responsible
for their education/treatment on a variety of crite.,11. The intent
of the study was to reduce the variety and range of theeJe criteria,
but it was evident that different schools/systems had different
criteria.

It is not clear what refeience group should be used in :alculating
any present "guesstimate" of prevalence. Aphasic children in the
study were drawn from the whole of the Metro Toronto area insofar
as the membership nf the Bedford Park program is concerned. They
were also drawn from the aphasic unit at the Belleville school for
hearing-handicapped, which draws from a large north and eastern-
region of Ontario. Only two of the metropolitan boroughs, Etobicoke
and Scarborough, were individual participants in this study batithey
also heve additional provision in their own schools for language-
handicapped.eftrrattp. This is quite substantial in the case of
Scarhorungh and may contain aphasic and autistic children. By cop-
trast, thr Metropolitan Saparate School Board contributed a sample
of severely language-haniicapped children who are drawn from the
whole of the Metro Tomato area. For the autistic groups, reference
points were the Thistladwn-R gional Centre, which draws.on a larae
region around Metro Toronto, a d isolate rograms, such as the
McHugh Sell, Ottawa and the c asses i ,L.,elph (Wellington) and
Kitchener erloo). Other autistic g ,ups were drawn from the
adolescent r:sidential unit, Kerry's P ace. Autistic children were /

also fourA, ..'belled or unla elled, n other programs, e.g. the
hamilton L. provision. It thepefore difficult to fix on any
crear reference population for en- various groups: autiatic,
aphasic and general languaga-diaorder/delay.

However, the referevce populations for this sample are assumed to
)e those of the boards of education and facilities

whi coLtributed to the direct study of children with lan-
guage handicap: Metropolitan Toronto; Hamilton; Ottawa and Carleton;
Petecborough; large and small counties in southern and eastern parts
of OnLarlo; and southerly pLrts of Northern Ontario (e.g. Sudbury,.
This is in a4dition to the special rewinnal facilities listed. The
reference population could amount to between 1/3 and 1/2 of the
elementary sciT1 population of Ontario. The population figure is
662,412*.

* Toronto City and Boroughs (Plblic Schools) 238,301
Toronto Separate School Board 92,915
Other Boards in the F.cudy 331,215



The school population of the participating areas in 1974 was cal-

culated from an official Ministry of Education source (Directory

of Education 1975176). The total figure for children with specific
language handicap (inCluding autistic and aphasic) in the present
study is 258. It was declued to recalculate the proportion using
only the numbers for children of elementary school age in the
study (i.e. below-14 years of age) an estimated 210 and comparing
'these with the elementary school population derived from the above

source. The rationale for this is that the majority of the sample
in this study are of elementary school age and that all regular
school language programs, except for ane or two, are based on
elementary schools (see analyses in.Chapter 11 on Programs). On

this basis, the "prevalence"of language disorder within the condi-
tions of this study is 210 out of 662,432,or 3 per 10,000. This

appears to be a low estimate, but ±s subject to all the assumption

and errors of estimate above.,

What can be concluded is that 'there is a significant, even though
small, proportion of children who are identified by the school
system as suffering from a variety of language handicaps sufficient
to justify placement in special classrooms or treatment by special
programs in th regular school or in specialized facilities. The

258 identifie ere form a fraction 4hich is consistent with the

estimates of per 1,000 or less of specific language handicap con-

sistently con irmed by surveys of complete age-groups (summarized by
Rutter Et'Martin (1972)).

This, tewever, is likely to be a minimum estimate. As pointed out
in the Introduction, an:, estimate or-prevalence must rest on the
particular criterion for handicap which is adopted. If children
;rho are still lagging signific,ntly at Stage VII, from 6 to 13 years
of age (Crystal), i.e. whose mascery of linguistic structures is .

beyond the 41/2 to 6 year level but immature or well below the

norm for their age, are viewed as having a degree of language handi-
cap, then the estimaees of prevalence would ripe considerably. There

is a marked overlap between children 'with "language handicap" and the
more prevalent children with "specific learning disability". Klasen,

Colick, Vogel and others have demonstrated the strong relationships
between speech/language delay and speeific leaining disabilities
in the f4 s of wOtten language. (Set also a receac contribution
by Wallach (1977))

14.2.2 :1:he Pro2ortion of Autistic Children

The proportion of children labelled "autistic" in this study is
smad: 49 or 10.1 per cent of the Total Group (all handicapped) or
18.7 per cent of the more narrowly-defined Language-Disordered/Delayed
group of which they form part. ThiE finding suggests that the present
data are consistent with previous surveys and so are dependable. The

estimat,d propoction of autistic Atildren of school age is very small:
4 per 10,000 in the surveys is usually cited (Lotter (196) and
similar surveye in the U.S.A. and Sweden). The Ontario Autistic
Society on this basis estimate the tot:a] autistic population in
Ontario (0-19 years) as 1,335 (Bloomfield (1977)). Prevalence
estimates such as the above .luggest that the autistic group forms



ne third of the total languageLetordered group. In the present
'ample, autistics form one sixth (18 per cent) of the total language
disordered group of which they are part. If not included with the
language group, the autistics are proportionately 25 per cent of the
language-disordered group.

If the'estimate of 4 per 10,000 is taken as a basis (a distinctly
liberal one, which by Lotter's original definition included not
only the "core" autistic but autistic-type children) the school pro-
grams for autistics in Ottawa, Wellington and Waterloo counties,
for example, may (1976/7) contain only half of the estimated autistic
population.

-

The present sample of autistics (49) is large enough to enable some
conclusions to be reached about its characteristics, in the follow-
ing analyses.

14.2.3 The Proportic,a_af_Aphasic Children

There is restricted evidence on the prevalence of "aphasics" as an
educational or clinical grou.p, as contrasted with children who have
severe language disorder, vt specifically labelled. It is of inte-
rest to make some internar comparisons within the "aphasic" group.
Only 4 receptive aphaacs were reported as such, as compared with
52 expressive aphasic'. This makes excellent sense, since the pre-
valence of pure receptive aphasics is generally reported as being
extremely small (Griffiths (1972)). The Moor House residential school
for aphasics ancl'severe language disorder (Britain) contains only one
wide-age-rangerai.ass of pure receptive aphasics. As Rutter and Martin
(1972) point but, receptive difficulties of language are found much
less frequently than expressive difficulties, and comprehension/
receptive disabilities are overcome much more rapidly than expressive
in the development of young pre-school and school children. The same
point is illustrated and confirmed by the evidence from scores on
specific language tests discussed later which shows expressive diffi-
culties to be the most frequent of all language difficulties, and
receptive difficulties to be less frequent, ard to lessen with age.

14.2.4 Azit_12.LEt.yilItiska
4

The majority of the Total Group. (i.e. all 1.1n4pge handicap groups
in the study) were at the 6-9 year level_00%) and the 10-13 year
level (32.6%), i.e. a total of 72.6% tp%the primary and junior
stages.

The much smaller proportion of children in the under-6 group ref-
lects the smaller number uf children found in pre-school facilities
or diagnosed earlier than 6 years of age. The reader is referred
to the later discussion of g_ia_ec__)fc.s2____iianosis__f_orti.p1.AetLnent.

This first assessment is centred around ó years of age, with rela-
tively little placement betore this age.
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The small proportion of adolescents, 10-14 years, (16.4) suggests
a variety of conclusions:

1. There is a lack of provision at the secondary level for children.
with language disorders, ini.luding aatistizs.

2. It is possible that children have improvedsufficiently by age
10, or.later, not to be found in special settings such as
schools or classes. This would tend to be confirmed by the
small amount of evidence available on the success rate of chil-
dren with severe language disorders in improvIng or returning
to regular schools, e.g. Griffiths (1972) who found that one-
tha of aphasic children in her sutvey retqrned to regular
school by age 9.

3 There are simple administrative facts; e.g. that facilities such
as Bedford Park Public School provide for children up to age 13;

thereafter, whatever the level of progress, there is limited
provision for them. This study was unable, within its time con-
straints, to follow through such cases of children over 13 to see
if organized facilities exist. Outside areas such as Toronto
they probably do not. In Ottawa, an adolescent unit is about
to be opened (1977) to accept children who have passed through
the McHugh School for autistics. The proportions of the Language-
Disordered group in the various age groups is approximately the
same as for the Total Group (of which it forms a major part) but

slightly fewer younger groups (up to 9 years) and 14-20
groups, and rather more in the 10-13 years group.

What is of interest is the comparisons within the Language,-
Disordered group.

There is a significant difference in age-distribution between
autistics, aphasics, and general language-disordered children.
The chi square test places this ar beyond the level of 1 per
1,000 chance.

k

Examination of the proportions which would be expected if there
were no real difference due to age (in relation to actual pro-
portion of the diagnostic category in the sample) show t at: -

IA) Expected numbers of auastic children are found at t e below
6 and 6-9 year level bue fewer than expected at 10-13, and
markedly fewer at 14-20.

))

n) By contrast, significantly fewer aphacic children than expec-
ted are found at the below 6 to 6-9 level, but significantly
more a'. the 10-13 and 14-20 level. Markedly more children
who have general language disorder/delay are found at the
below 6 and 6-9 year levels and many fewer than expected at
later ages, especially in the 14-20 range.

In fact, the majority of children below 6,and 6-9 years are
found in the general language disorder grbup (24), a majority
not only of the 'anguage disordered but Of the Total Group.
Only 3 autistics and no asphasics are found in this level.

1 H,;



These facts, it must be repeated, reflect the sampling of present
_programs. Nevertheless, it appears there 1..; little provision for

C-autistic children (or placements made) at the pre-school level, and
° similarly for aphasic children. This is strange, since the handi-

caps in question are so marked, and clearly identifiable in terms
of language handicap and other forms of behaviour by or before age
three years.

Conversely, these facts may reflect the difficulty of firm diagno-
sis, especially of autism, and the difficulty of differentiating

.between forms of language handicap as presented in autistic and
aphasic children. (See discussion of aphasic and autistic charac-
teristics in the Introduction) However, if this sample reflects
the general state of affairs, it does raise questions about the
effectiveness of early diagnosis, intervention, and provision.

The higher occurrence of language disordered children in the pre-
school and early school age groups probably reflects the sampling
'of these children from the specialized preschools, mainly found in
Toronto, and from units which provided for language-delayed children
such as Chedoke-McMaster Hospital. It is ironical, however, that
children who are probably less handicapped (language disordered/
delayed) may be identified and/or placed for special treatment at
an earlier age than more severely handicapped children (autistic).

14.2.5 Sex Differences

Sex differences are significant and consistent throughout the whole
study. The ratio of boys to girls in the Total Group
is 2.25 to 1. This ratio is typical of the sex ratio in a number
of handicaps and is close to the ratio of 2 to 1 quoted by Rutter
and Martin (1973) for language disorder.

Within the(whole Language Disorder gronp, the ratio for atp_lasiss
is higher than this average at12.73 to 1 and the ratio for the
language-disordered group is even higher at 2.95 to 1. The probable
sex ratio for-significant/severe language disorder may therefore be
nearer a ratio of between 2.5 and 3 to 1. By contrast, in this
sample, there were much more equal sex ratios (more girls) in groups
such as hearing handicapped, educable retarded, cerebral palsied,
and emotionally disturbed.

14.2.6 Ability Level (I.Q.)

Because of the relative crudity of the I.Q. data, ability levels
based on recorded objective intelligence scores, or developmental
le 1 -We classified into 5 major groups: below 50 I.Q., 50 -

I. (r ded/slow learner), 80 - 99 I.Q. (below average to
- 114 I.Q. (bright-average) and 114 plus (bright).

As noted, 49% of the data were recorded by the school or could be
retrieved by the research team from alternative sourpes which were
reasonably accessible. This in itself raises questions about the
sufficiency of data which are readily available to the school or
unit. A dependable estimate of ability level for each child is



essential for effective planning of placement and program. Rutter

(1972), for example, demonstrates that I.Q. level in the autistic

group coupled with language 1#vel, forms one of the most important

predictors of educational success and general adjustment.

These scores could not be identified as being from a particular

test. It is likely that they are drawn from the Peabody Picture

Vocabulary Test, Stanford-Binet scale or WeChsler Intelligence

Scale for Children. These, though by no means applied to all chil-

dren, were those most frequently recorded. (The reader is referred

to the discussion below of the specific tests used,in the programs

studied.)

It could not be determined whether these were verbal or non-verbal

scores or an average of both. It seems likely, from the evidence

referred to above, and direct observation, that the scores represent 49-..

a mixture of verbal/non-verbal abilities. This accounts for the

generally low mean score in the Total Group, even when obviously

low-ability groups such as the trainable retarded and educationally

mentally retarded are eliminated. What thp group shares as a whole

is low LInguage ability,

aests show that the most\presentative frequency is in the 50 - 79 I.Q.

range, with 42.64 per 7e of cases. That is, the majority are of

retarded to slow learne level in mental ability, as tested and as

recorded here. Substant al numbers (24.3 per cent) are found at the

below 50 I.Q. level and a t4ie 80 - 99 level (21.11 per cent). That

is, 89 per cent of the Total Oçop. are below or at the average level.

The majority are in the slow-learning/educable retarded group, 'and

a high prokortion are in the "trainable retarded" range of abiliq.

Only 12.75 per cent are found in the average to above average ability

range. The median I.Q. is estimated at 68.

A substantial proportion of the children with quotients below 50

are represented by the trainable or severely mentally retarded

children or adolescents from two developmental centres and two
regional centres which were sampled in order to examine language

programs for the mentall7 retarded, and provide information on the

contrast or similarity between mentally retarded with severe lan-

guage deficiencies and non-retarded children with specific language

deficiencies. (See Daley (1976)) Nevertheless, these retarded

individuals (28 labelled as such: Downs Syndrome or T.M.R.) do not

form all the group of 58 with low scores. Low-scoring individuals

were found (as expected) in the Cerebral Palsy group (7 or 38.8 per

cent of this group) and among the educable retarded (18.2 per cent

of this group). As noted below, a significant proportion of the

autistic group (12.2 per cent) had scores
/`
he1o.N.50.

Examination of different groups (Table C) shows that none of the

T.M.R. group has quotients above 79,-- he highest proportion of the

educable retarded/slow learner gyobp (20 to 46 per cent) is found,

as expected, in the 50 - 79 I. group, and a small proportion
(20 per cent) within,the ayetage range of I.Q., 80 - 99. The cere-

,-



bral palsie4Iphysically handicapped groups have general low scores,
the majority 'being at below 50 and 50 - 79.1evel, but with some at
average and above-average levels. The distribution is much as ex-
pected from what is usually reported of the intelligence-levels in
this handicap group (Mordock 1974).

By contrast, the hearing handicapped and deaf groups show a range
of scores equally distributed between the categories 50 - 79, 80 -
99 and 100 - 114 I.Q.

These data are consistent, therefore, in identifying correctly the
groups labelled with various handicaps. This gives more confidence
in interpretations of the significance of the I.Q. scores, despite
the fact that it was available for only half the original group
studied.

What is of crucial interest is the distribution of scores in the
Language Disorder group.

It is evident that -- as in the Total Group, and even with the osten-
sibly mentally and educationally retarded groups removed -- the
scores in the Language Disorder group f all mainly within the below
50 and 50 - 79 level. If the actual Oercentages recorded are ad-
justed to take account of the 51 per cent omitted, then 66.6 per cent
of the Language Disordered group have intelligence quotients at W.

below 79, and 86.5 per cent hale quotients at or below 99. If the
groups 80 - 99 and 100 - 114 I.Q. are regarded as approximately
covering the average range of ability, 30.6 per cent fall within
this range, as compared with the 68 Ter cent or more which would be
expected in the normal distribution of tntelligence.

It is clear, therefore, that the specific Language Disorder group is
biased to the lower end of the ability range; in particular around
the educable retarded/slow learner level (50 - 79 I.Q.). The major-
ity are not in the average ability range required by restrictive
definitions of specific language ability. (See the Introduction and
also discussion in the Advisement to the Ministry of Education,
Ontario) As noted above, it is suggested that this bias in test
scores reflects what is characteristic of the group -- low language
functioning -- and not entirely low general intellectual capacity.

Within the Language Disordered group, the autistic,group, as expec-
ted from prior evidence, have a greater proportion of scores in the
retarded range (12.2 per cent, or 33 pef cent of actual recorded
cases) and 18.4 (50 per cent of actual cases recorded) in the 50 -
79 level. That is, 83 per cent are found at or below the 79 I.Q.
level. Their median ability level is estimated at I.Q. 59. The
general language disorder/delay group also has a high proportion in
the below 50 range (11.9 per cent, or 24.3 per cent of actual cases)
and 50 - 79 range (20.9 per cent, or 44 per cent of actual cases),
i.e. 68.3 per cent at or below 79 I.Q. level.

However, as noted, about 35 per cent of actual cases are in the
average range. The estimated median I.Q. is 70.4.
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By contrast, the aphasic group has few (3 per cent) In the lowest

ability level though the majority are still in the 50 - 79 I.Q.

range (47 per cent). Theie are, however, more aphasic children in

the low-average and average range, making this group, on the whole,

a brighter group than the general language disordered/delayed group,

with an estimated median I.Q. of 79.

These findings reinforce the conclusion that the Language Disordered

group is not a eiMple.group, readily defined in terms of language

discrepancy in.a grotip ofaverage....ability. It shares characteris-

tics with other handicap gL\-oups.,..

14.2.7 Socio-economic Statue

Those responsible for direct,contact with the child and his family,

or in a position to record the information, were asked to describe

the father's occupation.

This was then coded into the Blishen scale of occupational/educa-

tional status developed in Canada'in the 1960's (see Blishen (1964)).

The Blishen Scale has a range of scores from 20 to 60. In this

instance, it was coded as 2 to 7 and children were placed in the

nearest appropriate category rather than being given a preciee
11 score".

CateIory 20 is approximately unskilled labour and Category 70 con-

tains managerial, high level executive, professional and academic

occupations. The categori s run approximately as follows (see

Blishen (1964)):

(70 plus - Professorial, professional, executive

(70 borderline - School teacher

60 plus - Small owner/managers; health professions (not doctors)

50 plus - Nurses in training, cashiers

(40 plus to 50 - Skilled workers
(40 - Typists, printing work operators

(30-40 - Semi-skilled to skilled
(30 borderline - Paper hanger

(20-30 - Labourers, truck drivers
(20 - Unskilled

The categories, though derived from consideration of salary/wage

level and educational level, correspond broadly to the "social

class"categories employed by the Registrar-General (Britain) for

census and other statistical purposes.

The Registrar-General classes run as follows:

Class 1 - Professional, Managvial, Executive; Class 2 - Professional

e.g. teacher, psychologist; Class 3 - (non-manual) Minor civil ser-

vant, clerical/secretary; Class 3 - (manual) Skilled and self-

employed labour; Class 4 - Semi-skilled; Class 5 - Unskilled and

unemployed.

1 9 ri
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The reader can interpret this socio-economic scale in relation,to

an educational setting, in the parental opinion survey, which was

basic to both the Plowden and the Gittins reports'on elementary
**education in England and Wales respectively. (Central Advisory

Councils for Education, H.M.S.O. 1967)

These latter reports And the work of Douglas (1964) on home and

school produce ample evidence of the important effect of social

class, or socio-economic status, on ability levels, achievement in

school, in university, and upward social mobility. There are also

important correlations between socio-economic status of family and

likelihood of the ch4d being handicapped in particular ways, i.e.

there is a significant correlation between educational handicap in

the slow-learning and educationally disadvantaged group and lower

socio-economic level. There is a social class gradient, in like-
lihood of prenatal difficulties and peri-natal birth injury, and

. consequences in terms of physical and mental handicap with children

from lower socio-economic groups being more at risk. (Drillien

(1954))

The Blishen scale appears reliable and discriminates in terms of

educational and occupational level, though it has some rather strange

rankings. It relates well to perceived social status. (Blishen

(1964))

The major difficulty in using such a measure is to get accurate and

reliable primary data on parental occupation. This does not appear

routinely on school records, though not only research,but practical

, administrative considerations shOuld make this fact a basic one to

be collected for any complete and effective social and educational

record. Experience suggests that educational agencies do not obtain

this information very effectively. Teachers are often unaware,

except in general ways, of the occupation 'of the fathers of their

students. When the information is available, it tends to be recorded

in rather general and imprecise forms, e.g. "works in a factory".

Teachers and principals may, indeed, know more about the socio-

economic backgrounds of the families of their students than appears

on school records, but it appears difficult to get this knowledge in

precise form. About 70% of the Total Group did not have father's
occupation recorded in the present study.

Caution is therefore required in interpreting the following data.

The distribution of the Blishen categories in Ontario in 1964 was:

Blishen Scale (70 and 6P-69) (50-59 and 40-49) (30-39) (Below 30)

Per Cent 4 5 10 20 35 26

9 30 61

This distribution may well have altered in the last 13 years, but

not so as to disturb major categories. The Total Group (adjusted to

actual cases, not omissions) distribution of these categories is in

fact reasonably close to the Ontario 1964 distributicn. (Zeros are

omitted from,fhe scales in the following tables.)
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Blishen Scale - ( 7 and 6 ) ('5jand 4.) ( 3 and 2 )

Per Cent - 12.4 31.5 56.2

There are fewer than expected in'category 2 and 3 (lowest socio- .

economic level) and relatively more than expected in category 6
and 7 (highest socio-economic level).

6

At

The association between Blishen categories and diagnostic categoriea
in the Total Group is not significanC(chi square tdst) if the
omitted and unrecorde4 data are eliminated.

There are too few cases in the Language Disordered group
to allow for any interpretation, except for the suggestion that
there are fewer'tategory 2 and 3, more in category. 6 and 7,.and
certainly more in category 4 and 5 in the Language Disordered group
than in the Total Group, or the Ontario (1964) diitribution.
There is- no') significant difference between Blishen groups
(2 and 3) and (4,5,6,7) (chi square .7).

There is slight evidence to confirm the finding that autistic chil-
dren tend to have families drawn from the,upper socio-economic
categories, but numbers are too small for more than impressions.

The same conclusion holds for the other handicap groups.
There are suggestions that the hearing handicapped group has propor-
tionately more indiLviduals in categories 4 and 5, and 6 and 7, as
contrasted with the TMR and the cerebral-palsied groups, which have
a tendency to exCess of category 2 and 3. It may be recalled that
intelligence levels follow the same trends for these groups. Prior
evidence would suggest that there is a higher proportion of children
from lower socioleconomic levels in the traihable-retarded groups.
(Robinson and Robinson (1974))

The Inter-relationships of the Main Variables

It is of interest to discover whether the major factors are signifi-
cantly related to one another. If factors are related, they may act
together or form more general clusters of factors. For example, it
might be expected that socio-economic status and intelligence level
are,significantly related, higher socio-economic status.tending to
be associated With-hIgher-ability and conversely. If the factors

are independent of one another (theugh related to diagnostic category)

this is an even more impOrtant findihg.

Relationships between variables were calculated, making use of actual
recorded data and eliminating omitted/unrecorded totals which swamp
tables such as "socio-economic status" where a high proportion of
general information is unrecorded or not'applicable.

The answer is a clear one. In general, the major factors are hide-
pendent of one another within the Total Group. the details are as

follows:
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Age: relationship to Sex Not significant

relationship to I.Q. Not significant

relationship to Blishen Scale Not significant (chi square 3.68
for 3 d.f.)1

Sex: relationship to I.Q. Not significant (chi square 2.47)

relationship to Blishen Scale Not significant

relationship to diagnostic Not significant (chi square 10.06

category P .3 to .5)

/.Q.: relationship ito Blishen Scale Not significant

6

Blishen: relationship to diagnosis Not significant (chi square 1.80)

The interesting relationships are:

I.Q. and diagnostic category - Chi square significant 6eyond the
.001 probability level

r.

Age and diagnostic categorsy, which is highly significant - Chi square
beyond .01 probability level

Since Age and I.Q.. are effectively independent of one another,k,their
"effects on diagnostic category are also likely 'to be independenst.

The same independent relationships hold within the grou s iormirig

the Lan tgaagall_cate_gory.

Nevertheless, there are some interesting trends, despite the lack
of statistical association. There is a

tendency for there to be an excess of boys ever girls (2.64 : 1)

in the under-6 year group and fewer than expected in the 10-14 yeaf
group (2.16 : 1).

The younger the child, the higher the probability that W.s I.Q. was

not recorded:

4

Age:

Per Cent omitted:

Under 6

70.6

6 - 9

55.4

10 - 13

37.7

14 - 20

41.3

On the assumption of equal frequency throughout each age category,
the median I.Q.'s are estimated as:

Age: Under 6 6 - 9 10 - 13 14 - 20

I.Q. 65 , 68.6 68.6 61

6

I.
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For I.Q. under 50 and 80-99, the modal or mOst representative age

was 10-13. For 14. 50-79 and 100-114, the modal.age was 6-9. In

other words, there Is a bimodal distribution .Of intelligence '(a low

and a high peak) at these two age levels which may reflect accumula-.

tions of particular diagnostic categories at those age ievels.

Age and Socio-econopic Status

Although'there is no.significant statistical relationship, there is

a trend suggesting that, the older the child, the lower the socio-

economic status. As with the I.Q. measure, the yuunger the child,

ihe more probaiag that the record of parental occupationc,has been

omitted: '

Age: - Under 6 6 - 9' 10 - 13 14 -,20

Per cent omitted: 74.5 74 69.2 58.8

(socio-economic
status)

Sex and Diagnosis '

Although there is no.significant over-all relationshipi'ihere are, .

intereating fluctuationin the, mzle-female ratio in.different

categories of handicap.

I.Q.'and Socio-economic Statusi

Although the over-all relationshi is not significant, there is a

trend for I.Q. to be negatively r lated to socio-economic status,

i.e. the higher the status, the lower the I.Q. This is illustrated

by the estimates of median I.Q. for each group of socio-economic

.categories:

Socio-economic status 2 and 3 4 and 5 6 and 7

Median I.Q. - 64 . 61.5 50

This finding is unexpected. Within the sample of handicaps found

in this study, a possible explanation is that groups, such as,

hearing-handicapped who have relatively'higher abilit3 levels, were

drawn from lower socio-economic levels whereas the autistic group,

which tends to have an excess of families at the higher socio-

economic level, were also those with lower ability levels.

Omitted Records; Systematic Effects

There is a fluctuation in the proportion of unrecorded occupations,

the lowest proportion for unrecorded data (44.8 per cent) being at

the below-50 I.Q. level and the highest unrecorded date (83.4 per

cent) in the very small I.Q. 114 plus level..

Ther'e are sufficient of these effects viz, the trends ior boys And

younger children to be less well recorded, and those discussed above,

for them to be monitored in Any assessment and record system for

the handicapped,\and to be analyzed in any further research involv-

ing handicap arid,factors such as I.Q. level, 'age, and socio-economic

level. These trends are too small and inconsistent to upset major

1 0



Gienda in the data, but they are nevertheless perturbing effects,
""eystematically biasing the information.. .

14.4 ADMINISTRATIVE EDUCATIONAL AND DIAGNOSTIC FACTORS

,14.4.1 The Questions eng on the Characteristics of ehe Child

Among questions of interest are:

At what age was the child diagnosed and placed in special education?

How many placements has hebeen in?

How many,kinds of record are there on him?

W1,10/s the birth his'tory?

there evidence of possible neurologic4 handicap?

.Level of hearing loss; evidence of hearing and vision being checked?

What discrepancy is there between verbal and non-verbal abilities
and between language age and chronological age?4

What kinds of specific language difficultkes are observed in.test data?

What reading levels are'reached?
. .t

What records are available on the child?

What kinds of tests and assflsments are used to determine handicap?

e age of diagnosis and first placement may be related to the seve-

ri y and kind of handicap; it also retlectsthe practices of the
sy tem in identifying and assessing handicapped children. *ufficient
is known about language handicap to 'show that intervention should
take place as early as possible. (Kleffner (1973)) ,

The number of placements into which the child has been put may reflect
problems of diagnosis, or of finding appropriate programs; if there
are such diagnostic difficulties, as in autism, the.child may be
placed in several facilities in order to identify his.handicap and
seek to meet his needs.

This factor also reflects the practic s of the educational system
and the provision available.

The number of records or assessments on a child may reflect the com-
plexity of his problem, or the comprehensiveness of evaluation, and
should be related to factors such as age of identification and number
of placements.

Basic tO the description and preparation of programs for the child
is the question of the recorded data available. It is orintereat
to know what kind and variety of assessment/evaluation instruments
are available.to describe the complexity of language disorder.

w

Prenatal and perinatal difficulties are known 47be 'associated with

handicapping conditions. Maternal rubella, as is well known, is
associated with severe handlcaps of hearing, vision and behavior
in the child affected; perinatal difficulties capaing ttauma qr

8
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damage to the.young chilV, including lack of oxygen at Critical

periods'4uring.and afterIbirth, are well'known to.te associPed

wlth physical handicap. and Mental reTrdation. There are. 0111-

_known socialclass gradients'in perinital difficulties which can

reflect a number Of factors such as 61e mother's physical build,

her, health and nutrition, standard of medical/social care, obstetric

cgre and other factors. It is ofinterest to find whether there

. are obvious factors related to language disorder.

Slnce language disorder is related to difficulties in procest.ing

.and intewating informatioli, it has beenproposed (Eisenson (1972;

Mordock (1975)) that.aphasia may have a neurological foundation.

!language lose may in some instances bu caused by 'vrain dysfunction

following infection and fever or prolonged convulsion in early

childhood at a time when speech is being acquirid: So, it is Of

interest to fihd'whether ther e. is.any evidence in this stbdy of

neurological disorder. A

A siall humber of chilariei-labelled "brain damaged" (15) was fowl?!

in the stu4x It is also known thai in adolescence a iignificant(

proportion of autistic children may have epileptic seizures.

(Rutter (1972))

"Basic to the whole definition of language deficiency/delay 1: the

question of the 'discrepancy between verbali?and non-verbal ability.

Among criteria proposed for language-disorder/delay are the follow-

ing: (See the Introduction and also the Advisement for more detailed-

discussion.)

1) A chiles having a language level of less than 41/2 years in terms

of mastery 'bf grammatical structures.'" '.
4.

. t

t
,

'..

2) A rough criterion, up to age 7, of a 2.to 3 leer gap; or more,

between language level and general intellectual functioAing as

indicativelaf significant language delay.

3) A. disc....epancy of a specified number of scaled score (I.Q.) points

betweer. verbal and non-verbal test scores, Often set at about

30 7..Q. points. It was possible to test thesi proposals,,in

parr, against the data. 4

The majority.of handicapped group display educational retardatipn,

e.g. the marked educatienal retardation, especially in reading, found

in the cerebral-palsied and .the hearing-handicapped groups. Language

disorder obviously affects all language learning directly, and hence

the dpvelopmeht an's use of language in school. Griffiths <1972),

among others, indic:ates that children with severe language diffi-

culties continue to have educational difficulties even when they

haVe made considerable improvement in language by age 9. yollow-up

of aphasic adolescents'(Moor House; U.K.) shows that they are low

in educational attainmentto,. do not make good progress and are likely

to hold occupations well below their level of general ability. A.11

attempt was.made to check the level of reading attainment in'Ithe

language-disorOered group.

1 9 t
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noted abov , he actual characteristics and rieeds of t )ehild

are mirrored by the practicis of the edudational systdm àni. .4nter-

act with them. The,data recorded and used fay the system 4re what
0

it must presUinably rely on to make,effettive decisions,,and to
,assist in devispg apprOpriate programs for the handicapped child.

4 4
Tbe data are, however, not unifordi in .qualay. There iS no minimum

.level of information oft each child except for the Ontaiio Student
Record. (See para. 4.Pbelow)

Lack of 4ata, or Patchiness of data, must obviously affeCt the'
validity of inferences drawn from the information. The following
are examples of questions to.which answers weie unrecorded or
unavailable:

,

.
Age of'first diagnosis -c912.4 per cent unrecorded,by school/agency.,

-Reading grade.- 86.7 per cent unrecorded in child's record.
, . .

. .
,

° Discrepancy between verbal and non-verbal assessment -, 87.5 per
u 4 .

'tent unrecorded. ,.

By contrast, age pf.assedZent for preSent,plaZcement - 68 per
4..---1

cent unrecorded.. i 1

1 ' a1 *

Probap*,the majority of individuals this study .have normal eye-
sight;in termslof acuity and function. NevertheleSsI it is known
from research studies that a sigtificant proportion of.trainable
retarded, especially, Downs Syndrome, and the physically handicapped
have visual handidaps as well% 'It is disturbing to(.find, therefore,
that the school did not have a record of whether eyesight.had been
checked. in 87 per cent of'cases.

Hearing is also a crucial factor'in learning. It is known that a .

proportion of children mgy havq mild or intermittent hearing loss
..from time to time. Signlficant hearing lass is in itself a WM.-

,

capping condition, and is related to language handicap. The Checking
of hearing 'should be routideoeépecially where language handicap is
concerned. Yet in 59.3 per cent of present cases, it was not recor-
ded by the school or facility whether hearing had been checked.
There was an even.lower frequency of recording of hearing loss.
Certainly, the majority ofk-children, as the data in this study sug-
gest, are unlikely to have hearing loss and would be a null entry?

. but this entry is not systematically recorded to check on this .

, point.

As ar als medical/psychiatric information is involved, the records
of the school are unlikely to contain this. In 88.9 per cent of
cases, it Was not recorded whether the child had had an EEG (electro
encephalogram) wilich is used as a diagnostic check foi'gross brain
dysfuncti n. Similarly, information on whether a child has received 4

a neurolo ical examination is not recorded in the majority of cases.

As noted above, data on I.Q.., or equivalent sicores wete not recorded
in just over half the cases (51 per cent); scores on spedifit lan-
guagetests, which would not only be appropriate but crucial in the
diagnosis and the planning of program for children with language
disorder/delay, are not available in 52.2 per cent of cases. .,
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*With the-above constraints and cautions in mind, these are the

. findings.'
4

144.2 Types of,Record Available on the Child

(1) In the Total sample, 81.5 per cent had an Ontario Student

Record. Veryffem other sources of information were recorded by

the school. There.was a psychological report in 3.7 per cent of

casest information from the speech pathologist in 2.5 per 'cent of

cases and from an audiologist in 1.6 per cent of cases.%

Also there were Minute proportions of children who had records

from other sources,.such as.paediatridian or ilsychiatrist. Total

professional records of any kindiamounted to 10.2,per cent of all

recgrds.

#

The recorde.were made available to the researcivteam and searched

by them. Where other.data were known.to be available and could be,

released, e.g. medfixil or psychiatric case-history in an institu-

tion or hospitalor.this wap feviewed systematically for relevant

information. The,distribution of information does not, therefore,

reflect the lack of systematic review by-the research team. School e

information from medical sources was at timeg*held in a different

file pe in ,the City of Toronto) and it was necessary to seek for

releasi'of appropriate information under conditions of confidence.

,Information from psychol ist,

other professionals'may hav
Where records, were banked sep
emery effort to`follow through

peech pathologist, audiologist or
n held elsewhere than the school.

ately or centrally, the team made
and review each recoid individually.

An obvious point is,that, if information,is available but held else-

where than in the school record, it is in practice inaccessible to

the school orlacility in its daily work f assessment of the child,

correct placement, and planning of progra tor remediation.

(2) There appeared to be° no differences 4n distribution forqthe

Language Disordered Group, nor were,there significant differences

'in the kinda of information available for,autistic, aphasic, and

generally language-disordered groups.

14.4.3 Number of Records Available for Each_Child

With a complex and varia41e handicap such as language disorder, it

would be expected that a child would need a variety of kinds of,

recorde.g. educational, psychological, linguistic.

(1) In the Total Sample, the modal Or most frequent number of

.records for a child is 3 (29.8 per cent) followed by 2 (18.3 per

cent),and'417.9 per cent). A cumulative total shows that 70.3

per cent of children have from 1 to 4 records and.the median is

nearly 3 recoids. However, ie. sign ficant though small number have

up to 7 records, and individuals have up to 11 records.

This'Suggeits that children have had several dIfferent'asbessments,
or have,gone th-ough a number of different placements for special

education, depending on the complexity and severity of the handi-
cap, age, and other factors.

,.
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1

. . ,

. .

It might have been predicted that older children:should htive more
..recOrdir, 8imply bectiuspf Ioiget eXPoqureto assessMent,
aStielisMent, and.duCCeSaike placementó. In fact, the reveFse deems ,

to be ttue; there is a tendency for the younger age group'to have
-proportionately wore records-beyond the number of 4:

Age: Below 6 6 - 9 10 - 14 -

No. Of records: 104. 8.1 .
1.3 (Per cent of

own colgmn total)

(2) The eanguage Disordered group were tabulated separati:.y. .',.

The autistic group tdild to haye mor4 recovds, d median
betiween 3 and 4, rather4an just below,3 tecords,,as for both the
Toeal Group and the Language Disordered group.* Both aphasics and
autistics aear to have fewer cases Witkonly 1 record. `By contrast,

. .

the lan ge-disordered/defayed,groppare a higher proportion with.
.i

only on xecord.
.

1- t ,
r

.

.

(3) Exa tion of other handicap groups shows that the .

median ,number of records Tor the trainable retarded is between 2 and
3 or juSt below 3. The spread of number oCrecordr is less, i.e. the

. ,

majoritp..have up to 4 records. The educable retarded have a simlar
%

. distribution. re'. ,
,.--,

For the cerebral palsied, though the medial% number'of records is just e,

below % there is a spread up to,7 in the numbei of records.

The hearing-hiandicappedAdeaf groups have a distribution similar to
that of the language-disordered/delayed group.

t

The trends in the data,-thetefore; suggest that gromps such. ad the
autisti(haxe more records, hence possibly more diagnoses and/or
,placements. But it *s evident that any handicaps where language
disorder or delay is irwilved have numerous records and a range of
records/assessments ok 1 to 4 or even wider.

k

14.4.4* NiaBer.of Diagnoses

This information is relatively well-recorded, 73 per cent of infor-
'mation being on record. . 4'

In the Total Grbup, the modal was 1 diagnosis (38.4 per cent). See

Table below.

The cumulative distribution shows that the median number of diagnoses'
is between 1 and just below 2 diagnoees:

Number of diagnoses 1

Per cent (cumulative) - 38.4
65.30

1
59.5')

86.50

3

69.6 .

96.50

4

72.3
99.20

73.1

100.0

Itt

(26,9 per cent omitted)

There is a tendency for older age groups to have more diagnoses, 'as
. would be expected, iLe. 3 or more diagnoses, but they also have more

cares with only i or 2 diagnoses. Th.s suggests that there are two
,
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older groups involved, those with fairly simple diagnoses, and.those

with more complex or difficult problems. 16th incpasing age and

opportunity for re-aspessment, allocation to each of these contra-

sted cat,egorivs becomes Clearer. ".
vin

,The'language-disdrdered/delayed group has r distribution very close

tp thatTbf the Total Group, with similar frequencies of children

with only onreir two iiagnoies (mainly only one). There are, how-

ever, fewer with three and four diagnoses. ,It will be recalled that

this group had a higher proportion of children below age 6 and so,

likely to have fewerillagnoseo. t
The-aphastc group have a higher proportion with only two diagnoses.

The autistic group have a higher proportion with MR. diagnoses

(sirilar in this regard to the aphasics) but a higher proportion

with four or more diagnoses.

ji The fact that the Aedian number of diagnoses falls, on the whole,

between 1 and 2 for all lansuage groups, therefore, by no means tella .

the whole:story.

The greater variability ofzthe ausistic group is consistent with

previous infOrdation, that this group can present problems of diag-

nosis.. A child with autistic behavior and learning difficulties may

. be readily identIfied as having severe language and learning diffi-

culties. On'the other hand, it may be difficult to differentiate

the autistic pattern of response in language from that of the young

aphasic child, (See Bartak and Litter, (1972, 1975)); Baker et al

(1976), or from mentally retarded or'brain-injured groups. Hcnce

the autiitics Should requite more Jssessments and possibly trial

placements. It is interes'.ing to observe the similarity PI pattern

t 'between autistic and aphasic groups in these data.

Iqually important, however,.is the finding that maim hand:trap groups,

however labelled finally, have more than one diagnosis anu that there

are'mady similarities between the.various handfcap groups with lan-

guage difficulties. (See the high proportion with 2 and 3 diagnoses

among the child psychotic, emotionally disturbed, brain-damaged, .

and cerebral pals1ed0

14,4.5 The Age of Initial Diagnolis

This information s so scarify in the records (92.4 per cent unre-

corded) that there is no value,in analyzing the figures available.

The range is from 1 to 6 years, the most frequent being 2 years

(2.1 per cent) and 3 and 4 yearsA1.8 per cent). These findings

suggest, however, that the school/facility is not aware Of the age

at which the child was first assessed or identified as needing help,

and that the first fact for the school is the age at which the child

was assessed for the present (or first) educational placement. This

is also consistent with the finding in the next paragraph, that the

majority of children are not assessed or identified as handicapped

S
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until of sthool age viz.:5 or 6,years, ull,esa they are Oiacbd'in a\
i

. preScbool unit. 'This fact, grConfirmed, his rather negdtive im5-
-,:-

: .. gications for theeffeè&Nenetts of early identificatiTi" or iner- > .,. 10 .--

yent.1-:.: whi01 isAleld.to,be crucial in languagelhandicap. (See-
i Griffithe(1972)i Kldffner (1973))

b

I: $
,.:.

-.,
4

-0,01:"!

14.4. b De 6ok Dia_aEastit Placement". :
This was tecordid in 68 per cent bf cases for the Total Group.' The
informatiOn ap§ears reliable and consistent. The

, majority of, d hildren were diagnosed - ,a't 5,

years (8.8 per cent) and 6 years.(7.0,per cent) but with significant ,
frequencies at'4 years (4.1 par cent) and at 7,. dr 8 and 9 years of

-.. age (3.9.per.cent and 4.1 per?Cene respectively). .

. .

t The cumulative'proportion shbws that'the median age
,

of diagnosis
-. - 'lies befWeen 5 and 6 years of age. 1

Ih

The Language-disordered Croup: .

The majority of the autistic group did not have age of present diag-
' nosis recorded (79.6 per centL.making any interpretation hizarglous.
Examina0.onof the distribution show occurrences at age,4, Send 7,
but no evidence of elirlier diagnosis: It is'difficult to determine
whether the facts of diighesis for the autistic were not aVailable,

.
q.

or simply not recorded. Xf, as can occur with c ildren with complex
handicaps such as the autistic, the child'has h a succession of

,

diagnoses and/or a succession oAplacements, ie eprobable that the
present placement facility may> not.contain referenceto the initial
age' of.plagement: This, however, lis nôt *a-very godd reason'for-"
incompletefiesslof record on the part of thetschool oragency.

..
2

--- One reason for,incOmpretenegs of record'in partof the autistic
d

record.is the fact that in"reviewing a major facility for ad9lescent.
. autisticp, Kerry's Place, the admini:tration did not give acce'ss to,
childreuts records nithough parents had signed comprehensive consents
releasing this information, and data.'onszhildren had io lie assembled
by discuasion With,each teaCher Or progilm co-ordigatoze

The aphasic grohp appear ,to have proportionately more in the age
group 5, 6 and 7 than the'Total Group.

'

ibe langdage-disordered/delayed group have more in age group below
4 and slightly fewer at age 6vand:7, but there IA also a wide range
of age of diagnosis,...up to 10 years.,

The reason for die wide spread of age of diagnosis in the.language-
didordered group is its complexity and heterogeneity, i.e. it con-
tains many levels and kinds of Ianguage handicap,'Some more severe
and some appearing earlier than others. The slightly.higher occur-
rence of younger children, i.e. Oiagnosed for placement-before 3
years of age,'May reflect the fact that language=disordered or
language-delayed daldren.were found in a number of special pre-
school units in the,rioronto area',,and in speciaj: pre-school units
for children with. language delay sucb as thejthedoke 4ospital pro-
gram.

a
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However, there .is no systematic early identification of children

witb language handicap.) .Progressivet_practice suggests that identi-

c iication and intervention can take place by age.3 yeers. (Griffiths

,' and Northwestern University projects (1977))
./

.Theri is no clear association between present age and .age_g_gur

nosis for present plabement. However, the figures suggest that

,
children itged'below 6 years are more likely to be diagnosed by age .

. 4 or 5 (as) would be ,expected, since they are likely to be in pre-

,

school programs), 6 to 9 year olds are most likely to have been

diagnosed for first placement by 6 to 7 years, while 10 to 13 year

- olds are also most likely ,to have been diagnoSed for placement by

'6 to 7 Years (10.7'per cent) but with nearly equal proportions

diagnosed at.4 to 5 years (8.8 per cent) and 9 plus (8.1 perocent).

14.4:7 Number of Previous Placements

I

A

This information isprobablY related to age of diagnosis and te

P number of records on the child. It should also be related to com-

..plexity or difficulty ofvdiAgnosis, in theory. 4 .

The modal or most frewent placement (36.3 per ceni).in th Total

.Group Is,1 placement,J:e. the child 1.8 in his first sitecial place-

ment, 'The cumulative proportion shows that the
median placement is between 1 and 2. Up to 76.1 per cent have

between 1.and 3 placements, and.86 per cent up to 4 placements.

Proportions above thiP are small, but there is, nevertheless, a wide

spread of individual placements, film 6 to 11.
'

The general pkttern of the Language-Disordered group is similar
However,the.alktistic group have a lower proportion
with 1 aiagnosis (34.7 per cent) and a distinctly lower.proportion

with 2 (55.1 per cent) but have more with 3 to 5 placeMents.The
median for autistics is,approximately 2.

The aphasic groupllave a higherproportion han4the totalilanguage

group with 2 placements but fewer With more than 2 placements.

Median is between 1 and 2.
1,

The language-disordered group hap a higher median number of place-

, ments, i.e. between 2.and 3, 'and a scatter of 8, 9 and 11 placements.

' Once again this is evidence of the vilriability and heterogeneity of

this group, and the difficAties of diagnosis and/or placement to

meet their needs. There is al'benal,stent_Ratternt-=the'-autistic

group differs fltm thejgeneral langaie=aisordered group and the
aphasic group (as itcdoes in age distribution, ability level land

socio-economic sterte). But orWe again, it is evident that many

other handicap groups with language disorder/delay also have ai wide

range of previous,plaeements'(up to 3).

14.4.8 When Was the Child Last Assessed (Tested or 7,valuated)?

.Most of the children in the Total Group had been assessed
. in the last year (1976/7), i.e. 38.8 per cent, or in the previous

year, 1975 (18.5 per cent). That.is,57.3,per-cent had been assessed

V
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in the two years previousito the study. There is, however, a
significant proportion assessed in 1974 (6.4 per cent)iand 1973
(4.5 per cant). s 1

It is mexpected to find thatindiNiiduals are recorded as beidg
.last aatessed from 1971-as far back,as 19631

Assessments back to 1971,and beyond, are found mainly 'in 6e.14-20.
age group, and are based on sMall.numberd. A number of mentally
retarded, drawn from-regional centres, is likely to' be found in
this age group. It is possible that those assessed hs far back'as
1971 tO 1963 now have Stable diagnoses? or assessments, which have
consistently shown that intellectual level.is low and stable.
Nevertheless,'despite ihe presumed stability and:validity of bile
assessment, ii seem's ;I dubious practice to rely on evaluation/
classification made between 5 and 14 years ago.

Other evidence (i.e. the fact that very few secondary schools ar
recorded, in this study, ap providing programs for language-diso

,

clered children) suggests that the above 14-20 grout is not likely
'to be found in the regular school setting, in whichthe.ma/ority or.

,, the mixed group of language-disordered/delayed children (excluding '

aphasic and autistic) are likely to be found. See ChaOter 16 (tro-,
grams).

Most of the language-disordered group had,been assessed mpst recently
between 1973 and 1976: Among thelanguage-Disordered group the
autistic group was mainli, .assessed betWeen-1971 andv1976,
but had a quite wide scitter of years of assessment.vith a peak ht
1974. The aphasic group had been asseSsed.mainly between 1973,and

. 1976. The language-disorderA/delayed were mainly aasessed in 197/
1976 and resembled the hearing-handicapped group .indistribution.

The Yrainable mentally retarded, however, though mainly assessed in
recent years, had-assessments going back to 1965 .or'earlir in indi-
vidual cases. This confirms the inference drawn above, that mentally
retarded or-low funCtioning individuals may be claasified at much at
_an earlier age, and their level of performance or diagnosis seen as
fixed. This ignores the needeto confirm that they are still at /.11.s

level,And to assest specific changes or progress.. '\,

qteason for Placement in Present Facility

It. was hoped that this question would throw light on the reasons for.
plhcement, and the relationship o4 placement to the child's needs.
However, *he majority of cases in the Total Group'(77.6'per cent)
were reported as being placed in that program simply because it was.,
available or suitable. Presumably, the suitability
related to its meeting the needs'of children with specific language
disorder, or.with language disorder associated with anóther handicAp,
since only 2.9.per cent of cases were. reported as specifically placed
in a unit whiCb met the needs of the language-disordered/delayed.

9 r
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There' were no age,differences, nor were there.any real:differenccs
in diagnoatic category, i.e.' the Language-Disordered'group is
obvionslytreated the same as ihe other handicap groups in terms
of placements.

LtionsRoLUed to Handicap

The next section discusses factors which may he.related to handicap,
.?i.e. checks on visual and hearing handicap, neurological handicap -

and record of birth difficulties.

10
0

c

This fact was not recorded in 76 per cent of instances. Some 23.2
per cent (i.e. 91 per cent of those actually recorded) had been

rtested for vision. The figures are too restricted for any positive
conclusions about the different diagnoStic categories, except 'that
certain groups (autistic, hearing handicapped, physically .bandicoped)

1 have a higher proportion of recorded 'checks.

2: Has Hearing, Been Checked?

'

The school or facility had no record of hearing being checked in 59.3
..per cent of cases,'buc this allows of reasonable inference.because
of the consistency of the recorded proportions..
Among the Total Group 39.4 per cent (86.5 per cent of.those recor-"
ded) had had their hearing checked recently. They constituted about
one-third of each age greup, except for the 14 - 20 Learhere.
the.mportion with hearing.checked wae_higher_./51.2erssata. This -

is interesting, in view of ithe fact that the 14 -'20 year group has
been shown, in the discussion of date of last assessment, to have a
wide scatter of assessments dating back beyond 1975. It seems likely
that the individuals contributing to *is total in the 14 - 20,year
$coup included adolescent groups with language pandicap in the schools
for hearing-handicapped at Milton and Belleville, and adolescenp
autistics. '

.....

, ,
.

4

This inference is pártay supported by the distinct variation in
incidence of check on hearing in the different diagnostic gro4s.

The hearing-handicapped/deaf groups had an 88.9 to 100 per cent
occurrence of check on hearing.

Within'the Language Disordered Group, the 4 receptive apflasics bad
all been checked for hearing loss. This is consistent with the fact
that receptive aphasics ar known to have a,high incidence of mild
to significpt hearing loss., By contrast, there were low proportions
(31.6 to 36.7 per cent) in all he other language groups with checks
on hearing.

The language-disordered/kLayed had been checked in only 31.6 per cent
.(recorded).cases."The autistics had been checked 36.7 per cent.p1:,
the time, and the expressimp'aphasics 48.1

1.

per cent.

r t's.4



In view of the possible direct and indirect relationship between
language delay and hearing loss (Griffiths 1972) the need to dis-
tinguish between inability to hear and the inability to listen/
comprehend, and the crucial need for a clear differential diagnosis
establishing language disorder as distipct from other factors, it
is disconcerting that there is such a 1,ow (recorded) proportion of
checking on hearing loss.

All children with any susPicion of language delay or disorder

.should have comprehens4ve, systenatic, and regular checks on
hearing function.

In the opinion of the writer, all children entering education should
)3e requi44 to have a comprehensive hearing evaluation.

It was hoped that evidence could be gathered on:

Whether hearin loss is bilateral or in one or other ear, and_
.141D22tEilt1Eina_1-9.1a_fatEj2.1cl_L2_1121pf_hiIIILi3E_H12_acquired later.

For neither question was there sufficient information recorded by the
school/facility. For bilateral vs. other hearing loss, 87.5 per cent

of cases were unrecorded. For congenital vs. acquired hearing loss,
96.3 per cent of information was unrecorded. This is understandable,
since both pieces of information are more likely to be of interest
and to be recorded by the medical advisor or audiologist. Neverthe-

less, in view of the difference in clinical and educational signifi-
cance between congenital and acquired hearing impairment, it would be

useful for the school to be aware of the fact.

14.4.10 3. Extent of Hearing Loss

Whereas it is understandable that detailed information on onset and
typemof hearing loss might not be recorded, it was disconcerting to
find that, in 87.1 per cent of cases in the Total Group, information
on hearing function.mas not recorded, even as "normal".

In view of the limited data available, hearing loss was classified
to some degree arbitrarily as "some", "mild" (20-40 decibel loss),
111 moderate" (40-60 decibel loss) and "severe" (over 60 decibels).
The categories had to be adopted because.some records did not give
audiograms or records of decibel loss but only estimates of percen-
tage-loss.

Within these categories, based on recorded cages:

"Severe" hearing loss was 25 (5.1 per ent), "moderate" loss 17 (3.5

per cent) and "some" plus "mild" 21 (4.4 per cent).

The consistency of the data was confirmed by the finding that, in
terms of own totals, 88.9 per cent of those classified as "hearing

handicapped" or "deaf" had "severe" ratings for hearing loss, 11.9
per cent had "mild" rat'Ings and 38.9 per cent had "moderate" rating5.
In the total hearing-impaired group (hearing-handicapped and deaf
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groups tOgether), 48 per cent had "severe" lioZ ratings, 33 per cent
had "moderate" ratings, and 14 per cent had "mild".

The Downs Syndrome group, known from previous research evidence to
be liable to auditory handicaps, had 2 cases (13.3 per cent) even
though, there was a very high incidence of
unrecorded data for the total trainable mentally retarded group.

Among the Language Disordered group, half (2) of the receptive'
aphasics had moderate hearing loss. This is consistent with prior
evidence on the relationship between receptive aphasia and hearing
loss (Griffiths (1972); Eisenson (1968)); 'Among the expressive
aphasics, 13.5 per cent of own total had severe hearing loss and 3.8
per cent had mbderate loss. In the data the aphasic groups are
combined. It should be noted that a number of aphasics, labelled
as such, are drawn from theprogramfor aphasics at the Belleville
School for the Deaf.

However, only a proportion of these had significant hearing loss.
Other children, labelled as aphasics (e.g. in Bedford Park Public
School and board of education classes), were not selected for their
programii because of hearing loss. The relationship between aphasia.
and hearing loss seems likely to be a valid ono', not, just a reflec-
tion of sampling (i.e. that aphasics were .disproportionately drawn
from schools for the hearing-handicapped).

Among autistics, 6.1 per cent had severehearing loss. By contrast,
there was a low occurrence of recorded hearing loss, and mainly at

1g

ups.
1,

The numbers were insufficient to permit different diagnostic groups,
except the hearing handicapped/deaf, to be compared for degree of
hearing loss.

It is of interest, for diagnosis and programming, that a significant
number of autistic and aphasic children have severe to moderate
hearing loss. This underlines the need to ensure a comprehensive
review and recording of hearing function in every case of signifi-
cant language handicap.

14.4.10 4. Evidence of E.E.G. or Neurological Investigations

As noted in the Introduction, aphasic and more general language
disorders have been associated with neurological damage occurring
before or at birth, or due to later infection, fever, or accident,
or to developmental delays which implicate the neurological system.
(See Mordock (1974); Eisenson (1968))

Kleffner (1973) points out that it is inability to use language input
that is crucial in language disorder or delay. It is of interest,
therefore, to establish whether this is indeed a significant factor.
It might be assumed that children with severe language handicaps,
especially those with complex diagnoses, would receive neurological

, examination to ascertain or eliminate this factor. Neurological
examination may reveal obvious dysfunction.



The E.E.G. (electro-encephalogram) is also used to ettablish if
there appears to be immature, irregular, or pathological patterns
(frequency and amplitude) of brain-wave patterns. The technique
is probably most useful in deteccing gross features such as braln
dysrythm, or foci of actual or potential epileptic seizure. Despite
being an objective recording, the technique is still essentially
dependent on diagnostic skills and inference, and may not be parti-
cularly revealing of anything but obvious cerebral dysfunction.

14.4.10 5. Has the E.E.G. Been Checked?

In 81.5 per cent of cases, in the Total Group, the
school/facility had no record of an E.E.G. examination.

Based on very few cases, the most frequent records were:

autistics, 26.5 per cent of own total, cerebral palsied/physical
handicap, 25 per cent, and brain damaged, 13 per cent. The educable
retarded (15 per cent) had-a higher number and proportion than thy----)
"brain damaged". All these categories might be expected to have
higher than normal frequencies of brain damage or dysfunction, but
it is strange to find such a low proportion of recorded E.E.G.

' examination in the group actually diagnosed as "brain damaged".

The Languagc disordered group was slightly higher than the hearing-
handicapped (85 per ceut of own tatal). There were low oc:-.urrences
1.14 the aphasic.group.

With the very tentative inferences which can be made here, it seems
there is no recorded evidence for a high level of neurological in-
vestigation in the Language DisOrdered groups, apart from the
autistic group.

14.4.10 6. Neurological Examination

InIthis area, 88.9 per cent of data were not recorded.
Hence conclusions are extremely tentative. The highest proportions
are:

s
autistic 22.4 per cent, brain-damaged 20 per cent, educabl\retarded
15 perrcent. Of the brain-damaged at birth, 50 per cent had had a
neurological examination. Prior evidence suggests the.probability
of brain damage or dysfunction in the autistic group (Rutter (1972);
Ritvo (1976)) and so a need'iotka neurological check:

The aphasic and language-disordered/delayed.groups, however, had low
occurrences of neurological examination (5.8 per cent for the language-
disorder group, i.e. lower, if anything, than for other handicaps).

There is do evidence, from these scattered findings, that the language-
disordered are regarded as needing neurological investigation.

14.4.10 7. Birth History and Difficulties Surrounding_Birth
-

As noted, there is possibility of damage or malfunction to the brain
or delayed development connected with prenatal or perinatal difficul-

2(17



ties.) Birth stress is known to cause physical handicap (cerebral

palsy) and ie 4 possible factor in some varieties of mental retarda-

tion and in learning disabilities. Premature children are also st4.;

tisk in terms of physical and mental development.

The schoolsifac"Lties 'recorded the birth history in 39.4 per cent

of cases, thi .s not high, but is higher than expected
in"`view of the fact that medical,'sdeial and developmental data
(obtained long before assessment for school placement) tend'not to

be recorded by the school, or may be located elsewhere thar in the

school record.

There are consistent patterns in the recorded data.

In the Total.Group, )21.2 per cent had prenetal or peri-
natal difficulties/or were premature. Adjusted for missing cases,

this would be 53 per cent of all cases. This is a very high propor-

tion, suggesting that birth difficulties contribute to, or are
associated with, language and other forms of handicap. ?erinatal

difficulties were in the majority, presumably related to difficulties
in labour, prolonged labour, difficult birth.presentations, anoxia,
stress 'or damage to the child during or just after birth. There is

a social-class gradient, suggesting that lower socio-economic groups

are more at risk (as expected from prior research). Cases are coo

few to establish,this pattern in the present data.

The pattern of birth difficulties for the Language Disordered group
shows that there were fewer birth defects in all
categories (prenatal, perinatal, and premature) amons the Language
Disordered group (14.7 per cent) than in the Total Group.

Within this group, the autistic group appears to have the highest

frequency of prenatal difficulties (8.2 per cent of own total) and

of prematurity (6.1 per cent). The aphasic group appears to have

the highest proportIon of perinatal difficulties (9.1 per cent of

own total).

To draw the contrast, the cerebral palsied and physical handicap
groups, known to have a high incidence of actual trauma and damage,

as a result of perinatal stress, show a high incidence of this

stress (28.5 per cent of own total) relative to the other groups.

A similar pattern is found in the brain-damaged grouli (26.6 ver

cent). Also of interest is that the educable retarded group had a
high incidence of perinatal difficulty (20.5 per cent). The deaf

and hearing handlcapped show no unusual eVidence of perinatal diffi-
culties or prematurity, but have a relatively high proportion of
prenatal difficulties.

In summary, there appears to be no strong evidence for birth diffi-

culties, as such, causing developmental delay or damage as hn
obvious factor in language handicap, as compared with other handi-
caps. On the other hand, tLere is a recurrent and consistent trend
for the autistic group to show evidence, here as elsewhere, of

developmental and neurological difficulties.



141.11 Ability and Attainment-Patterns

A crucial aspect pf language disorder or delay is the- gap between
language ability and skillei and non-verbal/or general ability. The
importance of this discrepancy in defining'and measuriqg deficiency
is discussed in the IntroduCtion of'the report (and in detail in
the Advisement to the Ministry of Education, Ontario).

14.4.11 1. Discrepancy BetweelkVerbal and Non-verbal Abilities

Asnoted above in discuasion of I.Q. levels, the records do not
differentiate between .verbal and non-verbal abilities. The general'

level of functioning, described by the intelligence tests scores, .

leflects language ability as well as general intellectnal level.

Schools/facilities 2o not usually record verbal/non-verbal discre-
pancy in intelligence scores. About 87.5 per/cent inithe Total
Group was not recorded or known.

4

Of the small number of cases recorded,'25 (5.1 per cent) had a dis-
crepancy of up to 15 I.Q. points between verbal and non-verbal scores;
21 (4.3 per cent) had a discrepancy of more points. Adjusted to
percentage.of actual cases, these are: 35.2 .per cent (up to 15 I.Q.

points) and 34.4 per cent (I.Q. 15 - 24).

2. Discrepancy and Chronological Age

This measure, based directly on teachers' observations, is much more
reliable. Omissions were 55.2 per cent.

The majority (13.3 per cent) in the
Total Group had a discrepancy of 2 yesrs, followed by a discrepancy
of 3,years(10.1 per cent). and a significant proportion with 4 years'
discrepancy (6.6 per cent). That ii, 29.4 per cent had a discrepancy
of from 2 to 4 years. If adjusted pro-rata, to take account of the
fact that they are based on only 44.8 per cent of data, the percent-
ages would be 29.6 (2 rears); 22.5 (3 years); 14.7 (4 years) -- a
total of 66.8 per cent*ith a discrepancy of from 2 to 4 years
(language/chronological age).

There is, in addition, a wide scatter of discrepancy up to 7 and 9
years between language age and chronological age.

The point was made in the Introductiun (and discussed in the Advise-
ment) that one practical criterion for defining language handicap is
a gap of at least 212 years between language age and general mental
level (non-verbal) up to age 7 years. These data confirm that this
is a realistic estimate, and that the educational system is, in
fact, without defining the criterion explicitly, classifying as
language-deficient those children with gaps of 2 years, or more,

between chronoiogical age and language age.

It should be noted that the discreparity between language age and
chronological age is not necessarily based on a gap between an

2 (
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average lev'41 of mental fulictioning and language level. 'From the

evideRce on intelligen0 level, this Whole sample Ia 4eavily biased

'to the luwer leveli of tested ability. Chvonopgicar age, there-

'fore, is likely to be higher than mental age.. The.disctepancy '

'between language le4e1 and mental age (whic 21* lower than the

chronalogical age) is thus likely to be les than the disCrepancy .

...between language age and chronological age.
. ,

f

However, the effects of statistical regrznsion (occurring whert ver-
d

bal ability 14 estimated from non-verbal scores) become more obvious

1
Thwhen the abil4 level is significantly below average. is means

that a smaller solute discrepancy is needed between verbal and

k°,0 non-verbal scores to be significant. The reader is referred to dis-

cussi!on of the effect of gression on score discrepancy, and language

perfo nce le4els,'in term of age, in the Advisement to the Ministry

of ucation. ..

What can be concluded is that egardless of mental level, the handi-

cap groups, identified here as having :language handicap, do in fact

have this handicap, and the discrepancy between language level and

chrónclogical age is in the.region of 2 years and over.

The distribution of the Language Disordered group is similar to
that of the Total Group. Figures are small and do not bear

statistical analysis. However, the Language Disordered group,
as a whole, have a slightly higher proportion of cases with
3 years' discrepancy, but fewer with 4, 5, and. 7 years dis-

crepancy..

Compared with the To:al Group, and with the Language Disordered, of

which they are a part, the autistic group appear to have a higher

proportion of age/language discrepancies, amounting to 4 years, as

well as a wideatatter of discrepancies. The aphasic have a higher

proportion with 3 yew's' discrepancy, and fewer with 2 years' dis-

crepancy, but have a,higher proportion than the Total Group of ,

children with only 1 year's discrepancy. On the other hand, the

aphasic group has a wide scatter of discrepanc1es,.of 5 years or

above. Therefore, it seems a more variable group than the Total

Group. The modal discrepancy is 3 years.

The languagérdisordered/delayed group have an unexpectedly high

proportion with .a 2 year discrepancy, markedly higher than the

Total Group, higher than the remainder of the language group (autis-

tic/aphasic). It also has lower proportions thah the Total Group

with 4 to 6 year discrepancy. This is'a paradoxical result since

it shows the language disordered as having a lower level of dis-

:crepency, between age and language level, than do other handicaps.

It should be noted, however, that the language disordered/delayed

group has a wide scatter of discrepancies, as high as 10 or 12

years in individual instances. This underlines the constant theme

. that the language disordered group is heterogenepus. The modal

discrepancy in the language disordered group is 2 years.

For comparison, the Trainable Retarded group have discrepancies of

2 to 5 years and a wide scatter of discrepancies up to 10/12 years. .

210
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.The educable retarded group have discrepancies of 2 to 4 years,
evenly distributed in terms of percentages. )The hearing'hanOtcapped
group have discrepancies fvm 2 to 10 yearq, with small peaks at
2, 5, 6 and 7 yehrs. The.cerebral palsied group have a median dis-
crepancy of 3 years but range up to 7 and 8 years in individual f.eases.'

- The remainder'of the handicap group (totalled) has
smaller-percentages of 2 to 3 year') discrepancy than the Languagp
Group, but have a higher proportion of discrepancies at 3, 4, 5,
7 years and 11 and 12 years.

..'In other words, the reported discrepancied between chronological age
and language age tends tO be as large and as.variable in the,other
handicap.groups which also have language handicaps.as they are in
the core language.disordered/delayed, autistic and aphasic groups.

,wo

The moat important general-conclusion la that many handicap groups
with language deficiencies may show significant discrepancies between
age and language level, which is esseatially similar, in general dis-
tributiod, to that of groups which are specifically identified as
being language disordered/delayed, i.e. xheir language handicap is
as extreme. This is an important finding. It does not, of course;
state that the differint language handicap:4 art of thetsame,kind or

14.4.12 Scores and Patterns of Ability on Specific Language Tests

There are triteria based on performance in specific tests. These
criteria are discussed fully in the Advisement..

' Certain speciiic language tests, e.g. Northwestern Syntax Screening
Test, Carrow, and A.C.L.C. give cut-off scores or percenti1ps (below
10th percentile; below 60 per cent correct response) below which it
is recommended that the child enter language remediation.

14:ere such test scores were available for children in the study, the
scores for each test were divided into two groups: "acceptable"
(or average) and "outside normal range" (indicating need for remedia-
tion according to the resilmmendations of the authors of the test).
For the Peabody Picture Vobabulary Test, an arbitrary cut-off for
being outside normal range was set at the equivalent of 75 I.Q. leval,
and similarly for the Reynell test.

As the following discussion shows:4the use of such specific tests
is limited to's minority of children, and any'one test (except for
the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test) is used for only a limited
proportion of children. However, it was possible to aggregate simi-
lar testa, e.g, of syntax or expression, of comprehension or recep-
tive language. .

In the Total Group, 52.2 per cent of test scores were not recordei.
This compares favourably with the data for the I.Q. test. It shou3d
be noted that, in the table below, not,all children took all tests.
The distribution described the -Actual proportiona,of particular
children taking one particular test.

,

a
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Six categories were applied to the Total Group:

1) Below average or poor vocabulary

2) Syntax below norm and needing remediation

4 3) Receptive language below norm

4) Rxfiressivie language below norm.

5),Poor articulation (as defined by cut-off scores on the test
described)

6) Comirehension below average. .

An actual total of 45.4 per ce t were below cut-off on all tests
taken together. .Corrected for the fact that 49 per cent of children
wtre recorded, this leads to the edtimate that some 94.9 per cent of
children, in the full sample, have iimor scores on'language tests and
require remediation. .

The major group is expressive langliage (actual 18.1 per centoor 39.8
per cent adjusted pro rata for the whole. group of.children). Taken
togedier, poor syntax and poor expressive language On tests account
Tor 22.2 peecent actually reiOrded (some 45 per cent, pro rated foi
the whole group)., 'Next in iank is 'Comprehension (9.9 per cent
recorded, 21.7 per cent pro rated). Vocabulary and receptive lan-
guage each rank at 5.5 per cent recorded (12.2 per cent pro rated
for the grOup).

.

It is interesting to find 2.3 per cent (4.9 per cent pro iated for
. the group) recorded as having articulation disorders.

These findings confirm the variety of language handicap,, even on
' test scores, and the importance of difficulties in expressive Ian-.

be Language Disordered group tends to show less vocabulary
retardation, more difficulties in receptive language,
comprehension, and articulation,as compared with the Dotal
Group. %

The autistic group shows a relativelN high level of receptive diffi-
culty (20 per cent of own total),of vocabulary difficulty and of
.comprehension. (another aspect of receptive language), compared with
total or the language group.

/

The small receptive aphasicgroup (4) shows, as expected, a high
level of receptive difficulty and little else, which confirms the
consistency of the data.

The expressive aphasic,group shows a high level of expressive lan-
guage difficulty (23.1 per cent) and difficulty on syntax tests
(7.7 per cent) as would be expected. This again confirms the con-
sistoncy of thp data.

141-41
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. The language diOrderidelm group has its highest proportions in
poor expressive language and comprebenstion, but also in poor syntax
and receptive language (13:3 per cent). A proportion of this group

., Ilave articulation difficulties (5.3 pey cen;).
.

. c

The language disordered/delayed gc.oup thus emerges, as expected, as
having a variety of language.difficulties. It resembles,t4e aphasic
group but with differences: it also resembles the autistic group.

I !..4

Among,the other handicap groups , the hearing handicapped
group shows a higher proportion with vocabulary difficulty, Tecep-
tive and comprehension difficuXty. This is predictable in the light
of prior knowledge.

1
, The Downs Syndrome chilaren show an excess proportion of children
with receptive difficulties, whereas the undifferentiated trainable
retarded grouP' have a much higher proportion of children with.diffi-
'clip.ty in expressive language.

The educable ret,rded group sho7difficu1ties n vocabulary.and
expressive langbage.

'\The cerebral palsied and physically handicapped groups show, as would
'be expected, a high proportion of difficulties in expressive language
and in articulation (the most marked occurrence of articulatioh
difficulties) but also in comprehension.

These findings emphasize once again the heterogeneity of language
handicap.

14:4.13 'Reading Grades

It is known ehat the educational achievements of several handicap
groups, notably the cerebral palsied, hearing handicapped (Mordock
(1974)) and language handicapped (Griffiths (1972)) are far below
normal.

In 86.7 per cent of cases in the Total 'r.roup, no objective recording.
of reading was entered. Tnis information may be available to the
child's teacher in the classroomi or held elsewhere, but an on-going
and up .Lo-date record of rending does not always appear to be part
of the case record of the school. On the liTaited data available,
the majority ,f children have a reading grade ranging from Grade 1
level (5.7 per cent) to Grade 3 (2.7 per cent).

The Language Disordered/delayed group (Tab;le 27B) follows the same
distribution. None had a reading grade level above 4 at highest.
It seems that there is considerable educational retardation in this
group, as in other handicap, groups.

14.4.14 Data on Tests psed with Language-disordered Groups
\,

The Introduction and the Advisement liscuss in some detail the kinds
of assessment and evaluation appropriate for children with language
disorder, and Tefer to special tests and techniques developed for



screening, diagnosis, and planning remediatiou.

Tt is of interest to compare what is available with what is used.

It would be expected that a high proportion of special language

assessments would be used. Although a great variety of tests is
mentioned in Ois sample as being used, very few are used with a
large number of. childfpn.

In the Total Group, the test which was usedoin the major.=
ity of cases was the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (25.3 per cent)...

This was followed-by two inaividual intelligence tests -- the Stan-
ford-Binet (10.7 per.cent) and Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children (Revised) (8.6 per cent). Percentage of other tests used

was much lower:. Bender-Gestalt (3.5,per cent); Reynell (3.1 per
cent); Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities(2.1 per cent).
However, a numbei;of specialized testi; 'were used, amounting to 13.5,

per cent, and Ofapecialized checklists (12.1 per cent).
,

The tests used to any extent are few, and special language tests
are'not Used systematically or extensively. The major tests are a
vocabulary.scale, the. Peabody, and two intelligence. tests.

The Peabody test, though practical and economical in Uie, esptcially
with young handicapped.childfen and those with expressive language
difficulties, is a llmited sample of language functioning. EVen as

a vocabulary test, it is restricted to the relationship between *a.

pictorial concept (with heavy cultural bias).and a word presented

'orally. It does not assess ability to recall words, or name, or
re-organize vocabulary in terms of meaning (semantics) as in the
Binet or Wechsler vocabulary. For this reason, it may be of less .
value in. predicting language response (or other forms of learning
disability related to language) than-a more complex test of vocabu-
lary.

The Stanford-Binet, being a test in which the various items are
mingled and tap motor skills, visual and auditory perception, oral
and sequencing skills, especially up to 7 year level, produces a
global score with a heavily verbal component but it ';.s difficult to
get any specific diagnostic measures for language LAI it. Syntax

and articulation are not measured specifically.except by observation .

and inference. Whereas the test emphasizes visual and manipulative 4

skills at early levels (2 to 5 years) it becomes heavily verbal at
the 7 year level and thereafter.

The Wechsler test has more advantages in having separate verbal and
non-verbal (performance) scales which sample a variety of tasks and
enae scores to be obtained for separate subtests and for verbal

vs. non-verbal abilities. Nevertheless, it too has a heavy verbal

component, even in the non-verbal scales, in its instructions. Tr

does not provide any adequate sampling of language skills, apart
from productive vocabulary, comprehension, and verbal reasoaing.
All these provide complex meabures which describe ability level,

but are not useful for specific description of language functioning.
Also, they are unrelated to ?lanning programs: Because of its con-

struction, its norms go down only to the 4 year level. It does not
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discriminate very effectively belo level, i.ee at the very,
point (05syears in language developme and below) where fine
discrimination is needed.

The Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Ability, despite.its title,
does uct provide comprehensive and'systematic descriptions'of lan-
gualke functioning. The descriptive and linguistic frainework of the
test is unrelated to description% of child language and to.theories
of grammar anu semanticwdeveloped in the last 15 years. Subtests
are swiletimes of questionable reliability. Subtest scores are not
su independent of one another as the authors of the test claim, nor
'are the descriptions of the various tests in terms of .channel of
"input-output" or "level of response" or "content" necessarily
closelrraated tO what the tests actually appear to do -- which is
to.provide,-on the 'whole, a global estimate of ability and of lan-
guage functioning,-but without systematic sampling orkinds of
language( skill or of their content or structures.

The weaknesses of this test need to,be analyzed clearly, in view of
the fact that it is one of the minority tests used in this sample of
language-handicapped children, and that observational evidence from

, this study.suggests that speech pathologisté believe that it pro-
vided useful information on the child's language ability. Except.

for tnaching programs, wh..ch are directly based on the I.T.P.A.
chtegiies, this test has no virtues in planning programs.

. 4, ,

The Bender-Gestalt test is a rather strange one to find used with
a language-disordered group. There are claims that this test,
,scored by the Koppitz method, can diagnose children with brain dys-

nction and learning disabilities at younger ages. As is now

NOi reasingly clear from research on learning disabilities (Hallahau
and Cruickshank (1974)), such tests of visual memory and drawing
have increasingly less relevance. There is certainly no evidence

; of direct relevance to language functioning.

The Reynell.test provides useful expressive and receptive language
scales for assessing children from age 2 yearg-to 6 years. Though
its sampling .of language items, in terms of 4.idiat is known of deve-

lopmental language stages and language structures, has been criti-
cized (Crystal (1976)), it appears to provide a useful measure --
more, obviously, in Lila receptive than the expressive scalp --.pf
a variety of language functions.

The Carrow test is a well-organized test of auditory comprehension
oflanguage for children 3 to 8 years. It is based on response to
pictures testing grammatical rules and syntactic structures. It

has.cut-off scores for language remediation and should provide
enough specific information for outline planning of remediation.

It is of interest, that when check lists are mentioned, they tend
to be older general oRes, such as the Vineland, and not modern
checklists such as the Denver Portage, Baoph-League or Washington
Scale. The last two are specifically adapted to language assess-
ment rather than general development.

:ha
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s' There was a striking omission, in these records, of reference te

the use of analyzed.language samples and scoring such samples by

methods such as the Developmental Sentence Analysis Test (LOP (1974))

or Crystalls (1976) technique.

Among the Language Disordered group, the autistic had a
higk proportion of ReabodY test scores (i6.3 per cent) and also of

the Wechsler test (6.1 per dent) and Stanford-Binet (4.1 per cent).

Neitber cif the last WO tests alone (especially the Stanford-Binet)

is pariictilarly appropriate to assessment of autistic groups with
severe Or complex language handicap.,. There was more use of speciati

lized tests (24.5 per cent) and of specialized check lists.(14.3

per cent).

The aphasic group had a very. high usage of the Peaq.dy test (30.8

per cent) and distinctly more of the Wechsler tut (15.4 per cent)
'than found in dither'the Total Group or the Language Disordered
group. The verbal/non-verbal contiast of the Wechsler scales should
be of valpe in testing the aphasic and the autistic groups.

There islimited use of specific language tests in the aphasic
groups.

The language disordered/delayed group had a high incidence of use

of Peabody tesfs (29.2 per cent). Proportions of usage of Stanford-
Binet and Wechsler tests were similar to the Total Group -- 9.7 .4nd-

8.0 per cent respectively. There is limited use of special. 14nguage

teats and of specialized test checklists.'

For comparison, the.Major tests 'reported for the 'Mentally retarded

group were the Peabody and ihe Stanford-Binet. The,ptanford-Binet
is presumably used because it goes down to 2 year level of function-

.ing. Possibly, too, in the light of present approaches to task
analysis, ,nd descriptions of specifiC.skills and responses in the
severely retarded, (rather than global testing for.classification and
"prediction"), there is less use-of formal tests.

The cerebral palsied showed much the same pattern as the retarded.

For the htariaLlymN22.923 groupthe major tests were'Peabody and

Wechsler but this may reflect specific testing practices in the
schools from which these children were drawn.

14.4." The Number of Tests Used

The number of child placements, the number of diagnoses, the number

of records on children, all suggest that children are likely to have
had more than one kind of assessment.

In the Total Group the majority had 2 tests (21.4 per
cent)" but closely followed by 3 tests (20.5 per cent). The cumula-

tive distributlon shows that the median is nearly 3 tests, and thr.

70.4 per cent have had up to 4 tests. On the other hand, a few

,individual children have had up to 10 tests.

0

(
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Amiong tile jaanguage Disordered group, i.le autistic
..

.

group had fairly equalliistributions fp 1, 2, and 3 tests -- (22.4;
26.5; and 20.4 per Ceot respectively). This indicates a )igher .

jroportion with only_l and 2 tests than in the Total Groim.

The aphasic group, by contrast, have fewer with 1 and 2 tests and
. more yith 4 and 5 tests (21.2 and 31.5 per cant respectiyely).

The language diiordered had a distribution similar
i.e. fewer with only 1 and 2 tests, more with 3, 4
The language disordered group, as is true for many
istics, has a wider scatter. of extreme scores.

e'

to the aphasic
and 5 tests.
of its character-

It A of interest to compare the mentally retarded group :

which resembles the autistic\group, but fewer have had only one test
and more have had.03 and 4 tests.

4.

The hearing handicapped resemble the language:disordered, havirg
fewer with 1 to 4.tests but a wider scatter with 5 and'6 and over,
The "least tested" hatillicap group Were the cerebral palsied and

' educable retarded, with high proportions of children with only °1 and
,2 tesp,s. #

It is u9expected to find the autistic group, one of the most complex .
and difficult to diagnose, as dhaving apparently,fewer tests. This
may reflect the difficulties-of applying formal, tests to this group.

p.

7 The aphasic and language disordered groups display their compleXlty
also, if relative number of tests per child is a measure. However,.

this anhlysis once more confirms the similarities of many of the
Aandicap,groilps which.share language handicap, and underlines the
variety and complexity of all language disorders.

t4

' 14.5 THE RELATIONSHIP OF MAJOR .FACTORS TO THE DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS

This is a. review of the ways
sponse to.the questions .just

141z1

discussed.

Age of Diagnosis for Present

in which the major factors affect re-

Placement (65.9 per cent unrecorded.)

1) at: .There is. a strong relationship (significant at less than
.01 level, chi square) between age of child and age of diagnosis for.
present placement, i.e.. a child now iged 6 to 9 years is more likely '

to have been assessed for placement at 4 to 5 years or'earlier. The

figures in some categories are small,;underlining the fact that
children are not assessed earlier.

1

The 10 to 13 year group Lye had assessments at 4-5, 6-7, And 8-9
years of age, but the largest proporttOn is at 6 to 7 years.

2) L.Q.: is slightly related to
ment. (Table 30C) The.lower the
acbording to the sampling in this

4.

Pt. 4.
4 4

age of diagnosis for present place-
I.Q. the later thetplacement,,
stuky..

21 7
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3), Socio-economic status It Shou' be noted that 65,7 per cent
of "age of initial diagnosis", am. ..l'per cent of "socio-

.econamic level" are not recorded. ""Tni4; leaves a very small number

r
for analysis. There is no significant pattern in this data.

4

4) Sei There is no significant difference between sexes.

14.5.2 Number;of Previous Placements
I.

1) Age: is significantly celieed to the number of'previous plaCe-
,

ments, i.e. a higher proportion of, children 'under 6 and between

, 14 and 20 years of age have had only one placement. This may reflect
the Sampling.of different groups of children. The young children are
still in pre-school or early school settings-and have less opportu-

.. hity, in terms Of time, to move to alternative placements. The older
group consists of a relatively high proportion of mentally reterded
who have stable diagnoses'and have remained in placement for gome
time, e.g. ina regiontil centre. It will be recalled that it was the
older and the more retarded groups which were likely to have been
last assessed several years ago (1,971 or earlier).

I.Q.: On the whole there is no significant association # I

with I.Q. but the under 50 I.Q. and 50-79 I.Q. groups-tend to scatter
more 44dely over number of placements (1 to 6). The small number
with I.Q. over 100-114 had a smaller scatter (Ly to only 3 placements).
It will be noted, also, in following questions, that the bright ave-
rage (100=114) and the bright (114 plus) groups tend to have a less

4

'3) Socio-economic status, In general, the higher the
number of placements, the greater the proportion of children with
higher socio-econ4te status. (Groups 4 and 5, 6 and 7: Blishen).
This raises the sinestion of why this should Ile, if the findings are
.not juA chance: Various hypotheses are plausible: that children with
more Complex handicaps (e.g. autistics) are also those with higher
socio-economic status; that families with higher socio-economic status,
education, and awareness, may be.those which perceive the needs of the
child more clearly, or are more ready to make demands on educational
and medical services for repeated diagnoses and placements to meet the
needs of the clipild as they perceive them.

A

For one placement only, there are fewer children in lower Socio-
economic groups (2 and 3) and more in the middle and upper groups
(4 and 5, 6 and 7).

For two placements, there was a relative excess of children of group
2 and 3 socio-economic status and relatively fewer in groups 4 and
5, 6 and 7.

For three placements, there were markedly fewer.children in group.2
and 3, and markedly more in group 4 and 5:

'(

For four placements and oyer, there were _Imtecily_ifItteil Oildren in
group.52 and 3, and more in group 6 and 7.

21ktio
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4) Sex: Many more boys were unclassified (4 times as many boys as
girls). There was an excess of boys with 5 placements; more girls
with 3 or 4.

14.5.3 Number of Diagnoses

1) Age: There is a trend for older groups to have more
diagnoses in proportion to own totals, in both the category of 1 to
2 diagnoses, and 3 to 4 diagnoses.

2) I.O.: The data suggest a bimodal (two-humped) distri-
bution of scores, located at low ability level (I.Q. 50-79) and low
average (I.Q. 80-99). Also, whereas the range of other I.Q. groups
is from 1 to 3 or 4 diagnoses, the range of number of diagnoses is
less for the 114 and over I.Q. group.

3) Socio-economic status The data suggest that-there
are relatively more with 3 or more diagnoses in socio-deonomic group
4 and 5, but relatively more with only 1 or 2 diagnoses in group 6
and 7, i.e. fewer diagnoses for higher socio-economic groups. This
contrasts with the data for number of placements and suggests that
increase in number of placements is not necessarily, or directly,
related to increase in number of diagnoses.

4) Sex: As with the number of placements, significantly
more boys were not recorded as having diagnoses. There was no signi-
ficant sex difference in recorded diagnoses, but there was a tendency
for more girls to have 3 diagnoses and more boys to have 5 or 6.
Once again, there is greater. variability for boys.

14.5.4 Year When. Last Assessed

1) Age: In general, there is a strong, and statistically significant,
°tendency for the older age groups to have had earlier assessments;
also, a wider scatter of dates of assessments, going back to 1968 or
even, in individual cases, to 1963.

Those below 6 years of age, and the 6 to 9 year olds, were mainly
last assessed in 1976, some in 1975, with scatter back to 1973. The
10-14 year olds were also mainly assessed in 1975-1976 but with sig-
nificant numbers (15) in 1974; 9 in 1973; and scatter of dates back
to 1968.

2). There is a significant relationship (probabi-
lity .05 chi square) between I.Q. level and year of last assessment.
The less able children have significantly earlier dates of assess-
ment. The modal year of assessment in the main data is 1976, but
there is a considerable range in the I.Q. groups 50-79. The range
is from 1977 to 1966 for I.Q. group below 50; 1976 to 1963 for group
100-114 I.Q. As on other factors, there is a tendency for the upper
I.Q. groups (114 plus) to have a smaller scatter of dates of assess-
ment. It seems likely that children with different characteristics
(including I.Q.) are assessed with different frequencies. It seems
likely that the older and more retarded are those who were assessed
longest ago. This suggests that their condition may be considered
as established, that further assessment would not be useful. This

ki



does raise questions, however, about the reliability and justice of

such practices.

3) Socio-economic statu0 The data suggest that relatively

more in socio-economic group 2 and 3 (Blishen) were last assessed in

1976. Relatively More in group 6 and 7 were last assessed in 1975,
and distinctly more in group 4 and 5 were last reassessed in 1974 and

1975. TheTrange for-the higher socio-economic groups is, however,
less .(back to 1973) whereas for group 4 and 5, the range is back to

1971. There is same indication that, although relatively more in
group 2 and 3 were recently assessed, more were assessed before 1970

compared with the other socio-economic groups.

Socio-economic groups.2 and 3 are more likely to contain trainable
and educable retarded children, from what is known of the distribu-
tion of intelligence with respect to socio-economic level. It is

possible that a child with a professional/executive background (group
6 and 7) is more likely to have parents who ensure that his/her assess-
ments are kept up to date, just as they may be more likely to seek
alternative diagnoses, or placements which are most appropriate for

the child. These differences in socio-economic pattern, however, are
not statistically significant.

4) Sex There is a tendency for more girls to have been assessed re-
cently (1976-1977); more boys to have been last assessed in 1975 or
earlier. This is reflected in the sex ratios: 1 to 1.70 girls to
boys in 1976-77; 1 to 2.60 for 1975; and 1 to 2.87 for 1974. There

is, however, no over-all statistically significant difference.

-14.5.5. Reasons for Placement in Present Unit

Because practically all placements were reported as being for one
reason - availability or suitability of program - there were no sig-

nificant associations with age, I.Q., socio-economic status, or sex
as well as diagnostic category. There was a slight tendency for more

girls to be placed in a unit to meet specific language needs.

14.5.6 Number of Types of Record on Child

1) Age There appears to be a tendency for the younger
age groups (below 6 and 6-9 years of age) to have proportionately

more records, when over 5 records are tabulated. There is, however,

no statistically significant relationship to age in total.

2) I.Q. There is little difference between I.Q. levels
in numbers of records per child. The modal number is 3 records per

child for the Total Group. The range of records seems to be smaller
for 114 plus I.Q. group (from 2 to 4 records) whereas the range
for other I.Q. groups is from 1 or 2 to 7 records.

It will be recalled that the 100-114 I.Q. and 114-plus I.Q. groups,
in particular, tend to have a smaller range in respect to other
chrracteristics such as number of diagnoses or previous placements.

3) Socio-economic status There is no significant association between
socio-economic status and number of types of records.

2 2 o



4) Sex Little was observed in the way of significant
differences, though the usual difference in range emerged, i.e. more
girls had fewer records (1 to 3) and boys had more (5 to,7).

14.5.7 apes of Data Available on Children

As noted, the majority of children in the study were recorded as
having aR Ontario Student Record (over 80 per cent). More specific

records: psychological, speech pathologist, audiologist, etc.
amounted to only 10 per cent, and minute proportions of classroom/
school records for psychiatrist or paediatrician. Therefore, no age,
I.Q., socio-economic or sex differences were/demonstrable.

14.5.8 Factors in Diagnosis and Assessment

14.5.8.1 Record of Check on Hearing

1) Age The age-distribution for an Affirmative response
on cheek of hearing shows no significant difference across age groups,
except for a slightly lower percentage under 6 years of age. This
may reflect slightly increased, or more complete, assessment of
hearing with increasing age.

2) I.Q. The higher the I.Q. the greater the probability
of.hearing being checked (viz. 75 per cent of I.Q. 80-114 plus, con-
trasted with 42.2 per cent of I.Q. 50-79).

If this is a real, as distinct from a sampling, effect, it raises an
interesting question. Why should the less able have fewer hearing
checks? Should not hearing be checked, whatever the child's level
of ability? Is it not even more important to establish the level
of potential hearing handicap in children of lower ability? The
statistics may well reflect, however, the inclusion of a group of
hearing-impaired children from schools for the hearing handicapped,
who are of higher average ability than children from other handicap
groups in the Total Group studied.

3) Socio-economic status Proportionately fewer group 2
and 3 (compared with the Ontario distribution of socio-economic sta-
tus given by Blishen) have an affirmative response for hearing checked.
This finding runs parallel with that for differences in I.Q. level
between socio-economic groups.

4) Sex Proportionately more girls than boys had hearing
checked (proportion 1 to 1.9 instead of expected average proportion
of 1 to 2.25). A greater proportion of boys was not recorded at all.

General comments on this section: Although the data refer to diffe-
rent, independent categories, there are suggestive trends (not nece-
ssarily statisticallsignificant singly, but repeatedly found) to
show that particular gieups_have better records kept and possibly
more effective attention. filley may be children in: higher I.Q.

groups, higher socio-economic groups, and girls as compared with boys.

There is a tendency, too, for boys to have fewer records, in this
study, for a number of variables.



14.5.8 2 E.E.G. and Neurological Examination

It will be recalled that 86.4 per cent of E.E.G. data were !,unrecor-*

ded" in school records, and that 88.9 per cent of neurological data
were also "unrecorded". Hence only 48 to 58 children are subject to

this analysis.

1)4Age: The highest proportion with "yes" for E.E.G. were in the

6-9 and 14-20 age groups. Findings were similar for neurological

examination.

2) I.Q The number of children recorded was
58. The highest (I.Q. 114 plus) and the lowest (I.Q. 50 and under)
levels had the highest number of entries for E.E.G. data, but the
"zig-zag" pattern across ages suggests random variation. The pattern
is similar for E.E.G. and neurological records.

3) Socio-economic status Numbers are too small for
anaiysis.

4) Sex No significant difference was found, but more girls did not
have an E.E.G. record, and more girls did not have a neurological
record. This suggests that fewer girls may be suspected of having
neurological dysfunction, which would be consistent with previ,ous
reaearch.

14.5.8.3 Birth History; 60.6 per cent of data were unrecorded

1) ALAD The majority category in the Total -Group is "perinatal"

difficulties. The pattern of prenatal/perinatal/premature diffi-
culties showed little variation in different age groups.

2) I.Q. The lower I.Q. groups have a higher proportion of prenatal
handicap than the Total Group. The "below 50" I.Q. group have an

excess of perinatal difficulties and prematurity. But the "114 plus"
I.Q. group also have a marked excess of prenatal and perinatal diffi-
culties compared with the Total Group average. This is another ex-
ample of a bimodal distribution involving the I.Q. upper and lower
groups. The 114 plus I.Q. group may be the brighter children who
are handicapped because of neurological/developmental diffiLulties,
hearing handicap, specific language disability. In another connec-
tion (parental interviews) evidence came to light that the language
disordered children placed in Bedford Park Public School (Toronto)
tended to have more developmental/neurological handicaps.

3) Socio-economic status There appears to be a marked under-
representation of group 2 and 3, and over-representation of 4 to 7

T in the normal birth category, as compared with the Ontario distri-
bution of socio-economic groups (Blishen) and with ttie'average dis-

tribution for the whole group. Among the prenatal difficgaty group,
there was an excess of socio-economic group 2 and 3 but a'much lower
proportion of group 2 and 3 had perinatal difficulties. Conversely,

proportionately more group 4 an0 5 (and to some extent 6 and 7) had
perinatal difficulties. The social class gradient is therefore
found in the recorded extent of normal births, and alsdin the
occurrence of prenatal and perinatal difficulties, but with opposite

trends.



4) Sex 'Many more boys were recorded as premature (sex ratio 1 to
6.3 instead of the expected 1 to 2.25) but the sexes were similar
fcr normal birth records.

14.5.9 Test Score Data: verbal/non-verbal discrepancies

As noted, with 87.5 per cent of data unrecorded, this question is
strictly limited in validity alid reliability.

1) Age Despite very limited figures, there is a signi-
ficant association (.05 level chi square) between age and amount
of discrepancy between verbal,and non-verbal ability scores, i.e.
the older the child, the greater the discrepancy.

2) _1.q. On 46 recorded cases, there seems to be a
higher proportion of the larger verbal/non-verbal discrepancies at

.
the higher score levels (vizi I.Q. groura up to 79 versus 80 to 114

3) Socio-economic status There were too few cases for interpreta-
tion.

4) Sex Proportionately more girls were found in
, higher levels of discrepancy (25 plus points of I.Q.). The sex

difference was not statistically significant. Once again, a higher
proportion of boys had unrecorded data.

14.5.10 Discre anc of Langua e Age and Chronolo ical A

1) Alp Among the "below 6 years" group, the modal discrepancy is.
2 years (35 per cent of own total). Among the 6-9 group, the Mbdal
discrepancy is also 2 years, but with higher proportions at 1 year, .
3 years, and 4 years than for the "below egroup. The modal frequency
for the 10-13 years'group was 3 years (11.3 per cent only) but the
range was from 2 to 5 years. The modal frequency for the 14-20 group
was a 6 years' discrepy, but based on very small numbers. This

last group had a wide ra ge of discrepancies.

There is a significant relationship (chi square) between amount of
language discrepancy and age level, i.e. the language versus age dis-
crepancy increases with age. This would be expected in any absolute
measure, such as comparison of chronological age, if the child grows
older but his language level remains constant, or increases much more
slowly. Previous studies (see Introduction) show this.to be true of
children with significant/severe language handicap.

2) I . Q . There is no significant statistical association
etween I.Q. and degree of discrepancy. However, the discrepancy

between language age and chronological age tends to be greater in
the lower I.Q. levels. lhus, the median discrepancy is 4 years in
the I,Q. 50 group; mid-3 years in the I.Q. 50-79 group; but only 2
years in the I.Q. 80-99 and I.Q. 100-114 group. The I.Q. 50 group

also has the greatest range in extreme discrepancies (9 or more years).
Eight children of the 133 recorded (6 per cent) have discrepancies
of 7-8 years; 7.5 per pent have discrepancies of 9-10 years between
age and language levels.
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3) Socio-economic status Very low f igures are recorded
since both variables involved have such high rates of non-recording.

4) Sex The sex ratios suggest that an unexpectedly
high proportion ag girls have,language discrepancies ranging from
1 to 11 years. There are proportionately more boys with discrepan-
cies at 5 years and at 9-10 years, i.e. the boys appear to follow
a bimodal distribution,- falling into two groups.

14.5.11 Scores on Specific Language Tests

1) ha There is a significant association (.05.1evel
chi square) between age and distribution of kind of language deficit,
as revealed.by specific tests of language. All groups have poor
expressive, language as the most frequent Characteristic.

The below6 year olds have poor receptive language; the 6 to 9 and
10 to 13 age groups have poor comprehension; the 14-20 year olds have
poor comprehension and poor vocabulary. Rutter & Martin (1972) point
out that yeceptive difficulties are mainly found in young children
and disappear with age. This may be illustrated here. The 14-20
grotip may contain a higher proportion of mentally retarded &doles- ,

cents, and also of severely hearing-handicapped and this may account
for the low comprehension and vocabulary scores.

2) I.Q. The be1ow-50 I.Q. group have poor vocabulary,
followid in rank vrder by poor comprehension. The 50-79 I.Q. group
have.poor comprehension, followed in rank by poor expressive language
and vocabulary. The 80-99 I.Q. group have poor expressive language

. and vocabulary followed by poor comprehension. The 100-114 plus I.Q.
group show receptive and. expressiveirdifficulties.

3) Socio-economic status In a total of 62 cases, there
appears to be an excess of socio-economic group 2 and 3 with receptive
difficultieo. There are relatively more expressive difficulties in
group 4 and 5.

4) Sox There were relatively more boys with poor receptive and with
poor articulatory skills, and more girls with low vocabulary, poor
syntax or poor comprehension.

Receptive diffi,pulties therefore appear to have weak but interesting
relacionships with; younger children, lower I.Q., lower socio-
economic class and male sex.

14..3.12 Grades in Reading (The number recorded was 65.)

1) Age No clear indications of age differences were
found, but there is the expected tendency for the 6 to 9 age group
to have a predominant number with only Grade 1 reading and for the
10-14 age grouplo range over Grade levels 1 and 2 and 3 (NoRt at
Grade 3) while the 14-20 year olds ranged over Grade levels 1 to 5
(with more at Grade 4, 5 and 6).

2) I,g, Only 36 cases were recorded. No significant
association was found between I.Q. and reading (chi square). The
below 50 I.Q. all had Grade 1 reading level; the other I.Q. groups
scattered from Grade 1 to Grade 5.



3) Socio-economic status There were too few cases for meaningful

'analysis.

4) Sex There was a tendency for more boys to
level and range up to Grade 4; more girls had
This.is expected from previous research which
tend to have higher verbal and reading levels

14.5.13 Kinds of Tests Used

11,

1) Age. On the eight '...ests or checklists inost frequently
. used, there was a highly significant association (chi square) between

age and usage of particular tests. For example, relatively more
Peabody tests were used on the 6-9 and 14-20 elle groups. Relatively

more W.I.S.C. tests were used on the 10-13 age group and slightly
more Stanford-Binet tests on the 14-20 age group. The Reynell and
Carrow tests of language compe,bnce were more frequently used on the
under-6 group, and the I.T.P.A.. was also used more irequently on this'

age group.

6

have Grade 1 and 2
Grade 5 and 6 level.
indicates that girls
than boys.

It looks_as if tests, with norms up to age 6 (the Rcynell and Carrow),
are perceived as more relevant for use with young language-handicapped
children. The.I.T.P.A. norms range, in different subtests,.up to 7
or 11 years of age. This test also might be perceived as more appro-
priate to younger children. The W.I.S.C. alpo"(for language-handicapped
and possibly lower-ability groups) would be most discriminating in the
middle of its range, at around 10 years. .

2) I.Q. There was a. highly significant association between
I.Q. and kind' of test used. For example: special classroom tests
were used, more frequently for the low I.Q. groups (below 50 to 79 I.Q.).
The Peabody test was used more frequently by the I.Q. groups above
50, and the Stanford-Binet below I.Q. 50. Again, the Stanford-Binet

has a much lower "basement" than other tests, i.e. dbwn to age 2, and
provides samples of motor, perceptual and other manipulative skills
which can be more appealing and relevant to young and retarded chil-.
dren; its most verbal element begins at the 7 year level.,

On the other hand, there must be concern that important evaluations
depend on the Stanford-Binet, which is .a composite of many different
abilities ahd quite unsuited to obtain precise measures of language
vs. non-verbal function.

3) Socio-economic status There was a significant astocia-
tion between socio-economic status and kinds of test used. There was

more use of the Stanford-Binet at.the two extremes of the socio-

economic scale, Groups 2 and 3, and 6 and 7. There was relatively

more use of the W.I.S.C. and Reynell tests in the upper socio-economi2

groups. There was much more use of special classroom tests and check-
lists for the lower and middle socio-economic'groups.

4) Sex There was no significant association between
sex and kind of test used. Relatively more boys had the Stanford-

Binet, Carrow a& Reynell tests, and specialized tests/checklists.

111 2 2 s



14.5.14 Total Number of Tests Used

In total, 70.4 per cent of children whose.tests weritrecorded had

had up to 4fiests. Jir

1) Au_ Basigally .2 to 3 tests were the most frequent
number at any age. There was no significant relationship between
age and number of tests applied to child.

4
,1:9. There was no significant association between

/ . Q . level ' and number of tests..

3) Socio-economic status There was an association (significant
between .02 and .05 level, chi square) between socio-qconomic status
and number of tests. Proportionately more tests werelused on chil-
dren of middle and higher socio-economic level, especially in group
4 and 5.

4) Sex .There was no significant association between sex and number .

.pf tests.

.SUMHARY

It is difficult,to summarize adequately and briefly the complex and
interesting relationships described in this chapter.

It will be recalled that the educational system was asked to identify .

the children with language difficulties and the programs which served
them. It is clear that a range of programs, with other labels than
"language disorder", may contain children with language difficulties.
Conversely, children with other significant handicaps may also be

4

found in programs f4..r the language-handicapped. This confirms the
assumptions made at the beginning of the Study; it emphasizes the
importance of castingthe net wide in attempting to identify and help
children with language handicap.

This'is a confirmation of the aSsertion of the S.E.E.C. Report', that
disability in communication cuts across all handicap classifications.

The second general statement is that language-handicap groups are
variable and heterogeneous in their characteristics. Even when the

more narrowly-defined language-disorder group, including aphasics
and autistics, is examined, it is found that the group is hetero-
geneous. This confirms previous findings (Rutter and Martin (1972);
Men'yuk (1969)). As Crystal points out, even two children with
apparently similar language levels may differ markedly in the pattern
of their disabilities.

This has implications for identification, for planning placement and
treatment. In particular,, conclusions point to the need for a variety

of programs to meet the variety of needs of children.

The low average intelligence level of the language-handicapped group
was unexpected, in.view of classi.cal definitions of specific language
impairmant as being found in groups which fall within the average'

2ii.



range of abilitir:- Even when the language-disordered group was
analyzed separat4y, ability level was found to fall within the
eow-learning educable retarded range, with nsiderable bias to
the lower I.Q. groupings.

4

Some groups (such a, the autistic) included in the language-disor-
dered group, have a,majority of low-functioning members. There is
no'donsistent evidence that the language-disordered group falls
within the middle, or upper range of ability. Indeed, Stark (re-
ported by Eisenson (1972)), found older (7-8:11 year old) aphasic
children tested at the Institute for Child Aphasia, Stanford Univer-
sity, had mean non-verbal I.Q.'s as lnw as 73.1 to 79.4.

- Analyses of membership of schools and types of class, reported in
the following chapters on program, show that a high proportion of
classes for language-impaired children in this etudy are classified
as "opportunity", "slow learner", etc. It is also significant that
analysis of the training of teachers in present language programs
shows that a majority come from backgrounds connected with slow
learners;

v'm

This whole issue is worthyof more detailed review; e.g. specific
standard testing of the "language impal;red" group.

This study also illustrated the interesting but complex effects of
age and socio-economic status on the needs and characteristics of
the language-handicapped child.

It did. not provide good evidence for.the neurological basis of lan-
guage handicap; rather, it found a considerable paucity of records
concerning neurological handicaps; There were, however, some hints
in the data on difficulties of'birth, and their effecti, which would
be worthy of more accurate recording, analysis and further study.

The study suggests, in general, that the ladguage-handicapped child
is identified formally and pladed in special education at about age
6. Only a minority of children are identified or treated at the pre-
school level. This identifies present practice within the educational
system. It raises questions about the need to identify, diagnose
and place children who may have language handicap at a much earlier
age. As Eisenson and Ingram (1972) emphasize, the child who has not
acquired speech by 3 years of age, or who has acquired 50 words
without being able to organize language beyond the one-word level,
is clearly language-handicapped or delayed sufficiently to need
intervention.

The study identified a number of gaps in the information (as recorded
by.the school/facility) about significant aspects of the handicapped
child: a) ability level b) specific language level c) pattern of
language handicap d) assessment of hearing loss, and 'e) possibile
neurological dysfunction.

Case-records of children varied considerably in their comprehensive-
ness and adequacy. It was concluded that there is a case for esta-
blishing a coherent and comprehensive standard record/reporting form
for this group -- and possibly for all groups -- of handicapped chil-
dren.
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Language Behavior of Children

15.1 Specific Language Behaviors

Teachers were asked to rate specific language'behaviors of children *

on Schedule 3/1. This was,aimed at giving a picture of the language

development level and specific problems of each child, and, in

summary, a 'picture of language levels In the whole'sample.

Mere Were coding difficulties in relating this individual informa-

tion ftom a different schedule' to the individual characteristics

of dhildren recorded on Schedule 1/1. The entries were, therefore,

cross-tabulated like the datalrom Schedu1es,2/1-ancl4/1, by school

.tyze.

The informatibn given here is the straight frequencies across all

school types-for the tOta1 handicapped group. The relative crudity

of thetdata did not really justify a more complex analysis. The

items'have beeti arranged to forma rough "scale" in terms of fre-

quency,of tespotiie (i) yes and (ii),yes with sJpecifications.

Language Scale (Schedule 3)

Item Yes Yes (with
specifications)

Total

15A Responds to name (spoken) 91.8 3.1 94.9

11 Orients/responds to sounds 84.2 2.9 87.1

18A Responds to isolated words 84.2 8.6 92.8

158 Responds to name (written) 83.9 4.3 88.2

12. Orients/respon01 to voice .(specify)82.2 5.8 88.0

183 Responds to is6J.ated utterances 82.0 9.9 91.9

35 Responds to pointing,'gestures 81.3 4.1 85.4

16 Responds to spoken commands,
gestures, e.g. "No"

80.4 10.2 90.6

13 Responds to presence of adult/ 76.7 8.8 85.5

. child (specify sftuation,
response)

33 Repeats own name when this
is used

76.5 7.7 84.2

18C-Responds to isolated sentences 76.1 16.4 92.5

14 Responds to gestures in a "bound"
or habitual situation, e.g.
shaking hands

75.0 6.5 81.5

17A Responds to directions, e.g. 72.2 22.2 94.4

"Come here"

- 210 - 2z8.
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Item ..Yes

20p. Makes sense of spoken language 71.9

(Comment at what level
: 3 and below - 20B)

- Yes (with
specifications)

'Total

87.0

43 Can make actorraction statements 70.7

e.g. "Doggie's eating"(bone)

= 11.9 82.6

. ( '

39 Evidence of spontaneous speech to . ( -

indicate need 68.5 11:0 79.5

96 Identifies action pictures 67.6 12.0 79.6

.42 Can make "stative" comment, e.g. 67.4

colour, shape: "That's red"

16.4 83.8

23A -Fellows statement of sequence
e.g. then, tomorrow . 65.7. 15.0 80.7.

34 Uses I/you 65.6 17.0 82.6

27 Utters sounds/gestures to indi- 62.5
oate need, attract attention

.
8.9

fq

71.4

49 Uses articles "a/the" 62.5 8.4 70.9

23B Child follows cause/effect 62.1 'lt.1 78.2

,-,statements (if/because)
,.

62 Child communicates with adult 61.6

verbally/by sign
23.2 . 84.8

37 Imitates gestures in a 60.2
purposeful way"

7.3 67.111r

41 Uses 3/4 word sentence to express 58.2

feeling, attract attention
24.4 82.6 0

64 Child uses language to regulate 56.3
behavior, e.g. 'comment on what
he is doing, announce intentions

13.3 69.8,

23C FolloWs statements of location, 55.7 23.7 79.4

"There", etc.

38 Points/geitures and names 5308

object/person

17.1 70.9

32 Can repeat speech sounds to order 52.8 31.7 8,4';

63 Child communicates with other 52.3

children (play, meals, etc.
26.9 79.2

Verbal/sign/gesture)

21A Can read letters of alphabet 52.2 25.6 77.8

24 Uses toys/models to communicate 51.4
feelings/relationships, e.g.
acting out incident, using
puppet

19.0 70.4

47 Can use prepositions 51,4 27.2 78.6

, . I"'
(1l!)
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r

Item Yes Yes (with To%al
specifications)

19.2 69.7

20.7, 71.2

,48A. Uses plurals (regular).correctly 50.5

46 .Uses connectives (and, but) 50.5
between words, phrases

22 Uses gestures related to situation
, e.t. toilet needs J50.O 19.7

c30. Produces approximate words 47.9 35.9
e.g. "boo" for "book"

.98 TellsAstories 46.6 31.8

31 Uses words/utterances.clearly but
not necessarily in communi- -

. cation, e.g. singsongs,
repeats words 43.8 . 22.2 66.0

36 Imitates gestures of adults/
children but does not,commu-
nicate freely with them 43.5 13.2 56.7

28 Echoes sounds of adults/children, .42.4,--) 16.9 59.3
or own sound

25 Makes noises (specify kind, 42.3
circumstances, significance)

19 Responds to sign language 40.9 24.7 65.6
(specify)

69.7

83.8
tr-

78.4

21B Can read words 39.6 32.8

21C Can read signs 36.6 .23.6

61 Child,uses monologue 34.1 12.5
acCompanyin action

48B Uses correct (iriegular) plurals 33.3

45 Uses tenses (which?) 33.3

53 Uses connectives between utter- 31.3
ances, e.g. "He went and
he cale back"

44 Uses correct verb forms for first 30.9
and second person and plum,

52 Approximates.normal articulation 29.1
(pitch, rhithm, order of words)

29. Echoes sentences, utterances 28.7

21D tan read sentences 26.1

17B Responds to directions, e.g. 11.3
"Hit (the) ball"

Arithmetic Mean -

23.9

10.6

18.7'

72.4

60.2

46.6

;57.2

43.9

50.0

"8.3 59.2

13.9 43.0

62.8

67.1

26.4

56.5 17.9 74.4
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It will be observed that, for mahy of the,items, "yes with specifi-
cations" is a high proportion of response. If thi& percentage is

,added to the "yea", clearly many of the items are.passed by many
more children, to'the extent of 17 per cent more, on average. Items
with.a hkgher percentage of "yes with specifications" responses may
also be less precise items, or may depend very much more on the

situation in which language occUrs. A more stable proportion is
obtained by, adding the two as in the total.

15.2 General findings on language.level and fluency. are of interest.

On Question 59, 40.1 per cent of children were recorded as using,
language for meaningful communication at some level; 28.7 per cent
used it mechanicall or because conditioned to do so, and 1.4 per
cent used language dbmetimes or in a limited sense.

On Question 60, there is confirmation of this finding: 43.6 per cent
of children used avarigLi___...atIuseatterns and 28.3 per cent
used set or rote formulas.

\

,-On Question 55, which asked for
the following pattern emerged:,

length and complexity of sentence, vh

11
.< No. of words - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 to 16

Per cent 4.1 4.7 12.8 17.6 17.6 14.2 6.1 10.1-'2.7 5.4, 3.5

There were 21.6.,pee cent of children with sentence length of 1 to 3
words, i.e. at 21/2 to 3 year level-in language. The majority have

of 4 to 6 words long (49.4 per cent) or longer.

. On Question 54, the'range of sentence patterns which was recorded
was:

Per Cent
Simple: subjtet-verb-object 20.9

1

Simple, plus questions 13.2

3-4 varied patterns 14.7

Normal in rote/familiar context 2.1

Normal (for age) 5.8
Ina

Question 50 asked about dpeed of produlion of language. It was
,

judged to be:

Normal ..31.1 per cent

Slow/stilted 26.2 per cent

Rapid 16.8 per cent

On Question 51, 44.6 per cent weç recorded as having normal intona-\
tion, pitch and strees in speech,)/and 20.6 per cent normal with
qualifications.
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4.

On Quistion 52, approximation to normal articulation, the riesults
1

. were:

ictiCulation

Poor articulation

ynintelligible ,

Specific articulatory problems

-Other

Per Cent
29:1

13.9

2.8

13.9

10.8 A

Unintelligibility was found mainly in extremely handicapped hospital
groups; poor articulation in the young and autistic children, and
specific problems among the pre-school, trainable retarded, and
residential unit groups; It is of interest that unintelligibility
is of the same order as.reported by Rutter and Hattin (1972) among
surveys of speech/language delay in children entering school.

On Question 57, 23.6 per cent of children are described as having -

language/speech defects; 70 per cent of data are "not available,".

The varieties of speech/language defect are, on Question 56.1

Lisp 4.1 per cent

Confusion/substitution:27.4 per cent

Omission 8.5 per cent
eft

Numal 8.8 per cent

Not available,. 46.4 per cent

Ii was possible to code judgements of each child's expressive
language age. The facts are as follows: (Receded Question 59/170)

.Age 1/2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12/14

Per cent 13.6 11.8 10.9 11.8 8.2 8.2 8.2 6.4 5.5 3.6 9.0

So, 25.4 per cent of children in this study are judged to have
language levels of 3 years or under, and 36.4 per ceht have language
ages up to 4.

Four and a half years of age (see discussions in Introduction) is
the level at which most children are considered to have first mastered
syntax; if an older child is significantly below this level, he has
language delay/disorder.

It will also be.recalled that the majority of children were in the
6-9 and 10-13 age gzoups; but only 18.1 per cent were rated here as
having language levels of 10 to 14, and 31 per cent as having lan-
guage levels of 6 to 9, as compared with 48.1 per cent with language
levels under 6 years of age. By inference, this confirms the dis-
crepancy in this ,group, between age or mental: level and language
level, as noted in previous shapter.



A caution here; this table was based on 110 cases -- 288 are
missing.

Recoding of two other questions gave further information. The
child makes sense of spoken_laneala (Question 20B, different age
levels) as follows:

Language age level 0-2 3-5 6-8 9-11

Per cent 63.6 18.3 15.1 12.0

In other words, 63.6 per cent of the 110 cases were at the 0-2
language age level.

The child uses language for meaningful communication, i.e. not in
rote/conditioned waypv as follows (Question 59B, level of response
age le1061):

Language age level 0-2 3-5 6-8 9-11 12 plus

Per cent ,76.1 9.5 6.8 4.3 3.3

:.

The contrast here is between receptive response (20B) and expressive
use (59B). There is some'10 per cent difference in level.

15.3 Comparison of Main Sample with Mail Sample

The data from the same items administered to the mail sample,
confirm the results on the detailed questions bn language behavior.

Proportions of "yes" answers are similar; more important, the rank
order of the items is very similar. It was noted earlier that to
add the "yes" and "yes qualified" responses would be likely to give
a more valid and reliable result.

Mean proportion of responses.on 56 items in main and mail samples
/

are as follows:

Yes Yes qualified Total

Main sample (above) 56.5 17.9 74.4

Mail sample 62.3 17.5 79.8

These results are remarkably close and confirm the consistency of
the data between the two samples. The two sources of evidence were
quite independent (intensive interview vs. mailed questionnaire).'

The main sample contained many more special programs with severely
language-handicapped children. The mail saMple was 80 per cent'
composed of language programs in regular elementary schools. This

would account for the higher percentage of "yes" response to ques-
tions on language behaviors. The close similarity of response pattern
and level donfirms that the same language-handicapped population is
being observed and recorded, despite the differences in technique
and in sampling program.

Subtracting the 74.4 to'79.8 "Yes total" responses (i.e. those chil-
dren able to cope with the language skills)from 100 leaves 20 to 25



per cent of childr,en who fail to pass these items and presumably
have severe language disability.

For comparison, the distribution for regular elementary school
language classes is extracted:

Language age 1/2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11-14

Per cent 10.6 10.5 15.8 15.8 14.0 12.3 8.8 7.0 5.3 .00

Except for slightly more children at the upper language levels, the
figures are similar. Indeed, 36.9 per cent of children are rated
as having language ages of 4 or lower, as in the total handicap
sample. Pre-school, hospital, and programs for mentally retarded
have lower levels of language, e.g. in the 2-5 year range, but they,
too, scatter over a wide range.

It is of interest to compare these findings of sentence length
(Minimum Length of Utterance), variety of sentence patterns, and
levels of receptive and expressive language with the research find-
ings, e.g."the table describing stages of development in language
structures (Crystal et al)in the Introduction, and similar norms
given by Lee (1974).

15.4 The Severity of Language Handicap: Conclusions

These findings illuêtrate the severity of language handicap among
these children. The statistics vary from question to question but
have a strong consistent trend. They indicate that from 25 to 35
per cent of children, in the sample, have markedly immature or de-
ficient expressive language, disorders of speed, fluency or articu-
lation.

Even the "normal" group of 40 to 50 per cent is, in this.context,
unlikely to be at normal levels of language development, as the dis-
tribution of estimates of expressive language shows.

15.5 Inter retations of Data: Cautions

With varying reliability of data (missing cases ranged from 6 to 288,
though the high extreme is an infrequent one), caution must be exer-
cised in interpretation. Furthermore, fairly small numbers are
disttibuted over a large number of school/program categories so that
interpretation of diffexences between ihese categories is complex.
It may not be statistically significant or stable for any given
relationship or table. It did not appear profitable, at this stage,
to make a more detailed analysis.

Nevertheless, 58 of the questions, a majority, indicated significant
differences in response between the different school categories.
This sighificance (chi square) was at the .01 to .001 or beyond
level of significance. One note of caution is that, with such small
and scattered figures as occurred in many data, the estimate of
the chi square, by the mechanical procedures of the computer program,
is likely to be inflated. Even so, probabilities are high enough to



justify assuming there is a significant effect. Even more important
is the repeated findings and their consistency with one another.

Subject to the above comments, it emerges that, as expected, chil-
dren in different programs are likely to differ in level and kind
of language handicap. Consistently, the younger (pre-school groups)
the autistic (especially in special residential settings for the

. severely handicapped) and aphasic groups show more severe delay/
disorder.

15.6 Omission of Data /7'
In the original schedule, it was hopea that the research team,
working with the teacher, might umke observations on play where
appropriate, and also get direct measures on specific items of
language response. With the demands for'time made by the cotal
survey, it proved impracticable to complete this section consistently,
so it was omitted from coding and analysis. (Questions 65 to 98)'
The "autistic" scale, Item 71, was used to help deterudne diagnostic
category. Item 72 on "open" or "structured" interaction with he
child was related to schedule 4/1 and observations to help the
research team arrive at a description of the nature of the clas -
room program.

15.7 Summary

In line with the general philosophy of this study, the concern was
to examine the data from several different perspectives, and to
establish consistency of pattern. This consistency of pattern comes

. out clearly in this analysis of children's language behavior. This
is a group with severe language difficulties even when taken as a
total handicap group -- all varieties of handicap sharing a signi-
ficant language handicap -- or in different school prograns. The
more specific language-disordered groups are likely to share many
of these characteristics, but be even more severely handicapped.



lbIntroduction to Chapters on Programs

16.1 The drogram.is dealt with in the following two chapters. As empha-
sized., this is an educationall'not a psychological, study. The

program (curriculum) consists of factors such as the goals of teach-
ing (enunciated and actual), the content and the sequence of what
is learned. It covers the instructional preferences (e.g. for more
direct vs. indirect methods of teaching or forma of motivation) of
the teacher and the instructional procedures of the teacher. It

also refers to the actual choice and use of materials, learning
situations, and teaching aids.

16.2 Teaching and learning must also be organized in terms of the alloca-
tion of time to different kinds of phases of learning, timetables,
the allocation of teaching resources, the grouping of students for
instruction, and the choice and arrangement of teaching'equipment
and use of space.

16.3 .The program cannot ke interpreted in educational terms unless it is
set in the context o the numbers and kinds of children, the teachers'
experience, qualifi ations `and background, and factors such as stu-
dent-teacher ratio.

The more specific curricular and instructional aspects of the pro-
gram are dealt with in Chapter 18. The information for this chapter
is drawn mainly from responses to Schedule 4/1, as well as from direct
observation of classrooms.

To put.the remedial program in its proper educational and organiza-
tional context, Chapter 0 precedes the discussion of program; it
describes the schools or'institutional sett4ngs (as presented through
the eyes of the principal or director), the goals of the school and
of individual program, data on children, teachers, and on organiza-
tion of groups and resources by the school. Information is drawn
from two sources: Schedule 2/1 (the school or institution/principal)
and in part Schedule 4/1 (the individual teacher/program level). It

will be realized that these two sources of LZormation should be
consistent, but that they can, and do, present the program from two
rather different perspectives. At times these are sources of con-
firmation.

16.4 In all the above, the term "principal" may be replaced by "director"
(educational or clinical),head-teacher, consultant, therapist in
charge, etc., i.e. the person in most obvious diract administrative
(plus educational or clinical) charge of a facility (school, centre,
institution, etc.). The actual status of the "principal" answering
Schedule 2/1 and the social-administrative "distance" (i.e. whether
the principal knows intimately, takes part, etc.) of this level from
that 'ofsthe individual teacher or therapist answering Schedule 4/1
depends on the size of the institution, its complexity, whether or
not the program in question is a large part of its purpose and func-
tion or only a small part -- as in a large elementary school, for
example.
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The term "teacher" may also be replaced by therapist, consultant,
child-case worker, etc. as the function in a.particular setting.

16.5 Since this was the school and individuaX program level of analysis,
it was decided to classify responses by "school type", i.e. the
major classification of facility encountered in the study, and
recorded by the research team as a primarytvariable. As noted, it
is possible, but difficult (both in terms of Statistical analysis
and in making firm and consistent correlations), to analyze programs
in terms of individual children's characteristics, e.g. diagnostic
category. Later comments indicate how inferences,from thesindivi-
dual level can be related to the 3chool and program levey. \ "school"
or "class" and many aspects of program are more, objective and'stable
than are:individual characteristics such as diagnoses; these latter
categories may be more (or less) arbitrary classifications based on
inferences from primary data.

16.6 Expanded comments follow on the definition and significance of the
n school type". There were 92 basic units (facilities) visited in
the study.

Lt;

1) Regular (Elementary and Secondary) school in which classes or
units were found, or individual children, or.small groups, receiving
specialist resource help. The major category is Elementary schools
since only. one Secondary level unit is recorded consistently.

This enables cross-reference to Chapter 14 where.children are analyzed
in terms of age-distribution, and this, in turn, cross-related to
their sex,.socio-economic status, ability, and diagnostic category.

It is clear that the Regular settings contained the majority of lan-
guage-handicapped children. The majority of "language disordered"
category analyzed in Chapter 14 .must be found in these schools.
Analysis of the composition of classes within these schools, given
later, reveals from another point of view the heterogeneity, not
only of indiv dual children, but indeed of classification of teaching
roups/treatme t provided for.them.

2) Hospital refers to both of the fo owing: A Bliss Symbol program
(Crippled Children's Centre, Toronto)jor cerebral-palsied/crippled
children; and a small day program in total communication (Clarke
Institute for Psychiatry, Toronto) for autistic/low functioning
children.

In a "diagnostig_gfouping, the two groups would be separated; they
would not onlylform very small groups but introduce complications
into a "diagnostic" grouping, i.e. of mixing information on low-
functioning autistics with information on other autistic children
from day schools. In the diagnostic categories for individual chil-
dren, in Chapter 14, the "autistic" group contains this variety
(day regular, residential, hospital, etc.)

3) Regional Centre is, in fact, one centre -- the Thistletown
Regional Centre (Toronto) -- but refers to different programs within
this:

2,77
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(i) the autistic and lafiguage-disordered children within the pre-

school and day school programs of this regional hospital centre

'which serves, on an active treatment basis, the needs of children

with severe behavioral/emotional and associated disorders who cannot

be treated by now.residential means,

(ii) the much smaller and intensive group programs in residential

"cottage" settings, viz. House 17 and House 20, mainly foi autistic

and severe behavior disdttlers. 'These.are conducted by means of

One-to-one behavior modifiCation and therapeutic teaching/management,
:Mere are different approaches in Houses 17 and 20.

A Thistletown residential program produced much of the informa-

tion on the Distar program coded in the present analysis, and they

are heavily represented in the statistioal data on behavior manage-

ment techniques. In the-diagnostic Categories for individual chil-

dren, they contributed mainly to..the "autistic" Category and to

instances of Specific &notional disturbance (childhood schizophrenia)

and brain-damage.

4) DeVelopmental Centres, represented by 5 respondents or programs

in two institutions, are facilities for pze-school and young children

who.are severely mentally.retarded or, rather, severely "developmen-

tally disabled". The group can comprise a great variety of syndromes,

and include physical adwell as mental handicap. Great care was taken,

in selecting children him these centres, to discuss the study criteria

with tdachers, speech therapists, and other professionals, and to choose

only children who had language deficits either separate from, or con-

/ tributory to, their other severe handicaps. This group of facilities

(not separately emphasized in the statistical analysis) provided a

'group of young mentally retarded children. These centres are.outside

the educational system, in the strict sense. They are provided by

local associations for the mentally retarded with fun4ing from other

sources, such as the Ministry of Community and Social Services, or

they may be set up 'as part of a community service. Staffing is likely .

to be child-care worker and other professionals instead of, or in

addition to, teachers.

5) Residential Provincial Schools refers to two schools for the

hearing impaired. In one, Sir James Whitney School for the Hearing

Handicapped (Bellville), there is a specific unit with seven classes

for 42 diagnosed aphasic children who may, or may noi, have signifi-

cant hearing handicap (5 children with severeihearing impairment).

In the other, in 'the Ernest C. Drury School for Hearing Handicapped

(Milton), there are no specific classes for language-disordered chil-

dren, but the study observed individual programs for 18 children with

language namiicap far beyond that expected from the norm of the hear-

ing handicapped group. In the individual diagnostic category (Chap-

ter 14) these children contribute to the "hearing handicapped"

category and to the "aphasic" categories (of which the Belleville

school forms a major part). Nevertheless, the two groups above have

much in common, in terms of severe-language disorder, and probably

vary only in terms of label and of program.

6) Pre-cchool facilities are not regular pre-sChools, but prerschool

facilities for children with a variety of behavioral and develop-
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mental. difficulties (but not mental'retardatiop). Those in the
study are located mainly in the Metro Toronto area, viz. West End
Creche (a clinic facility); Stothers Centre; Powell-Brown Remedial
Nursery;.Cecilia Smith Nursery. This category also included refe-
rence to a special nurserY language program, the Chedoke Hospital
facility, and another pre-school langgage-delay program.

Individual children with significant language delay or disorder-
were selected for study within the pre-schools, which had a beha-
vior-disorder orientation. These facilities contribute nany of
the young or pre-school children in the individual analysis.

7) Trainable Mentally Retarded schools comprise programs (mainly
for autistic children) selected frog schools for the trainable men-
tally retarded administered by the Metropolitan Turonio Board of
Education (with "total communication" language programs) but also
schools in the Simcoe County area which were included because they
contained the majority of children in the county's language programs.
Both of these sources are in some sense, therefore, educational in
administration. Nevertheless, the§ are not emphasized in the general
analysis. It has been pointed out, in Chapter 14, that even when
groups suCh as the trainable mentally retarded are eliminated from
the analysis, the ability level of the "specific language disorder"
group remains rather low and their.heterogeneity high.

8) Other Residential Facilities is a residual category. Essentially
it comprises Kerry's Place,. a residential facility.for late adoles-
cent severely handicapped autistics (Clarksburg). This is an "active
treatment" Centre funded by the Ministry of Health but with two
teaching staff provided by the local,Board of Education. This faci-
lity contributes a small number of severely handicapped (low.ability
or low functioning) autistics to the individual analysis.

9) Other Language facilities is a complex residual gioup comprising
a release-resource program in one board of education, i.e. individual
and group remediation by speech pathologists, or speech teachers,
also a clinical-school program, the Child Study Centre, University.
of Ottawa, which gives intensive residential and day treatment to
children with a variety of behavioral and language disorders com-
prising special education and therapeutic support. They contribute
to the language disordered and possibly a little to the autiiitic

groups.

10) Mainly Autistic.comprises two day classes for autistic children,
one in Wellington County board of education and one in Waterloo
County, also the program for autistic children in the McHugh School,
Ottawa, a small day school housed within a regular public school,
which presently (1977) serves the autistic children of elementary
school age in the Ottawa region. The latter school is administered
under the Royal Ottawa Hospital schools system, but is staffed by
teachers and is essentially a small special school for autistic
children. They contribute considerably, but not wholly, to the
autistic group in Chapter 14. .
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11) Mentally Retarded compqses varied groups and progras from two
regional centres for the mentally retarded, at Cedar Ferings (Blen-
heim) and Huropia (Orillia), Sources for information and organiza-
tion of the study, in both instances,lwere the chicf speech patho-
logist. Programs studied covered a variety of severely mentally
retarded or poor-functioning older children, adolescents, or young
adults up to 21 years Of age in a variety of language programs, not
only direct language stimulation but alternative methods such as
.sign-language and Bliss Symbols. They contribute older individuals
to the analysis. In gerieral, the older age-group, .e. over 16,
in the individual analysis are likely to be drawn from the mentally
low-functioning category. This group again is of considerable

,interest in respect of the variety of language programs being tried
with them, and the varieties of technique for using staff for instruc-
tion. They are, however, not emphasized in the main analysis.

16.7 As noted in the Introduction to the report, language handicapped
individuals and programs in the "mentally retarded" grouping, in
developmental centres and regional centreis, were included as a
complementary group.in this study. There are at least two reasons:

(1) The language programs developed for such children are of general
interest'for remediation of the language-disordered, jvAgiing by the
analysis of programs presented by Fristoe (1976) and references by
Schiefelbusch and Lloyd (1974).

(2) It is of interest to know the xtent of langua e handicap outside
the rather arbitrarily labelled "specific language handicap" grouping.
Furthermore, the research data sugget that "language disorder",
described as severe delay in acquiritig language, has a similar course
in many language disordered groups, i.e. retarded groups or language
disordered groups acquire language in apparently normal sequence but
with considerably more delay. Also, as noted, the distinction be-
tween mental retardation and low functioriing in the autistic child
is oftemsarbitrary, requiring sensitive and accurate diagnostic dif-
ferentiation. The low functioning autistic is, c.or all intents and
purposes, mentally retarded is far as prognosis 'for learning and
future vocational and social adjustment is concerned (Rutter (1971)).
Some of the autistic children stddied were found in facilities for
the mentally retarded. For example, the "total communication" pro-
gram organized by the Clarke Institute draws its subjects mainly from
Toronto schools for the mentally retarded. The "total comm(inication"
in the McCordic School (Toronto) -- subject of current contract
research study for the Ministry of Education -- is within a facility
for the trainable mentally retarded. As far .9s possible, data for
these "mentally retarded facilities" and others, are kept apart, or
distinguished in the statistical analysis and interpretation.

16.8 To re-capitulate:

1) Language delay or language disorder is likely to he found in all
categories of school or program, in all categories of language and
associated handicap. The majority are likely to be in the Regular
school category.
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2) Autistic programs are likely to be represented by Regional Centre,
Other Regidential, Autistic groups (and'overlap into the Developmen-
tal Cehtre and Trainable Mentally Retarded facilities).

3) Pre-school groups represent language delay, but also possible
language disorder, a scattering of autistic& and behavioral handi-
caps.

4)APhasic children labelled as such are found mainly in the Resilden-
tial Provincial school program and in the Bedford Park (Toronto) day
program, which is included under Regular elementary school, as well
as being scattered over other regular and clinical programs (not,
however, Hospital or Regional Centre, Other Residential, or Othex
Language Program).

5) The Bliss Symbol program is found in the Hospital category (60%
of entries for this) but also in at least one other class (Chedoke/
Hamilton Board of Education) and scattered over other programs,
notably the mentally retarded. The video-tape of a Bliss Symbol
program recorded by the study was based on the Chedoke/Hamilton Board
cerebral-palsy class.

6) Sign and total communication is found not only in, schools for
the hearing handicapped but several other-facilities, viz, autistic,
mentally retarded, but not likely to be found in Regional Centre or
in high proportions in the Regular schools.

7) The Developmental Centre, Trainable Retarded and Mentally Retarded
categories comprise language disordered, possibly a.fraction of
aphasic children, and autistic individuals.

The variety and. heterogeneity revealed in any diagnostic grouping
or description of language delayed/language disordered children
(cf. Rutter and Martin (1972); Crystal (1976)) is reflected in the
varieties of grouping, class and program for them, and in the variety
of pattern found even within any grouping'such as the "Regular"
school, or even within a giyen class type.

16.9 Information on Class Programs

Information was gathered and coded on the kind of class in which
language handicapped children were found within a facility or school.
The kinds of class are noted later.

A more sensitive and detailed &assification and analysis or programs
would be by type of class. However, this was not judged to be prac-
ticable at this stage. Essentially, the variety of classes (25 cate-
gories) was such that it certainly described functions specifically,
but at the cost of splitting the data into too many groups and so
creating small unstable numbers and losing generality. Any combina-
tion of classes could, at the present stage, only be done in an
arbitrary manner,.losing precision of information, viz. lumping slow
learning with remedial. It seemed more practical to remain with the
relatively well-defined and larger "School Type- classification in
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analyzing program. Nevertheless, the data permit of re-analysis
at any future time in terms of "Class" types of program.

To find the relationship of Class and School Type, a cross-tabula7
tion was carried out. This will enable the reader to interpret what
kind of classes are included within a particular school type, and
gather evidence on the likely diagnosis..or educational category of
children, or the emphasis in kind or level of program.

The Regular School category comprises: 24 (30.8 per cent of the
school) "regular" classes, presumably of language disordered/delayed
children. It has 17 (21.8 per cent) "special language/communication"
classes. Other information on prograns suggests that these cover a
great variety of language handicaps, varying from class to class,
'and from one board of educatIon to another, but possibly containing
aphasic and autistic children in addition to a wide variety of
general language handicap. "Other" types of class comprise 11 (14.1
per cent) and 10 (12.8 per cent) respectively.

Aphasic programs comprise 10 (12.8 per cent) of classes. Many of
these are likely to represent the contribution of the 11 classes of
the Bedford Park Public School (Toronto) day program.

The range of special education-classes, in the Regular school, con-
taining language disoirdered is illustrated in the following catego-
ries:

Withdrawal groups 8 (10.3 per cent)

Remedial groups 5 ( 6.4 per cent).

Mentally retarded 5 ( 6.4 per cent)

Specific learning disability 4. (5.1 per cent)

Special education (unspecified); Bliss Symbol
handicapped, behavioral and multiple handicap
2.6 per cent).

program; hear,ing
- (each 2 cases,

,

In summary, the language and aphasic classes represent 40.6 per cent
of the Regular school category, but opportunity, remedial and men-
tally retarded groups cover 19.2 per cent.

In view of the close connection of language disability with learning
disability, it is surprising to find so few specific learning disa- -

bility classes with language handicapped in them within the Regular
school. (Wallach (1977); Klasen (1972))

The Hospital category covers: Bliss Symbol classes, 3 (60 per cent);
autistic group, 2 (40 per cent). The two facilities are Crippled
Children's Centre (Toronto) and Clarke Institute for Psychiatry
(Toronto).

The Regional Celltre is represented by classes/programs whidh are all
autistic/behavioral, and residential in category, 6 (100 per cent).

et e
t, .4!
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The Developmental Centres include:

Special education and special language classes, each 3 (33 per cent);
AL,

MultiVle handicap, 3 (33 per-cent);

Cerebral Palsied, 2 (22 per cent).

This illustrated\the range of handicaps and programs within these
facilities for mentally. retarded.

\

The Residential Provincial Schools have two overlapping groups:
hearing handicapped classes, 15 (68 per, cent) mid aphasic classed;
7 (31.8 per cent). This, in effect, discriminates between the-Milton
,and the' Belleville programs though obviously there is an overlap.

The Pre-echool category alsn covers a variety of classes/programs.
"Special Education" is seen as a general commitment, 26 (100 per cent),
but the emphasis is on behavioral programs, 17 (65.4 per'cent)..

A. small but significant proportion of programs in "total communica-
tion" and for autistics exists. There are 4 (15.4 per cent) of each.
A minor purpose of the pre-school catego.cy, according to this analy-

. .sis, is to serve as a "primary diagnostic" facility. Four (15.4 per
cent) of primary diagnostic classes are recorded. There is a scat- ..
tering of multiple handicap pp:grams, 2 (7.7 per cent) and mental
retardation and "speech and linguage" programs (3.8 per cent each).

This analysis confirms that the Pre-school group studied sees its
function as special education with emphasis on behavioral difficul-
ties, but to much lesser extent on specific language difficulties.
The individual children with language difficulties studied with4
these programs are (as direct pbservation showed) very much in the
minority.

The Trainable Retarded obviously contains "mental retardation" pro-
grams, 19 (76 per cent) but also contains a small but significant
proportion, 3, or 12 per cent, of autistic classes/programs. They
have an idterest in total coMmunication - 1 class or 4.6 per dent
and Bliss Symbol progrims - I. class or 4.6 per cent. The "total

kcommunication" is the McCordic School program.

The Other Residential facility comprises 6 (100 per cent) autistic
programs but is also categorized as 2 (100 per,cent) "mentally
retarded" level programs, i.e. this facility at present served* the
low-funetioning autistic individual.

The Mainly Autigtic facility covers 6 (100 per cent) autistic pro-
grams; of these, 3 (50 per cent) are day classes and 3 (50 per cent)
are residential. The day classes are those aaached to elementary
schools or a day school (McHugh, Ottawa). The occurrence of resi-
dential classes indicates there is an overlap with the Regional
Centres provision.

The category described as Other Language covers a variety of wit:q-
drawal programs on the one hand, and educational/clinical programs

. r
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on the other. It containgOi surprisingly high proportion of
ftmentally retarded" programa - 8, or 57 per cent.- and "behavioral"
prograis - 4, or 24.6 per cent. There are "regular" classes - 3,
or 21.4 per cent - in this category, but also specified "withdrawal",
1 class, or.7.1.per cent.

Specific learning disability programs - 2 (14.3 per cent) - are also
represented in this "school" category. As discussed earlier, this
is it complex grouping consisting of a particular clinical/educa-
tional, residential setting (the Child Study Centre, University of
Ottawa) and classes or withdrawal/therapy programs administerpd' by
speech pathologists or language teachers.

% -

The Mentally Retarded category is obviously for "mentally retarded",
17, or 94.4 per cent, but also comprises specific speech and language
programs - 5, or 27.8 per cent - and withdrawal programs - 4, or
22.2 per cent. The Bliss Symbol program is represented by only one
claim or major program. From direct obserVation,'it is likely that
the BliaSymbol technique is quite widespread among.individuals in
Regional Centres and Developmental Centres, but that there may not
be specific programs or classes.

16.10 It should-be noted that, Whereas.in recording and analyzing indivi-
dual chaiacteriatics (Chapter 14) the teachers' responses were the
units, the number of re4ondents (i.e. principal, teacher represent-
iig a school or program) is the basic unit of information in
describing'and analyzing programs (92 for principals, 227 for
teachers).

s



The Background to Programs:
Organization, Staff, and Resources

.

17.1 The Unit of Program,(School)

17.1.1 Who is the authority responsible for the unit?. (Schedule 2/1)

The majo ity of facilities are schools administered by the boards
of educfttion under the regulations of the Ministry of ,duc.9.tion.
(70 ov76.l per cent),

The Ministry of Health administered 14, or 15.2 per cent of units.

Administration by other authorities.: private associations; founda-
tions (e.g. Integra Foundation); independent schools (also, presu-
mably, funded by community 4r government grants) nd university
-centres rated 1 unit each.

The Ministry of Health facilities are Hospital - 3 or 66.7 per cent;
Regional Centre'- 3 or 100 per cent; Developmental'Centre - 2 or
50 per. cent.

Pre-schools are'also funded by the Ministry of Health - 6 or 66.7
per cent; and also one Other Residential (i.e. Kerry's Place, active'
treatment centre for adolescent autistics) - 100 per cent Ministry
of Health; two teachers supplied by Board of Education.

17.1.2 The person in charge is:

Principal (of school) 71 77.2 per,cent ,

DireCtor 15 16.3 per cent

Program co-ordinator 3 3.3 per cent

Supervisor 3 1 3.3 per cent

Timm percentages correspond closely to the proportions for schools
and for health-administered facilities aboub. The strong educational
base of the programs studied"here is indicated by these facts.

The title of Director is associated with Hospital facility - 1 (33.3
per cent); Pre-school - 8 (88.9 per cent); Other Residential - 1
(100 per cent), as well as one'Autistic program (McHugh School)
located.in a system of hospital schools administered110 a director.
McHugh School also has its own principal. 1

.a

Program Co-ordinators administer: Regional Centre - 1 (33.3 per cent)
i.e. the,intensive small group and one-to-one behavior modification
and therapy programs in a residential setting in the Thistletown
Regional Centre. Also in this category are the Developmental Centre,
2, or ip per cent.

.

Supervisors are in charge of: a Regional Centre program - 1, or 33.3
per cent, parallel to the one described above. Residential Provincial
(1, or 33.3 per cent) refers to the supervisor who, within the pro-

8.74:
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vincial school system, is directly in charge of the group of classes
forming the aphasic unit in the Belleville school,. One Pre-school
also falls into this category.

17.1.3 What is the purpose of the facility?

To answer .in general terms:

:

15

2

Education

Treatment/therapy

'Diagnosis

81.5 per cex)t

16.3 per cent

2,2-pe cent

4

This pattern parallels the proportion of schools, but,the educational
. commitme..t several facilities is also reflected here.

0

However, the "Hospital facility, 3 (100 per cent) sees itself as pro-
viding treatment, although the observed programs are clearly educa-
tional. There is a similar identification with treatment by the
Regional Centre, 2 (66.7 per cent) which is in a hospital setting
and provides intensive educational treatment through operant approaches
as well as a more conventional classroom and pre-school program. The
Residential Provincial facility for hearing handicapped (presumably
the aphasic unit) also sees its purpose as in part treatment - 1 (33.3
per cent). "Other Language" facilities contained 66.7 per cent iden-
tified as having treatment as a main goal.

Essentially,(all facilities provide what was at one time in Britain
calla "special education treatment", with differing emphases and
goals within this broad commitment.

0.1.4 What is the placement of the child?

This is: MO education, etc. 77 83.1 per cent

Residential 6 6.5 per cent

Half-time 4 4.3 per cent

Sessions, e.g. therapy '1 1.1 per cent

The thild with la.guage handicap is therefore typically taught in a
full-time day facility. Only a minority -4but a signifigant one
(at least' 6.5 per cent) - receive residential placement.

In the Regular facilities only 3 (6.7 per cent) of placements were
half-time, whereas 1 (11 per cent) of Pre-school units was half-
time.

The majority of residential provision is in:

The Regional Centre (100 per cent)
Developmental Centre (20 per cent)
Other Residential (100 per cent) and a
Trainable Retarded (9.1 per cent).

The complexity
tribution of 1
sessional, and

small proportion among the

of the Other Language catqgory
(33.3 per cent) day placement;
1 other.

A1

kis "1

is revealed by the dis-
1 (33.3 per cent)
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17.2 The Child in the Program

17.2.1 What is the total number of children in eElguRILIE_Ilcy_Sgr
school)? (Schedule 2.1)

The total number of all schools/units associated with language pro-
grams is 75, and the number of their students ranges from 5 to 655.
The distribution.is unusual - rectangular, i.e. without any marked
peaks. The mean is 229.78 students; the median value (i.e. 50th
per-centile) is 188 and the interquartile range, i.e. from the top
of the lowest 25,per cent (or 25th per-centile) to the top of the
75th per-centile is from 78 to 350 students. The difference between
the median value (rank) and the arithmetical average reflects the
large schools at the top end of the range.

The range of mean unit populations is considerable:

Regular 391.9

Secondary 610 (one case only)

Other Language 204.67

Residential Provincial 150

Regional Centre 127

Trainable Mentally Retarded 124.91

Mental Retardation 105.67

Hospital 83

Autistic 70

Developmental Centre 61.8

Pre-school 36.78

his, of course, reflects the relative size of secondary and elemen-
iary public schools and other institutions. The Regional Centre
mean is as high as it is because it comprises other school programs
apart from the small intensive ones (House 17 and 20) which deal with
severely behaviorally-disturbed and autistic children. The Trainable
Retarded facilities included in this study are clearly on the scale
.of small public schools. As expected, the "pre-school" units, i.e.
the Developmental Centres and Pre-schools, are small.

17.2.2 The number of children in the unit responsible
(Schedule 2/1)

The class or unit in which the program is located is obviously much
smaller. The total number of children (i.e. in special programs or
classes) is 487.

The range in size of class is from 4 to 38, with no marked peaks, as
before. The mean is 19.98. The median is 20 and interquartile range
from 11 to 24 plus.

The range of means for different types of schools is:



p.

Pre-school 22 children (1 unit)

Regular 19.24 (range from 4 to 36 s.tudents)

Hospital 14 (range from 5 to 23 students) i.e. two
quite distinct programi

Autistic 14 (5, 15 and 22 stuaents)

Regional Centre 13.33 (2 of 10 students; 1 of 20 students -
different programs)

Other Residential 10

These class/unit sizes appear astonishing. On any known principles
of program, many of these classes are too large for effective oral
language teaching of children with significant to severe language
handicap. The effective size of the unit will depend, of course,
on whether the child is taken out for resource teaching (but this
is listed in a minority of cases, from a previous analysis of
classes) or there are other teachers, aides, or volunteers in the
classroom.

Even the units for mentally retarded appear large: Developmental
Centre, 29.5; Trainable Mentally Retarded, 24.57,(range from 11 to
38 in program).

17.2.3 What is the age-range of students in each unit&earam?

17.2.3.1 The lower limit of age

The range of lower age is 2 to 14 years. The mean is 6.4 (the median
is 4 and interquartile range 3 to 5 years). These statistics reflect
the fact that the great proportion of lower ages is around 3 to 5
years, but with a scattering of much higher ages.

This distribution confirms the analysis of individual ages presented
in broad categories for individual children, in Chapter 14, which
sholeEd a peak of children in the 6 to 9 year group, and a peak for
first diagnoses and placements of,children for special education at
ages 5 to 6.

The range of mean lower ages for different facilities is fairly close:

Residential Provincial 5.5

Other Language 5

Regular 4.68

Autistic 4.67

Hospital 4.67

Regional Centre 4

Pre-school 2.5

The facilities for mentally retarded have a similar distribution:
Developmental Centre 3.5; Trainable Mentally Retarded 4.6; Mental
Retardation 6.25.

5'
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In the total distribution of units, 44.5 per cent had average lower
age limits of below 4 years; and 21.7 er cent had lower age limits
of below 3 years. These very young children (below 3) are concen-
trated in pre-school facilities.

17.2.3.2 The u..er limit of a e ran e in units tpro rams (Schedule 2/1)

This is from 5 to 21 years. The mean is 14.13 years; median value
is 13 and interquartile range 11.5 to 15.5 years. This shows that
yhere is a high concentration of upper age limits around and above
the 1 year level (top of elementary school).

'The range of means for facilities ir years is:

Other Residential 21

Autistic 16.33

Hospital 16.33

Residential Provincial 15.50

Regular 13.39

Other LangTge 12.5

Regional Centre 11.67

The ore-school (mean 7.50 year upper age) is obviously the exception.

The mental retardation facilities have a higher upper age limit,
reflecting the fact that they retain students until 21 years of age;
Developmental Centre upper age limit is 17 which is unexpected, if
these centres are strictly for younger children; Trainable Mentally
Retarded upper age limit is 17.8 and Mental Retardation is 20.25.

The upper age range for the Regular school is the upper age limit
of the elementary school. This, and the fact that few (only 1 re-
corded) secondary schools are reported as having language programs
means that the child leaving elementary school with language dis-
order or delay seems to have no place to go but a specialized faci-
lity.

17.2.3.3 The age range in units (programs) (Schedule 2/1)

The age range (averaged) is obviously the difference of the values
given in the above two paragraphs:

Pre-tchool - 2.5 to 7.5 years (a 5-year pre-primary range)

Aegional Centre - 4 to 11.67 years (Primary range)

Hospital - 4.67 to 16.33 (full school range)

Autistic - 4.67 to 16.33 (full school range)

Regular - 4.68 to 13.39 (elementary school range)

Other Language - 5 to 12.5

Residential Provincial - 5.5 to 15.5 (full school range)

Other Residential 14 to 21 (i.e. adolescent/adult age range)

24,0
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The mental retardation facilities reflect tde wide age range known
to be accepted by these facilities:

Developmental Centre, - 3.5 to 17 years

Trainable Mentally Retarded - 4.6 to 17.8 years

Mental Retardation - 6 25 to 20.25 years.

17.2.4 The Teacher/Student Ratio (Schedule 2/1)

i More important than size of class is the effective teaching load or
accessibility of the teacher, reflected by the teacher/student ratio.
This ranges from 1/1 to 1/33. The mean is 9.96; the median is.10,
and interquartile range from 5 plus to 25.

The range of means of ratios for units is:

Regular 9.95

Residential Provincial 5

Other Redidential

Other Language 4

Preschool 3.89

Autistic 3.33

Hospital 3

Regional Centre 2.33

The mental retardation facility ratios are not favourable, comparel
with the above: Trainable Mentally Retarded - 10; Developmental
Centre - 6.4; Mental Retardation - 8.75.

These statistics throw some light on the issues previously raised
concerning the size of the unit in which the program is found.
Clearly, the teacher/student ratios described here give a much
more optimistic picture. Even so, the range of teacher/student
ratios is large and admits of a significant number of quite large
q:chilig groups. The average teacher/student ratio for the Regular
nguage program is the highest by far (see table).

Th.1 ratio for the Residential Provincial school underline that this
is a program with special resources and staff to meet the needs of
hearing handicapped children, and that the aphasic classes, in parti-
cular, have a small membership. Other Residential is a highly indi-
vidualized treatment/basic education/communication and work program.
Other Language connotes language therapy or small teaching groups
in a university clinical/educational centre. Pre-school must have
a high proportion of small groups - often with a large number of
child-care workers attachecLto a group or individual rhildren. ,The

autistic classes require a hibk attention and reinforcement rate.
The highest number of normal pre-school children which can be regar-
ded as an individualized or high-stimulation group is about 3, and
this is also the number cited as the highest practicable in sharing
attention between autistic children in teaching (the Hung program)
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or in training children to accept group membership (Santa Barbara
Autism Dissemidation Project).

The Hospital category is in part formed of an autistic (small group)
and in part a Bliss Program which also needs a high level of atten-
tion for severely handicapped children. The Regional Centre is a
set of programs, including highly individualized behavior management
programs in one-to-one or very small group situations.

One question which arises here is what is the composition and nature
of the Regular school programs for language handicapped, considering
some of the high teacher/student ratios recorded above.

17.2.5 How are children grouped by school? (Z/1)

The principal's perceptions of the basis of grouping for children is:

Age 22 (23.9 per cent)

Functional level 20 (21.7 per cent)

Mental age 8 ( 8.7 per cent)

Social/developmental age 6 ( 6.5 per cent)

Behavior 5 ( 5.4 per cent)

Teacher's talent/special program 4 ( 4.3 per cent)

Language level 2 ( 2.2 per cent)

Whether parents can co-operate in 2 ( 2.2 per cent)
operating program

In other words, the major bases of administrative grouping are age
and functional level. If functional level and mental age are taken
as similar, then these combined are 30.4 per cent and are the most
important criterion. Behavior and social level are minor considera-
tions. What is striking is the low importance given to actual lan-
guage level or to the appropriate matching of the child's need with
a teacher's ski11 or a special program.

It is to be emphasized that this is the principal's perspective on
the issue, as the person who largely decides on the organization of
the school or facility. The perceptions of the individual teacher,
on what is necessary for effective organization and grouping, are
somewhat different, as reported in the following chapter.

There appears to be no significant variation between different kinds
of facility, partly because of the low response level.

17.3 Administration and Staffing

17.3.1 The principal's qualifications

Qualifications were listed as:

M.A. - 33 (35.9 per cent)

- 24 (26.1 per cent)
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17.3.2

17.3.3

Other --* 11 (12 per cent)

Teachers' qualifications .only - 4 (4.3 per cent)

-Ph.D. 4 h4.3 per cent of equivalent)

Principal's Certificate only - 4 (4.3 per cent or equivalent)

The majority of principals have qtalifications of B.A. or higher
(60 per cent) and over a third have the Master's degree. There is

a near,significant difference in this regard between the kinds of

facility.

Of the Ph.D. principals, one directs a program in the Hospital
facilities (Clarke Institute); one directs a Regional Centre; one,
directs a Pre-school clinic and'one directs an Other Language pro-
gram (Centre for Child Study, University of Ottawa).

Master's degrees are found iniegular programs ( 40 per cent);
Hospital (33.3 per cent); Regional Centre (33.3 per cent); Other
Language (33.3 per cent); Autistic (33.3 per cent); Trainable
Mentally Retarded (45.5 per cent); Residential.Provincial (66.7).

B.A. degrees are foundlin 'Hospital facilities (33.3 per cent) and

Autistic (66.7 per cent).

Principal's experience- with-rEgulir-schools

There were 47.8 per cent responses. Experience ranged from 1 to 35

years, with a mean,of 10.93 years. The median wae 10 years and
interquartile range,was 5 to 13 years.

Experience was distributed in years as ,follows(cf those replying):
Pre-school 13; Regular 12.83;.Regional Centre 10; Autistic 3.50;
and Residential Provincial 2.0.

(The Trainable Retarded facilities had a mean of 6.4; Developmental
Centres 5; and Mental Retardation 11.5.)

A note on the apparently low mean for Residential Provinciale Expe-

rience suggests that qualified teachers of the deaf, such as form
the staff of the Residential Provincial schools, tend, because of
their early specialized training, to have a more restricted experi-
ence of regular classroom teaching than the average regular school
teacher/principal.

Princi l's ex erience with exce tional children

This ranged from 2 to 25 years, with a nean of 8.61. The median

was 7, and interquartiie range 4 to 11 years, i.e there is a

number of very high scores. The range in years is:

Pre-school 14; Autistic 12.50;,Residential Proxincial 10.30;
Hospital 10; Regular 6.50; Regional Centre 2.5. For comparison of

the mentally retarded group, the Developmental Centre had a mean
of 18; Trainable Mentally Retarded 5.57; and Mental Retardation
9 years.

There is an j.nteresting difference between this distribution and
that for experience with regular schools. Regular school principals

*The last comparison appears to refer to the.experience of the two
persons in charge of House 17 and House 20 at Thistletown.
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have.significantly less experience with exceptional children than
with regular teaching. By contrast, the Reiidential Provincial
(which is a specialized provision) has one of the highest means.
Principals or directors of programs where autistic,children are
based had a very high mean years of experience with exceptional
children.

17.3:4 Full-Time Staff

17.3.4.1 Full-time teaching staff in the school`or facility ranged from 1 to
38, with a mean of 12.78. The median was 12 and the interquartile
range from 7 to 18 staff. Means were,:

Residential Prbvincial - 17.50

' Regular - 14.86

Regional Centre - 22 (but this represents two entries, one of 7
and the other of 36 staff)

Hospital - 9.50

Autistic - . 9.50

Other Language (range'from 2 to 8 years)

Other Residential - 2 full-time teachers

The Mental Retardation facilities are as follows:

Developmental Centre - 6.80

Trainable Mentally Retarded - 13.91

'Mental Retardation - ,10.25

This*distribution underlines the variation in size of school unit.

17.3.4.2 Full-Time Child-care Staff ranged from 1 to 9. The mean was 5.7;
the median was 5.5; and the interquartile range was 2 to 8 years.
Child-care staff are located in particular kinds of unit or replace
teachers, usually An facilities funded by the Ministry of Health.

No"child-care staff were recorded for the Regular program; 2 were
recorded in Hospital program; two units of 9 in the Regional Centre;
2 in the Residential Provincial facility, and units of 2, 6 and 7
child-care workers in Pre-school. One unit of 6 was recorded in the

.0ther Language group and one unit of 8 in an Autistic facility.
Child-care staff tend to be associated with programs where there is
a strong need for a one-to-one or very small group approach.

17.3.4.3 Full-time speech pathologists were extremely limited in number. The
range is from 1 to 3 (mean 1.6). They are found: 1 in Regular
school (the Bedford Park program); 2 in Residential Provincial;
1 in Pre-school; and 2 in Other Language programs (Carleton). One
Developmental Centre had a full time speech #athologist. House 20,
Thistletown, had a full-time pathologist.
In other words, a full-time speecl pathologist in the school or pro-
gram is a highly unusual form of staffing. Teachers have little
experience of working-with this kind of professional as a full time
colleague.



17.3,4.4 Full-time social workers are also scarce. The range is from 1 to

, 51. witha mean of 1.7. They are distributed as follows:

Regular 1; Regional Centre 1; Residential Provincial 1; Other
Language 1; Pre-school ,2 in one unit and 5 in another.

17.3.4.5 Full-time occupational therapists are found only in one instance,
in a Developmental Centre.

17.3.4.6

17.3.4.7

17.3.4.8

Full-time physiotheripists are
programs (1) and Developmental

Full-time psychologists range
Residential Provincial school
program (3).

Full-time psychiatrists range
in one Pre-school which is in
small accredited hospital.

found only in the Other Language
Centre (2 in,one centre)..

from 1 to 4 (mean 1.75), found in
(1), Pre-school (1) and Other Language

from 3 to 6. The majority were found°
fact a clinic; it has since become a

17.3.4.9 Full-time librarians are found mainly in Regular programs, 10 (22.2
per cent) and.in Residential Provincial, 2 (66.7 per cent) and
,nowhere else.

17.3.4.10 Full-time nurses There are 3 cases: RegiZnal dentre, 1, Residen-
,

tial Provincial, 1, Trainable Retarded facility, 1.

Full-time administrators range frotel'io 5, with a mean of 1.54. ,

Yhe majority.were found in 26 Regular programs, mean 2.92. Others
were-in Residential Provincial, 2.0; Other Language, 2.0; Pre-school,
1.86; and Autistic, 1,33.

17.3.4.12 Full-time teachers' aides ranged from 1 to 9 in any given unit;
there were only 27 units with teachers' aides, i.e. 29 per cent.
The mean number of teachers' aides in those programs was 3.4. They
are found mainly in Regular schools.(9 cases, ranging in size of
'group from 1 to 4 aides, mean 2.44) and Developmental Centres (3
cases ranging in size of group from 1 to 7, mean 4.0). Only 20 per
cent of Elementary schools had teachers' aides.

17.3.4.13 Full-time doctors None was recorded.

17.3.4.14 Total full-time staff ranged from 1 to 45, with a mean of 15.86;
the median was 14 plus and range from 9 to 21. The range of means
for facilities was: Regional Centre 26 (12, 19 and 40 staff);
Residential Provincial 22 (8 to 36); Regular 16.98; Other Language
15.60; Hospital 12.33 (4, 7 and 26 staff); Autistic 11, Other
Residential 10, Pre-school 8.80 (4 to 23 staff). Among the mental
retardation facilities: Trainable Mentally Retarded has 14.73, -

Developmental Centre 11.20; Mental Retardation 12.75.

In summary, there is considerable variation in size of teaching and
specialist staff, which is obviously related to size of unit, but
there is also considerable variation within.categories, with the
;re specialized and intensive-treatment units such as Hospital,

kegional Centre, Pre-school and Residential Provincial having more
full.time specialized staff and a greater range of such staff.
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Part-timile Staff

Part-time teaching staff range from 1 to 30, but mainly i the
range 1 to 6. The mean of recorded cases is 2.79. On the whole,
part-time teaching staff are not much used:

4 A

Other Language program (1 case) used 4 such teachers; Regular
program had 19 cases with a mean of 3.53 teachers; Hospieal had
1 case, of 3 .teachers; Residential Provincial had 2 cases with a
mean of 3 teachers. Among the Pre-school programs, by contrast,
4 out of 9 had part-time teaching staff.

17.3.5.2 Part-time child-care workers The use of part-time child-care
workers contrasts significantly with the use of full-time child-
care workers. There are oply'3 cases recorded, one facility using :"°'
1 and one using 2 workers.

17,3.5.3 Part-time speech pathologists There were 74 of these (62 estab-
lishments of 1, two of 2, and two of 4) with a mean of 1.13.-

Speech pathologists were main located in Regular programs, 34
cases (75.6 per cent) and Pre-s ool, 7 (72.8 per cent).

The Regional Centre hid'3 (100 er cent); Hospital had I establish-
'ment of 1 (33.3 per cent) and 1 eitablishment of 2 (33.3 per cent).

The Autistic program had 2 (66.7 per cent) and Other Residential
had 1--(100 per cent).

Trainable mentally retarded programs had a high level of such.
Staffing: 8 establishments of 1, one establishment of 2, and one
establishment of 4. Developmental.Centre and Mental Retardation
each had 2.

.As might be expected of language programs, the part-time speech
pathologist was much the most frequent of professional staff.

17.3.5.4 Part-time social workers By contrast to speech pathologists, part-
time social workers were nearly as scarce as full-time. There were
15 cases, 11 of one worker and three of 2 workers; these were mainly
in Regular programs (6 establishments of 1, one establishment of 2).
There was 1 in a Regional Centre, two units of 1 in Developmental
Centres, 1 in a Pre-school and 1 in an Autistic facility.

17.3.5.5 Part-time physiotherapists There were 8 of these (7 establishments.
of 1, one of 2 staff). Thesoiwere: 2 units of one staff in the
Pre-school programs (22.2 perecent) and 1 unit in an Autistic faci-
lity. (The rest were in mental retardation facilities: 2-in
DevelopmenEal.Centres, 1 in Trainable ,Retarded facility.)

17.3.5.6 Part-time psychologists numbered 30. There were 25 establishments
of 1, and 5 establishments of 2. The mean was 1.17 among the faci-
lities recorded. .

Regular programs had 11 (24.4 per cent)
Pre-school - 5 (of 1) - (55.6 per cent), 1 (of 2) - (11 per c nt)
The Regional Centre had 2 establishments of 1 (66.7 per cent) and

one establishment of 2 (33.3 pet cent).
The Autistic programs had 2 establishments of 1 (66.7 per cent).
The mental retardation facilities are quite well staffed: Trainable
Retarded having 3 establishments of 1, and 1 establishment of 2.

o 4'1
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The Developmental Centres had 1 establishment of.1, and 1 estab-
lishment of 2.

J

There were fewer part-time psychologists (just under half as many)
than there were part-time speech pathologists.

17.3.5.7 Part-tpe psychiatrists numbered 11, a mean of just over 1 in each
\ of the-facilities which employed them. They ware found in:

Regular programs - 3 (6.7 per cent)
Hqspital - 1 (33.3 per cent)
Regional Centre - 1 (33.3 per cent)
Pre-school - 4 establishments pl 1 (4 per cent) and 1 establishment
of 2 (11 per cent).

Once .again, the psychiatriWis usually found in programs funded
by Health ot in hospital settings.

17.3.5.8 Part-time librarians There were 17 (18.5 per cent of total programs)
nearly all in the Regular programs (33.3 per cent of these) and one
in an Autistic program. ,

17.3.5.9 Part-time nurses Thete were 49 of these'(53.3 per cent of facilities)
i.e. the typical staffing is a part-time nurse, usually a public
health nurse who Serves two or more schools. The majority were in
Regular programs - 33 (73\7 per cent); Regional Centre 1 (33.3 per
cent); Pre-school 5 (55.6'per cent).

Mental retardation had a fairly,high proPortion of nursing staff,
as might be expected; Developmental Centre 1 (20 per cent);
Trainable Retarded 4 (3.14 per cent); Mental Retardation 2 (50 per
cent).

17.3.5.1v Part-time administrators numbered 8 (8.7 per cent) and'5 were in
elementary schools.

17.3.5,11:Part-time teacher aides ranged from 1 to 6-. In 88 per cent of
.

cases, there were no such aides. The mean in recorded units was
2.4 aides. The majority (6) were in Regular programs.

Others were in Trainable Retarded facilities, 1 eitablishment each
of 1, 2, 3, and 4 staff. Mental Retardation had 1 establishment

7?...

of 2 staff.V 4.....c

.17.3.5.12 Part-time remedial teachers There were 20 (21.8 per cent), with a
mean of 1.15 in the units recorded. TA,majority were in Regular
programs (17 cases).and none recorded for other educational programs.
Developmental Centres. had 1 establishment of 2; 1 establishment of 1.

17.3.5.13 Total part-time staff ranged from 1 to 14 with a mean of 4.83.
The median was 5 with a range from 3 to 5. The means of programs
were: Pre-school 5.22; Hospital 5.10; Regional Centre 4.67;
Regular 4.07; Autistic 2.67; Other Residential 1.00.

Part-time staff was relatively numerous in mental retardation faci-
lities: Developmental Centres 5.80; Trainable Retarded 4.30.



17.3.5.14 The Use of Velunteers .

Volunteers, as an alternative to teaching aides, can make a sub--
-stantial contribution, if trained and organized, to the adult/child

tdtio and teaching effectiveness of the classroom. (See Hedges)
There were 326 of these.. The range was from 1 to 9 volunteers in
a school, with a mer...n of 5.47. (The median is 5 with an inter-
quartile range fran 3 to 8.) The greatest use of volunteers was
by Hospital, 5.60; Regular 5.88, and the least was in Residential
Provincial, 2.00. No volunteers were reported by the Regional
Centre, Other Language, or Other Residential programs.

By contrast, there was a high level of use of volunteers in pental
retardation programs - Trainable Retarded 4.80; Developmental
Centre 4.20.

'The percentagesof facilities using volunteersswere: Regular 26.6
per cent; Hospital, Residential,Provincial, Pre-school, and Autistic,
all 33.3 per cent.

4

17.3.5.15 Students in training

The number of students training within And/or participating in a
prograurranges from 1 to 9 with a mean of 6.15. The median is 6
with interquartile range from 3.5 to-9. Students were found in 50
per cent of programs. The highest proportion were in:

Regional Centre 8.50. (33.1 per cent)

Pre-school 7.17 (66.6 per cent)

Autistic 6.16 (33.3 per cent)

Regular 5.63 (42.2 per cent)

Residential Provincial 5.00 '(66 per cent)

There were more stuaents in training in residential facilities.

Mental retardation facilities had a high propOrtion of students:

Developmental Centre 6.0; Trainable Retarded 6.75; Mental
Retardation 5.0..

17.3 5.16 Parents

The number of parents working with any given program was 1 to 9,
with a mean of 5.72. The median was 5 plus with an interquartile
range from 2 to 8 plus. Some 42 per cent of programs had parents
visiting or working with them. The highest proportions were.7 cases
of 1 parent in a class, and 17 cases of 9 parents in one class.

Means'-range from:

Pre-school 7.70 (33.3 per cent)
Regular 5.48 (51.1 per cent)
Residential Provincial 4.50 (66.6 lier cent)

None was recorded for Other Language, Othe4Residential, or Autistic.

The mental retardation programs had high proportions of parents
working with them: Developmental Centre 9.0; Trainable Retarded 5.80;
Mental Retardation 7.0. ;

i
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1 These facts suggest that there is-a significant interaction between

-...;% parents and programs, a very important issue for language-handicapped
children where progress in language depends on the child generaliz-
ing the language skills he has learned and applying them in real
life se tings, so that .school-parent co-operation is crucial.

17.3.5.17 Additional professional support

The amount of additional professional support is summarized in the
followinz ;able, based on specific question:

Medical support - 43 .(46.7 per cent).
-'

Consultants - 26 (28.3 per cent) 4..

Psychologists - 10 (10.9 per cent)
Social worker 8 (8. per cent)

I

:,,r

As suggested by previousfanalyses, the highest level of medical'
support is in Hospital -0 (100 per. cent); Regional Centre 3 (100
per cent); ahd Pre-sct)ol - 8 (88.9 per cent); Autistic 100 per cent.
and Resideriutial Provincial 66.7 per cent. The Regular programhad,
by contrast, 35.6 per cent of units with medical support.

\

The highest level of psychological support was in the Regular pro-
grams (6 of the 10 cases); Residential.Provincial 1; Other Residen-
tial 1; and Other Language 1.

'Consultants were found most frequently in the Regular programs, 14,
(31.1per cent). The Trainable Retarded had a high level of eupport:
/ -. 63.6 per tent of units. Social worker support was located mainly
in the RegUlar programs (6 out of 8). .

17.4 The Teachers

The qualifications and experience of teachers are extremely impor-
tant variables in the organization of a program,

Teacher Qualifilations

Of the total group, 53.8 per cent had only a teacher's qualifications.
There were 38.6 per cent with a B.A. or equivalent. There were many
fewer with more advanced educational qualifications such as B.Ed.
(5.2 pet cent) and M.Ed. (4.8 per cent). This contrasts.with 'the
relatively high proportion of master's qualifications among princi-
pals.

Of the total group, 8.6 per cent had a Child Care Certificate as
basic qualification. They were found Mainly in the special Pre-
school programs, where staffing is based on child-care workers, but
were also found in Hospital (probably the autistic program) and
Regional Centre (autistic) programs as well as elementary school
prograMs.

"Other qualifications" amounted to 34.3 per cent.

These qualifications overlap, so that a person with one level of
qualification may also have another. This is not true, however, of
the "teacher qualification only" group.
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The Regular (elementary school) programs had a slightly higher
proportion-of teachers with only teacher qualificatioh (59.5 per
cent) but also had a higher proportion of B.A. degrees (41.8 per
cent) and advanced degrees (B.Ed. or M.Ed., both at 5.3 per cent).

Regional Centre staff have the highest proportion, with B.Ed./M.Ed.
degrees (16.7k'per cent) but also have the highest proportion of
child-care staff; this arrangement reflects the small group/indivi-
dual-behavior-management or therapy practised in residential settings
with severely handicapped autistic or behaviorally-disturbed children.

Residential Provincial school staff have the highest proportion with
teacher qualification only (but this would include specialized
training as teachevof the deaf). By contrast, teachers of Autistic
-groups have the highest proportion of B.A. degrees ind low propor-

tions with only basic teaching qualifications.

Those with above-average proportions of B.A. are:

Autistic (83.3 per cent); Other Language (58..3 per cent); Other
Residential (50 per cent); Regular (41.8 per cent) and Hospital

(40 per cent).'

Those with,abotre-average numbers of B.Ed. degree are:

Regional Centre (16.7 per cent); Pre-schoo1,67per cent); Other

Language (6.7 per cent) and Regular (6.3 r cent).

Those with above-average proportions,of 4.Ed. are:

Regional Centre (16.7 per cent); Other Language (6..7 per'ceni);
and Regular (6.3 per cent).

4.

(Among the mental retardation programs, Devolopment Centres show
up well with 10 per cent of B.Ed. and Trainable Retarded Schools.

with 12.5 per cent of M.Ed.)

17.4.2 Teacher qualification and training courses

Professional,courses were classified as:

Ministry of Education summer courses, Intermediate and Specialist
levels; local professional development; spegific.courses (Such' as,
the 6 week North Western University summer course taken by several
staff from the Bedford Park program) and courses longer than these
specific courses.

Of the total group:

69 (45.7 v.r cent) had "longer courses"; 59 (39.1 per cent) had
specific courses of training; 45 (29.8 per cent) had Specialist
level Ministry of Education courses. 'Only 10 per cent had as
little as an Intermediate Ministry of Education course,

Among the staff with highest levels of training were:

Regional-Centre (SPecial courses, 100 per cent; "longer coursps",

100 per cent; local professional development, 83.3 per.cent);
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Hospital (Special courses, 75 per cent; "longer courses", 50 per
cent;.local professional development, 100 per cent).

Teachers of Autistic programs.had good records of.training:

Specialist Ministry of Education courses, 66.7 per cent; specific
training courses, 66.7 per cent and local professional development
83.3 per cent, but with fewer long courses.

Residential Provincial school teachers and Other Language had a
higher proportion of long cpurses, 64.7 Per cent (i.e. training as,
teacherd of deaf) and 57.1 ier cent, respectively.

The teachers in Regular (Elementary school) programs are the least
qpalified on these criteria. This group has a high proportion of
Ministry of Education Specialist courses.(43.6 per cent) but fewer
specific training course (27t3 per cent) and longer courAs (34.5
per cent)..,t

The Pre-achool group is lowest on Specialist courses (Ministry of
Education) but higher on longer courses, 72.8 per cent, and local
professional development. longer courses here may have been,taken
to mean the two-year course of child-care training with specialist

'qualifications in developmental-disability, etc.

, 17..4.3 Teachers' years of experience with regular classrops
%I

.. 1,

Years of experience with regular education range from 1 to 27; The
mean is 5.73 years; the median-is 5 years with an interquartile ,

range from 3 to 9 years. There is significant variation between
types of program in mean length of experience 'with regular educa-

tion.,..

17.4.4

Regular programs have amean of 8.4 years; Provincial Residential
8.7 years; Other Language 6.2; Hospital 3.5; Autistic 2.3.

Developmental Centre staff have a mean of 5.5 years; Trainable
Retarded 2.8 years; Mental Retardation 5 years.

So, whereas there is a higher level of qualifications (academic)
and training among staff of specialized programs, there is likely
to be shorter contact with regular school students.

tcdchars' years of experience with exceptional children

It is of equal importance to know how much previous experience
teachers have had of exceptional children.

The mean length of experience is 5.43 years; the median is 5 years
with a range from 2 plus years to 8 years. The staff of programs
with longest experience of exceptional children are:

Regidential Provincial, 7.2 years; Regular, 6.67; Other Language,
6.2; Pre-school, 5.9.
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Groups with the least experience are: Autistic programs, 3.6 years;
Regional Centre, 2.8 years; and Hospital. By contrast, mental
retardation staff have a middle-range length of experience: Mental
Retardation, 5 years; Developmental Centre, 5.5; Trainable Retarded,
however, have restricted experience with an average of 2.8 years.

Once 4gain, though more highly qualified and trained, the staff of
spe4alized facilities tend to have less actual length of experience
with classroom programs for exceptional children.

17.4.5 Iht_aa cher s background in. specific kinds or exceptionality

The teacher's background of experience and/or 'training determines
the teacher's perceptions of the child's handicap and the choice of
teaching techniques, materials, and program emphases.

The highest proportion of teachers we-e those who had worked pre-
viously with.slow learners - 64 (50 per cent). The next highest
proportion was experience with emotionally disturbed - 44 (34.4 per
'cent); followed,by 27 (21.1 per cent) with experience of children
with specific learning disability.

Approximately equal proportions had experience as language/speech
teachers (19.5 per cent) and with the hearing handicapped (18.8 per
cent). Only 5.5 per cent had had experience with cerebral palsied
or visually handicapped children.

There can be over4p, i.e. one teacher may report two or more kinds
of experience, but the ciassifications tend to be independent.

Clearly, the majority of teachers with experience of special educa-
tion have worked with slow learners, or educable retarded. From a
aatistical point of view, it is most likely that any representative
sampling of all teachers in special education would produce a majority

'who have worked with the slow learner, since this is the most frequent
category of general educational handicap.

The fact that such a high proportion of teachers of children with
language disorder are drawn from backgrounds involving slow learners
or behavioral disorder is of concern; this may well affect Yle way
they interpret the problems of their students or select prog,-us for
them. An unexpectedly low proportion of teachers have experieace in
speech and language.

Within the various programs, the following patterns emerge:

17.4.6 Experience with slow learners is found in a high proportion of
Regular (elementary) school programs (76.7 per cent). The lowest
proportions are in Residential Provincial (who need special training
as teachers of the deaf), in Regional Centres, and Other Language.

Not unexpectedly, a high proportion of staff in Trainable Retarded
(82.4 per cent) and Mental Retardation (76.9 per cent) programs have
their background in teaching slow learners.



17.4.7 Experience with behavioral/emotional disturbance
Theihighest proportions are found in staff of Regional Centre (100

per cent) and Autistic (100 per cent). This seems apprgpriate,

considering the severe behavioral problems of the autistic child

found in these programs. A very high proportion of Pre-school
staff (93.8 per cent) have this background, which is appropriate

to the high proportion of behavioral disturbance in these special-

ist pre-school units, as revealed by direct observation and the

outcomes of previous statistical analysis. Lowest proportions

(below the group average) in behavioral disturbance are in Resi-
dential Provincial, Other Language, and Regular program staffs.

17.4.8 Experience witb specific learning disabilities
Staff of Autis4c programs had the highest proportion of experience

with specific 14arning disabilities (100 per cent) but Pre-school

staff (56.3 per cent) also have a high proportion with this experi-

ence. Regional Centre staff (33.3 per tent) is also above average

for the whole group. All other programs'have low proportion of
staff with this relevant experience, including the Regular programs
with 18.6 per cent.

17. Background in language/speech
The highest proportion of staff with background iu language/speech

is in Hospital programs, 40 per cent; Autistic 33.3 per cent; and

Regular 2-7.9 per cent. All the others are below the group average.

17.4 10 Experience with hearing-handicapped
Obviously.teachers in the Residential Provincial schools for
hearing-handicapped had a high probability of this experience (100
per cent of programs). Other Language recorded 20 per cent. The

Regular program was above average with 25.6 per cent of teachers

who had experience of teaching the hearing-handicapped.

17.4.11 Emerience with cerebral als /visual handica
As expected, the Hospital program (which is known to contain a
cerebral palsied/Bliss Symbol group) - 60 per cent of this category -
has also the highest proportion of staff recorded as having experi-
ence with this.method (60 per cent). Nevertheless, the Developmental

Centres, which have a high proportion of children with severe physi-
cal as well as mental developmental difficulties, report 16.7 per
cent of staff with this experience.

17.4.1-2 "Other" background
The fiistribution of "other" background with high incidence among

the staff of Other Language programs suggests that this means a
background in speech pathology or in a clinical discipline such as
psychology, as distinct from teaching of handicap groups.

The distribution of experience of teachers now dealing with language-
handicapped children emphasizes experience with slow-learners but
seems unduly low in specific learning disabilities and speech/

language, which are likely to be the most closely related to
language disability. The experience of teachers may, however,
match with the generally low ability/attainment levels found in
language-handicapped children in the present study. (See Chapter 14)

r*
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It may also be reflected in the organization of programs and mate-
rials discussed in the next chapter.

17.4.13 The kinds of specialisttj!acherillailuaig.L.Erograms(2/1)

The principal was asked what were the specialist staff available.
They are as follows:

Language/speech
Motor movement/gym
Behavior tdodification experts
Other

44 (47.8 per cent)
14 (15.2 per cent)

9 ( 9.8 per cent)
7 ( 7.6 per cent)

It should be noted that these percentages are of the schools respond-
ing, not of the number of teachers, i.e. there could be one or more
"language specialist" in the schools recording this response.

Obviously, the major commitment is to language/speech specialization
with little emphasis on motor skills and movement development in
specialist staffing. Behavior modification is not seen as a specific
"discipline" but as a technique which may be understood and used to
some extent by all staff. There is no significant variation between.
groups.

"Behavior modification" specialists are most likely to be found in
Regional Centre - 1 (33.3 per cent); Other Residential - 1 (100 per
cent); and Autistic - 2 (66.7 per cent) programs.

The Regular and Pre-school programs are those with the greatest vari-
ety of specialist skills.

17.4.14 The number of specialist teachers (2/1)

These range from 1 to 9, with a mean of 3.91 in the facilities which
record their existence. The median is 3, with an interquartile
range from 1 to 5 cases. The range of means for such staff is:

Regional Centre 9.00
Residential Provincial 8.00
AutisC.c 6.67
Hospital 5.67
Other Language 5.50
Pre-school 3.87
Other Residential 3.00
Regular 2.76

The mental retardation programs range as follows:

Developmental Centre - 5.33; Trainable Retarded - 4.43; Mental
Retardation - 2.0.

As in qualifications/training of staff and specialization programs,
the special units or those dealing with severe handicap have a
higher Proportion of specialist staff.
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17.5 Teachers' Views of Developments and Improvements

17.5.1 The PrinciaalLuriews on imp_mestat_s_12/1)

Seventy-five per cent of principals recorded their views. Factors

leading to improvement were:

Better space/facilities - 19 (20.7 per cent)
New/alternative programs - 18 (19.6 per cent)

Adaptation of material to children's needs 8 (8.7 per cent)

Improvement in professional support - 6 (6.5 per cent)

Changes in organization/timetable - 3 (3.3 per cent)

More effective teaching techniques - 2 (2.2 per cent)

Better links with administration - 2 (2.2 per cent)
Improved facilities for dealing with parents - 2 (2.2 per cent) .

Changes in initial teacher training - 1 (1.1 per cent)

Specific new courses - 1 (1.1 per cent)

4
As perceived by the principal, the major changes needed are in im-.
proved facilities and organization. Need for new, alternative, or
properly adapted programs is stressed by 29.4 per cent. Need for
improved professional or administrative support is a low priority..
Change in initial teaching training'has a low priority which im-
plies satisfaction with the state of present training. There is
not a stated need for improved additional training or new courses.
This is unexpected.

17.5.2 The teachers' views on teacher-training 1Schedule 4/1)

Twice as many teachers (101 - 58.7 per cent) considered that more
tzaining in specific problems of language was needed as expressed
the view that training courses were appropriate and effective (29.1
per cent). A significant proportion expressed the view that there
was not sufficient practical training and application (68 - 39.5 per
cent). A very small proportion of teachers felt that there was need
for improved consultation. This finding can be related to the fact
(see Chapter 18) that programs are selected and developed mainly by
individual teachers and groups of teachers within the school, not
by consultants or professionals outside the program. Only a very
small proportion of teachers (2.3 per cent) sted there was a gap
between the level and content of Ministry of Education courses and
that of graduate courses.

Comparison of the responses of principals and teachers reveals quite
different perspectives on needs, particularly on the need for prac-
tical and effective training in language work.

The highest proportion of teachers expressing the view that help
and training was needed with specific problems was in:

Hospital (100 per .cent); Regional Centre (100 per cent); Other Lan-
guage (100 per cent); and Autistic (83.3 per cent) -- i.e. those
facilities with highest initial qualifications of staff and present-
ing the most intensive programs to severely handicapped children.



The lowest proportions were in Residential Provincial (44.9 per cent);
Other Residential (30 per cent); also Mental Retardation programs.
Staff of Residential Provincial schools are those with the highest
level of specific professional training. The Regular programs fell

slightly below average in expressing this view.

Among those expressing the view that there was not enough içactical
training were Pre-school (60 per cent) and Regional Centre Qer
cent), and also Mental Retardation facilities. Staff of the Regular

program fell just below average in this response. Programs which
were below average in this view (i.e. nresumably were satisfied with
the practicality of training) were Hospital (0); Residential Provin-
cial (11 per cent); Autistic (16.7 per cent); and Other Language
(28.6 per cent).

Among those expreising the view that teacher preparation is appropri-
ate, the highest proportions were in Residential Provincial (55.6
per cent), Other Residential and Regular programs. Belm, average
(i.e. not satisfied) were Hospital (0); Pre-school (15 pet cent);
Other Language (0); and 'Autistic (16.7 per cent).

The need for improved consultarAt help was expressed by the Regioaal
Centre (25 per cent), and rIntal retardation facilWes, but the
Regular program also had an above-average response on this item.

17.5.3 Improvements in program and oconizationsters are:

In provision of materials/organization - 88, (44.9 per cent)

Personnel - 75 (38.3 per cent)
Curriculum devOopment - 68 .(34.7 per cent)
Improved facilities/space - 57 (34.2 per c

More generous teacher/student ratio - 48 (24.5 per cent)
Better professional development 51 (26 per cent)
Changes in initial teacher training 40 (20.4 per cent)
Improved techniques for contact with parents - 13 (6.6 per cent)

The need for improved materials and curriculum ranks considerably
higher among teachers than among principals. Curriculum development

refers to the more effective development and integration of content
and sequence, and of effective grouping for instruction. Improve-

ments in personnel refer to the need fr.: better professional support
(e.g. speech pathologist) psych-!..Gist, social worker, etc.)

The emphasis is on improvements in curriculum materials and prac-
tical techniquer, of_tgachim. It is interesting that a higher
priority is attached by teachers to improved professional support
than is an:ached by principals. Both agree on the importance of
improved facilities and space, though this is not such a high prio-
rity among teachers; the reader may wish to cross-refer to the
response in the next chapter analyzing judgements on the effective-

ness of tea,' ng spa_esturrently available.

It is of interest, especially in comparison with earlier findings

on the wide range ofteacher/student ratios in language programs,
to find thaL emphasis on the need for improved teacher/student ratio
is not one of the highest priorities.

ab,i"
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Ihe teachers perceive the need for improved professibnal develop-
/lent as much more important than do principals. A significant
minority (about one in five) see need for change in initial teacher
preparation, in which there is a sharp disagreement with principals'
views.

It is of interest that there is such a low priority for improved
techniques and arrangements for contact with parents. This argues
'for satisfaction with present arrangements or suggests that this
aspect is seen as relatively unimportant. This is significant in
view of the need for effective liaison with parents in order to
ensure effective generalization and transfer of language learning
from School to Feal-life situations.

The highest proportions seeing a need for improved materials are:
Regional Centre (100 per cent); Pre-echool (66.7 per cent);.Hospital
(60 per cent); and Residential Provincial (47.14 per cent). The
lowest proportion is among Other Residential and Autistic, 16.7 per
cent). The remainder lie between these extremes, with a response
rate of 30 to 40 per cent.

The highest proportion seeing a need for more and improved profes-
sional personnel are: Autistic (83.2 per cent); Residential Pro-
vincial (57.9'per cent); and Other Language (53.8 per cent); the
lowest are Regional Centre (0); Other Residential (0); and Pre-
School (33.3 per cent).

Ale highest proportion seeing a need for development in curriculum
are in the Autistic (83.3 per cent) and Regional Centre (66.7 per
cent) programs; lowest are Residential Provincial (15.8 per cent);
Other Language (23.1 per cent); Other Residential (0).

The highest proportion seeing the need for better facilities and
space are in Pre-school (42.9 per cent) and the Mental Retardation
group. The lowest are Other Residential (0) And Hospital (20 per
cent).

The need for professional development was ranked highest by Hospital
(80 per cent) and Regional Centre (100 per cent). The lowest pro-
portion of response to this item was by Residential Provincial
(5.3,per cent), Other Residential (0) and the Mental Retardation

Improvement in staff/student ratio was seen as low priority by
most groups, except Residential Provincial (although these have
one of the more favourable distributions of staff/student ratio),
and Regular programs.

Improvement in initial teacher training was seen as a higher
priority by Hospital (60 per cent) and Autistic (66.7 per cent)
groups, with a low priority in other groups.

Improved contact with tfirtats was partly endorsed by a Regional
Centre program (33.3 per cent) and Other Residential. program (100
per cent) but with a low response on the part of other programs.
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The need for improved consultation Was endorsed by only the
Regional Centre (20 per cent), and Mental Retardation programs.
The Regular program has, however; a response level which is
above average for the whole group. .

'Provision for professional consultation and Conferences (2/1)
On the priorities in improvement of languegeprograms and on
teacher training, it is of interest to compare views expressed
by principlks and teachers with the opportunities which are said
to exist for professional development.

Provision for consultation and conference of a more formal kind
was reported in 79 cases (85.9 per cent). If consultation/
conference is available, this takes the form of:

c"-

Professional development days - 33 (35.9 per cent)
Consultant' help - 24 (26.1 per cent)
Staff meetings - 8 (8.7 per cent)
Other - 10 (10.1 per cent)

Professional development days are viewed as the major vehicle of
more fdtmal consultation and conference, and consultant help is
also important.

Regional Centre, and Autistic programs (100 per cent each) report
a high priority for consultant help, followed by Hospital (33.3
per cent) and Other Language (33.3 per cent). The Other Language
program is also committed to staff meetings as important for con-
sultation/conference (100 per cent). Pre-schoal rates 55.6 per cent.

Examination of the nature of these various programs suggests that
these choices are plausible and consistent, e.g. it is known that
in many Pre-school programs there is a hi

;

h level ofAstaff inter-
action for review of program, goal-settin , and evaluation. By

**contrast, the programs ddaling with sever5ly-handicapped children,
e.g. autistic, or in clinical/residential settings, rely much more
on consultant help. .

17.5.5 In-service provision (2/1)
,

Provision for'in-service training is rated as high - 87 (94.6 per
cent of programs). There is no significant variation, therefore,
between programs. If in-service training is available, it takes
the form of:

Staff meetings - 37 (40.2 per cent)
Professional development days - 34 (37 per cent)
Consultant help - 6 (6.5 per cent)
Other - 5 (i:4 per cent)

The Regular program has more commitment to professional development
days as the vehicle of consultation (46.7 per cent) and the whole
commitment of the Residential Provincial school (100 per cent) is
to professional development days. By contrast, the Pre-schools
view in-service training as taking place through staff meetings
(66.7 per cent) as do Other Language (66.7 per ce-s-) and Autistic
( 00 per cent) programs.
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It is clear that in-service'provision, to an important extent, is
seen aa a matter for the school or program itself. There is a

sharp reversal between the low ranking'of staff meetings for more
formal consultation, or conference functions, and its high rank
for in-service purposes. Professional development days retain
their importance, but consultant help (rated high for more formal
consultation and conference purposes) has a very low incidence as

a vehicle for school in-service training.

17.5.6 . Relationship with other schools (2/1)

Relationships with other schools are important as reflecting the
goals and purposes of the program and the relationship of staff or
students to other programs. Arrangements were as follows:

Exchange of students (formal, academic interchanges) - 19 (20.7 per.
cent)

Exchange of students (informal, sports, etc.) - 17 (18.5 per cent)

School/program acts as resource centre - 15 (16.3 per cent)

Exchange of teaching staff - 8 (8.7 per, cent)

It seems that programs or units are served mainly by their own
school and that there is some.(but limited) interactiqn wlth other
schools and resources. Examples would be sending students to
another school or program for some specific curricular/academic
purpose, or using a gym/swimming pool in another school (as might

occur for some of the Pre-school programs seen).

Programs such as the Residential Ptovincial (especially the aphasic
program) but also to some extent the basic program for hearing handi-
capped in these residential schools, servld as resources for their
community. Units such as the Regional Centre, and possibly the
Hospital programs, are likely also to be viewed as resources for
visiting and for ideas. There is, however, very limited interchange
of staff. This raises the question of whether more such exchanges
between different schools and programs would have value in profes-
sionai and educational terms - in reducing the isolation of programs,
and in sharing experience, techniques, and resources.

The dAta show that the Hospital and Regional Centre programs, as
anticipated, acted as resource centres in 100 per cent of cases.
The Residential Provincial school acted as a resource to the extent
of 33.3 per cent (it looks as'if this refers to the aphasic program).
Exchange of staff was also noted for the Residential Provincial
programs (33.3 per cent). Other Language (including a clinical/
residential program closely related to educational provision) 33.3
per cent, and Autistic 33.3 per cent, both viewed themselves as

resources to some degree. There was little commitment to this
kind of exchange by any other kind of programs.

17.5.7 Visits to the program from other schools (2/1)

Visits from,other schools should be closely associated with the
school's acting as resource centre. A high proportion of visits

from other schools was reported: 67 (72.8 per cent). This was

most marked for specific programs such as Hospital (100 per cent)
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or

Regional Centre (100 per cent) and Other Residential (100 per cent) .

Which provide specialized programs for severely handicapped chil-
dren -- in one instance, the origkarBliss Symbol program, and in
the other instances, programs for autistic and other severely
behaviorally handicapped childien.

SUMMARY r

-The findings'in this chapter are too detailed and complex to be
readily summarized. They provide a background for understanding
the organization and resources which contribute to the programs
for language-handicapped children. Particularly interesting in-
formation comes to light concerning teacher/student ratios, size
of school,:program, and the kind and level of full and part-time
staffing.

The pattern of goals and programs provided by different facilities
is reflected in the differences in pat.t,erns of organization and
staffing.
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Programs

This chapter examines the programs provided for language-handi-
capped children in terms of the reported goals, forms of grouping,
motivation, teaching approaches, content of programs and.materials.

18.1 The Goals of the Program

Goals are commonly assumed to be the definition and starting.point
of an analysis of curriculum, and to govern teaching procedures.
The principals and the teachers were asked to statetheir percep-
tions of the goals of their school/facility and of their program
respectively. The bases for the questions were: the aims.of
education enunciated for the Primary and Junior program by the
Ministry of Education (e.g. "The Formative Years") and the kinds
of goals relating to content and sequence of instruction set out in
the questionnaire instruments of "Formative Curriculum Evaluation".
Weiss et al : 0.I.S.E. 1972.

A recurrent difficulty, in research using stated verbalized goals,
is that teachers can find it difficult to formulate their actual
aims and objectives explicitly, or to verbalize their actual prac-

. tice. It is possible that they present generalized statements,
drawn from general belief or philosophies, or based on reading,
which may or may not relate directly Co their daily practice in
the classroom.

Goals tend to be stated in very explicit terms, viz. "behavioral
objectives", kind and level of task, and precise criteria for mas-
tery which can be defined for short segments of learning or restric-
ted tasks; or they are very general in nature. One difficulty is
to connect these levels of planning and execution.

Goals, too, may be.stated essentially at the level of theoretical
intent rather than empirical aims (in terms of the system set out
by Stake in his curriculum/evaluation theory), or refer to antici-
pated outcomes rather than actual outcomes.

Since goals are so much a'part of actual decision and action, they
are to some degree falsified by being verbalized and defined sepa-
rately, tn being considered as a separable part of planning and
executing Oaching. In theory, the definition of goals precedes
decision and instruction; in practice, goals are Constantly modified
by experience of the outcomes of teaching or may, in fact, be defined
clearly only after teaching has been completed and results are at
hand. Furthermore, the objective which directly guide the selec-
tion of content and technique by the teacher, in carrying out par-
ticular tasks of instruction, are usually specific and personal.
They may, or may not, have direct relationships to goals defined'
for the whole school or school system.

As a matter of methodology, an attempt was made to follow the tech-
niques delcribed in guddelines such as "Formative Curriculum
Evaluation" in which goals are defined, compared, and ranked in
verbal terms.

- 252 -
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Experience in the present study confirms that -- at least in this
area of handicap -- it is unrewarding to ask teachers to state
goals,yerbally as distinct from describing, explaining and justi- .

fying their choice of content, materials, and instructional
approaches. The ranking of a set of stated goals (as was attempted
with principals) may sharpen choice, but does not deal with the
asemantic difficulties of precisely limiting the practical meaning
.of goals, in terms of practice as well as philosophy, and in link-
ing these gpals directly to the variety of practices observed or
reported in'the classroom.

In future studies of classroom organization and curriculum, it is
recommended tkiat alternative techniques should be developed.

\

They would need .to be observational, i.e. deriving goals from
observing.practice, ai Was done, in part, in the analysis of prac-
tices and materials reported later in this chapter. They should
also be Indirect or oblique, i.e. measuring preferences without
asking for direct statements of belief. This may be done by
developing techniques such as Kelly's "repertory grid" (Kelly (1965)).

Put in simplified form, the..tespondent identifies two groups of
Concepts (or persons, or practices) which appear to him to be simi-
lar in some important respect.as contrasted with a group which is
perceived as different from the first two in that respect. The
various concepts (or persons or practices) can be classified and
re-classified successively by this technique until there emerges a
structure, of preferences or meanings, which reflects the tespon-'
dent's real semantic framework, i.e. how he.sees those concepts as
related and what values he attaches to them.

Alternatively, a simpler indirect technique such as the "semantiè
differential" of Osgood, Tannenbaum and Suci (which owes some of
its ancestry to the Kelly concept) could be used to obtain some of'
the specific structure of values and preferences of a particular
teacher or school.

The following conclusions on goals and realization of goals is
based on replies by principals to specific qt.estions on Schedule 2/1.

18.2 flASIA_acIE1E_aLLIIL.Princi.al (2/1)

The goals stated by principals for their schools/facilities on
behalf of themselves and their staff were, as described and ranked:

No. Per Cent
To develop social/self awareness in the student 65 70.7,

To prepare the child to adjust'to socr 59 64.1

To develop good mental health . 51 55.4

To develop awareness of the environment 50 54.3

To develop child's language to optimum .49 53.3

To develop academic achievement (apart from language) 47 51.1

To improve social interaction within school group 45 48.9
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To improve self-help/adjustment skills 38 41.6

.To improve expressive language 37 40.2

To improve receptive language 35 38.0

To get the child up to his mental/age level 35. 38.0

To help the child accept his limitations. 34 37.0

To give the child effective/alternative modes
(of communic.ation)

30 32.0

To return the child to a less extreue form of
special education'

29 31.5

To return the child to the regular school 2 3 25.0

In these condensed and summarized responses, the obvious emphasis
is on generalized goals. The goals with highest priority are those
dealing with adjustment or awareness, i.e. coming to terms with
handicap and its effects. It is noteworthy that specific aims,
such as returning a child to a less extreme form of special educa-
tion or achieving a return to a regular school program, are of lower
priority, though still signifitant for between a quarter to a third

'';of respondent facilities. Clearly, the child in the program is
regarded as handicapped and needing help to adjust, in the short or
long run, to develop minimum adjustment'and independence skills,
i.e. to have reiedial and compensatory education and accept limita-.
tions rather than be returned to a normal setiing.

By contrast, the optimum development of language ranks fifth. Iur
proving .expressive and receptive language rank ninth and tenth. It

,is-also interesting to find that giving a child more effectAve or'
al,V.rnhtive means of communication, which might have betn expected
to be the first, or at least major, aim is listed third from last,
endorsed by less than one third of respondents.

Sixth in rank, for just over 50 per cent of programs, is the empha-
sis on academic achievement, higher than specific emphasis on language
and communication.

If goals define, or if they reflect, the actual content and proce-
dures of the program, then this suggests that there is a very strong
emphasis in programs on various kinds of behavioral and personal
adjustments, and on tbe academic skills. The emphasis on general
academic skills is confirmed by later analysis in this chapter.

18.2.1 There are differences A.n pattern between different kinds of progritm.

Autistic, Regional Centre and Hospital programs have much in common,
but the Hospital and Pre-school4programs attach less importance to
academic skills (each 33.3 per cent response). The Pre-school also
has less commitment to the aim of de.Oeloping effective/alternative
forms of communication.

The Residential Provincial school also attaches lower priority to
developing alternative forms of communication than to other aims,
i.e. it is assumed that the school has developed a specific program
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which is the most effective in fostering communication in the child.

The Other Language programs attached lower priority to academic
achievement than to social.adjustment, and developing a child to

his own level (66.7 per cent).

1

The Regular program attaches high priority to academic achievement
(60 per cent) but Much less to improving expressivie language (33.3
per cent) and little to improving receptive language (17.8 per cent).

It does not see, i-os a major aim, developing effective/alternative
forms of communication in the child (13.3 per cent).

More interesting, add specific in some ways, are the rest.,onses to
questions on whether the child is to be moved to a less extreme form

of education or to a regular program. There ii no commitment to
this goal (of moving to a less extreme form of education) by the
Residential Provincial programs (0 per cent).! Children in these
programs are severely handicapped, whether aphasic or hearing imr
paired, and are unlikely to move to prOgrams which cadnot cope with
their severe and persistent handicap. 'OtheriResidential also has

a zero response for this 'question. This program provides for
severely handicapped adolescent autistics who are being prepared for
basic life adjustment, and for whom movement toany 'other less

extreme form of special education is improbable.

Hitt Ot er Language programs also see this aim as having lower priority

(40 pe cent) and even in the Regular programs, which account for the
mard1.- ty of langdage-handica..ed children onl 20 er cent endorse-
ment'is given to the aim of moving a Child to a le special form.

of placement.

The probability of returning a child to a regular school program is
seen as low by the Regular language-handicap prOgrams. This may well

be because the child is perceived as already receiving his education'

within a "rdgular" setting, or potentially integrated with.non-
handicapped children. However, the comparison df.this finding with
the previous'finding (that the child is not anticipated as likely to
go to a less extreme form of special provision) suggests that the
language-handicapped child is not typiCally perceived by principals

as a regular or non-handicapped student.

The Autistic programs(0.per,cent) do not regard either of these aims

(less special eftucation/return to a'regular classroom) as realistic,

presumably in view.of the severe and persistent learning handicaps

of the children in their programs.

By contrast, the Residential Provincial programs (66.7 per cent)

perceive integration with a regular class as a much more feasible,

or acceptable goal. There is an apparent contradiction between this
finding.and the previous finding that children from Residential

Provincial schools are not likely to move to a less special form

of.education. There may well be difficulties in definition on the

part of the respondents, i.e. integration in a regular program

nevertheless connotes having special techniques and learning aids

and the support of teachers from the residential school in integrat-

ing hearing-impaired children into regular schools.
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The aims of the mental retardation, facilitie6 appear, realistically,
, to reflect their,practice, Le Jety lbw estimates of adjustment to

less specialized forms of education or return to regular classroom<-1
EfidorSement of these aims: Trainable Retarded - 19.1 per cent;
Mental Retardation facilities - 25 per cent.

18..3 Realizing theloals proposed (principal) (2/1)

,

The prior discussion of the difficulty of defining general goals
precisely, and relating them directly to practipe, implies that it
is of value .to look at the ways in which the respondent realizes
those goals in terms of techniques, materials, or organization of
learning.

Principals reported that goals were realized by:

'. Special programs to meet needs of children
No. Per Cent

26.1

\ Organization of groups/time tables 19 , 20.7

Selection of staff for the program 5 5.4

Providing special facilities/space/equipment 5 ,5.4

Early intermnt ion 4 4.3

Sufficient support in developing materials 3 3.3

Individualized instruction (pace, level): 2.2

Effective evaluation of program 2 2.2

Professional support to the school 2 2.2'.

Other 2 2.2

Therelis a significant variation between different types of program
in ways qf realizing goals.

It is clear -- almost a tautology -- that the most important means
for realizing goals, in the view of the-principals replying to
Schedule 2/1, is the general Provision of "special programs". the
administrator also stresses the essential need for organization of
4foupd of children, and effective disposition of time and teacher.'s
resources.

Compared with these two major reasons, afi 8 others comprise'26 per
cent of the responses. It is of nterest that consideration of
"trhining of teaVers", or "provision of appropriate training
courses" is omitted by the principal, but this is consistent with
previous responses. It is rather surprising, however, that "selec-
tion of staff" has such a low priority.

Low priority.is given to the impprtance of "special facilities"
which makes for an interesting comparison with priorities stated
elsewhere for improvement of facilities.

27
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Early intervention in dealing with language handicap also receives
an unexpectedly low rating, in view of the research and administra-
tive experience from the U.S.A. and the U.K. underlining the need
to institute effective language remediation programs at the earli-
est possible age; if possible, in the pre-school stage. (Kleftner
(1973); Eisenson (1972))

It will be recalled that the majority of children, as revealed by
the analysis of individual cases, are diagnosed and placed, at
earliest, by age 5 to 6 years.

Evaluation of program, as an effective means of improving program,
and realizing the aims of teaching, also has a lou priority for the
principal. This low priority is consistent with later findings on
the low ranking given, by principals and teachers, to evaluation of
the effectiveness of programs, as compared with selection and
intake of students and evaluation of progress.

Essential features of improvement of programs are "formative" (short-
term,oadaptive) evaluation of program, and "summative" evaluation,
i.e. comparisons of effectiveness of different programs for different
groups, in representative conditions, and measured by final outenmes
of progress over a period of time.

Writers as diverse as Kleffner and Crystal point out that effective
programs should be self-definIng, i.e. indicate where the child is
to enter, what content or skills are relevant, and also provide in-
bui,lt measures of progress; they should also provide for some form
of comparative judgement of effectiveness.

If it accurately reflects real belief, this low priority for evalua-
tion suggests that there is need for increased knowledge of the
principles of program selection, development, and evaluation, as
basic tools of administrator, planner, and teacher.

Examination of different programs reveals patterns

In emphasis on the need for special programs, Autistic and Residential
Provincial programs rate this high (66.7 per cent); Other Language
(33.3 per cant); Regular (28.9 per cent). Other facilities attach
little or no importance to this approach.

By contrast, Hospital programs endorse the imporLance of Organiza-
tion and time table (33.3 per cent) as do Pre-school programs (22.2
per cent), to some extern:. The Regular program attaches a surpris-
ingly low priority to this factor (15.6 per cent) which may mean
that it is ummportant, or that it is so much taken for granted
that It is not mentioned. Autistic and Residential Provincial
(autistic programs) attach low importance to this factor.

Hospital (33.3 per cent) and Regional Centre (100 per cent) are the
two facilities which emphasize the importance of specialized space
and facilities for obvious reasons, i.e. in presenting a specific
program such as the Bliss SyrAbolfl, or organizing intensive one-to-
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one behavioral programs for severely handicapped autistic or

behaviorally disturbed children.

Other Language programs (which other evidence suggests are concerned
with individual therapeutic or clinical/educational approache10)
emphasize the individualizing of teaching_approaches (33.3 pelt. cent).

The Autistic program is the only one to give any emphasis to
evaluation (33.3 per cent).

18.4 The goals expressed by teachers (Schedule 4/1)

The goals expressed by individual teachers within programs were
gathered ,(1) by teachers ranking preferred teaching approaches;
(2) teachers ranking kinds of language or academic content to which
priority was attached; (3) verbalized statements of aims. Because

of the variety of responses, these goals were re-classified and
coded as follows:

Individualized goals (specific objectives for
,individual mastery) emphasizing progress

No. Per Cent

Li language/communication 107 50.2
4

Generalized goals emphasizing social skills/
self-help 90 42.3

Individualized goals emphasizing social
skills/self-help 75 35.2

Generalized goals emphasizing progress in
language/communication

dllized goals emphasizing management
*Iild behavior

55

55

25.8

25.8

Amex......zei goals emphasizing need for
academic remediation 41 19.2

GeneraliAed goals emphasizing integration
of various aspects of learning 38 17.8

Individualized goals emphasizing integration
of program 36 16.9

Individualized goals emphasizing academic
remediation 16,4

As with the principals' goals, there is emphasis on developing
social skills and self-help, but thet.! is relarively less stres3
on academic remediation. The teacher, or the person in direct
charge of teaching the progtam, sees the practical goals of promot-
ing progress in language and communication as very important (first
,nd fourth ranking goals). Reference to the goal of behavior manage-
,nt sugrsts that an important task, in the program for language-

handicapped childrea, is to achieve well-adjusted behavior and
proaration for learning.



It was earlier noted that facilitie4 such as Pre-...school, emphasized
the importance of behavioral difficulties as their major concern.
Facilities such as the Regional Centre also have a high proportion
of children With severe behavioral/emotional diffic.Atics directly
related to fallu7e in development and learning. Gro,tps such as the
autistic require effective behavior managemc t; a significant stage.
in teaching not only autistic but language- isordered children in
general is the establishment of effective attending and imitative
behaviors. (See-Santa Barbara Autism Project (1976); Eisenson
(1972))

Academic progress is also seen as important. This is confirmed by
later analyses of the content and materials of teaching programs.

18.4.1
1111 ferencesetwe" ro rams
Individualized goals emphasizing progress in language (ill) are
highest in Regional Centre (100 per cent); Hospital (80 per cent);
and Autistic programs (66.7 per cent). These are major goals also
for the Regular 0-ograms for language-handicapped children (48.2
per cent).

In the mentally retarded group, the Developmental Centre (70 per
cent) had a high priority for this set of goals.

Generalized.E211z11±12_a2als are highest for Autistic (100 per cent);
Other Residential (100 per cent); but low for Regional Centre (0)
and for 'ospital (20 per cent). Within the Mental Retardation group,
oddly enough, Trainable Retarded score high but Developmental Centre
low (20 per cent).

By contrast, individualized self-help goals are ranked highest by
Regional Centre (100 per cent); Hospital (80 per cent); and Pre-
school (62.5 per cent); whereas Autistic(16.7 per cent) and Other
Residential (0) are correspondingly low. In other words, generalized
and individualized self-help/social skills goals are alternative to
one another. This seems to reflect the difference between a group/
classroom program and high individualized behavioral management in
which each individual literally has his own program.

Goals emphasizing behavioral management are predictably higher for
Regional Centre (100 per cent) and !,Itistic (83.3 per cent). The .

occurrence of the Pre-Jchool (62.5 per cent) in this group is also
consistent with the general emphasis in the Pre-school programs on
children with behavioral difficulties. Lowest on this set of aims
are Hospital (0); Resigential Provincial (5.6 per cent) and Other
Residential. (0).

Generalized academic goals are highest for Hospital (60 per cent),
i.e. the Ontario Crippled Children's Centre's Bliss Symbol program.
The Regular program endorsed these aims to the extent of 20.5 per
cent, i.e. significant but not high. A similar pattern is found
for g_!neralized goals emphasizing integration of various areas/
aspects of learning. Highest on this were Hospital (80 per cent)
and Autistic (66.7 per cent) but also some commitment by Pre-
school programs.
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Emphasis on individualized &gals inturatimg learning was highest
in Regional Centre (66.7 per cent) and Pre-school (45.8 per cent).
This is an emphasis on individual programs for young/handicapped
children.

Emphasis on individualized academic goals was generally low. Unex-
pectedly, it was relatively higher in the mental retardation groups.
The Regular program endorsed this set of aims to the extent of 20.5
per cent.

Behind the statistical patterns for stated goals can be discerned
some patterns of current practice in the various programs, e.g. the
highly individualized behavioral programs for severeb, disturbed
children in Regional Centre and part of the Hospital programs; the
preferential use of behavior maragement techniques by some programs,
particularlyfor the autistic. There is a general emphasis on the
importance of_mogress in language.

18.5 Teachersesto Learning (Schedule 4/1)

Teachers were asked whether they favoured an approach to learning
which depended on "information processing" (i.e. acquisition of
information and skills, implying a more or less direct and struc-
tured instructional approach) or learning through the organization
of "experience and activity".

The division in preference is fairly even: 122 (63.5 per cent) pre-
fer information processing/skill teaching approaches and 105 (54.7
per cent) prefer an "experience" approach. This division in approach
(and in fact overlapping between the two extremes of philosophies/
practices in the same class or teacher) is reflected in an analysis
later in this chapter in which a commitment is found to both struc-
tured/programmed and developmental approach in language teaching.

18.5.1 Differences inilttern between prugramps

Highest on "information processing" were Autistic (100 per cent);
Residential Provincial (80 per cent); Other Language (78.6 per cent);
and Regular programs (71.8 per cent). This 19f1ects known facts:
the need for highly structured teaching by the autistic; the exis-
tence of a highly structured language program (the Association Method)
for a high proportion of the known aphasics in the Residential Pro-
vincial program; but It also illustrates the emphasis on skills and
direct instruction even in programs in the elementary school which
deal with less handicapped children.

By contrast, the highest cmphasis on "experience" was found, as
expected, ia Pre-school (80 per cent) and Hospital (60 per cent)
and the 30-est emphasis in Residential Provinr:ial (20 per cent) and
Autistic (0).

18.6 Otber Questions: Instruction and Structured Materials vs._

Assignments (4/1)

(1) n attempt was made to assess the same area of questioning by
asking teachers if tl-ey would rank teaching approaches they preferred,



4b1

viz, mainly instruction; the use of structured materials; use of
individual assignments and demonstrations; The answers did not

permit of any differentiation between groups pr prc.gram. All
programs, in effect, claimed a commitment to all these approeches
to a high degree. The question, therefore, is non-discriminating
or ambiguous.

(2) Another question asked directly how much teaching was done by
"class, group, and one-to-one" methods. Again, there was almost

cqual commitment to all three approaches in all progrcAs.

18.7 Motivation and Re-inforcement (4/1)

It seemed plausible tsat dif-ering beliefs and practices in orga-
nizing teaching instruction wo....1d be related to the particular
kinds of motivation and re-ir'-.cement felt to be necessary in
organizing the child's tasks ox learning and giving confirmation/
reward for success.

The responses show, however, that extrinsic incentives (teacher's
apr 'oval) are by far the most widely used (in 77.2 per cent uf cases).

Extrinsic rewards of a more specific behaviorr' kind viz. tokens
which will later earn rewards, or primary rewards such as food, are
used to a lesser extent but are important (37.9 per cent of respon-
dents).

Motivation by extrinsic means such as modelling on or imitation of
teacher's behavior is perceived as mucn less important, since it is
endorsed in only 13.1 per cent of cases. This seems a little strange
in the light of later findings that the preferred technique in Leach-
ing language is modelling on the teacher's respozst Clearly, the

use of modelling on the teacher, as a form of incentive, is viewed
as being different from modelling/imitation as a specific technique,

in instruction. Modelling on the teacher also implies reliance on
his/her approval.

Intrinsic motiv. al, such as completion of task/mastery, is judged

as of minor impoL:ance for most programs deali4g with language-
handicapped children (17 per cent of response); intrinsic motiva-
tion through curiosity or need to explore the environment is judged
as even lower (8.3 per cent).

So, language classrooms are largely structured around teacher
approval and direct rewards as means of informing the children of
correct response/success and motivating Iheir learning.

\. 18.7.1 Differences in_pattern betweeu_programs

The zelatively lowest proportiou of: teacher approval as mctivation
is in Regional Centre (66.7 per cent) and Other Language programs
(69.2 per cent). The kegional Centre endorses direct rewards (100

pr rent) as would be expected in programs emphasizing behavioral
management and operant-conditioning techniques. By contrast, the
Oth?r Language programs emphasize modelling on teacher as motiva-



tion, as would be expected in one-to-one language therapy situa-

tions or clinical/educational programs with a 'stress on individual

interaction between teacher/therapist and child.

The Autistic Programs are higher, as expected, on both approval

and direct reward (100 per cent qf each).

The Residential Provincial programs do not rely on token or primary

re-inforcement but on teacher approval (72.2 per cent) and on the

satisfaction of completing a task within a graded, organized sequence
of learning (55.6 per cent) -- again reflecting the existence cf one

or more structured language programs with their own in-built stages

of success. A videotape of the Association Method program illus-
strates the effect on children's behavior of re-inforcement through

teacher approval, repetition, and the importance of success in a
well-defined task.

18.8 The Organtzation of the Timetable

The above discussion has approached program through inference from

teachers' views on the ways they teach and the ways they focus and
organize learning through various kinds of motivation. Another

viewpoint is the organization of the timetable.

The tabling of teaching time, and the organization of teaching
resources, is central to the planning of effective teaching.

The choice of a more fixed, or more flexible, timetable, focussed

on subject matter or on children's needs and stages of learning,
will (IN'thin the practical limits fixed by the time and resources
available) also reflect to some degree perceptions of the needs of

children ar.: beliefs/preferences about teaching approaches.

The prnctical exigencies of teaching may over-ride variation in
approach between different teachers and different programs. Thus,

despite the reported variation in teaching approactv,c! lnd kind of

program, the majority or classrooms (87.1 per cent) report that

they have a "t'metableh, i.e. specific time slots allocated to
specific subjects or content ui learning. This does not prevent .

teachers from claiming that they organize individual timetables
for children, either instead of fixed time-slots for all or, as
the analysis suggests, within a fixed content timetable.

Over half (55.2 per cent) of programs claim to individualize in

2 this wa,/,

it is curious to find 'That over half the schools report a "rotau"
arrangement (53.7 per cent). Since programs are drawn mainly from
elementary schools and the pre-school-primary-junior stages of
education, this does not necessarily refer to students leaving
their own home base to visit other classrooms to be taught specific

subjects by a vartety,of teachels. It may refer, in this usage,

to children rotating between a number of different tasks, or
subje:t-content areas in learning, with the teacher ( iling with

different individuals and groups in turn.
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It is of interest that the timetable is said to be "the same for

all students" in 34.3 per cent of cases. By comparison and sub-

traction from the total, this would be the groups of students who

do not receive a high degree of individualized attention or time-
tabling, i.e. are perceived as one group or class. If the statis-

tics can be taken at face value, there is an extraordinarily high
proportion of children receiving a "alass" approach to instruction
in an area of learning which requires the program to be adapted to
the child (see Chapter 11 in Introduction) and not the child to
the program.

18.8.1 Differences in pattern between programs

The programs with lowest proportion of timetables with specific time
slots were Hospital (50 per cent) and Other Language (75 per cent).

The program highest on individualized timetables were: Regional

Centre (83.3per cent); Other Residential (100 per cent); Autistic
(100 per cent), i.e. programs dealing with severely handicapped/
behavioral/disturbed/autistic children.

The "rotary" arrangements are found mostly in Other Language (83.3

per cent) and Residential Provincial programs (73.3 per cent). From
observations, these arrangements reflect both ro:_ation within the
classroom and (for the Residential Provincial school) between class-

rooms for older children. The mental retardation programs also seem

to have a high incidence of "rotation" of children between groups

or teachers.

The timetable which is the "same for all students" is found, to an
above-average extent, in Other Language (50 per cent) and the Regu-
lar programs (42.9 per cent). It is also found in Developmental

Centres (44.4 per cent). This suggests a ."class" basis of or6aniza-

tion for language teaching. This applies to a high proportion of
all children with language handicaps, since the Regular programs
account for So many of them.

18.9 Gral2iLig_f2ILEI2gsmand Instruction

Grouping for imstruction and use of resources is the teacher's most

fundamental and powerful way of handling the variety of abilities
and needs in students. It obviously interacts with timetabling in

complex ways.

Teachers were asked to describe how they formed groups for instruc-
tion and, even more important, for what reason.

18.9.1 The_21silitiziition of major groups

Teachers were asked to describe the major groupings they or;-sanizeJ

(as distinct from individual teaching) and the reasons.

Groupings were mainly based (107, 62.2 per (:ent) on the needs of

the languaze_mgram (direct inFtruction) or the orionization of

language games and activities (58.1 per cent).
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Grouping is not necessarily fixed. In 42.4 per cent of instances,

children were "not grouped for ings.mga_.0ELLIt_AL1 times".

The basis cf grouping was for 17..tloilyla in 36.6 per cent of instances.

This high propoition of grouping for reading (i.e. not oral language)

reflects the strong general academic goals and concent in programs

for language-handicapped children. Supporting this observation of

the academic basis of grouping is the fact that Children were grouped

for math in 27.9 per cent, for science in 19.8 per cent and even

for such a specific skill as spelling in 14,5 per'cent of instances.

Flexibility in grouping is, however, indicated not only by the

statemen "not always grouped" above, but by the finding that
classes were grouped "at times according to specific need" in 35.5

per cent of instances.

18.9.2 Differences in.pattern betweenamInTEE
oe'

Grouping according to language instruction is most frequent in

Autistic (100 per cent); Hospital (75 per cent) and Residential Pro-
vincial (68.8 per cenp )..programs (as well as in the Mental Retarda-

tion group). Lowest iwa the Regional Centre (0), previously identi-

fied as having a strong elphasis on one-to-one behaviorally, based
programs.

Grouping according to language activities and games follows a simi-
lar pattern across programs, suggesting that these activities are
similar, or complementary, to direct instruction and are organized

similarly.

Those "not always grouped" are the Regional Centre (100 per cent),

Autistic (100 per cent) and Hospital (75 per cent) programs, i.e.
the "individualizing" programs, (also the young mental retardation

groups). Low on this factor were Residential Provincial (in which
the instructional groupings are explicit and formal, related to a
highly structured programmed language approach) and Other Residen-
tial programs. There is, as expected, a marked similarity of pattern
between "Not ..alied." and "Grouped at times according_to

Grouping for reading, is highest lor the Autistic (66.7 per cent)

which is unexpected, and Regular programs (55.4 per cent) which is

expected. It is found to a significant extent in Residential Pro-
vincial (37.5 per cent) and Other Language (37.5 per cent) programs.

Grouping for math follows the pattern for reading, with the highest
response (40 per cent) in the Regular program, and 33.3 per cent

for Autistic.

Grouping for science is limited to the Regular program, but with
very small proportions in other facilities. Grouping for spelling

is fonn0 mainly in Regular (24.6 per cent) and,Autistic (50 per

cent) programs.

There is a contrast between groups; there is also a contrast between

facilities which appear more class/group based! and those which
emphasize individual programs.

9 () go)
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.18.10 The Organization of Individual Learning (4/1)

A high proportion of facilities claim to organize instruction
according to individual need (72 per cent).

Individual teaching is mainly for language instruction (68.1 per
cent) but a surprisingly high proportion is for subject/content
instruction: math (54.9 per cent); reading (53.3 per cent); and
spelling (37.9 per cent). Individual organization for language
games/activities is arranged in 44.0 per cent of cases.

A higiv,roportion of individual "groups" vary from time to time
throughout the day, i.e. there is not necessarily a fixecUJoine and
'situation in which the teacher gives individual instruction or
supervision, but it varies from time to time according to need in
about 46 per cent of cases.

18.10.1 Different atterns in different rograms

The facilities with the lowest levels of organization by individual
-need, from time to time, are Residential Provincial (0) and
Other Residential (0).

c:This does not mean that there is no indi idual attention and work,
but rather that these arrangements are fairly fixed for specific
individuals (or groups) and times. The Residential ProvinciEl pro-
gram, as noted several times, is quite explicitly organized around
a structured program requiring specific timetabling, grouping and
sequencing of class and individual work. The lowest proportion of
grouBing by direct-language instruction is the Other Language group
(30 13er cent). In this regard, as in others already discussed, the
Other Language program differs from other programs.

tk

Individual organization for math learning is high in the Autistic
(100 per cent) and Hospital (60 per cent, i.e. Bliss Symbol) programs;
also in the mental retardatioa groups. Even the Pre-school pro-
grams (36.0 per cent) appear to be organized for math as a separate
area of learning. Individual organization for reading follows a
pattern similar to math: Autistic (100 per cent) and Regional
Centre (81.3 per cent) rank highest and this basis of individual
work is very important in Regular school programs (60.3 per cent).

The patterns of individual organization for language activities/
games and spelling are similar. Spelling is individually organized
in Autistic and Regional Centre programs (100 per cent each).

The Residential Provincial nrograms do not emphasize reading, math,
or spelling as major bases for individual work.

It is unexpected to find relatively high proportions of subject
organization for individual work (40 to 60 per cent) in the Pre-
school programs.

"Other" forms of individual organization are found mainly in the
Regional Centre (100 per cent) and Autistic programs (83.3 per cent)
i.e. arrangements for specific individual training, behavior-modifi-
cation and skills in autistic behaviorally-disturbed groups.
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What is unexpected is the confirmation that programs for languge-

handicapped children cover tills_range_of academic content or emphasis

found in the regular elementAry school and that organization for

both group and individual teaching is often based on subJect/content

(academic) lines, even in groups of children with severe handicaps

of oral language and communication.

18.11 Reasons for Grouping Children (4/1)
1.

Teachers were asked to express their reasons for grouping children

in various ways and for various purposes. Important purposes are:

Stimulating children to social interaction, 79.4 pe7 Lent as well

as giving opportun4y_for language interaction, 70.2 per cent.

Convenience in terms of content teaching accounts for 41.1 per cent

of reasons for grouping. This reflects the commitment to grouping

and teaching in terms of academic subject content, already discussed.

This reason, convenience for subject grouping, ranks unexpectedly

higher than what might have been expected to be the main basis of

grouping: group or individual level of language, or specific needs,

or the demands of a particular language pi-6gram. Grouping, in terms

of language accounted for only 29.8 per cent of

reasons for grouping.

Convenience in terms of time (i.e. allocation of teacher's time,

timetabling) accounted for 21.3 per cent of reasons for organization.

Despite the heterogeneous nature of many programs, intellectual level

of the child was given as a reason for grouping in only 21.3 2er cent

of cases. This low priority conflicts, to some degree, with the

principals' statements that grouping by mental or developmental level

is a relatively important form of administrative organization. On

the other hand, once the class or teaching group has been formed, or ,

children placed, by taking into account mental level, it is obviously

not very useful for the teacher to use the same criterion to sub-

classify the students.

Since the present discussion is concerned with groups of children,

it is not surprising to find that haviagaspecificlantMern
is not an important basis for grouping (21.3 per cent of instances).

By definition, if a child has a specific language difficulty, it

will be difficult to group him with others who have different diffi-

culties.

Age of child is an insignificant factor In grouping (3.5 per cent)

since age as such has only an indirect relationship to stage of

language acquisition, or specific language problems in children who

are several years retarded in language. Once again, the principals

attach more importance to this factor, and it is probably taken into

account at the adminisrative level of placement and school grouping.

Finally, grouping is not used as a basis for remedial work (8,5 per

cent only) since clearly remedial work in language needs to be

individual.



18.11.1 pLfLei_viLatpcesillbetweenrorams

fr

Lowest in using socializing as reason for'grouping is the Residen7
tial Provincial program (33.3 per cent), i.e. grouping serves
language-instructional purposes.

Use of language interaction as a reason for grouping is again low
in Residential Provincial (11 per cent) and also Other Residen-
tial (0).

For most of the children in these two programs, at the earlier
stages of language instruction, it is more relevant to get them to
master language; they are not yet ready for the later stages of
language (Kleffner (1973)), i.e. application, use, and.discourse.

Grouping by subject-content recurs. It is low in Residential Pro-
vincial (11.1 per cent) and Other Residential (0), as in previous
analyses of data, but is'high for Regional Centre (100 pr cent)

--and fairly important for all.other facilities, in particular
Regular programs (47.2 per cent).

Grouping by language level as such is high for only the Autistic
group (83.3 per cent).

Grouping on intellectual level is found in the Residential Provin-
cial program to some degree (33.3 per cent) and Regular (28.3 per

cent) $ also in Pre-school1;(30 per cent). --

Grouping by specific language difficulties (very often one-to-one)
is highest in the Autistic program.(50 per cent).

18.12 Reasons for Organization of Individual Instruction (4/1)

The reasons for individual instruction emphasize the importance 'of
considering varying individual levels of language (75.1 per cent);
different levels of general development (63.9 per cent); and Into_LL
language problems (50.9 per cent). Remedial work probably must be
individual (50.3 per cent of cases).

Checking on individual progress (49.7 per cent) requires opportunity
to observe and work with the individual.

Managing the individual's behavior (repeatedly found to be an impor-
tant issue in these programs) must also, by definition, be handled
individually (42.6 per cent of cases).

The need for flexibility in arranging individual work, already noted,
is reflected in the comment that individual instruction "depends on
the child's program" (34.9 per cent of cases) or is based on the
child's varying levels of performance on different subjects (33.7
per cent of cases).

As In the arrangement of larger teaching groups, age (4.7 per cent)
is an insignificant factor in organizing individual instruction.

2 Etlftvt)



18.12.1 ,Difference in pattern between programs

Individual organization of instruction to deal with varying levels

of language is found least in Residential Provincial (50 per cent),

and Other Residential'(50 per cent) groups, particularly in Other

Language (only 16.7 per cent response). As noted previously,

explicit group organization and teaching appears.to be an important

facet of the Residential Provincial program in structured language.

Individual instruction according to different levels of develo ment

is again found least in Residential Provincial and Other Residential.

Surprisingly, only 50 per cent of Development Centres make different

levels of development an explicit basia for individual learning.

Individual instruction for specific language problems is again low

for the Residential Provincial programs (16.7 per cent). It is, as

expected, high for Autistic (100 per cent), Regional Centre (83.3

per cent), Pre-school (81 per cent) and Hospital (6 per cent), i.e.

for young and severely handicapped children.

Remedial work is given as an important reason for individ al instruc-

tion in the Autistic (100 per cent), Other Language (66.7 er cent)

and Regular (69.2 per cent) programs, but is not perceived'as impor-

tant by Residential Provincial, Regional Centre, Hospital)or -Pre-

School programs. Possibly this is because these programs are not
concerned with remedial work in the proper sense, but with develop-

mental teaching related to the child's stage of language learning,

on the one hand, or organized, structured approaches to building up

the child's skills and behavior (which are intended to be precise

and comprehensive enough to eliminate the need for going back to

remediation).

Use of individual organization to check on individual progress is

again predictably low in Residential Provincial (0) where the group

program itself is used to measure progress and to evaluate the pro-

gram. Checking on individual progress is, however, important for

the Autistic program (100 per cent), Hospital (100 per cent),

Regional Centre (100 per cent) and Pre-school (71.4 per cent).

Use,of individual organization to manage behavior is, once again,

predictably low for Residential Provincial (16.7 per cent) but also

unexpectedly low for Other Residential (0). It is an important

arrangement in Regional Centre (100 per cent), Autistic (100 per cent)

and Pre-school (85.7 per cent), where the programs are concerned with

establishing effective behavior management by operant-conditioning
or developmental techniques. Other Language (66.7 per cent) also

has a high proportion of this kind of arrangement, reflecting the

clinical/educational patterns of dealing with individual children

ali-eady noted of this set of programs.

Individual organization deoending on the child's program is an

important aspect of organization for the Hospital (10) per cent),

Regional Centre (100 per cent), Autistic (83.3 per cent) and Pre-

school (85.7 per cent) programs, for the reasons given abcive. Tt

will be noted that these facilities constantly recur as a gtoup with

,
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characteristics. Other facilities give this a law priority,
except for the mental retardation facilities.

Organization of individual work at different levels in different
sublect areas is found mainly in the Autistic (100 per cent) and

Regional Centre (66.7 per cent) programs, i.e. for autistic groups.
(It is also a significant factor for the mental retardation groups.) .

18.13 The Range of Content in the Program

Teachers were asked to rank their programs in order of importance
of the various areas of learning. An attempt was made to weigh
these rank orders but the tasks of choice and discrimination were
too complex in the present form of question.. The basic areas of
learning were as described in writers such as Gagne: language skills,
motor skills, problem-solving skills (e.g. science, math), .use of
symbolic systems (e.g. math), expressive/aesthetic skills, and the
learning of values. These are not the conventional divisions of
subject matter, nor are they the dimensions of disciplines discussed
by Phoenix (1964) or Hirst (1967). They do, however, (from a beha-
vioral basis) describe the varying techniques of learning or skills
in the curriculum rather than mere content.

A

Teachers varied in the ranking and weighting attached to these
various areas, but the summary data show that they see the whole
range of skills/content as falling within their goals of instruction.
There was practically no,difference in the (very high) percentages
for each area.

. There were very few differences between types of program.

18.14 The Nature of the Language Program: Developmental, Structured,

Prescriptive

The detailed description of program aril materials preferred by teach-
f'
yrs were.coded into a small number-of (categories. The reader is
referred to the kinds of rating and pr1Qcedure for analyzing programs .
set out in Chapter 11 and 12 on program n the Introduction. The

present coding was considerably simplifi d, since the procedures
for analyzing dimensions of program were being worked out, concur-
rently, with the collection of basic data and analyses such as
contribute to this section. Aspects of program concerned with
tiietabling, organization of groups for instruction, and preferenc4s

for teaching approaches (viz, skills vs. experience; instruction vs'.
experience; linguistic vs. academic content) included in the Chapter
12 checklist, have already been analyzed earlier in this chapter.

18.14.1.1 All programs were coded in terms of:

How far they were "structured", i.e. were based on an explicit
choice and use o? linguistic content and sequence.

The degree to which a teaching program is structured linguistically
is not the same as the question of whether it is taught in a pre-
scribed sequence, in a serieo of pre-planned lessons or a defined

287
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script governing the teachers's presentation of materials and'Instruc-
-

tion.0

Programs which are highly structured in linguistic terms can be as
flexible and developmental in presentation as Laura Lee's inter-
active material, or as prescriptive as.the Gray-Fygetakis or ,

Distar materials.
b I 1,

18.14.1.2 The second coding was to define whether a teaching approach and
materials were prescriptive or "programmed", i.e. how far the'
materials and learning tasks were presented in a specific, explicit
way, by direct instruction or governed strictly by the sequence in
the text book, and how far the presentation was in the form of
specific lessons or followed explicit instructions to both teacher
and child, e.g.''Oistar materials.

18.14.1.3 Partly contrasted with the above, was an analysis of the program in
terms of whether'it represented a "developmental" approach. As .

discussed in Chapter 11 of the Introduction, a "developmental" pro-
. gram may mean a variety of things:

i) Developmental meaning (1) is the use of,the child's stage of
development in language, etc. to guide entry to the program, i.e.
relating teaching and learning to the child's readiness and level
of knowledge. This is essentially what Lee and Crystal suggest as
the purpose of their diagnostic analysis of the child's mastery of
linguistic structures.

ii) Developmental meaning (2) is the reliance on information about
developmental stages to guide the choice of the sequence of tasks
or stages to be learned, 11..e. using guidance on what is known of the
ways in which thetchild's,linguistic structures follow one another.

iii) Developmental meaning (3),environmental,"is the one most
generally interpreted as the developMental approach. It can be
defined as an approach which assumes the child can learn most effec-
tively by being exposed to opportunities for activity, experience
and interaction with a "natural" environment of objects, play situa-
tions, conversation, etc. It is assumed that the child can draw on
this environment for stimulation in a way thought of as "natural"
for young children in normal stages of development. It may he
believed to be appropriate (to older/handicapped children) on the
assumption that-they-are-at. an earlier developmental level, but can
still be viewed as essentially less mature children.

In a nutshell, the assumption behind this approach is mainly that
the handicap is due to developmental delay/distortion, not to missing
abilities or deficits in the process of learning. In fact, the
environmental definition of a developmental approach is likely,
therefore, not to be "programmed" in terms of strict sequence of
instruction but likely (but not necessarily), unstructured, i.e. not
following a defined sequence of mastery of linguistic patterns.

18.14.1.4°Additionally, programs were analyzed in terms of whether they had a

specific linguistic character (i.e. in teaching language structures
or skills),explicitly adopted a choice of content and sequence based
on what is known of children's language development, or on empirical
knowledge of what are the best sequences of tasks in learning.

e.

14 '
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18.14.1.5 Within the linguistic category, an attempt was made to define N

whether programs were mainly (1) phonological (i.e. emphasized ..,

, . . .

. articulation, auditory training; production of speech sounds', r

intonation, etc.) or (2) syntactic (i.e. taught the child linguis .'s

t/c/grammaticaf structures, such as word-sequence, subject-verb,.
.

noun phrase/verb phrase', negation, tense1 person, number, etc.) or
(3) based the teaching of language structures ant, vocabulary on

1...'sharply'defined c4mcepts and meanings important to the child and
to the learning of language, i.e..semantics. \

,

t,

\\ Important dimensions might be the ten or,socategoriaa defined by
\Brown (1973) orichlesinger (UA), e.g. possession, identity,
location, negation, or.the distinctive features/categories'of
meaning such as male/female, singular/plural, etc. (Dale.(197.0)).

The'syntactic approach may be represented by the early Miller and
.yoder program (197A) for early learning of language, or by the Gray-
Fygetakis.programmed approach., The semantic might be represented
,by the Nisonger program (Horstmeier and McLean (1975)) or recent
emphases in teaching the autistic children (Los Angeles County pr5 =4 ,

gram ,(1977)) by selecting concepts and vocabulary which are meaning-
ful and frequent in the child's experience.

Programs were usually complex, with various elements of the above
kind in them, related to the different goals tf the program, differ-
ent kinds of material,used in teaching; or different emphasesiin
teaching used with different children,' or the Lame children at .

different stages.

The coding for each program (in terms op,the Fortran computer-coding)
waS therefore essentially a ranking of all characteristics, if at
all.ptesent.

.Thus it is possible felNa program to be both "structured" and
"deyelopmental" or overlap in terms of other dimensions, though it
is unlilsely that there will be large elements Of the prescriptive
approach in an envirOamental/developmental program or the converse.

Arbitrary decisions had to be made. It was,decided that the Peabody
language'program should be classified as "structured" (in contrast
with other much more environmentally based programs) even though the
basis of its linguistic content does. not strictly follow any clear-
cut system of language criteria such as those seeout by Eisenson
(1972); Lee (1974) or Crystal (1976). The Dis ar program was defied
as "structured" linguistically, though the ch ice of content and
sequence does not appear to favour any linguift

n

vie_ developmental

staging, or theory of language, apart from empirical trial of the
items used.

r

Programmed material was defined as (a) programs such as Distar;
(b) behavior modification sequences; (c) strictly defined lessons or
scripts for teaching; (d) the use of .workbooks and similar materials,
if this appeared to be systematic.

The data show the following:
4

f

7
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18.14.2 --The majority of programscfor languaie ha-ndicapped children are
"developmental-eenvironmentgl. .Tbey use a variety of.environmental

and social stimuli including the natural environment. They are

not struceured explicitly in any ainguistic way." These accounted

for 69 per cent of respondents.

The second mcst important emphasis was on a developmeptal(entry)

i.e. tended to use inforliation.on the developmental stage, or
readiness of the child, to guide entry to and choice of learning

task'in a program. This accounted for 57.4 per cent.'

The third mdst important emphasis was on a developmental (sequence)

approach, tising developmental stages in language (at least in 'a

general way) to guide the sequence'of structures or skills to be

learned. This waslound in 50.8 per cent of cases,

It is true, of course, thit theabove cat4ories overlap one another.

Fourth 'in order came emphasis on a "structured" approach in 47.2
,

.pervcent of programs.

Fifth, a high proportion of programs are also based on a prescrip-

tive programthed approach (43.1 per cent), i.e. direct instruction,

scripted lesson plans and pl,-planned sequence of teaching. This. is

, consistent with previous findings in this chapter, that teachers

N.ace Considerable emphasis on information proceasing/skills, on
airect instructions, and on grouping in terms of subject-matter

%nstruction..

The prograks for language handicapped children in'Ontario span tile

complete gamut of teachifig approaches. They are either developmental,
structured, or prescriptive, or may have a major emphasis in'one
dimension that also includes important elements of another.

C.

Within the language-structured approaches, only a very small propor-,
,tion (7.6 per cent) were found to merit the description."linguistic"
in having a clear and explicit definition of goals, content, sequence,
and procedures based on understanding and analysis of language acqui-.

sition. There may be elements of such apbroaches but they'did not
form the whole or even the ma or art,of an, rt. rams.

/

Within the linguistic grouping, the laegest group is the semantic

(5.6 per cent of total responses), i.e..emphaais on concepts and

diMensions oi meaning as guides to language content and materials.
Only one example of a semantic program was found. It was decided

tliAt the BA,iss Symbol program should be classified as "semantic" since,

though it is not concerned with spoken language, it sets put'to commu-

nicate basic meanings. The Bliss Symbol programs, therefore, form a

large part of this category.

Explicitly syntactic programs, forming all or the major parc of
teaching, were a very small minority of programs (2.5.per cent of

total). Even with the mgst generous interpretation, there are very.
few such programs.

J
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In summary,.the language ftograma observed and analysed arel/often ,

. in some 'senile "developmental", i.e; tend to be Varied in centent, 0 .

to.rely on a variety of materials, and,on an open language approach
(or'a mixture of skills and attainments) rather.than ..)n explicitly...

. 'cleaned goa44:nd sequences ielanguage acquisitior.

4 1,
A significant propO)iion orprograms can be desdribed as."struc-
tured",in some sende, bUt alarg* mAjority.of thess really are
based, in part or wholly, on the Peabody lahguatg material. If
the definition a this program were to be changed, the proportion
of "structured" programs would alter, drastically.

Programmed aa direct instrdhtion iè fouhd insteadof, or side by
side with, more open and unstructured teaching aituations and mate-

,

rials,e.g.-high usage of reading series and workbooks together with
puppets, art work, learning games and conversation. r-

ft.

One of the most interesting classrooms observed, in a day school
providing for severely language handfcapped, combined.a very stimu-
lating and varied "developmental" approach (using the environment
sand situations relevant to childrdn) with teaching in a Precisely.
defined set,Cif tasksusing a high propWion,of direct individual
and group instruction.

-^'In general, there ippenrspto be a considerable mixture'of content,
techniques, and meter is, but cot, as a rule, explicit'definition
ind api4ication of goals., content and sequ'ence derived from k:now-
ledge of language developlumt'ani dtruct,ure. As.will be seen frok
.prildous discussion and later evidence, clascirooms contain a largo
.awount Of cdhmiational teaching 'material based on subject ductent
such as'reading, spelling and math. Materials such as are found
in ehe.regular clasirobm: books, readers, dittoes, workbooki7`and
other programmed printed miterials,'Sre usecrto a significant degree"
as well as art,,puppets,'gym, toys ahd puzzles,and environmental

4, stimted. The "language" class, in other words,,has mubh, in common
with the conventional special class (opportunity, remedial, specific
learning disability).

, I There may be as much emphasis on academic skills involving print r

(even in a special day'school for language disordered children, .

especially at the older age levels, of4the elementary range) as there
is on oral communication. ,

One extreme.example is the following: thildrenpwere observed .

throughout a half-Aay session working on thtlir own on printed work-
books and going-i; the teachei, on occasion, to have their/woA .

checked. Such a prbgram may, or may not, teach a child wTitten
language, but it certainly does not help him'to communicate.

18.14.3 Differences t patternbetweerprograms

Emphases found in different types of facility: 4

The developmental (env/ronmental) approach is foundparticularly in
Regional Centre (83.3'per. cent); Autistic (83.3 per cent) -and Pre-



. , .

. .

- school (96.2 per cent) 'as well as in the Developmental Centre (100

per cent). This apprciach is an element in many programs,ibut is

,

lowest(in tdhe.Residential Provincial (50 per cen) and'tbe Regular

(elementary schol) progrim.(50 per cent).
a 8

NThe use of developmental criteria for entKy to the programAgppears

, 0 be highest ii\Hospital (100 per cent);.0ther Residential (100A

.1per cent); Pre-school (96.2. pqe cent);,and also.in the'Autistic

progsam (66.7 per cent). As expected, it is.high in the bevelopr.
ment49. Centres (70 per cent). The lowest priority for this approach
is in the-Residential krovincial programs with a more struqured
languagespptoach (10.per cent):

In many rdspects,.-the use ofslevelopmental criteria for sequencing
' instruction is larceived by respondents as being:identical with

choice of developmential cviteria for ektry :o program. Distribu-
.

tions are ankh the same fdr both these dimgnsions throhhout the
various types of facility. However, developmental Stagesiof language
appeaeto be used'morelas a guide to content And sequ'ence of language

. material,in the Autistic (83.3 per cent) and Other Residential pro-,

grams .(100\per cent). Ii is unexpected to find the autistic programs

et

t

sqVongly developmental;
-

Consideration of the and's developmental stage for sterting a pro-
gram is valid for all children. Consideration of the do.elopmental,
stages of language acquisition id also probably appropriate but to
a lesser degree for the.autistic. Use of an environmental or natu-
,ral approach to language learning is frequently inappropriate to the

needs of de autistic chi).d..

fa

Structured 1Vguistic approaches,are most prominrt.in the Regional .

Centre (100 per cent) reflecting ube ofjorograms sudii-as Distar,

behavior managemel'ittechniques, 'and the development of programd by

tonsultant speed pathologists. It is also prominenr ia the Resi-
dential Provincial program (70 per cent) main*, though not enti'ely,
because of the .use of the highly structured arid programmed ASsocia-
lon Method to teach aphasic classes. The high.koportion of

."structured" approaches in the Pre-school programA (50 per cent) may
reflect the popularity of the Peabody language materials. Structured'

approaches.4are low in Other Language 45.4 per gent).but.quite high
in, the.Regular programs

(434 per cent) Sgain,probably reflecting"
commitment to a particular kind of Material rather than specific
organization of goals, content, and linguistic sequende of language
acquisition. .

Programmed/prescriptive,approaches are found mainly.in Regional
Centre (83.1.per pent) ani Residential 'Provincial (60 per cent) for
the reasons given above. Similarly,-the Autistle program (83.3 per
cent) has a strong bias toward programmed/prescriptive approaches
ieflecting the need to organize reaching stimuli and instructional
techniques very explicitly cir autistic children, or to use behaviOr

modification techniqueA Pre-school (3.g`tper cent) and Hospital,

(20 per cent) are low, as in ale Developmental Centre progiam (20
per cent)e However, a high proportion of the Regular (elementary
school) proirams (59.2 pFrkcent) are described as prescriptive.in

2.92
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.tile berti!te of emphasizing direct inatrsiction, use of woOooks and
,readtng Wiett and °drill" ipprOacHeF., t

.
.

1
, ....---'

, . 1

it will be lalled that.e high proportion of other classes, Or
even the sam 'classes, ara also classified as "developmentalo tn
approach. Putting these two facts together illtistrites.the variety
and lack of uniformtty in presenk programs fin languagOfiandicapped
-childreu in the regular. Schools. \ f

e .

, ..
r

,, 0 i 4
leoal'

i ) . .

Linguistic approaches aie'C onfined mainly to the Residential Proliln-
cial program (60 per ent), i.e..maInly a'specific langlage program.

. . . . ,
,

The semantic category is chiefly identified with.B1fis8'Symbc1 pro-......... ."......1...
. grams,.'e..g.'-. s found in 60 Per cent of the Hospital category. as

.

expected.
.

.

,

r
,

, - ..

, pntsx approaches are,confitied Mainly to'the Regional Centre (50 pei
cent), i.e. programs which use material, such.as Distar,. with some
liquistic syntactic structure, or programs,devilpgd by ,a s eeth
pathologist.

...... 6 ,

6

, I.
.

.. . ,

. .

ts .

a

18.14.4 Analysisby class-type .

,
r.4 ,.

4.

*4

.

U\was possible to analyze these data by class's tyPe as well asby
school txpe.. .

This analyais shoWs that the RegOlar, Speoial Edueation, Opportunity,
Remedial, and Specific Learning Disabaity classless have higher ratings
for programmed/prescriptixe approaches than do otheras(54.2, 80, 66.7,

, 60, 83.3 respectively).
'

,.
ClaSses for aphasic chpdren are high'on structured approaches, (75
per cent), as are autistic (60.9 per cent), "language" .(60 per cent),
xemedial,(60 pert cent) classes, purely residential placeme6ts (69.2 .

. per cent) and 1:1 tutoring groups (60 per ceiet).,,,
.

. .

18.15 Alternative SyMbol Systems
. V

. When children have aiffl,culty acquiring lansuage involving the
'.4$.. ..

phonology and structurescof spoken language; the use of alternative
symbol systems presents important possibilities. Such substitUtes
for spoken.langualle maY be used side by side with the presentation
of spoken language tethe child (as in "total communication"). They
mhy be used as a vehicle for establishing communication, allowing

.

the child to understand what is meant by a language system. This
can lead ,in turn to more effective final acquisition of spoken lan-
guage (as in the John Hornimati School (U.K.) program forlseverely N

handic1!ped aphasic children)? /

. . : 4

Altertlive symbolilanguage systems have been discussed in the" .

Intioduction and tit the Advisement to thRi.Ministry of Education.
See also Schiefelbusch and Lloyd (1974)1 Lloyd (1976);' Kent (1972)i e

and the Santa Barbara Autism pissemination Project (1976).

These alternative symbol systems, e.g. various idellecrs or, dialects
. .

of pagn language and graphic symbol languages (such as Bliss Symbol)

. ,

. . . ,

2 3
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are now seen as genuine langthige.systems with their awn concefts

anPgrimmatiCal structure. (Lloyd (1916); Moores (1974).)
s

,
. .

1
. .

.
.,

Non-verbal means-of communication --;- such as finger-spelling and

use of "Visual'English" signs together with oral teachiag, are i

now permitted in certain cireuMstances as part Of the official'

,
language teaching policy for Same severely hearing handicapped

'students in the'novincial schools of Ontario.. -

.
...

.,-.

;:i

, ,
There

.

has been considerable interest and development since 1971 in ,

t the adaptation of symbolfsystems such as the Bliss Symbols (see .. ....0

v Blissymboli,cs Foundation Newsletter): These are ideographic visual )

Symbols; eich,standing for a. concept. 'They were used first with

cerebral palsied children who cannot articulate spoken language,
...

. gestvievor write, but who.have acquired symbolic and inner-language .

functioning; This method-has been extended to autistic and mentally / :

retarded'groups, ill Ontario and the U.S.A. (e.g.-le/dyne County sYstem
.

Michigan). 1
e

t .

1

sign language is naw being used'experimentaily with autistic chil- .

dren who have failed to copOlwith the'linguistic and phonological .

'coiplexities of spoken language, and with-mentally retarded groups, 4 '

, either,as a substitute for spoken language orNithin.a context of

"total communication", e.g. Clarke Institute of PsyChiatry-kogram;
.

McCordic School,(TOronto);,.Kerry's Place (Clarksburg), etc.

i
.

. . .

.

Some of the mose innovative programs.in commuriication.in the U.S.K. .

and the U.K. involve'thd uskof aiternative language systems br

cotbinations of various symbol'systems..
,

. .
. . .

Only 91 sesp ondents answered the question on alternative symbol

systems. Of these, 44 (48.4 per.cent) recorded the use of an orga

niied sign language; such ad American...Sign, Language, Visible English,

etc. This is ft substantial proportion.of all languate programs.

Bliss Symbols are also known to, or used by, a bignificant number

of respondents - 29 or 311 per cent.

Teachers who. do not learn or use sydtematic Aign language rely on

the use otmeaningful gesture to the extent of 22 (24.2 per cent of (,)

cases).

Finger 'spelling (8.8 per cent) is much less used. , It is confined..
A chiefly, though not entii1a1y0 to-teachers o, the hearing-handicapped

in the provincial schools for the hearing-impaired.
I .

"Total communication", i.e. :lariops gombinations Of different symbol

systems with language,is found in only 5.8 per cent of cases. It
,

,is normally taken to near; thecombination of sign language and ,

speech as'a.prior means of communication. Nevertheleds, it is a
. .

significant development in some farilities for the autisti, e.g.

a class in the McHugg School'for ae autistic ttawa); Kerry's .

2 Place (Clarksburg) program for adolescent autistics apd McCordic

Schuol,.Toronto. It is also being used with autistics in special
\ , / ,

. .. I.

?
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propaiiiii e. g. the, Clarke Inarituta program. tforont0 atid with the
mentally retarded.

.. .

' There are milidual symbol systema of .a highly concrete nature, such, 2

4 ad the NonSLIP program '(Carrier (1976)) babed pn concepts derived,
in pirt, from communication with chlimpanzee0.(Premack 1976). ;These

. are plast# symbols orvarious shapes and'colourS.which teach learn-
ers to,discriminate'aficlto associate meaiings (pictufes) through
oura ,.: d'and4iOning. 'It teaches discrimination'of'sequences, and
tWe association.of the correct claps of'symbol/with itf'place.in_a
particular sentence order,. by using colour cues. That is, ass.wirh

. the Bliss Symbols, thelearner acquires the.capacity to Put together
: the symlols to walie-"statemente. A The NonSLIP program has interest-

ing:possibilities Yor non-verbal low-fungrioning children. .It id
.very 1 tle uied at present .-- only.4 44.4 per,cent)'-- of respond-
ents. 4, percentage represents the experimental use of the.mateT
rial tirthe ThiSrletden Regional Centre's' It has -:ecently been

,..-repla d there -(1976) by experiments in acquiring respones, to

. printed s bols (letters) which are believed tp be no.more difficult ,-
to learn but to lead more direct* to use of conventional written ,s,.... i

langualie., -. '
. .

,
. , .

1- I. ...

(1 15.1 Patrerns of usage in. different programs
.

,
.

e
.

- .

I e * i es' .

a 400 c

,Tbis Js the distribution of alternative symbol Systems:

Sign langdSge is 'usedmainly in Residential ProvIncial programs
(77.8 per cent), as 'expected, since thede are schodls for the hear-.
Ang.handAcapped. t is,used.also. in Qther,Language facilities.(100.

1 . percent); Other Residential (100 per cent of respondentWand
Autiatic classes/schools (50 per cent). The Hospital program re-
porti40.per cent response, i.e. thts probably represents the con-

. tribution to this category of.the-Clarke-institute program in total
-communication'for autistic children. There is also,an unexpectedly
high proportion4d response in the Trainable Retardedvgram (75

I.

-per cent) Ther: e is very restricted use,of Sign langu e in the
leguiar (elementary) program where conventional language/icademic
programs are the norm (l8.2 per 'cent), and Regional Centre (20 per

' cent).

#

Bliss Symbols Are associated mainly with the Hospital category (60
per cent),,i.e, the Ontario Crippled Children's Centre, lroronto,

but are,also used bk individual learners'or in programs in the
mental 'retardation facilities. The Developental Centres endorse
usage 100 per cent and Mental Retardation programs 80 per cent,
for sOme learndts, and Tr./linable Retarded 33.3 per cent. There is
au unexpectedly high percentage in the Regular prbgram (13.8 per
cent) but this probably reflects use of symbols in units' for severe-
ly handicapped children attached to, or associated with, regular
elementazy schools, such as the Chedoke class of cerebral palsied

1 children associated with the Hamilton Board of Education (of which
. L- a short video-tape record was made by the research te:im).

Use ofIvstureis timited.to the Regular programs (63.6\per cent)

and yre-school (40 per cent), i.e.lhose programs which do not use',

4'

we.

0

a
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orpnized sign language. It is also.used in the Regional Centre

, .
prOgrais (40 per'dent).

.:

Finger spelling, ls anticipated, Is mainly limited to the ReSideh-
.",

tial Provindial school program4p33.3 per cent).
.

40 t 0,

f / "Total communicat,ion" ippears.to be confined'to the toltistic (100

per cent), HOspital-1(20 per)pent) and some retarded.grps, despite (...!

,Jthit reservations about the afficultieS which.may .e-encountereeby.

autistic cckildren (because of selective stimulus processing) in

dealint,Ath a multi-eensory task (see l(pegel (1973)).

...Tat

, o.

18..16 Do schools have preferred_prslame
..

e-
.Tiacheis were asked if they'haepreferred programs or important

.
parts of programs; i.e. to see if they tended to use same programs
exclusively, or assums that one program waa beneficial to a wide

variety of children. '

A majority of responde ts - 129 (56.8 per cent) - acknowledged pre-

/
ference for all.or part of a program, whereas 67 (29.5 per cent)

explicitly do not have such preference.

The ratio of preferred to non-preferred choices appears particularly

high for Regional,pentre and Autistic (100 per cent peeferred).. It

is low for Residentiai'Provinc1a1 ,(36.4 per cent) and Other Language

(33.3 per cent). Tho programs with high prefer/non prefer ratios are

obviously, those which use to a consideraOle extent one ar more parti-

cular programs, e.g, Distal*, systematic vse of Peabody materials of

other behavior modigication approaches.. 'The Regular schools.had

58.1 per cf.nt preferred programs.

Preference, however, does not mean exclusive or major use of that

program alone.

materials

Records of teaching materials and assodiated teaching .:echniques were

gathered from interviews and by detailed observation of the class-,
room -- what it contained and how materials appeared to be organized

and used.

5e

t,

It seems cleaethat a major rnrtion of materials-in Classes for lan-

guage handicapped include programmed reading materials (40:2 pef cent),
workbooks (46.9 per cdht), reading series (61.9 per cent), math (39.2

per Cent) or speliing series'(28.9 per cent). Thisjndicates that

a major emphasis in language teaching programs is on written language;

.
.

The Peabody language materials are the one major published program
most widely used (117, or 60.3 per cent). It can be viewed as

, .

developmental or partly structured. .
.. .

,

Its attractiveness to teachers may be in the variety of materials

it presents in an organized and,packaged way. Schools may not use

the whole program but are likely to select from it. tt, should not be

assumed that frequent mention of the use of Peabody materials means

1
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that, Alkthe classtooms'usintlItsadopt it cgmplOtfly.
. . /

. \
O

0
i
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- DevelbpmAntal Learning 'MateriAls -- a 'series of materkals involving I
*ch.11.dren in a variety of'activities (perceptual/motor and auditory),
originally'designed -for young children 7- appears to be popular,
mentione4by 75 (38.7-per cent of respondents). Again, it is un-
likely'that the Wfilole set Of materials'is used by any one program.

. . , . .

. . ,

. ,

-.The Distar language and reading programs,.
to some degree, structured linguistically',
only36.(18.6 per cent of programs).\

highly prescriptive and,
are ffied replarly by

,

..63P

The Reynell piograw(a4are-school program reconciling a developmen-
tal approach ihrough activiOand play), and choioe.of materiala by
teachers (with a linguistic.plan'of progress) accounts for only 10

(5.2.per cent of respondents). They -are mainly in one or more
special pre-school language programssuchlhs the Chedokellospital

. pre-school unit.

The highly structured and progtammed,Associatic
(10, 5.2'per cent of respondents) is restricted
classesiat the Sir:lames Whitnerdchool fo l. the
in Belleville.

n Method ()McGinnis)

t6 the aphaiie
hearing handlcagped,

.

Only/Southshore'School (Sudbury) associaied With the Algoma Sanito-
riui and Sudbury Board of Educationa,mentioned the Laura Lee (1975)
interacitve languagi (developmehpalNructured) apiproach,

There.appears to be little general knOwIedge, or use, in the educe-.
(tional system of the yardety.of well-establiahed langUage teaching

programs such 'as havg. been developed fn.the past°5 to 10 years

(Frigtoe (f976)'; Lloyd (1)16)). There is restricted yariety of.

) formai language teaching nrograms, or evidence of experimentation \j
with theset t k ,
By contrast, reading.serieS are'mentiOned as importantly 61.9 per
cent of respondents. Workbooks are listed by 46.9 per cent:. Math
series are listed by 39.2 per oent and spelling serieb by 28.9 per
dent.

.

.

04:!

,

a, 4, .

,

e2Specific prograMMed orstrtetured reading-materiala normally used
,

in regular classrooms, or for remedial teaching, are also mentioned
by5 a signiflcant.nUmber: the S.R.A. proirammed materials 421.1 per
cent); phonovisual reading materials (20.1 per cent); and Stott

4 Programmed Reading (19.1 per cent).. it is strange to.-find programs
which are mainly visual, or visual/phonic, in nature (with very

.
littl&general language stimUlation and po oral language experience
built 4.nto them) being so widely used wifh children witbitignificant
or severe spoken language problems.

Similarly, i06 interesting to find that the Frostig visual-pdtcep- 1
tual training maieriAls Are used by 10.8 per cent of language

-' classes. ''It is posaple-they are being used mdth aphasic children
who have significant perceptual-motor diffie'ulties. , (See.unpub-

lished research study indicatinghigh levels of perceptual-motor ,

handicap among aphasics in Belleville). j(Roberts (1977) ,in biblio-

1, . graphy)
-#1 \ e , t
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This analysis of the frequency of'usage'oi specific learning mate7:. ,

t riols used 14,144raMa,fot languagejaandiCapped children,Tonfirms

, .that c'antent And apprOaches, in many classrooma, cover much of the

rarige of elementary school baSic mrriculum, and that the content
AO organization of the'"language".prOgram (Oiarticularly in the .-

:Regular-progiam) may closely resemble, in ita,aaademibias, the .

.conyentional,elementary/3pecia1 education.classFoom. 1
,

18.17.1 ',Patterns in the'differehi prograa

'

' ThiOughout 'the various facillties: Readihg series are'frequently

y, - found in Regular (elerpntary) programs (84.6 per cent); Residential
Provindial (68.4 Rer-eent); and in Autistic pzograms (66.7 per cent).

(
The lowest occurrenCe is in Regional Centre (0); Other,Residential
(0), andRre-school (4.5 per cent)Which have béel\observed pre7
viously to share the same cluster of respohses, Le...having specific
behavioral and language programs for young and severely language-

,

Ar behaviorally-handicapped children.
. f

. te
There are lower percentigeg for use of work cok series a d math and
'spelling series than for readers:but the ttern,is sift ar. Spell-

ing serieslue frequez)tly found in the Reglilar programs ( 0 per cent)

and, 'surprisinglx, in AUtistic programs-(66.7 per cenkl. '

-Ameng specific "programmed" materials, the S.R.4. reading materials
(which rely on sequenced self-chetking materials) are most used by
Regular (34.6 per cent) and Autistic (33.3 pex cent) programs but
also, to some,extent, 137 Regional Centres (25 per cent) and Residen-

.

tial PeoVIncial (21.1 per cent).

The pilonovisual materials are mainly used by the AutOtic (0.3 per
\cent);'Hospital (40 per cent) and Regular (30.8 per cent) programs.
These materials link letter-symbols with conelstent siMilarities in
, .

Auditory and articulatory characteristics, e.g. p/b, the unvoiced
. .an0 voiced forma of asimilar sound.

I
\ a A

i
The AutAstic (50 per cent) and Hospital. (40 p' ericent) algo make

relatively high use of the Stott reading-ihaterials,- which are essen-
tially visual-phonic, and in which games/activity and self-checking
aspects, requiring a fairly higli level of attention and self-

. motivation, are .important.

It milght be noted,thatj Inuigiamgazoilltme reading materials
and, in particular, theselfrchecking,programs,,the child may have
iggeo tpktiunity to use receefivp oral language or expressive
language, or to interact at any length through language withithe
teacher or other children.

,
.

,

.The Peabody language_paterials are used Most by Regional Centre
(100 per cent);;Pre-school (90.9 per cent); Autistic (83.3 per cent)
and Hospital (80 per cent) as well as.by mental retardation facili-

.
.

. ties. It was.used by a majority (56.4 per cent) of Regular programs.
,

.
Distar programs are used menly in the Regonal Centre (100 per cent)
and Autistic (66.7 per cent) progrsms. n the Regular programs,
19.2 per cent make use.of Distar material.

298



Behavior Modification techniques are most used in Regional Centre
(100 per cent); Autibtic (83.3 per cent) and Hospit8l-(40 Per cent) .

,prografts, i.e the autistic/behiviorally-diaturbed..:It is also
interesting to find that 4n per cent of Pre-school programs report
using behaviOr minagemenc techniques, presumably to cope with.
behaviorally-disturbed children The Regular program makes little:
use of these techniques (9 per cent) as ddes the Residential Provin-
cis], (0) program.

The Association Method for teaching language ts) aphasics is used by
36.8 per cent of the Residential Provincial schools programs,Ai.e..
is identified with the sample of the aphasic classes in Belleville.

The Reynell.program,d0pears not only to be used.in a special Pre-
school language ptogram (18.2 per cent) but in,a Regional Cintre e,

progral (100 per 6.,:nt)., . . ,
,

, ., ,

..NonSLIP ls dded experimentally in Thistletown Regional Centre pro-
,

gram (100 per cent) but seems to have been tried by a very small,
proportion of other programs. , 1

A . ,,
.

18.4 Non-commercial iaterials for assistins learning

f.i

There is a wide variety of developmental, creative, and structured
.

materials in many. classrooms.

Art materials and stimuli rank first (84.3 per Cent) followed by
%puzzles (82 per cent) and 'pictures (79.3 percent).

,I. - is

t
'

,
. ,

Books (non-text) come next, endorsed..by 67.3 per Cent of programs.
...-

.
, 7.,

Manipulative materials such as pegboards and construction toys .

follow at .64.5 pek cent. v

Use .4 the blackbbard as an aid,is mentioned by, 76.5 per cent. of !-
programs, as well as flash cards (55.3 per cent) and.clannel-graph
displays (50.2 per\cent). .

b. ,
.. !

. .

0,

Pre-school/kindergarten actlavities, involving symbolic and manipula-
tive play, are also Used: dress-up/drama 42 per cent; sand/watpr
'activities 31.3 per eent; and climbing apparatus 25,8 per cent.'

Music appears to play a relatively minor pait in most programs, :tc
,judge from the 23 per 'cent response on ude of piano in the classroom.
qhe Regular program is.13.1 per cent.

The occurrence of this range of materials, Which sugg'ests that pro-
visionds being made for younger and developmentally less mature
children, suggesti that many language classrooms resemble regular
or elementary special education classrooms in the range of develop-
mental learning materials and opportunities they offer.

Comparing the various types of program --

Art is recorded as%important by most program§. Lowest proportions
of recording ar,e,ih Other Language (78° per cent) and Residential

Provincial (75 Per'cent) programs.

.

.rs
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Senaeri-motOr material such as puzzles are recorded

eResidential (0 per cent) and Residential Provincial

pet cent), The Regulfr program is 79.8 per cent.''
0 II

lowest in Other
.program (55 .

Pictures are least used in Other Residential (0); and Residential

Provincial (65 per cent). The relatively low response for 'pictures

in Developmental Centres(60 per cent) may reflect the limited'

ability'of severely handicapped-children (autilic or mentally

retarded) to ,interpretland use representational (pleforial) material

which.is aiproprlate to normal children of.the,saffle age or younger:

See comments on the representatiOnal stdge of learning (Eisenson

(1972)) and' comments by Santa Barbara Autism Project (1075) as. well

as observations on the programs of the Harborough School (London,

U.K.). (1976) The Regular program is 84.5 per cent.

_L,The use of "non-text" books is generally high,'but lowest in Resi-

. r defiiial Provincial (24 per cent) and Other Language (57.1 per cent).
The Regular piogram is 65.5 per cent. ' f

44.

Manipulative/exploratory puzzles are least used by Other Residential
(J); Residbntial Provincial (25 per cent) programs, the same pattern

as for 'pictures and other developmental material. The Regular pro-.

,gram is 65.5 per cent.

Dreseing up/drama is least used by Residential Provincial (25 per

cent); Other Language (28.6 per 'cent); and Autistic (33.3 per cent),.

Lower frequencies are also found in the mental retardation groups:
Developmen,tal Centre (30 per c4..nt); 'Trainable Retarded (38,.5 per

cent). .The Reguler prdiram 39.3 pef Cent.
.

g

Taken together; these facts suggest that symbolic play and drama may
'be inappropriate.and Unrewarding for low functioning groups with
limited capacity for symbolic play and representation. (See.Intro-

duction: chapter on autism). In, the;.Residential Provincial program,

>the low frequency for symbolic play may reflecf the occurrence of
older children and emphasis on more formal clastiroomlianguage pro--

. grams, in the group.studied.

. .
.

The same groups which use the blackboard, e.g. 'Residential- Prpvincial
. .

(90 pei cent) also tend to luse flash cards (35 per cent) and flannel-.

graphs (30 per cent). Almost all'groups use most media for display

and demonstration. The Regular program uses 41.7 to 88.1 per cent.

Sand and water play are used in the Regular (elemen6ary) program..

(21.61/4per cent); Pre-school (92 per cent)\ as expected, but also in

Regional Centre (100'per cent); Hospital (80 per r.ent) and Autistic

groups (66.7 per Cent). 'They, are low for Residential i)rovincial (0),

Other Residential'(0) and Other Language programs (14.3 per cent).

This kiud of activity seema more appropriate for the younger and
more severely handicapped child'. A similanpattern holds for the

provision of.climbing equipment.

The ute of commercialesandactivities

Language programs make uSe of commercially produced activities and,
games for learning and piactice. An important part of classroom
materials are number (74.2 per cent) and word (71.1,per cant) games.

A
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Games/activities cover basic processes such as: (a) clasaificat/on

(66.7 per cent), (b) matching '(64.8 per cent) and sorting(56 per
" cent).

The content of such activities cover: phonicd (63.5 per cent);

-visual meaory (61 per cent); and "perceptual" activities (52.9 per
cent).

Adaptive an seXf-help materials, e.g. lacing/button frames or
dressing dollaw,comprise a lower proportion (43.4 per cent) Of
these materIals. This is of interest, in view of the%considerable
emphasis placod, in the goals of both principal and teacher, on
adaptive and social skills. Least use is by Residential Provincial

(0) and Regular (20.6 per cent) programs.

There apears to be a considerablc variety, of materials related to
non-oral languaGe and general learning of skills in many programs,
e.g. classifying, sequencing, discriminating, manipulating.

The pattera of usage is similar for number, word and phonic games.
The lowest usage for number, word and card games is by the Residen-
tial PI:ovincial program (range: 16.7 to 50 per cent) with little

or no use of the other activities.such as classifying, matching,

visual memory, etc.

Autistic, Hospital, and Regional Centre, nre-school programs make
considerable use of such aids and games (100 to 80 per cent). The

Regular programs also use them to the extent of 76 to 50 per cent.

18.20 Teacher-made materials and aids

When the teacher has the time and opportunity to make teaching
materials, these reflect the real aims and the techniques of the
program more clearly than.do purchased materials.

/

The most-used teacher-made aids are concrete objectsior displays
(79.1 per cent); print/pictorial materials (73.5 per cent); flash
cards (72 per cent); experience charts (69.7 per .cent) and calendar.
The prominence of these materiald reinforces the impression of
classrooms which make use of environmental/developmental learning.

However, structured/practice material such as number concept cards
(62.1 per cent); dittoei and work sheets (56.9 per cent) are also
used to a significant eAtent in the same classrooms. As in conven-
tional.special sducation or elementary cladsrooms, language games
(53.1 per cent) and math games (49.8 per cent) are important in the
teaching program.

Stories are used in teaching by 43.1 per cent of respondents, but
listening activities have an unexpectedly low occurrence of 27 per

cent.

Once again,.the picture this gives is of a program devised for

younger, less mature children but, nevertheless, with a quite marked
"print" and academic bias, as compared with overtly oral and
listening materials.
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Some patterns for the material basis of programs in different

facilities are by now familiar. *

18:20.1 Patterns for differentsf^grams.

There is least use of concrete objects by the Residential Provincial_

program (54.5 per cent); this is alao true for the use of pictures

(4.8 per cent) and flash cards (18.2 per cent).

Experience charts are not used extensively by Other Language (33.3

per cent) and Residential Provincial programs (31.4 par cent), and

are surprisingly low for the Developmental Cerkt.re (44.4 per cent)

until one recalls the cognitiVe linitations of children in these

centres/facilities. The Regular Arograms use them to the extent of

86.4 per cent.

Ilumber concept cards have a high frequency of use by all groups but,

only 50 per eent by Reoidential Provincial programs.

Dittoes and work sheets are least used by Regional Centre (0); Pre-

school (9.1 per pent); Autistic (16.7 per cent) but are used to a.'

surprisingly high,degree by mental retardation groups. (Develop-

mental Pentres 66..7 per cent; Trainable'Retarded 53.8 per cent and /

Mental Retardation 88.9 per cent).

Language games are little used in the Residential Provincial program

(4.5 per cent), Other Residential (0) an0 Developmental Centres (0).

The Regular program uses them to the extent of 57.3 per cent.

Stories 'are lebst used in the Residential Provincial program 4(9.1

per cent) and Other Language (25 per cent). Use is also low.in

Developmental Centre (22.2 per cent). The Regular program has 42.7

per cent.
'r

Use of listening activitiga is found nainly in the Regular (50 per

cent); Hospital (40 per cent); and to lesser degree the Autistic

programs 33.3 per cent). The findings raise issues about the ,beliefs

and practices regarding the relationship of receptive and expressive

language, of auditory training or preparation for listening, and the

relationship between comprehension k.1iproduction.

iquE..1L1lismLJEmEntlitLY_JELILLOAJImEgiat.LITitIELLIP21i1211

18.21 Special Learning Centres in the Classroom

The skilled teacher, outside the direct instructional situation, will

organize centres for activities and independent or controlled learn-

ing. These may take the form of learning centres or resource areas,

where specific kinds of activity can be focussed and stimulated, e.g.

listening, reading, art, exploration/science, drama, etc.

As expected, centres forlmingestilELAation account for 63 per cent

of centres organized for stimulating learning. The importance attached

Vto art-expressive experiences and media is' hown by the ocaurrence of

55.2 per cent of art centres in classrooms. The by now well-estab-

lished academic/print emphasis of language programs is confirmed by

the 45.5 per cent of reading/writing centres.



By contrast, the needs of young, immature, and handicapped children
for the alternktive forms'of expression found in drama, and the'
possibility of using this to stimulate language, is reflected by
the 44.2.1per cent of "domestic play" centres. "Other" special
centres, e.g. science, nature, building, games, etc.,account for
33.9 ter cent of responses.

As noted, music appears to be a minor interest or vehicle of learn-
ing with a low response -of 17 per ceht. Craft and.shop work are
not perceived as part of the general commitment of the language
classroom, and spatial craft centres represent only 9.7 per cent
Of responses. 1

18.21.1 Patterns of different programs

In comparing the various types of facility:

Language stimulation centres are frequent in Autistic (100 per cent);
Regional'Centre (100 per cent); Hospital (80 per cent); Pre-school
(78 per cent) programs, i.e. those with the autistic and behaviorally
handicapped learning groups. The lowest responses were in Residen-
tial Provincial (11.1 per cent) and Other Residential (0). The
Regular program has 64.8 per cent. This contrast in patterns of
fatility emerged praviously in comparing program emphases and kinds
of material.

Art centres,fdllow the same pattern, i.e. language dp,d art centres
tend'to be found in the dame classrooms. The Reguldir program had
52.1 per cent. The Residentlal Provincial programluid 11.1 per cent.

Reading/writing centres: least in'Pre-school (4.2 per cent); Hospi-
tal (40 per cent); Regional Centre (40 per cent); i.e. those with
the least academic emphasis, but relatively more such centres were
reported by Resideatial Provincial programs (44.4 per cent). The
Regular program reported 62 per cent and the Autistic programs 66.7
per cent. (By contrast, the Trainable Retarded was 0 per cent and
Mental Retardation 18.2 per cent.)

Domestic play centres are obviously more frequent for Pre,school
(95.5 per cent) but also for Hospital and Regional Centre programs
(100 per cent each) and for Autistic programs.(83.3 tier cent) but
low for Residential Provincial (11.1 per cent)..1The Regular pro-
gram has 25.4 per cent. This follows a pattern faMiliar from pre-
vious analyses of program preferences and materials:

Provision for music centres is found in the Pre-school (62.5 per
'cent); Regional Centre (40 per cent) and to some extent in the
Autistic programs (33.3 per cent). It is, however, low in the
Regular programs (5.6 per cent), which provide for a large number
of the language-handicapped children in special education, and in
the Residential Provincial programs (0 per cent).

There is no direct evidence here on the efficacy of music as an
adjunct to or vehicle for language learning, but where music educa-
tion is developed, e.g. Child Study Centre, University of Ottawa
(part of the Other Language category) it appears from observation
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to make a contribution to the cogpitive and emotional learning of ,

handicapped chl1dren. Soth convehtional music and Carl Oa/ ap-'

proaches would offer much to develop the sense of rhythm in both

musical and verbal patterns.

Craft centros are restricted to the Other Residential program (100

per cent) Leh is ai individualized pre-vocational program for

handicappLJ adolesc ts (Kerry's Place) in which farm, gardening,
self-help crafts an4 practical activities are an integral part of

total learning an vehicles for communicatio.

18.22 Other areas/centres of learning outside the classroom,

Experiences and activities outside the classroom give variety and

breadth of learning. This is especially true pf language learning
where skills need to be applied and generalized outside the class-

room.

As reported by the teacher (Schedule 4), in 86.9 per cent of in-

stances the non-academic areas of learning are organized within,the

classroom: This emphasizes the self-sufficiency, if not the isola-

tion, of many programs.

However, in 58.1 per cent of cases, children, went out to shop/

practical:work which vould help to explain the fact that craft
centres are.41ot found in these classrooms. ii.eldtri.21 as a com-

ponent of thqprogram was reported by 56.1 per cent. Unspecified

experience omitside school (probably shopOing, nature study, less
organiked tlps into the locality) have a similar paT.rn, with a
response rate of 55 per cent.

Gym and swim programs are important, with a response rate of 53 per

cent.

Art is not usually done outside the classroom (7.6 per cent only);

but many classrooms have an art centre.

Work experience is not usually a part of the program for the lan-
guage handicapped (7.1 per cent of respOnses).

.

18.22.1 Patterns in different programs -

Among the varying types.of facility:

"Shop" work was found least often in Regional Centres (25 per cent)
which mormally accept younger children. The Pre-school note 58.3

per'kent of "shop" work but this, presumably, is simply practical
activities outside the home classroom.. The Regular program notes
43.1 per cent, but the one example of a senior elementary school
has no entry.

Field trips, high for Regional Centre (100 per cent) are least
frequent for Residential Provincial (33.3 per cent); Other Language

(20 per cent) and Other Residential (0). The Regular program has
48.6 per cent, around the average. "Other activities" outside the
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classroom display a similar pattern, but rate lower for Hospital
(25 per cent); Pre-school (4.2 per cent) and Autistic (0). Also
for mental retardation programs (0 to 12 per cent). The Regular
program records 26.4 por cent "other" outside activ:ties.

Gym and swim programs are least frequer.;; for Other Residential (0);
Hospital (SO per cent); Residential Orovincial (50 per cent) but
also loweOfor Autistics (50 per cent) than were other externalr;
activities, Regular programs have 47.2 per cent,. about. average.'

. ,.,

Art activities outside the classroom were found mainly in the Otbgi -

Language programs (26.7 per cent) and very little in Regular pro,
-gr s (8.3 per cent).

Wor ,jexperience 's,mainly, limited to Autistic (33.3 per cent). The.

Regular program,Torts 4 cases (5.6 per cept).
y,

18.23 Teaching techniques and audio-visual aids

The 'program does not depend on the kinds of teaching aids available
or used, but these aids do facilitate particular forms of learning
and make teaching easier and more effective. Tfie kinds and vaiiety
of audio41.sual -aids found in a classroom also indirectly i dicato
the kind of support and the resources given.to the.program..

Gramophone records are available to the majority of programs (86.3
per cent). Slides and film strips are frequently available (83.4
per cent).' Audio-visual tapes and tape recorders are alio found
(73 per cent) though it is strange that there is a lower percentage
of thil kind of aid,.directly related io speaking and listening
skills, and to a variety of diagnostic possibilities in the class-
room, than there is of visual material. Few programs have a speci- .

fic'audio-vksual component. The Language Master, a valuable aid in
relating visual and auditOry information in listening and reading;

* is found in 34.1 per cent of classrooms. It will be recalled that
listening centres and activities.were not among the -most frequently
reported in language programs.

. .

Television and videotape are reported by a relatively high propor-
tion of programs (32.7 per cent). Apart from the stimulus value
of teleVision programs, videotape has a crucial contribution to make
in programs for the language-handicapped, especially the autistic,.
i.e. in bringing.real visual material from the environment, moni-
toring children's responses, providing recordings of children's
behavior and playing back these recordings to help children perceive
their own behavior.

The overhead projeator is a useful adjunct (30.3 per cent) to black-
board and flannel-graph; use of this aid underlines the fact that
in many classrooms for language haudicapped, there is direct teach-
ing and demonstration of a kind found in conventional classrooms.

1 By contrast with the aboye, only a minority of programs use AT211.-
fyingequinkle.L..a.._.or_..1_22.e.c_jAlll_vilz_istetaids (17.1 per cent). The
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"electronic ear", used at the,Centre for Child St-Idy, Univers.:ty

of Ottawa, is a, etriking exception te this generalization.

Teaching machines and talking_hooj.s axe used by Only 13.2 per cent ,

of programs. In view of the 14.gh frequency of usage oflother kinis

of programmed material, workbooks and duplicates; such aids shquld

Iind a wider application in theSe ^lassrooms (e.g. Gray andfFyota-.

kis' (1961, 1968) work on lehaviorai management and programmed

sequences'in teaching syntax to:severely languageThandicapped

dren).

18.211..1 Patterns of different programs'.

Among the various. types of facilities; gramophone records, frequent .

for most programs, are found'less frequently in Residential Provin74

cial (42.9 per cent) and Other Residential vrograms (0).
,

4 .z

Slides and film strip are also used 'frequently but are relatively ) .

less used by Other. Language (41.7 per cent) and Other Residential ./

(50 per cent) programs. Audiotape is used quite frequently, but 1.7s

least used by Residential Provincial programs (38.1 per celit);'Other.

:Language (58.3 per cent); and Other Residential programs (50 per) cent).

The above groupings of programs.have occurred often in the'analyses

of program emphases and materials.

The Language Master is most used by Residential Provincial 06.7'per

cent);'Other Residential (50 per cent); Autistic (33.3 per cent)

programs. The RIgular program also has fairly frequent usage (38.6

per cent) but,there id little use by other facilities.

Television aillkvideotaPea are little used by Residential Provincial

(19 Per centi; Other Language (16.7 per cent); Other Residential (0).

This finding is a little'stranu, in view of.the excellent resource

centre and television, faci1ities found ip prOvincial.schools, and

the value of videotape, ad suggested above, in providing stimulus .

for and.recording of the behaviOr of autistic children. The Regular

'program reports 28.9 per zent use.

Use of television/videotape is relatively high for Regional Centre

(83.3 per cent); Autistic (66.7 per cent) aa would be hoped, and is

also frequently used by the Hospital program' (66.7 per cent).

The overhead projector is much used by the Residentialjrovincial

program (81 'per cent) and Regular (elementary) prograni (39.8 per

oant), i.e. by those programs which are likely to be the most struc-

tured in teaching apprpach, and little by other programs.

Teaching madhines and talking books are used mainly by the Autistic

program t50 per cent) and a scattering of programs in Regular,

'
Regional Centres and Pre-school settings, about 20 per cent each.

Once again, the _examination of techniques and aids has cast a reveal-,

ing light on the'teaching, approaches preferred by various programs.

211 valid responses (92.9 per cent) were the basis of this analysis.

0.0
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18.24 Speci!ic TectIni use

L.
, 18.24.1" SLimislation and direction of play was found in about half *he pro-

grams. P/ay'was encouraged by providing stimulating materills,and
toys in 334 per cent of prograns; by the teacher providing motiva-
tion and Te-inforcement in 23.3 per cent of programs. Having other
children act as models foctthi.i behavior ii much 1,css important
(8.7 per cent).

f

, Providing stimulating materials_is found most frequently in the
Regional. Centre program (100i:per cent); Pre-school (23.8 per cent);
and Autistic (59 Or ent); and least fOt the Othertanguage (13.3
per cent); Residentiai Provincial (9.1 per cent) and Other Resi,den-
tial piograms (0). The Regular program records 28 per cent.

Proviling motivation end re-iriforcement is Most frequent in the
Regional Centre (100 per cent)1 Autistic (50 per cent); Pre-school
(34.6 per cent). It was least frequent for the Residential Provin-
cial (4.5 per cent); Other Language (6.7 per cent); Other Residential.
(0). The Regular program was 22 per cent.

Having other childrenAgodel the behavior is found only in,Pre-school
programs (11.5 per car) also in mental retardazion programs: Deve-
lopmental Centre (20 per cent); Mental Retardation (16.7 per cent);
Trainable Retarded (7,7 per cent). The Regular program is 9.8 per
cent. This is based on 219 (96.5 per cent) valid responses.

18.24.2 Control and direction of attention

This is an important aspect of learning and is a crucial ptage in
behavioral manageatent and several language programs (see kanta
Barbara Autism project (1976) and Kent (1972) programa, for example).

)1

Attention is managed mainly by vexbal cues (80 per cent)
"physical prompts (59.2 per cent) i.e. pointing, holding
lating child, placing materials in prominent situations
attention. Commands, wibh isolation for non-compliance,
out" procedures) are found in 30 per cent of programs..
prompts account for 27.5 per centrof programs.

and by
or manipu-
to attract
(i.e. "time
Gesture

Specific programmed techniques,.in steps, are rarely used (8.3 per
cent).

Least use of physicallprompts is by Hospital (33.3 per cent) and
Other Language (42.9 per cent). Regular program is 48.9 per cept.

Least use of command and isolation is by Other Residential (0);
Other Language (0); Residential Provincial (0); and Hospitall'(i3.3
per cent), also by Developmental Centre (0). Regular prograw is
22.2 per cent.

Use of gesture is low in AutisticprOgrams (0) as expected in a
group which has poor.capacity to copy imitative.gestures. It is
also.low in Other Language and ln HospiLake each)-and Regional
Centre (33.3 per cent); also Developmental Centre (25 per cent).

4
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The Regular program reports 35.6 per cent.

Sp'ecific programmed techniques are limited mainly to the Regional

Ceritre (66.7 per cent) which makes consistent use Of behavior

modificat41n. The Regular prograks report only. 4.4 Her cent psage.

The date are based on 120 (52,9 per cen.) valid cases.

18.24...3 :Stimulation and direction of gesture response °

I

The major technique for stimulating-gesture is modelling by the

child on the teacher (22.5 per cent). Aural/visual prompts e.g.

showing a child how to blow out air to prepare for-vocal gesture,

accounts for only 11.5 per cent of programs. Repetition occurs'ir

10.5 per cent of cases as a learnibg technique. Primaryye-inforce-

ment, i.e. use of food, etc. as reward, is found in only 6.2 per

cent of cases. It wes noted earlier that the, major means of motive-.

tion and re-inforcement in learning is utie of teacher approval 0

rather than more specific or primary forms of re-inforcement. Use

of aids, such as mirrors, and specific exercises account for a

minute.:proportion of practic (1.4 per cent,each).

Aural/visual techniques ive used mainly by the Regional Centre c100

per cent);'Hospital (40 per cent) and Autistic (33.3 per cent) pro-

grams; Other'Language (0-per cent); Residdntial Provincial (0 per

cent); and Pre-school (7.7 per cent) are lowest. The Regular program

is alao 7.7 per cent.

Repetition (associated with operant-conditioning techniques) was

frequently used in the Regional Centre (100 per cent) and also in

the-Pre-school programs.(26.9'per cent) but otherwise had a low

frequency' Regular program was 7.7 per cent.

Use of primary re-inforcers was associated with Regional Centre pro-

grams (66.7 per cent) and slightly with Autistic (.16.7 per cent).

The Regular program is 2.6 per cent.

18.24.4 Programs for. the stimulation of vocalizing

The stimulation of vAalizing is an important stage of imitative

behavior in many organized, structured language programs.

Over half the programs did not record information.on this, i.e. did

not need.to employ this approach because children were already voca-

lizing, or were in control of voCal behavior, or because the tech.:.

nique was not perceived as relevant. Nevertheless, data are based

on 212 (93.4 per cent) valid responses. ,

/

Among the responses available, modelling by the child on the teacher

accounted for 25 per cdfit of programs. Repetition was found in 17.9

per cent of programs. The use of aural/visual prompts.(viz. blowing

. air or making gestures with lips) is low (11.8 per cent) and the use

of primary re-inforcement is lower still at 7.5 per cent. Use of

.specific aids (3.3 per cent) and of specific vocal exercises (2.4

per cent)'is infrequent.



As in stimulating gesture, the Regional Centre (/00 per cent) uses
modelling by teacher as a main technique ifor teaching vocalizing.
Modelling is not used by Hospital (0): Other Language (0); and is
little used by Residential Provincial (4.5 per cent).and Autistics
(16.7 per cent). The Regular program uses it in 26.6 per cent of

cases.. "

Hepet4tion is used toistimulate vocalizing as Well as gesture by
Regional Centre (fit per cent) but is /ittle used by Hospital (0);
Other Language (6.7 per cent); Autistic (16.7 per cent); Residential
Provincial (13.6 per cent). The Regular program uses it relatively
frequently (34.6 per cent).

.Aural/visual aids are taped exclusively by Regional Centie programs
,(100 per cent). Primary re-inforceient is alio most used by Regional
.:Centre (66.7 per cent).and Autistic (33.3 Per cent). Specific
,exercisei are also used mainly by the Regional Centre program (33.3
p& cent). These last two are the individualized/behavior modifica-
tion programs. These data arelbased on 212 (93.4 per cent) valid '

responses.

18.24.p , Programs for the'stimulation of merbalnk.,121Ionemes)
, )

This is a further stage in an organized language program, i.e..pro-
ducing organized.speech sounds under control. The majority of pro-

gram (56.9 pet cent) do(not need thii stage-or do not record it,
.though Valid responses are 218 (96 per cent).

' Modelling by.child on teacher (27.1 per .cent)'was.again the most
'important technique, follawed by repetition, (22 per cent). .0ther

techniques were much less frequent: specific programmed techniques
(9.6 per cent); prtmary.re-inforcement (9.2 per cent); use of aural/
visual prompts (7.8 per cent); use of special'aids (6.4 per cent);
and use of specific exercises (2.8 percent).

'For(thls stage oflanguage learning, modelling4by teacher was most
t.lsed by Hegianal Certre programs (11bO per cent) whereas, at the tare

basic stages their use of modellt4 wuS infrequent. It mlay be re-L

called that the children in these-programs are very handicapped, with
severc behavior,disorder, or extieme forms of autism which refill:ire

considerable ingenuity anu patience in teaching.

Modelling. ...as infrequent for Resiaintial Provincial (4.5 per cent)
and Other Language 0.7 per cent) bet the Autistic program (33.3 per
cent),not unexpectedly, used this technique for stimulating verbal .

response. The Regular program reported 27.2 per cent usage.

'Repetition is also a preferred i:echnique in the Reglonal Centre

(100 per ,:ent) and Autistic programs (33.3 per,cent) but is low in
all other programs excePt Pre-School (26.9 per cent) as well as ehe

Developmental Centre (30 per cent). The Regular pAgram reports
19.8 per cent. .

Specific programming tethniques are one stage of the structured
languaga alroach found in the Residential Provincial school
program (31 8 per cent) but are not found elsewhere. Th.,. Regular,

program reports 11.1 per cent.

I t 3 on
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Primary re-inforcement is fOund mainly in the'Regional ttntre pro-

gram (100 'per cent) which was'also the chief user of aural/visuak

techniques (66.7 per cent). Usage ifi the Regular program is low

42.5,per cent). Aids, and specific exerclses for verbalizing, are

not used by most programs; there is slight usage.by Ot'er Langurge

and Pre-schooi prbgrams.

or. 18.24.6 Programs for stitiLlating vocabulary'

About half the program did not respond, imt data are ba6ed on 220

(96.9 per cent) valid reaponses.

Of the recorded tesponses, 28.6 per cent reported that the teaching/

learning vocabulary was part of a specific program of language instruc-

tion; A smaller proportion (24.1 per cent) based vocabulary learn-

ing on expezlence and activity by the child, i.e. words are learned .

in the prdceas of Play, carrying out othdr taskg of learning, ehrough

environmental stikulation, conversation,- etc.

Formal instrUction through techniques such as use of flash cardi and

word-lists was used by 21.8 per cent of programs. Labelling and

classifying obiects was a techlique used. in 19.5 per cent Of programs;

this is an "experience" approach. 0

The.to.tal program had important developmental and prescriptive com-

ponents; so has the teaching of vocabulary.

The teaching of vocabulary,as part of a structured language program

was most frequent in Regional tentre (100 per cent) and Autistic
and Other Residential programs (50 per cent); but .the acquisition of

vocabulary through.experience was also equally frequent in'Regional

Centre and Amtistic programs. This appears to be a contradictory

finding. The explanation is that vocabulary must.be taught to autis-

tic children.in a structured way and.consistently re-linforced; it

must also consist of language which is relevant to the child and can

-be readily applied to satisfy needy in the environment. Kleffner

(1973) emphasizes the need for language teaching to the language

haDdicapped to be structured but relevant, and the Santa Barbara

Autism Project teachers'.handbook illustrates this technique clearly.

The Residential Provincial program'also has a 11;th frequency (31.t8

per cent) of direct vocabulary t9tching, probably within 'structured

language programs. Other programs have a low frequency of,response.

The Regular program had 30.5 per cent.

The Pre-school programs make use of experience and hctivity (46.2

per cent) and classifying afid labelling objects (38.5 per cent) to

help children acquire vocabulary. The Hospital program had a high

frequency of response (40 per cent) for experience and use of

labelling. The Regular program bad a low level of usage for these

approaches (13.4 and J6.3 pek\cent):

The use of specific instructional aids such as flash cards and word-

lists is found mainly in the Regular (34.'l per cent) and Autistic

(33.3 per cent) programs.

t!
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Pro rami for teaching,the patternin of words/linguistic structures

. .

Slightly ? under half the programs did not respond, though total valid
responses were 183.(80..6)

%
Among those responding, modelling by child on teacher was the most

-1!cp)rtant technique (34.3 per cent) followed by repetition (27.9
per cent). 'Specific language programs are used for this purpose by
only 23 per cent of respondingsprograms. Primary re-inforcement is
used by 14.2 per cent,'

18.24.8 GrouPing a child with children who are competent in language (i.e.
use of Oiscourse or conversation in stimulating productionof sen-
,tences, etc.) is:not a preferred techhique ri3:1,per cent).

.90

As, in teaching votabulaN the Regional Centre is the most explicit
in using modelling (100 per cent) repetition (100 pr cent) an4
specific language programs (100 per cent), e.g. Distar and.possibly
Peabody materials.

The Autistic program also records high frequencies for these tech-
niques (66.7 per cent for specific program, 100 per cent for model-

, ling/repc4tition). 1

The Pre-school reportE
*per cent),,repetition

. meat (36.8 per cent)-.
per cent), repetition
cent).

fairly high frequencies for modelling (52.6
(47.4 per cent) and use of primary' rcinforce-
The Regular program reports modelling (35.8

.(25.4 per cent) and specific program (20.9 per

The Residential Provincial program is represented by a specifiC
structured,program (31.8 per cent).

The grouping of a child with more competent speakers is foynd in
few cases, but is recorded by Autistics (33.3 per cent); Regular
(19.4 per cent) and Pre-school (15.8 per cent) programs.

18.24.9 Programs for stimulation of speech interactionfdiscourse

This question relates to the laFt stages of acquisition and applica-'
tion of language, a crucial one in yhich, as Kleffner (1973) points
out, the childre.. mist generalize and extend their language tkills
by using them for effectiva communication.

Specifidally designated time and opportunity for discussionLmyer-
satidn within the language program is the major technique for stimu-
lating speech interaction (26.3 per cent).1 Stimulation of coaversp-
tion by teachers providicidentaln_iinterestitiaterial is
insignificant (5.5 per cent). Specific questioning by teaChers
(4.6 per cent) is also infrequeht. Grouping a child with more
competent peers as models is not generally used (3.7 per cent), any
more than it is used to stimulate voc4bulary. The uie of role play

and drama is also infrequent (3.2 per cdnt).

The major teaching of discourse is therefore in structured conversa-
tional/discussion situations arranged by the teacher. The Regular
program used it in 28.4 per cent of cases, the most preferred tech-
nique.
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Designated time and opportunity for discourse was a preferred tech-

\ nique at the Regional Centre (66.7,per cent) and Hosplcal (40; per

cent). These programs probably do not use moré,indirect approaches

such is providing incidental materials to stimulate conversation,

.teacher's questions or .grouping with peers. Such approaChes are

generally believed not to work well with the severely handicapped/

retarded children found in these programs. There is's'however4

some use by the Regional Centre of role play,(33.3 per,cent).

'\

Autistic (54 per
Provincial (22.7
approaches.

4

cent), Pre-school (30.8 per cent), Residential

per cent) progiams are more.likely to employ "Other!'

Use.of incihental stimulating material is found mainly, but to a

minor degree, in Pre-school programs (19.2 per cent) and Autistic

,...
(16.7 pe; cent).

. .

217 (95.6 Per cent),valid responses were recorded. °

,

18.24.10 the Teaching of Social Resronsesi

The learning of adj'stment skills and social respon4esmas a set of

goals which receive high priority.

Half the respondenthowever, did not record an answer to this

question, though 24 (95.6 per cent) valid responses were tabulated.

As expected, the teaching of social responses was chiefly by the

child modelling on.t.lhe teacher or the child's peers (31.7 per cent

of those responding) Re-inforcementpy praise or reward was used

in 19.7 per cent of' rograms reporting, and"the use of repetition

was reported by 19.3i per cent. Tbe expected pattern of differences

between programs emerged:
4

Thr highest frequency of modelling was found in the Regional Centre

(100 per cent); high prcvortions were also found 1.n: Autistic (50

per cent), Pre-school (42.3 per cent) and Hospital (40 per cent).

Frequency of modelling (the most preferred technique).in the Regular

program was 32.9 cent. The programs for mentally retarded were:

Mentally Retarded 718.9 per qent), Trainable.Retarded (36 per cent),

Developmental Centre (30 per cent).

The highest proportion of re-inforcement was found in the Regional

Centre (100 per cent); Autistic (50 per cent); and Hospital (40 per

cent).

The Pre-school was 30.8 per cent. Lowest frequencies were in the

Regular program (18.5 per cent) and Residential Provincial (0). ,

IA high proportion of repetition was found in the Regional Centre

(100 per cent); Autistic (5(1 per cent); and Hospital (40 per cent).

The Pre-school, had 34.6 per cent.

The lowest groups were again the Regular school (11 per cent) iind

Residential Provincial (0).
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\ The programs for mentally retarded occupy an intermediate position:
Mentally 'Retarded (27.8 per cent); Trainable Retarded (20 per ceht).

This section has described i detail the specific techniilues used
.to implement the language program at various stages. It might be
.usefully cross-referred to a discussion of the important elements
of-language program in Chapters 11 and 12.

t 18.25 .14ho Devises the Language Program? (4/1)

The,answer'to this question is clear. The teacher, on his/her Own,
or in collabdration with school colleagues, takes major responsi-
bility for devising the program. ,(74.7 per ce4t of,programs)

.3

"Devising" ,here meatis selecting and implemeniing the program, adapt-
ing materials and Choosing teaching tqchniques connected with these
materials as well as adapting or constructing the program.

,

Other contributions to devising programs are'much less important.

,

The chool st
of instances. Programs are developed by ttems of professionals or ._

worAng together devise program in 20.3 per rent
#

consultants in-14.3 per cent Of instances. Development by specific
' jOrofessionals, e.\,. speech path4ogist, represent only 10.1 per cent,

of programs. \

\ ...

i ..

,curriculum consultants of the bOardlOf education devise programs
7.8 per cent of the time,libut!'other professionale (psychologists)

.contribute to only 4.6 per cent of programs.

Teachers may feel confident that they can select or devise their
.' '-own programs, but their resourcei for getting and comparing infor-

mation,' reviewing and evaluating programs,"are.probably limited. ,

It is disconcerting, ;hough not unexpected, that professional work-
_erljalanuaeorconsto_a_gy_&ibteachersag.makin
only a minor contribution, as compared with the individual teacher
or inforMal association oT teaching staff.....One inference'is thAt
there Is insufficient knowledge.in this area of the,principles under-
lying language developMent and the selection of language programs,
and that teachers are being left_glaLlimilluarcasiLyg:

,

It wilLbe recalled that a significant proportion of teachers're-
corded the view that preparation for teaching language handicapped '..

- children should be More practical:. .

A majority of teacherss'in programs fOr language-handicapped childien .
come from backgrounds (in teaching slow learners,.or behavioeally
disordered) which do not give direct preparation for the specific
needs of the language-hangicapped child, and the specific techniques

.and programs he reqUires. ,

Impo'rtant questions are.raised abo t the natuie of current language
programs,and the arr gements,for devising them,by the following

facts:



1) The relatively higii occurrerle of unstructured programs.

2) Some teachers' lack of knowsedge suggested by this study; of

the principles,and theory of language acquisition, and of choicp

and development of language programs.' .4 ,

3) The biastowards print-language and academic skills and content

'found in many "language" programs. ,

Preparation of the programty teachers alone is frequent in the

Regular program (92.9 per 'cent) and Autistic program (160 per cent).

Both these programs are examples of the preference (or peed) for

"do it yourself". Lowest frequencies of reliance on teacher alone

were founcidn. Other Residential (0); Hospital !40 per tent) and

Pre-school programs (42.3 per cent).

Preparation of the program by the school staff formally working

together ia, by contrast,.w.Jst frequent for Other R.,!sidential (100

per cent); for Autiptics.(50 per cent); Pre-pchool (46.2 per cent);

and.Othet LA.nguage (35.7 per cent). It will be recalledthat pro-

grams such as the Pre-school endorsed school staff meetings as a

major vehicle for in-service training and consultation. By contrast,

low frequencies of response 'are found in Residential Provgialli.

(25 per cent), Regional Centre (16.7 per cent) and Hospital (0), as

weal as for 'Regular programs (2.4 per cent).

Preparation of a program by a team of.professionals is frequent for

' the Regional Centre progr.rs(66.7 per cent) and Hospital (60 per -

cent) where the devising of pregram for small special groups is

helped or carried out by consultants, upder constant professional

monitoring by program leader or professional consultants. 'The Pre-

school (38.5 per cent) else relies on preparation o-f program by

profeisional teams within the school. It will be recalled that a

high proportion of staff of these programs are child-care workers.

.The Regular program uses this approach in'only 10.7 per cent of

cases.

Preparation of the program by speech pathologists is found'mainly

in the Developmental Centre (33.3 per cent) and Mental Retardation

(29.4 per cent) facilities, with a scattering of low frequencies'

over other programs, including the Regular program, which reports

9.5 per cenE of use.

Preparation of programs by other profesfilonals than speech patholo-

gists, e.g. psychologists, is rare. This kind of-arrangement is

recorded for Autistic (33.3 per cent), HosiAtal (20 per cent) and

Regional Centre (16.7 per cent), i.e. pcobably conests of advice 0

on behavioral-management techniques and on specific sign or symbol

'programs. The Regular program has a very low entry, 3.6 per cet3t.

3 j



18.26 - Use of Space and Teaching Resources (4/1)

,18.26.1 The efficient use of space and deployment of teaching materials
and resources is central to effective teaching.

In this etudy, the distribution of teaching space and the use of
space and resources were observed and described by the research
team. Teachers' views on use of 'pace and resources were recorded.
Room plans were recorded for most facilities and are.part of the
primary data stored, though practical considerations make it diffi-
cult to reproduce these plans.

Adequacy of apace: information indicates that:

Teaching spade is judged as satisfactory in 88.2 per cent of
instances. Space was juded as restricted or inadequate in 10.1
per cent of instances.

Learning centres were recorded in 61.2 per cent of cases, i.e. the
space and resources of the program permit of the differentiation
and use of a variety of learning areas, or access to different kinds
of resources within the classroom.

The lowest occurrence of centres is in Other Residential (0); Resi-
dential Provincial (27.3 per cent); Developmental Centres (33.3 per
cent) faatilities. Hospital, Autistic and Other Language rated 100
per cent, Regional Centre 75 per cent. By contrast, 60.6 per cent
of.Regular (elementary) programs recorded use of centres.

Space was judged as restricted in. 11.3 per cent of Regular programs,
30 per cent of Other Language programs.

18.26.2 The organization of space and resources: aims and inpmE04/1)

The organization of the teaching space was judged as "Informal" in
59.2 per cent of instances (i.e. the child could make come.contri-
bution to, or decision about, the use of space and suggest activities).
It was judged as "Formal" in 57.6 per cent of instances (i.e. desks,
seating, children organized by teacher). Judging by the percentages,
there is a slight overlap in practice. There is the same division
as between "developmental" and "structured/programmed" in general
programs.

A "controlled environment", i.e. a classroom with specific areas or
resources adjusted specifically to children's handicaps or modes of
learning, or to a specific.teaching technique, was found in 22.5 per
cent of instances. An example of a "controlled environment", in
this sense, is a well-equipp d classroom for the hearing handicapped,
with specific types of hardwa e and other resources intended to meet
the needs of handicapped childrtiand support specific kinds of
auditory/language instruction.

Formal structuring of resources, in which teachers taught directly,
were normally strictly organized, desk arrangements related to \---

direct instruction and with learning directed to the production of
a'specific product. This was judged to occur in 60.2'per cent of

cases.



More informal learning, and the use of more flexible seating and

resource arrangements, including learning centres, was also judged

to take place in 49.7 per cent of programs.
4-1

Individual carrels for use in study by children were found in 11 per

cent of programs. Specific "listening areas" 'were recorded in only

3.1 per cent of programs. It will be recalled, from earlier in.this

chapter, that listenApeauditory skills are a low priority in the

expressed goals of iffie program, and that opportunities foi listen-

ing, for the use of4lids such as audio-tapes, tend to be less fre-

quent than other forms of instruction or other forms of material aid.

Picture boards and wheel-chairs, etc. for carrying Bliss symbols

are found in classes for crippled/physically handicapped children

in 3.1'per cent of instances.

Among the various types of facility:

The Regional Centre (100 per cent); Residential Provincial (89.5 per

cent); and Autistic.(66.7 per cent) programs were those highest on

"formal" structure of program and use of resources/space. The first

two are known, from other analyses and observations, to be the most

structured/prescriptive programs. The Regular program reports A4

per cent, its highest preference.

The Pre-school (95.5 per cent); Other Residential (100 per cent);

but also the Autistic (100 per cent) programs claim to be "Informal"

in use of space/resources. The Hospital (0) has the lowest frequency

of informal arrangements. Other analyses of program materials and

teaching techniques have shown consistently the Autistic programs to

straddle the structured and the developmental approaches, which aie

reflected by the Formal/Informal use of space and resources. The

Regular program reports 53.3 per cent.

Hospital (100 per cent); Autistic (100 per cent) and Regional Centre

(80 per cent) rank higheet on structured/programmed teaching ap-

prose:es. (Teacher initiates, decides content, supervises, speci-

fies end product.) The Regular program reports 53.3 per cent.

Learning centres are found most frequently in Pre-school (86.4 per

cent); Autistic (100 per cent); Hospital (66.7 per cent) and Regional

Centre (60 per cent) programs but.are infrequent in Residential

Provincial (5.3 per cent) and Other Reagiiptial (0) programs.

This pattern is consistent with previous findings related to use of

materials and centres in the Residential Provincial program. The

Regular program reports 54.7 per cent of usage.

A .controlled environment was mainly idefitified with the Other Lan-

guage (70 per cent), Hospital (33.3 per cent), Developmental Centre

(50 per cent) and Mental Retardation (50 per cent) programs. The

Regular program reported 22.7 per cent.

Other resources are generally too infrequent to be interpreted.



The Bliss Symbol equipment is found mainly in the Hospital program
.(100 per cent) and only 2.7 per cent/in Regular prOgram.

The distribution of answers suggests that different techniques of
use of spate and resorrces (formal/directive vs. informal/flexible)
may occur even.within the same 'program.

18.2643 Use of specialized rooms/space (2/1)

As described by the principal, there is only a limited provision
of spacialized accommodation:

No. Per Cent
Behavior modification rooms 9 9.8

Sound-proofed rooms 8 8.7

Observation rooms 7 7.6

One-way windows 2 2.2

Other. 10 + 10.9

Clearly, most programs are.accommodated in more or less conventional
classrooms.

There is significant variation (chi square, probability .002) between
programs:

There are more sound-proofed rooms in special facilities such as
Hospital (33.3 ptr cent); Residential Provincial (33.3 per cent) and
Other Language (33.3 per cent).

Observation rooms are found in special programs: Regional Centre
(33.3 per cent), Other Language (33.3 per cent), and Autistic (33.3
per cent).

Behavior modification facilities are associated with individualized,
operant-conditioning programs or structured/programmed approaches
in Autistic (33.3 per cent) and Regional Centre (66.7 per cent) faci-
lities. As in other instances the Regular program has a low level
of commitment to this approach, 2.2 per cent.

18.26.4 Spaces for specialized teaching (2/1)

These.mbre mainly gym (71.7uper cent). Apart from this, there is
little in the way of specialized accommodation. Special kitchen
provision accounts for 7.6 per cent of cases; library for 6.5 per
cent; own playground for program 3.3 per cent; and movement or dance
studio 2.2 per cent. There is a near-significant variation (chi
square probability .03) between programs.

There are no workshops or home economics rooms directly accounted
for within classroom space, though subdivisions or learning centres
might, as in the McHugh School, Ottawa, serve these purposes.

Kitchen accommodation was associated with residential placement in
a "house" in the Regional Centre (66.7 per cent) or with an



Autistic facility (33.3 pev cent). The dance studio/gym was part

of the clinical/educaeional facilities in the Centre for Child

Studies, University of Ottawa.

18.26.5 Seminar rooms (2/1)

Seminar or small study/diagnostic rooms were recorded in 34.(37 per

cePt) of cases, with no significant variation between types of

facility. More such rooms tended to be fouP0 in Hospital (100 per

cent), Other Language (66.7 per cent) and Regular programs (42.3

per cent) as contrasted with those programs without thii provision:

Regional Centre (66.7 per cent); Autistic (66.7 per cent); Pre-

school (55.6 per centk..., The Regular program had 42.2 per cent.

Tfie use of the seminar rlom by teachers was recorded:

Daily - 22.8 per cent

Weekly - 7.6 per cent

Less frequently - 5.4 per cent

The use of seminar room by children alone was infrequent:

Daily - 10.9 per cent

Weekly - 3.3 per cent

Less frequently - 10.90)er'cent

This indicates that chi4dren in language programs operate under

teacher direction and not often independently.

The relatively infrequent use of seminar rooms, where available,

sugosts a fairly low frequency of individual tutorial/remedial

work with children or groups outside the classroom, or use of such

rooms by teachers to prepare programs. Once again, the picture is

of a separate classroom.

18.26.6 Access to resources outside the unit

Like outside-visits and other experiences, access to space and

resources outside the classroom reflects the variety of opportu-

nities offered to the children. Access to outside resources was

as follows:
(1.?

No. Per cent

Swimming 40 43.5

Play area 13 14.1

Other community resource
(e.g. skating)

11 12.0

Gym.* 10 10.9

Workshops A 2 2.2

A

The low ertry for workshops is expected, in the light of previous

analyses of programs and resources. The majority of classrooms
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4.16,

4 are in .the "elementary" mode, in which workshop and work experience
are not so relevant. The analysis of age distribution places the
majority of children in this study in the age-range 6 to 13 years
of age. It is puzzling to find such a low frequency of access to
the gym, in view of the need for motor and movement education ior
these children, but this may be compensateck for by the emphasis on
swimming.. Nevertheless, the picture which emerges is of a rather
isolated classroom program. '

The Autistic (100 per cent) and Regional Centre (66.7 per cent)
programs (i.e. those concerned with autistic children) appear to
be the best provided with gym opportunities. The Regular program
uses an outside gym in 2.2 per cent of cases, a swimming.facIlity
in 42.2 per cent.

II

18.26.7 Was the unit planned or purpose-built? (2/1)

\

Most of ehe classrooms were not built for their specific purpose,
but'were judged by the principal reporting tc be "planned" to meet
.their functionp in.55 (59.8 per cent) of instances. The Regular
programs claimed 62.2 per cent. This leaves a substantial propor-
tion sp-wkhich no,comment was made or which are, by inference, not
plann40 or adapted to their present purpose. Once again, the evi-
dence points to the typical program for language-handicapped chil-
dren as being in a conventional enclosed classroom with no particu-
lar additional or planned facilities as part of its own premises,
and not particularly "speciarized" for its purpose. It will tre

recalled that only a small proportion of "specialiseiataff were,
reported as.available to.most language programs.

The.premises.which were most obviously planned to meet speCific
functions and purposes were in:

Hospital (66.7 pev.cent); Regional Centre (66.7 per cent); and.)
Residential Provincizi.1 (66.7 per cent) programs. The Pre-schodl
(66.7 per cent) and Au0stic (66.7 per cent) programs were also
among those Most likelk\.to be specially located or equipped, or to
have been recently adapted to meet their purpose.

18.26.8 Storage of materials (4/1)

W

Efficient storage, retrieval, and display of materials is important
for effective instruction. Storage is therefore related to effec-
tive use of space and resources.

Questions were put to teachers on their use of storage.

Storage was changed to meet the needs of children in 9.5 per cent
of total cases (37.7 per cent of Regular program) but was also
directed by the teacher in 48.5 per cent of cases (37.7 per cent .

of Regular program). These two arrangements, rather than being
contra4ctory, reflect facets of the same arrangement.

Storage was directly accessible to children in 46.9 per cent of
cases, i.e. display areas, learning materials could be reached by
children rather than having to be organized by the teacher alone.
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This was 47.8 per cent of Regular program.

The mode of storage was a4ered to Meet, the needs of the unit of

instruction or of subject matter, froth time to time, in a lower

proportion of cases - 29.4 per cent. Storage of learning materials

in the children's own desks (or learning stations) was recorded

for only 2.6 per cent'of programs.

In summary, storage and organisation of materials is in the hands

of the teacher and is relatively fixed rather than beingentried to

meet the demands of a changing program.

In comparing.the different types of facility:

The Residential Provincial (23.5 per cent) and Other Residential (0)

are the programs with the lowest frequencies of "changing storage to

meet the needs of the child". The Residential Provinci4 program

also endorses (70.6 per cent) storage being accessible to the child,

as does the Other Languige program (72.7 per cent). In the Autistic

(0) and Pre-school (26.1 per cent), by contrast, there is a low

frequency of direct access to storage of materials by the child,

despite the "developmental".bias in these programs.

There is little change of storage withichange in instruction or

subject matter in Regional Centre (0); Autistic (0)4 Other Language

(9.1 per cent); Pre-echool (13 per cent); and Hospital (20 per cent)

but a relatively high frequency (42 per cent) of this practice in

the Regular (elementary school) programs.
Lib

Assessment and Evaluation.

18.27.1 The relevant aspects of evaluation

Evaluation is as important in the procees of developing, selecting,

and applying curriculum as are gls and objectivesL. Evaluation not

T
only closes the cycle of curricult and nstructiori4through the

assessment of student progress to ardivthe goals, but involves the

adaptation of the prograa
through4comparing goals to outcomes. It

therefore occure at the beginning .of the operation as well as at

the end.

18.27.1.1 Evaluation is complex. .
It covers the assessment of individual charac-

teristics relevant to learning, i.e. the child's skills, abilities,

knowledge, stateba readiness, stage of acquisition of language and

the like; it also covers those aspects which are likely to affect

learning negatively, i.e. disabilities, deficits or lags in develop-

ment caused by NTrious processes = individual hitittory, social factors,

medical, neurological and pstchological. (See Eisenson for a

detailed discussion and outline.)., This is what is commonly.called

a "diagnosis". However, individual assessment is more general and

powerful than mere diagnosis. As Kleffner points out, pathological

k factors of memory, perception, inability to integrate stimuli, etc.

must be taken into account in,planning treatment and remediation.

They may affect choice of a particular channel of learning, or

particular technique, i.e. teaching to strengths and teaching to
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avoid or circumxent weaknesees. Nevertheless, the most important
part of initial assessment is not the diagnosis of prol4ems fron
other fields, such as psychological, neurological, but establish-
ims_the child's level of acquisition of all im ortant as ects of
lan ua , and napping his specific weaknesses and needs in language
1earrxg.

18.27.1.2 Initial evaluation, if it is to be used to plan instruction, is
concerned not only with the individual's response. It ip concerned
to establish what language ikillstor,structures, oestagepiof lan-
guage, have been masterul, and give specific guidance on the content
(the tasks, language structures) which is to be chosen for remedia-
tipn. As Crystal points out, the major purposeoof initial assess-
ment is to establish a rational basis for planning the program. And
According to Kleffner, screening tests, or testkwhich establish the
general outlines of the child's disabilities (in educational or

' psychologicaLterms) are.not apfropriate for planning the details
of the remedial program. 'A detailed analysis of language should
provide such a guide', if used in conjunction with adequate knowledge
of the principles and.practice of language acquisition.

4

18.27.1.3 gvaluation is concerned with student progress, i.e.*coping vath the
tasks present, learning the skills taught or moving systematically
from one stage to another of,a sequence of language. If goals
,(objectives) have been clearly and explicitly defined in operq-
tional terms, with clear ideas on how these-objectives are to be
realizr.d, then evaluation can in general be said to compare aims
'(plans) with outcomes, so enabling the teacher, student, and. others
to judge how far the instruction has been successful and, even more
important, how instruction and materials may need to be nodified
to work more effectively withik given group a given indivi-
.dual (Guralnick (1971)).

The tests and methods used to assess progress (group or individual)
are not necessarily the same as those ut.ed to make the initial assess-
ment -- though a good language-sampling and analysis technique is
likely to meet both requirements. Use pf the same test or procedure
for evaluating progress as well as defining initial status can lead
to situations in which the teacher simply.confirms that the student
has made proaress in the specific goa14.p.rocesses, or materials
defined by the test, i.e. teachidg to the test. -For examplkif
the theoretical framework for theassessmpt is the Illinois Tests
of Psycholinguistic Abilities (I.T.P.A.) the choice of teaching
materials and approaches is directed by the dubious classifications 4

of language ability in these tests; if the outcomes of learning are
tested on the I.T.P.A. Ois is essentially teaching to the test..
There are, in fact, such I.T.P.A. prOgrams. None was reported by
the schools/facilities of this study.

18.27.1.4 Lastly, evaluation is concerned with assessil_k_Ithe effectiveness of

.

the program for the particular groups and individuals (its goals,
materials, the teaching techniques associated with it). Evaluation
of the effective9less of the program (or rather, of the different
kinds of effectiveness of a,progra in difierent conditions, with
varying groups 6i learners and tea;hers) is logically related to

321



the evaluation of Student progress. This is obvious, since signi-

ficant-progress by students (Which is notidue simply to growth or

passage IA tip) implies that the program:(taske, sequences) is ,

relevant to their needs. If the program is effective in providing

the conditions for learning, this will be reflected in significant

student progress over a reasonable time. Nevertheless, the evalua-

tion of student progress is usually carried out more explicitly and

systematically than is the reciprocal evaluation of the programd

op whtch the.proikess took place.
. .

.

p

There is a significant amountrof literature'on the various aspects

of evaluation from goals (ob4ectives) to assessment of program. The

reader is referred to a report ich deals with some of these issues:

"The Evaluation of Student Progre s" by the Ministry of Education,

.Ontario (1976) and a ,comprehenRiv account "Evaluation of Student

Progress" published by the Manitoba Teachers' Society (1974).. (The

most inatihtful discussion of the fundamental issues in."Quality'v

'is in Pirsig (1976).)
. .

18.27.2 Diagnosis and initial assessment

The milder As referred to the ciapter on assessment and tests in

the Introduction, and to Kleffner (1973), Eisenson (1974 and Carrow

.
(1972) for principles of assessment,

Chapter 14 describes the pattern of "diagnosis", i,e. classification

of language disorder, the numbers of diagnoses And placements, data ,

'

on tests used, and test results An terms of general ability and more

specific language difficulties.

18.27.3 .' Recordi held by'teacherR (4/1) _

4

Chapter 14,-dealing with individual characteristics'of children,

listed the records reported by teachers. It will be recalled that

the majority had access to the Ontario Student Record, but there

were few who reported access, in the classroom files of students,

to reports by speech pathologists, psychologists, social workers

or medical sources. Observations by the research team suggested

that the comprehensiveness of case-records of Children held by

classroom and/or school varied considerably from facility to faci-

lity. Except for basic personal data, the information might be

patchy and poorly organized. There appeared to be no common form

or system of recording and retrieving information.

? Only a minority of respondents answered the question in Schedule 4/1

on the records held by teachers. There were 142 missing cases out

of 192.

.
Of those who responded, the fallowing were the proportions:

No. Per cent 4

Teachers' anecdotal records kept 81 95.3

O.S.R. held 76 89.4

.sychologist's report held 72 84.7

Language/speech assessments 71 83.5

6



No. Per. cent

MediCal record 71 83.5

Checklist of behavior/progress . 69 81.2

4

This high proportion of Ftsponse appears to contradict the low
proportions for similar'iecords reported in Chapter 14. However,
the two perspectives can be partly reconciled if it is borne in
mind that the above results are based on a small minority'(26 per
cent) of respondents. In turn, this is based on 85 (37.4 per cent)
valid respondents. .

The pattern of.response seems to be similar, for all programs.
SIP

18.27.4 The laceit (2/1)

*The.intake procedure.for a unit.wasjor:
No. Per cent

Assessment/testing 32 34.8,

Referral from othc: 'agency 22 .23.9' "Oa

Application 15 16 3

Formal review board ,i10 10.9

One or two persons decide' 2 2.2

Conference/review 1 1.1

There is no significant variation between types of facilities.

Clearly, formal assessment/testing isthe usual procedure for diag-
nosis/placement decisions. It is.31.1 per cent of the.Regu/ar pro-
gram. Nextmost important is documentation or administrative proce-
dures for transfer from another school or class',' e.g. 66.7 per cent
for Hospital. In view of the requiremepts.pf the educational
,regulations and importance attached to a formal board of review,
by those facilities which use.it, it is interesting to see that
this.mithod of taking decisions on placement is in the minority
(13.3 per cent for the Regular program).

It will be recalled that other evidence (in the discussion of the
needs and characteristics of children, Chapter 14) suggests that the
variety of test instruments used is often restricted to conventional
psychometric instruments which may not be effective for rational
planning of remediation. .

18.27.5 Criteria for assessment (2/1)

Review of progress or placement in the program is based on the
following:

Standardized tests

Review/re-assessment of goals

i Teachers' judgement

Professional judgement

No. Per cent
42 45.7

20 21.7

9 9.8

7 7.6

A23. a

91
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No. Per cent_.
Other 3 3.3

Informal checklists
.

Assessments/probes intrinsic
' to program

Parental choice as a factor 1 1.1

This list confiinas that assessment and placement are mainly by

standardized tests (With their particular restrictions) and only

secondarily,by the use of review, records, or evaluation of the

progress of'the student in.terme of a particular ttaching program.

There Ippearr to be no significant variation between types of

facility. The 'Regular program .reports 57.8 per cent use of stan-

dardized test, by far the most frequent practice in this program
and the.othe'ts.

18.27.6 Review procedures used (2/1)

In review of Progress, the procedures reported are:

g , No. Per cent
I

Teachers' within-class judgement '25 27.2 ,

.,

Professional review (medical, psycho- 15 16.3
.

logical, etc.)

School.team reviews ,13 14.1

Formal review boards . 8 8.7
..,

Reyiew/re-assessment of program
response/diagnosis . 5 54.

Part of.a wider evaluation by
.school board 3 3.3

By psychologist alone 2 2.2

Syatematic evaluat n
progreLid, etc.) 2 2.2.

,

By contrast with intake/diagnosticVrocedure, review.of progress

is mainly by a teacher's judgement or that of a school team, based

on records and schedules of observation. This finding underlines

..the fact.that programs are perceived as based in one class

or one school.

ReView of.progress appears to be seen as a matter.lor the unit
alone, i.e. in the hands of the teacher or school team, and does

not imply review and re-assessment.of the.program itself.

Evaluation is rarely part of a wider system.

Procedures for reviewing student progress varied considerably

between programs, from direct observation. Units. dealing with .

autistic children,',especially if they used detailed behavioral

management techniques for individuals following specific goals

and sequences of aCquiring skills, were forced tIc.) use more or less

.. _
.44.

4
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deSsiled recording methods. The Regular program emphasized teacher
judiement (28.9 per cent)z Hospital, Regional Centre and Residen-
tial. Provincial gave more emphasis to professional reitify,-(33 per'
dent).

The need 2or relating recording/assessment closely to specific
goals, criteria tor learning and specific steps of mastery is dis-
cussed clearly in sources such as the teachers' manual to tbe.Santa
Barbara Autism Dissemination Project (1976), Kleffner (1973) 4nd
Ruder 6 Smith (3,974).

Specific recording oi mastery of specific objectives, according to
specific criteria, was noted in facilities such as the Regional
Centre programs which were based on behavior-management techniques
for individual children, or made use of highly prograimed materials.

Alternative to this approach (though also complementary ka it) was
the procedure adopted by some Pre-school units, in whichIitaff met
frequently.to define general and specific goals, children were care-
fully observed as they interacted in small groups or to an indivi-
dual child-care worker.

Only occasionally (as in the Association Method vised for aphasic
classea in the Belleville school for the deaf) were the actual
structures and stages of instruction in the program used as the
direct measure of progresi and guide to choice of further instruc-
tion.

13.27.7 InStruments and technique's for assessment of progress (4/1)'

Evaluation of progre5g_as reported by teachers was *by:

Daily teacher'records (anecdotal)

Informal observation

Interviews with professional teams

No.

129

108

Per cent
82.7

69.2

and/or parents 66.0 j

Check lists B8 56.4

Formalareports 85 54.5

Formal tellting 71 45.5

Case confetences 60 38.5

Professional apsessments 51 32.7"

Formal systems of evaluation were reported only 1.9 per cent of
the time.

0

Once again, the major forms of on-going evaluation of progressare
based on a variety of direct observations, records and check lists
by teachers. These take precedence over formal testing, though
this, too, has an important part to play. epere is. rarely any
reference to student themselves participating in assessment, or
parents being systematically involved in the assessment/reporting
process.
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The lowest use of daily teacher records was by Hospital (50 per

cent),dhd Other Residential programs (0). All other prorams were

abbve 73.3 per cent. Regular program was 77.8 per cent, the high-

est preference for this program.

Lowest on informal observation were Other Residential (0); Residen-

tial Provincial (38.5 per cent) and, among the mental retardation

facilities, the Developmental Centre tZ2.9 per cent) and Menial

Ritardatioh facilities (46.7 pe ). All other programs were

,
high.on this, especially Regional Centre and Hospital (100 per cent

each). The Regular program was 70.4 per cent.

There was less dependence on the school team by Residential Provin-

cial (30.8 per cent) an4 Other Language (25 Per cent), whereas Other

-Residential, Hospital, Regional Centre and Autistic (100 per cent)

rated this technique highly, The Pre-achool rated high at 86.4 per -

cent. The Regular program waa 68.5 per cent.

Checklists were least used by Other Residential (0), Other Languagp

(12.5 per cent) and Residential ProvinciaL(30.8 per cent). The

-Regular program was 57.4 per cent. Autistic and Regional Centre

programs made the highest use, 100 per ce0v\

...Formal reports, as such, were not used by Residential Provincial or

Other Residential (both 0 per cent). They 4ere low for Other lan-

guage (12.5 per cent). They were used 100 per cerit by AutistiC and

Hospital programs; and were high for Regional Centre (83.3 per cent).

Regular programs report 55.6-per cent;

Formal testing hada low incidence for Pre-school (13. per cent),,

Other Residential (0), Other Language (0), and Autistic (20,'per cent)

' i.e. groups which, because of age and severe handicap, are not

appropriately tested by conventional tests. Residential Provincial

programs ,reported 30.8 per cent and Hospital reported 50 per Cent.

The Regular progrl, as before, had the highest usage - 74.1 per

cent.

Case conferences were least used by Residential Provincial (7.7 per

cent) and Other Residertial (0). They were important for Autistic

programs (100 per cent), Hospital (100 par cent) and Pre-school

(95.5 per cent). The Regular program was low, at 13 per cent.

Professional assessments were hintest.for Hospital (100 per cent),

4 Autistic (100 per cent), Pre-scaool (81.5 per cent) and Regional

Centre (66.7 per,cent) but low for other programs, including Regular

rogram (16.7 pef. cent).

These data were based on 156 (68.7 per cent) valid responses.

18.27.8 The use of records of revious information (2/1)

These were available in 73 (79.3 per cent) of caseA. All programs i/

had high proportions of entry; the lowest were Regular prograMs

(77.8 per cent), Other Language (6.67 per cent) and mental retarda-

tion programs.
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These tecotds aye kept by the teacher'itc7.2 (78.3 per cent) of
cases (least for Hospital, Residential ProvinCial, and Other Lan-

'. guage programa, alI 66.7 per cent). There were no significant
differences between programs for either of these questions.

.1

18.27.9 The number of,reviews per year (24)

, The 'number of reviews of progress/placement made periodically was
unrecorded in 71.7 'percent of cases. Recorded reviewertook place:

Monthly

Three times a year

Eight times a year

Twice a year

No. Per cent
9 9.8 -"""--

7 7.6

5 5.4

4 4.3

That is, review took'place between nine times a rear (or monthly)
arid three times a year, oi every semester in the majority (22.8 per
cent) of c ses. There appears to be, with these limited data, no
sign4iaa variation between types of facility.

18.27.10.1 Progress within and between _programs (2/1)

An attempt was made/to find what specific decisions were reached on
promotion, akternetive placement, or change of program within the
school, or in placing the child in an alternative program outside
the school.

romotion and placement of this kind.are a direct measure 'of the
progress of the student and response to his needs, and are an indi-
rect measure of the appropriateness of the program to the student.

.

It was difficult, in fact,, to obtain ihis information clearly. A
small sample of programs, which had already participated in the main
study, was also followed dp, in the final stages of the research,
with a mailed questionnaire which asked for information on the ways
in which students were'placed, moved, or promoted. Progress within
the unit was not recorded in 87 per cent uf cases.

When this information was recorded, it was ag,follows:

Promotion de ending on progress
within school/unit

Remening in program for specific time

Leaves program because of age

Progresses through stages of program

No. . Pet cent,

4. 4.3

4 4.3

4 4.3

1 1.1

4
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.18.27.10.2 Progress from the unit (2/1) 0

This was unrecorded in 88 per cent of cases.

Leaving for.another equivalent placement (special) 6 (6.5 per cent)

Returning to regular school - 2(2.2 per cent).

Little can be inferred, from thia evidence. It does, however,

confirm orA7ious infere4ces diet programa, whatever their level

of specialization, regard themselves as servfng the special needs

of a particular grcup and,tend to keep this group with'them over

a specific period of time which is terminated by child's age

rather than by specific decisions on goals for termination based

on progress.

Even in a specialized program, such as 'that of Bedford

(Toronto) for children with severe language hanclicaps,

for terminating the placement,,or for transfer before

the elementary school range, did not appear in 1976 to

explicit.

18.27.11.1 Evaluation of program effectiveness (2/1)

Systematic evaluation of student progress and review of goals was

found in a minority of programs, tying in with external systems,

ionainly procedures such aa review boards for intake or discharge.

The most systematic forms of recording and checking on objectives

A were found, as expected, in specialized facilities.such re the

Regional.Centre or facilities for the autistic.

'Park School
the, criteria

the'end,of
be wholly

A systematic evaluation procedure (beginning with the goals and

observations adopted by individual teachers/child-care workers but

reviewing the match,between goals and outcomes, and.decisions on

review and change of goals themselves) was fdund only in the

Cecilia Smith Nursery. This system is linked with a computer for

storage, classifidation, and swift retrieval of information'.

18.27.11.2 General effectiveness of program (2/1),

An attempt was made to evaluate the feasibility, acceptance by

teachers, and general effectiveness of prograns in current use.

Direct questions proved mnsatisfactory. The Majority of-teachers.

and principals simply stated that,their programs were effeetive,

without qualifications or specification. This is understandable,

since a program which is in place and working appears to be effec-

.tive, and there areusually no criteria, apart from personal or

collective experience, to permit of comparative judgeients.

Instruction is the immediate aim and it is difficult to generalize

about effectiveness except in terms of the short-term responses

of the student. To state that programs are ineffective or ineffi-

cien, t would invite the question why they should not'be terminated

cl(mo ified.
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The only criteria for effectiveness would appear to be external
measurements of progress of specific characteristics under speci
fied conditions, over repeated periods of observation. An alterna-
tive'is.use of the techniques advocated by Guralnick (1971), i.e.
"cutting and fittlng" instruction and program materials to meet
specific goals for'a specific individual, so that decisions on
program effectiveness are related precisely to specific patterns
of need, handicap and ability.

ko

It was also difficult to get any but general\ttatements on the
precise grounds for decisions on pbress and pfacement, i.e. change
of program, change of teaching techn ue, change of group or trans-
fer of the child to another program.

There.are, as noted, exceptions, The Association Method provides
specific criteria within its materials for decisions on progress,
i.e. whether or not a student has mastered a stage and can proceed.
This is self-checking.

The Distar materials, because they are highly prescriptive and
sequential in nature, have in in-built set of Criteria for mastery,\
and advance, or repetition,'

The much-used Peabody materials, though graded in,content, do not
appear to offer the same precision in evaluation of progress.
Because it is not firmly structured in linguistic terms, it does
not have an in-built sequence of mastery.

Many classrooms rely on "developmental" and unstrUctured approaches
which cannot readily be assessed direc%ly in terms of specific
stages of learning or strictly-defined levels of mastery, and
require an "external" criterion such as test.or check list. The
high proportion of check'lists and similar specific records used
by teachers to assess student progress has been noted.

Crystal'(1976) advocated a detailed and theoretically sound analysis
of the language structures and stages mastered by the child to guide
choice of content and sequence cf instruction. Procedures such as
this are not usually found. Language sampling is not generally
found in the assessment or instructional stages of the programs
studied.

As Kleffner (1973) points out, language instruction needs to be
structured (to meet the needs of children.who have failed to kearn
language. by the usual spontaneous and apparently unstructured means)
but relevant.to the child's interests, abilities and environment.
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:19.1 Methodology of Sample

Modifild questionnaires were nailed to 44 schools and 3 agencies.

The questionnaires covered most of the questions posed in the

interviews based on the main questionnaires already reported.

The units included in this part of the study were those which:

(a) were too distant to be reached conveniently;

(b) entered the study too late for visiting and interviewing; or

(c) had so few children that a special visit and extensive set of

interviews seemed to be of questionable value, considering the

constraints on ti e for carrying out.the study.

...The schools and agenCies °"'4nclude:

Northumberland-Newcastle; BruceVrey Separate School Board; Grey

County; Essex County; Halton; Peel; Niagara South; Wellington

County; Victoria County; Lincoln; Oxford County; Etobicoke; Scar-

borough; Metropolitan Toronto Separate School Boare; Nipissing

District Separate School Board and Sault Ste. Marie.

The sample overlapped the areas included in the main (interview)

sample but included areas which were not visited.

A major advantage of this separate sample is that it acts as a

check on the validity and consistency of results based on the main

(interview) study. It Confirms that similar results are obtained

even when interviers'are not present to explain the schedules.

This is a further exampl e'. of the philosophy of this report, that

possibly falliblefieta should be examined from as many perspectives

as possible. ,/
ow

Analyses are confined to responses on questionnaires dealing with

program, identical with or closely similar to Schedule 2/1 for

principals and Schedule 4/1 for teaChers in the main study.

It can be stated with some confidence that, in_general, the pattern

of results conc.irms the findings based on the main (interview)

222g1t.

One major difference in the mail sample is the predominance of

programs based on elementary schools. These form 38 (80.9 per

cent) of the mail sample. There are four facilities for the train-

able mentally retarded (8.5 per ceus)i.:2 senior elementary schools;

1 hospital; 1 developmental centre and-1,ipre-school. There are,

therefore, fewer special agencies than in the main sample. The

results reflect this difference.

-312 -
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Because the majority of these programs were in elementary schools,
it was simpler to examine the statistical results for the elemen-
tary schools only, or to assume -- where the pattern of data shows
thAs -- that it is reasonable to look at the total pattern without
differentiating in terms of type of school/facility.

The analysis follows the same sequence as the main study, to allow
ready comparison.

This mail-questionnaire study.was subject to the usual disadvan-
tages of such an approach. Almost all respondents returned the
questionnaires, but there was a considerable variation in.the
high and low responses.

Without the monitoring of response guaranteed by direct interview
and observation,-it is not possible to check which items are am-
biguous, which are difficult to answer, or which are simply ignored,
It is strange to find that some of the items most frequently omitted
are factual questions relating to qualifications, years of experi-
ence, etc.

Despite the limitations of partial data, the pattern cif response
in the whole sample, over the whole body of questions; is consistent
enough with that of the main study to give reasonable confidence in
answers to those items where there is a fair proportion of responses.
There is no direct evidence of any bias from type of school or area.

19.2 The Background to Program: Organization, Staff jand Resources

19.2.1 The unit of program (school)

19.2.1.1 The author.tretmonsible for the unit was predominantly school
boards: 42 (89.4 per cent), as expected in a sample composed almost
entirely of elementary schools. There were two universities, one
unit administered by the Ministry04 Health, and one independent
agency.

19.2.1.2 The persons in charge of the unit were predominantly the school
principal (83 per cent), with two directors (4.3 per cent) and two
supervisors (4.3 per cent).

19.2.1.3 The main purpose of the unit was education: 41 (87.2 per cent),
with two units (4.3 per cent) placing treatment first, and two
units placing diagnosis first. "Diagnosis" took priority in a
hospital unit, and "treatment" in a developmental centre.

This pattern is closely similar to that of the main sample.

The placement of the child is:
No. Per cent

Daily 38 80.9

Half-time 4 8.5

Sessional 3 6.4

Again, this is similar to the main sample.



19.2.2 The Child in the Program

19.2.2.1 The total number of childreein the unit ranged.from 2 (2.1 per

cent) to 750 (2.1 per cent).

The mean is 244.1 (elementary schools) andA91.8 (total sample)
reflecting the smaller Size of specialized units other than regular

schools. It is a matter of some concern that 32 (68.1 per cent)

responses were unrecorded.

19.2.2.2 The age range of Children is as follows:
*

(a) lower bound:. 3 years (2.1 per cent) to 10 years (2.1 per cent)
with a mean of 6.2 years (elementary) and 5.9 years (total sample).

(b) upper bound: 6 years (4.3 per cent) to 21 years (6.4 per cent)
with a mean'of 12.5 years (elementary) and 12.2 (total sample).

Thia is the same age-range as in the main sample viz, mean range of
6 to 12/13 years of age in programs.

19.2.2.3 The teacher-student ratio ranged froM 1 to 1 (2.1 per cent) toil to
30 (4.3 per cent), with a mean of 1 to 12 (elementary) and 1 to

11.25 (total sample). This is a rather less generous ratio than in

the main sample. It reflects the fact that the sample has a major-
ity of elementary-school programs which were shown, in the main anal-
ysis, to be less generous than in special units such as hospitals,
pre-schools, and developmental centres%

19.2.2.4 Classification of children in the program is as follows, as described
by the principal:

No. Per cent

Age 14 29.8

Mental age 4 8.5

Functional level 4' 8.5

Language level 4 8.5

Academic progress 1 2.1

Whether parents can cope/co-operate 1 2.1

Teacher's talent or special program 1 2.1

This pattern of organization of children is similar to that in the
main sample, i.e. reliance on age as basis of grouping by the unit,
followed in importance by mental age. There is less.emphasis here

on social behavioral criteria. In both samples, language,level
takes a lower priority as basis of school/unit organization.

19.2.3 Administration and Staffing

19.2.3.1 The principal's qualifications are liSted as:

p.4. 7 14.9

M.A. 5 10.6

Principal's Certificate 4 8.5

Other 3 6.4

Ministry of Education courses 1 2.1



A considerable proportion of responses (57.8 per cent) were omitted.
There appears, from the recorded data, (which may be biased), fewer
M.A. and B.A. qualifications in this sample than in the main sample.

It was impossible to analyze the principal's experience in regular
school or with exception fe. children, as this was omitted.

19.2.3.2 Full-time staff

(1) The number of full-time teaching staff %Ms reported as ranging
from 1, (2.6 per cent) to 18 (5.3 per cent), with a mean of 7.4
teachOs (elementary) and 7.8 (total sample). '

(2) Vtry few child-care workers are reported: l'imone school, 4
in one developmental centre. This is as in the main study, ,

where few schools had child-card workers.

)(3) The majority of units (44 or 93.6 per cent) had no full-time
speech pathologists. One elementary school claimed to have one
pathologist; one developmental centre claimed two pathologists.

(4) Very few schools had a social worker: 44 (93.6 per cent) said.
they did not have one. One is teported by One elementary school;
one hospital had an establishment of 3, and one developmental
centre had two social workers.

(5) There wer- no occupationalptherapists.

(6) There,were practically,no physiotherapists (97.9 per cent). One
. school claimed to have one.

(7) Very few full-time psychologists are employed (93.6 per cent of
units do liot have one) but two schools had one each and a develop-
mental centre also had two.

(8) As expect d, there were practically no full-time psychiatrists
(97.9 perkcent) but one hospi,tal reported having one.

1

(9) There were no full-time nurses attached to schools/units.

(10) There were few administrators: 34 units (74.5 per cent) did not
have one, but 3 schools claimed to have one, and 7 schools
claimed to have two.

(11) There were practically no librarians: (95.7 per cent of\schools
reported having none) but two schools claimed one each.

(12) The majority of schools have no teacher-aides (40 or 81.1 per
cent). Four schools have one teacher-aide, one school has two,
and one school for the mentally retarded had 3.

19.2.3.3 The total number of full-time staff ranges from.1 to 25, with a
mean of 8.4 (elementary), 9.4 (total group).

Although there are differences in numbers, particularly for teaching
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..staff, the pattern of provision is closely similar for mail and

main sampIe.
% I.

A considerable proportion-of responses: 26 or 55.3 per cent, were

unrecorded.

19.2.3.4 ,Part-time staff

(I) The majority of schools (42 or 89 per cent) do not have part-

tine teachers. Two have one teacher; one has 2 and two bar

3.

(2) The majority of units ,do not have part-time child-care staff;

(45 or 91.7 per cent) but two schools have 1 each.

(3) The majority of schools: (37 or 78.7 per cent) have no part-7

time social worker. Eight schools reported having 1, a

Aamelopmental centre has 1, and a school for the trainable

mentally retarded has 1.

(4) There are more part-time speech pathologists: 22 schools

(57.9 per cent) have 1; 3 schools (7.9 per cent) have 2. Two

schoqls for the trainable mentally retarded have 1 each.

(5) There are no part-time occupational therapists.

(6) The majority of schools (97.9 per cent) do not have part-time

physiotherapists.

(7) The majority of schools had no part-time psychologist (33 or.

70.2 per cent). Thirteen schools had 1 part time psychologist

each. One school for the trainable mentally retarded had 1.

(8) Forty schools (85.1 per cent) had no part-time psychiatrist.

Six schools claimed to have 1 each, and one developmental

centre reported having 2 part time psychiatrists.

(9) A majority of.schools (41 or 87.2 per cent) did not have a

part-time nurse. Six schools (12.8 per cent) had 1.

Presumably the respondents int reted."part-time" as half-

time or a large fraction of 5,ne. Presumably, from these data,

public health nurses distr ute their services over several

elementary schools.

(10) There are no part-time ministrators.

(11) Forty-two schools (89.4 er cent) had no part-time teacher's

aides.

(12) The najority of schools (46 or 95.7 per cent) had no part-

. time remedial teachers.

Thr pattern is similar o that in the vain study.,
1-1

Total number of part-time staff ranged from 1 (8.1.per cent) to 7

(2.1 per cent). The mean number was 3.3. There were 28 unrecorded

responses (59.6 per cent).

rkvio 33



19.2.3.5 Volunteers The majority of schools (41, or 87.2 per cent) had

no volunteers assisting in the classroom. Two schools (4.3 per

cent) had 1 volunteer4 two schools had 2, and two schools reported

having 6 volunteers.

19.2.3.6 Students observing_and'assisting The majority of units (83 per

cent) had no visiting
1

ide students, but the range where they

'occurred was from 1 etude t (4.3 per cent) to 9 students (2. per

cent). It is evident thirVe non-school.units have more stUdents

'visiting, observing or assigting.

Forty-three schools (91.1 per cent) did not have 22sents actively

participating in the program. One school reported 1; dne school

reported 3, and one reported 9 parents. It is useful to cross-

refer to the lollowing chapter; which gives the views reported of

a sample of parents on liaison and co-operation with the school.

The results of the main sampl# also show that involvement of parents

is apparently viewed ap a minlr aspect of the program.

19.2.3.7 Additional professional.staff reported by the school were:

19.2.4

A

Consultants 20 42.6 per cent --

Medical 16 34.0 " "

Psychologists 5 10.6 "

This is similar to the main sample, but with less medical and more

consultant support.

The Teachers

19.2.4.1 Teachers qualifications were reported as:

No. Per cent

Teacher's.certificate only 18 600

B.A. 12 40.0

Other 11 36..7

B.Ed. 2 6.7

This is based on 30 valid cases, 17 missing. The distribution of

qualifications is similar to that in the Tain sample.

19.2.4.2,, Professional courses taken by teachers ware:

No. . Per cent

Ministry of Educ.(Specialist) 12 54.5

Longer courses 9 40.9

Local professional develop. 3 13.6

Ministry of Educ. (Intermed.) .3 13.6

Specific training courses 2 9.1

(e.g. North Western Univ.)

This is based on 29 valid responses.

3,71
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19.2.4.3 Years of experience with regular classrooms was oiitted in 46

(97.9 per cent) of tesponses. The same is true of. years of

experience with exceptionalchildren. Therefóre,no comparison

can be made with the main sample.

19.2.4.4 Specific background in special education There were only 10 valid

Per cent .

responses to this question. Of those:recorded:

* No.

Experience with slo4 learners 5 50

Experience with hearing handicapped 2 20

Experience as language teacher 2 20

Experience with specific learning 1 10

disability

Despite the small figures, the pattern is very similar to that in

the main study, confirming that the main background of teachers

of children with language handicap is with slow learners and, to

a lesser degree; hearing handicapped.. There ire fewer teachers

with.a background in specific learning disability.

19.2.4.5 The kinds of specialist teacher available in these units are

reported by the principal as "specialist"in:

No. ,Per cent

18 /7 38.3

1 2.1

1 2.1

Speech,

Movement/motor

Behavior ;

A iajority (57.4 per cent) of responses were unrecorded. The

emphasis on speech/language as tiA qualification of a.specialist

teadber is similar to that in the main study.

The total number of s ecialist" teachers ip reported as being 33

(70.2 per cent) with a range from 1 to 5 in a given school (mean

number 1.8 in the elementary schools).

Teachers' Views of Develo ments and Im rovements Needed

The rinci als' views: Of these, 76.6 per cent were unrecorded.

Ref rences were made to needs for change in organization (1 case);

bet er specific preparation for teaching in this area (2 cases);

imp oved diagnosis (1 case) and improved professional. support (1

ca ) Few conclusions can be drawn from these data.

19.2.5.2 The teachers' views: Only two valid responses were recorded. Both

of these recommended more practical spproaches to training and the

need for training in specific technAues.

Again, no conclusions can be reached.

t.
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19.1.6 Provision for Professiodal.Development

19.2.6.1 ' Provisions for professional consultation/conf rences Responses
weremot recorded in 38 (80.9 per cent) of cases. Of the remainder,
5 (10.6 per cent) said there was provision for professional con-
sultation/conferencing and 4 (8.5 per cent) said there was 'not
effective provision. The positive answers were divided as follows: "

Professional development provision 1
_

Consultant help/guidance 2

Staff meetings 1

19.2.6.2 Provision for in-service training Responses were not :recorded in
39 (83 per-cent) of cases. Positive answers were 4, negative
(i.e.. no provision) also 4. In-service training took the form of
professional development days (2 cases) and consultant help (2
cases). No concluSions can be drawn from the last two.questions.

4.2.7 Relationihips wtth Other Schools

T4nty-five (53.2 per cent) of responses were.unrecorded. .0D those
recbrded, the pattern was as follows:

. No. Per cent
Formal exchange of students 7 14.9

Exchange of staff 6 12.8

'Informal exchange of istudents (games,etc.)5 10.6

No relationship 4 8.5

This is similar to the main study. The implication is that units
for language handicapped childien tend tebe self-sufficient.

. .

Information on visits from other schools gives another perspective
on this question. Of the schools responding to thi6,question,
twenty-five (53.2 per cent) reported that there were visits from
other schools but it was a lower proportion of visiting than in
the main sample.

19.3 The Program: (Mail Questionnaire Sample)

No. Per cent

19.3.1 The Goals of the ProOram

19.3.1.1 The stated goals of the principal. These were:

C

Developing child's language to optimum 14 . 29.8
.,

Developing social and self-help skills 12 25.5

Developing academic achievement ' , 11 23.4

Developing self-help/adaptive skills 10 21.3

Preparing the chk7d to adjust to society- 7 14.9

Developing a sense of enVironment 7 14.9

.
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Returning the child to regular school

Returning the child to less extreme ,

special education ,

Developing good mental'health

plying a child 'better/alternative forms
. tf communication

Raising a child to age/mental age level

Improving receptive language -

Improving expressive language

Improving social interaction.within
the school

v

Helping a child accept his/her limitations

No.

5

5

5

' 4.

4

4

4

3

Per cent

, .

10.6

10:6

.10.6

8.5

8.5

8:5

8.5

8.5

6.4

4-

The pattern is as in the main study, except for a reduced response

rate. The most important goals are clearly developing language to

its optimum, but there is considerable emphasis on social apd

adaptive skills and on academic Achievement. L_

Realizing the goals proposed: There were_disappointingly few

responses to this question (98.7 per cent unrecorded).

Goals expressed by'teachers, summarized from a of.

statements: No. Per eent

qmdividualized goals emphasizing language/communication 12 48.0

Individualized'goals: social and self-help skills 8 32.0

Individualized goals: academic progress 8 32.0

Generalized goals: acadmic .m
24.0

Generalized goals: social self-help skills

.6

5 .20.0

Individualized: integration of areas of learning 5 20.0

Generalized: language/communication 4 16.0

Generalized: integration of areas of.learning 3\12.0

The pattern of teaphers' goals follows that of principals, i.e.

emphasis on languaig; but also social/adaptive skills and academic

progress. Compared with the main sample, thire is more emphasis

here on individual goals for children.

19.3.2 Teachers' Approaches to Learning

19.32.1 Preferred approaches to learning were:
No. Per cent

By information processing (skill teaching) 28 82.3

By experience'and activiLy 19 55.9

'Nis is based on 34 cases with an obvious overlapping.

4
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In other words, the preferred approach is through 'direct teaching,
transMission of intonation and skills, rather than through..:
arranging the situation so'that the child learns through his own
experiencL, This is much mere heavily emphasized than in the main
sample. However, both approaches appear to.be favoured signifi-
cantly. It is clear that'they must overlap in the same c/assroom
or Orogram, in the same way as "developmental" and "structured"
approaches to content and sequence of program are likely to be
found in the same classroom at times.

19.3.2.2 Motivation and reinforcement preferred by the teacher are:
".'

fpproval (extrinsic) ,

Finishing task, mastery (intrinsic)

Tokens, reward, etc. (extrinsic)
.....

Modellinvon teacher, etc. (extrinsic)

Curiosity, exploration (intrinsic)

No.
29

7

.

3

3

Per cent
78.4,

54.1

18.9

8.1

8.1

e

\

\

This was based on 37 valid responsea. The pattern follows the
main sample in emphasizing "extrinsie forms of control and moiiva-
tion, based on teacher approval, rather than "intrinsic" forms

'--arising from the child's own activities. Nevertheless,'there is ,

more emphasis in this sampli,on intrinsic motivation (mastery and
finishing task) which appdarsto be important, and there is less
emphasis on behavior modification.

'

19.3t2".3 The organization of the timetable is as follows:

No. Per cent >

With specific time-slots . .0.7 6 84.6

Individualized for specific children 8 30.8

Same for all children 8 30.8

Perrlits rotary arrangement
. 8 30.8

As in the main sample., the timetable with fixed specific slots for
lessons/activities, etc. is the most frequent arrangement, but is
accompanied by arrangements for individualizing the timetable to
meet the needs of individual children. Clearly there must be an
overlap between the fixed timetable and arrangements to vary the
way in which children learn. The overlap betWen the more udirec-
tive" and "open" forms of timetabling parallels the overlap between
kinds of motivation, and between kinds of program in the sate
program.

19.3.3 DiElelaiLlar_11§112411tlaa

19.3.3.1 Theougnialtion of malormups for teaching/learning

The basis of group instruction is:
No. . Per cent

Language programs/direct teaching 22 81.5

Ilanguage games and activities 16 59.3

. .41,79

.yre

04.



No. Per cent

Readitng -14 51.9

Spelling 8 29.6.

Math 8 z6,

Oiher 8 29.6

Grouping varies to meet specific needs 5 18.5

Not always grouped '14.8

71a bases for grouping are essentially the same as inAheAain
%

study: -language is the most important, as expected, but there is
significant emphadis on academic subjects'as reasons for grouping.
The responges were based on.27 valid cases.

19.3.3.2 ..171LSIMEOLCAPILailliAtild&ALlIADABB.. This is as, follows:

For language programs/direct teaching

According to specific language problems

For language games/activities

ioadit!g

Individualized at different times of day

Spelling

Math

Other

There were 23 yalid cases. The pattern is similar to that of the

main study. Thefe is the same emphasis on language but also on

the importance of reading.

No. Per cent
17 73.9

13 56.5

11 47.8

10 435

10 '43,5

6 26.1

6 26.1

3 ,13.0

19.3.3.3 Reasons for.major groupings were given in only 12 cases:

No. Per cent

To promote discourse 11 91.7

Age level 6 50.0

Communication level 3 25.0

Language/program level 1 8.3

Specific language problem 1 8.3

Groups had the major purpose of controlling and promoting language

and communication,. Groups did not exist to meet specific
(individual) language problems bur only what was common to

children.
+rag

19.3.3.4 Reasons for ind vidual organization of learning were given in only,

eleven cases:
)0.



Different4eve1s of dev.elopment

Llioz. remedial work

Childrendifferent levels in

Checking on\child's progress

BehaviOr of 'child

Specific langrge problem

Even i organization of individual work, the emphalis was on the
diffwfent levels of language, rather than on speciric problems.
In general, theopattern follows that of the main study.

:-

languat

No. Per pent ,

8 72.7 t

6. 544

5

5 45.5

3 27.3

3 '-*27.3

4

19.3.3.5 The instructional situation was:

No. Per cent

Mainly by group instructi 13 81.3

Mainly individual 12 75.0

Class instruction 10 62.5
0

This finding 'confirms the preference for group'instruction in
language programs, but also illustrates the use of all techniques
and overlapsbetween class, group, and individual teaching tech-
niques in the same program. This was based on 39 valid cases, of
which 16 responded.

19.3.4 The Content of the Program

.The teachers attached more or less equal importance (as in the
main study) to all aspects of the school curriculum or major
learning areas: language skills, motor skills, problemsolving
(science, math), use of symbolic systems (e.g. math), aesthetic-
expressive experiences, and the learning of values.

4

19.3.4.1 The nature of the language program There were 30 valid cases as
basis for this set of responses. The choice
was: .

of language protrams

No. Per cent

Developmental (environmental) 23 76.7

DeveIopmental (for entry to program) 17 56.7

Developmental (sequence of acquisition
of language)

17 56.7,

Structured 17 56.7

Programmed 13 43.3

Linguistic 1 3.3

Syntactic 1

4 %

Semantic 1 3,3
0

As in the main sample, the developmental approaches predominate,
but there is a strong commitment to structured programs (within
the liberal definitions orthis study, e.g. use of Peabody materials)

341
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And significant use of prescriptive/programmed approaches. Never-

.
theleas, very few programs are explicitly and ritionally based'on

lnguistic principlese The same overlap, probaSly within the same

program, at times, between developmental and structured programs

ilkstrates the variety of programs and instructional procedures

beat used. It parallels the commitment to both information-

processing and experieice, and the probability that different

approaches are combined in the same proglam.

19.3.4.2 Alternative symbol systems Only 6 valid responses were given.

This question is obviously irrelevant to most elementary school

language programs. Answers were: Bliss Symbol system - 3 cases;

sign language - 1 case; organized gesture - 1 case; finger-spelling -

. 1 case.

19.3.4.3 hDosc29.12L11222_preissreLprogreme This was unrecorded in 23.4

per cent of cases. On the whole, the answer is NO, 19'responses

(40.4 per cent) and YES, 14 responses (29.8 per cent). ,

This reverses the trend in the main sample.

19.3.5 Program Materials and Techniques

19.3.5.1 Commercial program materials Response! were based on 39 valid

cases. Preferences for materials were'as follows:

, .C1No. Per cent

Workbooks 28 71.8

Readimg series 26 .66.7

Peabody materials 23 59.0

Math series -' 15 38.5

Distar prok-am materials :14 35.9

'Spelling-series 13 33.3

S.R.A. Reading Program 12 30.8

Phonovisual reading 12 30.8

Stott Programmed Reading 6 15.4

Behavior modification 1 2.6

Frostig 1 2.6

Fitzgerald Key 1 2.6

A

This confirms the emphasis found in the main study, on academic

programs and materials, particularly those of a programmed kind.

19.3.5.2 tkAjerciA_1_prigLa:_1-conmnterialsma (based on 36 valid cases):

Materials in common use were:

Art activit

PtAtUres---

cuzzles, sensorimotor materials

14;

12

No. Per cent
34 94.4

31 86.1

30 83.3



1

No. Per cent
Puppets 27 75.0

Dressing-mp/drama 19 52.8

Lego/construction toys . 17 47.2

,Blackboard 17 47.2

Flashcards 14 38.9

Flannel boards 11 30.6

'? Climbing franes 9 25.0

Sand/water 7 19.4

Piano 4 11.1

This sample has the same emphasis as the main sample, on use of
art,.pictures, puzzles, and puppets as important vehicles of
leaining.

19.3.5.3 Commercial aids, games and activities By contrast, there were

No. Per cent

only 17 valid eases as basis for this table.

'Word games 12 70.6

Perceptual games 8 47.1

Phonics .games 8 A '47.1

Number games 8 47.1

Visual memory games, etc. 8 47.1

Card games 6 35.3

Adaptive skills/activities, e.g. lace-up board 6 35.3

. Classificaticn 4 23.5

Matching 4 23.5

Sorting .4 23.5

There is the same emphasis as in the main study on word games,
perceptual games/activities and reading, but less on nuMber,
visual memory and the fundamental activiOxs of classifying,
matching and sorting.

19.3.5.4 Teacher-made materials and aids to teaching There were 25 valid

No. Per cent
cases. They are as follows:

Dittoes, workbooks 18 72

Flash cards 17 68

Concrete objects 16 64

Experience charts 13 52

Stories 12 48

Pictures 11 44

Number concept cards 10 40



Nep. Per cent

Calendar
9 36

Games, math 9 36

Colour chart
5 20

Listening centri)s
2 8

As in the main sample, the emphasis is on the use of concrete

objects, pictures, and/flashcards in teaching, but there is more

emphasis here on programmed "lesson" materials such as dittoes

end workbooks. Again, use of listening centres

infrequent.

19.3.5.5 Special learning centres to act as focus for specific

seems to be

aspects of
They are aslearning were referred to in only 12 responses.

follows:

Langua e/listening centres 10 83.3

Domes ic lay centres 6 50.0

Art
5 41.7

Other 4 333

Music 1 8.3

Woodwork
1 8.3

The emphasis, as in the

art centres. Music, as
of program abco,e, has a

main sample, is
in descriptions
low priority, as

on language/listening and
of materials and aspects
does woodwork/craft.

19:3.5.6 Other areas/centres of learning outside the classroom This was

based on 32 valid cases:

Outside school experiences (unspecified) 8 87.5

Visits/field trips 26 81..3

Within school bUt outside classroom 22 68.8

Gym/swim/dance 21 65.6

Shopwork .

12 37.5

Art 5 15.6

Other 5 15.6

By contrast with the main sample, there is more emphasis on acti-

vities outside the school. The main sample contained more special

and residential units which would have their own facilities or be

more self-contained. There is the same emphasis, as in the main

sample, on gym, swimming, etc. as chief activities outside the

classroom, but infrequent access to specialized art facilities.

,



19.3.5.7 Teaching techniques and audio-visual aids Responses were based

Per cent

on 37 valid cases. The tech9)ci!s used were as follows:
No.

Film/slides 35 94.6

Gramophone records 35 94.6

Audio-tapes (published) 29 78.4

Language Master 16 43.2

TV/videotape 9 24.2

Overhead projector 5 13.5

Headphones/amplifiers 3 8.1

Talking books . 1 2.7

Other 1 2.7

This is much the same pattern of use as in the main study, i.e.
emphasis on the use-of film/slides, records, and audiotapes, but
relatively little use of TV and of specialized language/listening.
equipment.

! 19.3.6 Specific Techniques in Stimulating and Directing Lan uage Learnin

'an attempt was made to discover how teachers set about. the -specific
tasks of organizing and stimulating: play,-attenti9n, vocalizing,
oging words, developing patterns of words and discourse. As in qie
main study, it.becomes clear that many programs do not pay specific
attention to these factors, or that teachers may use techniques to
stimulate pre-verbal and language learning, but are not aware of,
or do not analyze, what they do. In this sample, there were many
omissions of responses.

(1) In stimulating play, there were 26 valid responses:

No. Per cent
Presenting stimulating materials 15 57.7'

Other 12 46.2

Providing reinforcement/motivation 8 30.8

Having others model for child 3 11.5

(2) In stimulating attention, there were only 12 valid responses:

Verbal cues 12 100.0

Physical prompts 5 41.7

Gestural prompts 3 25.0

Commands and isolation 1 8.3

For the other categories of verbal learning, the valid responses
..were only 12 or 13, and the responses to the question were not
recorded. Clearly, without the explicit guidance offered in an
interview, these questions were not readily answered, or their
significance was not perceived.

fr' 34P-O
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W2.eIz_jfi_jL_,anuaeProramhoDevisestl?

There were 30 valid cases with responses...4i follows:

Teacher alone

No.

26

Per cent
72.2

Profeseonals 8 22.2

Team of professionals/consultants
5 13.9

School staff,.
3 8.3

Specific professional, e.g. psychologist 1 2.8

As in the main study, the person who is most frequently responsible

for devising the classroom program in language is the teacher alone.

Much less frequent is the program devised by professional teams,

consultants; or the school staff working together. This finding,

like others, emphasized the,relative isolation of the programs for

language-disordered children.

19.3.8 Use of Space and Teaching Resources

19.3.8.1 Use of space and materials Only 5 valid cases occur and.theseare

classified as follows:
No. Per cent

-50aCe di-Tenable-is SátfifS6terY----- 4 80

Reference made to designated centres 2 40

19.3.8.2 Organization of space and resources The five responses recorded

illustrate the following use of resources: No. Per cent

Informal use of space 1 60

Learning centres 2 40

Individual carrels 2 40

Desks.
1 '20

Headphones/amplifiers 1.. 20

The reader is referred to the main study (which has a similar

distribution) for discussion of the categories in this question.

19.3.8.3 The use of specialized rooms/spaces

There were very few specialized rooms/Spaces. In 42 cases (89.4

per cent) these were not reported. Two sound-proofed rooms were

reported, two observation rooms, and one other. As in the main

sample, it is clear that the typical language program takes place

in a classroom with no particular specialized spaces or equipment.

19.3.8.4 Spaces for specialized teaching/special activlties

No. Per ceny -

Gym 27 57.4

Library 6 12.8

Music/drama/dance studio 1 2.1

Remedial room 1 2.1

Playground 1 2.1



This reflects the nain sample, i.e. children in language programs
have access to the gym in a fair number of instances (confirming.
previous questions which indicate gym and swimming as the major
"outside" activities). Other than this, there is little access to
or use of specialized facilities.

19.3.8.5 Seminar rooms -and similar specialized rooms for study and indi-
vidual tuition were generally not available. 'Forty-one units -

(87.2 per cent) did not have them.

19.3.8.6 Access to resources outside the school/unit

Unrecorded responses were 51.1 per cent. The recorded responses
gave the following pattern:

No. Per cent
Swimming 17 36.2

Gym 5 10.6

Play area 1 2.1

This confirms, again, that swimming and gym are the main outside
activities, and that of these, outside facilities for swimming
are much more frequently used than facilities for gym.

19.3.8.7 Was the unit planned?

There was a very high frequency of failure to record this answer - .

40 omissions (85.1 -,neawcent). In two instances, the unit was
reported as "planned" for its purpose. Clearly, the degree to
which a racility can be regarded as "planned" for its purpose .

depends on interpretation. 'It seems likely that most units in
which language programs for language-handicapped children are
found have not been specifically planned or built for that purpose.

It is of interest that questions.relating to use of space have
the highest proportion of omissions. It may be that teachers are
less aware of their organization of space and related resources
than they Are of other factors in the classroom. Certainly,
observation, description, and analysis of space were more effec-
tively carried out when external observers made this explicitly

.

part of their task (i.e. drawing room plans, schedules of materials,
disposal of teaching.equipment as part of the raw data of this
study).

19.3.8.8 Storage...and organization of teaching materials There were only 7

No. Per cent
valid cases, as follows:

Storage changed to meet children's needs 4 57.1

Storage of materials/equipment directed by teacher 4 57.1

Storage accessible to individual child 3 42.9

Storage changed to meet needs of unit of
instruction

2 28.6

.This follows the pattern of the main study.



19.4

19.4.1

19.4.2

- 330 -

Assessment and Evaluation

Recordd held by taadhers

There were only three valid responses.

Fifteen responses (31.9 per cent) were omitted. Of those recorded,.

intake was.by: No. Per cent

Application to school 9 19.1

Referral from other schools 9 19.1

Assessment and testing 4 8.5

Conference/interview 4 8.5

.3

t

Formal board of review 6.4

One or more persons decide (e.g. principal) 3 6.4

The pattern is essentially similar to that of the main study, but

with lower frequency of responses. In general, intake procedures

appear not to depend on formal review boards.

, 19.4.3 Criteria for assessment

Twenti-four (51.1 per cent) responses were omitted. The main

criteria were: No. Per cent

Standardized tests ' 15 31.9

Professional judgement 6 12.8

Teacher's judgement/records 2 4.3

Except for a higher incidence c4 "professional judgement", this

is similar to the main study. The reader is reminded of the reserva-

tions expressed'about standardized tests of language in ,the chapter

on assessment (Introduction) and the sobering findings

tests used for individual children in Chapter015.

19.4.4 k_i_ri_.ewiroced_sres(proarotion lacement)

on \kinds of

Review procedures

Per cent

Eighteen responses (38.3 per cent) were omitted.

that were reported indicate:
No.

School team (e.g. principal, teacher) 8 17.0

Professional (medical, psychologist,
speech pathologist) 8 17.0

Formal review board 5 10.6

Teachers' within-clamjudgement 3 6.4

Review of program progress/diagnosis 2 4.3

Formed part of wider evaluation (e.g.
board of education)

2 4.3

Formed part of systematic emaluation 1 2.1



This is similar to the main study, but with less emphasis on teacher
within-class judgement and More emphasis on review by an in-school
team. The "isolation" of language programs/schools is again evi-
dent, i.e. the review/evaluation of progress and program. It is
unusual to find that review of progress is part of a systematic
evaluation.

19.4.5 Number of reviews per year

19. 4. 6

14.4.7

19.4.8

In the majority of cases, this was Orecorded (85 per cent). Of

those recorded, the responses were: \,

1 review per year 4 8.5

2 reviews per year 6.4 .

This is a lower frequency than reported by the main study, which
included many more specialized units.

Records ofprevious placementa

In the majority at-Eases this was unrecorded: 44 (93.6 per cent
of cases).

Progress within program or from the unit

No response was offered to-this question. It may be recalleA that
88 per cent of responses to this queqion were unrecorded in the
main study. This question appears to-4'be a difficult one. Prin-
cipals and teachers may prefer not to answer it, since it implies
an evaluation of the program and of the methods of assessing the
student's progress.

No data were collected on the general.effectiveness of the program
as perceived by teachers/principal. It was found in the main study
that this was an ineffective question, since it was either not
answered or always answered positively.

Lower than response to other types of question relating to program
were the responses to quee.:ions on assessment and evaluation, i.e.
of student placement and progress, of program. This may suggest
that, currently, assessment and evaluation ace the aspects to
which least attention is given.

The above discussion described and analyzes the program as peri----\
ceived by the mail sample. Below is Oven-an analysis of the
classes which formed the actual classroom programs within the
schools/unit6 in this sample. This illustrates the kind of student
and program likely to be found in this sample (mainly of elementary
school programs).

19.5 Relationship of class/program type\to school type

The elementary schoral programs were divided as follows:

349
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Regular elementary class

tlfpecial
education class.

FMental,retardation group

Opportunity/general learning disability

Withdrawal (resource teacher/therapist)

Some integration with regular class

Special speech class

Hard of hearing

Behavioral class

Motor-handicapped

Diagnostic group

Specific learning disabty

Remedial

Total comownication d,

No. Per cent
10 27.0

8 21.6

6 16.2

5 13.5

4 10.8

3 8.1'

2 5.4

2. 5.4

2 5.4

2 5.4

2 5.4 ,

1.!. 2.7

1 2.7,00.0

1 '2.7/
. .

The Hospital program had a special language class; the Pre,schools

had a "regular" class. The trainable retarded schools were orga-

nized as follows:

Mental retardation group ;3

"Regular" .1

Bliss Syillbol program 1

Withdrawal 1

Integration with regular 1

The obvious conclusion, as in the main sample, is that there is a

variety of kinds of classroom/program within the schools

which prOvide "language" programs. The obvious -- and surprising --
emphasis within classes is on slow-learning and general disability

groups. It may be recalled that the training/experience of teachers

in these programs is often with the slow learning.

What is missing is emphasis on specific learning disability, which

is the area with which language disability might be expected to be

associated.

19.6 SUMMARY: PROGRAMS MAIN AND MAIL SAMPLE)

It is difficult to summarize effectively the variety and complexity

of facts regarding programs. What 'this chapter has set out to do

lis to obey the main theoretica and pragmatic approach underlying

this study which is to approach possibly fallible data from several
diftTsltIILJILEIEAILqs_LKt.a, in order to establish consistencies Snd

regularities.
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There has been an attempt to look at the whole complex of ctirri-
culum activity covering definition of goals, identification kif
the needs and abilities of the learner, cheice of learning situa;
tions and materials, preference for particular learning approaOles,
teaching procedures, and the ettaluation of the whole eycle of
curricglum.

The "program" has been analyzed in terms of factors such as:

1) stated goale from two perspectives - the prineVal/institution
'S and the teacher

2) intended or actual ways of realizimg those goals
4

3) preferred ,teaching approaches

'4) forms of motivation/reinforcement.

5) grouping and organization to meet the goals
and practical needs of instruc'tion

6) ways of using. material resources and teacAng aids

7) the range and variety of.materials which are the raw material
'of the program and indicate its likely scope and direction

8) thp specific preferred techniques for achieving successive
stages in 9pmmunication/laeguage

9) the deployment of space and resources.

Taken together, interacting and illustrating one another, they
offer a map of the kinds of program for language-handicapped chil-
dren currently being offered in Ontarid, insofar as this study was
able to sample and observe them. -

Much longer-term observation of specific progrars is needed, with
detailed recording of sequences on video- and audio-tape. Indirect,
but structured, instruments (e.g. the repertory griOare needed to

. establish the meanings of statements in the slippery area of "goals"
and the relationship between belief, intent, plan for action, and
actual outcome. "Iterative" approaches such as Bayesian statistics
are more appropriate for analyses of hypotheses and stafistical
groupings or estimates (see Kass, C.E. (1977)).

The highest priority in teacher's stated goals is the improvement
of language but almost equal importance was attached.to adaptive
and social skills and to academic progress. The organization of
group and individual learning reflected these goals.

The predominant teaching approach was direct instruction and skills
teaching, but with important commitments to learning through acti-
vity and experience. Both these approaches might be found in the
same program. They were certainly found in.combination in the more
specialized programs.

p.

Teacher approval (extrinsic) was the preferred form of motivation
and control, with secondary emphasis on satisfaction in task

C.

4

* See Nash (1972)
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(intrinsic). There was little commitment to dependence on motives
of curiodity and exploration; equally, however, there was little
commitment in most programs to rigorous behavior modification or
the use of primary reinforcement.

In the content and sequence of program, the main emphasis was
clearly developmental. There was also a strong commitment to
structured approaches and prescriptive programs, especially in
the special and residential units. The evidence suggests that
different approaches can be found at different times or for dif-
ferent purposes within the same program.

? #

Despite this finding, there was no evidence that most piograms had
a clear and specific linguistic foundation. Programs, in general,
appeared to be pragmatic. They start from the immediate problems
of the child's needs and the programs available in the classroom,
rather than defining,, on a planned basis, the language level and
needs of the child and selecting/adapting programs, using knowledge
of language development, linguistics, and the variety.of program
approaches and materials now available for remediation.

Alternative forms of communication, such as Bliss Symbols or sir
languagei-were-eonfinèd-to--speeial-programs- -f or -the severely
handicapped groups.

.Intake procedures to units emphasized direct referral or use of
itandardized tests, but assessment*of. progress in the'program was
mainly in the hands of the teacher, making use of observation,
checklists, and other class-based approaches. There was rarely
direct or systematic relationship between the evaluation procedures
used for the language units and those of the wider system. No
clear evidence came to.hand of how children are discharged, or
promoted, from the program except in the special programs.

'.' There was no general evaluation of the effectiveness of programs.
In many respects, classes in the Regular'programs come to resemble
special education classes of a more general kind in their use of
materials, approaches, and the emphasis on grouping by academic
cftteria (reading, spelling, etc.) and use of print materials in
instructi.

)
.

To answer huestions, such as what is the effectiveness of programs,
and what criterialgovern choice and usely4t would be necessary to
develop a detailed series of program evdluation, studies, with pre
and post measures to guide decision on outcome of programs. New
techniques must be worked out to record and analyze the complex
observations and judgements which form the raw material of
"programs" in the real teacUng situattpn.

The total process --.from definition of goals through structuring
of language to evaluation -- needs further review to ensure planned
'progress.

3 2



Parents' Views on Their /-*N\ '
Language-disordered Children

20.1 The Background of the Parental Interviews

The basic philosophy.of this report is that the same data should
be looked at from several different points of view. An important
viewpoint is diet of the parent. The research team visited in
their homes and interviewed 28 families with a language-handicapped .

child. These interviews took.place in June, July and August, 1976,
when school programs had closed down. Each interview was bated on
a 16-item questionnaire which allowed most responses to ,be coded
as Yes/No, or-classified, but also encouraged free response from
parents.

20.2 The .Location of the Children

The 24 children were, in the main, from day educational programs
observed by the research team as part of the main study. These
programs-weretBedford Park-Public-School,-Toronto program for .

language-disordered children; the Churchwood Developmental Centre
(Windsor) for developmentally handicapped children; the'Andrew
Donaldson Developmental Centre, Brantford; Lingarden.School for
Trainable Mentally Retarded, St. Catharines; Chedoke Hospital
(Hamilton) nursery program for language handicapped th4Oren;
Edward Johnson P4blic School, Guelph unit for,Autistic childten;
Prueter Public School, Kitchener unit for autistic children; Rotary
School (Trainable Mentally Retarded) Toronto research program on
autistic children,, and a number of elementary or secondary school
programs in Toronto (2), Richmond Hill and Thornbury (2), and
Hamilton (1).

The sample of children therefore was drawn from the range of geo-
graphical areas and kinds of program which are represented in the
main study.

20.3 The Age and Sex Distribution (Question 1( ))

Where recorded, the age range of children was similar to that In
the main study, that is, from 5 to 13. Years of age were as follows:
5 years (1), 6'years (2), 7 years (2), 10 years (2), 11 xoars (2),
12 years (2), 13 years (2). The mean age was 9.4 years,'

The comment was made "where age was recorded". This provides an
interesting observation. The interview schedule had an entry
(Question 1(a)) which asked,,P"How many children are there in your
family?" and asked for their age and sex. In 15 instances, the
parent in reporting the number of children in the family, did not
include the child who was the subject of interview. The interviewer
also was not aware of this omission at that time. What is the
psychological meaning of this? For full ihformation on these
children's ages, it is necessary to go back to school records in
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20.4

the main study. Thll above information on'age is based on the 13

full'refords.
/ ,

,

There were'19 boys Sand 9 girls. This is the kind of sex difference -

, qound in analysis of the main study, but with a slightly greater
'incidence of girls (1:2 instead of 1:2.25 or higher).

,

,
, The Characqildren (Question 15, 16(a))

1/\

The total group of 28 was classified as: children who were by .

diagnosis or placement clearly autistic;.students in the tedford

Park program and therefore likely to be severely language-handi-

caPped or aphasic; children who were in developmental centres-or

schools for handicapped (mentally yetarded)

and others who were in a ariety of special programs in public ,

elementary school, or in)bne instance, secondary school.

Evidence from the queJtionnaires andinterviews, as well as what

is known of these children in their programs, shows that a signi-

ficant proportion of the children from developmental centres have
autistic tendencies and/or severelanguage,and speech disorder of

the.kinds dealt with in prograMs for the autistic and aphasic.

Also, the childremfrom the elementary school programa showed evi-

dence of autism or severe language disorder.

Numbers were as follows:

Autisqc -. 4

Bedford Park, language disordered - 8

Develapmental Centres, etc. (mentallx retarded) language
disordered - 11

Other (elementary speci 1 programs for language disorder) - 4

The last question in the fn,terl.fiew was "Did your child s competence
in language develop according to his-age level?"

The answer is clear. Except for three caSes in which the answer

was not given, every child had failed from an early age to develop

normal competence in language.

Thereforel_thisis_a_100per cent sample of children with severe
language _delily or disorAer, sOatever 41.anc2e_is they may have been

labelled withL and whatever placement they are .in.

Examples of parents' commencs are: (Developmental Centre).

"Spoke only at 18 monthrkand had unclear speech / early verbaliza-
tion did not develop after a fall at 14 months / spoke a few words

at 2 years and non-verbal at 21/2 years / still babbling at 18 months,

then regressed in language / said only "Mom" and "Dad" but no

babble or words / good speech until 31/2 years then stopped - speaks

yt short sentences now / speech always behind".

(Autistic) "Classical autistic, echolalic / verbal only by 5/9

years / was 2 to 3 years before talking / was h to 4 year4-before

talking.4'
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(Bedford Patk aphasic) "no early sounds / only 5 words at 3 years /
loss-of speech or 'failure to develop following early convulsions".

This is a classical language-disordered group as described and
analyzed in the main study. It has all'the variety and hetero-

.geneity of thiganguage-disordered group.

Family size and structure (Question 1(a))

The mean was 3.1 children per family. This appears quite high
average family size. Family size differed between groups.

The Autistik group had 2 families of 2 children and 2 of 3 children,
i.e. 50 per cent of each, mean of Z.5. They were the group with
smallest family size.

The Developmental Centre group ranged as follows: '2 children (5),
3 children (3), 4 children (1), 5 children (21% i.e: 45 per cent
of families contained 2 children but there were 27 per cent with
3 and 18 per cent with 5 children. The mean was 3 children.

The Bedford Park sample had the follcoOing range: 2 childreil (1),

3 children (4)9441 children (3), i.e. 50 per cent of families had
3 children'but only.12 per cent contained 2 children. The meanyas
3.25.

The "Other" group had 3 families of 3 children (50 per cent) and
2 families of 4 children (50 per cent), i.e. a mean of 3.5.

It is of interest that the Autistic sample had the smallest family
size. It has been fowl.; In previous research studies that parents
of autistic children tend to be drawn in greater than chance propor-
tion rom higher educational and professional levels and that their
families are likely therefore to be smaller.

The larger family size of the Bedford Park sample is interesting.
'At tends to confirm the impression from other information, that
children entering this program are krom larger families, with fewer
educational and socio-economiC,advantages, and are,likely,to have
other handicaps in addition to their language handicap.

Family size is known to be negatively related to the levels of
children's intelligence And progress in school, and tends to be .

positively related to lower educational and socio-economic status.

Unexpected results are brought out in comparing the composition of
'families, i.e. how many boys and girls they contain.

The answer is clear. In total, these families contain 53 boys and
34 girls. This higher incidence of boys is far above the chance
level (chi square 90.25). Even more striking is the comparison of
families in terms of whether they have equal numbers pf boys and
girls, more boys or more girls. There are many more families where .

boys outnuMber girls:
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Families where boys equal girls in number - 7

.Families where boys outnumber girls - 15

Families where girls outnumber boys - 6

If it is assumed that the number of families where there are more

boys should be roughly equal to the number of families where there

are more girls, it is clear that the above distribution is un-

likely to occur by chance (chi square 11.25).

It seems that in families where there is a child with a language

handicap:that family is likely to be compbsed of a majority of

boys. Whatever the reasons for this, it seems likely that families

with a majority of boys will usually require more care and manage-

(ment, will be more vulnerable in terms of all kinds of handicap );

and (relevant to the present study) be likely to provide a,lowe

.level of lan uage development,.or stimulation, especially *lien

young. et

20.6 : Disabilities of Other Sibiin s (Question 16)

Parents were asked if children, other than the one in cwestion,

had significant disabilities. Seven of them did, i.e. 28 per cent

df families. This seem§ to he slightly above the level expected

by chance. The greatest number of siblings with handicaps was

found in the Bedford Park group (3/8), next greatest4 in the "Other"

group and Autistic (1/4) and least in the Developmerital Centre '

group.

Handicaps in the Bedford Park sibs were mainly physical, e.g.

spinal complaints"such as scoliosis, hypotonia and tuberous

sclerosis. Among the Autistic, the handicapped sibs were retarded/

autistic; among the Other, and Developmental Centre groups, the

aftected sibs were slow learners, i.e. slightly mentally retarded

or had speech/language difficulty.

Xhis is very slight evidence; it is open to question whether.there

could be a genetic, a familial or simply an environmental-social

effect. The familial/environmental effect seems more likely.

20.7 Number of Previous Placements (Question 3)

thdftain study, an analysis was made of the varietl of diagnoseS

for each child al Ithe number of previous placeinents in which he

lhad been put. The assumption ivas that, the more severely handi-

capped the child or the more difficult to assess, the more-paace-

ments he might have been in.

In the whole group, placements were as follows:
No.

0 (first placement is,present one) 10

1 previals placement 6

2 previdus placements 7

3 previous placements 4

4 previous placements 1



The mean is 2 previous special placements. This is lower than
the average for che main study (Chapter 14).

There was a distinct difference in pattern between the groups.

Developmental Centre/Other Autistic/Bedford Park)

15 8 had 0 to 2 placements

0 5 had 3 to 4 placements

The children with more severe language (and other learning handi-
caps) such as needed placement as autistic, or.in the Bedford Park
language program, also had a larger number of previous placements.
This was especially so for the Bedford Park children (4,with 3 on
4 previous.placements).

It seems more difficult to establish the correct diagnosis or to
find appropriate programs for a child with severe but unclassified
or undiagnosed language disorder.

The comments of parents are interesting. The Autistic group re-
ported the following:

(a) placement in Thistletown Regional Centre for 21 months before
entering present class;

(b),Clarke Institute program, Cecilia Smith Nursery, McCordic
School and individual tutor before entering the present resource;

(c) West End Creche and Clarke Institute programs;

(d) Carol Currier nursery for retarded, ifespeler Pre-school for
Handicapped;

(e) co-operativa nursery and Clarke Institute.

The pevelopmental Centre parents reported mainly placement in the
developmental centre for the retarded, nursery for the retarded,
and the Integra program. The Bedford Park parents reported that
children went through a variety of programs, as if there was a
search for the appropriate diagnosis, i.e. (a) Cecilia Smith nurs-
ery, conventional nursery, kindergarten; (b) Clarke Institate
(Toronto), Hearing Centre; (c) S'Urrey Place (Mental RetardiAlon)
Centre, Sunnyview School for Crippled; (d) Buffalo speech and
hearing facility, nursery, Bayview Glen private school.

The occurrence of evidence for this "search" pattern confirms the
comments of a parent (Browning (1972)) who described the diffi-
culties of obtaining appropriate diagnosis and placement for an
aphasic son who was perceived as being hearing-impaired, behavior-
disturbed. At the end of this chapter, these difficulties are
also dramatically described in the personal account of a parent's
search for appropriate placemant for his son.

The "Other" group, which other evidence suggests contains children
of rather lower intellectual/educational ability, had been In a
children's diagnostic centre, Burlington, special classes for slow
learners or kindergarten.
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20.8 Parents' Hopes for Program Outcome for Their Child (Question 4)

Parents were asked a crucial que3tion: "What do you, at parents,

hope or expect for your child in terms of program outcome and

re-integration with the communityr-

Classification of the answers shoWed that the Tilain concern (8

eesponses) was that the child shotild cope, develop adaptive and

self-carerskills (4) or become independent (4). The second major

concern ih the improvement of language and. speech (7 responses).

Four parents hope that the Child will make an acceptable living,

support himself, or become a good citizen. Only 2 emphasized the

acquiring orbetter basic academic skills, and 2 hoped that their

child would become.co44etelynormal in ability/achievement.

Improvement in behavior received only 1 response. Among the

Autistic group, 50 per cent of parents omitted this question. The

parenits of children in the Developmental Centre, not unexpectedly,

em0Asized the need for self-care, adaptive behavior, or making
tt6 best use of the care provided; parents of children,in the
4edford Park program emphasize making a suitable living and im-

proved academic skills, as did the "Other" group.

Parents were asked a related question, whether they hoped that

their child would be returned to the regular school system.

(Question 5) ?

Sixteen expressed the hope the child would improve enough to return

to the regular school system; 8 thought this unrealistic. Even

those who expressed the hope indicated that it was hope and 'often

unlikely to be realized. It is of interest that.three-quarters of

parents of autistic children expressed the hope that the child

would return to the regular school system, although other evidence

suggests that the child is severely handicapped and is unlikely

to make the degree of improvement necessary. This groupls the

least realistic in this particular respect.

20.9 Parental LiaisO'n/Involvement with the School Proam (Question 6(a))

The degree of involvement of parents in the school program, and in

extending the program into the home, is a measure of the acceptance

and effettiveness of the program. Tn total, half the parents con-

s4dered that involvement with the school program was good (14) and

bAif that it was poor or restricted. This is not flattering to the

school program.

The percentages of positive response ranged as follows: "OtheV
group, i.e. elementary school special classes 75 per cent; Autistic

60 per cent; Bedford Park 50 per cent; Developmental Cent,re 34 per

cent upwards.

The apparently poor parent-school liaison in the Developmental

Centres is unexpected, since it might bp thought that parents and

,centre would have to work closely and consistently in helping young

severely handicapped children. The proportion of comments indicat-
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ing little or unspecified involvement between school and parent
in the Bedford Park program is also surprising since importance
is attached by the school to reporting to parents, and the school
retains a part-time social worker. There seems to be a marked
contrast here between parents who report close and valuable co-
operation, e.g. with teachers and speech pathologist, and those.-
who'report that there is no such relationship, and that distance
and travelling time, in a large metropolitan area, make school
liaison inconvenient.

The means of liaison was mainly through parents and teachers
meeting regularly, and teachers reporting (5), and by parent-
teacher groups (3), to judge from the responses of the Develop-
mental Centre.

Simple reporting by teacher, involvement in fund-raising activities,
and formal meetings of P.T.A. seemed to be related to unsatisfac-
tory liaison, e.g. comments,that the P.T.A. was irrelevant, or
that meetings were conductO in language above the parents' heads.
Effective liaison must be timOtt, in a frequent, consistent, and
democratic way between te and parent.

po Parents Get Involved in Continuing the Program at Home?
(Question 6(b))

Parents were asked the complementary question, whether they felt
they were involved in the'program to the extent of continuimg it
in some way at home. Again the answers split, with half giving
positive (13) and half negative or non-committal responses (14).

Proportion of positive responses in different groups was as for c
the previous question. "Other" elementary school classes, 75 per
cent; Autistic and Bedford Park, 60 per cent, and Developmental
Centre, 20 per cent. The Autistic group reported working at home
on sign language, work schedules, and behavior modification rou-
tines. The Bedford Park group reported two instances of behavior-
modification but more emphasis on academic skills such as reading,
spelling, writing (4). As expected, the Developmental Centre
parents referred to more basic self-hcip skills such as dressing
and learning to do simple home tasks. These may be perceived as
not so much an extension of the school program as what the home
-would do in any case.

20.11 How Well-informed are Parents Kept by School? (Question 7)

An issue of crucial concern to parents is how04ell-informed they
are kept on the results of assessments, repot-its, counselling, and
the progress of the child. On the whole, inPormation was felt to
be good or fair, i.e. in 18 of the 28 cases. However, it was felt
to be poor or lacking in 9 of the 28 cases (33 per cent). This
is too high for complacency.

The proportions of positive response were: Bedford Park, 80 per
cent; "Other" group, 75 per cent; Autistic, 60 per cent; and
Developmental Centre, 55 per cent. The claim of the Bedford Park

o'.
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program that it sets up conditions to keep the. parents informed

is confirmed by this sample of parents. However, when there is

criticism of poor information in one instance, it is severe.,

The Autistic program parent who criticized the lack of informa-

tion referred to getting only report cards and failing to obtain

much satisfaction from the teacher of the class in which her child

was placed. Despite the lower level of satisfaction in the
Developmental Centre group, thkre were references to receiving

reports monthly to three times'per year, monthly meetings, and
effective P.T.A. organizations among those who felt there was

good communication.

20.12 When Did Parents Discover Their Child Was Handicapped? and

How Easy Was It to Get InecTiii;TIO-il? (Question 13)

Parents are vitally concerned with another issue -- what informa-

tion they were able to obtain about what was wrong with their
child, and about programs appropriate to his/her handicdp.

Parents were asked when and how they discovered their child's

'handicap. The distribution of ages, where this was given, was,

in_total:
No. Per cent

Unreported 3 10

at 1 year of age 6 20

at 2 years
,

30

at 3 years- 5 '17

at 4 years 2 8

at 5 years 2 8

at 6 years 1 4

PT

In other words, language handicap appears in a form which is signi-

ficant and distinguishable by or before 4 years of age. The diag-

.nosis should be made much'earlier, i.e. at 2 to 3 years of age.

Groups differed in the age at which the child was recognized as

handicapped. The Autistic group reported 1 tt 1 year of age and

2 at two years of age.

By contrast, the Bedford Park parents reported: at 1 year of age

(3); 2 to 3 years of age (2); 3 to 31/2 years of age (2); but at 6

years of age (6), i.e. a much later diagnosis, which reflects the

diff,lculty in deciding on what is the handicap of a child with

severe language delay or disorder.

The Developmental Centre group fell between these extremes: at 1

year of age (1); at 2 years (1); at 21/2 to 3 years (3); at 3 to 4

years of age (1) and at 4 to 5 years of age (2).

In the total group, 4 were diagnosed early as autistic, two weie

diagnosed as handicapped following convulsions. Tn the Bedford

Park (language disorder/aphasic group) reference was made to the



effect of early convulsions (at 1 to 11/4 years) in arresting lan-
guage development, and to hydrocephalus. The autistic were the
most clear-cut, with references to early failure to acquire
language (by 2 years of age), lack of appropriate attention to
parents, walking late and not smiling, screaming continually,
sleeping problems and head-banging by age 2. The Developmental
Centre children mainly failed in acquiring language, or were
generally delayed in motor skills, but the "autistic" children
revealed bizarre behaviors such as rocking, spinning and flapping
hands, or good memory despite not talking or responding.

Parents gave a fair amount of detail concerning the way in whPch
the handicap was identified and-by whom. There were two distinct
groups: those who felt they had been helped by.professional ad-
visors, readily obtaining information, and those vho felt that
there was considerable lack of information, if not incrpetence,
in assessing the precise handicap of their child.

20.13 How Easy, or Difficult, Was It for Parent to Obtain Information
About Programs for Autism, Speech Disorder, etc. .(Q uestion 9a, b)

Only 12 reportedrOpt IL uas eats), to get an appropriate diagnosis
and zuidance on placement -- 16 reported having difficulty.

Among the Developmental Centre paients, 55 per cent found getting
information easy; of the Autirtic group, 40 per cent, but among
the Bedford Park parents,on17; 75 per cent had found getting in-
formation on correct early diagnosis and available programs easy.
This,was elan true for getting inforiatio-. on young.children who
later entered the Bedford Park program. Jnce again, this under-
lines the difficulty in present circumstances of getting precise,
correct, early assessment of the handicaps of yoUng children with
severe language disorder/aphasia.

The comments on the medical, social, and educational services were,
on the whole, critical. Comments were made to the effect that gen-
era/ practitioners were ill-informed about language :nd develop-
mental handicap, that there war, a lack of information on autism,
that information was obtained from other parents or from a televi-
sion program or brochures, -.ther Lnan from medical or social-service
professionals. Reference wi. nade to the difficulties parents had
in following up on information from one source to another, i.e. the
need to persist and keep asking cluestions. Information, where
available, eame from the general practitioner, a doctor in a general
or specialized hospital :acility (usually the latter), Lhe public
health service or (when the child arrived at school age without
correct diagnosis) the board of education staff. As perceived by
parents, no one source seemed most important or, indeed, particularly
effectiv-. Doctors, including paediatricians, appear not to play
the role ley mioht beexpected to in informing dnfi guiding parents
on early handicap.

The actual breakdown of sources is:

Learned from family contact or ot.,er parents 3

361
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Public.Health nurse 2

Developmental Centre/school staff 4

Hospital/own doctor 3

The Autistic Society 2

*Board of Education 3

Other.professionals 2

Speech pathologists 2

The Developmental Centre parents appear to have come off best,

since they were given information on programs early by 'public

health nurses who saw the child, or had Ilelp from the developmental

centres to which the child was likely to,go. General practitionery
and paediatricians figured twice in this list of eleven respondents.

Where these had contact with the famil/,'the parents praised the

contribution of the public health nurse in early assessment and

support. Speech pathologists also, in relation to their number and

likelihood of encountering parents,received positive responses.

There is too much evidence that parents have to rely on incidental

or haphazard sources of information, i.e. networks such as friends,

other parents, public information programs or membership of the

Autistic Society (which, in turn, is dependent on chance, and the

realization that this society exists to help with this particular

*handicap). On the other hand, when'parents encounter someone know-

ledgeable, they usually find that this advice has been sound and

very helpful.- One parent, prominent in the affairs of the Autistic
Society, had high praise for the staff of the clinic centre her

child attended Rt an early age, and the value of the Autistic

Society.

.14 What Em hasis in the Pro ram is Perceived as Most Valuable?

(Question 8)

Parents were asked what emphasis they perceived as valuable in the

programs their child was in. The answer is clear:

Life skTila/social competence rated 17 responses, follow'ed by Lan-

% guage (13). Other emphases perceived in the program were much less

impottant: a balanced curriculum (6), dec.ling with academic skills

(5) am: motor/physical skills (4).

This reflects the same themes as in Question 1/4, analyzed earlier,

which asked what parents h2ped for in the program. It will be

recalled that in the analysis of teachers' goals and perception
of the content of the program, in the chapter discussing curriculum

and program, it was fond that teachers attached high priority to

achieving adaptive skiAls and social competence as well as to im-

proving language, but that emphasis on academic content such as

reading, writing, and math, was also high in programs for children

with language handicap.
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20.15 Suggested Improvements in the Program Nuestion 10),

Five parents said theyfcould suggest nu improvement, and 'others
said they did not feel in a position to make comment. This re-

'\\ sponse implies satisfaction. Where improvement was suggested,
1 the themes were as follows:

:Ty

<Better student/teacher ratio, i.e. smaller teaching groups and
*ore one-to-one instruction - 8 respondents

More competent teachers/consistent teaching - 5 respondents

More academic skills - 4 respondents

Mere/better parent information - 4 respondenté

More language - 1 respondent .

More physical/motor skill training - 1 respondent

Better integration of programs - 1 respondent

Better transportation of children - 1 respondent

Basically, parents perceive the effectiveness of the teacher as
,/ being,more important than the content ofthe program -- or rather,

perceiving the effectiveness and value of the program as being
dependent upon the teacher's presentation of it, i,e, competence.

1They see more value in a more intensive. ea(cher/child ratio and.
an increase in the opportunity for one-to-one relationship anq
instruction than in content of the curriculum as such. In this
respect they are right and are echoing, as parents, what the per-
ceptive educator, such as Kleffner, and others, have,said about
the need for intensive individu a4. work in helping language-handi-
capped children. It is also of interest, repeating a theme constant
in this chapter, that parents emphasize the importance of adequate
information about the child's progress, and of communication with
themselves. < 4./ 1

The need for academic s ills is rated relatively high by parents,
and by teachers as sho in the previous chapter. Analogy may be
drawn, respectfully, io ehe Gospel,according to St. Luke (King .

James Version) Chapter 12, Verse 31; to paraphrase -- seek first
for competence in language/communication and academic skills are
more likely to be added to this primary competence.

Language receives a disappointingly low priority, probably because
it forms a major part of the existing program and is, presumably,
perceived as satisfactory. One very perceptive and realistic mother
suggested, in a personal communication, that there might be too much
emphasis on teaching spoken language to autistic children who find
the task very difficult and are not likely to use spoken language
in any but rote responses.

20.16 Do Parents Feel More Cometent in Dealing with Children as a
Result of Program? (Question 11)

Parents were asked if they felt more competent in dealing with
their child at home as a result of the program in which he was
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in4olved. The majority (17) felt competent, but a substantial

number (10) did not, dr felt that what competence they had in

dealing with the child owed little to the school program.

In comparison of groups, the Bedford Park parents had the highest

proportion (75 per cent) of positive responses. They.were followed

by the Developmental Centre parents (7/11 or 63 per cent) positive

response. The lowest were the "Other" group (2/4 or 50 per cent);

the Autistic group (2/4 or 50 per cent).

20.17 The Home Activities Related to the School Program (Question 12(a))

The kinds of activities related to the program which the child

engaged in at home were: None or unreported - 6 responses; aca-
demic (workbooks, reading, writing, spelling) - 15 responses;
physical/motor skills - 4 and self-help - 1. Of the Autistic group

of responses, two refer to some academic aspect of curriculum; of

the Bedford Park group, 10 refer to reading (5) or other aspects
of basic skills (5). 'The Developmental Centre parents, as expected,

4 reported more senkri-motor/manipulative activities such as puzzles

(3), soma self-help and reading.

There is clearly an underlying concern on Che part of,parents that

children shquld, if possible, have access to appropriate experience/

training in the formal academic skills -- though it is also true

that for many of these children (e.g. Autistic and Developmental

Centre groups) a high level of academic skills is unlikely to be

attained and is of problematic value to the child until he has

achieved social integration and effective adaptive/self-help skills.

20.18 What Background (Professional) Information on Their Handicapped

ChAld Do Parents Possess? (Question 15)

Finally, parents were asked to indicate what background informa-

tion (medical, psychological, educational) they possessed. The

majority (19) reported more or less satisfactory possession of

appropriate'information, but a substantial minority (9) considered

this information was missing, poor, or incomplete. Reported com-
l'pleteness of information ranged from 80 per cept (Autistic); 75 per
cent (Bedford Park and Other) to 55 per cent for Developmental

Centre parents. Once again, the pattern emerges of the Autistic

parents on the whole being given adequate information and assess-

ment -- at least, in the long run, and the Developmental Centre

parents feeling that their children's developmental retardation

or other handicaps have not k:leen satisfactorily explained.

\ )
In the Autistic group, reference was made to reports by family

doctor, paediatrician, psychologist, psychiatrist, and neurologist

(in differing combinations, i.e. a number of sOarate or over-

lapping and repeated sources of assessment). In the Develop-

mental Centre group, those who gave positiVe responses referred

to similar patterns in two cases, Le. information from general

practitioner, paediatrician and psychologist, or Hospital for Sick

Children (Toronto) and C.P.R.I. Children in the Bedford Park pro-

gram had passed through a variety of aasessment procedures, as

4"4;.?
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Artoted, in the search for apprcipriate description and diagnosis
viz. the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry, Surrey Place (Mental
Retardation) Centre, paediatrician, neurologist, speech patiiolo-
gist.

There is clearly no standard route which assessment follows, nor
standard set of information available. .'Some parents get a consid-
.erable amount; others feel that they have little or that what they
do have As insufficient or unreliable.

20.19 Pregnancf and Birth Conditions Relating to the Handicapped child
(Question 16(a)

Parents Were asked to comment on the course of pregnancy and the
birth higtory of the child, since these stages are often those in.
which handicap is first caused or perceived. There is an interest-
ing contrast between the reasonable completeness of the information
given by parents and the sketchy nature of,the information on pre-
natal and perinatal factors available to schoolHerograms as revealed
by the statistical analysis df the main study.

In reporting the course of pregnaniv, mothers recorded 17/28 normal
or uneventful pregnancies. The remainder reported facts which may
or may not have affected the course of pregnancy:. rubella in first
month (1) Toxaemia or haemhorrage (2), severe chronic sickness (1),
car accidenti cratking mother's pelvis, etc. (2), disturbed placenta
.(1), seyere seizure in mother (1), severe urinary infection (1).

Seventeen mothers reported normal deliveries. There were four
premature deliveries, six difficult or prolonged deliveries.

Comparing groups: the Autistic and Developmental Centre parents
reported 80 per cent normal deliveries, the "Other" group 75 per
cent normal,/and Bedford Park group only 40 per cent normal. The
relatively high 'birth risks which seem to be associated with the
Bedford Park children are consistent with the impression that this
is a group which may have physical and neurological as well as
general developmental handicaps.

20.20 ,What Changes Have There Been in the Family as a Result of the
Child's (Question 14)

One of the most important issues, from the parents' point of view,
is the degree to which they can handle the child's handicap and
the extent to which it imposes change or stress on themselves and,
other children. It was felt that there had been changes in family
relationships/behavior as a result of the child's handicap in 17
cases but not in 11 cases. Where there were effects on the family,
these may be positive or negative.

.

The negative effe'cts were in stress on parents or the child's sibs
e.g. arguments between parents on handling (1), other children
resenting the e.ctra attention given to the handicappe child (4),
demands made for considerable time in stimulating or su ervising
play, etc. (5), restrictions on soc.11 life of parents ( creat-
ing anxiety and stress in mother (1).
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On the other hand, positive effects were noted: the family is

closet (2), more patient (1), sibs more concerned and helpful
(1). On the whole, however, where there was observed change, it
was in the direction of much greater demands and stress on all

. family members. Where change was not noted, this was positive,
i.e. the comment was made that the child was accepted (1), other
children accepted their handicapped sib (3).

The degree of change in family was about the same for all groups:
63 per cent reported for Bedford Park parents, 60 per cent for ,
Autistic, 50 per cent for "Other", and 45 per cent for Developmen-
tal Centre.

There was no direct evidence on this, but the above pattern of
.. results suggests that the adjustment/adaptation of the family to the

considerable stress imposed by a severely handicapped child depends
on the composition of the family, personality and education of the
parents, happy relationships with other children in the family and
their capacities to adjust or compensate. There is little indica-
tion, from the parents' reports, that organized specific steps are
taken, e.g. by professional advisors, school, or other sources of
support, to enable them to cope more effectively.

20.21 Relationships Between Questions in the Survey /
,f .1

The results reperted are based on straight fre uency counts; the
sample is too small to analyze by age, sex, etc. Cross-tabulation
of those items (Questions 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 16) which gaveunambiguo s
Yes/No dtvisions as' well as descriptive comment, indicate that th e

are some significant relationships (chi square)

Specifically, Question 3("Has child been in other progiams before
present placement?") had a significant relationship with #6 and #16
i.e. positive evaluation by parent of involvement with school pro-
gram; and horma1; bireh history (pregnancy).

Question 3 lsod near=significant relationships with #7, 9(a), 11,
16(b), i.e.-how ihformed the parent is kept by the school; how easy
it was to bbtain information about programs for language-disordered
children; how competent the parent feels in dealing with the child
as a result of the program; and normal birth (pregnancy).

Question 7, how well informed the parent is kept by school, had a
signifiaant relationship with #11 and 16(a), i.e. how competent the'
parent ftlt in dealing with the child as a result of the program;
and normal birth (pregnancy).

Question 9(a) (How easy it was to obtain information about special
programs) had significant relationships with #11 and #16(a) in the
same pattern as #7. Questions 7 and 9 are not, however, related,
i.e. obtaining information from the school on the child's progress
is not related to how.saaw it was for the parent to obtain initial
information about suitable programs for the child's llandicap.

\

,
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.QuestionV (Does parent eel.competent in
a result of program) is.related to #14 and
there;have been changes in the family as a
handiCa0; normal birth (pregnancy).

dealing with child as
16(a), i.e. whether
result of the child's..

Questions 9 and 11 (How easy it was to obtain information about
appropriate promms; does the parent feel more competent'in
'dealing with the child, etc.) are significantly related. It seems
likely that this relationship is due to other factors -- the educa-
tion, interest, knowledge, personal connections or other advantages
of particular parents which make it-more probable that they will
(i) more readily obtain the right'information/guidance and (ii) use
more effectively the help they;getifrom_the Program.

There seems no obvious reason why'normal b'irth/pregnancy as such
is associated with other posttiye iactors in parental.attitude or
knowledge.

20.22 Confirmation by the Mail Questionnaire SwiTake.

he main conclusions-based onthe indiVidual parental interviews
were confirmed by-an analysis'of 24 queitionnaires which were
mailed to a larger number of parents acrosa.the province in the
summer of 1976.

#

A random sample of 24 questionnaires was analyzed. It was found
that questions 4, 7, 8, 10, 14 ahd 16(a)..were.somewhat open-ended
for use outside a direct interview Situation. Other'questions, 1(a),
1(b), 305, 6, 9, 11, 15. and 16(b) had.a bigh response r,ate and
presented. no 3ificulties of interpretationk-

Over all, the responses.given in the mail sample.were slightly More
positive in evaluation of parent-school relationship, getting
.information, or being involved in program.

For economy of .presentation, the analysis of responses is given
for each question;.with_brief comment.

Question 16(b) The Language Handicap of Children

Eighteen (75 per cent) of children had not developed language com-
petence according to age level; 3 (12 per cent) had. These child,ren

vare significantly' language-handicapped, like those in the interview
sample. This is confirmed by the early age at which language, handi-
cap was discovered. (Question 13)

Question 1(a) Total Number of Children,in Famii

The median/mode was between two and three.

guestion 1(b) Do your other children have any disabilities?

"No" 21 (87 per cent). Of the 3 "Yes" responses, two Were physical
and one mental disability. This is similar to the interview sample.
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Question 1Sc):Is the candidate one of a pair of twins?

.This question was not asked in the interview. In this sample, no
child was atwin. "Not available" responses totalled 19.

Question 3:Was your child in other programs Prior to present
placement?

"Yes" 20 (83 per cent). Of these, 13 (54 per cent) had been in
one other placement, 5 (21 per cent) in two other placements and
2 (8 per cent) in three other placements. This resembles outcomes
of interview and the statistical analysis of the major study.

Question 4:Wbat do parents expect/hope lor the child in terms of

program outcome and re-integration with the community?

Total integration into a regular school

Able to hold simple productive job

No.

5

4

Per cent
21

17

Able to take care of self 3 12

rimming basic academic skills 3 12

Able to.communicate effectively . 3 12

To be a happy person_ 3 12

Other 64 25
.,,

As in the interviews, the emphasis is on life-adjustment and per-
sonal skills; there is a realistic perception that the child is
unlikely to be returned to the Tegular school system. ,

Question 5!Do parents hope child will be_placed in the regular
school?

The "yes" answers totalled 14 (58 per cent). As in the interview
, sample, many more parents hoped for, such an outcome than realistic-

ally expected it.
/

Question 6:How much involvement do parents have with the program?

At school - 11 (46 per cent) said they were involved. 7 responses
were not available.

At home - 16 (67 per cent) said they were involved. 4 responses
were not available.

Question 7:How informed are parents kept by principals, teachers
and therapists?.. t

a).Some indication of a positive parent-school relationship - 20
(83 per cent)

b) When type of relationship was described: 12 (50 per cent) were
ft excellent"; 7 (29 per rent) were "good/fair"; 4 (16 per cent)
were "poor". These answers are distinctly more positive than
the interview sample.
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Question 8:What emphasis is ihe program perceived as facilitating?

No. Per cent
5 responses.were "not available"

Two parents added "academic skills".

Language 16 67

Social 12 50

Mbtor 9 37

uestion 9:How eas or difficult was it to obtain information about
programs?

Easy

Difficult

Not available 6 25

No. Per cent
12 50

6 25

This is a more positive set of responses than in the interview'
sample, but still indicates a significant number with-dissatisfac-
tion.

Question 10:What improveMents would parents like to see in program?

No'change; satisfied"

More social skills
/

Moredyntegration with regular students

Mon-language/speeCh
v.

More behavior training

More feedhack & parental involvement
,

Other

No.

6

3

3

2
..

1

1

8

Per cent
25 .

12

12

8
4
A

-

4

4

33

vg

Among the "licher!' responses, several parents mentioned the.need for
smaller classes..

The emphasis on adjustment and integration recurs here; as before
language/communication is not one of the priorities.

Question 11: Do parents feel competent in dealing with child at home
as a result of the program? 1.

hYes" responses totalled 19 (80 per cent). Three were "not available".
This is a much more positive response than'in the interview sample.

From the responses, it appears that 6 parents (25 per cent) consider
parent-child relationships to be excellent; 12 (50 per cent) con-.
sidpr them:to be satisfactory and 2 (8 per cent) consider them to
be poor.

uestion 13: When and how did arents discover the child'. handicapq:

When? No. Per cent

Infancy 6 25

1 - 2 years 2

4,,
.

3

8 ii
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2 - 3 Years 4 " 16 ,

3 - 4 years ' 2 8 -

'Up to 6 years 2 \ 8 I
Not.available 8 .' 33 .

Theretore, a third of parenEs were aware their thild had a handi-
cap by the time he was beginning to establish language (infancy to
2 years), and 57 per cent were Aware of the handicap bY the time
the child was 4 years of age (when language would-normally have
been fully established). Howevert these findings confirmhOat-

. only about half of children Who later turn out td have severe lan-
guage handicap are identified before the age (41/4-Years) at which
the handicap is already significant and obvious and likely to be
exerting a marked effect on the child's development. These find-
ings confirm those of the main survey, that a majprity Of children
are not diagnosed and/dr placed until of school age.

I.How? No. Per cent
.

Language did not develop 7 29

Behavior different 3 12

Delayed.milestones 2 8

- Hearing problem 1 ° 4

Not available:' , 12 50
,

The high proportion of "not available" responses implies that the
parents did not have the information or we'xe not aware of its
significance.

question 14: Have there been any changes in the family in consequence
of the ckild's handicap?

"Yes",responses were 9 (37 per cent) but the majority claimed there
had bee no5hange r 12 (50 per cent).

The changes were mainly problems or need for adjustment, and only
two positive changes were noted.

.No. Per cent
Social/emotional problems 5 21

Marriage difficulties 3 12

Family home relocated 2 8

Greater expectations of sibs '2 8

Special allowances have to be made
positive chalges.--'

.."

2

8 .

8

c,

Not available 5 21

Ilk

This finding confirms the finding of the interview sample that.
having a handicapped child often imposes considerable strain, or
needs 'for readjustment, on a family.

Question 15: Do parents have any background information?

"Yes" 11 (.6 per cent); "No" 6 (25 per cent). "Not available"
responses totalled 7. This is not a 'particularly satisfactory
finding. ..,

r)
t)
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Of the parents who commented on the number of referrals/diagnoses
of the child which had been made:

Number of referrals Frequency Per cent of 24 cases

-1 4 16

2 4 16

3 1 4

4 1 4

5 1 4

This is the kind of range in number of referrals/placements
observed in the main study.

question 16(a): Please.comment on the birth history and early
development.

No. Per cent
Normal pregnancy and early development 7 30

Delayed milestones 5 21

Normal milestones 3 12

Normal until an illness of child 3 12

Normal until accident/trquma 1 4

Prenatal difficulties ) 1 4

Prematurity 1 4

Perinatal difficulties 1 4

Downs syndrome 1 4

Language delayed 1 4

Within the limits of variation found in small samples, this resem-
bles the findings of the interview sample, though the children in
this sample appear to have fewer birth or early developmental
difficulties. It is of interest to contrast these findings with
the findings of a distinctly higher incidence of prenatal and peri-
natal difficulties in language-disordered groups, in particular
autistic groups, in the main statistical analysis.

20.23 SUMMARY

Parents obviously varied considerably in their attitudes and
perceptions of the different aspects of their problem. They had
apparently experienced remarkably different degrees of support and
amounts of information. Some have had good experlences in getting
children diagno,:ed, finding appropriate programs, ,jetting good r;ro-
fessional advice and maintaining good relationships with the school.
They are well endowed, aware of what resources to tap, or just
lucky. For example, three parents in the sample were senior offi-
cers in three different chapters of the Ontario Autistic Society
and therefore likely co have markedly above-average interest and
knowledge. Two reported satisfactory or excellent response to
various aspects of their problem; the third expressed considerable
criticism of the way in which the child had been identified and
diagnosed, and had strong reservations about contact with the
school program under the teacher then in charge, who has since
moved.
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Also, at the other extreme, is the mother who expresJed the
feeling that she had received little information or help in
establishing what her child's handicap was and felt that parent-
teacher meetings were "above her head". Clearly, much that is
positive is expressed in these interviews.towards professional
services, the school p!ggram and liaison with the school. There

are, however, safficiett negative comments to ensure that there

are no grounds for complacency. .

20.24 The following appendix to the chapter on parents' views represents
the personal views of one father of a child with severe communi-
cation disorder. It is of interest that the efforts of this
father to initiate research which wbuld be of benefit to his
chtld probably contributed directly to the setting-up of the
present study.

The account is in his own words. It provides a comparison with
the account given by Browning (1974) 0; her aphasic son. The
reader might also wish to compare the present account with "Nadia"
by,Lorna Selfe (Academic Press 3977) since Nadia also showed the
extremely gifted visual perception and drawing ability manifested
by M. in the following account.

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 20

ON HAVING A LANGUAGE-IMPAIRED SON . . . By J.K.E. (Parent)

Looking back, seeking to portray M. and his relationship with the
family, with friends, and with all whq have had a significant
',earing upon his life, one invariablOtarts thinking, "Would things

. been different if.... ?"

re that one thing that all parents of language-handicapped
ren over the age of twelve have in common is the thought,

'qsty Johnny (Susie, or Whoever) would be much farther ahead today
I had known then what I know now:"

On th,! ottler hand, one of the most encouraging improvements that
have occurred dui.ng that-time is that the agency and institutional
People daaling with these children are now prepared to admit to
the same thing.

With M., of course, there was a lot to learn. He is now generally
accepted as unique even among his peers, who arc adividualists
enough; but even at that the above thought sti7" .,olds true --

things would haye been so different if . . .

For me, the most telling evidence of this came following his admis-
sion to the Thistletown Dai)Treatment Program ai the age of 1311.
Prior to his acceptance to that program the authorities concerned
requested an up-to-date assessment, and M. spent five days at the
Mospital for Sick Children, at the end of which the rep6rt varied
littic from that issued at his first assessment at age b and re-
peated periodically throughout his years;., Hald of Hearing and
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Aphasic; with overtones of Autism, Schizophrenia, and Emotional
Disturbance. This time, however, there was greater emphasis upon
his "communication problem",and the School ircormed'us that they
had decided to concentrate thtir efforts on thi. aspect (of which
they had no previous experience), relying on their established
expertise to deal with any behavoral problems if and when Jley
occurred. (M. had recently been-Aemitted from two schools in one
year for unacceptable behavior.)

The outcome: At Thistletown's first staff assessment-meeting,
three months later, it was agreed unanimously that there had been
no behavior to justify the labels Autism, Schizophrenia, or Emo-
tional Disturbance: that all of his non-conformist modi operandi
derived from his communication failure.

I had long been inclined to a belief along those lines, but this
was far more sweeping than I had ever contemplated. However,
looking afresh at our expectations of M. and our dealings with him
accordingly; along with our recollections of past successes and
failures; it made a lot of sense.flt gave rise immediately, for
instance, to another "If -- If only we had learned, as
a famip, to converse in stih language from the beginning!

Certainly his rapid improvement in all directions commenced at
Thistletown Day Schaol, and seemingly stemmed directly from the
one-to-one relationship with his teacher, who, knowing no sign
1,0-tuage, was strictly on a par with M.'s communication abilities
ana had to converse with him at bis level in consequence.

-

For the past two years since then M. has been attending E.C. Drury
School (for the Deaf) at Milton where they have tried to follow a
similar approach, but with a teacher/student ratio of around 1:4
at best, and with a greater stress on academics, M.'s progress is
far less marked. The emphasis on shop-work as opposed to the arts
and crafts at Ibistletown has proved less Atimulatinein terms of
both production and design.

However, their efforts with him in soclal behavior have borne fruit,
and this summer we were delightedly surprised when he was voted
Camper of the Year by the Counsellors at the Iron Butterfly, his
summer camp in Scarborough. Again I feel that there is added signi-
ficance in the fact that the caw') is organized for all forms of
handicapped (especially physical), and M. is, in that company, the
least disadvantaged in almost all activities. He is therefore
encouraged by both4the counsellors and the other children to excel -
and, in effect, to show off his excellcace. In consequence the
participation reported in gymnastics (trampoline) /and in swimming
represents a 100% improvement over his involvement in these acti-
vities at regular school.

That such results can be achieved and responses aroused should,
feel, come as no surprise, in the light of the many reports ot
similar results in other programs related primarily to overcoming
psychological problems arising from a breakdown of communication.
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Certainly these results contrast even more dramatically with his

earlier history and scholastic record:

Diagnosed, when about 3 years old, as Hard of Hearing by the

Hospital for Sick Children (we never did convince our own doctor

or his associate specialist of our beliefs - M. was "just slow in

getting his act together"), he was tested and accepted,for Metro-

politan School for the Deaf where for two years he was 'taught' by

their totally oral methods, and we, his parents, were told to

encourage the use the hearing aid and to talk to him constantly.

It was at the end of this period, when his behavior had become

thoroughly unpredictable, that he had his first psychiatric assess-

ment, with the aforementioned Oiagnosis. M. was ecommended to a

recovery (behavioral modification) program at the West End Creche.

(Dr. H.)

This was the commencement of a period of half-day 'schooling' pro-

grams which lasted for more than two years, during which M. did

recover the ability to tolerate others, and to gain some understand-

ing of basic academics (number facts, etc., for example). The delay

in his being reintroduced to a regular sOlool program was due to

the lack of a suitable opening and, onNikagain, we had to take

forceful measures first to get M. into,all-day school attendance

and then to have him entered into the promised classes for aphasic-

type language disabilities then op?.rating at Bedford Park School.

Even here it was only a half-day program at first, although M. was

now almost 9 years old, and we once again had to request that

Scarborough take up the slack.by continuing to aept him in neir

regular opportunity (slow-learn9r) classes for the balance of each

day. However, he made progress; was advanced to a full-day in his

second year; was receiving fair to good reports (albeit with the

rider that he was 'not a true apliasic') -- and then was rsfused

admission to his third year because, among other objections, he

was not making sufficient progress to justify the space he was

taking.

)
Forewarned; in this instance, we queried his status again at the

Hospital for Sick Children; were advised "No change"; and recommended

to the behavior modification program at the Clarke Institute of

Psychiatry. The st.,.ff there were sympathetic and interested, but
M. was clearly far ahead in mental ability compared to the intended

recipients of their program. Howeirer, through their promotion, M.

was permitted to join the residential schocl at Belleville, where

he again stayed for two years before being asked to leave on account

of his unacceptable behavior.

A point worth noting here is that previously we had been of the

understanding that there was no official use of sign language im

Ontario Schools for the Deaf, nor that children from Metro area i

could att end at other than the School for the Deaf in Toronto. low

much earlier these rulings and/or situations had existed I still do

not know, but, certainly, since then many similar limitations to

the broader approa-h of teaching these children have been reduced

or elimilated.
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Belleville, and the temporary placement in Scarborough that
followed, represent the priormentioned behavioral breakdowns that led

to my appeal to our MPP, M.'s introduttion to the Special Education Bral .

of the Ministry, and ultimately hi:% admission to the Thistle'town Day

Program. But only after could we safely say that we had explored
other possibly suitable local-alternatives.

I can conclude only that in M.'s case- the communication problem stems so
di:ectly from a total lack of verbalism - both externally and internally -
that the rest of the world with its intense verbal reli:nce and conditioning
just cannot truly relate do the circumstances and cannot feed or feedback

in terms of M.'s language (internal processing system).
,

Snch a statement is, of courr2, not categorically true, but I wil:
contend that those instances which would Show it as an exaggeratim only

serve.to prove its essential rolth.

Naturally, as a parent, it is ea ier to recall the optimistic and
encouraging comments that have beenNmade about M. over the years,
but nevertheless these have been repeated by many of his teachers
and mentors along the way, and have proved out by the recent develop-

ments:

"We're always being surprised by how much M. kauws." "When I work with

M. on a one-to-one basis, it's amazing how much he can accomplish."
"I have the feeling that if only I could work with M. on a one-to-one
'basis all the time there is nothing he couldn't learn." -"Every so often
there will be a flash cf comprehension - like a loose connection rejoining

and a light coming on - and you know t7;at you should take time to follow
'through and pursue it right then, while its's happening."

All sentiments that we, his family, can endorse. A:i with even

greater feelings of guilt, most Orobably, because surely we should be

ready to take the time andimake the effort ahead of anyone.

Theoretically, and, I suppose, ethically, yes we should. But taking

the time is the d. lculty for, particularly in M.'s case, invariably

it takes more Li chan one has available, and if one cannot stay with

the subject to i conclqsion then likely the lesson will not be under-

stood, much less learned. lt is all too easy to decide'not to start
an explanation to begin with; not to bother tc stimulate his interest;

not to attempt to involve him in one's projeets and one's problems.

it is all too easy to ignore a child like M. who, seemingly, is happy

in his own compaz, with his own thoughts, and his own limited interests.

So the whole patte6, the whole life-style, is wrongly suited. One

klows it, but to change would call for a vast upheaval of the most
difficult kind - a cultural rebuilding and in the face of the knowledge

(of the excuse, if you must) ti.at it all might be for nothing anyway.
Certainly, the longer one fails to eee the situation as it really is;

the longer one fails to make the change; the tougher ft becomes and the

less likely it anpears it will succeed.

Aed so one says, "If only I had known then what I know now:"
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Review of Programs for the
LanguageAsordered in qntario

This is a ummary of some specific programs. A film is available,

made with the support of the Ministry of Education, illustrating

aspects of the education of autistic children in Ontario.

Autistic Children

Special classroom programs for autistic child* have increased'

in number since 1971, but the majority of board-of education areas

in Ontario do not have specific programs for this group. Autistic

childrenore found in:
",)

21.1.1 Facilities for the Mentally Retarded

0

Low-functioning children who are autistic or have autistic tenden-

cies are likely to be found in developmental centres, classes and

schools for the trainable mentally retarded. They are also found

(as children, adolescents, or adults) regional centres such as

Huronia and Cedar Springs (both included in this study).

Difficulties of diagnosis, difficulties of finding alternative

placement, and the simple fact that placement with a mentally re-

tarded group is the least inappropriate choice for a very low-

functioning and severely learning-handicapped individual, lead to,

thas -onclusion. This is true of other advanced educational corn-

nities. For example, in the surveys of need which took,place prior

to the ft-A eransfer of the trainable mentally retare group to
the educational system in Britain in 1971, the "missing autistics"

were to be found in every facility for the me tally retarded which

was of any size. The "missing autistics" 4J accounted for by

appropriate classification and placement i y tirras may be in

these alternative fa:Antics.

There are into osLing progi.ms. One which was studied and contri-

buted to the statistical analysis is the "total communication"

program for autistic/trainable retarded childrei in the McCordic

School administered by the Metro Toronto Board jf E4ecati9.ad1 Based

essentially on a behavior management approach, this program experi-

ments not only with verbal language linked with sign language, but

with other forms of symbol, e.g. Bliss Symbols linked with sign or

spoken language. The total communication program is organized and

directed order the guidance of a speech pathologist. Videotapes

of the program have been made by the School. A current research

inco meCtods of communication funded by the Ministiy of Education

is making major use of this school program (1978).

The Hung study (a contract re;earch carried out for the Ministry

of Education, Ontario) is an intensive study, making use of detailed

task/skill analysis and behavioral modification te,',niques on 12

severely handicapped and initially non-verbal autisLic children.
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It was based in the Rotary Schoel fur trainable retarded (Toronto)

and included Children from the Metro Toronto system of schools.
A report on this study has been presented to the Minisery of Edu-

cation.

.21.1.2 Classes/Units fqr Autistics Within th... School System

These appear to be a small minority. Autistic children are found

as individuals or subgroups within classes for children with

communication disorder. Thosc. responsible for special education
in the Hamilton Board of Education stressed that the system pre-
ferred to view children as having "communication disorder"; they
were placed in appropriate classes or referred to appropriate

hospital facilities, hut labelling as autistic, aphasic, etc. was
not reliable or appropriate.

One of the very few classes for autistics is the Wellipgton County
unit (Edward Johnson School, Guelph) housed in a public elementary
school with its own room taught by one teacher with supporting
aides/volunteers. -The program has changed in response to the per-
ception of the needs of a group of children with severe learning
and language difficulties. It is eclectic, making use of small

group training and social situations and one-to-one teaching to

develop social and adaptive skills and language.

There was an earlier emphasis on some sound discrimination/articu-
lation training to develop vocalizing for language, also language/

vocabulary training, e.g. use of Peabody and Developmental Learning
MatVorial plus a range of kindergarten/primary learning materials.
lote recently, sign-language has been introduced as a useful medium

of communication. B?.havior modificatibn techniques are used, but

as needed. Field trips, contact between students and children from
upper gracks of the main school, and a summer school are all part

of the program.

The program is best described by the videotapes of the class
prepared by the Welii4ton County Board of Eeucation.

The Waterloo County Board of Education instituted a proiram in 1974/

75 ir the Prueter Public School, Kitchener. This also is a separate

school classroom with some modifications to meet the needs of

autistic children. Under its first teacher, the program was 'based

on the "Judevine" approach, which appears to be essentially a

systematic use om7 behavior modification (in school and home) based

on primary reinforcers such as food. Perception of need is likely

to lead to the setting up of a second such class.

The programs and the resources of such detached classes may be

usefully compared with the more extensive, planned facilities pro-

vided where an entire school building or unit on a school site. has

been adapted to need. Examples are the schools administered by
Wayne County, Michigan (referred to later) and the various units

in California represented by the Santa barbara Autism Dissemination

Project or reported in its administrative manual.
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Calculation of the probable prevalence of autistic children in a

school-age population, using estimates by Lotter, Wing and U.S.A.

sources (4 per 10,000) suggests that less than half the autistic

children in an area have been explicitly identified and placed

in suLh classes. The reader is referred to Chapter 14 for dis-

cussion.

21.'t3 A School for Autistic Childeen

So far as this study is aware, there Is only one day school devoted

to autistic children in'04ario. This is the McHugh School in

Ottawa. The school is hotthed on part of the upper floor of the

Vincem Massey Public School, but is part of the system o. hospital

schools administered by the Royal Ottawa Hospital. The Mc ugh

School was set up as a research project to assess the needl of

autistic children and,devise educational programs for them. It

was the recent subject of a contract research carried out b the

University of Ottawa for the Ministry of Education. The first

years of the development of the school are described in that report.

The school covers the elementary s2.tsol range./ It applies a number

of teaching techniques incorporating behavior/management. Verbal

language is the mediurl or goal for most clasSes. There is one

class which is taught sign language linked where possible with

pictures and printed language and verbaliOng. There has been

trial of systematic language programs. /

Siribe the inception of the school need/has led to the establishment

of a kindergarten/pre-school unit. Ay. adolescent unit is a so being

established (1977).

21.1.4 A Residential Unit for Adolescent Autistics

Excepting the above, the only other specific provision (1977) for

adolescent autistic children (12 to 18 years) is Ktrry's Place,

Clarksburg. Intended for a small group of adolescent children (10),

it was funded by the Ministry of Health as an "active treatment

centre", i.e. the purpose of the,program was to improve the func-

tioning and status of those placed in the program, with a view to

alternative rLacement within a defined time span or course of treat-

ment.

One purpose of the residential setting is to permit an intensive

educational and management approach, providing a community within

WhIch the child operates, which allows for more intensive, effective

social and practical/adaptive skills training. As a treatment

centre, Kerry's Place is supported by the Ministry of Education

through the local school board which provides the necessary teachers

for the educational program in tlio narrower sense. The total pro-

gram is closely related to the use of the attached farmland garden

and buildings for practical education and training; it is closely

relatee to gardening and similar practical pursuits.
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In these respects, the unit is like a farmrschool or total com-
munity of the kind planned for adolescent autistics by the National
Autistic Society (U.K.), in its Somerset Place, a farm project
vocational/training/community-life preparation scheme located
within a village in a rural area (see Elgar (1975)). It works
towards creating job opportunities for its participants (to some
degree like the L'Arche projects inspired by Vanier). The progtam
seems more likely to succeed as a long-term commitment to community

3

life or as a vehicle for placement in practical trainin /job situa- ,

..,
tions near Students who were founder members) of the unit
already have b en placed in practical job situations in the locality.

21.1.5 Other Pro rams for Autist c Children

Autistic children are foil in schools such as the Southshore
School, Sudbury Board of Education, a small "special" school pro-
viding short-term (up to two years' placement) for children with
behavior disorders, language difficultigs and learning difficulties.
This school is closely associated with the Algoma Sanitarium.

A major range of provision for autistic children is found within .

the Thn_tegiol.Centreistletowna (Etobicoke). This is basically
an intensive psychiatric treatment centre, providing a variety of
programs for children with severe behavior disturbance and associa-
ted handicaps. It provides (i) classroom (ii) pre-school (iii)
residential programs located within specialized "cottage" type
facilities (House 17 and House 20) with their own child-care and
behavior consultant staff. Programs cover the educational gamut,
with psychologist and speech pathologist staff to offer guidance
on individual programs. Within tIlle 'house' programs, the emph is

is on intensive one-to-one work with children, using behavior
modification and operant conditioning approaches. The programs
are reflected in the statistical analyses of this study.

A short videotape of a child undergoing a highly-prescriptive
behavior-modification approach to language was prepared by the
research team. A short videotape was also prepared of a home pro-
gram for an autistic boy, using Distar material and administered
by a parent under the guidance of Thistletown consultant staff.

The Clarke Institute,program is interesting.though on a small scale.
This day program drew its subjects by referral-mainly from the popu-
lation of the Metro Toronto School Board system foetrainable re-
tarded children at the time of the study. Subjects appear to cover
a range of severe hardicap involving communication disorder. A
small group was dealt with by three child-care workers (1977),
supervised by the director of the program. It has developed "total
communication" using sign language wilh.verba4zing, but also
incorporating finger-spelling and w4ften language to meet indi-
vidual need. ,The school program is basically the communication
program through operant re-inforcement and USQ plus supporting
developmental activities with sensori-motor and manipulative school
material, gym periods, etc. It is on a part-time basis rather than
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a complete school program. This project was incorporated in the
study. Accounts of the development of the project are available
from those who developed it, Drs. Webster and Konstantareas. A
'film of the project is available. (See Konstantareas (1976))

Specialized facilitiesssuch as the Children's Psychiatric Research
Institute (C.P.R.I.), London, are reported to handle autistic chil-
dren as part of its clientele, with severe behavioral or intellec-
tual handicaps reviewed, assessed or placed in residential treat-
ment. The study was not able t7,4111s4ccess to this program
through either medical cr educittional contacts.

Boards of education such as Brant County, Hamilton-Wentworth, Hamil-
ton - to name those known to the study - make use of specialized
'facilities in C.P.R.I. or McMaster/Chedoke Hospitals.

A mailed inquiry to a number of boards of education 'at the end of
the study also confirmed that smaller and rural authorities use
more specialized psychiatric, psychological, or speech pathology
facilities in major centres/hospitals when they themselves do not
provide these services for children with communication disorder.

In summary, even with the resources listed, the provisPns for
identifying, assessing, and educating autistic children appear to
be extremely limited in many areas of the province.

Aphasic Children,

It is open to doubt whether the label "aphasic" is spe ..)ic in
diagnostic, psychological or educational/terms. The c assifica-
tion usually means a clkild with severe language delay or, impair-
ment, possibly but not hressarily showlng clear signs of neuro-
logical handicap.

There is little provision for aphasic children, as such4xcept in
two.programs. One is the Bedford Park Public School Language Pro-
gram serving the Metropolitan Toronto area, and the other is the
aphasic unit in the Sir James Whitney Schootior the Deaf, Belle-
v4le,

Bedford Park does not identify children as aphasic. The program
is described in the case history in Part Three of the Report.

The Belleville unit explicitly defines the characteristics and
needs of the aphasic children it serves. They appear to have ex-
pressive and receptiv 'language disorder with emphasis on expres-
sive handicap. There is the expected heterogeneity. The group
includes a few childrh with severe beAring handicap. It has a
significant number of children with neurological handicap.

The program is dedicated to the Association Method of instruction
for aphasics devised by McGinnis (1963) and more recently elabo-
rated and set out in a form more suitable for planning program
and training teachers by DuBard (1974).
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In additiom fo 4s own classes, the project acts increasingly in
a consultative capacity to boardS of education, teachers, and
others within the region, to spread understanding of th needs

and characterisgcs of severely language-disordered children and
the Association tilethod. /

The Association Method refere to the association between sgund/
syllable productipn taught to the child and the visual mediag of
print. It begins, like Eisenson's suggestions for teaching-non-
verbal aphasics (1972), with phonological units and phonological
discrimination, nbt with words or linguistic structures. The child

is taught to discriminatetand produce sets of syllables represent-
ing Important sounds, e.g. "e" in allkits spelling vsriants, and
to 'associate the Sound td the full set of spellings. Considerable
stress is placed,lin view of the known weakness of aphasics in
this area, on training of auditory memory at whatever level the
child is operating', vizsyllable repetition or repetition of
sentence or of a story. Though the program is prescriptive, in
lesson form, each child is involved in the activity of listening,
remembering and reproducing language as soon as he is capable.

As syllables are maHtbred, they are used to build sets of word-
patterns which are in turn associSted with pictures. At this point,
the program incorporates much in!the average kindergarten-primary
classroom (making connections between own pictures and words) but
in a more structured manner, i.e. the'child must be able to dis7
tinguish and recite the words aasociated with pictures.

When vocabdlary has been acquired, patterned drills for specific
sentence/Structures are develeped. Considerable importance is
atiached torecording in cursive writing. Finally, when children
have developed mastery of expressive language, this is used in
more open, d velopmental ways, e.g. in classroom projects and dia-

-logue./

Though lightly_sequenced and teacher-controlled, the method does
not require specific teaching materials except for the sequences
set out in the teachets' manual, and can draw on a wide variety of
teacher-made material. It has the appeal of being "open" and
translatable without expense to any classroom.

A short video:IgLe_was_pssEatledb,Llheresearsh_team to
illustrate the nature and progression of this prpgram
(April 1977).

21. Other Programs

Few developmental programs devised specially for langugger_Llayed
children were observed in educational settings. These may be
operated by speech pathologists as part of their clinical/thera-
peutic program. These were not observed by the study.

Part of the approach to young language-delayed children tn the
Chedoke Hospital (Hamilton) pre-school unit is based on the work
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of Reynall. It incorporates specific stages
viz, using objects, play, early symbolism, use of language for

regulation of behavior. It provides guidelines for teachers/

therapists in interacting with and stimulating young children

through the use of suitable play/activity material which is at

the choice of the teacher, i.e. the program is both "open" (devel-

opmental) and structured in general plan.

The description of Dr. Joan Reynell's own program, given under

the heading Visits to Other Educational Systems, illustrates the

basic philosophy and techniques.

A film of the Reynell approat is available and has been used for

professional development and stablishment of ,the program in

Ontario.

As noted previously in analyses of program, there is little refer-

ence of an explicit kind by participants in the study to develop-

mental or structured programs such as: Lahey-Bloom, Reynell, or

Laura Lee at the developmental extreme, through the Nisonger pro-

gram (Horstmeier and McDonald),, Miller and Yoder, Bricker and

Bricker, to the behavioral extreme of the Kent; Guess, Sailor and

Baer; a d Gray-Vygetakis programs.

School programs for the language-disordpred appear to rely on an

eclectic mixture of materials and methods, with no particular com-

mitment to a theory of language or technique, and often basically

approximating to normal special-educational pro3rams in terms of

academic content (as noted in analyses of programs).

The Southshore School (Sudbury) appears to have used alternative

programs, including Laura Lee's "open" structured approach, using

childrenjs activities and conversation around designed themes. ,

The Department of Audiology, Hospital for Sick Children, (Toronto)

uses a variety of programs and techniques for its clientele of

severely handicapped children including all varieqies of aphasics.

This facility was the only one to make specific-rdference to the

fact it was trying out the Bloom-Lahey approadil (one based on

semantic-conceptual foundations, incorporating early childhood

experience and Piagetian principles). This Department did not

participate in the study, but the information is derived from two

visits and information kindly provided by the Director.

21.3.1 Structured/prescriptive programs

Structured/prescriptive programs are mainly associated with behav-

ior-modification techniques (e.g. in units such as the Thistletown

Regional Centre) or a highly sequenced, teacher-directed conven-

tional classroom setting. Again, choice of specific prtgrams from

the considerable range available is limited. The McHugh School

(Ottawa) for autistic children has used a sequenced behavioral

approach to spoken language and has recently adopted ffi. more expli-

cit variant, the Kent (1972, 1974) program.



Oneoof the most popular programs of the prescriptive kind is the
Distar language program. 'It is used most consistently and expli-
citly in the special unit (House 17) of,the Thistletown Regional
Centre where the supporting'techniques are also committed to
behavior management through operant conditioning. .It has also

been adapted effectively to establish basic language in an autis-
tic child who has been taught by his mother through operant con- .

ditioning techniques under the close guidance of consultants from
the Thistletown unit. A videotape was made by the research workers
of this home program. Th.istar materials are used, though not
generally, in the Bedfdid Pa4,program and is a central feature of
program in a few sciiPols.

The Non-SLIP (concrete) symbol system is limited, apparently, to
the Thistletown units referred to above. It has proved useful with
severely handicapped non-speaking autistic children, but it works
best where.there are already elements of language in the child's
repertoire. The Thistletown team have suggested that if the child
can discriminate and place in sequence specific shapes, he can
nearly as readily learn to discriminate graphic letter shapes. An
experiment is proceeding in teaching written languageo-beginning
with discrimination of letters; one child was already at the stage
pf selecting and typing letters (by matching) and making the audi-
tory-visual match. It is hoped to connect this stage with the
Distar language program when it appears appropriate. A videotape
of this approach was made by the research team.

This experiment has imilarities to the "Itardian Method" proposed
by Lavigne (Camar 1 State Hospital, California) referred to
later, in which three severely retarded adolescent antistics who
have resisted all attempts to teach them communication, have ac-
quird a very small set of words by a process o discrimination,

assotiation and reward. (None of thes approa es has been applied,
or apparently found necessary, for the a child.)

21.4 AlterativestoSp_o_la_g_cenLan ua e

Alterkive systems such as sign, finger-spelling, picture-boards
and visutil symbols are being increasingly used as substitutes or
supports lor spoken language -- as indicated in the statistical
analysisdaf programs.

Sign language systems are being used among groups identified as
mentally retarded (Regional Centres) and as one method of communi-
cation, or as part of "Total Communication" among_several autistic
groups as noted in previous discussion cf the McCordic School
(Toronto) and Clarke Institute (Toronto) programs and other school'
or residential programs.

The Bliss Symbol system is the only visual system in general use.
The study identified a number of classes in which Bliss was being
used as well as in its place of origin, the Ontario Centre for
Crippled Children (Toronto). It is being usefully applied to
mentally-retarded groups/individuals who have.other severe physi-
cal handicaps (e.g. motcr or articulatory) or are low functioning
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or may have an idditional language handicap, e.g. in the Regional

Centres studied. Apart from this, it is main]y used .among physi-
cally handicapped, e.g. cerebral7palsied chilAren.

The Bliss Symbol system is now being used in a wide variety of
settings, i.e. with various handicap.groups, as an introduction
to readiffig and as a cognitive skills ptogram, but)bese uses were
not observed in the present study.. ,

The research team recorded a brief videotape of one such Bliss
program for cerebralnalsied children supported by a board of
education, in the ChPdoke Hospital, Hamilton, to illustrate the
process of interpreting, learning and "reading" Blis's syMbols.

The McCordick School (Toronto) "Total Communication" program is
apparently one in which Bliss Symbols can also be introduced as
an alternative, or additional to other systems.

As noted, these alternative systems are being used with much the
same variety of groups in other educational systems, e.g. U.S.A.
sign (autistic, mentally retarded); Bliss (mentally retarded and
physically handicapped); and U.K. sign (autistic, mentally re-
tarded/physically handicapped).

An example of a teaching/technological device which is worthy of
further study is the "electronic ear". This was developed by Dr.

Tomatis, of France. From his work with singers as well as handi-
capped, he concluded that auditory/érticulatory response fb speech
sounds can be trained much more effectiyeiy than it is at present.
The child listens and 'responds to recorded speech which is filtered
to alter its fundamental frequencies, in such ways as to force the
child to improve auditory figure-ground discrimination and memory,
and make increasingly precise and well-articulated response.

The method has been effectively employed with children who have
speech or learning disabilities, dramatically so, as portramed in
the film on the work of the Ottawa Child Study Centre under the
guidance.of Dr. Sidlauskis.. The method/technology is being extend-
ed to other schools, it is understood.

Tbe mnst_inter@sng_and rewarding programs and innovations in
the United Kingdom and U.S. are discussed briefly in the
following chapter.
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A. Review of Programs Abroad

\

22,1. The 1115.2.4-PlactUl-
k

During three,weeks'in the aUttiMn of 1976, visits were made to
fifteen facilities for language-impaired children, 'tdirassociations/
organizations.concerned with this handicap, *and to-expOrts in the

\\field. The latter included:

1.),Professor David Crystal, Department of 14nguistics, Uniyersity
offeadg;

2) Di. Joan Reynell, Wolfson Centre, London;

3) Drs. N..O'Connor and B. Hermelin, Medical Research Council,
Britain (1.11e principal and senior tutor of the National
Hospitals for Speech Sctences: the professional training
organization for speech therapists);

4) Mr. Peter YO'utii, member of the Warnock Coimittee, a government
commission on special education;

6

5) The National Autistic Society; )

6) The association for All Speech Impaired Children (AFASIC).

Visits were made to the following specia( schools,and unigs:

1) Sybil Elgar School, (Autistic) Ealing, London;

2) Helen Al son School%\ (Autistic) Gravesend, Kent;

3) karboyugh ay School,, London (Autistic);

4) Griffin Manor Day School, London (Autistic);

5) Moor House School, Oxted, Surrey (aphasic/language-impaired);

6) The John Horniman School, Worthing', Sussex (aphasic/language
impaired);

7) Ackmar School, Inner London Educational Authority (hearing-
handicapped);

N8) The Frank Barnes School, Cle;kenwell, Inner London Educational
(heazing-handicapped);

9) Gillian Fraser day unit for language impaired children, ILEA.

There was also an opportunity to attend a conference of the National
Council for the Education of Handicapped Children at which develop-
ments in alternative media, such as.sign language and Bliss Symbols,
were reviewed.

1
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,It was possible to get a conspectus of reCent developments in
the U.K. across the whole 'field of language handicap. Visits
are discussed briefly. Full notes were made on each visit; often
the schoolllas its own brochure. JTheie material's form, the basis

of the followiug comments and arc available for inspectio.

Autistic Children in the U.K. - Prosrams and Approaches

I.

Visits were made to two independent,residential schools: Sybil
fiajar'School,, ondons and Helen AllisonSchool, Gravesend. Both

have been established over 10 years and were founded by the National
Society for.Autistic Children, a-voluntary organization. Both
schools are inspected by, and acceptable to, the Department of 'Educa-
tion and Science. Local education Authorities (school boards) place
students in these schodts, paying fees for them, since residential
places are not aviilable eksewhere,for them. .

The Sybil.Elgar School, named after 'its pioneering first principal,
is located in a number of.neighbouring old'suburban houses which
have.tbeen remodelled to provide.classrooms and a residence for chil-
dren. It has 36:stOdents, half of.them weekly boarders,.ranging
'from.7 to 15 years,of age. Organization of teaching groups is by.
age and severity of handicap. At least hAlf the_children still have
'considerable,language difficulty, but many young children who were'
mup on first placement have improved considerably; there are few
mike children. There are 6 children in each.clasd, but the adult-.
student ratio is 1:3 since a teacher and teacher's aide, work in
eact. class. Ipere'are part-time art, swimming, and movement teachers.
There is one almost.full-time speech pathologist. .An eminent author-
ity on auti'sm (ProfesSor,M. Rutter) is the consultant psychiatrist
and visits once a term.

The school was one of.the first to develop a more structured, be-
havioral approach to autistic childrAtic i.e. through adapting speci-
'fic learning tasks to.the developmental level of.the children, using
yery concrete materials and working systematically'from objects and
three-dimensional stim&i to two-dimensional analogues and pictures
and language.

4

The organization and curriculum of the.school are desTibed in Elgar
(Wing (1966)), by Elgar and Wing, and by Elgar in Everard (1974).
The school can be identified as the most "structured" of the three
units compared by Bartak and Rutter (1973 a,b,) in a research study .
iWhich concluded that the school with the most structuked curriculum
appeared most effective.

The Helen Allison School resembles the above in many particulars
i.e. being based in adapted houses which provide rather cramped
teaching spaces for teaching groups of 6 childien each. There are

30 children in all, from 5 to 15 years.of ige. One third attend
daily, the rest being weekly boarders. The organization is based
on !family' grouping. As in Sybil_Elgar, the adult-student ratio
is 1:3. The program covers the full range of the elementary school
.curriculum, and i., less,struturq than Sybil Elgar School. See

' Landman, the principal, for a full description of school and curri-
.

a 000
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c lum. The staff is choten,to.be multddisciplinar:y; the residen-
tial staff have child-care training.. There is a consuliant pay- ,

,chiatrist, and the only full-time speech pathologiot in any school.;
11 .

for autistics. %

Both schooliNilow essentially an adapted simplified elementary
school-currieultiM, Ocnjor childred,of secondary.school age. The
program,emphasizes the deVelopment of adaptive.and social'skills
of communication and, as far as possible, ba0c academic skills
(covering the entirp range of school activities). Organization is

rbased on separate classes, with small groups working within each
' .class, as contraRted with the intensive one-to-one to the one-tol.
; three arrangemaint found in beitavior-management ,models such as the
Hung project (Ontario), Integra Toundation summer course, or the

% half-hour modules of2,the Sants Barbata Autism'uni.t. ,

The program follows the British primary sctiool curriCulum which
sk emphasizes developmental considerations,.i.e.(has based learning

'on children's needs ane stages of development, rather than speci7
fying tasks and goals in terms of expApit behaviors and placing'
the emphasis on management and complete direction by,the teacher'

"Behavior modification'techniques are not's dominant,feature of
teaching; they are adapted pa necessary to shaping desired behavior

,,,pr laying the foundation f6r teaching skills, e.g. with/individual
children' who have partictil ly difficult behavior patterns. The
progiam is made highly specific in terms ofactivities And tasks"-,
ratherthan in teems,of bihavir-ral objectives. . (

As a rule, structured language programs are not used, butbcommuni-
Cative skilla are encouraged constantly in the classroom, will' the'
support of more structured individual work by the speech path gist.

' It was felt' by the schools that the support of the speech pathol
gist was important and more knowledge About language development
and remediatiOn would be welcomed.

4

At secondary school level, the program is still essentially con-
cerned with basic adaptive And educational skills but emphasizing
projects, practical wink, outside trips, and if possible work expe-
rience.

. The schools appear to be happy, purposeful communities. Attempts
are being made tol,,develop provision for adolescents and school-
leavers.

'

There should be an,interesting,comparison with the school ot the
Neuropsychiatric Institute, University of California, Los Angeles.

The Helen Allison School has attached eo it the Hurst-Skeffington
Hostel. (See Brown/Landman for a fuller description.) Th4s pro-
vides 10 places for those in the 15 to 25 year range; these

. include students still at Helen Allison School btit in their leav-
ing year, and those who have left school.. The staff consists of
a senior house-parent and three assistants. The day/teaching

wat,
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staff conststs of a d4 supervisor and:two assistants who super-
ellse'wfoXk pIacemenis and the edUcational/vocational actii/ities -

withia the hostel. -The.pimpode df'tho hostel is to. provide a

, supportive environment and a period of transifion for autistic
---,adolescents who sill find considerable difficulty in independent

living or employient. Employment opportunities are provided'
'Ithrough.thelocal mental retardationJacilities, and there is a
clog* association in both directions, viz. autistiP'adolescents .

,

going\oue to sheltered'workshops and retarded indlyiduals cce4ing.

into thehostel for day-time practical activities. 1
\...

I.

Within the hostel, there isprovision on a limited scale for
J.,prectical'odcupations, e.g. gardening, producing cement molds

which are sold for Juilding construction, and traditional handwork
actieities such as mak4ng tilos, textiles, add.litting togetherf
preAanufactured Components.

A.

A
.
faCilifY or adolescents 1s2being clevelopedin the vicinity of

the S bil El r School but independent of it.

Solèl!set Cour,, Somersetran important development, is 4 newly
.esteaTirlia-rural residential conftunityleponeored bylthi-Autistic, I

Trust.':/1 is for adol4scent school leavers and young adultv who
would otherwise stey at home or'enter mental snbnormaliiyAr,4pitals.
They aim io provide a self-supporting rdtal community based oh
craft and horticultural production, which will provide opportunities .
for imiependence and.vocational compennce within p.sheltered set- . 0

ting. It is ofinterestto compare this with Kerry's Place
.(Ontario), 'The.reader is referredto_Elgar (1975) for a fuller

descriptiOn.'
\

1

.

In planning providion for the autistic handicapped, the provinde
Of Ontario needs'to takel account of the future needs. for aoolescents

and young adults up to age 21.

Visits were made to day schocls in the Inher London Education'Author-
ity, Harborough School, and Griffin Manor Schoolv'both established
in 1967. These units accept"a range of severely-handicaPped chil-
dreh, comVfising brain-daraged'and sevgrely enoSionally-disturbed
lhildren as lell as clastidal autistics.' Both schools draw stu-
dents from a.wide area, one north and the other south of the Thames

J

River. They have a high proportion of iiimigrant'and disadvantage&
children because of thq "inner city" areas they serve.

Progrms, as in the residential schools, are essentially adapted
elementary ichool'programs, in small groups (1 to 6, bufwith a
teacher and teaching assistant making this effectiv.ily 1 to 3) in s
a classroom fdrm of organization and timetabling. Behavior modi-
fication is notyidely or rigorously used, though elements are used

'to meet the needs of particular children Motivation .is by approval,
social reinforcement bt,,teacher and mastety of task rather than ,
through prinary reinforcement such as food or the use of toOtens.
The emphasis is en creating an orderly routine, flexible and varied
activities, wi:h individual programs for each child. Every oppor-

tunity is takea, e.g. in Harborough School, f6r developing group
skills and interaction.

'
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itnire are,norstructured language prdgratas, though the,piinc 1-

.
-Ofilarborciu*hHia"Well aWare Of developments in the fieldn The ....

.:.iclaitroOlvenVITOnalent And.actiVities 64taid4.schools,are bsed to

'

stimulate provide motivationto'communiCate.
It is assumed.t at children.will finally acquire language if taught
andcommunicated with at their deyelopmental level (see the Neuro-
psychiatric Institute, UA.1,,,C.for an expltcit_stAtement pf thiO
philosophy) . . .

.,.. ,
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Oie of.the contrikutions of Harborough School it, rthedevelopdent
of A graded.seriei-of stimulffor prepenting concepts, from the . .

..

concrete to the abstract, by making coloured 'slides of the real
N

objects in children's environment. .
.../ : -,

..

. -

t -
,

. .

Much of theitaterial in Harbowou h (as in the two residential .

schools) is nide or adapted by the teachers. They prepare programs
to meet the indivitual ieeds 'of children. There is.little faith in /
the claims of speCific packaged'program material's, as'compared with
the improvement of the teacher'eknowledge 'and skills, Though,goals
are not stated imbehavioral. form, schools such asplirarborou hOe
explicit aims and objvetives,,-ind ave a very distinct ethos nd

direction emanating from the Put seful activity of staff and rill-
. k w r

. c ipal . ,,,. .
. .9, , T a

-*

4- Harillmough provides for 24 children. (3-16 years
,

of-age). It has a .

head-teachex, 4 teachers, 4 nurseryopssistants (aided) and one addi-
tional teaching assistent (classes-are 1L6 in terms of teacher staff-
ing, 1:3 in terms of adul.t7child'ratio). .A consultant psychiatrist

,attends once a'week, a psychiatric social worker f6r.24 days a week,
an educational psychologist.otice a month, and a speech-pathologist .

Once a weeke as well'as a music therapist. .Three coitside trips'a
week are part of the program. 'Staff'work closely with parents. .,

*

The sense bf direction w6 lesS evident in Griffin Manor school,
' though this may haim been due to the fact that this unit was'under

temporary'principal. at the time-of visit.

These schools (day and residential) 'do not provide parttnularly good
models of planned space and use of resources, since they.have had to
-adapt to old and, in some,-instanees, cramped premises, adapted to
their purpose.

4

Sign ldnguage (the Pagef-Gorman system) is being introduced in the
Sybil Elgar School for 'specific students. The entire school staff.

.is Undertaking systematic training in sign-languege one day a week
(1976).

I

A general evaluation Of these autistic programs is that they apPear
to meet the needs.of the autistic or autistic-like children'placed
in them at least as effectively, in terms of social, adaptive And
language learning as, do more structured programsin the U.S.A.

It appears that there has been a.considerablesrowth ih Sritain,
since 19714 in the provision of small classes and units for autis-
tics attached to regular schools; or attempts at integration of'

op-%
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autistic groups with normal children, cf. the Leicbater,City

experiment and work 'done in Oxfordshire. The National Autistic

Society provides an exhaustive listing of such classes mid units.

As noted, it has established its own schools, such as the ones

visited and others, and thcae are.fully supported, in terms of

testher.salary and running costs, by the education'authorities

. which use them.'
.

22,1.2 .Frovisidn for the Sevetely Languagezimpaited (Aphasit)
Nr D

More interestint, in.terna Of innovation, are the schools for

.language-impaired childien. Visits Were Made to Mos House School

and John Hdrniman Sthool fdr language-impaired/aphasic children.

.
They are two of six schoos of this kind in the United Kingdpm;

- othtrs include the Edith Edwards School, Banstesd, Surrey; Dawn

School,' Noteinghim% Perair Medley School,'Newcastle and *the Ewing,
,

School, Manchester. . 1-
,

0 4

4 '0 /
0

.0a

Moor House and John Horniman are residential schools, established

by a voluntaty aisociation representing parents, the lnvalid.Chil-,

dren's Aid Association WhiCh hag pressed for'researth and provision

for groups such as language-impaired legrning-disability f 6

e e,

(dyslexic).children. Another group devoted entirely, to the needs

of language-impaired children is AFASIC (Association for All Speech

Impaired Children).

Like the autisixic And other 'voluntary special school's, these schools

are supported by fees paid/by local education authorities for placea. s

. ment-of atudents. Because"of the.limited number of places, each \N-
4,,schgeol draws fiam a wide,area, main0 Southern England.

.11

PS

0

Moor House was established,ift 1947 'through the:interest of an emi-

nent neurologpt with particular codbitment toispeech and language.

It accepts children from 7 tol6 years of age; though children of 5

can be considered.for placemeat. There are BO chaldren, who must

be of normal intelligence and not autistic. tlasses average 10,

children. Apart from headteacher end deputy headteachek, there are

9 teachers, 7 speech therapists, and'll child-csre workers for the

residential aspect of the school. lnlere'iS. a full-time educational

psychologist who plays a najor part in intake and evaluation, and

consultant clinics bylmediatrician, psychiatrist and, otologist.

Children in the school are those wIth severe language.delay and
disorder, including expressive and receptive aphasics, children

with severe articulation problems, dyspraxia, and physical diffi-

culties such as cleft palate. It was noted by the headteache'r that

4 .

the majority of students had lost or failed to develop speech as

a result of severe nfections.leading to convulsions, or'other

traumatal .early in life.

°

.Hearing handicap is an important cor.ribufory handicap in some

children. One critexion for entry -o the school is that the'hearz.

ing thkesholeshould be above 40 db in speech frequencies; this is

to prevent, what used to occur, as late as 1970 when the present .

writet last observed the school, whetia'proportjon of children'were it

entering the schuol with severe hearing loss. These children had

0
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. spent years in receiving inappropriate "oral" approaches in schools

for the hearing-handicapped* . 5

,.

There in in the school one class with a wide age range containing
.receptive.aphasics. In this class, the Paget-Gorman sign language
systeM ls being successfully used to isuiblish'communication (often

!for the first time). On this foundatton is liuilt it approach to
-.speech yhere possible through (i) acquiritg a vocabulary in ,pic-
'tures and printed Word and (it) learning to organize proper syntax
thtough use of a colour ,coding system devised and developed by the
p ent principal when working as a classroom teacher th the dchoOl
Lea (19)0))

\/
.

.

The programincludes intensilie speech therapy for all children,
emphasizes language/communication and is.itructured. Language work

is iiqYèd with. cemddiation in readtpg. In, many respects, especially

for o der students, the.curriculum is the normal elemertary/second-
ary pzgram but slowed in'pace and wore struCtured. No specific

linguist programs are,used apart from sigelanguage and the Lea
system, except for individual programs devised by the speech thera-

.

piste. , .

1

There isan elaborate 413tem ofassessment requiring atildren and

parents to stay,for two days, to receive a searching investigation
'through tests of ability, language and observation. Progress is

assessed eystematically and.regularly.
\

There fs a Close co-oRration betWeen'sPeech therapists and teachers
in develsping language remediation; children .attend for intensive
remedial work, but therapists also yisit and work closely with

1 teathgrs in the classioom.
,

,
This is of particular .interest in planning.services kor the language-

impaired. in view of the uhanging role of the speech,pathologist
(language pathologist) on both sides of the Atlantic, *nd the search,:
for the most effective vise of the talents:of the profeaaional spe-. *

"eializing in language, assessment, planning remediafion and

program rather than in apecific tutorial/clinical eherapy.

It is interesting to.compare thb very different pattern of usage of
the speedh pathologist in the John Horniman Sohool, and the varying
patterns in failities in Ontario: Bedford Park School;"the board
services inOttawa and in Carleton; glistletown Regionalgentte;

.''---"Kerry's.'Place, and the regional centres.for the mentally retarded,
'to cite representative examples.

1

The JohnlHorniman School has 24,children,aged 6 to 9 years, who

are severely language-handicapped,(aphasic). A day care centre

for pre-school children has recently been established. There are

5 teachers ar.d 1 speech therapist.
,

The.prograM has evolvedconsiderably in the last five or six years.
The present program is highly structured in terms of content and °

sequenie. It begins with systematic instruction in the Paget-.

Gorman system,.of pign langUage. Thlls leads to the learning of

aa
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striCtly'controlled vocabulery through pictures and written,lan-

guage. Thii in'turn in used to build up reqeptive and expressive

use of spoken language, structured "through.Colour-coding of syn- I

tactic strudtures, An organized.wogression of "remedial syntax"

(Conn) is used tit; guide this development.

The'details of'"remedial syntax" have been criticizedIpm tae

linguistic viewpoint by Crylitail, but the method hie sirl,ed to

1 "stimulate interest in practical ways of helping children neater,
graded and priagressive linguistic structures. The language-sampling

technique' of acsessmeni devised by Crystaliet al has been adapted

in an economical and practical way. Tile gifted deputy-principal

of the school (Hutt) realizes curriculum goals in practical ways .

theough dpising classrooM aciiviiies and developing mitertals such

4as controlled vocabulary, spelling and reading materials. Detailed

notes of this program are given later.

It is consiftred by the school alit its present function is to

prepare the ground for use of language thtough a highly.structured

if
Program and pass most of its students (at age 9) to the sister

school, Dawn House, which will build more systematic and creative

language on thq...se fodunaLions in the pre-adolescent student, The

program'is one of the most interesting and stimulating..

A sutvey of4Limar Ad ctiildren tFansferred back to regular schools .

from John Horniman was'carried out b'y Pauline Griffith,,former speech

therapist at the school and now senior tutor in the National College

of Speech Sqienceá. It sholied that one-third of the group failed to

progress and others showed the effect,Of their previous severe lan-

guage delay (Griffith (1969)). It was :indinks such as this which

led to the cOnclusion thai schools such as-John Horniman must provide,

intensive basic language programs hut that the remediation of lan-'

guage must progress into adolescence.

Moor Houie carried out a survey of past school leavers. This ex-

posed the low levels of language and educatioAal aptainment in

' severely language-disordered;persons, and hence th4%low of

occupation achieved. It eiphasized the leid,for 1etter guidapce

and pre-vocational training.

A "non-verbaln'apprOuch to early language remediation

An interesting p4ogram; contrasted with the above, was the s!non-

verbarapproach to language-delayed children at the Gnlian Fraser

day unit, Inner London Authority.. The program accepts

20 children aged below 6, with significant language' delay due_to

a number of causes including environmental causes. It hal:two

teachers, two speech pathologists and two nursing.assistahts.

Teacher and therapist work together in a group managiug.and.stimu-

3ating.

The program emphasized the,pre-linguistic stages of learning: dis-

crimination of stimuli, perceptual skills (visual, audItory and

rhythm), classification and sequencing of stimuli. It It...contended

that children w4h gross language delaY have already failed to

4,
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porieunicate verbally, Are Itustrated and. Oyerwhelimed VY sPoken
language; they'.ireAften eqhoialid. PIS. itienot-felereWarding,to

,e :prets lOguage on- a Child already under "language pr4Assurc' ',
. .'

, (Klei&er), ., .
,. e

The program owes much,to the philoiophy of a psychologist and a
speech therapist,'Fraser and Blockley. (1973). 'Criticism Of the

, assumptions of the mogram have been,voiced by linguists such as
Crystal ,(1976r.,, It is open to questioIyhow far this is a language
program or more of a "Head Start" typ of intervention... The pre..

, diction of the present writer i4ha this type of program will
probably evolve towards a. more orthodox model following the Reynell,
pattern, and the use of alternative symbolism, such as sign, lead-
ing ,to total commun

.

ibation.' I-

22%1.3 ,Systematic Use of Si n Lan'ua e and 'Total limiunication'

Ig

.

. Valuable experience was obtained from observation of a school
.

for
(the hearing-handicapped in the Inner London Educatibn Authority,

,area. This was Ackmar School, a small day school for severely
% hearing-impaired elementary-age children. Experithental,use of the

Paget7Gorman sign system has led to, the conclusion that children
.communicate'more effeotively and acquire a better mastery of

.

spoken language .(including Focabulary and intonetion)/than in the
previously-used oral. approach. -

C.

f

e
s r

Direct Classroom observation et 6 year old students revealed a /
lively\Fesponse to sign languag4.and in-abili;ty to.link sign wish
*vocalizing at the developmental level appropriate to the child: -

Children were observed to accompany early-fluent reading with fluent
(slEns' , . .'

..

.

4
rt '. .

.
, , P

Observation of plassroot Use and of a'comparison, on videotape, of
......-

....

.-convefitional sign!language with the Paget-Gorman system illustrated,
the econo0 and pre...ision of the Paget-Gorman systeni. The consule-
.ant-teacher who supervises thet1.41e.6f,sign language ItOthe school,
as well as teaching, is.the exponentpf sign language un this

,-

demonstration video-tape.
. ,

-

. . \ ,
t

,

, , , .

4111

a

She.produced evidence that by suitable "phrasing" of sign isnguage
sudh as Paget-Goiman which has an "English" syntax, the deaf child
was abie to acquire.natural intonation in spoken languagel much ,more
effectively. This was 'evidenX in theiespeech: Even sevorely
hahdicapped children (multiple-handicaved, autistic) of low abi- '-

lity, in one group In the'school,. were 0i-served to be responsive
to intensive communication through sign and verbalizing.

, ConvinCed by his experience of the meritkof "total communication"
based on this system, the Headteacher planned.to introduce sign

. language to all children in the school when they entered, i.e. to /

use it in a-developmental manner tether than waiting fde children
to fail on an oral approach then introduce sign,language as a last-

, stage remedial measure.-Li %.,
-f-; i

, .. .

//\ Research on the Paget-Gorman sign system with handicapped groups . . 4)
is repdrted by Fenn (1976).

4.
4 A
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22.1.4 sYS.utd_aplech":' an,Altetnative Signe stem to.Aid.S.Peech
,

'Expetimeatal usesOf the Cornett system.cd"lcued.speech" was ob-, . 4.

served in the Frank Barnes School, Clerkenwell, I.L:E.A., a day

'school for heaqng-impaired children.

(*In use'for three years, the Cornett system is based on research

' and.development in the U.S.A. buttia sponsoted bg a society in

'the U.K. Dr. Cornett is a consultant. The system is a 11m4ed

set'of manual cues used tobindicate features of speech, such as

consonants, through shape and position. These signs are made

. near the mouth tooaugplene speech-Teading.
N

limitedkrepertoire of cues have to beloarned,Las cotpared with

a full sign or finger-spel1ing system. 'ObPervatiOge showed it to ;

be very effective in making"apeech-reading efficient'in children'

art 8 to 13 yeats witfi severe hearing handicap -- so much so that

,a pre-adolescent group had asdimilated every detail of pronuntia- *

tion of their.teacher, a clear bui well-marked East Indian variant .

sof English. He was abld to demonstrate that, even with.s eech-
amplifieis4switched off, and xelying completely On the li ited
repertoire of signe thVgroup codlip answer unfamiliárird ions

Perfectly.

Best results are likely to be found in younger children, 5 to 7

years old. The method has been introduced informally at the early
school leveVancL is novi-being taught in a mort structured way at

this level. Parints art involved in thu program, but slifficulties

,-have been four0 in simply giving them descriptions and tape-recard-:

ings. Clearly.,0 more intensive program of.training ip needed.

This caution applies,.however,'to many alternative languageb'experi-

ments.
r

The Cornett appmach may appdar to have limited applicat1on outside

the education e.the_severely hearinrhandicapped. It h4s,1 in fact,
. value for children who have learned to vocilize,and prodece speech

sounds'but need specific monitoring in control and articulation of
weech sounds.., The "cpes" are limitedin number and should be easily

learned,-i.e. do not req4re such perceptual discrimination and fine

b. motor control, and tax on the memory, as a fulf sign system. Thia

could.well.be used as a stage of transition from full sign with
.verbalizing to concenpration on producing accurate,speegh. A child

who had learned signIanguage would be well prepared to acquire the

limited additional cued of the Cornett system.

22.1.5 Trends in Languate Research and Repiediation in the' U.K.

stN. '

,Disoussions with professionals and representatives of voluntary
organizations suggested that there is now, in the United Kingdqm,

a considerable interest in the.education of autistic and language-

impaired children.

A recent major report (The Quirk Report) advocated maj;ir changes in

the training of speech therapists. More etphasis is- being given to

language therapy, to the need for kApwledge of linguistics, the

te-7
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development of language in children, and to rational procedures
ilythe assesMent of handicap and the planning of'cemediation.
In particular, the assessmenl' procedure and rational Approach to
planning remediAtiOn, put forward by Crystal et al, are having an
important effect on the thinking and practice of the younger gen-.
eration of speech therapiste, through Intensive profeasional-
development,training. Speech therapists are aware Of the range
of main language programs available on both sides of the,Atlantic.

'Experiments are being cOnducted into-the use o f systematic sign
language andtotal communication with hearing-handicapped and
mmitiple-hapdicapped/retarded groups (Fenn (1976)). The Bliss

.

. Symbol system is belng tried in a small number, of special schools, '

,under the guidAnte of a team based on the Ontario CripplWChil- A.
liren'A.Centre.

V
..

Since l97l;'the number of day classes and units for autistic
children has pushroomed; schools And units for the language-
impaired have Aldo developed, though not on the same scale., in
indicatton of(ihe growing interest in the specific problems of t1.4
language-impaited is the founding of a society devoted to these
needs -- AFASIC, or the Association for All Speech-Impaired
Children; '

Rewardinglenterprise is shown by parental organizations such as
the Inyalid Children's Aid Aseociation in founding itwown special
schools which are evaluated and accepted by the Department,of Educe-

., tion and Science anck fully supported thrOugh feei from boaids,of .

education for chtldren placed in the Schooli.. Ontario acks this
sort of enterprise: the syltem forbids it.

University and teacher-training institution; have begun to respond
11) establishing professional development courses:1n language-',

It.ls,planned to:develop a.new kind:of professional
the speech therapisttlanguage teacher. One course serving this '

purpose already exists in the University of Durham, Neweastie-on-
.Tyhe; another is planned in the Department of Linguistic.S6ience,
University of Reading.

A ,,

The National Autistic Society considersthat:it.no4,..has,some piai-
tical influence; the'danger now is the too-rapid sOread of unit&

. for autistics before'teachers are adequately trained, and of a
/.back-lash in the regular schools housing-these units because of
failure to understand these children's needs. If anythifig, the
Aanger ts now that theparents'of theautistic. child may expect
too milch and become too optimistic.about degrees of imProvement
arid "cure" of autistic children.

,Discussion with Professor Crystalemphasized the importance of
recionciling theory and practice, the.need for knowledge. of chil-
drel's language acquisition, and the procedures for practical
remediation,

The major instrument of-progress is effective and intensive pro-
fesstonal.inserVice training, backed by 'a-"write-in" and consult-

-s
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4 NOW which reconciles the academic and the practical.
0 ant 'service:. Teachinutentross ineOntario should examine this

22.2.1

4

Observation and discussion of the Crystal (et al) assessment

technique, using analys4s of language samples, convinced the

present writer of the valuelof this approach to assessment and

planning of remediation.
3.

(

Study Visits to the U.S.A.

Developments in the U.S.A. are usually better known to the Cana-

dian educator through professional contacts, reading of literature,

and the fact that a significant number bf speech pathologists (in

particular those with Master's degree) were trained in the U.S.A,

PrOgrams Visiied in the U.S.A..

These= programs were:

1) The Wayne County program for autistic children, Detroit;

04.1

2) The SAnta.Barbaii Autism Dipsemimation.Plc'ojecto,eplifornia;

3) The Camarillo State Hospital; California;

4), The school for autistic Children in the reurop6chiatric.
. -

5) Departmen of Speech and Language,' North Western University,
,

Evanston, Illinois.

,
. 4

.

In addition, contact,was made wlth the4eutistic Society .(p.-B.A.) .

>
for literature, lists of Maks azid contacts'in the tield.of autisr...

.

'. 22.2.2 The Wayne CoUntx System covers onethird of the State of Michigan.

The program for mental retardation is aimed at integration of the

. mentally retardepi into suitable educational and social rehabilita-

tion programs, folloviing much the same principles of mnotmalizatiod"

as those adopted by the Ministry of Community and Social Services

'in Ontario.

ft

The autistic program is administered within Aim large mental

retardation program which has some spo professional perdonnel.

kdapted public school buildings are ilsed for educational programs

for mentally retarded children of scho61.age 'and for vocational

units. The use of systeilatic behavior modification procedures and

trials of alternative systems such as*pieture boards and Bliss

Symbols were obgerved being uied with the mentally retarded.

An interesting part o f this iirogram was a parent-edutOion and

home-support project serviced by two speech pathologists. A 'com-

prehensive audio-visual presentation of this ig availabre.
\

The whole system for the mentally retarded follows a plan set'out

in accordance with current state legislation mandating special

,

e



education. It has a nanual setting out goals and specific pro-
cedures for instruction, including a systematic approach to .

language interv*ion. This language program was originally
devised within aistate hospital for thg retarded. It has many
behavioral aspects, viz, use of operant conditioning techniques,
stages of motor and vocal imitation, etc. which are closely simi-
lar to the Kent program. This guide has been augmented and sur-
passed,by work carried out by speech pathologists in the schools.

The autistic units are based in elementary school buildings no
longer required by school boards. These schooli have been re-
modelled to suit their new purposes.

The one observed had two small teaching areas formed out of a
previous classroom. The'two teaching areas shared a central area
where teaching materials were stored. Individual teaching could
take place in this area, or there could be one-way observation of
either teaching area. These areas included spaces, with louvered
doors, for use as "time-out" facilities. There were also larger
classroom/activity rooms for the-older adolescent/young adult group
who followed more practical, vocationally-related activities.

Each teaching group contained 6 children, but the adult-child ratio
was lowered to 1:3 by the presence of an aide-volunteer with each
teacher. Teachers were observed working with groups ranging from
1 to 1, to 1 to 3.

Programs are based on specific behavioral goals in adaptive, social
and communication.skills. Behavior-modification techniques moreor
less rigorously applied, and using primary re-inforcement (candy,
tokens) or social re7inforcement are the'ones mainly employed.

Teaching-materials are as in many units for the autistic (see the
Santa Barbara Project listing of materialS). They are pre-school,
kindergarten, or early primary level materials and\tasks. The more
practical, work-related activities for the adolescents are also con-
siderably simplified and re-structured.

Language programs are developed and used in co-operation with the °

consultant sPeech pathollogist who also takes out children regularly
for intensive individual work in language. Sign language is used
regularly with students, Alternatives, such as the Bliss Symbols,
have been used though this approach was not actually seen. The

. Man-SLIP system has beeri tried with very handicapped individuals
but has been judgec by the speech pathologist to be most effective
with children who already have some receptive language.

The speech pathologist recorded in detail specific goals and cri-
teria for progress. Use is made of "intrusive" stimulation, i.e.
the unresponsive child is heavily and directly stimulated and his
Attonses physically cued and directly manipulated, if necessary.

Th e appears to be an appreciation of the range of structured
language systems/materials available.
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Outside interests, prcjects and field trips are built into the

program though the schools have no garden, shops, etc. of their

own. Staff meet regularly for_discussion, planning of programs

and professional development. Crass-visiting with other schools

for the autistic is encouraged.

Children with the full *range of severe handicaps associated with

autism are accepte3. Dr. J. Freeman, the research psychologist

of the Neuropsychiatric Institute, U.C.L.A., who was visiting at

the time, commented that children were accepted intb the Wayne

County units with levels of handicap much more severe than those

imposed for admission to autistic classes provided by the state

of California.

A brief evaluation of this system suggests that it is purposeful

and humane and is open to try alternatives thin fis behaviorist

philosophy. A weakness is that the autistig child is identified

.
with the mentally retarded group and that setting up of separate

autistic units inhibits integration with a regular school setting.

Howelier, in many respects, the level of provision for the autistic

4, :4

.
child appeared more systematic and more effective than school pro-.

4

mision in Ontario. 0

A basic weakness of staffing is that the teacher-aides are students

or similar personnel who are basically untrained except on the job,

and there is a high degree of turn-over. The "teachers", too, may

be child-care staff. Teacher-aides are not trained to the profes-

sional level of the British "nursery assistant" who was described

as acti:ng as teac%er-aide in British autistic schools and units.

22.2.3 A "Total Communication" S stem for the Hearing-handicapped

An interesting comparison to experiments with "total commUnication"

in Ontario and the U.K. is provided by the Wayne County day classes

for heartng-handicapped. These are based on, and integrated with,

regular elementary schools. The consultant in charge of this pro-

gram had been trained and had many years of professional experience

as an "oralist" teacher of the deaf. She had been converted to the

value of using a manual sign system by her experience with total

communication. The sign system prerted was visual English, i.e.

one in which English syntax and grammatical markers for grammatical

structures are built into the sign system.

When children are placed in the system, parents are consulted and

advised on the pros and cons of the program; it is made clear to

them that it is essential for them to support the program and to

learn enough signs to re-inforce the child at home. The program

appears to be making good progress in establishing total communica-

tion, and producing results in acquisition of spoken language which

are su erior to a purely oral approach for children (estimated as

a larg4 proportion) who have failed to respond to the classical

oral/a al methods for the deaf.

This experience further re-inforces the claims of "total communica-

tion" as a viable and effective technique.

I
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12.2.4 The Santa Batbara Autism Dissemination Project

The Santa Barbara Autism Dissemination Project was seen during
its final phase. It was originally directed by Koegel and owes
much to the behavioral approach of Lovaas (1977). The philosophy
and practice of the project are described.in two published manuals,
one for administrators and one for teachers (Donnellan-Walsh et
al (1976)). These rank as among the most lucid, well-researched
and practical guides for teaihers'id the autistic which have been
produced.

N.

'The manual adopts a systematic behavior-modification approach to
all aspects of the educational.program, including language. One
valuable contribution is the suggestion for-the assessment of the
autistic child: i.e.language in terms of,two dimensions: communica-
tion vs. mutism; immediate vs. delayed echolalia. This technique .

permits the teacher to estimate the severity of the Child's lan-
guage handicap in communicating, suggests points of departure for
remediation arid illustrates how a handicap (echolalia) can be
suppressed or used to help remediation.

I.

A

Excellent descriptions are given of the basic curricular matereal
needed in a classroom for the autistic, and of the planning of
space/resources to.me2t the needs of autistic children. A very
useful review is provided of thk kinds of planned space fnund in
various units in California. Clear-cut proceduree ire given for
defining behavioral goals, criteria for mastery and;progress, and
forrecording progress.- Grouping and timetabling a e explicitly
discussed.

The Santa Barbara autistic 'Unit which is the j'ase for the project
was itself hampered by having to receive children identified-and
.assessed by ehe local county board school system. In its final
phase, it was receiving a high proportion of children with severe

Imental retardation and neurological damage who were probably not
autistic. )

Staffing of the unit was based on 12 child-care workers (who had
unusually good qu'alification such as pursuing a Mastees.degree),
a teacher and supporting staff such as the speech pathologist and
the director of the program. There were 6 childre&in the program,
when observed.

The timetable (described in the Teachers' Manual) is rigidly set
out in half-hour modules, with a set time for each activity with
a child or group of two children'involving a particular staff mem-
ber. Children rotated, period by period, to different staff members
for different tasks.

This was deliberate, as it was found that autistic children find
it difficult to distinguish the learning task from specific stimuli
and the specific persons prdtenting the task and must be taught
explicitly to generalize their learning. The iristructional proce-
dures were in terms of specific behavioral goals, defined sequences
of activity leading to those goals and specific recommendations for
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kind and pace of re-inforcement and presentation of stimuli. Re-

commended lists of materials or tasks were listed. Rigorous imme-

diate monitoring and recording were viewed as crucial for success.

In this curriculum the immediate goals were well-defined but whit

is less eviden t. is the rationale for the total curriculum.

An adolescen, group housed in a separate facility and organized

on essentially the .same pviLciptes, appeared to be isolated, rather

sterile and unstimulatins. 4

One of the most interesting aspects of the whole project (not neces-

sarily 'constrained by the conditions of the teaching unit) was the

plan for dissemination of concepts and techniques relating to edu-

cation of the autistic child in California. The dissemination team

worked within a school for a week together With the teacher(s) Who

were receiving training. They accepted and'defined, in practical

terms, the problems encountered by the teacher, demonstrated di-

rectly how to set up recommended techniques with the children. Chil=

dren went home at 2 p..m. (as they.do from the base unit); the rest

of the school day was devoted to professional development.

The projdct team have also made4nteresting recommendations based

on'their experience in educatittrparents. The Teachers' Manual

Aistinguishes between (i) guidance/discussiOn aimed at dealing

with personal anxieties and attitudes and (ii) practical, specific

techniques of management of the child in the home.

There is a great deal to be learned from this project, representing

a committed.behavior-modification appro4ph to educatitm and manage-

ment of the autistic child. Comparisons with alternative approaches

are also rewarding.
""*..

A similar valuable source of information and guidance emerging from

practical experience is the set of maruals on teaching the autistic

produced with funds from a Federal grant by the Los Angeles County

Office of the Superintendent of Schools (1977).

The Camarillo State Hospital Program
/

The autistic programs seen at the Camarillo State Hospital, located

between Santa Barbara and Los Angeles, serves institutionalized

groups from pre-school to adult level. It is part of the up-

grading and reform .of a major psychiatric institution, i.e. the

movement to open up and "normalize" closed psychiatric ftcilities

by more effective application of relationship and behavior modi-

fication techniques and education in its broadest sense. An

interesting unit was the pre-school, a unit with its own special

space, with the usual pre-school m_terials, but used in structured

small groups and one-to-one situafthis for teaching fundamental

sensori-motor and communication skil 4

Sign language was being used with a ariety of individuals, as

well as structured language inaterialb such as the Peabody or

Fokes syntax materials. It was noted by speeéb pathologists, who

were conducting individual sessions, and by chief nursing staff,,

that the use of sign language.had stimulated a much more effective

;
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level offcommunication than had been possibll with indi'viduals
unable, despite prolonged efforts, to-acquire spoken language.

c The hospital has a strong commitment to applied research. The
.chief research psychologist (Lavigne) was'a member of the team
of'the Santa Barbara Project.

An interesting development was Lavignet."Itardian Method" for
instructing extremely handicapped autistic adolescents, which,,
has already been described in Chaptcr 21.

.22.2.6 Neuropsychiatric Institute School- U.C.:L.A.,

A quite different approach is presented by the school in the
Neuropsychiatric Institute, Zniversity of California, Los Angeles.
The approach is ba..-ed on the aseiumption that the autistiC child
can best be assessed and taught by adjusting tasks 4;o developmen.-
tal level. The structuring of learning materials is seen ap bore
important than techniques of operant conditioning, though behavior
shaping and modification can be employed at later stages to re-
inforce some language skills. The intensive, unremitting repeti-
tion and re-inforcement found in rigorous operant-conditioning
approaches, e.g. Santa Barbara program, Lovaas, etc. is jteiged not
.jto be necessary if the.tasks are adjusted to the child's velop-
mental level and learning conditions are correct. The pr,,gram is
fully described by Graham:, Flaherty and Richfy in Ritvo (1976).
This developmental approach provides an interesting parallel to
the approaches described in the schools for the autisttcs in the
U.K.

There appears to be a considerable influence of what might be
.

termed the "British empirical technique" and the emphasis on autism
as a/primary language disorder in several centres in the U.S.A.,
e.g: the Morgan Centre, California, as contrasted with the mote

.\ traditional behavior-modification approaches.

Other evidence on programs for autistic children in the U.S.A. is
summarized in the report (to the Ontario Ministry of Education) of
the Universty of Ottawa research project on the McHugh School.
for aut'iitic children, Ottawd.

22.2. 7 The Language-Disordered GrotrttI Western itiltraity

One of the most rewarding visits was to the Department of Speech
and Language, North Western University, Evanston, Illinois. This
comprehensive depaltment, including learning disabilities, 4eels
with teaching, research and development work. Basic courses are
at Master's level for speech pathologists; the bachelor's degree
is regarded as foundation preparation in the U.S.A.

Students and tutors were observed preparing the "open".material
for lAsons using Lee's interactive teaching method, and the method
was seen being applied with pre-cchtiol children, using a flannel-
graph scene, toys, dialogue and discusston. This appears to be
a stimulating, practical technique which fits well into a variety
of approaches, including a pre-school or'early school devel)pmental
approach.

4 (11
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-Other observatioLs were of researCh projects (federally funded)
involving the ahsessment and remedistion.of groUpi,of young, pre-
school children with languardelay/disorder. One Project dealt

with children of 3 years .of'age and over. It was considered'
feasible to.identify their difficulties and plan individusl reme-

, diation. The research.indicatis that early intervention is crucial. .

..Ihtervention is based. on Individual work, but was KM observed
being applidd to small groupa (2 to 3).

A striking feature of'the.remedial work was the ..raining of the
fteacher to motivate aad guide a young child through a series .of:
language structures'and repetitien-of-lesponses. It even ensured
the practice of phonological (articulation) patterns which were

. deficient, through clever choice of worda and patterned repetitiOn,
so that.there was no need for specific articulation drills. -

Another relevant project was the language remediation of a group
,of young/pre-school cerebral-palsied children. Mothers were in-
volved as teaching aides in the therapy sessions. .40roaches to
this group dealt flexibly and comprehensively with the child's

' difficulties, using a variety of techniques for communication by.
the child such as conditioning him to respond.to yes/no questions:

.

by eye movement.

This is relevant to the issye of the use of alternative media with -

severely crippled children.

Physical, "occupationai" and language therapy are integrated in
this project; since the whole child has to learn to adapt and
communicateA. Study of the wcys parents participate in therapy
groups andlinterpret information has led to concerns about how far
parents cap cope with the stress of assimilating and acting on in-
formation About their handicapped children. Researa is to be
conducted on the characteristics of the parent,who 'can cope as
"teacher".

Interesting research topics include the stun; of the development
of language in 2-3 year olds, using adaptations of Chafe's case-
grammar .(1970)'to describe the child's semantics. Such develop-

, ments, reconciling the practical knowledge of the speech patholo-
gist and pure researc%, are likely, In due course, to improve
assessment and remediation of child language interest in the
department is not focussed on one aspect of language but deals

) with the phonological, syntactic and semantic; it is interested
in ail handicap groups.

Within the Department of Learning Disability, the emphasis is now
on learning disability as a language disability, and on the central,.
importance of information-processing breakdown in learning disa-
bility. An example is Vogel's (1976) study of the significant
association between level of oral syntax in 8 year olds and
dyslexia.

Discussion with Dr.' Linda Swisher revealed a person who has con-
siderable first-hand know]èdge.of autistic children and those

elt)n
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with language disoIrder. She wo yery helpful in indicating scurces
of infornation and bibliographimon language assesstent io parti-
culAr,

A
Many aspects of this Department make it a rewarding centre fo

. further study and contact.

Ideas from the U.K.

\,

There is a need in Ontario for comprehensive piovision for the
autistic child in a range of residential schools, day cleat:test
and yotts attached to regular schools. Another topic which re-
q rdr.qereful study is the,British attempt to relate the-turri- .

cul m of the autistic thild to developmental educational principles
and ot tommit everything to a behavior modification approach/
program. Another lesson is the importahre of political commitment
and extension of publie knowledge in advancing provision for
special groups such aa the autistic.

Ontario needs one or more specia,l. schools, on the pattern of
John Hornimih School and Moor House School, to meet the needs of
severely language-handicapped children, in particular those in the
rural areas and northern Ontario who do not have access to thera-
peutic and educational facilities cothparable to those in the metro-
politan areas. These schools could att as resource-centres, research
and development centres, and as teacher-training centres (on the
model of the Belleville school for the hearing-impaired).

The value.of the Reynell approach for yoUng language-dekayed chil-
dren has already been'noted. It is cutrently being'extended to
children with more severe language disorders, e.g. the aphasic
children in John Horniman School', and to bentally retarded children.
The prograin deserves further study and replication.

One of the concerns of Ihe,users of sign language in Britain has
been to adopt a system with.a conceptual basis (i.e. a sign standsb
for a basic concept, with added'markers for'specific theaning such
as "Animal" - "Dog", rather than having completely different and
arbitrary signs for each concept).

Another requirement is that the sign system should have English
syntax, word order, and grammatical markers (for plural, person,
tense, etc.) built into it. This is represented by the Pagetp-
Gorman syseem. It is unlikely that this system will be adopted
across the Atlantic, as it is a specific ideolect of sign langune. /

The American Sign Language Aystem and its derivativei-have maryr
claims because of the amount of,,resources and information built
into it, as.well as historical claims.

Nevertheless, the British concerns for selecting a sign language
with the required characteristics !or effectiire learning and tom-
muhecation -- by the normal teacher/pareett as well as the language-
handicapped -- should be carefully considered.

4
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At present, the choice of a variant of sign language for use in:,

a piogram is based on quite arbitrary 'considerations; teachers,

or others, using sign language probably have insufficient know-

. ledge of available varieties to iake decisions. For example,

4
signs observeu being (lied in one intensive b.haviol-mo'dification

program appeared quite atbitrary, if not idiosyncratic to the

,progras. ,

"The variants of sign language should be reviewed by competent'

' professional and research personnel, and guidance issued On the

'beet single variant(s) for use In. particular civiumstances.

British research (Fenn (1976) and other references) underlines

..'the.need for caution in adopting sign language, and the diffi-.,

culties and confusions experiented by low-functioning,children

in acquiring sign language. Thii confirms the'ciutions uttered

by sources such as the,Santa Barbara Teachers' Manual on the use °

of multiple stimuli for autistii children, as found in total

communication linking sign and Speech.

Sign language in itself is obviously not a *Laces.

As noted above, a variant of "si)In" or rather cue, is the Cornett

system of "cued speech" to improve-lip-reading by hearing-impaired

children. Further study and trial of this would be rewarding,
particUlarly with'language-handicapped groups who have at least

vocalizing or receptive language.

The reader is referred to the.videotapes contrasting conventional

' sign language and the Paget-dormap 'system, and similar,training

tapes available-from the Inner London Education Authority, Englard, ) *

'and to research study videotapes of teaching and, use of Paget-

Gorman sign .language with,handicapped groups.

22.4 Ideas from U. S . A.

to

Much that has alreadyteen said applies to observations in the

U.S.A. It is reassuring to find so much common ground in trial

of alternative methods. ".

One of the valuable examples to be followed is the organization

of effective present practice (based ou, behavior modification

techniquei) summarized in the Santa Barbara Autism Projects man-

uals (1976) and related projects (e.g. Los Angeles County ProItct

manuals, 1977).

Related to the above is the need to develop similar models for

effective "disaemination" of skills and knowledge, i..steacher

.training and parenti training/guidance as set.out in the Santa

Barbara model.

Adequate planning of space and resources for autIstic and language-

handicapped children in general would profit from consideration

of the comments on administration, planning and design presented

in the above manuals; .
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Consideration dhould be given to study of the'viarious ways in
which:ths'emall group of autistic children can be best organized
and helped, wiz. whether ia separate classes integrated with
spublic-schoola, ineseparaie schools, ot inochools adminitterq0
'by sone Other more general handicap category. Experience of the
vrgenization of these various fo62 of education and treatment is
severely.liiited-in Ontario.. It:would be of value to 'examine the
Wayne CountY pattern (of,separate.facilities,for autistics), and

; coAtrast it with the/only other example currently available in ,

Ontario, the &Hugh School,' Ottawa, as well as the'British.models.

,o, .

What watrlearned from observations of the'North Western University
bepartment of Speech and Language projects;in early language inter-

2-
'vention were:

1

, f

. -o

1) The value of effective early.identification and.intervention,
.by agerl dT earlier, which covd be a model for development in

. - Ontario. .

AV

2) The effective combination Ordevelopmental and linguistically
. structured approaches in the Laura Lee method, and other indi-
vidual/small.group approaches used by therapists to reconcile
language principles with an open learning approach not dependent
on drills And formal repetition:

k

3) The combination of organization, materials, and techniques to
ensure effective ateention to semantic (vocabulary), structural
(syntax) and phonological aspects 4f earlY language 49. appro-
priate.

4) The North Western University Department also presents a model
of co-operatioebetween the various emphases of speech, of
language,'and of learning disabilities in the broader sense,
and stresses the linguistic foundations of the more widespread °

."specific learning disabilities". This conciliation of iuterasts
is rewArding.

Study of the North Western programs ci applied research.Ond reme-,
diation techniques is advocated.

4 05
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